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Development of an Automatic Document
Malware Analysis System

Hong-Koo Kang, Ji-Sang Kim, Byung-Ik Kim and Hyun-Cheol Jeong

Abstract Malware attacks that use document files like PDF and HWP have been
rapidly increasing lately. Particularly, social engineering cases of infection by
document based malware that has been transferred through Web/SNS posting or
spam mail that pretends to represent political/cultural issues or a work colleague has
greatly increased. The threat of document malware is expected to increase as most
PC users routinely access document files and the rate of this type of malware being
detected by commercial vaccine programs is not that high. Therefore, this paper
proposes an automatic document malware analysis system that automatically per-
forms the static/dynamic analysis of document files like PDF and HWP and provides
the result. The static analysis of document based malware identifies the existence of
the script and the shell code that is generating the malicious behavior and extracts it.
It also detects obfuscated codes or the use of reportedly vulnerable functions. The
dynamic analysis monitors the behavior of the kernel level and generates the log. The
log is then compared with the malicious behavior rule to detect the suspicious
malware. In the performance test that used the actual document malware sample, the
system demonstrated an outstanding detection performance.

Keywords Document � Malware � Automatic analysis system
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1 Introduction

Malware attacks like Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) and spam mail using a
document file have been rapidly increasing lately. These attacks are mostly used in
the social engineering method, which uses a Web/SNS posting containing political
and cultural issues, to induce the users download the malware, or that pretends to
be a work colleague and that sends spam mail with document malware attached to
it to infect the users with malware [1, 2]. Since most PC users routinely use
document files, they are more vulnerable to document based malware than the
existing types of PE (Portable Executable) malware. Moreover, the rate of this type
of malware being detected by commercial vaccine programs is not that high. Since
the commercial vaccine programs use the signature based detection method, which
has a low rate of detecting document malware, the threat of document malware is
expected to continue to increase [3, 4].

Therefore, this paper proposes an automatic document malware analysis system
that will automatically perform the static/dynamic analyses of document files like
PDF and HWP and that will provide the result. The static analysis of document
malware identifies the existence of the script and the shell code that is generating
the malicious behavior and extracts it. It also detects obfuscated codes or the use of
reportedly vulnerable functions. The dynamic analysis monitors the behavior of
the kernel level and generates the log. The log is then compared with the malicious
behavior rule to detect the suspicious malware. In the performance test that used
the actual document malware sample, the system demonstrated an outstanding
detection performance.

2 Related Studies

The leading automatic malware analysis systems include Anubis [5], CWSandbox
[6], and Wepawet [7].

Figure 1 shows the result of the malicious code analysis by Anubis. Anubis
provides a Web based automatic malware analysis service. It provides the attribute
data of the input file as well as the behavior data such as the registry, file, and
process. It also provides the analysis result of the file and process that was derived
from the malicious code [5]. However, Anubis does not provide the analysis of
document based malicious codes, although it does provide the analysis of PE types
of malicious codes.

Figure 2 shows the result of malicious code analysis by CWSandbox. Like
Anubis, CWSandbox provides the automatic analysis of PE types of malicious
codes. Unlike Anubis, CWSandbox provides the result of the PE file analysis
through e-mail. Particularly, it provides the behavior data with the time that it
occurred. [6]. However, like Anubis, CWSandbox does not provide the analysis of
document based malicious codes.
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Lastly, Wepawet performs the static/dynamic analyses of the PDF and provides
the behavior result [7]. Figure 3 shows the result of the PDF file analyzed by
Wepawet.

Wepawet extracts the script/shell code that is contained in the PDF file and
provides the behavior data of the extracted codes. For the generated file, it shows
the result of applying the commercial vaccine program. However, Wepawet is
limited in that it only provides the analysis of PDF format document based
malicious codes.

Fig. 1 The Anubis analysis result

Fig. 2 CWSandbox analysis result
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3 System Design

The files targeted by the automatic document malware analysis system that are
proposed in this paper are PDF, MS-Office, and HWP files. The system mainly
consists of the analysis management module, static analysis module, and dynamic
analysis module. Figure 4 shows the overall architecture of the automatic
document malware analysis system.

As shown in Fig. 4, the analysis management module receives the request for
analysis and management of the data. The static analysis module and dynamic
analysis module retrieve the analysis request file from the DB, perform the
analysis, and store the results in the DB. Figure 5 shows the analysis management
module.

As shown in Fig. 5, the analysis management module performs the task of
saving the analysis request data in the management DB so that the system will
perform the static/dynamic analyses upon an analysis request by a Web user/
external system.

The static analysis system uses the fact that most of the malicious behaviors in a
document file are executed by the scripts/shell codes and checks if there is any
script/shell code in the document file and extracts it if it exists. For example, it
checks if/JS or/JavaScript naming is used in a PDF file and extracts the relevant
java script. It extracts the VB scripts included in the macro of an MS-Office file. In
a PDF file, it decodes five types of obfuscated codes that are applied to/Filter and
detects if any reportedly vulnerable functions are used.

The dynamic analysis module checks if there is an analysis request in the DB
and initializes the environment to begin the dynamic analysis. It then performs the

Fig. 3 PDF analysis result
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analysis of the document file and extracts the file/network/registry/process/mem-
ory behavior data as the analysis result. The extracted behavior data is compared
with the malicious behavior rule, which is saved in the DB, to check potential
maliciousness and the results are recorded in the DB. Figure 6 shows the dynamic
analysis process for the document file.

Most malware document files generated the malicious codes, which perform
malicious behaviors, during the file execution. Since the executable file generated
by a document file is highly likely to be a malicious code, the files created by a

Fig. 4 Overall system architecture

Fig. 5 Analysis management module
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document file need to be managed in the same group and be statically/dynamically
analyzed. Figure 7 shows the process of analyzing the file generated by a
document file.

As the static/dynamic analysis modules are configured as being the virtual
environment, and they consist of many GeustOS systems. Each GeustOS performs
the analysis of the input document file. Having many GeustOSs enables simulta-
neous analysis of multiple files.

4 System Implementation

The automatic document malware analysis system is deployed using the Web
interface. A dotNet Framework and IIS Web server were deployed in the Windows
2003 server, and ASP was used to produce the Web pages. The automatic
document malware analysis system provides not only the analysis of the document
file uploaded by the administrators but also the I/O interface that can link with
external systems. While the analysis is performed, the administrator can monitor
the progress of the static/dynamic analyses in real-time. When the static/dynamic
analyses of a document file are completed, the result is shown in the analysis result
list. Figure 8 shows the document file analysis result.

Fig. 6 The dynamic analysis process
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The document file analysis result list, as shown in Fig. 8, displays a list of
analyzed files. Users can query the files by various conditions like file type, hash
value (MD5, SHA1), and period. Moreover, the detailed information of a specific
file in the query can be checked. Figure 9 shows the detailed analysis information.

Fig. 7 Secondary generated file analysis process

Fig. 8 Document file analysis result list
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Figure 9 shows the static/dynamic detailed analyses results of the document
file. Users can check the scripts/shell codes that were extracted by the static
analysis and whether code obfuscation and reportedly vulnerable functions were
used. In the dynamic analysis, the result of the behavior analysis can be checked.
The extracted behaviors are compared with the malicious behavior rule to deter-
mine the level of maliciousness. The malicious behavior rule is divided into the
file, registry, process, network, and memory. The rule can be added or edited.

5 Performance Test

This paper used an actual document malware sample which was reported, for
testing. A vaccine developer who is jointly studying this with KISC provided the
samples that were used in testing. Table 1 shows the number of document malware
samples used in the test.

Table 2 shows the number of malicious codes that were detected by the
proposed automatic document malware analysis system from out of the document

Fig. 9 Detailed document file information

Table 1 Number of samples Type No. of samples

PDF 50
MS-Office 28
HWP 10
Total 88
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malware samples in Table 1. Table 2 indicates that the automatic document
malware analysis system proposed in this paper has the outstanding detection rate
of 71.6 % for PDF, MS-Office, and HWP documents.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed an automatic document malware analysis system that can
automatically analyze document files. The static analysis extracted the scripts/shell
codes from the document file and detected any obfuscation or use of reportedly
vulnerable functions. The dynamic analysis monitored behaviors and determined
the maliciousness based on the malicious behavior rule to detect the document files
that were suspected of being malicious. The testing of the system on the actual
document malicious code samples showed outstanding performance.

Although obtaining new samples is very important to increase the detection rate
of document based malware, there is no efficient sample collection channel in
Korea. In the future, a function to provide a Web based document file analysis
service, like Wepawet, to general users is needed to secure the new samples.

Acknowledgments This research was supported by the KCC(Korea Communications
Commission), Korea, under the R&D program supervised by the KCA(Korea Communications
Agency)’’(KCA-2012-(10912-06001)).
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Study of Behavior-Based High Speed
Visit/Inspection Technology to Detect
Malicious Websites

Ji-Sang Kim, Hong-Koo Kang and Hyun-Cheol Jeong

Abstract While the Web provides much convenience and many people all over
the world use it almost every day, it is often misused as a medium for distributing
malware without users’ knowledge. Special care is particularly needed with regard
to Websites that are popular with users, since their infection with malware can
greatly extend the scope of any damage. Damage caused by malware can be
minimized by detecting malicious sites and taking the necessary countermeasures
early on. As attack techniques have been evolving, including the abuse of
unknown vulnerabilities and the application of detection evasion technology, the
advancement of detection technology is urgently required. Leading methods of
inspecting the malware concealed in websites include low interaction Web
crawling detection, which is fast but dependent upon the signature, and high
interaction behavior-based detection, which offers a wide detection range and
enables the detection of unknown attacks, although it is somewhat slow. This
paper proposes a technology that can visit and quickly inspect large websites to
more accurately detect unknown attacks and detection-evading attacks.
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1 Introduction

The technology used to inspect the maliciousness of websites can be categorized
into the low interaction method, which uses a Web crawling tool; the high
interaction method, which inspects infection by enabling a dynamic visit with a
Web browser; and the hybrid method, which inspects a suspicious site using a Web
crawler and then visits the site.

Since inspection by a behavior-based dynamic visit does not require a signature
and inspects actual infection, it is highly accurate and has a high detection rate.
However, the inspection of malware concealed in a website using the behavior-
based dynamic visit requires 2–3 min for each website inspection, which includes
virtual machine revert and analysis.

Considering the number of websites that are active on the Internet and the
number of subpages of each site, the number of URLs to be inspected in Korea
alone would amount to millions or even tens of millions.

To realistically inspect so many websites using the high interaction system, the
current analysis environment, which requires 2–3 min to inspect each website,
would have to be dramatically improved (i.e., an acceleration of 100 times or
more).

This paper describes a high-speed website visiting technology that uses the
multiplex browser and multi-frame, infection-attempt identification acceleration
technology using the process-file-registry correlation analysis, and distributes URI
tracking technology to enable such high-speed inspection capability.

2 Related Studies

Open source groups like Honeynet.org have released HoneyPot, a behavior-based
malicious website analysis client tool. However, it has the limitation of not being
able to analyze multiple websites simultaneously. MS developed Honey monkey,
which can inspect malicious sites by running a snapshot before visiting them and
then visiting and observing changes in the sites using multiple IE processes.
Although it featured a relatively fast inspection performance of 8,000 URLs per
machine per day, it still required too much time to inspect large sites. As such, the
Honey monkey recommended a method of increasing the detection hit rate by
preselecting potentially malicious URLs such as advertising sites as the inspection
targets.

As part of its Monkey-Spider project, Mannheim University in Germany
developed a system for detecting malware routes and sources using a crawler by
organizing a honey pot-type network of malware analysis solutions and vaccines,
and then analyzing the contents downloaded through the proxy server from the
target website. However, the system still had such problems as duplicated URL
analysis and recursive visit error due to the limitations of the open crawler used for
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website content download. KISA in Korea is operating the Web crawling-based
MC-Finder and a hybrid inspection system, which has enhanced the existing Web
crawling technology by enabling it to collect malicious files by dynamically
visiting a suspicious URL after scrawling it first.

3 High-Speed Website Visiting Technology

3.1 Website Alive Checking

Of the domains registered in Korea, more than 40 % are reportedly inactive. As
such, executing the ‘Alive’ check of the domain first can minimize unnecessary
visits and improve the performance. Such inactive domains can be checked
through DNS query transfer and TCP Syn transfer. The procedure is described
below.

� Sending of DNS query for a high-speed check and checking of the response.
` After acceptance of the response to DNS, Syn is sent to TCP port 90 and Ack

is checked.
´ Assumes that the Web service is provided to the TCP port 80 when an Ack is

received.
Since such an inspection method requires fewer CPU and network resources,

multi-threads can be used for inspection. The use of multiple threads enables the
advance checking of a large number of URLs on the list. (In the test using 17
CPUs, 100 threads were executed to inspect 1.8 million sites in 4 h. As a result,
the number of targets to be investigated was reduced from 1.8 million to
1 million.)

3.2 High-Speed Visit Using Multiplex Browser and Multi-Frames

The high-speed inspection method introduced here uses the multiplex browser and
multi-frames. It visits multiple websites by opening multiple Web browsers
simultaneously. A main page is visited by 30 or more multiplex browsers simul-
taneously, while a visit to the subpages is accelerated by applying the multiplex
browser and multi-frame visit techniques simultaneously.

When using 20 browsers with 5 frames, 100 sites (5 9 20) can be inspected
simultaneously.

Multi-frames are used only to inspect the subpages.
Sites are simultaneously visited using the multiplex browsers and multi-frames.

If an infection attempt is not observed, then the net inspection target group is
visited. If an infection attempt is confirmed, the suspicious site is tracked.

Study of Behavior-Based High Speed 15



To track a suspicious site, the following tree method is used to quickly track the
site with the minimum number of inspections.

Ex)Simultaneous visits in units of multiple sites

The re-inspection of individual sites as described below 
is only conducted when an attack is detected.

If an infection attempt is detected among the 100 sites simultaneously visited,
those sites are revisited in units of 50, i.e., 1/2 of the original number of sites. If an
infection attempt is detected in a unit, then those sites are revisited in units of 25,
i.e., 1/2 of the 50 sites. Inspection and re-inspection are recursively executed. Such
a tree algorithm based re-inspection method can be greatly effective as the number
of sites simultaneously visited increases. For example, when 100 sites are tracked,
a malicious site can be identified in 7 inspections in the best case, 14 inspections in
the worst case, and 10 inspections on average.

Compared to sequentially visiting one site at a time (once in the best case, 100
times in the worst case, and 50 times on average), this method can improve the
performance fivefold on average.
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3.3 Fast Malware Infection Attempt Identification Technology

3.3.1 Identification of an Infection Attempt by Analyzing the Correlation Pair
of the Behavior Generated During the Visit

After rapidly inspecting the sites using the multiplex browsers, any vulnerability
attack or malware infection attempt in the visited target site must be quickly identified.

A Web browser limits the behaviors allowed after connecting a Web page to
prevent security problems. The identification uses the feature to identify the
infection attempt after visiting the website.

For example, one may suspect a malware infection attack if it detects execut-
able file generation, registry registration, or process creation after a visit.

However, such behavior does not always mean malware infection has occurred
since various files can be generated and processes loaded into the memory by a
normal Website visit also.

Therefore, to correctly identify a malware infection attempt, correlation pair
analysis is performed on the files, processes and registry registrations generated
after a visit.

In other words, correlation analysis—such as the correlation of file generation
and process load of the generated file, correlation of file generation and registry
registration of the generated file, etc.—is used to accurately identify an infection
attempt. Moreover, since the process injection can be considered as an attack on
the vulnerable point, all injection generations are identified as attacks.

Begin Inspec-
tion
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Identified as At-
tack

Executable File Generated?
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Registry?

Generated File Regis-
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Registry?

Process Injection Generated? Generated File Executed as a 
Process?
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3.3.2 Malicious URI Tracking

When a malicious site is confirmed after high-speed inspection using multiplex
browsers, the malicious URI within the malicious site needs to be checked.

Various codes exist in a malicious site, and it is very difficult to separate the
attack codes from the normal codes. However, a malicious URI, such as malware
distribution after an exploit attack, can be identified with the query session dif-
ferentiation analysis of the Web browser full-patch environment and the un-patched
environment, as shown below.

In the un-patched environment, an additional query such as malware download
is generated after the exploit attack has been successfully executed. The detailed

procedure for tracking a URI is described below.
Of the session generated in the un-patched environment, those that cannot be

observed in the full-patch environment are selected as suspicious URIs. The site is
revisited after cutting off the URIs one at a time and checking the infection. If the
infection is not generated after an URI has been cut off, then it is identified as the
URI distributing the malware.

4 Performance Test

Tests showed that the environment described above enabled the high-speed
behavior-based inspection and detection of many malicious sites. The detailed test
results are shown below.

Extraction of query URI after connecting a malicious site 
under the Web browser full-patched environment

Normal URI Normal URI

Normal URI
Normal URI

Abnormal URI 
(after exploit 

at- tack)

Suspicious URI extrac-
tion and analysis
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Cutting off one suspicious URI at a time to select the URI 
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ment
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Test Performance

Condition Performance

Tested system environment
- CPU: i7v
- RAM : 16G
- Internet speed: 100 M

Main page inspection
-25,000 URL/day, 1host
Subpage inspection
-65,000 URL/day, 1host

Domain Inspection Results

Detection system
specification

Inspection target Required
period

No. of site domains
inspected

No. of
detected
cases

1 Host
- CPU: i7
- RAM: 16G
- Internet speed:
100 M

1st inspection of service
domains in Korea

48 h
per host

More than
130,000

4 malicious
site detected

2nd inspection of service
domains in Korea

48 h
per host

More than
130,000

4 malicious
site detected

3rd inspection of service
domains in Korea

48 h
by host

More than
130,000

6 malicious
site detected

4th inspection of service
domains in Korea

48 h
per host

More than
130,000

0 malicious
site detected

5th inspection of service
domains in Korea

48 h
Per host

More than
130,000

8 malicious
site detected

6th inspection of service
domains in Korea

48 h
per host

More than
130,000

12 malicious
site detected

7th inspection of service
domains in Korea

48 h
per host

More than
130,000

4 malicious
site detected

5 Conclusion

The need for high-speed, behavior-based identification technology is increasing in
line with the advances made in techniques for concealing Web attacks and the ever
increasing number of cases of exploitation of unknown vulnerabilities being
reported. The use of multiplex browsers and high-speed identification technology
is expected to help cope with malicious websites more effectively by overcoming
the limitations of Web crawling to detect more malicious sites more quickly and
by supplementing the existing Web crawler systems.
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One-Way Hash Function Based
on Cellular Automata

Jun-Cheol Jeon

Abstract This paper proposes a secure and efficient one-way hash function based
on a linear group and nonlinear non-group cellular automata (CA). The proposed
architecture is based on parallelism and logical bitwise operation on CA so that our
function forms remarkably simple structure. We show that the proposed one-way
hash function based on a CA satisfies the secure properties and produces an
excellent quality of message digest in spite of a low construction cost.

Keywords One-way hash function � Cellular automata � Confusion � Diffusion

1 Introduction

One-way hash functions play an important role in modern communication tech-
nology. The basic idea of cryptographic hash functions is that a hash-value serves
as a compact representative image (sometimes called an imprint, digital finger-
print, or massage digest) of an input string, and can be used as if it was uniquely
identifiable with that string. Many cryptographic hash functions, all based on the
so called MD4 initially proposed in [1], have received the greatest attention.
However, in applications where speed is important and very large amounts of data
have to be authenticated (e.g., electronic financial transactions, software integrity),
hardware implementations are the natural solution. Thus dedicated cryptographic
hash functions based on cellular automata are strongly recommended.
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Daemen et al. have persisted in vulnerability of scheme from [2] together with a
new CA based hash function. Another research on CA based hash function has
been reported by Mihaljecvic et al. [3] based on their previous report. They have
proposed a family of fast dedicated one-way hash functions based on linear CA
over GF(q) in 1999. In a CA viewpoint, the above mentioned schemes are not real
CA based hash functions since they did not provide any specific neighborhood and
rules. Moreover, a compression function in [3] has only two times linear CA
operations and other nonlinear functions are from HAVAL [4]. Thus well-defined
and designed CA based hash function is exceedingly required. Though the pre-
vious papers have persisted in their security and advantages, they did not provide
enough comprehension on security and experimental results. Moreover the pre-
vious works did not use specific rules so that it is hard to determine the charac-
teristics of their schemes. One thing we know is that the security of hash functions
is indeed based on confusion and diffusion. However, it is quite hard to explain a
level of confusion and diffusion so that experimental results should be provided
and compared with the previous well-known hash functions.

2 Cellular Automata

Cellular Automata (CA) is a collection of simple cells connected in a regular
fashion. A CA was originally proposed by John von Neumann as formal models of
self-reproducing organisms. Wolfram [5] pioneered the investigation of CA as
mathematical models for self-organizing statistical systems and suggested the use
of a simple two-state, three-neighborhood (left, self and right) CA with cells
arranged linearly in one dimension. The CA structure investigated by Wolfram can
be viewed as a discrete lattice of cells where each cell can assume either the value
0 or 1. The next state of a cell is assumed to depend on itself and on its two
neighbors (three-neighborhood dependency). The cells evolve in discrete time
steps according to some deterministic rule that depends only on local neighbors.
In effect, each cell as shown in Fig. 1, consists of a storage element (D flip-flop)
and a combinational logic implementing the next-state function.

In an m-state, k-neighborhood CA, each cell can exist in m different states and
the next state of any particular cell depends on the present states of k of its
neighbors. In this paper, we use a simple 2-state 3-neighborhood CA with the cells
in one dimension.

Fig. 1 A typical CA cell
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Mathematically, the next state transition of the ith cell can be represented as a
function of the present sates of the ith, (i ? 1)th and (i-1)th cells:

si t þ 1ð Þ ¼ f ðsi�1; si; siþ1Þ;

where f is known as the rule of the CA denoting the combinational logic. For a 2-
state 3-neighborhood CA, there can be a total of 23 distinct neighborhood con-
figurations. For such a CA with cells having only 2 states there can be a total of
28(=256) distinct mappings from all these neighborhood configurations to the next
state. If the next-state function of a cell is expressed in the form of a truth table,
then the decimal equivalent of the output is conventionally called the rule number
for the cell [6].

Table 1 specifies four particular sets of transition from a neighborhood con-
figuration to the next state. The top row gives all eight possible states of the three
neighboring cells (the left neighbor of the ith cell, the ith cell itself, and its right
neighbor) at the time instant t. Rows from second to fifth give the corresponding
states of the ith cell at time instant (t ? 1) for four illustrative CA rules.

If the rule of a CA cell involves only XOR logic, then it is called a linear rule.
A CA with all the cells having linear rules is called a linear CA, whereas a CA
with AND-OR logic is a nonlinear CA. If a state transition of a CA contains only
cyclic states, then the CA is called a group CA; otherwise it is a nongroup CA.
The rule applied on a uniform group CA is called a group rule; otherwise it is a
nongroup rule [7].

3 Cellular Automata Based One-Way Hash Function
(CAH-256)

Our scheme employs the MD (Merkle-Dameggard) structure which is well-known
as a secure model [8]. Given a message M to be compressed, CAH-256 pads
M first. The length of (i.e., the number of bits in) the message after padding is a
multiple of 256, and padding is always applied even when the length of M is
already a multiple of 256. The last block of the padded message contains the
number of bits in the unpadded message. Now suppose that the padded message is

Table 1 State transition for rule 90, 202, 250 and 232 in 2-state 3-neighbor CA

Rule number 111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000

rule 90 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
rule 202 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
rule 150 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
rule 232 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

rule 90: si (t ? 1) = si-1 (t) � si+1 (t), rule 202: si (t ? 1) = (si-1 (t) ^ (si (t) � si+1 (t))) �
si+1 (t), rule 150: si (t ? 1) = si-1 (t) � si (t) � si+1 (t), rule 232: si (t ? 1) = (si-1 (t) ^ si (t)) _
((si-1 (t) _ si (t)) ^ si+1 (t)) where �, ^, and _ denote the bitwise XOR, AND, and OR operations
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M(0)…M(n-2)M(n-1), where each M(j) is a 256-bit block. CAH-256 starts from the
block M(0) and the all-zero 8-word (256-bit) string IV and processes the message
M(0)…M(n-2)M(n-1) in a block–block way. More precisely, it compresses the
message by repeatedly calculating H(0) = IV and H(j+1) = HCAH(H(j) � M(j)),
where j ranges from 0 to n-1 and HCAH is called the updating algorithm of CAH-
256. Finally H(n) is the hash result. In summary, CAH-256 processes a message
M in the following three steps:

Step 1. Pad the message M so that its length becomes a multiple of 256. The last
block of the padded message indicates the length of the original (unpadded)
message M.

Step 2. A 256-bit buffer is used to hold the constant IV, intermediate and final
results of the hash function. Another 256-bit buffer is required to hold the constant K.

Step 3. Compute repeatedly H(j+1) = HCAH(H(j) � M(j)) for j from 0 to n–1,
where H(0) is a 8-word (256-bit) all-zero bit-string and n is the total number of
blocks in the padded message M.

The main purpose of padding is security reason as used on the MD structure.
The other purposes of padding are two-fold: to make the length of a message be a
multiple of 256 and to let the message indicate the length of the original message.
CAH-256 uses a 64-bit field to specify the length of an unpadded message. Thus
messages of up to (264–1) bits are accepted which is long enough for practical
applications. CAH-256 pads a message by appending a single bit ‘1’ followed by
the necessary number of 0-bits until the length of the message is 192 modulo 256.
Then it appends to the message the 64-bit field. Two constant vectors, IV and
K which are 256-bit each, are considered. IV is all zero bit-string and K is the first
thirty-two bits of the fractional parts of the cube roots of the first sixteen prime
numbers such like SHA-256.

The heart of algorithm is a module that consists of processing of 64 rounds. All
rounds have the same structure which is composed of XOR operations with the
constant K, two CA rule functions and 3-bit shift operation. In order to design a
concrete hash function, we use combinations of a linear group rule and nonlinear
non-group rule. A linear group rule provides a collision resistance from present
states to next states and a nonlinear non-group rule provides one-way property and
nonlinearity. Rule 150 based on periodic boundary condition is only a linear group
rule for a message with 256-bit length, and it has a highest dependency from
neighborhood in the middle of the whole linear rules. Meanwhile, we choose rule
23 for a nonlinear non-group CA operation since rule 23 provides not only a high
nonlinearity but also a special transition form.

The computation can be considered as a 4-step transformation of HCAH. The
calculations in each step are done simultaneously on all bits of H. Let m0m1…m255

denote the bits of M(j) and h0h1…h255 denote the bits of H(j), an intermediate
message value during a round, and k0k1…k255 denote the bits of constant K and
d denotes the number of round. Before starting every rounds, the computation,
hi = hi � mi (0 B i B 255) is preprocessed. Fig. 2 illustrates a single step of the
updating function.
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4 Security and Efficiency Analysis

Let H be an iterated hash function with MD-strengthening. Then preimage and
collision attacks on H have roughly the same complexity as the corresponding
attacks on compression function H [8]. Thus the security of our scheme depends on
the updating function HCAH.

The XOR operation with K blocks that the CA operation generates repeated
patterns on the characteristics of CA operation. The linear group CA function, rule
90, generates a distinctive output result according to a different input based on
group property so that it blocks a primary collision in the updating function. Let
the state transition for rule 23 with three neighborhoods, si–1, si, and si+1 be f23(si–1,
si, si+1), then the result from the possible states combinations, 111 to 000, is
{00010111}. Suppose that a state of one of neighborhoods is complemented then
we obtain the following results: f23(:si–1, si, si+1) = {01110001}, f23(si–1, :si,
si+1) = {0100 1101}, f23(si–1, si, :si+1) = {00101011}. Now we find some specific
property among the results that Hamming distances among four strings are exactly
4 of 8-bit string by pairs. It guarantees that the present states via rule 23 would be
updated with the same transition probability, 1/2 so that a changed input state
makes the next states with a half difference. This property also makes impossible
to find previous bit values from attackers.

Our function employed the rule 23 as a nonlinear rule which is balanced and
guarantees a high nonlinearity. The rule 23 has another good property to make a
balanced bit-string. Let 1n0 m be the three neighborhood states, and n and m are the
number of 1s and 0s, respectively, where n ? m = 3 and 0 B n, m B 3, then there
exist four different types such as 1300, 1201, 1102 and 1003. If n C 2 or m B 1,

Fig. 2 CAH-256 operation
in a single round
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the next state becomes 0, otherwise 1. We have applied rule 23 to a quarter of a
block (64 bits) in different bit positions at each round. Thus every bit position is
equivalently applied to the nonlinear operation 16 times.

Confusion is caused by the high nonlinearity and constant K based on the
repeated structure of the cellular automata mechanism. The nonlinear CA opera-
tion can generate 1’s from a zero background. On the input of the next iteration,
these would give rise to characteristics with high confusion effect. Hence simple
difference patterns in H(j) gives rise to a vast amount of possible difference patterns
in H(j+1). Each bit of H(j) depends on nearly 4 bits of the previous round by two CA
functions and XOR operations after 3-bit shift operation so that the influence
increases by 4-bit a round during the continuous 64 rounds. Thus the influence of
the first injection of a message bit has spread out over all bits of H(j+1) with same

64-bit input

512-bit input

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Comparison of
quality tests according to the
number of input-bit between
the proposed function and
SHA-256
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transition probability by the time of the last injection. Hence it satisfies the dif-
fusion property. The actual message bits injection in H is realized to be diffused
and confused in subsequent rounds.

In order to compare the efficiency among the schemes, we have chosen SHA-1
and SHA-256 which are known as the best quality hash functions and the current
U.S. federal standard. In order to compare the quality of hash function, we made
an experiment on several points of view as shown in Fig. 3. The specified test
methods based on randomness test in [9] is suitably determined to examine and
compare the quality of hash functions. The results show that both functions have
produced good results. A frequency, runup-down and diffusion test returns the
number of 1’s, the number of run-up and run-down and the number of changed bits
in output according to changing 1-bit input respectively. We simulated the men-
tioned tests using 1-million random data set.

We are usually trying to find the design that will best satisfy a given set of design
requirements when we implement arithmetic unit design. We consider construction
simplicity, defined by the number of transistors needed for its construction and the
time needed for the signal change to propagate through gates [10].

Area is assumed to be totally contributed by the number of transistors in gates
and registers required to compute a find hash result. The cost due to time consists
of the delay time of the gates and registers for proceeding a 512-bit input message
block. As shown in Fig. 4, our scheme based on cellular automata has outstanding
complexity compared to the other well-known schemes. Consequently, the pro-
posed CAH-256 has more than 2 times less area and time complexity than SHA-1
and SHA-256 for proceeding 512-bit message, respectively. The description
allows a straightforward chip implementation. Based on parallelism and logical
bitwise operation of a CA, our scheme makes extremely high speed possible.

Fig. 4 Comparison of area
and time complexity for
proceeding 512-bit message
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5 Conclusions

This paper has proposed a secure and efficient cryptographic hash function. We
conclude that the proposed cryptographic hash function based on a CA satisfied the
secure properties and produced an excellent quality of message digest though it has
an exceedingly low construction cost. Therefore, we expect that the proposed
function will be efficiently used for preserving the integrity of a potentially large
message.
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A Novel Malware Detection Framework
Based on Innate Immunity and Danger
Theory

Mohamed Ahmed Mohamed Ali and Mohd Aizaini Maarof

Abstract Artificial immune system (AIS) is a computational system inspired by
the principles and processes of the Biological immune system which has the
capabilities to learn, adapt, self tolerance and memories actions, which make it a
good example that we can take for solving some major problems in many fields,
including the problem of malware detection in the field of computer security. The
main idea is to detect any type of files that trying to harm the computer system by
infecting some executable software when these files running, spread it to other files
or computers. In this paper, we proposed a framework to detect malware using the
innate immune system combined with danger theory to eliminate tow major
drawbacks of current malware detection methods; detection accuracy and high
false positive alarms.

Keywords Innate immune system � Danger theory � Malware detection

1 Introduction

The main obstacles facing the traditional malware detection methods were the high
rate of creating new malware, the ability to change their shapes from time to time
and from place to place (polymorphic malware) which make the detection use the
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normal model for detecting malware based on the saved data (Signature-base
model) a useless job [1]. However, in the last two decades the field of the artificial
immune system (AIS) creates a new research area help the researchers to over-
come efficiently some problems in the field of computer science like pattern
recognition, data mining, intrusion detection and malware detection [2]. The
biological immune system (BIS) is a system of biological structures and processes
within an organism that protects against disease by identifying and killing
pathogens and tumor cells. It detects a wide variety of agents, from viruses to
parasitic worms through the integration of its two parts, innate and adaptive. It
needs to distinguish pathogens from the organism’s own healthy cells and tissues
in order to function properly [3, 4]. Detection is complicated as pathogens can
evolve rapidly; producing adaptations that avoid the immune system and allow the
pathogens to successfully infect their hosts, but with the main characteristics of the
biological immune system like: adaptability, self- tolerance, diversity, distribut-
able and saved memory make it easier to defeat any invaders were trying to harm
the organism [5]. Artificial immune system (AIS) inherits these characteristics to
overcome many problems in the field of computer security. In section two we
introduce the concept of innate immune system, section three discuss the danger
theory concept and its benefits, then we introduce the novel framework in section
four.

2 Innate Immune System

The innate immune system represents the first line of defense in the human
immune system containing some external parts like skin, mucous and stomach
acids to keep pathogens out of the body and internal parts like the inflammatory
response and phagocytes. Phagocytes are a class of cells (part of the white blood
cells) can engulf pathogens through its surface receptors which had the ability to
connect to the proteins on the pathogen surface. After this connection is happen the
phagocytes cut the bacteria or virus protein into small parts called peptide to attach
them to major histocompatibility complex type 2 (MHC II) to present this complex
on the phagocytes surface. Phagocytes called antigen presenting cells (APCs)
when they present the complex of MHC II and the peptide on its surface.
Phagocytes cells comprise macrophages, neutrophils and dendritic cells. Macro-
phages and neutrophils are phagocytes (cellular engulfment) the invading patho-
gen, then killing them through a respiratory burst. The neutrophils are the
numerically superior cells of white blood cells (WBC) and the faster one to receive
the infected tissue. Dendritic cells include the basophils and the eosinophils,
although they are categorized as phagocytic cells, they are not killing the pathogen
by phagocytosis. The basophils mediate the allergic reaction, while the eosinophils
kill the invader pathogen by secreting highly toxic proteins added to the Toll like
receptors (TLR) which are a pathogen recognition receptors found in the cell
membrane also activate the immune cell response [5–7].
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3 Danger Theory

The concept of danger theory initialized by Matzinger disprove that the immune
system defense mechanism depend on the definition of what is part of the organism
cells and what is not, what we called (self nonself theory SNS) which treat any
things coming from outside as an invader [8]. Danger theory declares that inter-
action of the B cell receptors with antigen initiates a signal, this signal initiate the
immune response. B cells secrete specific antibodies that recognize and react to
stimuli. Another type of cell, the T (killer) lymphocyte, is also important in dif-
ferent types of immune reactions. The Danger model added another layer of cells
and signals proposing that antigen presenting cells (APCs) are activated by danger
alarm signals from injured cells, such as those exposed to pathogens, toxins, and so
forth [9]. Alarm signal scanned to be constitutive or inducible, intracellular or
secreted, or even a part of the extracellular matrix. Because cells dying by normal
programmed processes are usually scavenged before they disintegrate, whereas
cells that die necrotically release their contents, any intracellular product could
potentially be a danger signal when released. Inducible alarm signals could include
any substance made, or modified, by distressed or injured cells [10].

4 A Novel Malware Detection Framework
Based on (Innate-Danger)

The proposed framework in Fig. 1 is composed of three main phases: the pre-
processing phase, the innate immunity phase, and the danger theory phase.

4.1 Phase 1: Preprocessing

The preprocessing phase objectives is to define the self from non self depend on
the data collected as a training data set to select the features that is suitable for
classifying the malware from benign files and create an adaptive memory to store
all the information about known malware as a signature based detection. The
feature selection process means that specific features that are affected by the
malware and for different types of attacks should be given the higher priority in
selection compared to the features that keep out of change. By the end we will get
the most important features that will help in differentiating between malware and
benign files. By the end of this phase, we get the features and information about
self and non self.
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4.2 Phase 2: Innate Immunity

After complete the preprocessing phase we go through the innate immunity phase
where we make the classification based on the features selected in the previous
stage. These features help us to take advantages of the innate characteristics to
distinguish between the harmful file and the benign file. Fetching the data in this
phase leading to two processes, the first process is making a decision if the file is a
malware or not depend on the signature (Pathogen Associated Molecular Patterns-
PAMPs) associated with that file in hand [11]. If it is a malware then we stimulate
the system to increase the detection ability of that type of malicious software and
update the memory. The second process taking place if it is not a known malware
we then look at the features selected from the previous stage whether the file have
some of the malware features or not, if it had some of these features then maybe
this is a malware and maybe not, but we must to make sure before take a decision
to avoid the false positive alarms if the file is not a malware. In this case we move
forward to the danger theory phase.

4.3 Phase 3: Danger Theory

In this phase we take the data from the previous phase to avoid the problem that
facing the most of the accurate detection models which is the high rate of the
positive alarms as a result of classifying wrongly some benign files as malware due

Phase 1: Preprocessing 
- Training Dataset
- Feature Selection
- Self /nonself  discrimination 

Phase 3: Danger Theory
- Detect Signal
- Signal Discrimination  

Phase 2: Innate Immunity 
- Classification
- Feature Analysis
- Memory update

Fig. 1 The proposed
framework
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to the lack of information about the file being scanned. In that case we increase the
percentage of the accuracy with time tradeoffs spending in dealing with wrong
alarms. So we add this phase to decrease the false positive alarm. By taking the
output of the innate phase we come with some files have a number of malware
features. By applying the maturation examination to the signals and executables
file we can eliminate the false alarms and make the detection status not positive
until the triggering of signal happened. Selection of the signal depends on the
features like processor (CPU) usage and memory usage or any other feature. We
here select the file that make a high memory usage as a danger signal.

5 Conclusions

Malware detection is a major task nowadays not only because the importance of
the information and the resources store and transfer and process these information,
also because the big evolution in the creation of malware and the related malware
detection industry. A lot of models and frameworks proposed during the last two
decades, but have their limitations because the accuracy and false positive alarms
tradeoffs. In this paper a novel malware detection framework based on innate
immunity and danger theory to overcome the low detection accuracy and the high
rate of false positive alarms. This work is exploratory in which many experiments
will be conducted to verify the viability of the framework.
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Forensic Evidence Collection Procedures
of Smartphone in Crime Scene

Jeong-Hyun Lim, Chang-Woo Song, Kyung-Yong Chung,
Ki-Wook Rim and Jung-Hyun Lee

Abstract As the Smart phone becomes gradually generalized and expands its
influence on daily life, the digital evidential matter could be an important clue to
prove criminal charge in the forensic process of criminal accident. Since the digital
evidential matter could be easily spoiled, fabricated and disappeared, it needs to
secure the criminal related evidence promptly as applicable according to clear
procedures when investigate the initial scene of accident. Thus, this paper induces
forensic procedures and items which a digital forensic investigator should take
when it seizes, searches and verifies the Smart phone in the scene of accident
considering characteristics of the Smart phone and establishes a criminal related
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search database and shows what kind of evidential matter for criminal charge
could be collected through the applications implemented based on the said search
database.

Keywords Smartphone forensic � Evidence collection � Procedure

1 Introduction

The Smartphone provides more convenient and various functions than the mobile
phone does. It is possible to obtain necessary information at any time at any place
by accessing the internet via Wi-Fi or 3G mobile communication network. In
addition, it enables us to download and execute various free and pay applications
posted in online markets and easily establish a social relation such as free com-
munication and information sharing and making personal connections through SNS
including Kakao Talk or My People etc. Now the number of Smart phone sub-
scribers is reported to be 30 million as of September 2012 increasing suddenly since
it has passed 5 million, a datum point of popularization in October 2010 [1, 2]. So,
as the Smart phone becomes gradually generalized and expands its influence on our
daily life, the digital evidential matter could be an important clue to prove criminal
charge in the forensic process of criminal accident. Though it is difficult for the
digital evidence to obtain a probative power under Criminal Procedure Act, but
requirements for the seizure, search and verification are highly reinforced in
Criminal Procedure Act Revision in January 2012, so the collection of digital
evidence in the scene of accident may play an important role in the case [3].

This paper is composed as follows. Section 2 explains about the digital forensic
and classifies evidential matters by criminal type through cases. Section 3 pro-
poses behavior patterns of the investigator when it seizes searches and verifies the
Smart phone in the scene of criminal accident by supplementing the forensic
procedure and demonstrates whether necessary information could be substantially
collected by establishing a database with relative evidential matters of criminal
charges. Section 4 shall draw a conclusion.

2 Digital Forensic and Evidential Matter

Digital evidential matters are so various that it needs to systemize them by type of
criminal. Accumulating these systemized data shall be of assistance a lot for the
investigator in directing the prompt digital evidence collection for criminals in
future. Table 1 shows digital evidential matters by type of criminal [4].

Digital forensic is defined by DFRWS (Digital Forensics Research Workshop),
a popular academic society in the field of digital forensic [4, 5]. As digital
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apparatuses become various and generalized, the data in digital apparatus are used
as evidence and are referred to terms such as Computer Forensic, Network
Forensic, Mobile Forensic and Smart phone Forensic according to objects of
survey. In addition, objects of survey shall be the activated data, file system,
database, code and hidden data; various log data and the trace of using application
programs according to type of data.

3 Forensic Evidence Collection Procedures of Smartphone

The regulation for digital evidence collection and its analysis of Supreme Prose-
cutor’s office in Korea presents following procedure. Seizure, search and verifi-
cation of digital apparatus and collection of digital evidential matters shall be
conducted by a digital forensic investigator. When it seizes an information pro-
cessing system such as a computer, it shall seize the storage medium only
removing it from the information processing system in principle, but may seize the
whole information processing system when it is not possible to achieve the pur-
pose of investigation by seizing only a storage medium or the digital apparatus or
digital materials could be damaged or lost. An identification paper shall be pre-
pared and attached to confiscated articles which shall be sealed and confirmed by
the signature of owner [6].

Table 1 Crimes in the computing environment

Name of crime Potential computer evidence

Child abuse -Internet history logs. -Chat logs. -Internet searches. -Images.
-Movies files. -calendars/notes

Murder -Calendars/notes. -Internet history logs. -Address books.
-Images. -Financial/asset records. -Medical records.
-Reproductions of signature

Harassment -calendars/notes. -Internet history logs. -Address books.
-Images. -Financial/asset records.
-Internet searches about victims

Identity theft -Credit card information. -Electronic money transfer.
-Financial records. -Online banking software.
-Reproductions of signature. -Forged document

Counterfeiting -Credit card information -Financial records.
-Reproductions of signature

Narcotics -Credit card information -Electronic money transfers.
-Financial records. -Fictitious identification.
-Photographs of drugs and accomplices.
-Unfilled prescriptions

Terrorism -Credit card information -Electronic money transfers.
-Financial records. -Fictitious identification.
-VOIP software
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3.1 Procedure to Collect Digital Evidence of Smartphone

The regulation for digital evidence collection and its analysis of Supreme
Prosecutor’s Office in Korea presents following procedure. Seizure, search and
verification of digital apparatus and collection of digital evidential matters shall be
conducted by a digital forensic investigator. When it seizes an information
processing system such as a computer, it shall seize the storage medium only
removing it from the information processing system in principle, but may seize the
whole information processing system when it is not possible to achieve the pur-
pose of investigation by seizing only a storage medium or the digital apparatus or
digital materials could be damaged or lost. An identification paper shall be pre-
pared and attached to confiscated articles which shall be sealed and confirmed by
the signature of owner [7].

For a Smart phone, since the potential to spoil and damage digital evidential
matters is big due to its easy portability and usability, it needs to secure criminal
related evidence promptly in the scene of accident. Thus, this paper shall sup-
plement such problems by complying with regulations of Supreme Prosecutor’s
Office based on general procedure to collect digital evidence of Smart phone
[8, 10, 11] and reinforcing evidence collection stages. Figure 1 shows the proce-
dure to collect digital evidence of Smartphone. It is possible to collect and analyze
evidences more quickly by using search keywords using data from Smartphone as
illustrated in Fig. 1 and an accurate direction to investigate in the initial
investigation.

Confiscation of Smart phone: The investigator shall obtain the signature of
participant on the agreement and check any failure or significance of the Smart

Fig. 1 Procedure to collect digital evidence of smartphone
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phone confiscated. In addition, it shall collect information such as type, OS and
password of the Smart phone with the user [9].

Check the Battery: The investigator shall prevent the Smart phone confiscated
from being used by initializing the Smart phone by factory set and removing
batteries in the scene because just cutting the power off while power on may erase
the data which could be the digital evidential matters or cause a fragmentation of
file storage space to make it difficult to analyze them afterward [10]. So, with this
reason, alternative batteries shall be connected to the Smart phone in order that the
Smart phone may keep the power.

Isolation of Frequency: The investigator shall prevent damage of integrity of
the Smart phone against vicious transfer of Bluetooth, WI-Fi, 3G or other unex-
pected frequency using the frequency isolation device.

Analysis of Collected Evidences: It needs to collect the part where there exists
criminal relation out of digital evidential matters when collecting evidences and
concurrently to conduct the imaging work for original data of collected digital
evidence. In addition, it needs to collect and analyze the digital evidential matters
by minimizing damage of evidence in order to maintain the atomicity and integrity
of collected data.

3.2 Collecting Criminal Charges according to Pattern

The investigator shall collect the data which may provide relation to the accident
from potential evidential matters using the case pattern search.

Dump Image: With characteristics of Smart phone, it has a specific part which
is difficult to access in ordinary way when collecting evidences. Thus, such a
method including Android Rooting or iPhone Jailbreak shall be needed. In this
case, a Dump Image needs to be created before collecting and analyzing evidences
in order to prevent spoil and damage of digital evidences. For this Dump Image,
the investigator shall obtain the signature of participant in order to verify the
identity and integrity by applying Hash Function. The original copy shall be
preserved and the analysis work shall be conducted with duplicate copy which has
the same Hash Function value.

Collecting the latest Update List of Smart phone: Since there are many man-
ufacturers of Smart phones, various OS, and vulnerable data according to type of
application. It needs above all to promptly collect the latest update lists of Smart
phone at the scene.

Collecting System Log of Smart phone: Collecting the system log of Smart
phone could be made at the stage of detailed analysis after transfer from the scene
of accident because it has a strong element of non-vulnerability but doing it at the
scene may prepare a clue to solve the accident by setting a direction to investigate
in the initial investigation and presuming the suspect by obtaining criminal related
digital evidential data quickly.
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3.3 Data Acquisition

After implemented application is connected to smart phones, if Dump image is
extracted and analyzed, items are shown on the screen as shown in figure. Pre-
analysis is carried out based on table related to criminal charge. These methods can
reduce the entire analysis time. Data such as smart phone basic information, a list
of contacts, call list/log, SMS/MMS, memos/events and traces of using the Internet
(URL, cookies, and bookmarks) can be found easily using the pattern search.

In matching process, the evidential matter collects object data information
continuously from the Crime Scene and periodically sends to the ‘‘Send Infor-
mation’’ in a binary (digital) data format. Here, send Information indicates the data
sender. In offline mode, ‘‘Send Information’’ extracts all feature points from the
binary image data. After that it sends these feature data, directly to the ‘‘Pattern
Modeling and Analysis Tool’’ for matching and waits for the result.

4 Conclusions

For Smart phone which has a high usability in the scene of criminal accident, it has
a merit to contain many data to secure but a demerit to have a high potential to
spoil and fabricate data more easily than the general digital evidential matter.
Provisions related to the evidence of criminal out of provisions of Criminal Pro-
cedure Act Revision in Korean and foreign countries reflect the significance of
collecting digital evidences related to the criminal in the initial scene of accident.
Therefore, in this Paper, methods to secure criminal related evidences promptly
according to clear procedure are presented when the investigator collects evi-
dences related to the criminal in the initial scene of accident by supplementing
general digital forensic procedure considering characteristics of Smart phone. We
found that it shall be easier to collect data if they search patterns of criminal
through the application after establishing a database by creating a criminal charge
related table. It is highly recommended to supplement this paper by conducting a
professional verification on a criminal charge related table and applying various
patterns in future study.
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NAC System Analysis and Design
for Improvement Model

Seung-Jae Yoo, Jeong-Mo Yang and Hwan-Seok Yang

Abstract Many companies are using a large network, and this helps facilitate
information exchange and business corporate. But the use of the intranet cause
often the secrets leaked or waste of computer resources of corporate and then this
cause the huge social losses. In order to protect the company’s high technology
and information the companies should take appropriate information security
measures for information security themselves. In this paper, we would like to
emphasize the necessity of establishing the concept of Network Access Control
(NAC) system. For this, we analyze the features of commercial systems, and we
propose the enhanced NAC model with its own security features.

Keywords Network access control � Authentication � Access control

1 Introduction

All modern corporations have unique information for the development of the
business, which are the company core assets. This information includes the state-
of-the-art technology, as well as the information of the employees and the
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companies and individuals involved. In recent years, as well as digital equipment
against this information for network and system breaches, including cybercrime,
this has been a general increase [1–3].

Order to protect information technology businesses should take appropriate
information security measures for information security at the enterprise level.

In this paper, we want to insist on the need to build a network access control
system with the sequences, current network system status and its problems, NAC
concepts to meet the needs of the users, NAC capabilities from the manufacturer’s
view, NAC’s pros and cons analysis.

2 Related Works

2.1 Network Access Control System

The NAC is network access control technology to minimize security risks,
checking whether it compliances user authentication and security policy before the
user terminal (end-point) access to the network and NAC technology verifies the
authenticity and integrity in accordance with the procedures in the current network
management policies.

The procedure method includes the host (user/system) certification, inspection
policies, procedures, methods isolated, treatment, and forced. And ultimately NAC
technology aims to implement advanced defense network security system to block
the security threats that are diffusing.

NAC is a security infrastructure that is able to enforce the security of access to
the network being accessed terminals and is a system to protect the system as a
whole by blocking the infected with malware PC, laptop, or mobile device to
connect to the company network basically.

In the diversified environment as network and terminal device technology
development, the expansion of the company’s business environment and change
the type of attack, we need much more these technologies which are the new
foregone security paradigm [4, 5].

2.2 Network System Status and Vulnerability

Commonly it is able to access the unauthorized access to the network by unau-
thorized users (terminals) in the most of existing network system. It is a serious
vulnerability since this means that visitors or partner staffs may access to the
internal critical servers [6].

Even if we should also raise the user level security systems such as anti-virus or
personal firewall, it can be used to attack by the vulnerability of security man-
agement such as not performing the appropriate security patches to the operating
system (OS) or not doing update the security products.
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Recent prominent types of attacks are attacking to server system or network
using the vulnerable users PC. This shows directly how vulnerable the user level is.

Therefore administrators require managing the user level and moreover it needs
to be done at the network level for the total protection of network system.

We refer the proper functions of NAC from the administrator perspective
(NAC_AdP) and manufacturer perspective (NAC_MaP).

3 NAC Functionality Concepts and Principles

3.1 Functions of NAC_AdP

Some requirements analysis to solve the problems of user authentication, of
security policy verification, of risk monitoring and detection, of policy enforce-
ment authority control and of add-ons which appear due to the problems with the
existing Network as follows [1–3]:

• All network environmental supports and interlocking with pre-built authenti-
cation schemes through user authentication.

• Terminal security system control functions, advisory or prohibited-process
control functions, up-to-date antivirus, and the security patches to maintain on
latest state through the verification of security policies.

• Terminal/network services using the policy enforcement device and graduating
control function according to the user rights selection.

• Abnormal traffic control functions arising from terminals and blocking of the
bypassing path to the network through the monitoring and risk detection.

• Monitoring records for user IP allotment, IP management using DHCP, disaster
preparedness capabilities and various terminal OS support.

Now, for some NAC commercial models we analyze their functions and
compliance the requirements mentioned above.

3.2 Functions of NAC_MaP

In terms of a manufacturer, NAC is defined by the network access control
technology to minimize security risks which is checking whether the user
authentication and security policies have been complied before the user terminal
(end-point) access to the network.

Accordingly, NAC has two major functional elements, authentication and ter-
minal integrity verification (enforcement) and also has the traffic validation
function for adding. Also we can see the differences of the perspectives and goals
between the two models ‘A’ and ‘B’ in Table 1.
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The key aspects of model ‘A’ is focused as followings [2];

• Importance of Policy verification (enforcement) through Security policies
enforceable infrastructure,

• Importance of authentication through unauthorized user (terminal) control.
• Users rights management depending on the types.
• Importance of access control via a wireless LAN access control.

In the case of model ‘B’, we find the following four major perspectives [3].

• Unauthorized user access control by internal network management and control
(authentication method suitable for the operating network).

• AV and the latest MS Patch install compulsory and shared folders and password
policy compliance force through the device control policy compliance control.

• Tracking of internal malicious traffic generating system through Abnormal
system detection and isolation and secure the network stability the through the
network system isolation.

• Internal network and major system changes management, IT assets and IP
management via intelligent IT Infrastructure Management.

Through these perspectives, we find that they aim to build a strong security
response system by the combining network security with Endpoint security
technology.

4 Analyze of NAC models

4.1 Models Configuration and Operation Procedures

Model ‘A’ is composed of policy server, block server, Agent and Console. Policy
server undertakes the user authentication and NAC policy management, which can
be configured for installation location that can communicate with agent if possible
(Fig. 1). Block server is a network control device as In-line network equipment,

Table 1 Comparison of ‘A’ and ‘B’ models

Model ‘A’ Model ‘B’

Policy/
verification/
enforcement

s s

Authentication s s

Access control Wireless LAN/tethering control –
Users rights

management
s s

Aims Cover the area of managerial
security vulnerability

Combine network security with
endpoint security technology
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and to provide access control on the network when it is not 802.1x support
environment Agent should be installed on the user PC, receiving NAC policy and
enforcement.

And the console opens and runs a Web page with the policy, even if you do not
use the Internet server in the ON position, the screen can be seen. And also it is
equipment configuration, policy setting, user management, log, statistics, inte-
grated management page.

NAC action process of commercial model ‘A’ follows the procedures User
Authentication, Security Policy Verification, Quarantine, Remediation and ACL.

When the users access to the network, it will be checked the agent installation
status. If the agent is installed already, it will immediately attempt to authenticate,
but if it is not already installed, the authentication attempt is made after the
installation induce. Successful authentication leads to undergo checking the
integrity, and comply with the policy before using the network.

If it fails to comply with the policy, it the network will be able to use after
enforcing policies via isolation or warning only. But the network will be blocked
in the case of an authentication failure.

NAC action process of commercial model ‘B’ constitutes the configuration with
policy server, blocking server and console (Fig. 2). Policy server manages user
authentication and NAC policy management, and it is possible to construct at any
location where can communicate with the users. Block server is a network control
device as In-line network equipment, and to provide access control on the network
when it is not 802.1x support environment.

NAC action process of commercial model ‘B’ follows the procedures, User
Authentication, Security Policy Verification, Quarantine, Remediation and ACL.
PC gets out to the (default) gateway via controller (block server). But here these
methods are used a configuration of the product without using malicious ARP
spoofing, hacking techniques.

Finally console provides a screen where you can learn simple first page. Also it
is the integrated management page which controls equipment configuration, policy
setting, user management, log statistics.

Fig. 1 Configuration of
model ‘A’
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In other words, Controller has the gateway MAC value before PC goes to
(default) gateway via ARP spoofing. All PC recognize by the gateway to Con-
troller, so have an action process which goes to the controller first.

In these controllers, NAC controls the equipment and user on the network, and
then executes the network risk detection. Also it will be responsible for the
management and policy settings for each PC on the server.

4.2 Comparison Analysis of NAC Action Processes

We can see some common and difference points of the two models A and B. As
common points, they control the network with NAC detection system as defined by
the administrator and the network is able to control the source when do not comply
the security rule including the personal security solutions. And also prevent to
access to internal network by going to the induced page.

As a difference, ‘A’ controls packets even under the NAC Agent not installed,
and it is of agent-based. Thus agent installation presence and user authentication
procedures should also be seen as one of the basic elements of the NAC. Due to the
presence of NAC Agent, it has the audit trail ability of each PC. Also external log
server and audit logs of each PC can be linked, and the number of bands of the
internal network is not affected because policy inspection and certification
inspection using NAC Agent installed on each PC.

In contrast, model ‘B’ contains two components, Controller and Policy Server.
And under the NAC security policy violation, user authentication procedures do
not think the basic elements of the NAC since there is no NAC Agent. Also it is
needed one controller per C Class Network bandwidth for which it controls the
internal network bandwidth by bringing each PC’s Default Gateway MAC.

Accordingly if you have a large number of internal networks, additional
management costs are incurred by increasing the number of controllers.

In addition, the proper version control of agent makes it easy the additional
programs to install, and Windows security patches update via patch management,
and can leave a vaccine interlock function and system constraints inspection, Audit

Fig. 2 Configuration of
model ‘B’
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records by showing the status of the PC agent, also makes it easy IP management
by sequentially granting for IP hard to manage, and by using the IP records of
granted each PC.

Also by isolating the internal problems causing system from the network and
removing network problems, it can improve the availability of the internal net-
work, and by the establishment of enterprise network risk management and
monitoring system, it can manage the real-time status of network assets and trace
management of the change of unauthorized equipment, and IP management.

5 Conclusion

Implementation of the NAC system has the following four major advantages;

• Security Enhancement by Complying User Security Policies,
• Security Enhancement of Internal Main System,
• Availability Improvement of Internal Network,
• Enterprise Network Risk Management and Monitoring System Establishment.

In fact, through enhanced security by the user security policy compliance, it can
restrict and control the network access against the unauthorized equipment (user).
And it attains the following efficiencies;

• Inside the main asset and information protection from unauthorized parties by
enhancing the main system security.

• Enhanced security for internal security by Business-specific network access
Ramification. Also by isolating the internal problems causing system from the
network and removing network problems, it can improve the availability of the
internal network, and by the establishment of enterprise network risk manage-
ment and monitoring system, it can manage the real-time status of network
assets and trace management of the change of unauthorized equipment, and IP
management.

As the disadvantage, agent program should be installed on each PC and so
increases conflict and the maintenance burden in accordance with Agent instal-
lation. Essentially it is complex on demand of 802.1x implementation, and
increases the points of failure due to these many installations. Also a network
change is inevitable in the in-line equipment and it cause confusion to the user
when a device failure.

Based on these, we present the NAC improved future model. And then to
redeem the current network status problem, we have to install NAC system which
is installed a security program already.

Therefore, as a model for future NAC products, if we enclose multiple endpoint
security products in a single product and add it to NAC, then it provides its own
security, there is no need to build an additional layer of security solutions even if
you install only one product.
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Also it is able to access control for network, and even if it is not installed agent,
all of the IP-based policies can be applied to a wide range of devices.

If it takes the equipment Out-of-Band placed instead of In-line way, since it is
unnecessary to change the network structure, it is needed devices that do not affect
the existing network. Also in the enlarged constantly changing complex envi-
ronment, it will be necessary to improve the NAC model by mixing a variety of
options to protect the infrastructures.
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Analysis of Methods for Detecting
Compromised Nodes and Its
Countermeasures

Fangming Zhao, Takashi Nishide, Yoshiaki Hori
and Kouichi Sakurai

Abstract The increased application of sensor network introduces new security
challenges. In this paper, we analyze the detection methods of compromised nodes
and its countermeasure in the sensor network. We first review common attacks in
the sensor network application which can compromise a valid, resource-con-
strained node (or called device). Then, we introduce several standard detection
approaches to show their characteristics in different applications of the sensor
network. Finally, we summarize and discuss existing countermeasures to the
compromised nodes.
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1 Introduction

A sensor network typically consists of one base station and hundreds or even
thousands of small, low-cost nodes distributed over a wide area. The base station
manages join and leave of nodes, collects data, and broadcasts control information
through the Internet to (from) all nodes. Sensor nodes are always designed with the
goals of being simple and relatively cheap so that lots of nodes can be deployed in
different environments. This has led to these sensors having constraints in terms of
low computation, limited memory and bandwidth.

The increased application of sensor network introduces new security chal-
lenges, especially related to privacy, connectivity and security management,
causing unpredicted expenditure and disaster to the whole system. In this paper,
we review common attacks in the sensor network where a node may be com-
promised, and we introduce several standard detection approaches to show their
characteristics in different applications of the sensor network. Finally, we sum-
marize and discuss existing countermeasure for the compromised nodes.

2 Attack Scenarios

2.1 Attack Overviews

Basically, two kinds of attacks exist in the sensor network, (i) Attack over the
network, (ii) Attack on the node.

• Attack over the network: this kind of attack mainly intercepts a message
between two nodes. Attackers may reside between any two nodes and then they
can eavesdrop the message, modify the message or even inject malicious data
into the communication channel.

• Attack on the node: the attacker mainly targets physical nodes in the sensor
network. Attackers always want to leave potential back-door for future’s com-
promises, to extract or to destruct cryptographic keys. If attackers successfully
intrude into a node, they can decrypt, observe or even generate fake messages
and then send to other nodes.

We summarized several existing attacks over the network and their details in
Table 1. Those attacks are mainly targeting two security properties: Secrecy1 and
Authenticity2 [1].

1 A protocol preserves the secrecy of some term M if an adversary cannot obtain M by
constructing it from the outputs of the protocol.
2 If the initiator thinks the protocol has been executed with another group member, then it really
has, and similarly for a responder.
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To overcome the Attack over the network, we can implement cryptographic
primitives to guarantee the authenticity and secrecy of communication between
legitimate nodes, e.g. an authentication protocol. Zhao et al. [1] gives an
authenticated key exchange protocol to establish and authenticate a session key for
both the initiator and the responder: two nodes first generate a common ephemeral
secret key (called session key) based on a pre-shared secret key, and they use a
cryptographic keyed hash method to authenticate each other’s session key, and
finally, they can establish a secure communication channel for future’s data
transmission. On the other hand, Attack on the node, which can compromise a
remote node, can be launched mainly from physical attackers. Unlike other attacks
mentioned above, physical attacks destroy sensors permanently, so the losses are
irreversible. For instance, attackers can extract cryptographic secrets, tamper with
the associated circuitry, modify programs in the sensors, or replace them with
malicious sensors under the control of the attacker. It is very complicated and
difficult to detect and prevent such attacks only using security protocols discussed
above, since a compromised node may have the secrete key of a valid node, and it
can authenticate itself to the sensor network. We will discuss several scenarios of
compromised nodes in next subsection, and we also summarize detection methods
for compromised nodes in Sect. 3.

2.2 Node Compromising Scenario

In this subsection, we mainly review physical attacks which can compromise a
valid node in the sensor network. We summarize three main attacks that com-
promise a valid node depending on the goals the adversary wants to achieve.

• Remove or replacement of nodes. A simple removal or replacement of a valid
node can be easily launched by attackers who even lack the knowledge to access
the internal system of that node. Because in the sensor network, a node is always
placed remotely from the administrator, it is difficult to monitor each node in
real time.
This kind of attack can be detected by the base station or another valid node
through a periodic remote check, for example, a node authentication protocol [1]

Table 1 Existing attacks (over the network)

Attacks Target security
properties

Action of attackers Preventable

Replay attack Authenticity Replay or delay data packet Yes
Man-in-the-middle
attack

Secrecy, authenticity Eavesdrop, packet injection, data
modification

Yes

Impersonation attack Authenticity, secrecy Impersonate valid user Yes
Denning-Sacco
attack

Authenticity, secrecy Impersonate valid user by replay past
data

Yes
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using the node key, to ensure whether the node holds a valid ID and a valid node
key which are set up in the node’s joining step.

• Modification of the node’s internal state. The purpose of this attack can be, for
example, to modify the algorithm of its original function or the default con-
figuration data in order to generate fake messages or commands, or, to modify
the routing algorithm in order to change the network topology.
If the attacker does not modify the cryptographic keys (node key) or the original
node ID, it is difficult to detect such compromised nodes using some crypto-
graphic authentication protocol like [1]. In Sect. 3, we will discuss both a
software-based and a hardware-based attestation technique to verify and
establish the absence of malicious changes to the node’s internal state.

• Access of the node’s internal state. This passive attack consists of accessing the
internal state of the captured node without changing anything of the node. If any
node is compromised by such attacks, the adversary can actually retrieve all of
its secret date including cryptographic keys, and then he can analyze the local
traffic and eavesdrop all the confidential data through this node.
The remote detection of this passive attack is difficult. One candidate method is
sending maintenance staffs periodically to check the remote node. However,
such method obviously raises the management cost of the whole sensor network.

3 Existing Detection Approaches

In this section, we summarize existing approaches to detect compromised nodes in
the sensor network. To check whether a node is compromised or not can be
accomplished via node attestation approach, a process whereby a trusted entity
(e.g., a base station or a node) verifies that a node is indeed running the expected
application code and, hence, has not been compromised. We introduce both
software and hardware based approaches hereafter.

3.1 Software based detection

The software based attestation technique can verify the trustworthiness of
resource-constrained nodes, without requiring dedicated tamper-resistant hardware
or physical access to the device. It performs challenge-response protocols that can
verify the integrity of code memory of a remote node. A node (callled prover)
computes a checksum of its memory along with a challenge sent from the remote
base station (called verifier).

Seshadri et al. [2] proposed the SoftWare-based ATTestation technique
(SWATT), a code attestation algorithm that is executed solely through software
means. Their technique was designed with the intention of creating a method to
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externally verify the code running on embedded devices. A trusted verifier is the
key component in achieving this goal of their algorithm. The malicious node will
contain at least one line of code that is different from the expected code running on
normal sensors. The verifier has a copy of the memory contents residing in valid
(uncompromised) nodes. The verifier sends a challenge to the node, which it uses
as the input to a pseudo-random generator to create random memory addresses. A
checksum is performed in the device on each of these memory addresses. The
verifier runs the same verification procedure locally to compute the expected value
of the checksum. This expected value is compared to the value returned by the
node in question. A compromised node that has altered the memory contents
would have to discern whether each memory location created by the pseudo-
random generator has been changed.

Their SWATT method works well enough to be used in sensor networks where
average nodes are not provided with secure hardware like the TPM. Those com-
promised nodes which resulted from Remove or replacement of nodes and Mod-
ification of the node’s internal state as described in Sect. 2.2, can be detected using
such software-based techniques. However, this approach does not work for the
compromised node as described in Access of the node’s internal state.

3.2 Hardware Based Detection

The hardware based attestation technique has stronger security properties and the
implementation of such an approach must rely on secure hardware.

TPM is a secure coprocessor that stores an integrity measure of a system
according to the Trusted Computing Group (TCG) [3]. Shi et al. [4] is based on the
TPM’s ability to report the system status to a remote party. This approach is
mainly developed for non-resource constrained computer systems and requires all
communication partners to perform public key cryptography. The complete system
configuration in the Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) of the attesting entity
(a node), must be transmitted to the verifying entity (a base station). Then the
verifying entity evaluates the trustworthiness of the attested entity by comparing
the received Stored Measurement Log (SML) and PCR values with given refer-
ence values. However, in many applications of sensor network, most sensor nodes
do not possess enough resources to perform public key cryptography and the
transmission of large messages increases the energy consumption significantly.

Similarly to the software based approaches, those compromised nodes which
resulted from Remove or replacement of nodes and Modification of the node’s
internal state can be detected by such hardware based techniques. This approach
does not work for the compromised node as described in Access of the node’s
internal state. This approach relies on a per-device TPM and the availability of a
trusted BIOS that begins attestation at boot time. For the sensor network with
resource-constrained nodes (devices), the wide implementation of this approach is
not quite practical.
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4 A Discussion on Countermeasures

After a node is compromised and detected, the system manager (e.g. the base
station) must revoke that node as soon as possible to decrease the damage to the
whole sensor network. Once a node is revoked, it is no longer capable of reading
any confidential message. Other nodes must disconnect all communication chan-
nels from/to that node when the compromised node is identified. Since all nodes’
communication and data transmission are assumed to be based on the crypto-
graphic protocols, to revoke a compromised node actually means to revoke that
node’s cryptographic key for encryption, decryption and authentication. The
mechanism of revoking a key always depends on the cryptographic algorithm in
which the key is used, more specifically, a symmetric key cryptography, or, a
public key cryptography. Hereafter, we introduce both revocation mechanisms.

4.1 Revocation Mechanism for Symmetric Key

The revocation mechanism for the symmetric key was studied for a long time in
the content distribution system. In the content distribution system, the multimedia
content can be packaged and distributed to end users in such a way that no one
other than a set of privileged users defined by the content owner should be able to
use it. Basically, the multimedia content is encrypted based on the symmetric key
encryption before being distributed to users. The content encryption is performed
by the licensed distributor, and the content decryption is performed by the end
user’s licensed player. When any player is compromised, the content distribution
system must revoke that player’s keys to ensure only valid users can use the
content but those compromised cannot.

In the content distribution system, traitor tracing [5] is used for the detection of
compromised playback devices. It allows the authority to trace piracy back to its
original source, and whatever devices are involved in piracy can then be revoked.
Traitors are those people/devices that aid pirates in attempting to gain access to an
encrypted broadcast digital content. A traitor tracing scheme is employed by the
AACS [6]. If a tracing authority determines a playback device has had its device
keys compromised, then the compromised device keys can be revoked based on
the subset difference revocation scheme from broadcast encryption [7, 8]. The
responsibility of broadcast encryption is to facilitate the distribution of multimedia
content in such a way that only a predefined set of users are able to play back the
content. The subset difference revocation scheme based on broadcast encryption
has ability to revoke certain licensed players in the event that these players are
compromised by an attacker. Once these players are detected and then revoked,
they are no longer capable of decrypting any newly released broadcast. Therefore,
the attacker can no longer use the secret information stored in the players to pirate
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any newly released multimedia content. Please refer to [7, 8] to for the details of a
subset difference revocation scheme.

The broadcast encryption based revocation scheme also works for revoking
compromised nodes in the sensor network which utilizes the symmetric key
cryptography based security protocols. To apply the revocation scheme to sensor
network, each node should get its node key (or device key) from a trusted authority
(e.g. in base station) in the node setup phase. Then the trusted authority manages
all node keys for all nodes in the sensor network. If any compromised node is
detected, for example, by software/hardware detection mechanism we introduced
above, the trusted authority can revoke the node key of that compromised node. An
example of using broadcast encryption based revocation in the smart grid, an
implementation of sensor network, is proposed in [1].

4.2 Revocation Mechanism for Public Key

In public key infrastructure (PKI) [9], certificate revocation schemes are well
studied for a long time. A (digital) certificate is a signature by a trusted certificate
authority (CA) that securely binds together several quantities. Typically, these
quantities include at least the name of a user and its public key. The certificate
revocation process starts with a request to revoke or suspend a certificate. A
certificate should be revoked if the private key is assumed to be compromised. We
discuss the two most common ones: Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL) and the
Online Certificate Status Checking Protocol (OSCP).

The CRL is currently the most widespread implementation mechanism for
certificate revocation within a public-key infrastructure. A CRL is simply a list of
certificates that have been revoked before their intended expiration date. The CA
issues this list periodically, together with its signature. Usually, a CRL will be
quite long if the CA has many clients. Nonetheless, the complete list is transmitted
to any party that wants to perform a certificate check. If the CRL based revocation
scheme is applied to nodes in sensor network, two problems should be considered
for those nodes that may have low computation, limited memory and bandwidth:
(i) the transmission cost of the CRL among nodes, (ii) the computational cost of
the verification of digital signature in the CRL.

In OSCP, the CA responds to a certificate status query from a client by gen-
erating a digital signature on the certificate’s status. This method reduces trans-
mission costs to a single signature per query, but it increases computation costs for
both clients and the CA. If the CA is centralized, it becomes highly vulnerable to
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. When the OSCP is applied to sensor network,
both the heavy computation cost problem for nodes and the DoS attack for the CA
should be considered.

For all countermeasures discussed in Sects. 2 and 4, except for avoiding uti-
lizing heavy computational PKI related process in revocation protocols, the
resource-constrained sensor nodes need to decrease/avoid using timestamp and
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random number based protocols: (i) Because timestamp is highly depending on the
network synchronization accuracy, it is very difficult to synchronize accurate time
through all the sensor nodes. (ii) Since the generation of pseudorandom numbers
always costs lots of resources of sensor nodes, the decrease of the generation of
pseudorandom numbers is preferable.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we mainly analyzed the detection and countermeasures of the
compromised nodes in the sensor network. After summarizing those attacks which
can compromise a sensor node, we review both the software based detection
method and the hardware based detection method. After a compromised node is
detected by such detection methods, as the countermeasures, we analyze two
revocation schemes, which are widely studied in digital right management and
public key infrastructure, to revoke the cryptographic keys of that compromised
node. Finally, we also discuss challenges of both revocation schemes when they
are applied to sensor network.
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Protecting Advertisers Against Click
Frauds

Rattikorn Hewett and Abhishek Agarwal

Abstract Click frauds are Internet crimes where clicks are deliberately performed
to increase the publisher’s earnings or to deplete an advertising budget of the
advertiser’s competitor. This paper presents an approach to automatically detecting
click frauds by using a mathematical theory of evidence to estimate the likelihood of
the frauds from click behaviors. Unlike most existing work, our approach provides
online computation that incorporates incoming behaviors on real-time. It is
theoretical-grounded, easily extensible and employs only data available at the
advertiser’s site. The latter makes the approach feasible for the advertisers to guard
themselves against the frauds. The paper describes the approach and evaluates its
validity using real-world case scenarios.

Keywords Click fraud detection � Online advertisements � Theory of evidence

1 Introduction

Web advertisements are important sources of revenue for both brokers (e.g., Google,
Yahoo, MSN, Ask.com etc) who provide the technical platform for online adver-
tisements and publishers who display ads on their websites. Click frauds are Internet
crimes in Web advertisement where click is made with intents of generating ‘‘ille-
gal’’ revenue or causing monetary loss to the competing advertisers [1, 2]. Detecting
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click frauds is a challenging problem. First, fraud behaviors evolve and continually
change over time. Second, both humans and software bots can carry out the frauds.
The former requires understanding of human intents. Third, it is difficult to track user
identities with their IP addresses as each user’s IP address can change over time.
Finally, the advertisers typically only have access to the data from their servers but
not from the broker’s. Thus, they have limited information.

Various techniques have been proposed [3–7]. Most either rely on (1) data that
are attainable only by the brokers (e.g., user’ activity on publisher site prior to the
click), or (2) unrealistic assumptions (e.g., past click behaviors dictate future
behaviors), or (3) a batch computation that does not handle new incoming data in
real-time and that requires a large historical data set for the results to be statisti-
cally valid.

This paper addresses the above issues and proposes an online automatic
approach to detecting click frauds using a widely used mathematical theory of
evidence, called Dempster-Shafer (D-S) Theory [8]. Since our approach employs
only data available for the advertiser, it can be useful for both advertisers and
brokers. For each incoming click of a given IP, we can estimate our belief of the
likelihood whether the click is a fraud or not.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related work and
Sect. 3 gives preliminaries including terms, assumptions and an overview of the D-S
Theory. Section 4 describes the mass functions, the main contribution of our theory
of evidence for click fraud detection. Section 5 evaluates the approach using data
from a real-world scenario. The conclusion of the paper is given in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Click fraud detection has only been researched recently [3–7]. Google’s approa-
ches to detecting invalid clicks include rule-based, anomaly-based and classifier-
based techniques [4]. The first two rely on expertise knowledge on known
abnormal patterns or conditions to detect malicious acts. Thus, they are unable to
detect unseen cases. On the other hand, the classifier-based approach uses
historical data of user click behaviors and unrealistic assumptions. It also tends to
have low accuracy as fraud mechanisms change over time. Google’s approach also
uses the datasets that are only at the disposal of brokers. Our proposed approach
does not require such assumptions and privileged data.

A burst detection algorithm [3] focuses on high frequency user activity in short
time periods but it does not handle other click fraud patterns. Work in [5] uses
bluff ads for detecting sources of click frauds. For example, a click by an IP
address in Australia on a bluff ad of a special offer on pizza in New York City
should indicate a fraud possibly by a bot or a naive fraudster. However, this
approach requires the broker implementation and may not work for sophisticated
frauds.
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The D-S Theory of evidence is applied in [7] to a click fraud detection system.
However, the approach focuses on using the D-S Theory for combining evidence
resulted from other approaches, i.e., rule-based, outlier detection, and click map.
Our approach, however, computes a belief of evidence by using the traditional
approach of formulating mass functions in the D-S theory. The approach also
requires data from the client’s site server, which may not be available (e.g., if
cookies are disabled). It also maintains an online database of suspicious click
sources. Unfortunately, the paper does not provide sufficient details or sources that
we can run or replicate the system. Therefore, a comparison study is infeasible.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Web Advertisement Terms

In web advertisement, an advertiser pays for his ads to be displayed in order to sell
his products or services. These ads may create more traffic and revenue for the
advertisers. An ad-site is the advertiser’s website, which may contain internal links
to multiple pages. An Internet user (or agent) can visit the ad-site via Internet
search, URL on the advertiser’s browser, bookmark, or the ad on a publisher site.
An ad-visit is a visit of a user to ad-site by clicking an ad and otherwise it is a non-
ad visit. A session is a continuous period of time that a user navigates within the
advertiser’s site where a user maintains an active HTTP connection with the
server. Publishers are the websites that host ads for the advertisers. The publishers
get paid for each click on the ads they host. A broker provides the technical
platform for online advertisements including Internet search engine (e.g., Google,
Yahoo, AOL, Ask.com) and geographical location etc. Google runs a pay-per-
click program called Adsense using Gclid, which is a unique user ID corresponding
to the server log for each click made on Google ads.

3.2 Assumptions and Limitations

This section discusses necessary assumptions and limitations. First, we assume that
a user who makes a purchase is not a fraudster. This is reasonable because a
fraudster who makes a purchase to confuse a detection system will likely find that
his action does not pay off. Second, to cope with the fact that IP addressing
changes over time, our approach is designed to identify click frauds per window of
period W. This provides the flexibility to analyze click frauds in various window
sizes. In general, the change of IPs makes it near impossible to detect identity of
fraudsters over a long period of time. In this paper, W is specified to be 30 min,
which is a small enough window that the user IP address will not get changed
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unless it is deliberately done by the user to hide his/her IP (e.g., proxy IPs via
proxy servers). In such a case, the frequency of these malicious acts is likely to be
low for a sufficiently small window size.

Third, to estimate user session durations, we sum the durations between
consecutive HTTP requests and assume 30 s spent on the last page. This is due to
the fact that HTTP is a stateless protocol and thus, it is difficult to accurately
estimate the session duration. Lastly, our approach assumes a specific pay-per-
click model similar to Google’s Adsense and the usage of gclid, to uniquely
identify clicks on the ads in addition to an IP address. This follows Google’s
approach to make distinction among visits on different ads. It also automatically
eliminates redundant clicks (e.g., double ad-clicks is counted as one). In addition,
gclid allows us to separate ad-clicks and non-ad clicks. Note that this assumption is
introduced only to relate our approach to realistic online advertising. It does not
limit our approach in terms of its applicability to other payment model and other
user IDs.

3.3 Mathematical Theory of Evidence

This section describes the Dempster-Shafer (D-S) Theory [8] for uncertainty
reasoning that assigns a probability to a set of atomic elements (or hypotheses)
rather than an atomic element alone. The theory is a generalization of Bayesian
probability theory. It is used widely to combine evidences from multiple sources to
support the belief of a specific hypothesis.

Let U be a finite set of all hypotheses (atomic elements) in a problem domain.
A mass function m provides a probability assignment to any A ( U, where
m([) = 0 and

P
A ( U m(A) = 1. The mass m(A) represents a belief exactly on

A. In the context of click fraud detection, U = {fraud, *fraud} represents a set of
two hypotheses of a click of being a fraud or not a fraud, respectively. Elements of
the power set of U representing A ( U are all possible hypotheses, namely
{fraud}, {*fraud}, U, and [. The belief of each of the hypotheses lies between 0
and 1. The property of the mass function implies that m({fraud} ?

m({*fraud}) ? m({fraud, *fraud}) = 1 since m([) = 0. When there is no
information regarding U, m({fraud} = m({*fraud}) = m([) = 0 but m({fraud,
*fraud}) = 1. The last case includes all possible hypotheses and therefore, its
truth is believed to be certain.

For every mass function, there are associated functions of belief and
plausibility. The degree of belief on A, bel(A) is defined to be

P
X(Am(X) and the

plausibility of A, pl(A) is 1–bel(*A). For example, bel({fraud}) =

m({fraud}) ? m([) = m({fraud}). In general, bel(A) = m(A) for any singleton
set A ( U and in such a case the computation of bel is greatly reduced. In this
paper, we use the terms likelihood and belief synonymously.

A mass function can be combined for multiple evidences using the Dempster’s
Rule of Combination, which is a generalization of the Bayes’ rule. For X, A,
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B ( U, a combination mass functions m1 and m2, denoted by m1 � m2 (or m1,2) is
defined as the following:

m1;2 Xð Þ ¼ m1 � m2 Xð Þ ¼
P

A\B¼X m1 Að Þm2 Bð Þ
1� K

X

A\B¼/

m1 Að Þm2 Bð Þ

where K = and m1 � m2 ([) = 0.
The combination rule can be applied in pairs repeatedly to obtain a combination

of multiple mass functions. The above rule emphasizes the agreement between
multiple sources of evidence and ignores the disagreement with a normalization
factor. See more details in [8].

4 Proposed Approach

This section describes our main contribution, the development of mass functions
of corresponding types of evidences. For mass function mi of evidence type i, ai

and bi represents the strength of the evidence to support the belief and disbelief of
a fraud, respectively. These values range between zero and one, and are commonly
obtained by experiments.

Evidence based on number of clicks on the ad
For a given IP address in a given window, if the number of clicks on the ad is high then
the likelihood of this user being a fraud is high. This can be referred to short bursts. The
mass function m1 of this evidence supports a belief of fraud where the belief value
depends on the number of clicks. Let n be a total number of clicks during the window
period. Thus, the likelihood of each click being a fraud is 1-1/n and we have:

m1 fraudð Þ ¼ a1 1� 1=nð Þ

m1 � fraudð Þ ¼ 0

m1ðUÞ ¼ 1� m1 fraudð Þ ¼ 1� a1 1� 1=nð Þ:

Evidence based on time spent on browsing
If the time spent by a user at the ad-site is high then the user is less likely to be a
fraud. Fraudsters are likely to have smaller sessions since they are not interested in
the product. As a user continues to spend more time at the ad-site, the belief that
he/she is *fraud will increase. Thus, the mass function m2 of this evidence
support *fraud where the belief value depends on the time spent at the ad-site. Let
t be the time spent by a given user in all visits in the time window W. Thus,
0 \ t B W. The mass function m2 can be computed as follows:
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m2 fraudð Þ ¼ 0

m2 � fraudð Þ ¼ b2 t=Wð Þ

m2ðUÞ ¼ 1� m2 � fraudð Þ ¼ 1� b2 t=Wð Þ:

Evidence based on non-ad visits followed by ad-visits
If a user clicks on an ad after having visited the ad-site via direct URLs (i.e., non-
ad visit), then the user is likely to be a fraud. Consider all types of visits of a given
user in a window period, the mass function m3 of this evidence can be formulated
in three cases: non-ad visits without following ad-visits, non-ad visits followed by
ad-visit, and ad-visits only. We formulate the mass functions below. Let m and k be
a number of non-ad visits and ad-visits so far, respectively. Let p be a number of
ad-visits after non-ad visits, q be a number of visits after the first non-ad visit, and
d be the strength of case 3 (e.g., d is set to 10 in our experiment).
case 1: Non-ad visits without following ad-visits.

m3 fraudð Þ ¼ 0;m3 � fraudð Þ ¼ b3 � m= mþ kð Þ; and m3ðUÞ ¼ 1� b3 � m=
mþ kð Þ

case 2: Non-ad visits followed by at-least one ad-visit.

m3 fraudð Þ ¼ a3 � p=q; m3 � fraudð Þ ¼ 0; and m3ðUÞ ¼ 1� a3 � p=q
case 3: Ad-visits only.

m3 fraudð Þ ¼ a3 � k= d � mþ kð Þð Þ; m3 � fraudð Þ ¼ 0; and m3ðUÞ ¼
1� a3 � k= d�ð mþ kð ÞÞ
Evidence based on place of click origin
If a click occurs at a location outside the target business region of the advertiser
then it is likely to be a fraud. For example, a car dealer company will advertise
certain models to customers in neighboring cities. The click from different country
will likely be a fraud. The mass function m4 for this evidence supports fraud if the
click occurs outside advertiser’s business region, and *fraud, otherwise. We
define X to be one if location of the click is in a target region of the advertiser’s
business, otherwise zero. The mass functions are:

m4 fraudð Þ ¼ a4 � X

m4 � fraudð Þ ¼ b4 � 1� Xð Þ

m4ðUÞ ¼ 1� m4 fraudð Þ � m4 � fraudð Þ

The strength of the mass functions can be determined via experiments that
systematically refine the parameter values to fit with observations. Due to space
limitation, we omit this part and only report results. In this paper we use a1 = 0.8,
b2 = 0.99, a3 = 0.6, b3 = 0.2, a4 = 0.4, b4 = 0.1, respectively. The combination
rule of the D-S theory is then applied to the belief values until all evidences have
been incorporated into the likelihood estimation of each hypothesis. The final step
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of our detection system is to make a final fraud certification based on the belief
values obtained. We use simple thresholds to classify combined belief values into
three levels: *fraud (\0. 5), suspicion ([0.5 and \0.65), and fraud (C0.65).

5 Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Data

To evaluate our proposed approach, it is necessary for us to use synthetic data for
several reasons. Most importantly, it would be hard to determine if the proposed
approach produces correct results even with real weblog data since we have
limited resources to validate the correctness of the findings. Furthermore, the click
data are typically maintained and monitored privately. However, one can verify if
the click detection works correctly by working backward on synthesized data with
known outcomes (e.g., by injecting click fraud behaviors to test whether the
detection system can identify the frauds as expected).

We evaluate our approach using a data set representing a scenario that contains
40 clicks in a window of 30 min. Clearly, analysis of consecutive windows can be
performed in the same fashion. For each user, we pre-process the raw web server
logs and extract relevant data in real time including (1) IP address of the remote
computer requesting the web page; (2) time and date of request; (3) the requested
page; (4) the referrer page, and (5) the Gclid. The region from which the click
originated can be extracted from the IP address by using one of the many geo
location services.

5.2 Case Study Scenario

Consider a scenario of click activities of a sophisticated fraudster in a 30-minute
window from 1:45 am to 2:15 am as shown in Fig. 1. A user makes ad-visit in
three brief sessions of a few minutes (each indicated by a dark grey block). In each
session, he clicks once on the ad and performs other activities (e.g., browsing,
open links, etc.) Then he makes a non-ad visit session (indicated by a light grey
block), where he logs in and puts an item in a shopping cart (annotated by icons in
Fig. 1). After that the user makes another four ad-visit sessions, each of which he
clicks on the ad. It is obvious that in the first three sessions, each click in a short
time makes him look increasingly suspicious. However, the suspicion of fraud
decreases in the next session where he spends more time at the site signing on as a
registered customer and putting an item in the cart. These behaviors conform to a
genuine customer rather than a fraudster. However, the fact that his shopping
activity is in a non-waking hour (especially, if the IP is invoked from non-target
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customer regions or countries) is conflicting evidence that supports the contrary.
Moreover, his next four clicks on the ad via ad-visits (after he already knew how to
get to the commercial/advertising site via a direct URL) make him becomes highly
suspected as a fraudster.

Applying a combination rule from the D-S theory to belief values computed
from the mass functions of evidences introduced in Sect. 4, Fig. 2 shows the final
belief values obtained. It is clear that the belief values are dynamically changing as
new incoming evidence is incorporated into the estimation of fraud likelihood.

As shown in Fig. 2, initially, the belief of fraud after the first click is a little over
0.4, which is believed to be *fraud. After second and third clicks, the belief of
fraud increases and the detection decision moves from *fraud to suspicious and to
fraud, respectively. In the fourth visit, the user does a non-ad visit and thus, the
belief value drops back giving a certification of suspicion. Had the user stopped
clicking on the ad at this point, this would have been the decision about the user.
However when the user clicks on the ad again via ad-visit in the next few visits,
the belief increases to support fraud. The belief of fraud continues to be high and
this is certified as a case of fraud as a final decision. The results obtained agree
with our reasoning. We can validate that the results obtained are consistent with
our conclusion observed earlier. Thus, in this scenario, the approach works
correctly.

1:45AM−1:47AM 1:52AM−1:56AM 2:02AM−2:04AM 2:08AM−2:10AM

1:48AM−1:51AM 1:58AM−2:02AM 2:05AM−2:07AM 2:11AM−2:13AM

1:45AM 2:15AM

Fig. 1 Click activities between 1:45 and 2:15 am
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6 Conclusion

This paper presents an automated approach to detecting click frauds that is based
on a well-grounded theory for novel detection of unanticipated patterns. It uses on-
line computation, which can adapt well to real-time systems and is effective in
analyzing each incoming click at the advertiser’s disposal. Furthermore, the
approach does not require advertisers to maintain large historical databases. This
makes the approach beneficial for use by advertisers. Finally, the framework is
flexible in that new mass functions can be added for refinement.

Future work includes experiments to gain understanding of the characteristics
of the proposed approach, including how window sizes impact the detection
capability, whether our approach works for specialized bot attacks.
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A Novel Intrusion Tolerant System Based
on Adaptive Recovery Scheme (ARS)

Seondong Heo, Jungmin Lim, Minsoo Lee, Soojin Lee
and Hyunsoo Yoon

Abstract Nowadays, as many information systems are connected to Internet and
provide useful services to people through Internet, this openness makes the sys-
tems as targets of attackers. Even though conventional security solutions such as
intrusion detection system (IDS) or firewall were designed to protect such attacks,
it is impossible to block all the attacks. The researches on intrusion tolerant system
(ITS) have been conducted in order to keep the proper services in the threatening
environments. In this paper, we propose a novel Adaptive Recovery Scheme
(ARS) which can be applied to intrusion tolerant architecture. ARS has proactive
recovery scheme and reactive recovery scheme including self-recovery and
emergency recovery. ARS selects appropriate recovery scheme according to
internal and external factors to maintain required security and performance level.
Additionally, ARS protects an integrity of critical files through snapshot tech-
nology. The performance of ARS is compared with existing recovery-based
intrusion tolerant system by CSIM 20.
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1 Introduction

Internet has been widespread as a platform supplying various services. Most of
useful services such as banking, social network, and search are provided through
Internet. This openness of information system offers convenience to users, while it
gives chances to intrude or compromise the system for attackers. Vulnerabilities of
the systems have been increasing due to the complexity of the systems, thus
attackers can easily discover vulnerabilities which might be exploited in a mali-
cious ways.

Traditional protection solutions such as an intrusion detection system (IDS) or
an intrusion prevention system (IPS) needs information about attacks to defense.
However it is almost impossible to find out all the information ahead of attacks, so
ITS takes different approach to protect information system. Main focus of ITS is to
provide services in the face of intrusions [1].

Even though there are many studies on ITS, recovery-based approach [2–4]
using virtual technology have been the most actively studied in recent years. Most
of those researches present proactive recovery mixed with reactive recovery in
order to build a secure system. Proactive recovery can remove invisible intrusions
while reactive recovery is useful to restrict compromised node’s malicious
activity. However, both are not considering the performance of the system when
active node stops working by reactive recovery.

In this paper, we propose a novel ITS based on ARS whose security and
performance is critical. ARS concentrates on maintaining performance of the
system in the threatening environments. It periodically conducts proactive
recovery to eliminate intrusions and proper reactive recovery depending on cir-
cumstances. We present two reactive recovery schemes, compared to existing
scheme, which terminates the compromised VM immediately: self-recovery and
emergency recovery. In ARS, VM whose critical files are modified or deleted by
attacks can be recovered by self-recovery, and it doesn’t require halting the VM.
And emergency recovery is utilized when VM must be cleansed, but halt of VM
causes degradation of the system performance. Experiment with CSIM20 [5]
verifies effectiveness of these schemes, which significantly decrease the effects of
attacks to system performance. The contributions of our work are as follows:

• ARS can maintain required level of performance and security with multiple
recovery schemes: proactive recovery, reactive recovery including self-recovery
and emergency recovery.

• Critical files of VMs are protected by a snapshot. Attacks that compromise the
integrity of the files are almost detected by snapshot comparison. In addition,
deleted or modified files can be repaired by self-recovery.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related
works on ITS from 1990s to present. Section 3 presents ARS and its recovery
schemes including state transition. In Sect. 4, we present performance test result
with CSIM 20. This paper ends with a conclusion in Sect. 5.
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2 Related Work

Researches on intrusion tolerance architecture can be classified into three types
depending on the centric scheme: middleware-based ITS, hardware-based ITS, and
recovery-based ITS. Both Middleware-based architecture [1, 6] and hardware-
based architecture [7, 8] use IDS or detection techniques to find intrusions. But it is
impossible that detecting all kinds of attacks. To solve this problem, recovery-
based architecture performs proactive recovery periodically to eliminate hidden
attacks. The Self-Cleansing Intrusion Tolerance (SCIT) researches [2] use virtu-
alization techniques to implement proactive recovery. There are four states in
SCIT architecture: active, grace, cleansing, and live spare. Central controller
executes state transition of all VMs. In SCIT, central controller must be separated
from VMs which are in active or grace state to prevent stealth attack. SCIT-HES
[3] proposes SCIT enhanced with hardware which completely prevents commu-
nication between VMs exposed to external network to central controller.

P. Sousa et al. [4] proposed the architecture using proactive and reactive recovery.
In this architecture, each replica consists of two parts: payload and wormhole.
Payload is the part to provide services, and wormhole performs communication
between VMs and reactive recovery in order to detect intrusions. Proactive recovery
is done in a manner similar to the SCIT, in that all replicas are periodically rejuve-
nated. Reactive recovery is activated when replica j receives two crucial variables
used in this research: W_suspect(j) or W_detect(j). W_suspect(j) means that the
replica j is suspected of being faulty and W_detect(j) means that the replica j is faulty
without doubt. If replica j receives a detection message from f ? 1 different replicas,
the replica j is recovered immediately. Otherwise, if there are f ? 1 suspicions,
recovery must be scheduled with the periodic proactive recoveries in order to
guarantee system availability.

Proposed system uses reactive recovery and central controller by the following
reasons: � System requires more resources to employ reactive recovery, but it can
limit compromised VM’s action to disturb the system’s operation. ` Using central
controller can enforce VM’s recovery strongly because central controller is a
hypervisor of all VMs and owns every permission on recovery. ´ It can reduce
communication cost for snapshot transmission. Thus, we introduce reactive
recovery scheme for guarantying availability and performance.

3 ARS (Adaptive Recovery Scheme)

3.1 System Architecture

The architecture of the system is illustrated in Fig. 1. States of all VMs are
managed by the central controller. The central controller is responsible for states of
each VM, system performance and responding to attacks. In normal case, VM’s
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state is periodically switched by the central controller: active ? cleans-
ing ? ready ? active [2]. When VM changes its state from ready to active, VM
takes a snapshot of its critical files and sends it in the central controller. And in
active state, VM takes a snapshot of it periodically and sends it to central con-
troller through internal network for checking integrity of critical files. Each VM
supplies services and processes requests incoming from external network. All
requests are randomly delivered to each VM. The following assumptions are
applied to the design of the architecture.

• The internal network is completely separated from the external network, so it is
impossible to sniff or attack central controller directly from outside.

• All states of VMs are controlled by the central controller. In other words, the
central controller can change all VM’s states whenever it needs, though VM
cannot receive requests due to an intrusion.

• If VM doesn’t send its snapshot to the central controller within the designated
threshold, controller regards it as a compromised VM.

3.2 State Transition

Figure 2 shows state transition of a VM in ARS. Exposure time is a predefined
value which means how long each VM is exposed to the external network and
provides services.

• Active: a VM is exposed to the external network and provides services. VM
periodically sends its critical file’s snapshot to the central controller. If a VM is

Fig. 1 System architecture
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attacked, the central controller checks if there is a VM in ready state. If there is a
one, central controller changes its state to active while changing corrupted VM’s
state to cleansing state. Otherwise, the central controller sends a snapshot to the
compromised VM and changes its state to recovered state.

• Cleansing: a VM is offline. Central controller restores the state of VM to pristine
state.

• Ready: a VM is offline. It is ready to provide services.
• Recovered: a VM utilizes snapshot received from central controller to recovery.

If attack is detected in recovered state, central controller changes a VM’s state to
cleansing, and conducts emergency recovery.

3.3 Proactive Recovery

Table 1 shows the parameters associated with ARS. In ARS, central controller
recovers VMs in active state by exposure time in order to remove undetected
attacks. Exposure time (Te) can be derived by Tc, Nmax and Nmin as the Eq. (1).

Te ¼
Tc � Nmin

Nmax � Nmin
ð1Þ

And the probability that the attack is not occurred in time T is P X = 0ð Þ¼e�kT .
Therefore, the probability that VM is attacked at least once in Te becomes:
P X [ 0ð Þ¼ 1�e�kTe . Since e�kTe is a monotonically decreasing function of Te,
small Te is required in order to make more secure system. But Tc and Nmin are
constants, so increasing Nmax is the only way to decrease Te.

Fig. 2 State transition diagram

Table 1 List of parameters used in ARS

Parameter Description

Te Time duration in which VM is exposed to external network
Tc Time duration in which VM cleanses
Nmax Number of VMs can be operated
Nmin Number of VMs required for performance
k Poisson parameter of attack successes among incoming requests
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3.4 Reactive Recovery

Proactive recovery can eliminate stealth attacks properly, but constructing a secure
system only with proactive recovery is a costly method. So recent researches are
focused on reactive recovery. Even though additional resources are required to
implement reactive recovery, it is much smaller than resources required for
building a system that has the same security level only with proactive recovery.

There are three different reactive recovery schemes in ARS depending on cir-
cumstances. First, if the central controller detects an attack on a VM which was not
discovered before, the central controller examines existence of a VM in ready
state. If ready state VM exists, the central controller changes its state to active state
and set Te to restored VM’s remaining exposure time. Otherwise, in second case,
the central controller sends snapshot to a compromised VM, then the VM utilizes it
to recover itself. Even though a VM may have its snapshot before an attack, it is
unreliable. The central controller is separated from the external network, so
snapshot from the central controller is much more credible. Third, if the central
controller detects an attack on a VM in a recovered state, central controller con-
ducts an emergency recovery. In this case, central controller changes state of
attacked VM to cleansing and increases exposure time by Tc= Nmax � Nminð Þ of
active VMs that have less exposure time than attacked VM in order to reduce
performance degradation. ARS applies emergency recovery, so it can rapidly
regain performance and availability as compared to existing systems.

4 Simulation and Results

4.1 Experimental Environment

The CSIM 20 simulator was used for estimating efficiency of ARS. CSIM is a
simulation toolkit, which consists of simulation engine and a comprehensive set of
tools that can be used to develop realistic models of complex systems. By using
CSIM 20 simulator, we have simulated ARS in several conditions for evaluating
performance with C++ language in Visual studio 2008.

We generate requests at intervals of 0.2 s and set processing time to 0.9 s. The
request generation time and processing time follow the exponential distribution
with the mean value 0.2 and 0.9, respectively. k is set to 0.00002, and successful
attack halts the operation of VM. Consequently, attacked VM cannot receive
requests from the external network. We assumed that all the attacks will be
detected because intrusion detection is not a main work in this paper. The prob-
ability of successful self-recovery is set to 0.5. Other values used in experiment are
shown in Table 2.
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4.2 Results

Table 3 shows the results of simulation with million requests. ‘Normal’ system
wasn’t attacked, and ‘attacked’ system is the system that employs only proactive
recovery or uses conventional reactive recovery which restores compromised VM
immediately. Response time of ARS is slightly increased by 2.7 %, but it is very
small compared to the response time of attacked system which is increased by
50.2 %. In simulation, we don’t restrict max queue length so there is no packet
drop by queuing problem. But in the real world, requests sent to the attacked
system can be dropped by timeout or full queue.

In order to emphasize the impact of an attack, we artificially send one attack
packet in every thousand requests with other same parameters. Figure 3 illustrates
the result of simulation with 10 thousands requests. Attacks are represented as
dashed line. As seen in Fig. 3, ARS reduces the impact of attacks with same
environment. If self-recovery succeeds in correct recovery, response time doesn’t
increase in spite of attacks.

Table 2 Values used in experiment

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Te 600 s Nmin 5
Tc 120 s k 0.00002
Nmax 6

Table 3 Response time and queue length

Normal
(not attacked)

Attacked
(attacked)

ARS
(attacked)

Response time (sec) 7.91 11.88 8.12
Queue length 6.59 9.90 6.75

Fig. 3 Response time
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5 Conclusion

Recent researches on ITS have been focused on the proactive and reactive
recovery. However, there are little considerations on maintaining performance and
availability when active VM is recovered by reactive recovery.

In this paper, we introduce a novel intrusion tolerant architecture based on ARS
which runs adaptive recovery schemes according to the internal and external
factors: proactive recovery, reactive recovery including self-recovery and emer-
gency recovery. It has been shown that ARS can significantly reduce the impact of
attacks that affects performance and availability of system. Especially, ARS
maintains a desired level of performance under the unpredictable savage attacks.
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Design and Implementation of Linked
Network Security System Based
on Virtualization in the Separate
Network Environment

Dong-Hwi Lee and Kyong-Ho Choi

Abstract In this study a Linked Network Security system based on Virtualization
(LNSV) is proposed to effectively perform data transmissions in a network sepa-
rated environment under the aspects of management, operation, and cost. The LNSV
proposed in this study represents an open architecture in accessing its system
through network connectors for all users in individual networks and can be used as a
general purposed system for storing all data to be transmitted. It is possible to
prevent the access of unauthorized users because the stored data files include source
IP/PORT, destination IP/PORT and Hash Values. Also, it can guarantee the security
of communication through transmitting and receiving data using encryption/
decryption functions. Thus, the LNSV can provide safe connection services between
separated networks.
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1 Introduction

The present day is an age that promotes works using computers and networks and
creates high value added businesses. Governments, enterprises, and individuals
have already accepted cyberspace as an essential element for their works and lives.
Thus, they have much interests on defending various attacks in this cyberspace [1].
In spite of much interests on this issue, however, there have been lots of threats
and that increasingly occurs serious damages. Thus, studies on the issues of
intelligent phishing attacks [2], attacks on important facilities using Stuxnet [3],
and leaks of internal information [4] and its countermeasures have been largely
conducted.

In addition, Intranet and Internet can be separately operated to protect important
information. In this case, an extra data transmission architecture is required
because the communication between these separated networks cannot be imple-
mented. Figure 1 shows an example of this case in which a Windows based system
updating method is presented under the separated network environment guided by
Microsoft.

For transmitting data to separated networks, it is necessary to satisfy various
requirements such as storing medium like CDs or USBs, authentication systems,
access control systems, and encryption/decryption functions [5]. Recently multiple
systems, networks, and security systems have been established and operated for
satisfying such requirements. The present situation under the separated networks
increases investments on IT properties and degrades business efficiencies of
system and network managers and other users.

Thus, in this study a Linked Network Security system based on Virtualization
(LNSV) is proposed to effectively perform data transmissions in a network
separated environment under the aspects of management, operation, and cost. For
achieving it, Sect. 2 investigates data transmissions in a network separated
environment. Section 3 describes a security system designed in this study. Section 4
represents an analysis of the proposed system. Section 5 concludes this study.

Fig. 1 Distributing updates on an isolated segment based on WSUS (Microsoft)
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2 Related Work

Network separation for protecting cyber threats in networks and leaks of internal
information can be divided into physical and logical ways based on its construction
methods [6]. The physical network separation separates all systems and networks
based on its hardware. The logical network separation is performed using a soft-
ware technology. Figure 2 represents the physical and logical network separation.

In network separated environments, CDs and USBs can be usually used to
transmit data. However, it shows disadvantages in leaking data due to its losses, user
inconveniences for connecting a device to a PC, and distributing malicious codes
and requires an additional system for USB authentication and encryption/decryption
related. In addition, a storage based connection server can be used in which the
configuration is presented as shown in Fig. 3 [7]. The disadvantages of this server
are to establish and operate extra multiple servers and storing devices and an
information security system that manages accesses and encrypts transmitting and
receiving data.

3 Design of LNSV

In this study, a single security system, LNSV, that guarantees safe data trans-
missions in a separated network environment is proposed. The proposed system is
designed using a virtualization technology.

Fig. 2 Physically and
logically separate network
environment
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Virtualization is a technology that makes possible to share and use system
resources [8]. A core technology in this virtualization is a hypervisor that allows
multiple operational systems in a single system [9]. Figure 4 illustrates the concept
of this technology.

By using the hypervisor, it is possible to provide various functions in a single
system. Thus, the requirements for implementing safe data transmissions in a
network separated environment can be integrated in a single system using multiple
operational systems.

For implementing data transmissions between separated networks, an accessi-
ble connection module and a storing space are required in an individual network.
Users can store the data to be transmitted to a storing space using a connection
module directly. Also, it is necessary to prevent unauthorized accesses while the
stored data is transmitted/received and the security of the data is to be ensured
under encryption/decryption functions in order to protect the data from unautho-
rized users. The architecture of LNSV proposed in this study is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3 Connected server based on storage architecture

Fig. 4 Concept of
hypervisor
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4 Analysis of LNSV

Figure 6 shows the application of the designed LNSV to a network separated
environment. The implemented LNSV consists of four virtual systems. One of the
systems performs safety communication and controlling accesses. Two of them
support user accesses in individual networks and storing the data to be transmitted.

Fig. 5 Conceptual design of LNSV

Fig. 6 Installed LNSV in separate network for data delivery
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While storing data, source IP/PORT, destination IP/PORT and Hash Values are
included. Then, the LNSV can implement communications separately to users who
transmit/receive data. Thus, there are no sessions for the communication between
users in separated networks. As the individual networks presented in Fig. 6 are two
different networks, Intranet and Internet, the system that provides the connection
module and storing space is also configured by two different parts. The remained
system represents the overall operation of the LNSV and plays a role of supporting
the security policy for each system in the LNSV.

The LNSV shows no leaks of data due to media losses because it does not use
CDs or USBs. Also, it has no disadvantages of user inconvenience for connecting
it to a PC and of distributing malicious codes. In addition, it does not need an extra
system for authenticating USBs and encrypting it. Because it satisfies all security
functions required to transmit data in a network separated environment, it is
possible to focus on managing and operating a single system and that leads to
effectively promote the works of system and network managers. Moreover, it
shows an advantage that needs small initial investment for ensuring security in a
network separated environment.

5 Conclusion

The LNSV proposed in this study represents an open architecture in accessing its
system through network connectors for all users in individual networks and can be
used as a general purposed system for storing all data to be transmitted. It is
possible to prevent the access of unauthorized users because the stored data files
include source IP/PORT, destination IP/PORT and Hash Values. Also, it can
guarantee the security of communication through transmitting and receiving data
using encryption/decryption functions. Thus, the LNSV can provide safe
connection services between separated networks.

In recent years controls systems for major infrastructures have been operated
through connecting them to external networks [10]. As the control systems exhibit
large damages and ripple effects caused by violations, it requires a more strong
security system. Thus, it is expected that the LNSV proposed in this study will
represent high-usability and valuable uses.
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A Study About Security Awareness
Program Based on RFID Access Control
System

Kyong-Ho Choi and DongHwi Lee

Abstract In this study, a security method that protects data from an information
system accessed by unauthorized persons through physical ways like eye contacts
is proposed. In addition, it is applied to security awareness programs for improving
security recognition and to contribute to the protection of important information.
The security awareness program proposed in this study is able to detect the vio-
lation in physical security policies and to implement additional training related to
warning messages or such violated security policies and that leads to present
positive effects of changing user security awareness and corresponding works. It is
expected that these effects are to be spreaded to the whole organization and
influence for all members.

Keywords Security awareness � RFID � Access control � Information security

1 Introduction

Recently people use various information and communication devices in their daily
lives and works. Such information and communication devices used in collecting,
storing, and analyzing information effectively accumulate valuable data and its
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importances have been increasingly emphasized. Thus, technical, physical, and
managemental efforts for protecting computers and networks from cyber threats
have been made. By organizing these efforts, security policies and its imple-
mentations strengthen the capability of protecting information in organizations and
that makes possible to protect such valuable information.

However, systematic security policies and plans can be degraded due to users’
inattention and unconcern. For instance, as a manager who charges personal
medical information with a low awareness in security, it may release personal
information and violate privacy [1, 2]. Thus, the awareness in security should be
recognized as an important element to reduce user mistakes [3] and programs for
increasing such awareness are to be prepared.

There are various cases in releasing important information due to users’ inat-
tention and unconcern. Also, there are some unexpected information leaks like a
unknown eavesdropping by a third person for secret businesses in a public space or
opening some secret reports to a person with a low security level. In particular,
under recent business environments managing important information using com-
puters a third person or a person with a low security level may steal information
from resources through glancing it furtively, Piggy-backing, Shoulder surfing or
other untechnical ways [4, 5].

In this study, a security method that protects data from an information system
accessed by unauthorized persons through physical ways like eye contacts is
proposed. In addition, it is applied to security awareness programs for improving
security recognition and to contribute to the protection of important information.
For achieving it, Sect. 2 examines access control using RFID. Section 3 introduces
a security awareness program proposed in this study. Section 4 analyzes the
proposed security awareness program. Section 5 concludes this study.

2 Related Work

It is possible to perform a differentiated management that allows authorized per-
sons who charge specific works in allowed sections by separating sections phys-
ically using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [6]. In particular, determining
the indoor or outdoor condition of a user who has an RFID tag and recognized by
an RFID reader represents [7] a definite control of authorized persons. However,
there exist some problems that unauthorized persons follow an authorized person
closely and piggy-backing or glancing a monitor or documents and shoulder
surfing on a desk furtively to steal such data.

Thus, it is necessary to prepare auxiliary devices or assistants to count ingress
and egress persons in order to control unauthorized persons and to protect data.
Infrared ray sensors and detection devices can be used to count such ingress and
egress persons [8]. Actually, by comparing the number of RFID recognized per-
sons and the number of infrared detector counted persons the number of unau-
thorized persons are verified in a specific area.
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In this study, based on the fact that protects some threats of releasing data from
unauthorized persons through combining RFID and infrared detectors, a security
awareness program for establishing more safe information security environments
is proposed.

3 Proposed Security Awareness Program

The proposed security awareness program consists of four steps. The first phase is
to teach off-line security training at a lecture room different from on-line training
using Internet home pages, e-mail, and mobile devices. The second phase operates
an access control system using RFID sensors and readers. The third phase applies a
strong access control using RIFD sensors and infrared detectors as specific days,
periods, and conditions are required. The final phase implements training for the
security awareness program related to control unauthorized persons to the persons
who charge such a control process. The proposed security awareness program is
presented in Fig. 1.

For achieving the strong access control in the Phase 3, an RFID tag is to be
recognized to an RFID reader and then a person who gets the RFID is verified.
Then, the actual number of gate passed persons is also counted using infrared
sensors. If the number of persons detected by the infrared detectors excesses the
number of persons recognized by the RFID sensors, the excessive persons are
determined as unauthorized persons. In addition, it is possible to verify the security
levels applied to users by determining different security levels for individual
spaces in an RFID control system. The configuration of the physical spaces in the
Phase 3 is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Proposed security
awareness program process
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4 Analysis of Proposed Program

The information required for implementing the proposed security awareness
program for each user are Employee Identification Number, Allowed Office
Number, RFID Tag Number, and its Security Label. Table 1 represents such
information in the Y enterprise that is a subject in this study.

The second floor of the Y enterprise consists of three different offices. Thus, the
security levels for each office are different according to their businesses. It makes
an easy control of ingress and egress persons.

The experiment was implemented to detect unauthorized persons who try to
enter the offices and to verify the proper security levels applied to members. As a
problem occurs in an office while monitoring the access control at the Security
Management Center, a warning message is transmitted to the users in the office
using a security agent. In this case, it is possible to sent a more strong message to a
specific user by covering its monitor using a general image file or controlling the
movement of a mouse cursor. Then, a security training of protecting unauthorized
persons was implemented for the members who engaged in the office. The network
structure used in this process is presented in Fig. 3.

The proposed security awareness program shows an advantage that maximizes
the secureness of internal information. It does not allow to access information by
unauthorized persons or accessors with a low security level even a part of
information.

Fig. 2 Physical environment of tight access control

Table 1 Information of access control for tight access control policy

Employee identification
number

Name Allowed office
number

RFID tag
number

Security
label

1 0048 Mr. Lee 612, 614 0048 1
2 0062 Mr. Choi 612 0062 2
3 0627 Ms. Kim 612, 614 0627 1
4 0707 Ms. Kang 612 0707 2
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In addition, it makes possible to grant the role and responsibility of users who
try to access their own resources and to improve the understanding and imple-
mentation of the security policy by promoting such security awareness based on
the warning message personally delivered to members in an organization. It
reveals that the proposed method includes people, procedures, and technologies
regarded in information security management [9]. In this study, procedural char-
acteristics in establishing a security policy for each individual business phase and
some technical elements including RFID, infrared ray, and anti-virus system are
presented.

5 Conclusion

The information security management is a type of system and cannot be simply
determined as a technical reference [10]. The evaluation of the security policy that
is established and implemented is important. The evaluation can improve the
security awareness of the members in an organization and develop it based on
some issues pointed in the evaluation.

The security awareness program proposed in this study is able to detect the
violation in physical security policies and to implement additional training related
to warning messages or such violated security policies and that leads to present
positive effects of changing user security awareness and corresponding works. It is
expected that these effects are to be spreaded to the whole organization and
influence for all members.

Fig. 3 Network structure for
proposed program
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A Framework for Anomaly Pattern
Recognition in Electronic Financial
Transaction Using Moving Average
Method

Ae Chan Kim, Won Hyung Park and Dong Hoon Lee

Abstract Nowadays, security incidents of financial IT services and internet
banking hacking against the financial companies have occurred continuously,
resulting in a loss of the financial IT systems. Accordingly, this paper based on
‘framework standards of financial transaction detection and response’ was designed
to propose of anomaly Electronic Financial Transaction (EFT) pattern recognition
and response for the method to detect anomaly prior behaviors and transaction
patterns of users. It was applied to moving average based on the statistical basis.

Keywords Electronic financial transaction � Pattern recognition �Moving average

1 Introduction

Financial business can be said to be IT-intensive industry due to its early use of
information technologies. With its utilization of digital technologies and internet,
customer contact points, online payment services and exert systems have recently
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been introduced, and new products and services have come to be provided at a
lower transaction cost. However, IT systems have widely been applied to the
financial companies, security incidents of financial IT services such as financial
transaction sniffing, spoofing and internet banking hacking against the financial
companies have occurred continuously, resulting in a loss of the financial IT
systems. To respond effectively to the financial IT security incidents, this paper
suggested anomaly pattern recognition method to minimize the damages.

2 Related Work

Cognitive psychology define recognition of exterior object acting on human as
pattern recognition, which match input-information with information of long term
memory, then make decision about how to classify input-information into certain
known pattern [1]. Pi Younguo [2] suggested that how to apply achievement of
cognitive science to traditional machine pattern recognition by combining with
characteristic of machine pattern recognition was discussed.

Chan [3] and Zhang [4] adopted wavelet analyzing method that their approa-
ches have yielded some effects in data volume reduction and sequence matching.
Tianqing Zhu [5] applied the idea of EMD to develop strategies to automatically
identify the fluctuation variance in financial time series in order to detect suspi-
cious transaction behavior. Recently, there is a standard for EFT detection and
response in Korea [6]. It contains framework for fraud and anomaly financial
transaction to detect and response.

In this paper adopted an approach to create an attack graph based on statistic
moving averaged for prediction of anomaly financial detection. The concept of
using statistic at framework was proposed in [7]. It is possible to detect of prior
anomaly transaction behaviors and detection of transaction pattern information.
Also, it could be utilized as the basic data to establish effective response to detect
anomaly transactions through data-mining.

3 Anomaly Pattern Recognition

The anomaly pattern recognition, those of which are out of their normal range,
which are the transaction user terminal, the prior transaction behavior, and the
transaction pattern when a user uses the electronic financial transaction. In addi-
tion, it means determining the anomaly transaction by collection and analyzing
user transaction information for online transactions. It should be comprehensively
determined by the prior transaction behavior, and the transaction pattern [6].
Table 1 presents determination targets and methodology proposals for develop-
ment of the comprehensive pattern recognition.
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Detecting the prior financial transaction behavior should be performed on those
activities of prior information change for the transaction among user activities, and
it is necessary to set the range of conditions out of the range of normal prior
behavior. Likewise, detecting the financial transaction pattern information also
requires information clearly identifiable of fraud transaction patterns by comparing
with the existing transaction pattern information. For setting the normal range to
achieve it, moving average based on the statistics theory will be applied. Figure 1
illustrates the detection and response method of fraud financial transactions that the
proposed methodologies are applied.

When the user accesses the website with HTTP first and accesses the open
electric financial transaction service, it will be accessed in the TLS/SSL based
environment. At this time if a security program is not installed in the user terminal,
the security program installation step will be processed. Next, derived items by the
analysis result of the detection results of the user prior behavior and the transaction
pattern will be reported to the electronic financial transaction detection server.
Then the server determines if the result is anomaly transaction if the result values
exceed the critical values, it will be determined as the anomaly electronic financial
transaction and it will perform processes such as ‘additional authentication’ or
‘blocking transaction’. If within the normal range, it will perform the ‘transaction
authorization’ process.

4 The Anomaly Pattern Recognition Model

4.1 Prior Financial Transaction Behavior Recognition

The prior behavior within electronic financial transaction means the behavior that
does not perform transaction directly but may affect it. To set the normal range
criteria of past prior behaviors of a user for each factor in (Table 2), the moving

Table 1 Anomaly pattern recognition methodology

Item Detail Collecting and
detecting
information

Methodology
proposal

Purpose

Anomaly
prior
behavior

Attempt of anomaly
prior behavior for
financial
transaction

Log-in, error limit
exceeded,
change of
personal
information

Pattern matching
based on moving
average (IF–
THEN Rule
based)

Detection of
anomaly
behavior

Transaction
pattern

Change to the
financial
transaction pattern
compared to the
past pattern

Transaction
amount,
frequency and
target account

Detection of
change in
financial
transaction
pattern
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average1 [7], one of statistical trend analysis methods, and the pattern matching
logic are applied in this paper.

In the detection logic, as shown in (Fig. 1), the prior behavior information of
financial transaction sets the normal prior behavior range according to moving
average calculation result, after the ‘log collector’ program in the user system
receives past prior behavior information from the fraud transaction detection
server when the user accesses the financial transaction server first. Then the user
prior behaviors are detected by the IF-THEN-ELSE pattern matching method in
the steps of (1)–(5). For example, after past records of the log-in time required of
the user are received from the server, if to set the range of the normal prior
behavior according to change in the time required, it can be calculated as shown in
(Table 3).

In conclusion, by the pattern recognition result of user prior behaviors, if a
factor is out of the scope of normal prior transaction behaviors, the financial
company may apply ‘additional authentication’ and if two or more factors are out
of them, the company may apply ‘transaction blocking’.

4.2 Transaction Pattern Information Recognition

Statistically, users of the electronic financial transaction show certain transaction
patterns. The fraud transaction may be detected by using such patterns information

Table 2 Pattern recognition logic of prior behavior

User prior behavior (example in parenthesis) Detection logic

Moving
average

Pattern
matching

Condition (1): user log-in time significantly longer (30 min) or
shorter (30 s) than used to be

Applied Applied

Condition (2): exceeded allowed number of log-in attempts
(default 5 times)

Applied Applied

Condition (3): changed log-in location (location based
authentication by access IP or GPS)

Not applied Applied

Condition (4): use of the authentication method other than used
to be (on the first authentication of the different authentication
mean)

Not applied Applied

Condition (5): if to renew the Certificate even though the valid
date of the Certificate remains more than (6 months)

Not applied Applied

1 Moving average is one of the methods to determine the trend value. For time series of
X1;X2; . . .Xt, and moving average Xm in the period range of m at the time t is derived as
follows. Xm ¼ Xt þ Xtþ1 þ . . .þ Xtþ m�1ð Þ

� �
=m, t ¼ 1; 2; . . . t � mð Þð Þ. When new series of

Xmþ1;Xmþ2 are made in this way, the change in current time series represents an even trend.
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of individual users. If the transaction patterns such as sharp increase in transaction
amount increase in the number of transactions or repeated transactions in certain
amount are out of the range of normal transaction patterns, it may be subject to the
fraud financial transaction.

For information recognizable of user transaction patterns, ‘transaction amounts,
frequency of transactions and transfer target accounts’ may be used. Based on the
range of expectations required upon normal transaction, it is possible to quantify
this information by increasing risk points by detecting transactions out of the
normal range. To set the range of normal transaction patterns, moving average is
applied for ‘transaction amount’ and ‘frequency of transaction’ in (Table 4). With
past records of transaction amounts and frequency of transactions of the user, the

Table 3 Normal range calculation of prior behavior in ‘Log-in Time Required’

Repeat 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 …
Time(seconds) 10 15 20 14 16 12 10 20 15 …

Xm ¼ 15; Xmþ1 ¼ 16:3; Xmþ2 ¼ 16:67; Xmþ4 ¼ 14; Xmþ5 ¼ 12:67. . .
; The scope of normal prior behavior on the m ? 2th log-in is

Xm � r�Xmþ2�Xmþ1 þ r

Fig. 1 Anomaly pattern recognition model in EFT
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normal range criteria of change in transaction amounts and frequency of trans-
actions may be set. For example, if larger amount than the normal range set is
withdrew or deposited, or frequency of transactions is sharply increased within a
certain period of time, they may be detected as symptoms of fraud transaction
patterns.

5 Conclusions

The EFT has contributed to increase user convenience as none face-to-face trans-
action method. However, due to attacker techniques that become more and more
intelligent and sophisticated, security threats to users of anomaly EFT continuously
increase. In addition, the existing personal firewall programs using detection tech-
niques based on signature are not enough to fundamentally solve. Therefore, in this
paper, to improve existing anomaly pattern recognition methods limited to signature
based detection. That is, the pattern matching method based on statistical moving
average will be used to detect and block anomaly EFTs by malicious users.
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An Investigation on the Research Topics
in Relation to Information Systems
in Supply Chain Management

Younjung Kim, Young-Ho Lee, Kyung-Yong Chung
and Kang-Dae Lee

Abstract This study is designed to investigate the trend of information systems
(IS) research in relation to supply chain management (SCM). The purpose of this
research is to predicthow IS research is likely to evolve in the near future and to
suggest to which direction it should be further conducted. We attempted to
investigate the previous research topics about information systems in the fields of
SCM on the basis of 96 journal articles published between the year of 2006 and
2010 including the database of ScienceDirect. The most frequently appeared
keywords in the titles and abstracts were searched by two different categories:
‘‘business, management and account’’ and ‘‘decision science’’. As a result we
found that the most popular research topics appeared in the articles were ‘‘impacts
of IS on the performance of SC and enterprise’’‘‘framework and model of IS in
SCM’’. We also suggested the future research implications of the current research
trend or preference. This study academically and practically contributes to deep-
ening our understanding of the on-going issues discussed on the current IS papers
in the field of SCMby suggesting the future direction of studies.
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1 Introduction

Supply chain is defined as a network of relationship between organizations such as
suppliers and customers (Kelle and Akbulut 2005), and the main goal of supply
chain management is the management of the interconnection of organizations
which relate to each other through upstream and downstream linkages between the
different processes that produce value in the form of products and services to the
ultimate consumer [1]. As the stakeholders of SCare located all over the world by
globalization, it is more required to integrate the activities and process both intra
and internal organization [2]. This means that without implementation and inte-
gration of ISs for information sharing it is impossible to achieve the benefits of
SCM. Accordingly, there were few literature studies on information technology
and system in the field of logistics, supply chain management, and some industries
[1–4]. The purpose of this research is to predict how IS research is likely to evolve
and to suggest to which direction it should be further conducted. Previous research
was mainly focused on the comprehensive studies of information technology and
systems justification; however, in this paper we attempted to explore the extensive
studies of information system in supply chain management.

This study is designed to investigate the trend of ISs research in relation to SCM.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss IS in
SCM with literature review. The methodology of research is explained in Sect. 3.
The results of investigation on the previous research are being discussed in Sect. 4.
In the last section, the limitation and conclusion of this paper are presented.

2 Literature Review

While Menzer et al. (2010) viewed supply chain (SC) as a set of three or more
organizations directly involved in the upstream and downstream flows of products,
services, finances and/or information from a source to a customer [5], Kelle and
Akbulut (2005) interpreted it as a network of relationship between organizations
such as suppliers and customers. For a more detailed explanation they pointed out
that SCM is the management of the interconnection of organizations that relate to
each other through upstream and downstream linkages between the different
processes that produce value in the form of products and services to the ultimate
consumer [1].

Ginnarsson and Jonsson (2005) showed that increased collaboration among the
partners of a supply chain contributed to improve the performance of SC. In order
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to achieve significant performances in SCM [6] suggested the integration of
business processes and information flows of SC partners cannot be overlooked.
The benefits associated with the integration of supply chain system involve
increasing competitive advantage, decreasing operational costs, and improving
collaboration and coordination among the partners of supply chain. However,
without information system (IS) and information technology (IT), it is unlikely to
achieve the benefits of SCM since the stakeholders of SC are located all over the
world. Thus, it is required to integrate the activities and process both intra and
internal organization [2] to increase efficiency in SCM. This means that imple-
mentation and integration of ISs for information sharing has played a key role in
promoting business competitiveness.

Without IT/IS that support SCM relatively poor services or high cost products
in terms of quality would be provided to customers. Many attempts have been
made to reduce manufacturing costs such as the costs of managing resources and
controlling inventories. IS used within organizations for SCM can be categorized
into four types: (1) transaction processing system (TPS), (2) management infor-
mation system (MIS), (3) decision support system (DSS), and (4) artificial intel-
ligence and expert system (AI/ES) (Oz 2008).

It has been known that the most fundamental system is TPS that handles the
large volume of business transactions that occur daily within an organization, and
MIS is operated on the basis of the information from a TPS that supports man-
agement decision making. This system yields to a variety of reports such as
scheduled reports and demand reports.DSS is information and planning system,
which organizationally collects people, procedures, databases, and devices used to
support problem-specific decision making. DSS differs from MIS in the support
given to users toward the decision emphasis, the development and approach, and
system components, speed, and output. Another system considered to support
management decision making is the expert system (ES) [7].

3 Methodology

3.1 Article Sampling

Literature review was conducted to capture a snapshot of the current academic
research of information system in SCM field.96 Journal articles were sourced from
the ScienceDirect database which has been known as one of the major scientific
databases offering journal articles and book chapters. In this research, we only
sorted keywords form the topics and abstracts of the journal articles. According to
the 2011 journal citation data, ScienceDirect includes many of top journals in the
field of SCM such as Journal of Operations Management, Omega International
Journal of Management Science, European Journal of Operational Research, and
Decision Support System. The search terms that were found in the intersection of
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‘‘information system’’ and ‘‘supply chain management’’ within abstracts, titles and
keywords (as of September 2012) in all journals of ScienceDirect. In order to
increase accuracy, the fields of disciplines that are subjected to this search are
limited to Business, Management and Accounting and Decision Science. The time
horizon in this research is limited to 5 years between 2006 and 2010 in that
A. Gunasekaran and E.W.T. Nagai conducted a similar analysis for the past
15 years between 1991 and 2005.

3.2 Descriptive Features of the Whole Literature

In the past decade between 2001 and 2010 the quantity of research dealt with the
information system in supply chain management has steadily increased (Fig. 1).
Compared to the earlier half of the last decade with its later half, the number of
published journal articles in the later half was one and half ratio (Figs. 1 and 2).
The types of journals dealt with these topics also became more various toward the
year of the 2010, and the list of journal is described in Table 1.

4 Analysis, Results and Implications

Li et al. [8] compared the research trend of the two groups of researchers whose
research topics were about ISand management. They described that IS researchers
are more likely to focus on the information flow while management researchers
tended are more likely to focus on the materials and finances. For example, in the
aspect of inter-organizational information sharing IS researchers analyzed the
benefits of EDI or the level of information sharing. On the other hand, manage-
ment researchers studied the topics regarding the decrease in the bullwhip effect
due to information sharing or the decision making of inventory level with infor-
mation sharing (Table 2).

Fig. 1 Journal articles by
years (2001–2010)
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Fig. 2 Journal articles by
years (2006–2010)

Table 1 Theresources of articles—journal

Journal Number Percentage Cumulative percentage

International journal of production economics 19 20 21
European journal of operational research 19 20 41
Decision support systems 9 9 50
Computers in industry 8 8 58
Expert systems with applications 8 8 67
Computers & industrial engineering 6 6 73
Journal of operations management 5 5 78
Omega 5 5 83
International journal of information management 3 3 86
International journal of project management 2 2 89
Others 11 11 100
Total 95 100 –

Table 2 Previous research by category

Category Reference

SCM (Management, business and account)
Impact of IS on SC

performance
[9, 10, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31]

The function of IS in SCM [11, 12, 13, 19, 28]
Application of IS in SCM [16, 23; Persona et al. (2007); 14, 20]
Information system (decision science)
Framework and model of

IS in SCM
[35, 40, 43, Wang et al. (2010), 33, 36, 37, 39, Zhang et al. 55, 56,

Uçkun et al. 38, 48, Kwon et al. (2007)]
Application [48, 52, Kurata and Yue (2008), 47]
Infrastructure RFID: Lin [43, 44, Wang et al. (2010), 45, 50] Web: Repoussis

et al. [54]
Technique Optimization: Shukla et al. [34, 49], Policy: Lee and Wu [46, 37],

Datamining: Thomassey [41, 32]

[9–56]
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In this section, we analyzed the characteristics of information system (IS) in
supply chain management appeared in information system papers and management
papers to explore the research trend formed in accordance with the view point of
IS. With the subject category of ScienceDirect, we divided sampling papers into
two areas, (1) business, management and accounting and (2) decision science. The
former investigated the journals: Omega, Journal of Operations Management,
Decision Support Systems, etc. The latter mainly consists of the following jour-
nals: Computer in Industry, Computers and industrial Engineering, etc. However,
International Journal of Production Economics and European Journal of Opera-
tional Research were distributed to the area of business, management and
accounting and the area of decision science respectively depending on research
subject.

In the fields of business, management and accounting, previous research paid
more attention to (1) the impact of IS on the performance of enterprises or SC, (2)
the present status of IS implementation and use, and (3) application of IS in a
variety industry’ SC. On the other hand in the field of decision science, previous
research more concentrated on the classification of (1) the framework and mod-
eling of SCM IS, (2) the application of IS in SCM, and (3) the technique of IS.

Su and Yang [9] explored what and how ERP system impacts on the perfor-
mance of enterprises with structural equation model, and showed the positive
relationship between ERP system and the operation, customer relationship and
planning and control of enterprises. In addition, Seggie et al. [10] examined the
impact of IT on enterprises’ brand equity, which is one of intangible performances
by adopting IT with structural equation model, and concluded high degree of IT
alignment between SC firms positively affects brand equity. When it comes to intra
and inter organizational information sharing system, functions and benefits of
SCM are introduced and examined in these papers. For example, Fildes et al. [11]
examined the use of forecasting support system, which is one of the decision
support systems, and identified design features with literature review Holweg and
Pil [12].

In contrast to the first research field that is related to the impacts of IS on SC or
business performance, the area of decision science explored the impact of tech-
nique, information visualization, on ERP system (Parush et al. 2007).

In decision science, the main subject of researches is to develop frameworks
and models for optimization system performance. In general, SC is composed with
many different enterprises with complex systems so the integration and coordi-
nation of heterogeneous IS in internal SCare a major issue to achieve efficient
SCM performance. For example, Li and Wang [40] developed the model of
coordination for centralized SC and Chatfield et al. [35] worked for the supply
chain modeling language so he can provide a generic framework (XML based
format) for storing SC structure and managerial information to overcome the
difference between heterogeneous systems.

Both business and decision science areas studied the application of IS in a
variety of SC like a fashion industry (Kurata and Yue 2008; Lo et al. [39]).The
attributes of an industry and it structure of supply chain should be taken into
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consideration when adopting IS. Few research was done with regards to the IS
application in terms of regions such as China (Ge and Voß [47]), and South East
Europe [13].

4.1 Future Research

In this paper, we founded that the function of IS in SCM has been advanced from
operational support to decision support function, and the object of information
sharing has been enlarged the efficiency of individual enterprise into the efficiency
of whole SC. Compared to the previous research [1–4], who studied information
system in supply chain management, recent research tends to focus on decision
support system instead of operational system. According to Forme et al. (2007)
who classified the information sharing of SC into four categories: the downstream
and upstream parts of SC and inter and cross of SC, the progress of SCM phi-
losophy and IT leads to the change of research topic from operational system into
decision support system.

Secondly, according to Williamson et al. [1] who categorized the phase of inter-
organizational system development within SCM based on Shore (2001), recent
main topic of research of IS in SCM become more focused on the web for easier
integration and coordination of heterogeneous systems within SC. As a result,
many research suggested web based SCM IS research such as privacy and security
of information in open platform and the standard language as the future research.

5 Conclusion

This paper investigates the previous research topics about information systems in
the fields of SCM on the basis of 96 journal articles published between the year of
2006 and 2010 including the database of ScienceDirect. The most popular research
topics appeared in the articles were ‘‘impacts of IS on the performance of SC and
enterprise’’ ‘‘framework and model of IS in SCM’’. Also, many research suggested
the research of web based SCM IS such as privacy and security of information in
open platform and the standard language as the future research.
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System (CARARS) by Utilizing Advanced
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Abstract This thesis aims to solve a problem that, even though the existing
auction recommending system provides auction property based on the conditions
and contexts users prefer, users cannot rely on the recommended property, but
must analyze its investment value or request experts to analyze it. To solve this
problem, advanced information in the real estate auction, an analysis of rights, an
analysis of commercial quarters, and a development plan, are classified into 5
levels indicating investment value, which will be applied at the recommendation
phase. This reliable recommending service is designed to be incorporated in the
current context awareness system under a smart mobile environment. Therefore,
we call it context awareness-based reliable auction recommending system
(CARARS).
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1 Introduction

The auction information system has made a remarkable development as an
essential element of a comprehensive information system for real estate, even
since the early part of the 2000 s when private companies started to provide
internet-based information up until the present, in which auction information in the
Supreme Court is provided free of charge. In our current time, smart phones are
diffused so prevalently that the information can be received at any time and in any
place, and a context awareness system has been developed so thoroughly that real-
time information that is constantly changing can be easily provided. Yet, most
auction information systems for real properties offer personalized recommendation
results on the basis of user profiles written at the time when customers joined, and
most of the results are too multiple to be of any help. So, a user dissatisfied with
the results has to select the region and kind of an auction property, every time he
searches for the property. Although the results from content-based recommenda-
tions number fewer than 10, sometimes a user suffers a loss when he does not refer
to advanced information comprising an analysis of rights and an analysis of
commercial quarters. Subsequently, an ordinary person who is not an expert at
auctioning has to refer to the advanced information of recommended properties in
order to reduce such risk. Currently, however, advanced information is described
in the form of a report and cannot be directly consulted.

Therefore, this research proposes turning the advanced information into indi-
cators so that risks of investment may be reduced, that recommendations may be
made according to the investment value of properties and that, at the same time,
this system may be set up for recommending properties in compliance with current
situation of a user. A recommendation system using the advanced information will
be embedded in the context awareness auction information system suggested in [1]
and will also be designed to acquire real-time contextual data such as a floating
population when advanced information is analyzed.

2 Development of Advanced Information Analysis
Indicators

2.1 Advanced Information Analysis

As for auction information, advanced information refers to well defined information
regarding auction property derived from data which are collected and analyzed by
an expert or a relating agency. The advanced information in real estate auction
fields specifically means an analysis of rights to auction properties, an analysis of
commercial quarters, and a city development plan. This advanced information is
treated as a very valuable asset, provided by fee and mostly documented; so, it isn’t
reasonable to classify such an enormous amount of information into a few levels.
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Nevertheless, it is important to provide a service, in which an ordinary person can
have easy access to the information, at least through setting up appropriate levels to
reduce risks.

In an analysis of rights, when an estimated price for bidding is entered, advance
payments will be made from the first priority in the order of the rights, and the
investment value will be decided. The investment value can be classified into 5
levels from level 1 (very risky) to level 5 (highly profitable), which are indicators.
An analysis of commercial quarters is usually required when an auction property
belongs to a business section, and there are various factors for the analysis. An
analysis needs to be comprehensively made of a floating population at the business
section, the number of competitors in each business type in the neighborhood, the
sales, and the number of potential customers. As a result, estimated sales can be
calculated and a decision shall be given on if the investment can be made or not.
Conclusively, investment possibilities shall be divided into 5 levels. In addition, in
the case of land or business section, a city development plan set up by the gov-
ernment must be consulted; if there is such a plan, auction properties shall be
divided into 5 levels according to their location and approachability, and their
investment value shall be classified. When information for an analysis of com-
mercial quarters is collected, a context awareness system shall be used since
information on hourly statistics of the population and sales can be collected in real-
time.

The following Table 1 shows the types of real estate and corresponding input
data, context awareness, and level of each type of advanced information.

3 Context Awareness-based Reliable Auction Recommending
System Model

3.1 Design of a Recommending System

A context awareness based recommending service may be defined as an intelligent
service which recommends information appropriate to the context of users after the
profile by users is combined with the context that the system automatically
recognized [2, 3]. In this thesis, the context awareness based service is applied to
the auction field so that the conditions and specific context of users may be
recognized, so as to automatically search in real-time for properties suitable to the
context, analyze advanced information provided by experts, turn the information
into indicators, and recommend highly profitable and reliable properties. In par-
ticular, in the case of an analysis of commercial quarters, which is essentially used
when a business section is recommended, a context awareness-based system is
utilized to collect information on the context in real-time. The service is called
CARARS (context awareness-based reliable auction recommending system).
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Figure 1 depicts the information necessary for context awareness, including the
number of inquiries into specific properties, the number of bidders attending an
open bidding offered by the court of justice, and the process to obtain advanced
information necessary for the recommendation. For example, information for an
analysis of commercial quarters is provided via credit card companies whenever
each store sells products.

3.2 Components of the System

Basically, the components of this system are the same as those of the existing
context awareness system [4]. This system is composed of 3-level conceptual
classes, which includes detection & monitoring layer, context-awareness layer, and
application layer. First, the detection and monitoring layer monitors computing
resources or network conditions including events based on interactions with

Fig. 1 Composition of CARARS
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location information of remote objects or with the application program, as well as
CPU use amount, memory use amount, available bandwidth, and event informa-
tion on blue tooth devices and other devices. Second, the application layer func-
tions to develop various application programs based on context awareness
processing technologies for the lower part. Third, the context awareness layer
plays the role of middle-wear as a core layer to process context awareness for
ubiquitous computing. As is seen in Fig. 2, the context awareness layer consists of
5 managers including script processor, object manager, context manager, context
selecting/recommending manager, and communication manager.

3.3 Service Flow

The following is a service flow applied to the CARARS structure in Fig. 2, in case
the location of users is recognized as the context when reliable auction properties
are recommended by utilizing advanced information indicators.

First, �A user requests a recommendation of about 10 reliable auction prop-
erties that are within a certain distance from the user satisfying their preference
and history, via communication manager. `The object manager sends request
message language to the script processor. ´The results of an analysis of the
language made by the processor are sent to the object manager. ˆBased on the
information on the profile and history of the user, the object manager searches
auction properties and sends context information including if the user is in a

Fig. 2 Components of
CARARS
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certain distance to the context manager. ˜The information on properties acquired
based on the information on the profile and history of the user is sent to the context
selecting/recommending manager. ÞThe context manager sends the context
requested by the user to the detecting/monitoring object, or to the location of the
user in this case. þThe context manager updates the location value or the most
recent context requested by the user of the detection/monitoring layer in the lower
part. ¼ The 10 most profitable properties are selected among objects searched by
the object manager, which satisfy the context of the user and are reliable, by
utilizing advanced information prepared by experts. ½The results of the screening
are provided to the user via the communication manager.

3.4 Structure of Database

In order to implement CARARS, DB consisting of three advanced information and
DB consisting of five objects and context information are constructed. Among
these, auction property DB and user profiles belong to object DB; inquiry context
DB, user context DB, and open bidding DB belong to context DB and are updated
in an event-like manner.

• Auction property DB (court of justice, auction case number, division, location,
bidding date, appraised price, lowest price, area, times of failed bidding, photos
of the surroundings)

• Profile of the user (ID, resident number, telephone number, sex, conditions of
division, conditions of location, the lowest price, conditions of the area)

• History file of the user (ID, number of an interested registered property, number
of inquiries)

• User context DB (ID, mobile object ID, current location)
• Inquiry context DB (auction property number, court of justice, auction case

number, external server number, number of inquiries)
• Open bidding DB (auction property number, court of justice, auction case

number, bidding number, bidding period, number of bidders, estimated highest
bid price)

• Analysis of rights (court of justice, auction case number, ID, estimated bid price,
market price, levels)

• Analysis of commercial quarters (court of justice, auction case number, floating
population, sales, number of competitors, levels)

• Development plan (ID, location, scheme drawing)
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4 Conclusions and Future Works

This thesis is aimed at solving a problem that users cannot rely on the recom-
mended property even though the existing auction recommending system provides
auction property that are based on the conditions and contexts users prefer, To
solve this problem, three advanced information in the real estate auction—an
analysis of rights, an analysis of commercial quarters, and a development
plan—are turned into one of 5 levels indicating investment value to select high
profits. This reliable recommending service is embedded in a context awareness
system under smart mobile environment. Therefore, CARARS enables users car-
rying smart phones to have profitable auction properties recommended on their
mobile device if they are located nearby, and to receive advanced information
including market price and estimated highest bid price if they desire. Also, it is
prospected that the users can be provided with advanced information including the
number of bidders for properties which are on period bidding; therefore, the value
of information will increase and possibly will be provided by fee in the future.

For future works, this recommending system should be implemented in the near
future and more a concrete ranking procedure among several analyses should be
developed to improve this research.
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A Secure Self-Encryption Scheme
for Resource Limited Mobile Devices

Yongjoo Shin, Seungjae Shin, Minsoo Kim and Hyunsoo Yoon

Abstract Recently, IT and mobile technology are developed rapidly. Mobile
devices such as a smartphone and tablet PC have become widely popular, and
many people store their private information into the devices. However, the por-
tability and mobility of devices take risks such as being lost or stolen. These
devices are the one of main cause to leak the sensitive and confidential informa-
tion. To protect the information leakage from devices, the encryption algorithm is
required. The existing encryption algorithms take long delay time and heavy
battery consumption in mobile devices with restricted resources. Previously, the
Self-Encryption (SE) which is a lightweight encryption algorithm for mobile
devices was proposed, which had critical weaknesses. This paper proposes a novel
SE scheme with a random permutation and bit-flipping process. Our proposed
scheme derives the keystream from the plaintext itself, but the statistical corre-
lations are effectively removed from the novel randomization process. It gives a
solution to overcome weaknesses of the original SE scheme and the complexity to
make adversaries it difficult to launch a brute force attack, and satisfies a 0/1
uniformity of key and cipher stream, which is an important property of the secure
stream cipher. Moreover, it is faster and more energy-efficient than other ciphers
such as AES and RC4. The evaluation is performed by the Android platform.
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The delay time and the battery consumption are measured and analyzed, which
show that the proposed scheme is secure and best suited to the mobile platform.

Keywords Data security � Lightweight encryption � Mobile device

1 Introduction

The evolution and popularization of mobile devices have dramatically changed the
communication paradigm. More and more people tend to store the private and
sensitive information into their devices, and these devices are likely to be lost or
stolen. Generally, the data without encryption can be used in other crimes such as
the identity theft by an adversary obtaining the devices illegally. Although the
manufactures of devices provide a remote service to protect the mobile device,
they can be easily crippled by disabling network services through removing a
battery before operating such programs. To protect the information leakage from
lost or stolen devices, the data encryption is an essential process. However, Since
existing encryption algorithms require sufficient computing resources, they are not
suitable for the mobile device with restricted resources.

The Self-Encryption (SE) is proposed by Chen and Ku [1]. This algorithm is
lightweight for mobile devices, which generates the keystream from the plaintext
itself. However, the weaknesses of the SE scheme are discovered by Gasti and
Chen [2]. To overcome the weaknesses, this paper proposes a novel SE scheme
with a random permutation and bit-flipping process. Using the novel process, our
proposed scheme is able to generate a desirable pseudorandom keystream. In
addition, our experimental results show that it has better performance than other
conventional encryption algorithms such as AES and RC4 in terms of the delay
time and the energy consumption in the Android platform.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the concept of self-encryption is
introduced in Sect. 2. We proposed a novel SE scheme with a random permutation
and bit-flipping to overcome weaknesses in Sect. 3 and show the security analysis
and performance efficiency of our proposed scheme in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we
summarize our work and make a conclusion.

2 The Overview: the Self-Encryption Scheme

The main ideas of the SE scheme [1] are extracting the keystream from the
plaintext itself and managing it in a secure remote server at the Internet Service
Provider (ISP) side. The randomly extracted keystream is treated as the secret
information and stored into the remote server. Authors insisted that this scheme
provides a short PIN to generate a high entropy keystream bit sequence and that
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the simple computational operation makes it easy to be implemented on most
mobile platforms. Unfortunately, the weaknesses of Chan’s SE scheme are dis-
covered by [2].

First weakness is that Chen’s SE scheme is not secure against Indistinguish-
ability under Chosen Plaintext Attack (IND-CPA). IND-CPA is a mathematical
challenge-response game to guess which one of two messages is encrypted when
an adversary sends two messages into a challenger to encrypt. Generally, the
adversary has a 1/2 probability to guess correctly. However, if the adversary has
more than 1/2 probability, the encryption algorithm is not secure. In Chen’s SE
scheme, the adversary sends two messages, m0 and m1 to challenger, where m0 is a
random bit string, and m1 is a string consisted of all 1s bits. If the challenger
encrypts the m0, then the ciphertext is a random string, and if encrypting the m1,
then the ciphertext is all 0s string. Because the adversary can predict the result, she
has more 1/2 chance to guess correctly.

Another weakness is the statistical bias problem. In Chen’s SE scheme, the
keystream is uniformly selected from the plaintext itself. That is, if the plaintext
has some statistical patterns of the string, then the keystream and ciphertext must
have the same patterns. Such a bias problem makes it easy to mount a ciphertext-
only attack. An adversary can obtain the meaningful information about the sen-
sitive message by observing the ciphertext statistically.

3 Proposed Scheme: A Secure Self-Encryption

In this section, we introduce our proposed scheme with three subsections. In 3.1, a
protocol framework for the mobile telecommunication infrastructure is presented.
The encryption and decryption procedures are explained in 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

3.1 Basic Framework

Figure 1 shows how our proposed self-encryption system is operated in a cellular
mobile environment. As seen in the figure, the encryption procedure transforms the
plaintext file stream into ciphertext stream by using the master secret value set by
the user (ex: device PIN or file password). Next, the mobile device transfers the
secret information, which is required for decryption, to the Authentication Center
(AuC) of the Internet Service Provider through a secure channel [3]. After that, the
secret information is removed from the device. Whenever the mobile user wants to
access the encrypted file, the device should request the secret information to the
AuC. If the device is lost or stolen by someone, the AuC denies providing the
secret information in order to prevent the illegal decryption of the protected file.
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3.2 Encryption Phase

In our proposed scheme, we use pseudo-random permutation function Pr as
mathematical constructs. It is defined as

Pr ¼ P S; s; rð Þ; S 2 2N and s; r 2 N
� �

where N is a set of natural number(positive integer), 2N is its power set. In
equation, Pr represents a randomly selected r-permutation from S. s is a seed
number for pseudorandom permutation.

Figure 2 (a) describes the encryption phase as a block diagram. The encryption
procedure takes the master secret s (2 N), security strength factor D (2 [0, 1]) and
plaintext bit stream P as an input data, and performs following steps:

Step 1 Let us denote m = Pj j as a bit-length of P. Then, determine the length of
the key stream as j ¼ D1 � m1

Step 2 Let Sm denote {1, 2,…, m}. And derive a random permutation of it,
which is denoted as Pj ¼ P Sm; s; jð Þ 2

Fig. 1 System model and basic framework

1 If D is too small, the security strength is weaken. Although higher D means more strong
security, computational overhead also increases. If D ¼ 1, our self-encryption becomes
equivalent to the one-time pad which provides unconditional secrecy [4].
2 P(Sm, s, j) can be implemented by random shuffling algorithms like Pisher-Yates [5] and
Sattolo’s [6] shuffle.
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Step 3 Suppose Pj is presented as p1; p2; . . .; pj

� �
; pk 2 Sm where k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; jð Þ.

Then, extract pk-th bit for every k = 1, 2,…, j fromP, and make j-bit string
by concatenating them. We denote this j-bit string as X . After extracting,
flip the k-th bit in the concatenated string if pk mod 2 = 0. We denote this
flipped string as K and name it the secret stream. For example, when
P = 0110001010… and Pj= (7, 2, 5,…),K has 7-th bit, the negation of 2-
nd bit, and 5-th bit ofP as its starting 3 bits respectively. Therefore, the first
3-bit suffix of K is 100

Step 4 For every pk-th (k = 1, 2,…, j) bit inP, replace them with empty symbol k.
In other words, extracted bits are removed from the original plaintext. This
results in the shortened plaintext P0 of which length is m’ (= m - j)

Step 5 Now, perform XOR operation between P0 and K. If m’ [ j, XOR the x-th
bit of P0 with (((x - 1) mod j) ? 1)-th bit of K. By this way, the
ciphertext stream C is eventually obtained

After the encryption is completed, the device transfers the master secret s and
the secret stream K to the AuC through a secure channel. They are the secret
information described in 3.1. The mobile device stores only the final ciphertext C.

Fig. 2 Encryption and decryption process in a Novel SE scheme a encryption b decryption
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3.3 Decryption Phase

As explained in 3.1, decryption phase starts with receiving the master secret s and
the secret stream K. Figure 2 (b) shows the block diagram of decryption procedure
in our scheme.
Step 1 By using j ¼ Xj j and s, compute Pj as in the same manner as the step 2 in

3.2
Step 2 Same as in step 3 in 3.2, derive X from K. We have to perform selective

bit-flipping before insertion. Same as in step 3 in the encryption phase,
when Pj is presented as pkð Þk¼1;2;...;j, and if pk mod 2 = 0, k-th bit of K
must be flipped (Boolean negation) before insertion and if pk mod 2 = 0,
k-th bit of X must be flipped (Boolean negation) before insertion

Step 3 Obtain P0 by XOR-ing C with K
Step 4 Now, for all bits in X ; insert each of them into P0. At this step, thanks to

Pj, we can determine the correct insertion point for each bit from X

After step 4, we obtain the plaintext P which is merged from X and P0.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Security Analysis

Just as the Chen’s SE scheme, the variable length of the keystream makes it
difficult to launch a brute force attack, where the complexity is bounded to O 2mð Þ.
And the complexity of the permutation is O m jð Þ � m!= m� jð Þ!. Then the total
complexity is O 2mm jð Þ, which is relatively secure compared to other stream
ciphers.

The major differences from Chen’s SE are using the pseudo-random permu-
tation function and the process of bit-flipping. Especially, bit-flipping mechanism
changes approximately the half of all bits in random permutated bit-stream (K in
Sect. 3) because the keystream is generated by extracting the almost same amount
of even and odd position of the plaintext through the pseudo-random permutation
function P Sm; s; jð Þð Þ. In addition, as long as the secret information s is protected, it
is difficult to know which positions of the keystream are flipped. Such a process is
able to resist the IND-CPA because the uniform bit string which the adversary
selects is encrypted into the random bit string. In addition, due to switching the
random position of the keystream, the particular pattern of the plaintext doesn’t
appear in the ciphertext. In short, our proposed scheme significantly outperforms
Chen’s one in terms of the confusion property which is an important property of
information secrecy.
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As one of the most important design consideration for a stream cipher, the
keystream should be an approximate the properties of a true random number
stream as close as possible. That is, there should be an approximately equal
number of 1s and 0s. The more random-appearing the keystream is, the more
randomized the ciphertext is, making cryptanalysis more difficult [4]. Our pro-
posed scheme can make the keystream with the property of randomness using a
novel combination of random permutation and bit-flipping process.

Theorem The probability to assign 0 or 1 to any bit in both the keystream and
ciphertext takes 1/2 by our proposed scheme.

Proof Let us denote with str[i] the ith bit of a bit string str. We have that

Pr ks i½ � ¼ 0½ � ¼ Pr pl i½ � ¼ 0½ � � Pr i mod 2 ¼ 1½ � þ Pr pl i½ � ¼ 1½ � � Pr i mod 2 ¼ 0½ �

¼ Pr pl i½ � ¼ 0½ � � 1
2
þ d

� �

þ Pr pl i½ � ¼ 1½ � � 1
2
� d

� �

¼ 1
2

Pr pl i½ � ¼ 0½ � þ Pr pl i½ � ¼ 1½ �ð Þ þ d Pr pl i½ � ¼ 0½ � þ Pr pl i½ � ¼ 1½ �ð Þ

¼ 1
2
þ d

Pr ks i½ � ¼ 1½ � ¼ 1� Pr ks i½ � ¼ 0½ � ¼ 1
2
� d

) Pr ks i½ � ¼ 0½ � � Pr ks i½ � ¼ 1½ � ¼ 1
2
� d

Pr c i½ � ¼ 0½ � ¼ Pr p
0

i½ � ¼ 0
h i

� Pr ks i½ � ¼ 0½ � þ Pr p
0

i½ � ¼ 1
h i

� Pr ks i½ � ¼ 1½ �

¼ Pr p
0

i½ � ¼ 0
h i

� 1
2
þ d

� �

þ Pr p
0

i½ � ¼ 1
h i

� 1
2
� d

� �

¼ 1
2

Pr p
0

i½ � ¼ 0
h i

þ Pr p
0

i½ � ¼ 1
h i� �

þ d Pr p0 i½ � ¼ 0½ � þ Pr p0 i½ � ¼ 1½ �ð Þ

¼ 1
2
þ d

Pr c i½ � ¼ 1½ � ¼ 1� Pr c i½ � ¼ 0½ � ¼ 1
2
� d

)Pr c i½ � ¼ 0½ � � Pr c i½ � ¼ 1½ � ¼ 1
2
� dh

Therefore, our proposed scheme has strong properties of diffusion and confu-
sion [7]. Moreover, it has a uniformly distributed keystream and output which are
fundamental requirements of any secure stream cipher [8].
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4.2 Efficiency Analysis

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme, we measured the
delay time and the amount of battery consumption of RC4, AES and our proposed
scheme. Table 1 shows the experimental environment to measure the performance.
We implement our scheme and compare it with the AES and RC4 which are
existing algorithms for file encryption. In our proposed scheme implementation,
we set the security strength factor D (2:4

�
105 � 256bit per 10Mbit).

The encryption process is performed with the different file size. We assume that
a video file including the confidential conference is the biggest size of file to access
in the mobile devices and that its size is approximately 100 MB. The delay time
means the time taking in order to produce a ciphertext from a plaintext. The
amount of battery consumption is measured by checking the current device battery
state before and after encryption process.

Figure 3 (a) shows the delay time of encrypting a variable file size from
10 KB–100 MB. With small size files, all algorithms tend to take similar delay
time. However, as the file size increases, the delay time of AES and RC4 take
much longer time than our proposed scheme. In terms of energy efficiency, in
Fig. 3 (b), we recognize that the battery consumption of our scheme outperforms
the other algorithms. Thanks to a simple methodology to generate the keystream
and XOR operating to encrypt, the performance of our proposed scheme is much
faster and more efficient than other conventional block cipher and stream cipher,
AES and RC4.

Table 1 The Environment to measure the performance

Specification

Product Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1
OS Google Android 4.0.4 (Ice Cream Sandwich)
CPU 1 GHz dual-core Nvidia Tegra 2 process
Memory/storage 1 GB DDR2/64 GB flash memory
Power Lithium-Ion 7,000 mA h battery

Fig. 3 The results of delay time and battery consumption a the delay time b the battery
consumption
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5 Conclusion

The theft and loss of mobile devices may provoke the leakage of sensitive and
confidential information. However, conventional encryption schemes require
considerable computational burden and energy consumption to prevent the private
information leakage from the mobile devices which have restricted resources.
There is a tradeoff between strong security and lightweight process.

This paper proposed a novel lightweight SE scheme with a random permutation
and bit-flipping process to overcome the weaknesses of the Chen’s SE scheme.
Our proposed scheme provides robust complexity against IND-CPA and satisfies
the property of 0/1 uniformity which is one of the most important requirements of
the stream cipher. Through experimental measurement, we confirm that our pro-
posed scheme is faster and better energy efficient than the AES and RC4
cryptosystem.
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A Study on the Network Stability
Measurement Based on an Articulation
Nodes with Weight Value

Myung-Ki Jung and Seongjin Ahn

Abstract The concept of network stability has been introduced to ensure the easy
management of the actual complex networks. The network stability is a concept
that allows the network administrator to easily provide the network management.
There have been relevant advanced studies, which were meaningful in that they
measured the network stability, but they did not address the subject deeply enough.
In this study, a new network stability calculation method was proposed using the
weight of the articulation node based on the existing studies. The method proposed
in this study offers more precise information about the weakness of the network,
and is expected to provide more accurate stability and weakness information than
those from the existing method.

Keywords Network stability � Articulation node � Unicast connection � Subgraph

1 Introduction

A network consists of edges that connect different nodes, and allows the data
exchange through the cables between hosts. The initial network was relatively
simple. Therefore, it was easy to manage. However, with the increase in its size,
networks became more and more complex, and now need detailed and effective
management.
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Accordingly, the network stability has been proposed as a concept for a higher
level network management. The network stability shows the comprehensive sta-
bility of the network, and presents overall management information about the
current network in a relatively simple method. This standard is meaningful in
managing the network, and needs to be studied.

There have been many researches related to network stability, as network
stability is considered as a crucial concept. All of them were meaningful in
themselves. However, it was found from the survey on the advanced studies that
these study results could be further expanded. Accordingly, a new network sta-
bility calculation method was proposed in this study with what was not considered
in the previous studies.

2 Articulation Node and Stability

2.1 Basic Definition and Features of Articulation Nodes

A network can be expressed in a form of an undirected graph. In the network
expressed as an undirected graph, the node that exists in the form of an articulation
point is an articulation node. The articulation node is a component that connects
the biconnected component (part that does not include the articulation node and
has the form of a connected undirected graph, in the connected undirected graph
that represents the entire network), an only route between two network sets, and an
only node that is shared by two biconnected components. It normally handles a
high amount of traffic. If the articulation node is attacked or it does not operate,
problems occur in the connection between networks. Therefore, articulation nodes
are weak points of the network.

2.2 Existing Study on the Network Stability Measurement
Method Using Articulation Nodes and Adjacent Nodes

This method represents the weakness level using the number of adjacent nodes that
are connected to articulation nodes in the network. The number of nodes that are
connected to the articulation node is proportional to the number of disconnections
when a problem occurs to the articulation node. Therefore, the number of adjacent
nodes is used as a main parameter of the stability equation.

In this method, if an articulation node exists, the network stability is the reci-
procal number of the ‘average number of adjacent nodes of many articulation
nodes in the network’.
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NStability

nPn

i ¼ 1
Ti

if n � 1ð Þ
1 if n¼ 0ð Þ

(

NStability: Stability in Network
n: Number of Articulation node
Ti: Number of Adjacent node

3 Algorithm for Calculating Network Stability Based
on Weight

3.1 A Formula to Calculate Network Stability

In this study, the network stability is represented using the number of articulation
nodes and the importance of each articulation node. This is because the articulation
nodes are weak points in the network, and the importance represents the negative
effect of the damaged articulation point on the entire network.

When the network stability is represented based on these two factors, the sta-
bility should become lower with a greater number of weak points and a higher
negative effect of a damaged weak point. The importance is represented by the
weight, and the following stability equation is obtained.

NStability

1Pn

i¼1
Wi

if n � 1ð Þ
1 if n¼ 0ð Þ

(

NStability: Stability in Network
n: Number of Articulation node
Wi: Weight of Articulation node

The equation shows that the weight of the articulation node in the network is a
critical factor for the network stability. Because the weight plays an important role,
the method of finding the weight of the articulation node must be clearly defined to
calculate the accurate stability.

3.2 A Method to Weight Articulation Nodes in Network

The meaning of the weight should be examined prior to study the weight of the
articulation node. Given to each node that composes the network, the weight
represents the comprehensive size of damage due to the corresponding damaged
node to allow easy understanding of importance of each part.
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From this point of view, the weight of the articulation node should include both
the importance of the corresponding node and the damage from the disconnection
due to the corresponding damaged articulation node. (In addition, only the unicast
connection is considered as a connection in this study.)

The weight of the articulation node is defined as follows.

(Weight of articulation node) = (Size of damage to the corresponding
damaged articulation node) + Size of damage from the unicast disconnection
due to the corresponding damaged articulation node)

The weight must be given to all nodes in the network to calculate the weight of
the articulation node in the network as defined above. This process is required to
calculate the size of the damage due to disconnection. In this case, the weight must
be independently given to all nodes considering only the node itself, regardless of
the connection relationship with other adjacent nodes.

From this process, the independent weight of each node can be examined.
Accordingly, the size of damage to the articulation node can be identified, without
considering the connection between nodes.

After the weight is independently given by node, all articulation nodes in the
network are found, and the damage in terms of unicast connection due to each
articulation node should be measured. To measure the damage in terms of con-
nection, many disconnections due to the articulation node must be considered.

To examine the disconnections due to the articulation node, the breakdown in
each articulation node must first be assumed. If the breakdown in each articulation
node is assumed one by one, it can be seen that the network is divided into two or
more subgraphs. (The subgraph includes the articulation node itself.)

As shown in Fig. 1, the network is divided into subgraphs differently in each
articulation node cases. Then each articulation node division case must be
examined one by one, as the degree of damage due to disconnection is different
each other.

When we examine each articulation node, subgraphs made by damage to
articulation node can be found. In this case, disconnections between arbitrary two
subgraph out of all the subgraphs created as a result of breakdown in articulation
node should be considered to measure the degree of damage from disconnections
caused by the breakdown of each articulation node, because these disconnections

Fig. 1 Subgraphs created by
an articulation node
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between subgraphs indicates damage from disconnections due to breakdown in
articulation node.

So, the damage due to the disconnection between subgraphs must be calculated.
For the unicast connection between subgraphs, the index for representing the
potential damage due to disconnection and the probability of each connection in
the network are required. In this case, all the disconnections between subgraphs
should be examined case by case.

The potential damage due to one disconnection can be defined as follows.

D ¼
Xn

i¼1

PiWi

D: Damage to the unicast connection due to the specific articulation node
damage

n: The number of unicast connections disconnected due to the specific
articulation node damage

n =
Number of subgraphs for this articulation nodeð Þ!

Number of subgraphs generated for this articulation node� 2ð Þ! � 2!

Pi: Generation probability of a unicast connection that crosses the correspond-
ing articulation node

Wi: Potential damage expected from one unicast disconnection that crosses the
corresponding articulation node

The potential damage expected from a disconnection that crosses the articu-
lation node must be presented. For this purpose, the weights of two subgraphs with
the corresponding connection are calculated and summed up. This is because the
unicast connection is formed through the articulation node between two subgraphs,
and they influence the weight of the articulation node.

Wi¼Wsub1þWsub2

Wi: Potential damage expected from the disconnection of a unicast connec-
tion that crosses the articulation node

Wsub1: Weight of a subgraph that is one end of the corresponding unicast
connection

Wsub2: Weight of a subgraph that is the other end of the corresponding unicast
connection
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To calculate the weight of the subgraph, all the initially given weights for all
nodes that belong to the subgraph are summed up. This is because the weight of a
subgraph is influenced by the weights of all nodes in the subgraph.

Wsub ¼
Xn

i¼1

xi

Wsub: Weight of a subgraph
n: Number of nodes in a subgraph
x: Weight of a node that exists in the corresponding subgraph

Next, the probability must be calculated for either of the unicast connections
between two subgraphs that do not include the articulation node or the connections
between a subgraph and articulation node. The probability can be expressed as
follows.

Pi¼
ab
m!

m�2ð Þ! 2!

Pi: Generation probability of either of the unicast connections between two
subgraphs

m: Number of nodes that compose the entire network
a: Number of nodes of the subgraph that is one end of the corresponding unicast

connection
b: Number of nodes of the subgraph that is the other end of the corresponding

unicast connection

4 Test and Analysis

The articulation node weight calculation method and the resulting network sta-
bility calculation method were addressed above. The understanding of the appli-
cation of this method to actual examples is also required. Therefore, the method

Fig. 2 Network composed of
weighted nodes
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proposed in this study needs to be understood by comparing this method with those
in the existing study.

The two following tests show that the proposed network stability calculation
method differs from the existing method. The network stability is examined
according to each method, and the characteristics of the method are presented.

A network which consists of nodes which are weighted without considering the
connection relationship was formed as shown in Fig. 2.

First, the results of a prior study that used the method similar to this method are
examined. In the prior study, the number of adjacent nodes of the articulation node
is used. For all articulation nodes, the number of the adjacent nodes is calculated
and summed up, and the reciprocal number of the result is obtained.

With this method, the network stability is calculated as follows.

NStability ¼
Number of articulation nodesð Þ

Number of adjacent nodes of node 3ð Þþ Number of adjacent nodes of node 4ð Þ

¼ 2
3þ3
¼ 1

3
;0:3333

Then the network stability is calculated using the method proposed in this
study. The articulation nodes in the network example are nodes 3 and 4. Therefore,
the independent weights of the articulation nodes, in which only the weight of the
node itself is considered, can be identified.

Next, the adjacent connection relationship of the articulation nodes must also be
identified. The relationship must be separately considered for each articulation
node, because disconnections caused by damage to each articulation node is dif-
ferent each other.

4.1 Calculation for an Articulation Node 3

Node 3 divides the whole network into three subgraphs (including the articulation
node), as shown above. Accordingly, the connection between subgraphs must be
considered (Fig. 3).

In this case, the connections between {0, 1, 2} and {4, 5, 6}/{0, 1, 2} and
{3}/{4, 5, 6} and {3} must be examined (Table 1).

Fig. 3 Subgraphs created by
damaging articulation node 3
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Accordingly, the final weight of node 3 is 1 þ 108
21 þ 18

21 þ 24
21 ¼ 171

21 .

4.2 Calculation for Articulation Node 4

Node 4 divides whole network into four subgraphs (including the articulation
node), as shown above. Accordingly, the connection between subgraphs must be
considered (Fig. 4).

In this case, the connections between {0, 1, 2, 3} and {4}/{0, 1, 2, 3} and
{5}/{0, 1, 2, 3} and {6}/{4} and {5}/{4} and {6}/{5} and {6} must be examined.

The weight of articulation node 4 is calculated just like calculation for node 3 as
follows.

3 þ 36
21
þ 28

21
þ 36

21
þ 4

21
þ 6

21
þ 4

21
¼ 177

21
:

So, the network stability is calculated using the resulting weight of the artic-
ulation node.

NStability ¼
1

171
21 þ 177

21

¼ 1
348
21

¼ 21
348
; 0:0603

From the test results, the prior study and this study provide clearly different
methods. The two methods produce very different results. This is because the
existing calculation method with the simple number of adjacent nodes does not
address the damaged connections from the damaged articulation node. Meanwhile,
the method in this study divides the network into subgraphs with the articulation
node as the reference, and considers the connection relationship between

Table 1 Calculation for weight of articulation node 3

Connection Size of damage due to disconnection of the corresponding unicast connection

{0, 1, 2} and
{4, 5, 6}

3�3
21 1 þ 2 þ 2ð Þ þ 3 þ 1 þ 3ð Þf g ¼ 108

21

{0, 1, 2} and {3} 3�1
21 1 þ 2 þ 2ð Þ þ 1f g ¼ 18

21

{4, 5, 6} and {3} 1�3
21 1 þ 3 þ 1 þ 3ð Þf g ¼ 24

21

Fig. 4 Subgraphs created by
damaging articulation node 4
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subgraphs. Therefore, the method proposed in this study actually addresses the
data transfer in the network.

5 Conclusions

In this study, the unicast-connection-based articulation node weight calculation
method and the network stability method were proposed. In the prior study, only
the adjacent nodes were considered in the network stability calculation process,
and the connection between arbitrary two points in the network was not consid-
ered. To complement this, a new articulation node weight calculation method was
proposed to increase the accuracy. Therefore, more accurate network stability can
be identified using the proposed method.

Based on this articulation node weight calculation method, a further study will
address the method of efficiently reacting to the weak points. The study is required
because there is a cost limit in managing the network, and weak points must be
efficiently removed using the limited cost.
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An Improved Forward Secure Elliptic
Curve Signcryption Key Management
Scheme for Wireless Sensor Networks

Suman Bala, Gaurav Sharma and Anil K. Verma

Abstract The concept of forward secrecy is extended to wireless sensor networks
where it is frequent that nodes run out of energy and new nodes join the network.
However it should not be able to retrieve the previous session key or some crucial
information. In 2011 Hagras et al. proposed a key management scheme for het-
erogeneous wireless sensor networks, which satisfies confidentiality, authentica-
tion, integrity and unforgetability but lacks forward secrecy. In this paper, the
shortcomings of the victim scheme has been extricated and repaired with the help
of Elliptic Curve Discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP). An elliptic curve based
signcryption key management scheme has been proposed which includes forward
secrecy.

Keywords Signcryption � Key management � Forward secrecy � Wireless sensor
networks

1 Introduction

Sensor networks have proved its existence to verify a wide range of applications
such as home automation, monitoring of critical infrastructures, environmental
monitoring, forest fire detection, data acquisition in hazardous environments, and
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military operations and many more. The basic security primitives for key man-
agement schemes are confidentiality, authenticity, integrity and non-repudiation.
Forward secrecy and public verifiability are two more security aspect needs to be
addressed. Numerous schemes [2, 4–7] are proposed over the years to provide
different level of security measures and communication/computational costs. The
main objective in security is to optimize the cost of communication and compu-
tation. Elliptic Curve cryptography [16] has been widely used to attain a desired
security level with smaller key size in contrast to conventional security approa-
ches. It leads to a better utilization of memory, energy and bandwidth for the
resource-constrained devices such as wireless sensor networks. Signcryption [1]
can lessen the cost of communication and computation to a great extent, which can
process the signature and encryption together.

Signcryption is a cryptographic process proposed by Zheng [1] to join the
functionalities of encryption along with digital signature in a single logical step.
The author further finds out that the signcryption costs 58 % less in average
computation time and 70 % less in message expansion than does signature-then-
encryption based on the discrete logarithm problem [1]. Later, the author proposed
two key exchange protocols [2] using signcryption, which are based on discrete
logarithm problem (DLP) called Direct Key Exchange Using a Nonce (DKEUN)
and Direct Key Exchange Using Time-stamp (DKEUTS). But, the scheme fails the
forward secrecy of message confidentiality when the sender’s private key dis-
closed [7].

Moreover, Zheng and Imai [3] proposed a signcryption scheme based on elliptic
curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP), which saves 58 % in computational
cost and 40 % in communication overhead as compared with signature-then-
encryption on elliptic curves but it lacks forward secrecy, public verifiability and
encrypted message authentication. In the previous discussed schemes [2, 3], there
is one more problem that is these schemes can’t be used in such applications where
third party validation is necessary using a public key as done in signature schemes.
The solution is provided by Zheng [4], which introduces an independent judge. But
when dispute occurs the judge can’t verify the signature, as he is not having the
private key of the recipient. To overcome the above problem Bao and Deng [5]
enhanced Zheng’s scheme [4] in such a way that verification of a signature does
not need the recipient’s private key but the scheme was not as efficient as Zheng’s
scheme. Gamage et al. [6] also modifies Zheng’s [1] signcryption scheme in such a
way that anyone can verify the signature of ciphertext to protect confidentiality of
message in firewall application.

Jung et al. [7] proposed a signcryption scheme based on discrete logarithm
problem (DLP) with forward secrecy. Later, Hwang et al. [8] proposed a sign-
cryption scheme based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP),
which provides forward secrecy for message confidentiality and public verification
along with other basic security notions. When dispute occurs, the judge can verify
sender’s signature without the sender’s private key. Kim and Youm [9] proposed two
protocols named Secure Authenticated Key Exchange (SAKE) protocol and Elliptic
Curve-Secure Authenticated Key Exchange (EC-SAKE) protocol. The protocols are
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efficient in terms of computation complexity and communication performance as
compared to DKEUN, DKEUTS and EC-DKEUN, EC-DKEUTS respectively.
Zhou [10] proposed a scheme based on ECDLP with public verifiability through a
trusted third party without disclosing private key. Toorani and Beheshti [11] and
Elsayed and Hassan [12] proposed the schemes based on ECDLP, which provides
forward secrecy for message confidentiality and public verification. Hamed and
Khamy [13] proposed a scheme based on ECDLP for cluster based wireless sensor
networks. Whereas, Hagras et al. [14] proposed a scheme based on ECDLP for
heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. Later, Hagras et al. [15] proposed a scheme
which is efficient [13] in terms of total number of operations, key storage, energy
consumption and communication overhead as 75 %, 96 %, 23.79 mJ and 40 %
respectively but lacks to provide forward secrecy. The scheme proposed by Hagras
et al. [15] satisfies all the security requirements except forward secrecy. In this paper,
an improved elliptic curve based key management signcryption scheme has been
proposed which provides forward secrecy along with all security requirements. In
addition to confidentiality, unforegetability, integrity and non-repudiation, the
proposed scheme has been proved to be more secure.

2 Problem Identification and Solution

This section covers the details regarding identification of the problem, proposed
solution and parameters used for elliptic curve signcryption.

2.1 Identification of the Problem

The scheme proposed by Hagras et al. [15] satisfies all the security requirements
except forward secrecy. The condition for forward secrecy is: Even if the long-
term private key of the sender is revealed, the adversary is not capable of
decrypting the previously signcrypted texts.

2.2 Proposed Solution

The proposed scheme satisfies forward secrecy along with the basic security
requirements. The forward secrecy of the proposed scheme will be compromised
only if the attacker can solve the ECDLP that is computationally infeasible with
the selected domain parameters. The proposed scheme has secure key exchange,
less storage requirement, scalability and low complexity.
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2.3 Elliptic Curve Signcryption Parameters

In this section, we discuss various parameters and their notations, which are used
throughout the paper in Table 1.

3 Proposed Scheme

This section covers the proposed scheme in detail. The proposed scheme works in
three phases in the following manner.

3.1 Phase-I: Generation of Public/Private Key

This phase is responsible for creating public/private key pair for Base-Node (B),
Cluster-Heads (H) and Cluster-Nodes (N). It creates the BH symmetric keys,
which is used for secure communication between the cluster-heads among each
other and with the base-node. Also, it creates the HN symmetric keys, which is
used for secure communication between the cluster-nodes among each other in the
cluster and with the corresponding cluster-head as shown in Fig. 1a.

A.1: Base-Node generates public/private key pair.
PB Base-node (B) choose its private-key uniformly at a random from

1; . . .; q� 1½ �
QB Base-node (B) computes the public-key, QB ¼ PBG

A.2: Cluster-Head generates public/private key pair.
PHi Each cluster-head Hið Þ choose its private-key uniformly at a random from

1; . . .; q� 1½ �, where i 2 1; . . .; n1; n1 : the number of cluster-heads
QHi Each cluster-head Hið Þ computes its public-key, QHi ¼ PHi G

Table 1 Parameters public to all

P: a large prime
E: an elliptic curve over GF(pm), with p� 2150 and m = 1, or p = 2, and m [ 150
q: a large prime factor of pmj j
G: a point with order q, chosen randomly from the points on E
hash: a one-way hash function whose output has at least 128 bits
KH: a keyed one-way hash function
(E; D): the encryption and decryption algorithms of a private key cipher
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A.3: Cluster-Node generates public/private key pair.
PNj Each cluster-node Nj

� �
choose its private-key uniformly at a random from

1; . . .; q� 1½ �, where j 2 1; . . .; n2; n2 : the number of cluster-nodes
QNj Each cluster-node Nj

� �
computes its public-key, QNj ¼ PNj G

A.4: Cluster-Head sends its public key to Base-Node.

All cluster-heads Hið Þ send their public-key QHi to the Base-node.

A.5: Cluster-Node sends its public key to Cluster-Head.

All cluster-nodes Nj

� �
send their public-key QNj to corresponding cluster-head

Hið Þ.

A.6: Base-Node creates BH symmetric key.

Base-node (B) creates the symmetric key KBHð Þ, which is used for secure
communication between the base-node and the cluster-heads, and among the
cluster-heads.

A.7: Cluster-Heads creates HN symmetric key

Cluster-heads Hið Þ create the symmetric key KHNið Þ, which is used for secure
communication between the cluster-head and their corresponding cluster-nodes,
and among the cluster-nodes within the cluster-head.

Fig. 1 a Generation of public/private keys (Phase-I), b Key Establishment of base-node cluster-
head (Phase-II), c Key establishment of cluster-head cluster-node (Phase-III)
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3.2 Phase-II: Base-Node Cluster-Head Key Establishment

This phase is responsible for the base-node cluster-head key establishment as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The base-node generates the shared symmetric key for each
cluster-head by using their public-keys; signcrypts the symmetric key KBHið Þ
generated in the first phase and send to the cluster-heads, which later unsigncrypts
by the cluster-head as follows:
B.1 Base-Node generate a shared symmetric key for each cluster-head by using

their public-key
B.2 Base-Node encrypt and signature the BH symmetric key using shared

symmetric key
B.3 Base-Node sends the encrypted BH symmetric key and its encrypted

signature
B.4 Cluster-Head generates a shared symmetric key using private key of

Cluster-Head and received signature
B.5 Cluster-Head decrypts the BH symmetric key and its signature using shared

symmetric key
B.6 Cluster-Head verifies BH symmetric key signature

3.3 Phase-III: Cluster-Head Cluster-Node Key Establishment

This phase is responsible for the cluster-head cluster-node key establishment as
shown in Fig. 1(c). Each cluster-head generates the shared symmetric key for each
cluster-node in the corresponding cluster by using their public-keys; signcrypts the
symmetric key KHNi;j

� �
generated in the first phase and send to the cluster-nodes,

which later unsigncrypts by the cluster-node as follows:
C.1 Cluster-Head generates a shared symmetric key using public key of Cluster-

Node
C.2 Cluster-Head encrypts and signature the HN symmetric key using shared

symmetric key
C.3 Cluster-Head sends the encrypted HN symmetric key and its encrypted

signature
C.4 Cluster-Node generates a shared symmetric key using private key of cluster-

node and received signature
C.5 Cluster-Node decrypts the HN symmetric key and its signature using shared

symmetric key
C.6 Cluster-Node verify HN symmetric key signature
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Algorithm 1: BH Symmetric Key Signcryption/Unsigncryption
Signcryption: The base-node signcrypts the symmetric key KBHi using its private key and sends
the ciphertext Ci; Ti; Sið Þ to each cluster-head
1. The base-node chooses ri 2R 1; . . .; q� 1f g
2. ki;1; ki;2
� �

¼ hash riQHið Þ
3. Ci ¼ Eki;1 KBHið Þ
4. Ri ¼ KHki;2 KBHi k QHi k IDA k IDBð Þ
5. Si ¼ ri= Ri þ PBð Þð Þ
6. Ti ¼ RiG
Unsigncryption: The base-node sends the cipher text Ci; Ti; Sið Þ to each cluster-head and each
cluster-head unsigncrypts the symmetric key
7. Ui ¼ SiPHi

8. ki;1; ki;2
� �

¼ hash Ui Ti þ QBð Þð Þ
9. KBHi ¼ Dki;1 Cið Þ
10. Accept KBHi if and only if Ti ¼ UiG

Algorithm 2: HN Symmetric Key Signcryption/Unsigncryption
Signcryption: The cluster-head signcrypts the symmetric key KHNi;j

� �
using its private key and

sends the ciphertext Cj; Tj; Sj

� �
to all the cluster-nodes in the corresponding cluster

1. The cluster-head (Hi) chooses ri 2R 1; . . .; q� 1f g
2. kj;1; kj;2
� �

¼ hash rjQNj

� �

3. Cj ¼ EKj;1 KHNi ;j

� �

4. Rj ¼ KHkj;2 KHNi ;j k QNj k IDA k IDB

� �

5. Sj ¼ rj= Rj þ PHi

� �� �

6. Tj ¼ RjG

Unsigncryption: The cluster-head sends the cipher text Cj; Tj; Sj

� �
to each cluster-node and each

cluster-node unsigncrypts the symmetric key
7. Uj ¼ SjPNj

8. kj;1; kj;2
� �

¼ hash Uj Tj þ QHi

� �� �

9. KHNi;j ¼ Dkj;1 Cj

� �

10. Accept KHNi;j if and only if Tj ¼ UjG

4 Security Analysis

The concept of forward secrecy proves its importance in wireless sensor networks.
If a sensor node runs out of energy and gets replaced with a new node, the new
node should not be able to unsigncrypt the previous signcrypted messages. In this
paper the flaw of the existing scheme has been bring into notice and repaired. The
proposed key management using public key elliptic curves signcryption for WSN
provides all security functions: key confidentiality, authentication, integrity and
unforgetability but lacks in forward secrecy. The security proof of all the required
parameters can be directly taken from the parent scheme. The security of improved
scheme is based upon the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP),
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which is computationally infeasible to solve for the specified parameters. The new
scheme does not change the storage used for sensor nodes.

5 Conclusion

In the case of wireless sensor networks, forward secrecy is a vital security
requirement. In this paper, an elliptic curve based key management scheme has
been improved in terms of forward secrecy. The proposed scheme satisfies all the
basic security requirements of key management schemes. The security of the
proposed scheme can be proved with the help of victim scheme. The forward
secrecy of the proposed scheme will be compromised only if the attacker can solve
the ECDLP, which is computationally infeasible with the selected domain
parameters.
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An Identity-Based Ring Signcryption
Scheme

Gaurav Sharma, Suman Bala and Anil K. Verma

Abstract Signcryption enables a user to perform digital signature for providing
authenticity and public key encryption for providing message confidentiality
simultaneously in a single logical step with a cost lesser than sign-then- encrypt
approach. As the concept of ring signcryption emerged, various practical appli-
cations like electronic transaction protocol and key management protocols, felt
the requirement of signer’s privacy, which was lacking in normal signcryption
schemes. Without revealing the users’ identity of the ring signcryption can
provide confidentiality and authenticity both. In this paper, we present a new
ID-based ring signcryption scheme, motivated to the scheme provided by
Zhu et al. [1]. Selvi et al. [2] and Wang et al. [3] found some security flaws in
the Zhu’s scheme [1], which is being considered and repaired in this paper. The
proposed scheme is proven to be secure against adaptive chosen ciphertext ring
attacks (IND-IDRSC-CCA2) and secure against an existential forgery for
adaptive chosen message attacks (EF-IDRSC-ACMA).

Keywords Identity-based ring signcryption � Identity based cryptography � Ring
signcryption � Confidentiality � Anonymity � Unforgeability � Bilinear pairing
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1 Introduction

The idea behind Identity-based Ring Signcryption is a collaboration of different
security techniques, such as Identity Based Cryptography, Ring Signature and
Signcryption. Identity based cryptography provides a variant to Certificate based
public key cryptography; ring signature provides anonymity along with the
authenticity in such a way that even verifier does not know who has signed the
message but he can verify that one of the ring member has signed it, while sign-
cryption provides the encryption and signature in a single logical step to obtain
confidentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation.The concept of iden-
tity-based cryptography was introduced by Shamir [4] in 1984, to remove the need
of certification of the public keys, which is required in the conventional public key
cryptography setting. But, Shamir only proposed ID-based signature and left the ID-
based encryption as an open problem. Boneh and Franklin [5] presented the first
Identity Based Encryption scheme that uses bilinear maps (the Weil or Tate pairing)
over super singular elliptic curves. Rivest et al. [6] introduced ring signature which
is a group oriented signature with privacy concerns: a user can anonymously sign a
message on behalf of a group of spontaneously conscripted users, without managers
including the actual signer. The first ID-based ring signature scheme with bilinear
parings, was proposed by Zhang and Kim [7]. Yuliang Zheng [8] introduced the
concept of public key signcryption which fulfils both the functions of digital sig-
nature and public key encryption in a logically single step, and with a cost lower than
that required by the sign-then- encrypt approach. However, Zheng didn’t prove any
security notions which was further proposed by Baek et al. [9], described a formal
security model in a multi-user setting.

Xinyi Huang [10] combined the concepts of ID-based ring signature and sign-
cryption together as identity-based ring signcryption. They provided a formal proof
of their scheme with the chosen ciphertext security (IND-IDRSC-CCA) under the
Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption. However, Huang et al.’s [10]
scheme is computationally inefficient, since the number of pairing computations
grows linearly with the group size. Huang et al.’s scheme needs n ? 4 pairing
computations, where n denotes the size of the group. The scheme lacks anonymity
and had a key escrow problem as the scheme was based on ID-PKC. Wang et al.
[11] eliminated the key escrow problem in [10] by proposing a verifiable certificate-
less ring signcryption scheme and gave a formal security proof of the scheme in
random oracle model. But this scheme also needs n ? 4 pairing computations. The
problem of ID-based ring signcryption schemes is that they are derived from
bilinear pairings, and the number of pairing computations grows linearly with the
group size. Zhu [1] solved the above problem; they proposed an efficient ID-based
ring signcryption scheme, which only takes four pairing operations for any group
size. Zhu [12] proposed an ID-based ring signcryption scheme, which offers savings
in the ciphertext length and the computational cost.

The other schemes include Li et al. [13], Yong et al. [14] and Zhang [15]. Selvi
et al. [2] proved that Li et al. [16] and Zhu et al. scheme [1] are not secure against
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adaptive chosen ciphertext attack while Zhu’s [12] scheme and Yong’s [14]
scheme are not secure against chosen plaintext attack. Qi’s [17] proved that their
scheme has the shortest ciphertext and is much more efficient than Huang’s [10]
and Selvi’s [2] scheme. Selvi et al. [18] proved that Zhang et al. [19] scheme is
insecure against confidentiality, existential unforgeability and anonymity attacks.
Zhou [20] presented an efficient identity-based ring signcryption scheme in the
standard model.

Roadmap: The remaining paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives some
preliminaries and basic definitions of Bilinear Pairing. The formal model has been
discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we propose our ID-based ring signcryption
scheme; security analysis of the proposed scheme is discussed in Sect. 5. In
Sect. 6, we concluded the remarks about the paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notations Used

The following notations have been made in common for all the existing schemes
and Table 1 defines the description of the notations that have been used throughout
the paper.

2.2 Basic Concepts on Bilinear Pairing

Let G1 be a cyclic additive group generated by P of prime order q, and G2 be a
cyclic multiplicative group of the same order q. Let a and b be elements of Z�q .
Assume that the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in both G1 and G2 is hard. Let
ê : G1 � G1 ! G2 be a bilinear pairing with the following properties shown in
Table 2.

Table 1 Notations used

k : security parameter 0; 1f gl: string with length l.
params : systems’ public parameter

generated by PKG
0; 1f g�: string with arbitrary length.

m 2R M: message, M: message space
t : secret key generated by PKG ê : G1 � G1 ! G2is a bilinear pairing
G1: cyclic additive group generated by P IDi: user identity

of prime order q [ 2k Si: private key of user i

G2: cyclic multiplicative group generated Qi: public key of user i

by P of prime order q [ 2k S : sender, R : receiver

P 2 G1 : random generator L: group of ring members
Ppub public key of PKG C: signcrypted ciphertext
Z�q : multiplicative group modulo q. A: Adversary, C: Challenger
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3 Formal Model of Identity Based Ring Signcryption

A generic ID-based ring signcryption scheme consists of five algorithms Setup,
Keygen, Signcrypt, Unsigncrypt and Consistency. The description of these algo-
rithms has been provided in Table 3.

4 Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose our new Identity-Based Ring signcryption Scheme. Our
scheme has four following algorithms:

1. Setup (k): Given a security parameter k, a trusted private key generator (PKG)
generates the system’s public parameters params and the corresponding master
secret key t that is kept secret by PKG.

a. The trusted authority randomly chooses t 2R Z�q keeps it as a master key and
computes the corresponding public key Ppub ¼ tP.

b. Let ðG1;þÞ and ðG2; �Þ be two cyclic groups of prime order q [ 2k and a
random generator P 2 G1.

c. e : G1 � G1 ! G2 is a bilinear pairing.
d. Choose Hash Functions

H1 : f0; 1g� ! G1;H2 : G2 ! f0; 1gl;H3 : f0; 1g� ! Z�q ;H4 : f0; 1g� ! f0; 1gl

Table 2 Properties of bilinear mapping

Bilinearity 8P;Q;R 2R G1, ê P þ Q;Rð Þ ¼ ê P;Rð Þê Q;Rð Þ,
ê P;Q þ Rð Þ ¼ ê P;Qð Þê P;Rð Þ. In particular, for any a; b 2 Z�q
ê aP; bPð Þ ¼ ê P;Pð Þab¼ ê P; abPð Þ ¼ ê abP;Pð Þ

Non-degeneracy 9P;Q;2 G1 3 ê P;Qð Þ 6¼ IG2 , where IG2 is the identity of G2

Computability 8P;Q 2 G1, there is an efficient algorithm to computeê P;Qð Þ.

Table 3 Generic identity based ring signcryption scheme

Setup For a given parameter k, a trusted private key generator generates system’s public
parameters params and its corresponding master secret key t, which is kept
secret.

Keygen For a given user identity IDi, PKG computes private key Si by using params and
tand transmits Sito IDi via secure channel.

Signcrypt For sending a message m from sender to a receiver with identity IDR, senders’
private key SS, and a group of ring members fUigi¼1ton with identities
L ¼ ID1; . . .; IDnf g, sender computes a ciphertext.

Unsigncrypt For retrieving a message m, if Cis a valid ring signcryption of mfrom the ring Lto
IDR or ‘invalid’, if C is an invalid ring signcryption.

Consistency An identity based ring signcryption scheme is said to be consistent if
Pr C signcrypt m;L; SS; IDRð Þ;m unsigncrypt C;L; SRð Þ½ � ¼ 1
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e. The public parameters are:params ¼ fG1;G2; e; q;P;Ppub;H1;H2;H3;H4g.

2. Keygen (IDi): Given a user identity IDi of user Ui, the PKG, using the public
key computes the parameters params and the master secret key t, computes the
corresponding private key Si, and transmits it to IDi in a secure way as follows.

a. The public key is computed as Qi ¼ H1ðIDiÞ.
b. The corresponding private key Si ¼ tQi.
c. PKG sends Si to user Ui via a secure channel.

3. Signcrypt: Let L ¼ ID1; . . .; IDnf g be a set of n ring members, such that
IDS 2 L. IDR may or may not be in L. The sender runs this algorithm to send a
message m 2 M, where M is a message space, to a receiver with identity IDR,
the senders private key SS, outputs a ring signcryption C as follows:

a. Choose a random number r 2R Z�q and m� 2R M.And compute R0 ¼ rP,

R ¼ e rPpub;QR

� �
, k ¼ H2 Rð Þ, C1 ¼ m� � k

b. Choose Ri 2 G1 8 i ¼ f1; 2; . . .; ngnfSg and compute hi ¼ H3ðmjjLjj
RijjR0Þ.

c. Choose rS 2R Z�q 8 i ¼ S Compute RS ¼ rSQS �
P

i 6¼S
Ri þ hiQið Þ, hS ¼ H3

ðmjjLjjRSjjR0Þ, V ¼ hS þ rSð ÞSS, C2 ¼ mjjrSjjVð Þ � H4ðm�jjR0Þ.
d. Finally the sender outputs the ciphertext as r ¼ ðL;R0;R1; . . .;

Rn;C1;C2Þto the receiver.

4. Unsigncrypt: This algorithm is executed by a receiver IDR. This algorithm takes
the ring signcryption r, the ring members L and the private key SR, as input and
produces the plaintext m, if r is a valid ring signcryption of m from the ring L to
IDR or ‘invalid’, if r is an invalid ring signcryption as follows:

a. Compute R0 ¼ eðR0; SRÞ; k0 ¼ H2ðR0Þ;m0
� ¼ C1 � k0

b. Recover m0, V 0 as m0jjrSjjV 0ð Þ ¼ C2 � H4ðm0
� jjR0Þ.

c. Compute h0i ¼ H3ðm0jjLjjRijjR0Þ 8 i ¼ f1; 2; . . .; ng

d. Checks if eðP;V 0Þ ¼? e Ppub;
Pn

i¼1
ðRi þ hiQiÞ

� �

. If the check succeeds accept

m, else return ?.

5 Security Analyses of the Proposed Scheme

5.1 Correctness

In this section, a proof of correctness has been shown, that if the ciphertext C has
been correctly generated, the verification equations will hold.

If eðP;V 0Þ ¼? e Ppub;
Pn

i¼1
ðRi þ hiQiÞ

� �

holds.
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Proof: e P;Vð Þ ¼ e P; hS þ rSð ÞSSð Þ ¼ e P; hS þ rSð ÞtQSð Þ ¼ e tP; hSQSð

þRS þ
Pn

i¼1;i6¼s
Ri þ hiQið ÞÞ ¼ e Ppub;

Pn

i¼1
Ri þ hiQið Þ

� �

5.2 Security Analyses

5.2.1 Confidentiality

Theorem: If an IND-IRSC-CCA2 adversary A has an advantage e against IRSC
scheme, asking hash queries to random oracles OHi i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4ð Þ, qe extract
queries (qe ¼ qe1 þ qe2 , where qe1 and qe2 are the number of extract queries in the
first phase and second phase respectively), qsc signcryption queries and qus un-
signcryption queries, then there exist an algorithm C that solves the CBDH

problem with advantage e 1
qH1 qH2

� �
.

5.2.2 Unforgeability

Theorem: An identity based ring signcryption scheme (IRSC) is said to be
existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen message attack (EUF-IRSC-
CMA), against any polynomially bounded adversary A under the random oracle
model if CDHP is hard.

6 Conclusion

Wang et al. [25] proved that the Zhu et al. scheme [1] to be insecure against
anonymity and also does not satisfy the property of unforgeability. Selvi el al [2]
also attacked and proved the scheme prone to confidentiality attack. Till now, a
very few ID-based ring signcryption schemes have been proposed and most of
them have been proved insecure. In this paper an efficient ID based ring sign-
cryption scheme has been presented which has been proven secure against the
primitive properties of signcryption: confidentiality, unforgeability and anonymity.
The future work may include ring signcryption schemes in combination with ID-
based threshold signcryption, ID-based proxy signcryption and id based hybrid
signcryption schemes and certificate-less schemes in the standard model. Also, to
reduce communication overhead, constant ciphertext size ring signcryption
schemes can be improved.
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A Secure DS-CDMA Technique
with Capacity Enhancement for Ad Hoc
Wireless Networks
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Abstract In wireless ad hoc networks, the Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple
Access (DS-CDMA) is the most promising candidate for wideband data access. The
reasons are the high security, high throughput and soft limit on the number of active
mobile devices. Soft limit on the network capacity means degradation of the per-
formance by increasing the number of mobile devices. In many ad hoc networks, it is
required to maintain the Bit Error Rate (BER) within some tolerable limits for a
given SNR. This results in restriction on the number of mobile devices in the
network. The number of active mobile devices or network capacity is further
reduced by the mutual interference among the users caused due to multipath fading
effects and synchronization problems. This paper presents an effective method of
capacity enhancement of CDMA based wireless ad hoc networks by using a mul-
tiuser detection based power management framework. The system is simulated in
the multipath channel models for fixed wireless applications. The proposed scheme
increases the capacity two times as compared to the conventional CDMA based
networks. Simulation results have been presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed scheme.
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1 Introduction

In many capacity limited wireless communication systems, Code Division Mul-
tiple Access (CDMA) is one of the best channel access methods [1]. The reason
behind is that it offers a soft limit on the capacity. There is a concept of Universal
Frequency Reuse (UFR) in every CDMA system which means that all the users
simultaneously share the entire spectrum [1]. Each user is distinguished by the
other user by a unique code assigned to it. The code assigned to each user is
orthogonal to that of the others. But due to the Multipath Fading Environment
(MFE) and some other unavoidable channel effects, there is always mutual
interference between the users which is called Multiple Access Interference
(MAI). Network capacity (or the number of active users) which is a very funda-
mental attribute and performance metric of wireless networks [2] is limited due to
the simultaneous transmissions between the mobile devices and Multiple Access
Interference (MAI).

CDMA places a soft upper bound on the capacity of the system. It means that
the number of users for a particular system can be increased by compromising the
BER performance of the system. But many CDMA based Mobile Ad hoc Net-
works (MANETs) demand a strict upper bound on the BER performance of the
system which makes the capacity of the system hard as in TDMA and FDMA. This
paper presents a scheme for improving the system capacity by using a distributed
power management algorithm. This is achieved by using the joint technique of
power management and multiuser detection in order to increase the number of
users within permissible BER bound. As mentioned earlier that Multipath Fading
Environment (MFE) also restricts the capacity of a wireless system, so the system
with proposed technique is also simulated in Stanford University Interim (SUI)
multipath fading channels.

Section 2 presents the system model of CDMA based MANETs and network
capacity. The proposed capacity enhancement algorithm based on power man-
agement and multiuser detection is presented in Sect. 3. Simulation results are
given in Sect. 4 followed by conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 System Model and Network Capacity

An ad hoc communication system belongs to the class of self-configurable networks.
In this type of networks there is no pre-existing central infrastructure. These net-
works can be as simple as point-to-point networks or as complex as wireless grid
based networks. Such networks can be of many types as classified in [2].
The network we have used in this paper is a high bandwidth, high data rate and
distributed (infrastructureless) network.
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Let the total number of nodes in an ad hoc network be K. Assume K/2 of them
are communicating at one time instant. If we assume AWGN and perfect fre-
quency offset synchronization, then the received data by any node will be,

rðtÞ ¼
XK=2

k¼1

AkðtÞckðtÞbkðtÞ þ nðtÞ ð1Þ

where Ak(t), ck(t) and bk(t) are the amplitude, spreading sequence and complex
constellation point values of the kth node. The term n(t) shows the AWGN with
zero mean and r2 variance. If a receiving node wants to communicate with jth
transmitting node, Eq. 1 can be rewritten as

rðtÞ ¼ AjbjcjðtÞ þ
XK=2

k¼1
k 6¼j

AkbkckðtÞ þ nðtÞ ð2Þ

Equation 2 shows that the 2nd term on right side contains the composite data of
all the transmitting nodes other than the desired transmitting node. If any receiving
node of the network wants to receive the data from jth transmitting node, then the
soft output of conventional correlative detector is obtained by correlating the
received signal with spreading code of jth node. So by using Eqs. (1)–(2), we can
write the received signal from the jth node as follows,

yj ¼ Ajbj þ
XK=2

k¼1
k 6¼j

qk;jAkbk þ
1
Tb

ZTb

0

nðtÞcjðtÞdt ð3Þ

where qk,j represents the correlation between the spreading codes of kth and jth
nodes. Equation 3 shows that the correlation of the data of jth node with its
spreading code gives rise to recovered data term whereas correlation with the data
of all other nodes gives rise to Multiple Access Interference (MAI).

If we define R as the code correlation matrix of dimension K/2 9 K/2, A is the
K/2 9 K/2 diagonal matrix having amplitudes of each transmitted signal on the
diagonal, and b is K/2 9 1 complex constellation point vector, then from Eq. 3,
soft output of Conventional detector can be expressed in matrix form as

yconventional¼ RAbþ n ð4Þ

Equation 4 shows that if non-desired nodes transmit with high power then MAI
goes on increasing. Conventional CDMA detector does not incorporate this mutual
interference in the detection process. Due to this reason, DS-CDMA suffers from
Near-Far problem which either degrades the performance of network or reduces
the overall capacity of the network. It can be shown mathematically as follows.

Let Pr be the received power of each node in this system. Signals from [(K/2)-1]
nodes will act as interference. Then Energy-to-Interference Ratio (EIR) of the
desired node will be given by Eq. 5 as,
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Eb

I0
¼ PrTb

N0 þ ½ðK=2Þ � 1�PrTc
ð5Þ

Here, Tb is the bit duration and Tc is the chip duration, N0 is the two-sided
Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the Gaussian noise. If one receiving node is near
to its corresponding transmitting node, then it’s received power will be aPr, where
a [ 1. EIR then becomes,

Eb

I0
¼ PrTb

N0 þ aPrTc þ ½ðK=2Þ � 2�PrTc
ð6Þ

So it is clear from Eq. 6 that EIR degrades drastically by increasing a, which
will happen if any receiving node is very close to the corresponding transmitting
node. If we want to maintain the same SIR, the factor [(K/2)-2] is to be decreased
which means the loss of capacity. Hence we conclude that Near-far effect results in
the decrease of EIR or alternatively in the decrease of system’s capacity.

3 Proposed Algorithm

This section describes the proposed algorithm for the capacity enhancement
including the power management at the transmitter side and the subsequent
detection at the receiver side by the use of Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
detector. The proposed algorithm is a modification of an existing CDMA cellular
power control algorithm.

We have selected the Distance Based Power Allocation (DBPA) algorithm
given in [3], which calculates the allocated transmitted power by using the distance
between the base station and mobile station. In DBPA algorithm of [3], the base
station is responsible for allocating the power to each of its served mobile. Since
ad hoc networks are an infrastructureless in which the nodes have to control all the
communication protocols themselves. So, for ad hoc networks, this algorithm has
been modified as follows.

In ad hoc networks, the nodes naturally need to exploit location information.
Location awareness means that each node in the network has a positioning device
to determine its current physical location [4]. This is achieved by location aware
systems, also called Indoor Positioning Systems (IPS) [5]. Using this location
awareness, each node maintains a physical location matrix in its memory. This
location matrix contains the distance values between all the possible pairs of
transmitting/receiving nodes of the network. The location matrix may be constant
or variable depending upon whether the network is fixed or mobile. Using this
location matrix, the allocated transmitting power of the kth device can be given by
the proposed algorithm as
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pk ¼
b

dmin

d0

� �a0

; if dm;k � dmin

b
dm;k

d0

� �a0

; if dm;k [ dmin

8
>>><

>>>:

ð7Þ

Where b and a0 are positive constants, d0 is the distance at which the received
power is known and dmin is the threshold distance to avoid very small transmitted
powers and dm,k is the distance between transmitting node (k) and receiving node (m).
There are two main differences between the cellular DBPA and the proposed DBPA
algorithms;

i. In cellular DBPA algorithm, the relative base station-to-mobile distances are
measured by using measurement maps, whereas in the modified DBPA algo-
rithm, the physical locations are found using Indoor Positioning System (IPS).

ii. In cellular DBPA algorithm, the normalization factor for power calculation is
the cell radius R, whereas in the modified DBPA algorithm, this factor is d0,
which is any distance where the received power is known a priori.

Once the transmitting power is adjusted, the transmitted signal of the kth node
can be written using Eq. 1 as,

xkðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pkTb

p
bkðiÞckðt � iTbÞ; iTb� t�ðiþ 1ÞTb ð8Þ

Tb is the bit duration and Ek is the bit energy of the kth node. Now the com-
posite signal received by the mth node (k = m) is given by the following equation,

rmðtÞ ¼
XK=2

k¼1

am;kxkðtÞ þ nðtÞ ð9Þ

where m,k is the attenuation factor and it is related to the path loss of SUI channels
by the following relation given in [6],

PLðdÞdB ¼ 20log10ð4pd0=kÞþ10alog10
d

d0

� �

+ s ð10Þ

am;k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PLm;k

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pd0

k

� �2 d0

d

� �a
s

ð11Þ

Here, PLm,k is the path loss when the devices m and k are communicating, d is
their distance, s is the shadowing factor, k is the wavelength of the passband signal
passing through the channel. If mth node wants to receive the data of jth node, then
using Eq. 9, the soft output of conventional detector corresponding to jth node can
be written as,
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yj ¼
1
Tb

ZTb

0

XK=2

k¼1

am;k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pkTb

p
ckðtÞbkðtÞ þ nðtÞ

 !

cjðtÞdt ð12Þ

Assume path loss exponent a = a0’, then using Eqs. 7 and 11, we can write
Eq. 13 as,

yj ¼
1
Tb

ZTb

0

XK=2

k¼1

jckðtÞbkðtÞ þ nðtÞ
 !

cjðtÞdt ð13Þ

where,

j ¼
ffiffiffi
b

p 4pd0

k

� �

As a result of MAI, we can write Eq. 13 as,

yj ¼ jbj þ
XK=2

k¼1
k 6¼j

ZTb

0

ckðtÞcjðtÞdt: jbk þ
ZTb

0

nðtÞcjðtÞdt

yj ¼ jbj þ
XK=2

k¼1
k 6¼j

qk;j:jbk þ
ZTb

0

nðtÞcjðtÞdt

yj ¼ jbj þMAIj þ zj

where qk,j is defined in Sect. 3. We can write Eq. 13 in matrix form as,

yproposed ¼ RAnewbþ n ð14Þ

R, y and b are the same as mentioned in Sect. 3. The matrix Anew has been
changed and is given by,

Anew ¼ diagfj; j; . . .; jgK=2�K=2 ð15Þ

Equations (14)–(15) show the same MAI has been introduced from all the
nodes, irrespective of their locations relative to the receiving device. This MAI has
been completely mitigated by the use of Multiuser Detection (MUD) technique,
such as MMSE detector [7]. The MMSE detector is a linear multiuser detector
which applies a linear transformation on the soft output of the conventional
detector. For MMSE detector, data at the output of MMSE detector will then be

yMMSE ¼ ðRþ r2A�2Þ�1ðRAb þ nÞ ð16Þ
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To simplify the above equation, the Matrix Inversion Lemma [8] has been used.
It is given as,

ðAþ UCVÞ�1¼ A�1�A�1UðC�1þVA�1UÞ�1VA�1 ð17Þ

Taking,

A ¼ R; C ¼ A�2¼ 1
j

� �

I; U ¼r2I; V ¼ I

Then, the MMSE detector output can be written as

yMMSE ¼ j Iþ j
r

� �2
Iþ R�1

� ��1

R�1

" #

bþ n0 ð18Þ

The term n0 shows the enhanced component of white noise. Equation 18 shows
that the effect of MAI has been reduced to a large extent since the term (j/r) is
small. A special case of the MMSE detector occurs when the term (j/r) \\\ 1. In
this case, all the devices are decoupled and noise term is enhanced very much. This
is referred to as Decorrelating detector. The output in this case will be,

yDD ¼ jbþ ~n ð19Þ

The term ~n shows the enhanced noise term. It is clear from Eq. 19 that users are
decoupled and MAI has been completely mitigated. Hence, the proposed algorithm
removes the problem of MAI and Near-Far effect in DS-CDMA based wireless ad
hoc Network or decreases them to a large extent (for MMSE detector).

4 Simulation Results

The proposed CDMA technique offers improved network capacity. In many
wireless ad hoc networks, we have an upper bound on SNR and BER. If we go on
increasing number of nodes in the network, those bounds will not be satisfied. For
high bandwidth communication like CDMA, reliable communication can occur for
SNR \ 0, according to Shannon’s capacity theorem. So we can set an upper bound
of 10-3 on BER and -5 dB on SNR which results in Eb/N0 = 10 dB for a
spreading gain of 31. Figure 1a shows that for these bounds, the number of active
nodes or the capacity can be doubled from 4 to 8 nodes by using the proposed
method. The proposed method has been compared with another power control
enhancement algorithm given in [9]. Figure 1a also shows that BER of the
network using our proposed algorithm with 8 nodes is almost equal to the one
proposed in [9] with 4 users. Hence, the network capacity is almost doubled.
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Another method of investigating the capacity of the network is the outage
percentage. The outage percentage is defined as the percentage of nodes whose
performance/signal reception falls below a certain specified level. Figure 1b shows
the outage percentage vs number of nodes for three different techniques. The
outage percentage has been calculated by using Eb/N0 upper bound of 10 dB and
BER upper bound of 10-3. It can be seen that by using the proposed method,
outage percentage is less than half as compared to the conventional method
without MUD and DBPA, even with large number of nodes. It shows that by using
MMSE-MUD and DBPA jointly as proposed in this paper, outage percentage can
be decreased sufficiently.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a secure DS-CDMA based technique for ad hoc networks has been
proposed. The most prominent features of the proposed technique are twofold.
Firstly, it offers improved capacity in terms of the number of devices and secondly,
its performance degradation in multipath fading environment is less than that of
conventional technique. The proposed technique is based on jointly using MMSE
multiuser detector and the power management algorithm. The presented BER and
outage probability results show a two times enhancement in the network capacity.
The simulation results show that the proposed DS-CDMA technique is very
effective for mobile ad hoc networks.
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A Study on Traceback of Illegal Users
Using Anonymity Technology
in BitTorrent
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and Won Hyung Park

Abstract As sharing illegal digital contents using torrent increases, the need for
technology which traces the first-seeder and the seeder changed from originally a
leecher is magnified to eradicate that. But it is even more difficult tracing them as
the proxy software such as Easy-Tor, etc. Based Tor using anonymity network
technology becomes. This paper analyzes structure and communication process of
BitTorrent protocol and Tor. And based on that, this suggests the methodology for
tracing the first-seeder and the seeder changed from originally a leecher in packet
level and countermeasures for blocking sharing illegal digital contents.
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1 Introduction

A variety of changes of scene sprang from digital technology and develop of
Internet have brought many benefits in contents industry circles. But the techno-
logical advancement didn’t always bring positive aspects. This made digital
contents pirates produce pirated digital contents equal to genuine thing using
digital technology much easier without any restriction. And new contents distri-
bution channel appeared, there appeared many ways that contents piracy is
committed.

The torrent has taken users who use other distribution channel such as
Webhard, P2P, etc. This originates in balloon effect of an advance registration
system and the spread of the contents established an alliance, the rigid enforcement
of the regulations of the portal sites, etc [1].

Like this, as sharing illegal digital contents using torrent increases, the need for
technology which traces the first seeder and the seeder changed from originally a
leecher is magnified to eradicate that. But it is even more difficult tracing them as
the proxy software such as Easy-Tor, etc. based Tor using anonymity network
technology becomes.

In this paper, we analyze structure and communication process of BitTorrent
protocol and Tor. And based on that, we suggest the methodology for tracing the
first seeder and the seeder changed from originally a leecher in packet level and
countermeasures for blocking illegal digital contents sharing.

2 Related Work

2.1 BitTorrent Protocol

BitTorrent protocol is the representative protocol using P2P and uses several for
one file sharing technique: client–client model. One client generates multitudinous
sessions with a number of clients.

The operating of BitTorrent protocol is divided into four steps.
First, a user downloads a torrent file (.torrent) from a sharing site and executes

the torrent file in a torrent client program. Next, the user sends Tracker Request
message to a tracker, at the same time, requests IP list about peers with deliv-
ering parameter. After that, the tracker delivers the IP list through Tracker
Response message. Finally, the peer who got the IP list exchanges the file with
other peers [2, 3].
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2.2 Structure and Operating Principles of Tor

Tor is a distributed overlay network designed to anonymize TCP-based applica-
tions like web browsing, secure shell, and instant messaging and client choose a
path through the network and build a circuit. Message is located in cells and
unwrapped at each node or onion router with a symmetric key. The onion routers
only know the successor or predecessor but not any other onion router [4, 5].

The operating principles of Tor are divided into 3 steps as shown in Fig. 1.
First, Tor client obtains a list of Tor nodes from a directory server. Next, Tor

client picks a random path based on the list to the destination server. In Fig. 1, green
links are encrypted and red links are in the clear. Finally, If the destination is
changed and a new session is created, a Tor client creates a new random path [7, 8].

2.3 Easy-Tor

Easy-Tor is a domestic software which employs proxy function in not only the
Mozilla Firefox Browser but also other web browser, even torrent client. Seeders
sharing illegal digital contents are easily able to conceal their IP through this
program [9].

3 Illegal Digital Contents Trace Technology

This chapter describes the technology which traces the first seeder and heavy
seeder.

3.1 A Study of Distinguishing Between the First Seeder
and the Seeder Changed From Originally a Leecher,
in General Environment

3.1.1 Analysis of Major Parameters of Tracker Request Message

In general environment, we analyzed about ‘downloaded’ and ‘left’ among major
parameters of tracker request message by file sharing started. We assumed that the
first seeder had value ‘downloaded = 0’ and ‘left = 0’ then the seeder changed
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Fig. 1
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from originally a leecher had value ‘downloaded = random number’ and
‘left = 0’. The analysis showed all two cases have value ‘downloaded = 0’ and
‘left = 0’. In other words these two parameters cannot distinguish between the
first seeder and the seeder changed from originally a leecher. But in the case of
‘left = 0’, we found that the value ‘left = 0’ points to a seeder.

3.1.2 Analysis of Major Parameters Concerning Tracker Response Message

In general environment, we analyzed about ‘complete’ and ‘downloaded’ among
major parameters of tracker request message by file sharing started.

We assumed that the first seeder had value ‘complete = 1’ and ‘down-
loaded = 0’ and then the seeder changed from originally a leecher had both
complete and downloaded parameter that equal one or more. The analysis showed
that our assumption is right. That is to say, if ‘complete = 1’ and ‘down-
loaded = 0’ as the Sect. 3.1.2 and ‘left = 0’ as Sect. 3.1.1, then there is high
probability of being the first seeder.

3.2 A Study of Identifying and Tracing Client which has Real IP
to be Changed Periodically, in Proxy Environment

This section presents whether we identify and trace the client which has real IP to
be changed periodically.

3.2.1 Analysis of Major Parameters of Tracker Request Message

In proxy environment, we analyzed about peer_id among major parameters of
tracker request message. When real IP is changed periodically, we analyze a
change of peer_id. The analysis showed that even if real IP had changed, peer_id
had been steady. Thus we can trace and identify the client which has real IP to be
changed periodically using the peer_id in the environment.

In this experimental environment, the seeder’s IP is verified as private IP. But it
will be solved if the location capturing packet is changed.

4 Countermeasures

In this chapter, Countermeasures are proposed for interrupting share behaviors
with illegal digital contents.
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4.1 Block Sites which Share Seed Files

In Chap. 3, it suggested some plans for tracing a seeder. If we consider effec-
tiveness in time/monetary aspects, to interrupt torrent site that shared seed files
originally is more efficient than to trace.

4.2 Block Trackers’ IP Address

Currently, most of the torrent users are sharing file through tracker. For that
reason, after utilizing torrent site which provides tracker lists or collecting packet
in backbone, we can stop sharing of illegal digital contents by blocking the high
frequency of trackers.

However, we must be careful when blocking trackers because anti-virus
companies or game companies often use torrents for purpose of engine updates of
their products.

4.3 Block Exit Node’s IP address

As mentioned in Chap. 2.2, Exit Node’s IP address can be distinguished because
the link between final Tor node(Exit node) and destination is unencrypted. Thus, if
we obtain and block Exit Node’s IP [10] address in advance, it is possible to block
users who share illegal digital contents through Tor.

5 Conclusion

To realize the methodology for tracing the first seeder and heavy seeder and
countermeasures suggested in this study, institutional support must be preceded
prior to action. Although a security administrator requires the actual users’
information from ISP companies or insists about the block for certain IP obtained
through collected packet, ISP companies have no responsibility for accepting it.
Departments related to government have to try not to be at odds on technology and
system. For next study, we will enhance basic tracing methodology continuously
through update of BitTorrent protocol specification and research for tracker by
protocol.
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Internet Anonymity in Syria, Challenges
and Solution

T. Eissa and Gi-hwan Cho

Abstract Surfing the web without anonymity in Syria has risked many activists
and journalists’ lives. Furthermore, using the available anti-censorship techniques
is challenging in such country due to Internet bandwidth limitations and the
extensive filtering performed by Syria‘s licensed Internet service providers. In this
paper, we highlight the Internet censorship in Syria. We propose a solution that
provides suitable anti-censorship for Syrian activists based on TOR. We shift most
of the heavy computational tasks from the client to our network nodes. The
cryptography tasks are chosen lightweight to suit the bandwidth limitations. We
show that our solution can provide safe web surfing in Syria.

Keywords Anonymity � Censorship � TOR � Anti-censorship

1 Introduction

Internet filtering in Syria is the deepest of its kind in the political areas. Online
magazines talking about human rights or political news are blocked. Syria has
been reported as enemy of Internet and [1] ranked number 176 of 179 in the press
freedom index [2]. The ‘‘State of Emergency’’ applied by Syrian government
allows authorities to arrest media workers, activists or any person who criticizes
the ruling regime. Ten journalists have been killed and 13000 activists have been
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arrested between March 2011 and August 2012. During the last Syrian revolutions,
many activists have been tracked by Syrian Internet providers and then arrested.
Some activists have been arrested after making a call to an online News channel
using unprotected VOIP software while others have been arrested after hacking the
email account of one of their colleagues. Furthermore, the recruited Syrian
Electronic Army has been given no limits by the government to monitor the web,
track the activists and hack their accounts on’ Facebook, Skype or emails accounts.
Information about activist, such as geographical location or his identity, can be
revealed by tracking his IP address. Circumventing censorship includes: bypassing
the ISP proxy to obtain access to blocked websites, providing anonymity to hide
activists’ IP addresses and encrypting the traffic to secure sensitive information. A
lasting battle between the regime censorship systems and the anonymity tech-
niques and tools was in full swing. However, the Internet bandwidth average in
Syria is limited to 0.6 kb. Furthermore, since June 2011, Internet connections were
slowed down regularly, especially on Fridays, the common day for activists to
gather and protest against the regime. Using anti-censorship tools under such
Internet connection is quite slow and disturbing. Furthermore, many licensed
Internet service providers in Syria has blocked most VPN protocols in interval
times. Table 1 shows some Internet tools status as reported by activists inside
Syria on April 2012.

The Onion Router (TOR) [3] is considered the most common anti-censorship
tool available in the market. However, users in Syria are complaining from delay
and Internet performance problems when using TOR. This is due to either Internet
bandwidth limitation or the fake bandwidth values announced by TOR relays.

In this paper, we propose an anti-censorship solution based on TOR. The relays
nodes between the clients and the destinations are chosen using social trust con-
cept. The number of encryption tunnels on the client side is decreased to minimum
to reduce bottlenecks caused by bandwidth limitation. The task of finding the
optimum path and running onion routing protocol is shifted from the client to a
relay outside the Syrian Internet zone. The rest of this paper is structured as
follows: Section 2 surveys the Internet censorship in Syria. Section 3 presents our
new solution. Section 4 evaluates our solution and finally, Sect. 5 concludes the
paper.

2 Internet Censorship in Syria

Internet censorship in Syria is managed and controlled by Syrian Telecommuni-
cations Establishment (STE) and Syrian Information Organization (SIO).
Reporters Without Borders confirmed STE and SIO as clients of ‘‘ThunderCache’’,
the famous filtering system [4]. Many Internet users in Syria prefer to use Cyber
Cafes to access websites they cannot access in their homes or offices. However,
cyber cafes owners reported to be forced to spy on their clients by the security
forces using special software provided by STE. They also have been forced to
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register clients’ names and identities to be revealed when requested. Furthermore,
the administrators of websites hosted inside Syria are forced to reveal articles
authors’ names and identities to security forces when requested. Anonymizer
websites were blocked as well especially after the 2011 Syrian uprising. VPN-
PPTP [5] and VPN-L2TP [6] have been blocked in Syria after China and Iran.
Only VPN-SSTP is still working and cannot be blocked unless the Internet pro-
vider decides to block HTTPS traffic. However, it remains unstable as reported by
activists inside Syria.

The most common Internet filtering techniques used in Syria are listed below:

1 Header-based filtering [7]: in this type of filtering, the filter checks the packet
header and drops all the packets with a destination matching one of the blocked
website IP addresses list. This technique is commonly used by Syrian licensed
Internet provider. On 2008, more than 200 websites (including YouTube,
Facebook, and Hotmail) has been blocked in Syria using this technique [8].

2 Content-based filtering: The filter searches for keywords inside the packet payload
such as political, religious or social keywords. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) [9] is
a filtering technique where the TCP/IP payload is deeply inspected to identify the
type of the incoming packets and then gives priority for some packets to increase
the internet performance. DPI inspects in detail the contents of the transferred data
and searches for matches with specific patterns and signatures to identify the type
of service being requested. Telecomix [10] reported the existence of blue coat [11]
DPI filtering devices inside Syria in 2011).

3 DNS tampering [12]: in this filtering, the censor provides the ISP’s DNS server
with a list of websites’ domain names to be blocked. When ISP’s DNS server
receives a DNS request for one of these names, he does not reply with the
corresponding IP address but instead he replies with a message such as ‘‘the
requested page does not exist’’ or ‘‘the requested page cannot be found’’.

4 HTTP proxy based filtering [13]: This filtering technique is used when the ISP
uses a proxy server as a broker between clients and the Internet. The ISP can
block the entire website or pages from the website by filtering the content of the
proxy server cache. We analysed the network traffic from a router hosted by the
Syrian Telecommunications Establishment, it has been detected the existence of
http proxy which refers to the http proxy filtering. This means that the router
forward the Internet traffic to a web proxy which in turn block or allow this
traffic according to a black list. It has been found also that the ports 5060 (SIP
[14]) and 1723 (PPTP-VPN) were closed. The port 22 (SSH) was open; how-
ever, users complain interval disconnection due to the deep packet inspection
applied on this port.
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3 Our Proposed Solution

3.1 Preliminaries

3.1.1 Proxy Encryption

The proxy encryption had been proposed by Blaze et al. [15]. In this encryption,
Alice may ask a third party to modify an encrypted message which has been
encrypted before by Alice’s key. The third party should be able to re-encrypt the
message without obtaining access to the original message (plaintext). All he needs
is the re-encryption key (proxy key) provided by Alice. The purpose of this
encryption is to enable another user Bob to decrypt this message using his own
key.

3.1.2 Thread Model

Our adversary is a censor installed in the local ISP or the international Internet
gateway. His goals are to prevent access to certain political websites and Internet
tools and to spy on Internet users’ traffic. To achieve these goals, he use the
filtering techniques mentioned in Sect. 2. The censor is also equipped with
advanced Internet filtering devices that can block or apply packet droppings on
specific security protocols. This adversary is able to execute passive attacks such
as traffic monitoring and analysis. He is also able to perform active attacks such as
traffic modification, deletion and generation. We do not consider the situations
where the censor disconnects the Internet connectivity altogether in times of
uprising. We also assume that the censor does not block HTTPs protocol. The
censor may slow down Internet connection regularly in certain days.

Fig. 1 Our proposed solution design
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3.2 System Design

Our system approach is close to TOR in terms of network design and routing
infrastructure. Fig. 1 shows the proposed solution design. Our main goal is to
decrease the bottlenecks and overhead on the client device. Therefore, we shift the
task of finding the optimum path from the client to the entry node to decrease the
overhead towards the client side.

To reduce bottlenecks, we decrease the number of encryption tunnels to be
established by the client from three to one tunnel. After establishing the circuit
between the entry and exit node, the client constructs a dynamic encrypted tag
called ‘‘DST’’ using the exit node public key: DST = PKE - ENC
ParamDest;PkExitð Þ. Where PkExit represents the exit node’s public key,ParamDest

represents information about the destination address. Then it generates a proxy key
pS!ex to enable the entry node to re-encrypt ‘‘DST’’ tag so that only the exit node
can decrypt it:

The client then creates a hash value to be used by the exit node for verification.
The client then connects to entry node via HTTPS. The entry node then re-encrypts
‘‘DEST’’ tag using proxy re-encryption as following: Re� Enc DSTð Þ ¼
DST� pS!ex

It then forwards the packets to the next hop in the circuit using onion routing.
The exit node removes the TLS encryption layers using the Onion Routing pro-
tocol, separates the data from the packets and decrypts the re-encrypted tag as
following: ParamDest ¼ Proxy� DecðDST; PrExitÞ. Where Proxy� Dec represents
the proxy decryption function, PrExit represents the exit node’s private key.

Afterwards, the exit node extracts the destination address and diverts the
connection to the destination server. Upon receiving the destination response, the
exit node forwards the response through the opposite circuit from the exit node to
the entry node using onion routing. The entry node then diverts the connection
toward the client via HTTPS.

Fig. 2 An example of the mutual trust. The red nodes represent initial nodes, which are chosen
by our servers. Each domain should contain at least one initial node
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Because of the bandwidth limitations and the extensive censorship applied on
Syrian devices, we choose the entry, exit and medium relays to be behind the
Syrian Internet international gateway. Each relay is measured by three different
parameters: Friendship, Bandwidth and Availability. Each relay is assigned with a
score value which is calculated as following:

Node� score½Ri� ¼ Fðfr; bnd; av;RiÞ ¼ fr � lfr þ bnd � lbnd þ av� lav

lfr: the allowed friendship latency.
lbnd: the bandwidth latency.
lav: the availability latency.
Ri: the relay index.
The client chooses an entry node and an exit node according to the node-scores

values of each node. The entry node then chooses the optimum path to the exit
node as following:

path� score½Xi� ¼
Xh

i¼1

node� score½i�
h

where h refers to the number of nodes in the path Xi.
The entry node then chooses the path with a maximum path-score value:

Optimum-path = max (path-score[Xi])

3.3 The Social Trust Establishment

The entry node chooses the optimum path to the exit node according to social trust
value. This value represents the trustworthiness of the node as evaluated by its
friends. Establishing trust between nodes is cumulative process where nodes help
each other to build trust using a voting system. The mutual trust begins from the
initial nodes and grows up to include new nodes. Figure 2 shows the mutual trust
framework where we divide the nodes in domains based on their geographical
location. Each domain should contain at least one initial node chosen and trusted
by our servers. The mutual relationship can be constructed between nodes and
domains.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we compare our solution with the existing TOR version. We
concentrate on reducing overhead and bottlenecks towards the client side.
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4.1 Computation Overhead

In original TOR, the computational overhead on the client device is generated by
running cryptography operations to establish the onion routing encryption tunnels
(at least 3 TLS tunnels are required). While in our solution, the tunneling cryp-
tography operations are established by the entry node. The client only establishes
HTTPS connection with the entry node. Establishing one HTTPS connection is
less overhead than establishing three TLS tunnels. Furthermore, in the original
TOR, the client should perform all the calculations required to find the optimum
path to the destination and the circuit relays (entry, exit and medium nodes). While
in our version, the optimum path calculation is shifted to the entry node. Therefore,
the client should only find the optimum entry and exit nodes.

4.2 Bottlenecks Reduction

In the original TOR, the client bandwidth is consumed by three TLS encryption
tunnels. In other words, the data generated by the client will be encrypted 3 times
before leaving the international Internet gateway. While in our version, the client
Internet bandwidth is only consumed by HTTPs connection. However, by selecting
high featured entry, medium and exit nodes according to our social trust concept,
the only problem that may cause a bottleneck in the network happens when the
entry node or exit node has a problem in reaching each other or reaching the
destination. However, it may happen that one link between the exit node and the
destination, or between the entry and exit node is broken or has a bottleneck during
the session. This may delay the response from the destination. To reduce this
bottleneck, we propose using a Status Update Message (SUM) by each node in the
circuit. This message includes the current connectivity quality between the current
node, the next hop and the previous hop. To avoid a false positive SUM that may
occur by modifying the content of SUM by a Man-in-Middle attacker, the reported
node should attach a hash value with this message so that the other interacting
nodes can verify the integrity of these messages.

Table 2 shows the comparison summary between the original TOR version and
the modified TOR version. The comparison focuses on the client side only.

Table 2 - Comparison between original TOR and our modified TOR in the perspective of client

Feature Original TOR Our solution

Number of encryption tunnels 3 1
Optimum path finding task Client device Entry node device
Finding entry and exit nodes Client device Client device
Bandwidth consumption on client device 3 TLS tunnels 1 HTTPS connection
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we addressed the internet censorship and discussed the challenges
faced by activists and journalists surfing the web in Syria. We proposed a new
solution based on TOR anonymity network to provide both lightweight and
anonymous web surfing. The network relays are chosen behind the international
Internet gateway with high bandwidth resources. The tasks of establishing onion
routing layers is shifted to our network relays to decrease the overhead towards the
client. The number of encrypted tunnels to be established by the client is reduced
to one. The future work of this research is to implement this solution with
cooperation with TOR network members.
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Part IV
Convergence Security



Comparison of Attacks and Security
Analyses for Different RFID Protocols

Jung Tae Kim

Abstract RFID is a widely adopted in the field of identification technology these
days. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) has wide applications in many areas
including manufacturing, healthcare, and transportation. Because limited resource
RFID tags are used, various risks could threaten their abilities to provide essential
services to users. Existing RFID protocols are able to resolve a number of security
and privacy issues, but still unable to overcome other security & privacy related
issues. In this paper, we analyzed the associated vulnerability and threat to the
confidentiality, availability of the information assets for privacy, and mitigate the
risks in RFID application. Considering this RFID security issues, we survey the
security threats and open problems related to issues by means of information
security and privacy. The security functions to be adopted in a system, strongly
depend on the application.

Keywords Security � Privacy � RFID protocol � Ultra-weight algorithm

1 Introduction

RFID is expected to be the basic technology for ubiquitous network or computing,
and to be associated with other technology such as telemetric, and wireless sen-
sors. Recently, the wide deployment of RFID systems in a variety of applications
has raised many concerns about the privacy and the security issues. RFIDs have
applied widespread use in many commercial product as well as national security
applications, ranging from e-passports, contactless credit cards to supply chain
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management. Since RFID tags are wireless and very tiny, attached to diverse
items, and often oblivious to the human user, privacy is a major concern in the
design and use of RFIDs. Indeed, these tags are commonly embedded in personal
devices. Another issue related to the design of RFID is the computational per-
formance required at the tag side. These days many systems applicable to ubiq-
uitous surroundings use wireless communications. Within such environments the
majority of devices have limited computing resources, small storage and low
power supply. It needs light-weight protocol to implement. As shown in Fig. 1,
basic RFID system consists of six main components [1].

A basic RFID infrastructure consists of 3 major components: (1) tags, (2) a
reader and its antenna, and (3) middleware application software. RFID tags are
transponders that contain a chip and an antenna. The antenna receives radio signals
from the readers while the chip is used to respond to the signals and to store
information. Current tags are small enough to be embedded into physical objects
for identification and tracking. Tags can be read only, write once/read many times
or read/write capable. Because of its limited resources, two main privacy problems
related to the RFID systems can be occurred: (a) leakage of information of the tags
should be avoided, otherwise it would allow clandestine inventory and, (b)
tracking the behavior of its user should be prevented.

2 Related Works

Privacy and security solutions can be divided into two groups: hardware solutions
and software solutions. Hardware solutions are related to some controls of process
variations in each integrated circuit, killing a tag or blocking a tag. As consumers
use some readers to scan their own tags, a technique to protect context of tag is kill

Fig. 1 Basic configuration of RFID system
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the tag. Indeed, a kill command can be used to destroy a tag. However, a killed tag
is truly dead and can never be reactivated. This is a key disadvantage for the
‘‘killing tag’’ technique. Different from the ‘‘killing tag’’ technique, the blocking
tag method involves no modification to the consumer tag. Based on the ‘‘tree
walking’’ method, a blocking-capable tag creates an RF environment to prevent
unauthorized scanning of consumer items in order to ‘‘spam’’ misbehaving readers,
i.e. there is no way to locate the protected tag’s ID. Generally, the bit used to
‘‘spam’’ misbehaving readers is one of 28-bit EPC management. Software solu-
tions are based on the exchange of messages to establish authentication between
two entities. Although s mutual authentication without any hash function is used,
most software solutions use general hash functions (like MD4 and SHA-1) to
support access control and authentication. A number of security researchers have
published papers on security solution. Most of the sources of security and privacy
issues arise from the violation of the air interface between a tag and its reader [2].
In general, memory cost depends on digital logic gate counts. Normally, logic
gates to be used for security are from 250 to 3000 in a tag. In conventional scheme,
a tag store one key and two binary matrices. A tag need not store the imple-
mentation of low-cost cryptographic primitives which can be constructed with
6–13 K gates. It results in the usage of less memory than previous scheme. The
conventional scheme requires a lightweight bitwise operation both in a tag and a
reader. It reduces the burden on database in process of searching a tag ID as well as
on a tag to operate. Communication cost can be counted number of protocol and
memory size in a tag.

3 Open Issues of RFID System

Threats and privacy concerns with a low-cost RFID system should satisfy the fol-
lowing security requirements such as privacy, integrity, authentication, anonymity/
untraceability, and even availability. Mobahat has analyzed authentication and
lightweight cryptography in low cost RFID [3]. He analyzed authentication
requirements not only to supply and use tags that have data authentication ability but
also consider the low cost compatible cryptography protocols such as lightweight
ones. The approach and comparison of protocol is based on information leakage,
spoofing attack, replay attack, indistinguishability, forward security, resynchroni-
zation, no traceability, mutual authentication, DOS attack and loss of message.
Security and privacy issues of RFID tags can effect both organizations and indi-
viduals. Unprotected tags may be vulnerable to eavesdropping, traffic analysis,
spoofing or denial of service and many more. As we know basic RFID tags are
unable to perform true cryptographic operations since it has a couple of thousand
gates, which is mainly for basic operations and very few of remaining is available
for security functions. Pateriya et al. has surveyed the evolution of RFID security
and privacy [4]. He has described the various proposed approaches to the privacy
problem. The main approaches are as follows.
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• Tag killing and sleeping approach, blocking, soft blocking, and relabeling
approach

• Re-encryption, minimalist cryptography and proxy approach

4 Hardware Based on Crypto Algorithm

Research and development in RFID has been focused on hardware and firmware
components such as active and passive RFID tags, readers, and embedded soft-
ware. The widespread deployment of RFID technology may generate new threats
to security and user privacy. One of the main drawbacks of RFID technology is the
weak authentication systems between a reader and a tag. In general, ‘‘weak’’
authentication systems that either leak the password directly over the network or
leak sufficient information while performing authentication allow intruders to
deduce or guess the password. A few papers explore primitive geared at the very
tightly constrained environments of RFID tag. Feldhofer, Dominikus, and Wol-
kerstorfer proposed a lightweight hardware implementation of a symmetric-key
cipher, namely, a 128-bit version of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES).
Their design requires just over 3,500 gate equivalents—considerably more than
appropriate for basic RFID tags, but suitable for higher cost RFID tags [5]. Juels
and Weis proposed a lightweight authentication protocol called that has security
reducible to a problem called Learning Parity with Noise. To implement tags
needs, it only generates random bits and compute binary dot products. The key
lengths required for good security are not known yet, however, and the security
model is limited [6]. Huang et al. has proposed Hardware Implementation of RFID
Mutual Authentication Protocol and the output waveforms from the FPGA were
displayed on the 16702A logic analysis system for real-time verification [7].
Kavitha et al. has implemented RFID with secure mutual authentication protocol
using FPGA (Field programmable gate array) and microcontroller [8].

We analyze the standardized cryptographic algorithms SHA-256, SHA-1, MD5,
AES-128, and ECC-192 in terms of different specification. The three parameters
mean are used to classify a metric of hardware implementations such as power
consumption, chip area, and the number of clock cycles. The results and a com-
parison of the different hardware implementations are depicted in Table 1. The chip
area results are based on synthesis and are given in gate equivalents (GE) [9].

Table 1 Syntheses and simulation results on 0.3 lm CMOS [9]

Algorithm Security (bit) I (lA) Chip area (GE) Clock (Cycles)

SHA-256 128 5.86 10,868 1,128
SHA-1 80 3.93 8,120 1,274
MD5 80 3.16 8,001 712
AES-128 128 3.0 3,400 10,332
ECC-192 96 18.85 23,600 502.000
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5 Threat of RFID Protocol

In order to give a better understanding of attacks, we firstly provide an overview of
some possible attack types and privacy risks relevant to RFID systems. The rep-
resentative attacks are included such as tag impersonation attack, tag tracking
attack, Denial of service (DoS) attack, replay attack and eavesdropping. Khoo has
analyzed RFID as an Enabler of the Internet of Things regarding to issues of
security and privacy. He demonstrated threat analysis matrix of the RFID system.
Table 1 is shown the summary of threats and risk mitigation [10]. Some well-
known attacks includes such as physical attacks, Denial of Service (DoS), coun-
terfeiting, spoofing, eavesdropping, traffic analysis, relay (man in the middle)
attacks and replay attacks [11] (Table 2).

6 Vulnerability of RFID Protocol

Security design of the protocol should not impede normal operations, and should
prevent a malicious adversary from getting any information. We consider the
following measures:

A. Secrecy/Authentication

The cryptographic methods used (for example the keyed Hash function H)
correspond to the state of the art in industry today, and reasonably guarantee the
secrecy of the message. Thus, we assure the recipient that the messages originate
from valid sources.

Table 2 Threat analyses matrix of RFID system [10]

Threats Affected RFID
component

Risk mitigation

Rogue reader Tag, air-interface,
reader

Reader authentication

Eavesdropping Tag, air-interface Encryption the data, shielding the tag or limit the tag-reader
distance

Reply attack Air-interface Using short range tags, shielding the tag or implementing the
distance bounding protocol

Replay attack Tag, air-interface Encryption the data, shielding the tag or limit the tag-reader
distance, tag authentication

Tag cloning Tag, air-interface Tag authentication
Tracking

object
Tag, air-interface Low range tags or shielding tags, authenticating the readers

or disabling the tags
Blocking Air-interface Detect early and localize, take appropriate action
Jamming Air-interface
Physical tag

damage
Tag Use protective material
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B. Indistinguishableness/Tracking/Passive Replay

Using a freshly generated random nonce with every message in the protocol, it
is impossible to track the tag. Assume that an adversary pretends to be a genuine
reader. He sends out a query, and receives a message back. Next time he sends a
query, along with a fresh nonce, he receives a different message, so he cannot track
the tag. Of course, with multiple tags in an area, tracking a specific tag without
keys is extremely difficult if not impossible.

C. Forward Security

This means that the current key of a tag has been found, and can be used to
extract previous messages (assuming that all its past conversations are recorded).
Let’s say the adversary somehow finds keys. The tag always communicates using a
hash function. The adversary cannot use the key to decode any of the tag’s
messages because the one-way hash function H is considered computationally un-
invertible. In other words, the adversary needs to have access to the hash digest
table for lookups. So, he cannot decipher/recreate any past messages sent with

Table 3 Comparison of security analyzes for different protocols [12]

LMAP M2AP EMAP SASAI JK Enhanced-JK

Mutual Auth. O O O O O O
Eavesdropping X X X O O O
Reply attack X X X X O O
Spoofing X X X X O O
DOS X X X X O O
Position detection X X X X ^ O
Forward attack X X X X ^ O

O means satisfactory, X means partial satisfactory and ^ means unsatisfactory

Table 4 Comparison of storage and operation analyses for different protocols [12]

LMAP M2AP EMAP SASAI JK Enhanced-JK

Total message 4L 5L 5L 4L 3L 3L
Tag memory 6L 6L 6L 7L 2L 2L
DB memory 6L 6L 6L 4L 3L 3L
DB (read operation) XOR 14 13 21 5 10 6

^ 1 4 4 – 2 –
+ 9 8 1 6 4 6
Rotate – – – 4 2 4
PRNG 2 2 2 1 2 1

Tag operation XOR 14 13 20 5 10 6
^ – 2 3 – 2 –
+ 7 8 – 6 3 6
Rotate – – – 4 2 4
PRNG – – – 1 – 1

L means storage factor and – means unnecessary storage
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previously used keys. There are a number of solutions proposed so far to solve the
security problems and threats associated with the use of RFID systems [12]. To
realize lightweight authentication protocol for low cost RFID, Chien et al.
described in detail based on ECC-based lightweight authentication protocol with
untraceability [13]. Most of protocols have fundamental flaws that can be readily
taken advantage by a resourceful adversary. Kapoor et al. identify and discuss
these vulnerabilities and point out the characteristics of protocol that exposes it to
these vulnerabilities [14–16] (Tables 3, 4).

7 Conclusions

We analyzed security issues to estimate performance, threats and performance of
security related to issues by means of information security and privacy. Neither a
symmetric nor an asymmetric cryptographic deployment is necessarily with light
weighted algorithm. The security functions to be adopted in a system, strongly
depend on the application. In future work, we will develop test bed for RFID
system to estimate performance and related problems.
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Honeypot Using Dynamic Allocation
Technique with IP Scan

Hwan-Seok Yang

Abstract Network technology is developing rapidly and attack technique using this
is diverse and the damage is growing. Therefore, collection of attack information
and its active coping in order to handle to diverse attack become necessary urgently.
Honeypot to collect attack information of attacker must provide many of the same
actual resources, but it is not easy. In this paper, multiple virtual machines which
utilize resources efficiently using low cost are generated by means of dynamic
allocation technology and dynamic honeypot system using this is proposed.
Distributed IDS by protocols is used to detect accurate intrusion of collected
information. Performance of the proposed system was confirmed by the
experiments.

Keywords Honeypot � Virtual machine � Intrusion detection system

1 Introduction

Attacks of hackers are diminishing and the damage has been growing according to
development of information technology. In order to prevent this, various security
system such as intrusion detection system (IDS), firewall, and log server are being
developed and active security system recently is being developed [1–3]. New types
of attacks on this basis is detected and blocked after honeypot among these
become goal of attacker and attack information such as attack method and level are
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collected. Attack information about new types of attacks is very important factor
that influence to performance of security system because most of security system
prepare to attacks about well-known weakness [4]. Many system same as reality
must exist to prevent attackers recognize honeypot, and many honeypot have to be
constructed to obtain enough attack information from attacker. But a lot of cost is
used to do this and it is not easy realistically. It’s problem how it must be placed to
detect and identify specific movements.

In this paper, virtual machine is generated to dynamically allocation to maximize
utilization of resources at low cost. Dynamic honeypot system using generated virtual
machine is proposed. Distributed intrusion detection system by protocols is used to
detect intrusion on the basis of collected information by consisted honeypot like this.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows characteristic of honeypot
and Sect. 3 describes dynamic honeypot using proposed dynamic allocation.
Performance of proposed system is analyzed in Sects. 4, 5 concludes the paper.

2 Honeypot System

Honeypot which exist to be attacked has characteristic which can perform tracing
active defense after attacker is remained long [5]. It can be form like a computer
system, file or record. Requirement that this honeypot has to equip is as follows.
First, it has to expose easily to attacker and look weak. Every component of system
is equipped and every packet which passes through system is observed. Honeypot
is classified into three stages like as follows according to degree of interaction
which perform with attacker [6].

• Low interaction : permit only access of specific port and service is not provided.
• Medium interaction : provide virtual service which performs like real service.
• High interaction : provide actual OS and every service

Figure 1 shows structure of honeypot. IDS, log server and honeypot are
necessary when honeypot is composed like figure. It is excellent in network
protection but occurrence of invalid data become many in case of that honeypot
locates in front of firewall. Effectiveness becomes high and risk of internal network
is increased in case of that honeypot locates behind firewall.

Honeynet is structure that uses network which is composed with many honeypots
not single system to honeypot. It is very effective when action of network level
which is hard to record a single honeypot alone is monitoring. Especially, it is useful
to detect diffusion path or communication between zombies used DDoS or spam [7].

In the Fig. 2, each honeypot writes all commands which attacker performs and is
sent to syslog server. Much information can be collected by doing so. Honeywall
must perform data control function. In other words, honeypot is infected and while it
prevents other server from attack using this, attacker is not aware of this and it is able
to resist bandwidth limit [8]. That is why it stays for a long time to analyze attacker.
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3 Dynamic Allocation Honeypot

In this section, more many resources is provided with low cost by composes
dynamic honeypot using unassigned internal IP and we describe virtual machine
management and honeypot operation scheme using agent.

Fig. 1 Structure of honeypot

Fig. 2 Structure of honeynet
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3.1 System Architecture

In this paper, we propose dynamic honeypot system which is composed of many
virtual machines in order to provide more many resources to attacker with low cost
by using given resource dynamically. Proposed system in this paper is composed
of honeypot control center (HCC), virtual machine honeypot farm, log server and
distributed-intrusion detection system (D-IDS) to control virtual machine and
manage domain. Figure 3 shows system structure.

3.2 Dynamic Allocation and Information Collect

IP address is necessary to compose virtual machine dynamically composed
honeypot farm. Using address, address of sleep state and unassigned address is
separated after IP of every server, client, and network device in domain do scan
and stored in database. IP address scan like this is performed at regular intervals
and virtual machine is generated based on this address and multiple honey farms
are generated. Attacker is attempted more many intrusions by creating a lot of
honeypot like this and much information is collected and information associated
with the intrusion is obtained by interlocking D-IDS with this information.
Intrusion detection system implements sub-IDS in order of 4 protocols as TCP,
UDP, ICMP, and ARP to provide stable intrusion detection because it has a big

Fig. 3 Proposed system using dynamic allocation
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impact depending on the amount of traffic to be processed. Rule to use in order to
intrusion detection in each sub-IDS is done update from rule set DB. This system
handles actively quickly about new attack by doing so. Analyzed result in
distributed intrusion detection system is transmitted to HCC and performs related
operation with intrusion response. Honeypot server consists of generated virtual
machine dynamically by instruction of the HCC. This honeypot can be generated
as IP address which is not used in the domain and intruding attack through this is
processed by interworking HCC and D-IDS, and every result are stored in log
server to the database form.

3.3 Honeypot Control Center

Purpose using virtualization technology to compose honeypot is because high
resource utilization, low management cost, improved security, and scalability are
better. HCC is composed to control of provided dynamically virtual machines and
manage domain to provide more system to attacker. HCC manages domain about
honeypot farm composition, management, and intrusion after virtual machine is
created. It composes virtual machine dynamically as needed through cyclical scan IP
address to compose honeypot farm. The result is stored in IP List DB. Change of IP
list is aware happening event and created virtual machine is managed. This process
is performed by dynamic management. The type of detected attacks by D-IDS is
analyzed and respond about this is managed. Figure 4 shows function of HCC.

Fig. 4 The facility of HCC
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4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation methodology

We was assumed small and medium sized LAN using C class single domain to
analyze performance of proposed system in this paper. IP address of physical
server which consists of virtual machine honeypot farm is 203.X.Y.Z and 5 virtual
machines are generated and honeypot farm is consisted by allocating unassigned
IP address in server and network equipment. Table 1 shows used environment
variables to proposed experiment of the system.

4.2 Simulation Result

We experimented to evaluate performance of the proposed system in environment
generated dynamic multiple honeypot composed of virtual machine (case #1) and
environment composed to general server and network equipment (case #2).
Attacker scans site of experience domain using IP scan in external network and
judges to server which penetration is possible, and measures whether access to
honeypot. Table 2 shows IP address scan result and telnet connection attack
attempt result. Proposed system as shown in the result allows access easily to
attacker. Much information is collected because it is easily exposed to the attacker.

True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR) about attack by protocol
are measured to evaluate performance of D-IDS of proposed system (Fig. 5).

Table 1 Simulation parameters

Host Server Honeypot

Host 203.X.Y.220
203.X.Y.221

10.X.Y.50
10.X.Y.51
10.X.Y.52
10.X.Y.53
10.X.Y.54

OS Windows 7 CentOS 5.5
Port number 23, 80 23, 80

Table 2 Simulation result

parameter Case #1 Case #2

Server 2 2
Honeypot 0 5
IP scan result 2 7
Telnet 0 5
Attack attempts 0 5
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We confirmed that D-IDS of proposed system is shown stable attack detection
rate which is unaffected of traffic. We can correspond appropriately by detecting
after attack information is collected using dynamic honeypot easily exposed to the
attacker.

5 Conclusion

We proposed scheme which is generated multiple virtual machine to dynamic
allocation and is composed of honeypot using generated virtual machine in order
to provide many resources using low cost. IP address is scanned periodically and
IP address information which doesn’t use in domain is collected to generate virtual
machine dynamically. D-IDS which performs intrusion detection by protocols is
used to improve attack detection rate of attacker in generated honeypot. Proposed
system in this paper is exposed easily to attacker and has high detection rate for
attack. It is effective to collect and analyze information about internet, and various
approach.
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Abstract There is growing need for digital content distribution system in the
IPTV market so that the content providers can make digital content available to
users in a controlled manner. Digital right management technologies allow being
able to restrict access to a content giving an access policy so content is available
only to fair user. However, such a previous system has some problem in terms of
management of user’s access information and computational cost for server. One
of solutions to overcome the abovementioned problem is attribute-based encryp-
tion scheme providing access control to the encryption system. In this paper, we
propose attribute based encryption scheme which is useful in contents distribution
for IPTV, DVD and access control in encrypted file systems. Our attribute based
encryption scheme allows for AND, OR, threshold and wildcard operations over
attribute. Furthermore, our scheme achieves 0(1) pairings for decryption, regard-
less of any number of attributes.
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1 Introduction

In a broadcast system, serious breaches occur such that a malicious user copies
content he has purchased and then redistributes unauthorized. Moreover, he is able
to access any content without paying a charge by manipulating a billing system.
Therefore, it becomes really important issues that the content providers can make
digital content available to users in a controlled manner. Digital Right Manage-
ment (DRM) is one of a solution for the problem with the free use and transfer of
content. DRM technologies allow being able to restrict access to a content giving
an access policy so content is available only to fair user. For example, according to
the OMA-DRM standards [5], a hybrid encryption paradigm, where a ciphertext of
content is generated using symmetric key (CEK included in RO) under the sym-
metric algorithm and this key (RO issued by RI) is encrypted by a user’s public
key, is used to efficiency of content distribution. However, In such that case,
because of a separation of the roles of between the content provider and the RI,
payload of managing the each DB can in no way be negligible in order to meet
security such as the integrity of the access information and confidentiality of the
content. In addition, whenever any user buys any new content, the RI constructs a
new ciphertext of the RO using the user’s public key although the ciphertext of the
content is calculated and stored previously. This causes a tremendous computa-
tional cost for server. An Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) provides access
control to the encryption system as one of solutions to overcome the abovemen-
tioned problem. The concept of ABE is that allows sharing of a ciphertext and only
users who have particular private key can decrypt to the ciphertext, which is
different from the traditional encryption scheme in one-to-many encryption. A
user’s private keys and ciphertext are associated with set of descriptive attributes
or an access structure,basically, made by boolean formulas such as AND, OR and
threshold operations. Therefore, a broadcast system using the ABE is more effi-
cient and simpler than the previous one since there is no independent entity, such
as the RI, from content provider. The ABE furthermore does not require the
certificate of a public key anymore since the ABE is an expansion of the ID-Based
Encryption (IBE) [2] which has same property of certificateless. The ABE has
several applications such as audit log inspection in the forensic analysis.

Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) was first introduced as a fuzzy identity based
encryption by Sahai and Waters [7]. In the paper [4], the authors defined two forms
of ABE: Key-Policy Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) and Ciphertext Policy
Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE). Goyal et al. [3] subsequently increased the
expressibility of KP-ABE system by allowing the private key to cover any
monotonic access structures over attributes. Ostrovsky et al. [6] provided an
improved KP-ABE system which is allowed to express non-monotonic access
structures, additionally using NOT gate associated with negative attributes.
Recently, fully secure constructions were provided by Okamoto et al. [8]. How-
ever, their scheme does not support wildcards in its access policy. Zhou and Huang
[9] presented a CP-ABE system which is allowed to support wildcard.
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Unfortunately, their CP-ABE system is not realistic since the computational cost
for decryption increases with the number of attributes.

The contribution of this paper is to construct a new ABE scheme which allows
AND, OR, threshold and wildcard operation over attribute. Furthermore, our
scheme achieves 0(1), only 3 pairings, for decryption regardless of any number of
attributes. To fix the number of pairing computation to only 3, we useparallel
private keys, very simple and novel method. Using wildcards makes an access
structure related to a user more flexible in expressing. Furthermore, this also
allows reducing to the private key size and expanding the universe of attributes.
Our paper is organized as follow. We give the necessary background and our
definitions of security in Sect. 2. Our proposed ABE scheme and its security are
presented in Sect. 3. We then discuss the performance analysis in Sect. 4. Our
paper is concluded in Sect. 5.

2 Background

2.1 Decision BDH Assumption

The decision Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (BDH) assumption is defined as follows. Let
a,b,c,z 2 Zp be chosen at random and g be a generator of G. The decisional BDH
assumption is that no probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm B can distinguish
the tuple ðg,ga; gb; gc; e(g,g)abcÞ from the tuple ðg,ga; gb; gc; e(g,g)zÞ with more than
a negligible advantage. Note that e: G�G! GT is a bilinear map. The advantage
of B is

AdvB ¼ Pr B g,ga; gb; gc; e(g,g)abc
� �

¼ 0
� �

� Pr B g,ga; gb; gc; e(g,g)z
� �

¼ 0
� ��

�
�
�

Definition 1 We say that the decision t, 2; qASð Þ—BDH assumption holds in G if
no polynomial time algorithm that runs in time t has an advantage greater than 2 in
solving the decision BDH problem.

2.2 Access Structure

Let P¼ P1; . . .; P‘ð Þ be a pattern of length ‘, where each pi would be an attribute
which consists of non-empty string in 0; 1f g�, or be a wildcard denoted by �, or be
an empty string /. we let W Pð Þ be the index set related to all attributes, and let
W Pð Þ be the index set related to all wildcards. Next, we define a set S Pð Þ asso-
ciated with the pattern P = P1; . . .; P‘ð Þ as S Pð Þ :¼ A [ B : A ¼f W Pð Þ andB 2
2w Pð Þg basically, the sets in the S Pð Þ will contain the indices in W Pð Þ. In our
context, we need to consider two kinds of patterns, called a Key Pattern (KP) and a
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Ciphertext Pattern (CP). We require that the CP associated with the ciphertext
matches the KP related to its private key.

We handle an Access Structure ASð Þ that can be represented by a boolean
formula involving AND, OR and threshold gates over key patterns. We note that
all threshold gates are easily represented by using AND, OR gates. We denote the
set derived from an access structure AS by S ASð Þ, an access structure (as an
element) in the set S ASð Þ by eas. That is, eas 2 S ASð Þ; eas ¼ \J easð ÞiKPj where

J easð Þ is a set containing indices related to KP in eas, and J ASð Þ ¼ UJ easð Þ. We
denote the set 1CP; . . .; mCPf g of ciphertext patterns by S hereafter. We define
the matching condition above more formally.

Definition 2 Let P¼ P1;...;P‘
� �

and eP ¼ fP1 ; . . .;fPk

� �
be two patterns. We say that

P matches eP if (1) Pi¼fPk for all indices i 2 W Pð Þ \W eP
� �

, and (2) there exists at

least one element in S Pð Þ \ S eP
� �

, i.e.S Pð Þ \ S eP
� �
6¼ /:

Definition 3 Let As be an access structure and let S be a set of ciphertext patterns.
We say that As matches S if there is at least one access structure eas in the set
S(AS) such that all key patterns in the eas match some corresponding ciphertext
patterns in S, respectively.

2.3 Attribute-Based Encryption with Wildcards

We describe formal definition Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) with Wildcards.
A ABE scheme consists of four algorithms.

Setup 1k; ‘; u
� �

takes as input a security parameter 1k, a maximum length ‘ of
patterns, and a maximum number u of patterns corresponding eas or ciphertext. The
algorithm outputs public parameters PP and master key MK.

KeyGen(PP,MK,AS) takes as input PP, MK, and a access structure AS. The
algorithm outputs a private key dAS for the access structure AS.

Encrypt(PP,M,S) takes as input PP, a message M, and a set S of ciphertext
patterns. The algorithm outputs a ciphertext CT.

Decrypt(dAS,S,CT,PP) takes as input dAS, S, CT, and PP. The algorithm

outputs a message M if AS matches bS.

2.4 Security-Model of ABE

We define security models that will be applied to ABE scheme in selective-set
model.

• Init. The adversary outputs an attribute set S* to be challenged.
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• Setup. The challenger takes as input a security parameter 1k, and then runs this
algorithm. It gives the adversary the resulting system parameters PP. It keeps the
MK to itself.

• Phase 1. The adversary performs a polynomially bounded number of queries.
These queries may be asked adaptively:

– Extract. The adversary submits an access structure AS does not match S
*.

The challenger responds by running this algorithm to generate the private key
dAS and sends it to the adversary.

• Challenge. The adversary chooses two plain texts m0 and m1, on which the
adversary wishes to be challenged. The adversary should not have queried for
the private key corresponding to AS in phase 1. The challenger chooses ran-
domly a bit b, and encrypts mb under S*, and sends it to the adversary.

• Phase 2. It is the same as phase 1.
• Guess. The adversary outputs a guess b0 and wins the game if b0 = b:

As usual, the advantage of the adversary in this game is defined as
Pr b0 = b½ � � 1=2:

Definition 4 The ABE scheme is t;2; qASð Þ—selectively secure if all polynomial
time adversaries who runs in time t, make at most qAS private key queries, have at
most a negligible advantage e selective-sRet game.

3 Proposed ABE Scheme

We present a ABE scheme which is secure in a selective-set security model.

3.1 Construction

Let G and GT be two cyclic group of prime order p and let e: G�G! GT be the
admissible bilinear map. We assume that for a pattern P¼ P1; . . .; P‘ð Þ each
attribute Pi belong to Z�p or {*} or /f g If necessary, number 0 can be used to
represent the empty string /. As in [1], we can extend our construction to handle
arbitrary attributes in {0,1}* by first hashing each Pi using a collision resistant hash
function H:{0,1}* ? Zp Ours construction follows:

• Setup(1k,‘,u): The setup algorithm picks a random generator g [G and random gi,
hi,1, hi,2, …, hi,‘i [Gwhere the maximum of ‘i is ‘. It sets Hi,k = (gi, hi,1, hi,2, …, hi,‘i)
for i = 1, …, u. Next, the algorithm chooses random z1, z2 [ Zp and random u1, u2 [
G. It sets, y1¼gz1 , y2¼gz2 2 G and w ¼ e u1; gz1ð Þ � e u2; gz2ð Þ 2 GT. The public
key PP (with the description of (G, GT, p, e) and the master key MK are given by

PP ¼ ðg; y1; y2;Hi;k;wÞ 2 G
2nþ3 �GT; MK ¼ z1; z2; u1; u2ð Þ 2 Z2

p�G2
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• KeyGen(PP,MK,AS): To generate a private key for an access structure AS, the
key generation algorithm first finds the set S(AS) where each element eas 2
S ASð Þ is represented as an AND-bound access structure. For instance, let
eas ¼ 1KP AND 2KPð Þ. Then, the algorithm picks random rj, tj [ Zp for an index
j [ J (AS) and sets rjz2 + tjz2 = R [ Zp. For other indexes i 6¼ jð Þ 2 J ASð Þ, it
selects random rj,tj [ Zp under equation rjz2 + tjz2 = R. The algorithm computes

dAS ¼
u1

Y

i2J ASð Þ
gi

Y

k2w ikPð Þ
hPi;k

i;k

0

@

1

A

ri

; u2

Y

i2J ASð Þ
gi

Y

k2w ikPð Þ
hPi;k

i;k

0

@

1

A

ti

;

gR; hri

i;k

n o

i2J ASð Þ;k2w ikPð Þ
; hti

i;k

n o

i2J ASð Þ;k2w ikPð Þ

0

B
B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
C
A

• Encrypt(PP,M,S): Assume that S ¼ iCPf gi2J Sð Þ is a set of attributes associated

with a message M. The encryption algorithm chooses a random s 2 ZP and
constructs a ciphertext as follows:

CT ¼ ys
1; y

s
2; gi

Y

k2W iCPð Þ hPi;k

i;k

� �sn o

i2J Sð Þ;
hs

i;k

n o

i2J Sð Þ;k2w iCPð Þ;
wsM

	 


• Decrypt(dAS,S,CT): Let T = A, B, Ci;k

� �
i2J Sð Þ;k2w icpð Þ; D

� �
. The decryption

algorithm works as follows:
Check if AS matches S. If not, output \.Otherwise, select a matching access
structure eas 2 S ASð Þ. For instance, let eas ¼ 1KP AND 2KPð Þ and 1CP,2CP 2 S.

Let dAS¼ d1; d2; d3; pi;k

� �
; xi;k

� �� �
such that ed1 = d1 �

Q
j2U1

pPi;k

j;K , ed2 = d2�
Q

U2
xPi;k

j;K .where Um¼w mCPð Þ=w mKPð Þ and output D � e ed1 ;A
� �

� e ed2 ;B
� �

=

e d3;
Q

i2J sð Þ Ci

� �
:

3.2 Security Proof

Theorem 1 The ABE scheme above is (t,e,qAS)—selectively secure assuming the
decision t0;20ð Þ—BDH assumption holds in G, where t0¼t and 20¼2 � qAS=p.

Proof Assume that there exists an adversary A with non-negligible advantage e in
the selective security game. Also, assume that positive integer n is given to A. We
want to construct an algorithm B which uses A to solve the decision BDH
problem in G Given a random decision BDH challenge g, ga; gb; gb; T

� �
, B

outputs 1 if T = e g, gð Þabc and 0 otherwise. B interacts with A as follows.

Init A outputs a set S* of attributes that it wishes to be challenged on.
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Setup B first finds the sets W(mCP*) and W mCP�ð Þ for mCP* [ S* To generate
public parameters PP, B selects random z1; z2; q1; q2; s1; . . .; suf g;ð
ci;1; . . .; ci;ki

n o
Þ 2 Zp for i = 1, …, u. Recall that k is maximum length of each ki.

It sets y1 = gz1 ; y2 ¼ gz2 ;w ¼ e ga; gb
� �z1 þ z2 �e g,gð Þq1z1 þ q2z2 and gi = gsi

Q
i;k2w mCP�ð Þ gb

� ��ci;kPi;k ; hi;k¼ gb
� �ci;k

� �
i;k2w mCP�ð Þ; hi;k = gci;k

� �
i;k 62w mCP�ð Þ for

i = 1; . . .; u. In the unlikely event that z1 + z2 = 0, B tries again with new random
exponents. B sets Note that u1 = gabgq1 and gabgq2 which are unknown to B. A is
given the public parameters, PP = g, y1; y2; H1;k; . . .;Hu;k;W

� �
where Hi;k¼

gi; hi;1; . . .; hi;ki

� �
. Since all the selected exponents above are random, the PP has

an identical distribution to that in the actual construction.
Phase 1 A issues up to qAS private key queries for access structures. Let ASi be

an ith access structure chosen by A. From the rule of security model, we know
that there is no access structure eas 2 S ASið Þ such that all key patterns in the eas
match some corresponding ciphertext patterns in S* respectively. This means that
in an access structure eas 2 S ASið Þ, there is at least one key patten that does not
match any ciphertext pattern in S*. The main point is that from the key pattern, B
can construct a bunch of private key elements associated with the eas

Let D ¼
P

i;k2w mCP�ð Þ �ci;kPi;k þ
P

i;k2w mKPð Þ ci;kPi;k. If j,k [ J (S*), D has not

term ci;kPi;k which is not equal to zero. Otherwise, D has a term ci;kPi;k where Pi;k

is randomly chosen by B and hidden from A’s view. Thus, in both cases, D would
be zero with negligible probability 1=p. If D ¼ 0, B aborts the simulation and
outputs a random bit b0 2 0; 1f g. Otherwise, B picks random exponents rj,tj [ Zp.
Let rjz1 + tjz2 = R [ Zp. Next, for i(= j) [ J (KP)B selects random rj,tj [ Zp under
equation rjz1 + tjz2 = R. Define er1 ¼ ri � a=D, et1 ¼ ti � a=D for all i [ J (KP). Then,
B has that er1z1 þ et1z2 ¼ R� a(z1 + z2Þ=D for all i [ J (KP). Now, B can generate
KS(AS) as

dAS ¼

gq1

Y

i;k2w mKPð Þ gsiri gað Þ
�s1
D

gbð ÞDri g
ci;kPi;kri

; � gað Þ

P
i;k2 w mKPð Þ�w mCP�ð Þf g �ci;kPi;k

D

gq2

Y

i;k2w mKPð Þ

gsiri gað Þ
�s1
D

gbð ÞDti g
ci;kPi;k ti

� gað Þ

P
i;k2 w mKPð Þ�w mCP�ð Þf g �ci;kPi;k

D

gR gað Þ
�z1þz2

D ; gci;kci gað Þ�ci;k=D
n o

i;k2w KPð Þ

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

The validity of KS(AS)can be verified as in security proof of [2].
Challenge A outputs two messages m0,m1 [ GT. B picks a random bit b [

{0,1}and gives A a challenge ciphertext

CT� ¼
gcð Þz1 ; gcð Þz2 ; gcð Þsif gi2 �W mCP�ð Þ; gcð Þci;kf gi2W mCP�ð Þ;

Tz1þz2 � e gc; gð Þ
q1z1þq2z2 �mb

 !
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Note that z1 + z2 = 0. If T = e(g,g)abc, then CT* is a valid challenge ciphertext
under the randomness s = c. Otherwise, Tz1þz2 � e gc; gð Þq1z1þq2z2 becomes a random
element in GT and thus independent of the bit b from A’s view.

Phase 2 A continues to ask queries not issued in Phase 1. B responds as before.
Guess A outputs a guess b0 2 0; 1f g in response to the challenge ciphertext. If

b0 = b, B outputs 1, indicating that T = e(g,g)abc. Otherwise, B outputs 0, indi-
cating that T is random in GT.

Let about be the event that D ¼ 0 in query phase. Note that Pr[abort] = qAS/p. If
T = e(g,g)abc, A is given the valid ciphertext. Then, B’s advantage in the decision
BDH game is taken from e unless the event abort does not occur. Thus, B’s
advantage is e� qAS=p. On the other hand, if T is random in GT, then A’s
advantage is 1/2. Thus, B’s advantage is exactly e� qAS=p.

4 Performance Comparison

In Table 1, we give a performance comparison of previous ABE schemes and their
properties. Table 1 presents that our ABE scheme requires only 0(1) pairings for
decryption, regardless of |S|. We must note that our scheme requires the number of
wildcards exponentiation computation in decryption. Recall that our scheme in
Sect. 2.2 permits AND/OR operations for representing an access structure, but
these are enough to express any threshold operation by using DNF formulas.

d is the pre-determined value of representing the number of minimal set
overlap. t is the number of attributes in an access structure. |S| is the size of
attribute set. ‘ is the number of attributes appeared in an access structure. n is the
maximal bound for |S|. u is maximum size for repetition of attribute label per key.
m is the number of patterns. q is the size of vector.

Table 1 Comparison of measured roughness data, machining center

CT
size

Private
key
size

Number of
pairings

Possible operations Security Assumption

SW05 [7] O Sj jð Þ O dð Þ O dð Þ Threshold Selective DBDH
GPSW06

[3]
O Sj jð Þ O ‘ð Þ O Sj jð Þ AND/OR/threshold Selective DBDH

OSW07
[6]

O Sj jð Þ O nð Þ O tð Þ AND/OR/
threshold/Not

Selective DBDH

LSW10
[4]

O Sj jð Þ O tð Þ O tð Þ AND/OR/
threshold/Not

Selective q-MEBDH

OT10 [8] O Sj j � uð Þ O tð Þ O t � uð Þ AND/OR/
threshold/Not

Full DLIN

ZH10 [9] O 1ð Þ O tð Þ O Sj jð Þ AND/Not/wildcard Selective q-DBDHE
Ours O mð Þ O mð Þ O 1ð Þ AND/OR/

threshold/
Wildcard

Selective DBDH
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed attribute-based encryption scheme which is secure
assuming the DBDH assumption holds in selective model. Our ABE construction
was able to handle any access structures that can be represented by a formula
consisting of wildcard, AND, OR and threshold gates. A natural question is to
build a new ABE scheme that additionally provides NOT gate to represent neg-
ative constraint, with improved decryption cost. Another problem is to improve
our ABE scheme to support a revocation mechanism. When considering the
growing popularity of commercial broadcast systems such as IPTV, it is desirable
to obtain the revocation scheme which works in the attribute-based setting.
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Sensibility Extraction for Bicycle Design
Using RFID Tag-Attached Crayons

Ho-Ill Jung, Seung-Jin Lee, Jeong-Hoon Kang, Min-Hyun Kim,
Jong-Wan Kim, Bo-Hyun Lee, Eun-Young Cho
and Kyung-Yong Chung

Abstract Providing sensibility design using information convergence technology
is an important factor in product service strategies. It is possible to ensure future
competitiveness in bicycle industries by developing and specializing highly
sensibility bicycle design. The necessity arises of creating a sensibility engineering
approach to develop products that appeal to a wide variety of customers by
stimulating their senses and creating emotional satisfaction. In this paper, we
proposed a bicycle design recommendation using RFID tag-attached crayons. The
proposed method obtains visual appeal using these RFID tag-attached crayons.
Associative color patterns are analyzed using data mining, which extracts
conceptual information from the collected data that is not easily exposed. The
association can be determined as crayon colors are presented in a specific trans-
action, and different crayon colors are presented in the same transaction.
The association rule represents a strong relationship between color sets. Designing
frames, saddles, pedals, wheel sets, tires, cranks, and other parts of a bicycle based
on visual sensibility represents a final shape by advancing through an application
to a virtual model. By providing bicycle design adapted to one’s own design, it
reduces cost and time and makes it possible to apply it to the desired styles.
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Keywords Sensibility engineering � Bicycle design � Recommendation � RFID
tags

1 Introduction

Sensibility, diversity, and differentiation have been presented according to
developments in IT convergence technologies and different life styles. This leads
to highlighting visual and external appeal and motivating support in sensibility
engineering design. A trend of consumption of aesthetically appealing bicycles
brings a change in usability due to considering the aesthetic aspects in the effi-
ciency, comfort, individuality, and economy of products rather than as a function
of transportation. Consumers of bicycles are getting younger, so there is a new
wave of considering personality in consumption. Considering personality in
bicycle purchasing leads to a new trend in markets accompanying personal and
particular figures [1, 2]. Design is an important factor considered in purchasing a
bicycle. In the Fixie bikes of IGUANA Bike Ltd. (www.iguanabike.jp) that are
popular among youngsters recently, it is possible to directly present frame colors
and decals in order to demonstrate their own personalities. Types of bicycles are
varied not only according to functional factors, but also according to owner taste,
and environmental and cultural factors. Also, it is necessary to investigate
important factors contributing to determine bicycle shapes and to consider these
factors in a design process for designing purpose-devoted bicycles [3, 4].

The core elements in providing bicycle design support services using sensibility
are how the sensibility is expressed and how the images expressed are specifically
presented to a device. Also, the specific type of interfacing device should also be
considered. As sensibility is difficult to understand and quantitatively measure, it is
not easy to recognize such abstract expression and design, because it usually
depends on limited adjective words. However, it is an essential process that
analyzes the sensibility and recognizes its pattern and design. Thus, a relationship
between humans and computers that connects design elements and patterns to
preference in order to develop a system is required. In addition, a user interface
that performs such sensibility as a specific shape through connective middleware is
needed. For developing a sensibility bicycle design, a relationship that connects
user preferences and patterns to design elements is needed. Collaborative filtering
connects real and virtual spaces for presenting sensibility in virtual realities as a
type of information, and provides an intellectual service centered on users based
on this information [1, 5]. It is expected that the next generation of convergence
technology will leads to huge changes in all economic and industrial fields. Also, it
will play a role in producing demand in industrial markets as a global leader.
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2 Related Research of Bicycle Design

Importance of design in bicycle products has rapidly increased. Performance and
reliability more than a specific level in bicycle products have been considered as
basic conditions in entering markets, and design, usability, and subjective satis-
faction have been recognized as successful factors in these products. A bicycle
maker, Samchuly Ltd., introduces its Metro Bike that is produced by an order-
made method in which users can select their own colors and designs. Users can
select their own color for parts and bicycles can be assembled according to these
selections in the factory. Colors can be selected for 11 parts like the frame, saddle,
pedal, wheel set, tire, crank, and so on. Colors like red, pink, white, and dark blue
are provided to these parts. It is possible to select the design and colors for such an
order-made bicycle in the homepage of Samchuly at the Metro Bike section.
Figure 1 shows the web site used to design a Metro Bike.

Shimano Inc. in Japan is a company that produces outdoor products and bicycle
parts. They integrate all their products from low price to high end, and that makes
it possible for them to establish a huge infrastructure in bicycle parts in world
markets.

3 Extraction of Visual Sensibility using RFID
Tag-Attached Crayons

3.1 RFID Tag-Attached Crayons

For collecting visual sensibility, SkyeModue 13.56 MHz RFID sensors [6] were
used to RFID tag-attached crayons (18 colors). This consists of the SkyeModue
M9CF, host interface board, PCB HF/Flex antenna, 9 V power adaptor, RS-232

Fig. 1 Designing a metro bike bicycle (www.metrobike.co.kr)
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cable, and RFID tag. Figure 2 shows the RFID tag-attached crayons (18 colors) for
obtaining visual sensibility and RFID leader using a UHF band antenna. A cover
was used to attach RFID tags to crayons, which can easily be purchased at any
stationery store. Wireless communication using RFID tags makes it possible to
minimize unnecessary wires and to avoid the awareness of attaching it in general
use. RFID tags attached to crayons (18 colors) have identification numbers and
colors that can be read and identified through an RFID reader. An extra UHF band
antenna is used to maintain stable receiving conditions. As RFID in the UHF band
has its own specific information, it consists of a microchip and an antenna that
transmits the information. It uses a backscattering method that radiates radio
waves from a reader to RFID tags, and RFID tags retransmit the specific infor-
mation to the reader. This method is able to perform mid-distance, long-distance
and high-speed signal transmissions.

Regarding the initialization of the RFID tag-attached crayons for an RFID reader
using a UHF band antenna, a command for initializing crayons is to be executed and
to wait while tags are recognized in the reader [7]. As a tag is recognized in the
reader, the recognized tag is searched for in the tag list registered in a server. After
searching for the ID of the recognized tag, it is considered that the same crayon
color is used. Otherwise, the ID of the recognized tag is stored in the tag list and is
configured as the present crayon color. Thus, it is possible to solve the problem of
accumulating errors because it measures the present crayon color.

3.2 Process of Associative Crayon Colors Pattern

As an RFID tag is detected in a reader while crayons are used, the recognized color is
determined as the present color and its use time is recorded. The data collected for
determining crayon color and use time is transmitted to a server. Then, a preferred
color list is extracted using the collected data in the server and used to find visual
sensibility. The preferred color list can be recognized by the use time of a crayon

Fig. 2 RFID tag-attached crayons (18 colors), RFID leader using a UHF band antenna
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with an RFID tag. A long use time represents a preferred color and a short use time is
counted as a non-preferred color. The threshold value in a time window, which is
determined by the use time, was configured in 10 min increments. That is, while
there are no requests to a server for 10 min, it is assumed that the time window is
terminated. Table 1 shows the crayon color transaction stored in a server.

A transaction number represents an RFID tag that recognizes a crayon color
and the extracted crayon color is used to configure candidate and high-frequency
item sets. Crayon color transactions (18 colors) are presented as R1, R2, …, Ri

(1 B i B 18) and include color information on these 18 colors. The color
information consists of R1 (Red), R2 (Orange), R3 (Yellow Orange), R4 (Pink), R5

(Yellow), R6 (Gray), R7 (Pale Orange), R8 (Sky Blue), R9 (Cobalt Blue), R10

(Blue Green), R11 (Green), R12 (Yellow Green), R13 (Black), R14 (Brown), R15

(Purple), R16 (Yellow Ochre), R17 (Prussian Blue), R18 (White). A session
transaction with an item that uses the crayon color information is configured to
extract associative patterns. As several users use it simultaneously, session IDs are
to be allocated for each user. That is, users create sessions whenever they use
crayons and then delete the sessions. The session transaction is needed to track
such information. Also, the time window is used to determine session transactions.
It is possible to find association patterns based on crayon colors used according to
the sequence of recognizing RFID tags in the time window.

The associative colors patterns determine the relationship between crayon
colors presented in a transaction. It is also used to consider the relationship
between before and after presenting crayon colors in a crayon color transaction. It
finds a maximum sequence in all sequences that satisfies the minimum support in
the given transactions, in which the sequences are a list of transactions arranged by
transaction times. High-frequency and candidate sets exhibit crayon colors pre-
sented in crayon color transactions. In this case, the mining is applied to asso-
ciative crayon colors, which consist of n crayon colors, through n searches [8, 9].
In each processing step, low-frequency associative crayon colors are neglected in
the mining. In the results of the mining, crayon colors are presented as a set of
associative color patterns. For mining the crayon colors extracted in the crayon
color transactions noted in Table 1, the process that infers association patterns
using the Apriori algorithm is as follows.

Table 1 Crayon color
transactions

TID Set

T1 R2, R6, R10, R11, R13, R18

T2 R1, R2, R4, R5, R10

T3 R3, R7, R8, R12, R14

T4 R1, R2, R4, R5, R17

T5 R3, R7, R8, R12, R15

T6 R1, R3, R7, R9

T7 R2, R6, R11, R13, R16

T8 R1, R3, R7, R9, R10
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The Apriori algorithm configures a candidate set (CC1) in the first step and can
search databases to verify Support and Confidence. Also, it can configure a high-
frequency set (LC1) [9]. The generated high-frequency set is a high-frequency
sequence and the high-frequency sequence itself is a desired associative pattern.
Here, while the crayon colors included in the associative patterns satisfy the
minimum support and it represents the crayon colors used during a specific ses-
sion. In the same way, the second and third steps in the Apriori algorithm configure
CC2 and LC2, and CC3 and LC3 respectively [10]. The associative crayon colors
set of LC3 is extracted as {R1, R2, R4, R5}, {R1, R3, R7, R9}, {R2, R6, R11, R13},
and {R3, R7, R8, R12}. Therefore, associative color patterns using the mining are
{Red, Orange, Pink, Yellow}, {Red, Yellow Orange, Pale Orange, Cobalt Blue},
{Orange, Gray, Green, Black}, and {Yellow Orange, Pale Orange, Green, Yellow
Green}. The extracted associative color patterns are applied to frames in bicycle
design for recommendation.

4 Experimentation Evaluation

Data of visual sensibility was collected from July to August 2012 for two months
from high school students who are in Kangwon Science High School and uni-
versity students. The collected visual sensibility data was stored in a file server
located at the IS Lab., Sangji university. Figure 3 shows the execution display of
measuring visual sensibility using RFID tag-attached crayons and bicycle pictures
drawn by experiment subjects.

For increasing attendance before measuring sensibility, the objective and pro-
cess of the experiment was presented for 10 min. Experimental subjects drew
bicycle pictures on a B4 size piece of paper using RFID tag-attached crayons.
Also, they drew bicycle pictures using their preferred crayon colors for measuring
visual sensibility in order to verify a correlation in preferred colors according to
changes in the activity of an autonomic nervous system, which consists of

Fig. 3 Measuring visual sensibility using RFID tag-attached crayons
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sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves. As the pose of experimental subjects
affects the results of measuring visual sensibility, comfortable poses were intro-
duced. Regarding the experimental environment of measuring visual sensibility,
noise was cut off and temperature was maintained between 20–25 �C.

5 Conclusions

Recent design has been focused on new research fields including sensibility
design, sports, and IT convergence technologies in context recognition in addition
to design itself. In this paper, we proposed a type of bicycle design recommen-
dation using RFID tag-attached crayons. For collecting visual sensibility, we
developed 18 colors of RFID tag-attached crayons. Wireless communication using
RFID tags minimizes unnecessary wires and avoids the awareness of attaching it in
general uses. Regarding the find of associative color patterns from crayon color
transactions using the Apriori algorithm, the associative color patterns determine
the relationship between crayon colors presented in a transaction. By providing
bicycle design corresponding with visual sensibility, it represents the advantages
of reducing time and cost and of supporting easy bicycle design. In addition, it can
be effectively used to recommend the design of bicycle frames, saddles, pedals,
wheel sets, tires, and cranks based on sensibility in order to present one’s own
tastes, attitudes, and propensities to design. The proposed method can be used as
various design knowledge information in a creative IT convergence age. Also, it
informs huge changes not only in customers but also in business transactions.
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Efficient Handover Schemes for Railroad
Communications in 4G Mobile Networks

Ronny Yongho Kim and Baik Kim

Abstract Because of its convenience and environmental benefits, public transpor-
tation like railroad transportation is getting more attention. Railroad communication
has its unique characteristics because of its unique network configuration. This paper
proposes novel handover schemes for railroad communications. Railroad commu-
nication network configuration is explained in order to utilize favorable character-
istics of railroad communications. In this paper, railroad handover zone is newly
proposed for efficient handover and group handover is also proposed in order to
reduce handover control overhead. With little modification, the proposed schemes
can be applied to machine-to-machine vehicular communications where devices in a
moving vehicle communicate with a server in the network.

Keywords Handover � Group handover � Railroad communications � WiMAX �
IEEE 802.16 m

1 Introduction

Global warming is becoming more and more serious problem. In order to reduce
carbon dioxide emission, public transportation is highly recommended as a green
transportation. Because of its convenience and environmental benefits, railroad
transportation is getting more attention. Railroad communication has its unique
characteristics because of its unique network configuration. If such unique
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characteristics are properly utilized for the railroad communications, very efficient
communication schemes can be designed. Emerging broadband wireless air
interface specification such as IEEE 802.16m [1, 2], which provides enhanced link
layer amendment to the legacy IEEE 802.16 system [3, 4], is designed to meet and
in many cases exceed IMT-Advanced requirements [5]. In this paper, novel group
handover schemes for railroad communications in IEEE 802.16m based next-
generation WiMAX [6] are presented. With little modification, the proposed
schemes can be applied to machine-to-machine communications where devices in
a moving vehicle communicate with a server in the network.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, railroad
communication network configuration is described in order to utilize favorable
characteristics of railroad communications. In Sect. 3, novel railroad handover
zone concept and railroad handover procedures are proposed. In Sect. 4, novel
group handover schemes: group single-carrier handover, group multi-carrier
handover are proposed for railroad communications. Finally, Sect. 4 provides
concluding remarks.

2 Railroad Communication Network Configuration

Railroad communication network has its unique network configuration since train
moves along with fixed railroad. Typical railroad communication network config-
uration is shown in Fig. 1. A train which consists of multiple train cars moves along a
train track. Since railroad communication network is a linear network and train’s
movement is pre-scheduled, communication of train passengers or crews can be
easily managed. Railroad communication can be categorized into two classes:
railroad control communication, railroad user communication. Railroad control
communication is mainly for the purpose of train operation including voice com-
munication between trains and command center and between crews in a train.
Railroad user communication is to provide railroad passengers with communication

On Board
Terminal

WiFi APWiFi AP

Cellular
Base Station

Cellular
Base Station

Wired Line

Cellular
Terminal

WiFi
Terminal

Fig. 1 Railroad communication network configuration
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services. As shown in Fig. 1, railroad users are able to communicate either directly
with base station or indirectly via train communication devices such as WiFi AP and
on board terminal. The common way for train passengers to access data is using
WiFi installed in railroad cars.

3 Proposed Handover Scheme for High Speed Train

Very fast handover scheme is required in order to use 4G mobile communication
technology for a high speed train. In 4G mobile communication, such fast hand-
over requirement for railroad communications is not fully considered. As intro-
duced in Sect. 2, since railroad communication network has its unique network
configuration due to scheduled movement of train along fixed railroad, a simple
and efficient handover solution can be derived. As shown in Fig. 2, along fixed
railroad, multiple BSs can be grouped to form a ‘‘railroad HO zone’’. In a railroad
HO zone, depending on the location of the BS, two kinds of BS are configured:
Zone Ingress BS and Zone Egress BS. Upon an MS’s handover to a Zone Egress

ASN

Railroad HO 

Zone 1

ASN

Railroad HO 

Zone 2

Neighbor 
Adv. 

Zone Ingress 
BS

Zone Egress
BS

Zone Egress 
BS

Zone Ingress 
BS

ASN

Railroad HO Zone

Railroad HO Zone Based ID Management

Resource 
Reservation for 
Incoming Train

Resource 
Release for 

Outgoing Train

Simple HO 
Procedure

(a) Inter Railroad HO Zone Handover Operation

(b) Intra Railroad HO Zone Handover Operation

Fig. 2 A proposed railroad zone based handover system architecture. a Inter railroad HO zone
handover operation. b Intra railroad HO zone handover operation
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BS, the Zone Egress BS is in charge of notifying the next zone’s Zone Ingress BS
of the MS’s handover. The next zone’s Ingress BS can be prepared for the MS’s
handover by reserving resources. Within a railroad HO zone, since BSs is able to
use same resources related to the MS, handover procedure can be simplified
substantially. Proposed railroad zone based handover procedures for inter railroad
HO zone handover and intra railroad HO zone handover are shown in Fig. 3. In
case of inter railroad HO zone handover, BSs’ information of the next railroad
handover zone is delivered to the MS by the current handover zone’s Egress BS.
Using the received information, the MS is able to find BSs in the next handover
zone and is able to perform very simple handover procedure by just performing
ranging. Inter railroad HO zone handover is even simpler since all the BSs in the
zone share the MS’s information. By simply performing ranging procedure which
setup new data path through the current BS, the MS is able to handover to the new
BS within the zone.

4 Proposed Group Handover Schemes

In this section, novel group handover schemes for single carrier and multi-carrier
are proposed. Since MSs in a train move together along a train track, MSs can
form a handover group and handover of MSs can be handled as a group which can
save handover control overhead substantially. Figure 4 shows the concept of the
proposed group handover. Since signal quality is not very good at cell edge and
handover is typically performed due to movement across cells, resources required
to transmit handover related control messages are larger than normal control
message transmission. Therefore, the amount of resources saved through the
proposed group handover scheme is more substantial.

4.1 Group Single Carrier Handover

Figure 5a shows a proposed group single-carrier handover scheme. In order to
perform a handover procedure, as explained in the previous section, an MS needs
to store neighbor BSs’ information advertised through the neighbor advertisement
control message. Upon meeting the handover trigger conditions, i.e. low received
signal strength (RSSI) or low signal to noise ratio (SNR), MSs starts canning
neighbor BSs using the stored information of neighbor BSs. With the proposed
group handover scheme, MSs in a handover group are not required to listen to
neighbor BS information and care about handover trigger conditions.

On board terminal as a handover group header performs a group handover
procedures. Precondition of the proposed group handover schemes is that MSs in a
train are grouped as proposed in [7]. During the group formation procedure, a
group identifier (ID) is assigned to the group. After neighbor BSs scanning, the on
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board terminal selects the candidate target BSs to handover and transmits ‘‘Group
HO REQUEST’’ message including its group ID and BS IDs of the candidate
target BSs to the serving BS. Upon receiving ‘‘Group HO REQUEST’’ message,
the serving BS can retrieve MSs’ information in the group. Based on the retrieved
information, the serving BS is able to calculate required resources for MSs in the
group. The serving BS negotiates handover conditions including required
resources with the candidate target BSs. After finding the best appropriate target
BS among the candidate target BSs, the serving BS transmits ‘‘Group HO
RESPONSE’’ message to the on board terminal. After receiving ‘‘Group HO
Indication’’ message from the on board terminal, the serving BS releases MSs in
the group. If the resource holding timer in the received ‘‘Group HO Indication’’ is
set with non zero value, the serving BS will release the MSs in the group either
after timer expiry or upon receiving handover success notification from the target
BS. On board terminal completes the group handover procedure with the target BS
with the group handover ranging procedure.

4.2 Group Multi-Carrier Handover

Figure 5b shows a proposed group multi-carrier handover scheme. If multi-carrier
capability is supported by the network and the on board terminal, group handover
can be performed in amore efficient way than the single-carrier group handover.

Group Handover 
Control Signal 
Transmission

Old Basestaion New Basestation

Group Handover(b)

Old Basestaion New Basestation
Handover 
Control Signal 
Transmission

Conventional Individual Handover(a)

Fig. 4 A single-carrier group handover scheme. a Conventional individual handover. b Group
handover
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Similar to the single-carrier group handover scheme, the key in the multi-carrier
group handover is Group ID in order to take care of all member MSs in the same
group. Since the serving BS knows which MSs are in the same group with the on
board terminal during the group formation procedure, the serving BS only need to
communicate with the on board terminal for handover. Since the on board terminal
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supports multi-carrier operation, the MSs communication via the on board terminal
is not affected at all regardless of MSs’ multi-carrier capability. Other procedures are
similar to the single-carrier group handover scheme.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, novel handover schemes for railroad communications in 4G mobile
networks are proposed. The proposed handover schemes are railroad handover
zone based handover scheme and group handover scheme. By utilizing the pro-
posed schemes, MSs on the train are able to perform very simple and expedited
handover procedure and handover control overhead can be reduced substantially.
With little modification, the proposed schemes can be applied to machine-to-
machine vehicular communications where devices in a moving vehicle commu-
nicate with a server in the network.
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Cyber Threat Prediction Model Using
Security Monitoring System Event

Neo Park and Won Hyung Park

Abstract There was a large scale of DDoS(Distributed Denial of Service) attacks
mostly targeted at Korean government web sites and cooperations on March 4,
2010 (3.4 DDoS attack) after 7.7 DDoS on July 7, 2009 in South Korea. To detect
and respond to them, malwares must first be detected by security monitoring
system. In particular, availability of a method to detect and predict such malwares
in advance will lead to preventing security incidents. This study will propose a
method of prediction based on security monitoring event in Security Monitoring
system and a functional configuration to realize the method and will assess the
prediction model based on security monitoring events proposed through a test
consisting of the stages of learning, prediction and evaluation.

Keywords Cyber threat � Security monitoring event � Denial of service

1 Introduction

The cyber threat prediction technologies discussed and studied so far are mostly of
predicting changes of numerical values after the unit time of time-series data used
in a near future or for input by using numerical data collected on network or under
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individual system with a statistics-based prediction model. However, the numer-
ical results can only be used as reference data and it is in fact almost impossible in
reality to decide which handling measures must be taken against which types of
threats in details. The prediction technologies based on security monitoring event
are intended at predicting detailed information relating to detailed event occur-
rence and intrusion in advance by overcoming the problems of statistical predic-
tion model. Due to technological difficulties and limitations, only a theoretical
model has been suggested with validity evaluation through a test. Since there are
yet to be cases of using the technologies in detail, this study focuses on validating
and evaluating effectiveness of the prediction model based on security monitoring
event.

2 Related Work

NIST (National Institute of Science and Technology) released the ‘‘Attack Graph’’
to assist in predicting the risk of hackers to destroy computer system security and
in identifying the most vulnerable resources [1]. NIST anticipates that the attack
graph will enable IT administrators to identify vulnerabilities to be handled in
order to protect precious data by analyzing and designating possibilities of all
routes to be used by hackers in intruding computer system. Network attack graph
provides information to security analyzers so that to understand how vulnerabil-
ities of single network service can be the cause of overall vulnerabilities and how
intruders can penetrate into system by stages. A variety of approaches have been
used to create attack graph so far.

An earlier approach was proposed by Sheyner [2]. It was a model checking
approach. In an attack graph, nodes indicate network state and the corners indicate
that the state of an attacker’s action is changing. When specific information about
an attack is given. model checking technology is used to check whether it is an
attack model of a system that satisfies the given characteristics. Philips and Swiler
[3] developed a search engine customized to attack graph creation. In general, this
approach is subject to problems in terms of scalability when state increase occurs.
Ammann [4] proposed an algorithm based on graph search in order to create an
attack graph. The attack graph was used in topological vulnerability analysis tools.
This study assumed that an attacker’s privilege always increased while analysis
was conducted. It also explains that if an attacker obtains privilege of a polynomial
number, the proposed algorithm can complete an attack graph creation within the
time of a polynomial expression.

Xinming Ou [5] limited approaches to create a logical attack graph of which the
logical dependence between attack target and configuring information can be
directly explained. The logical attack graph holds a polynomial size in relation to
the analyzed network. Another approach to creating an attack graph is to create an
attack graph based on vulnerability attack using attack scenario configuration
techniques. Ning [6] and Cuppens [7] tested preceding conditions and results of
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attacks. An attack scenario is configured by adjusting results of previous attacks
considering preceding conditions of the next attack. Qin and Lee [8] proposed a
warning correlation approach based on statistics in order to configure an attack
scenario that recognizes a new warning relationship and is not depending on the
previously acquired knowledge of an attack change pattern.

In this paper adopted an approach to create an attack graph based on data
mining technology for prediction of cyber threats. The concept of using data
mining at security monitoring was proposed in [9]. Thurimella [10] showed that
the correlation among combinations of warnings within an security monitoring log,
a result of attackers and the acts of attack, could be verified using the data mining
approach.

3 Prediction Based on Security Monitoring Event

The existing time series prediction model was a frequency prediction of cyber
threat items and, therefore, difficulties existed in using the prediction results.
The prediction model based on security monitoring event analytically expressed
the prediction results in order to improve on the weakness of time series pre-
diction model. As a ground for analytical expression of results according to the
principle of five Ws and one H, security monitoring events were used. In
addition, using information extracted from security monitoring events, the
source area/target area of attack can be expressed as well as visual/geographic
expression of threat.

The prediction model based on security monitoring even includes the functions
to collect and pre-treat security monitoring events, extract threads and sessions,
create attack scenarios through correlation analysis, predict intrusions and express
analytical results.

The function to collect and pre-treat security monitoring events is to collect
security monitoring events and the related data, convert the collected data into a
uniformed format, identify repetitive security monitoring events and contract data
by integrating the events into a single event. The function to extract attack threads
and sessions is to extract events to attempt single-directional and bi-directional
intrusions between source area and target area. The function to create attack
scenarios through correlation analysis is to identify context of security monitoring
events using sequential association rules and therefore to create sequential rules
and extract the time of event occurrence from the sequential rules. The function to
predict intrusions is to predict intrusions by searching events on the sequential
rules when security monitoring event occur and by considering the context of
events. The function to express analytical results is to express prediction results in
GUI environment according to the principle of five Ws and one H.

Figure 1 shows the structure and operation flow of the proposed prediction
system based on security monitoring event.
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4 Predicting Time of Security Monitoring Event

As statistical distribution characteristics of the differences in the time of occur-
rence between events, 90 % or more is 0 s in case of thread unit sequential rules
and a distribution by max. 1 day or more is displayed. In case of session unit
sequential rules, a distribution by min. 0 s and max. 2 or 3 days is displayed. As
shown in (Fig. 2), a standard deviation of time differences between events is large
and therefore, it is difficult to predict the time of event occurrence using average
values.

Fig. 1 Structure and operation flow of prediction system based on security monitoring event

Fig. 2 Statistical distribution of differences in the time of occurrence between events
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As for prediction of intrusion attempt event time, there is a method to predict an
event occurrence within Tmax time based on the max. Time (Tmax).

•
Tprediction� Tmax

Another method is to predict an event occurrence with average time (Tavg) and
to suggest the min. value (Tmin), max. value (Tmax) and standard deviation
(Tstdev) at the same time.

•
Tprediction ¼ Tavg Tmin; Tmax; Tstdevð Þ

Security monitoring events occurring in government and public organizations
are collected into the source DB of enterprizes every 5 min. Therefore, only the
events of intrusion attempt of which time difference between the security moni-
toring events is 5 min or longer can be predicted even if the time of prediction is
ignored.

4.1 Predicting of Security Monitoring

Intrusion predictor searches events on an attack scenario when an security mon-
itoring event takes place and then predicts events to occur afterwards. When a
single security monitoring event occurs, one or more events can take place
afterwards. To select events among a number of possible events to present as the
results of prediction. The selection criteria are necessary.

Sequential rules extracted by using sequential association rule present predic-
tion results according to the following criteria.

• Select an event of high confidence

–
confidence Enð Þ[ confidence Ekð Þ : SelectEn

–
confidence Enð Þ\confidence Ekð Þ : SelectEk

• Select an event of high support

–
supportðEnÞ[ supportðEkÞ : Select En

–
supportðEnÞ\supportðEkÞ : Select Ek

• Select an event of high priority: Priority is decided according to frequency of
repetitive detection of sequential rules.
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– priority A! Enð Þ[ priority A! Ekð Þ : SelectEn

–
priority A! Enð Þ\priority A! Ekð Þ : SelectEk

If it is impossible to select a single event under the conditions above, both
En(security monitoring event n) and Ek(security monitoring event k) are presented
as prediction results. However, it must be implemented so that application status of
the conditions above, critical values of comparison and application priorities can
be changed by user.

Allocation of priorities according to frequency of repetitive detection of
sequential rules is carried out as of the following.

Pinit: Initial priority ([0)
LP: Learning period
Pdec: Amount of priority decrease in case sequential rule is not detected
Pinc: Amount of priority increase in case sequential rule is repetitively
detected.
P A! Enð Þ: Priority of equential rules through which En event occurs after
A event

Initial sequential rule creation:P A! Enð Þ ¼ Pinit

The same sequential rule not detected at learning:
P A! Enð Þ ¼ P A! Enð Þ � Pdec

The same sequential rule detected at learning:
P A! Enð Þ ¼ P A! Enð Þ þ Pinc

If P A! Enð Þ ¼ 0: Deleting the sequential rule concerned P A! Enð Þ
ł Priority increases when the same sequential rule is detected. Priority
decreases when the same sequential rule is not detected.

5 Conclusions

The prediction model based on security monitoring event analytically expressed
the results of prediction in order to improve on the weakness of a time-series
prediction model. In addition, this prediction model shows a possibility of threat
prediction by analyzing correlation of security monitoring events.
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As a result of a test on an independent prediction model based on security
monitoring event, not only the problems of time required in prediction and veri-
fication of security monitoring events and of prediction effectiveness due to a
narrow gap in the occurrence of security monitoring events, but also the funda-
mentally intrinsic problems of cyber threat prediction, such as problems con-
cerning security monitoring data and security monitoring rules, stability and
accuracy of security monitoring system and also requirements of the automated
prediction and handling systems in terms of monitoring have been raised. The
problems are difficult to solve under the current national environments unlike the
problems raised under ideal environments proposed by the related studies. It is
considered that prediction based on security monitoring event is possible only in
environments where technical problems for prediction do not exist, usable data are
available and the operating system is completely equipped.
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A Study for Car Insurance Service Using
Vehicle Real Time Information

Yong-Yoon Shin and Byung-Yun Lee

Abstract Recently the convergence of IT Services is using much information.
Fusion of vehicle information technology and IT services are developing very fast.
In this paper is about car insurance service used vehicle information and user
information. In this paper, the car insurance service is convergence that vehicle
information and user information. We propose accident service, eco-driving ser-
vice, breakdown service based on the information collected from the vehicle.

Keywords Car insurance � OBD � Vehicle information

1 Introduction

Most users are used tort system for resolving accident fault and penalty. Some
nations, including USA, use a no-fault system where the driver’s insurance
guarantees liability coverage, but the policy holder forfeits the right to seek legal
recourse of the claim is settled unsatisfactorily. No fault insurance systems provide
protection regardless of fault, while a tort system allows you to carry the case to a
court of law if you do net receive the necessary compensation in an accident.

The insurance on your vehicle is closely tied to the information of the vehicle.
If you are convicted for driving without proof of insurance, your vehicle tags and
registration could be suspended, along with your driver’s license.
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Collision coverage pays to repair your vehicle if it is damaged in an accident
and you are found to be at fault. Ordinarily, property liability insurance will repair
the other person’s car but you have to pay for your own repairs out of pocket.
Collision coverage also pays for repairs due to objects hitting your vehicle, and for
damage caused by an unknown fault party such as in a hit-and-run accident.

To round out your policy for maximum protection, you can purchase insurance
add-ons, to supplement your car insurance policy. Financed vehicles may be
required to carry GAP coverage to protect the dealership against the car being
totaled or stolen, as one example, and roadside assistance to repair a flat tire is
another. Auto insurance riders can also cover such conveniences as towing or
reimbursement of the cost of a rental car.

2 Driving-Information Based Car Insurance Service

Insurance companies do not have much to go on when it comes to judging a
client’s ability to drive. Their only source of information is your driving record.
The amount you pay for car insurance will directly correlate with your driving
history including both accidents and traffic violations.

The most vehicle information may be collected via the On-board diagnostics
(OBD). We developed E-OBD device include OBD module, wireless internet
module, GPS module, G-sensor module. Via E-OBD vehicle information, location
information, G-sensor information can be gathered.

2.1 Accident Roadside Assistance

Car insurance companies collect information on your vehicle to determine how
much you need to pay for insurance. Many times the information is pulled from the
vehicle.

Vehicle information is collected through the E-OBD. If your car in the event of
an accident, E-OBD transfer accident information (previous 15 s–after 15 s) to
insurance company. Then smart insurance center analyze information related to
accidents judgment (Fig. 1).

The Accidents judgment Factor is:
The insurance center received accident event from E-OBD. Then insurance

center judgment accident probability calculations based factor (Table 1).
The insurance center is determined accident that vehicle speed, Engine RPM,

Engine percent torque data very quickly turns to zero, or bigger than gravity sensor
5 G.

If the Break On/Off data is ‘Off’ and Airbag data is ‘Active’, insurance center
determined ‘Big accident’. And insurance center E-Call to rescue team. The rescue
team receives vehicle location and user information from insurance center (Fig. 2).
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2.2 Eco-Driving Service

Eco-Driving is the modern and smart way to save fuel and reach your destination
swiftly and safely. Consuming energy/fuel costs money and causes CO2 emissions
and air pollutants with negative environmental impacts. Especially driving with
high engine revolutions (high RPM) raises the fuel consumption significantly. Also
avoidable sequences of acceleration and braking will lower fuel efficiency.

Following the guideline, Eco-Driving enables a highly fuel-efficient, smart and
relaxed driving style without any loss of time (Table 2).

The current Eco-Driving service is based on a hypothetical carbon emission.
So, the actual carbon emissions and there is a difference. But E-OBD based
insurance system to calculate the actual vehicle’s carbon emissions. Calculate the
carbon dioxide emissions and informs users by utilizing the information of the
actual vehicle.

Fig. 1 Accident roadside assistance service overview

Table 1 Accident judgment main factor list (From E-OBD to insurance center)

Mode PID Description

00 00 User information: car model, insurance number, user name, etc.…
01 0C Engine RPM
01 0D Vehicle speed
01 11 Throttle position
01 64 Engine percent torque data
10 00 GPS
11 01 DX
11 02 DY
11 03 DZ
12 01 Break on/off
12 02 Seatbelt on/off
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2.3 Breakdown Roadside Assistance Service

Breakdown is a service that provides assistance to motorists whose vehicles have
suffered a mechanical failure that is significant enough to leave them stranded at
their present location. In Europe, it is popularly available via each country’s
national automobile membership association, but may also be made available as
part of the service of a vehicle insurance company, or other companies whose

Table 2 Eco-driving main factor list (from e-obd to insurance center)

Mode PID Description

00 00 User information: car model, insurance number, user name, etc.…
01 06–09 Long term and short term fuel % trim
01 51 Fuel type
01 0A Fuel pressure
01 0C Engine RPM
01 0D Vehicle speed
10 01 Distance

Fig. 2 Accident roadside
assistance service monitoring
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primary business is to offer such assistance. Many vehicle manufacturers offer
roadside assistance for their customers, sometimes for free for some period after
the purchase of a new vehicle.

But this is a not automation.
We suggest cluster using technique to predict the breakdown of the vehicle.

Then ‘‘Breakdown Roadside Assistance Service’’ can be automated (Fig. 3).
Apply a clustering technique based on the history of cars such as the type of

users who have subscribed to the insurance vehicle faults that often occur. Applied
based on the results of the user of the vehicle breakdown insurance should be
prepared in advance.

3 Conclusions

A number of cars that can be obtained through the combination of information can
make a wide variety of services. User needs to be created immediately to provide
adequate services can create new services. Many car manufacturers in the car a lot
of information that is collected is shown thinking of how to use. Currently, Ford
collects and aggregates data from the 4 million vehicles that use in-car sensing and
remote app management software to create a virtuous cycle of information [1].
Automotive telematics over coming years, an increasing number of automobiles

Fig. 3 Prediction vehicle breakdown sample
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will be equipped with GPS and telematics (i.e., the ability to send and receive data)
that can enable a range of personal safety and monitoring services [2]. Systems
such as this—which are analogous to remote health monitoring in the health care
system—can alert drivers to when they need repairs or software upgrades, or can
locate vehicles during emergencies (e.g., when air bags have been deployed or a
vehicle has been reported as stolen). Utilizing such a big-data vehicle-IT services
market has enormous potential in the future.

Acknowledgments The project related to this paper is performed by the Ministry of Knowledge
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An MMU Virtualization for Embedded
Systems

Sung-Hoon Son

Abstract Recently various virtualization techniques have been applied to embedded
systems. Among various hardware resources, memory is one of the most important
components to virtualize an embedded system. In this paper, we modify an existing
virtual machine monitor (VMM) in order to support MMU functionality. The proposed
VMM can support many guest operating systems, which are based on flat memory
model, at the same time. The measurement study shows that the proposed scheme does
not degrade performance of VMM significantly, while restrict memory access of each
guest OS in order to protect the rest of the system effectively.

Keywords Virtualization � Virtual machine monitor � MMU

1 Introduction

System virtualization is recently gaining significant interest in the embedded
domain [1]. In [3], a virtual machine monitor for embedded system, called
VMSquare, is proposed. Although it virtualizes CPU, distributes interrupts among
virtual machines, it fails to provide efficient memory protection since it does not
virtualize memory.

Virtual machine monitors for embedded system ask for memory virtualization
for the following reasons. First of all, since most of real-time operating systems for
embedded system support virtual memory, it is required for virtual machine monitor
to support virtual memory. Second, virtual machine monitor provide each guest
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operating system with strict memory protection. Due to various architectural
characteristics in accordance with its purpose and environment, memory manage-
ment of embedded system does not have a typical form. Especially, [5] suggests four
memory models for real-time operating systems in embedded system. A virtual
machine monitor should be able for accommodate such a diverse memory models.

In this paper, we propose a virtual memory management scheme for embedded
system virtualization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, the design of the proposed virtual memory scheme is described. In the
following section, we present the results of detailed performance study of the
virtual machine. In Sect. 4, we summarize our conclusions.

2 Design of Virtual Memory

Figure 1 depicts a new memory layout of VMsquare compared to the old one
which is based on the flat memory model. As shown in Fig. 1a, VMsquare and
virtual machines occupy predetermined memory areas. On the other hand,
VMsquare manages each virtual machine’s memory usage using MMU in Fig. 1b.
For this reason, VMsquare build a page table and every virtual memory access is
translated into physical memory. The whole virtual address space is composed of
three different areas; fixed address region, dynamic address region, and error
region, respectively.

In fixed address region, there is one-to-one correspondence between virtual
memory address and physical memory address. Usually peripheral devices, flash
memory, page table, kernel reside in this region. In dynamic address region, virtual

Fig. 1 VMsquare memory architecture. a VMsquare (flat memory system). b VMsquare (virtual
memory system)
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address is dynamically mapped to physical address according to page table. Guest
operating system and its tasks reside in this area. By this, virtual machine monitor
can manage memory to the level of tasks. All other areas outside is undefined region,
and any access to this region is regarded as an error and treated accordingly.

VMSquare adopts two-level page table as shown in Fig. 2. Level 1 page table is
the master page table which shows the overall virtual memory. Level 1 (master)
page table determines the overall virtual address space. Pages for fixed region,
flash memory and peripheral devices, are allocated in this level. Level 2 page table
is for dynamic area where each guest operating system and its tasks reside.

The overall system is composed of three software layers, the virtual machine
monitor, guest operating systems, and user tasks. From the access privilege point
of view, at least three different privilege modes are needed to accommodate these
software layers. However, ARM9, which is assumed in this paper, provides only
two different privilege modes, user mode and system mode. Therefore the virtual
machines monitor and guest operating systems should be running on the same
privilege mode on condition that they are reliable codes. Figure 3 depicts the
relationship among three software layers.

As shown in Fig. 3, user tasks are running on user privilege mode. They cannot
access memory areas of system privilege mode. Communication with guest
operating system must be done via predefined shared memory area. The virtual
machine monitor and guest operating systems exist on the system privilege mode.
Although software layers exist on the same mode, communication between the
layers must be accomplished via predefined virtual machine interface areas.

There are two types of context switches in virtualized system: a context switch
between tasks and a context switch between guest operating systems. For task-
level context switch, a guest operating system informs virtual machine monitor
who is the next task to run via virtual machine interface. Then, virtual machine
monitor recognize the switch-in task and place the task in virtual address space by
activating corresponding page table entries. For guest OS-level context switch,

Fig. 2 Page table
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virtual machine monitor saves the state of current guest operating system and its
tasks, then switch to next guest operating system and its tasks by activating its
page table entries.

3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed virtual memory
system. We developed VMsquare and it virtual memory on S3C2440 chip which is
based on ARM920T and lCOS-II operating system which is modified to support
MMU.

We first measure whether the context switch time is affected by the proposed
virtual memory. Since the new context switch process includes switch of page
tables, longer context switch time is expected. Table 1 shows the results of the
measurement. As shown in the table, context switch time increases 40 % for task
switch. For switch between guest operating systems, it increases 33 %.

Next we evaluate how CPU utilization is affected by the virtual memory.
Table 2 shows the result of the experiment. As shown in Table 2, adoption of
virtual memory does not affect CPU utilization immensely. For this experiment,
we organize 10 guest operating systems, each of which consists of 10 user tasks.
The configuration of task group is as follows:

• 96 % VMs: lC/OS-II with nine CPU-bound tasks and one I/O-bound task
• 60 % VMs: lC/OS-II with five CPU-bound tasks and five I/O-bound tasks
• 12 % VMs: lC/OS-II with one CPU-bound task and nine I/O-bound tasks

Fig. 3 Software layers on
different privilege modes

Table 1 Context switch time nVM (nTicks) Average time (nTicks)

Non-MMU MMU

Task switch 5 7
Guest OS switch 9 12
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We also evaluate how throughput is affected by the virtual memory. Table 3
shows the difference of throughput between the original VMSquare and VMSquare
with virtual memory. The result shows that the difference is under 5 %, and
adoption of virtual memory does not affect throughput immensely.

4 Conclusions

Isolation is one of the most important features of virtualization. In this paper, we
develop a virtual memory system for virtual machine monitor, which provide each
guest operating system memory isolation. Moreover, it makes virtual machine
monitor copes with invalid memory access efficiently. Experimental results show
that virtual memory does not affect performance of virtual machine monitor.
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The Design and Implementation of Start
Stop System with Multi-Protocol
in Automotive Smart Key System

Kyeong-Seob Kim, Yun-Sub Lee, In-Seong Song and Sang-Bang Choi

Abstract The researches on the start stop system, which stops the engine on idle,
have been briskly carried out around the automobile makers before the appearance
of the alternative energy along with the growing needs for the low energy con-
sumption technology and the strengthening vehicle environmental regulations. In
addition, the automobile makers are trying to make the start stop system general
and encourage purchasing by combining the system to the popular smart key
system to not only provide the convenience but reduce the energy consumption as
well. In this paper, we designed and implemented the start stop system with multi-
protocol that is capable of providing both an eco-friendly start stop system and a
convenient smart key system on a single electronic control unit. For performance
evaluation, we gathered the necessary data with a software tool for monitoring the
vehicle’s network, installed the proposed system on a real vehicle, measured the
calculated worst case response time of the multi-protocol on the idle state control
module, and compared the results with the benchmark data from the society of
automotive engineers. The results show that the proposed system satisfies every
time restriction that is related with the proposed system.
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Keywords Start stop system � Smart key system � Vehicle network � OBD-II �
SAE benchmark

1 Introduction

The start stop system automatically stops the engine when the vehicle stops with
the traffic and starts the engine again, without any inconvenience to a driver. The
system is to increase the fuel efficiency, especially more with the current high oil
prices. The smart key system, which is to enhance the driving convenience and the
anti-theft protection, is widely being equipped to the newly released vehicles. In
this paper, we designed and implemented the start stop system with multi-protocol
that is capable of providing both an eco-friendly start stop system and a convenient
smart key system on a single Electronic Control Unit (ECU). The OEM and the
commercial bus industry have an immature market and technology than
the aftermarket and the passenger car industry, as they are concentrating on the
standalone start stop system. Although they have an advantage on fuel efficiency,
they are not popular to general passenger car drivers due to lack of convenience.
The proposed start stop system can overcome the disadvantages of the conven-
tional start stop systems by combining the start stop system to the popular smart
key system and thus, can encourage purchasing with the enhanced convenience
and the enhanced fuel efficiency.

2 Design of the Proposed Start Stop System
with Multi-Protocol

2.1 The Operation Principle of the CAN Communication
Module

The Controller Area Network (CAN) communication module exchanges the ID
along with some additional information with the ECU of the vehicle for further
communications through the CAN bus. The operation is carried out as follows.
First of all, the CAN communication module sets bitrate, timing, interrupt register,
ID mask, and message filters, and then initializes itself as a normal mode. After
configuring, the CAN communication module sends requests to the ECUs to obtain
the information which is essential to operate the start stop system and the ECUs,
which receive the requests, send the replies to the CAN communication module.
At last, the start stop system analyzes the received information and starts or stops
the engine according to the driver’s order.
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2.2 The Operation Principle of the ISO Communication Module

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) communication module
is to check and control the status of the vehicle. The ISO communication module
can request and receive the information about doors, headlights, turn signals, and a
transmission, and can even control them. First, the ISO communication module
has to send the initialize command to wake up the ECUs as they are in sleep status
for power saving. An ECU, which received the initialize command, moves to
command listening status and has to receive the commands for request or control
within a certain time. Else, the ECU moves to sleep status again. If an ECU
successfully received the command, it returns the current status information or the
result of the control operation, which is ACK, to the ISO communication module.
When the ISO communication module does not receive the ACK within 50 ms, it
regards the command as failed. And after 5000 ms, the ECU goes into sleep status
again, so the ISO communication module has to go through the initialize process
on next communication.

2.3 The Operation Principle of the Start Stop System

The start stop system starts or stops the engine after analyzing the vehicle status
through the communication protocols. When the engine is on, the shift lever
becomes P (Parking) or N (Neutral), and the brake is on, the start stop system
requests the Revolutions Per Minute (RPM), the speed, and the temperature of the
coolant through the CAN communication module. The start stop system stops the
engine if the status of the vehicle indicates that the RPM is equal or less than 1500,
the speed is 0, and the coolant temperature is equal or greater than 70 �C, after
analyzing the response to the status request. And the start stop system starts the
engine again if the brake becomes off. The coolant temperature has to be checked
as the temperature has to be above certain point for a rapid ignition of the engine.
Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the start stop system.

3 The Implementation and Evaluation of the Proposed
Start Stop System

3.1 Implementation and Operation of the Start Stop System

The software of the proposed start stop system is developed using the MPLAB
IDE 8.0. To gather the necessary data for the performance evaluation, we used a
software tool for monitoring the vehicle’s network. The monitoring tool can do the
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Fig. 1 The flowchart of the start stop system
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diagnostics, the ECU simulation, the data collection, the automated test, and the
monitoring of the vehicle’s network.

3.1.1 The Implementation of the Start Stop System

The start stop system consists of the BCM of the vehicle, the main control module,
and the idle state control module. In this paper, we implemented the idle state
control module followed by attaching the implemented idle state control module to
the conventional smart key system to build the start stop system. The PIC18F248
and the MCP2551 form the Microchip are used as the controller of the start stop
system and as the transceiver. We applied 4 MHz as an operating clock frequency
with the 4 MHz oscillator and applied 12 V as an input voltage.

3.1.2 The Operation of the CAN Communication Module

The CAN communication module sends the mode data and the PID data out to the
CAN bus to obtain the RPM. The ID is set to default value. The ECU, which has
positive match with the ID, replies with the current RPM of the vehicle. We
regarded that the engine is off if there is no reply or the RPM is 0, and that the
engine is on if the reply arrives or the RPM is not 0.

3.1.3 The Operation of the ISO communication module

The ISO communication module is installed on the vehicle to control the door
lock. To control the door lock, first, check the door status, and second, send the
door lock command to the BCM; Lock the doors if they are unlocked, and unlock
the doors if they are locked. The ISO communication module communicates
through the K-Line bus with the KWP-2000 protocol to obtain the door lock status.

3.2 The Installation of the Start Stop System
and the Performance Evaluation

For performance evaluation of the proposed start stop system, we used the
benchmark data from the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE).

We configured the in vehicle test to evaluate the response time of the vehicle’s
network protocol, as follows. First, the main control module of the start stop
system transmits the vehicle status request command to the idle state control
module through the serial communication. Next, the vehicle communication part
of the idle state control module converts and forwards the command to the vehicle
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BCM through the OBD-II interface. Then, the BCM sends the response to the main
control module, which includes the reply of the command. On arrival of the
response, the idle state control module calculates the time difference between the
time when the command lefts the idle state control module and the time when the
reply arrives. K. Tindel et al. shows that each command satisfies its time restriction
after calculating the worst case response time of the each command. On contrary,
in this paper, we measured the calculated worst case response time of each
command with multi-protocol on the idle state control module, compared the
results with the benchmark data from the SAE, and found that the proposed system
satisfies all time restrictions. Table 1 shows the worst case response time of each
command.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the start stop system with multi-protocol that is capable
of providing both an eco-friendly start stop system and a convenient smart key
system on a single electronic control unit. The comparison results of the worst case
response times with the SAE benchmark data show that the proposed start stop
system satisfies every time restriction that is related with the proposed system.

The further researches will focus on application area such as applying a human
Body Area Network (BAN) to a vehicle security system, which is one of the most
intuitional security systems, and on a network which can meet the requirements on
class D for the fast and reliable data transmission.
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The Design and Implementation
of Improved Anti-Collision Algorithm
for Vehicle User Authentication System

Kyeong-Seob Kim, Yun-Sub Lee and Sang-Bang Choi

Abstract Dazzling development of the automotive industry as a new system for
the driver’s convenience and security are being applied to the vehicle. In vehicle
access and start-up that occurs most frequently before and after the operation of
the vehicle, continually raised the needs of the customers for inconvenience related
to user authentication as to compensate for the user’s convenience and improve the
security of the vehicle, the smart-key system for the vehicle have emerged,
Because many of the FOB key, anti-collision algorithm for a seamless multi-
access is applied to the smart-key system. In this paper, we have designed and
implemented improved anti-collision algorithm that dramatically reduces the
communication response time required in the user authentication process imme-
diately after by dynamically changing the order in which the request of the user ID
as the user ID on immediately before in the smart key system for vehicles that use
many of the FOB key. In order to evaluate the performance of the system the
improved anti-collision algorithm is applied, we show the behavior of the algo-
rithm implemented in the state actually mounted on the vehicle and verify that
communication response time required for many of the FOB key was reduced by
about 33 % compared to existing algorithms.
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1 Introduction

The anti-collision algorithm using a time division multiple access assigns a
number to each of the key FOB. Also, it sends the information associated with user
authentication to the key FOB from the vehicle. So, the collision avoidance
algorithm has being used by the anti-collision algorithm. At this time, in case of an
increase in the number of the key FOB, the problem that increases the amount of
authentication time for the vehicle was occurred. Consequently, vehicle door is
constantly locked in state due to the Jam phenomenon occurred at the same time an
user authentication and the door opening action. Because of this, users who want to
enter in the vehicle feel inconvenience caused by an increase of response time
delayed between the vehicle and the key FOB.

In this paper, we designed and implemented the improved anti-collision algo-
rithm that dramatically reduces the communication response time required in the
user authentication process immediately after by dynamically changing the order
in which the request of the user ID as the user ID on immediately before in the
smart key system for vehicles that use many of the key FOB. As a result, com-
munication response time required is dramatically reduced.

2 The Design of the Improved Anti-Collision Algorithm

2.1 The Anti-Collision Algorithm of the Smart key system

The smart key system proposed in the Texas Instruments is able to use up to four
key FOB. Also, the collision is avoided by using the time division multiple access.
Figure 1 shows the minimum and the maximum transmission time of the Request
Response portion for the fourth key FOB as a portion of the Low Frequency (LF)
data communication protocol.

Tmin needs to keep the time of 100us and the tWait does the time of 3 ms due to
the characteristics of the LF receiver chip. In addition, the information related on
the user ID and the command of the key FOB is sent to the vehicle by the Ultra
High Frequency (UHF) data. Then, the time of the tWait in case of the existence
within the same wireless communication range and the authentication match will

Request Response

The minimum time of
The Fourth key FOB

The maximum time of
The Fourth key FOB

Data

T tWait

Tmin

Tmax

Fig. 1 Transmitting time of
the fourth key FOB
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be a maximum. In other words, the maximum of the tWait means the UHF data is
transmitted from the key FOB to the vehicle and it is taken 57.6 ms to transfer 48
bit data. So, the minimum and maximum time of the Request Response portion
with the fourth key FOB is derived as follow.

Tmin ¼ 4 � 0:1 ms þ 3 � 3 ms ¼ 9:4 ms ð1Þ

Tmax ¼ 4 � 0:1 ms þ 3 � 57:6 ms ¼ 173:2 ms ð2Þ

2.2 The Design of the Proposed Algorithm and System

We designed the control unit for control the smart key system, the LF transmission
module, and the key FOB for transmission of the UHF data. The control unit of
these is connected to the Body Control Module (BCM), the external input switch
for engine start, and the electronic steering lock module by wired in order to
control the vehicle.

The operation of the control unit is that the control part of the control unit first
delivers transmission command to the LF module in order to transmit the LF data.
Then, the LF module sends data stored in the internal memory to the key FOB. In
the key FOB, the UHF data is transferred to the vehicle after user authentication for
LF input data. Then, the vehicle performs the operation for each command after
pre-stored user ID in the memory and the UHF data received matches in the vehicle.

The composition of the LF control unit is the LF control part, the modulation
generating part, and the antenna part. The LF control unit analysis the control
signals received from the control unit and transfers the LF data to the modulation
generating. The antenna part emits the signals modulated into the air so that the LF
data is sent to the key FOB.

The composition of the key FOB is the receiver for the LF data, the data
processing part, and the transmitter for the UHF data. The UHF data is transferred
to the transmitter for the UHF data after pre-stored user ID in the memory and the
LF data received matches in the key FOB.

3 The Implementation and Evaluation of the Proposed
Algorithm and System

3.1 The Implementation of the System

The control unit basically sends the LF request data triggered for the external input
switch to the LF module. Then, the vehicle performs the operation for each
command after pre-stored user ID in the memory and the UHF data received
matches in the vehicle.
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3.2 The Signal Measurement of the System

Figure 2 shows the signal waves measured by a digital data received from the LF
module of the vehicle.

(a) in the Fig. 2 shows the signal wave received by the initial authentication on
the first key FOB. (b) shows the signal wave received by the next authentication on
the first key FOB. In this case, the same Request Response signal is transmitted not
changed in the transfer order. (c) shows the signal wave received by the initial
authentication on the fourth key FOB. In this case, Request Response signal of the
first, second, and third key FOB is transmitted because there is no response until
the third key FOB from the first key FOB. (d) shows the signal wave received by
the next authentication on the fourth key FOB. The point is that transfer order of
the Request Response signal is changed. Therefore, the Request Response signal
of the fourth key FOB is transmitted first.

3.3 The Evaluation of the System

We compared of the measured time for authentication of the conventional smart
key system and the proposed system in order to evaluate the performance of the
time when authenticating users.

Table 1 shows the required request response time generated by increasing the
number of each key FOB authentication in the system applied to the proposed
algorithm. The request response pulse width is multiples of 128us due to the

(a) The initial authentication
of the First key FOB

(b) The next authentication of 
the First key FOB

(c) The initial authentication
of the Fourthkey FOB

(d) The next authentication of 
the Fourth key FOB

Fig. 2 The signal
measurement of the LF data
received from the vehicle
(a) The initial authentication
of the First key FOB (b) The
next authentication of the
First key FOB (c) The initial
authentication of the Fourth
key FOB (d) The next
authentication of the Fourth
key FOB
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characteristics of the LF receiver chip. The authentication time was measured with
the Tmax of the expression (2) by assuming the reception of the UHF data. In case
of the fourth key FOB, even if the number of authentications increases, the
authentication time is slightly increased because it changes the order of transfer
right after the initial authentication. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is verify
that communication response time required for many of the key FOB was reduced
by about 33 % compared to existing algorithms.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we designed and implemented the improved anti-collision algorithm
that dramatically reduces the communication response time required in the user
authentication process immediately after by dynamically changing the order in
which the request of the user ID as the user ID on immediately before in the smart
key system for vehicles that use many of the key FOB. The designed algorithm is
verify that communication response time required for many of the FOB key was
reduced by about 33 % compared to existing algorithms.
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Table 1 The request response time required of the proposed algorithm

The initial
authentication

3 times 7 times 10 times

First key FOB 0.128 0.384 0.896 1.280
Second key FOB 57.984 58.496 59.520 60.288
Third key FOB 115.968 116.736 118.272 119.424
Fourth key FOB 174.080 175.104 177.152 178.688
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Multi-Port Register File Design
and Implementation for the SIMD
Programmable Shader

Kyeong-Seob Kim, Yun-Sub Lee and Sang-Bang Choi

Abstract Characteristically, 3D graphic algorithms have to perform complex
calculations on massive amount of stream data. The vertex and pixel shaders have
enabled efficient execution of graphic algorithms by hardware, and these graphic
processors may seem to have achieved the aim of ‘‘hardwarization of software
shaders.’’ However, the hardware shaders have hitherto been evolving within
the limits of Z-buffer based algorithms. We predict that the ultimate model for
future graphic processors will be an algorithm-independent integrated shader
which combines the functions of both vertex and pixel shaders. We design the
register file model that supports 3-dimensional computer graphic on the
programmable unified shader processor. We have verified the accurate calculated
value using FPGA Virtex-4(xcvlx200) made by Xilinx for operating binary files
made by the implementation progress based on synthesis results.
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1 Introduction

High-performance graphics processor technologies that can efficiently handle
massive amounts of data and intricate operation is required in order to support a
realistic three-dimensional computer graphics. Existing graphics processors per-
form geometry and rendering operations with limited functionality. Also most of
the rendering to increase a realism have been using a relatively simple algorithm
receiving the support of the software. However, programmable shader receiving
the support of the hardware is recently being studied so that it can be processed by
the graphic processor.

In this paper, we design and implement the register file model that supports three-
dimensional computer graphic on the programmable unified shader processor. we
have verified the accurate calculated value using FPGA Virtex-4(xcvlx200) made by
Xilinx for operating binary files made by the implementation progress based on
synthesis results.

2 The Design of SIMD Programmable Shader Processor

2.1 The Architecture of SIMD Programmable Shader Processor

SIMD programmable shader processor presented in this paper was basically
designed with the goal to the implementation on the Virtex-4 which is one of the
FPGA products of Xilinx. It is a mix of superscalar processor and vector processor
architecture with the advantages of parallel processing and pipeline in order to
improve performance.

2.2 The Scalable Register File Model

we propose a register file model for the SIMD programmable unified shader
processor using the intellectual property (IP) provided by Xilinx FPGA. Input and
output signal current of the dual-port block RAM provided by the Xilinx FPGA is
present each one. Unfortunately, Input and output operation at the same time
cannot be performed on a port of the dual-port block RAM. Therefore, it is difficult
to use for the structure of the programmable unified shader processor required
reading and writing at the same time on the same register. Thus, In order to support
the one read (1R) and two write (2 W) operation simultaneously in a single cycle,
we propose an improved 2W1R block RAM structure using the dual-port block
RAM provided by the Xilinx FPGA as Fig. 1. The 2W1R operation is as follows.
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if(WriteEnableMemA)
MemA[AddrA] : = MemB[AddrA] � DinA;

endif;
if(WriteEnableMemB)

MemB[AddrB] : = MemA[AddrB] � DinB;
endif;
if(ReadEnableMemAddC)

Rdc = MemA[AddrC] � MemB[AddrC];
= DinA;

endif;

Four block RAM is used on 2W1R register file structure. Equation 1 means that
the number of block RAM required in case of the write port and read port
expansion.

BlockRamNum ¼ 2 � WritePortNumð Þ þ ReadPortNum � 1ð Þ
� WritePortNum

ð1Þ

Fig. 1 The register file with
1 read-port and 2 write-port
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2.3 The Design of the Register File

The simulation using a benchmark program for a specific procedure frequently
used in the algorithms for the graphics was performed in order to determine the
structure of a register file for the SIMD programmable unified shader processor. As
a result, we have verified that the Dot Product (DP), the Multiply and Add (MAD)
operation is repeated in the main procedure. In addition, The Instruction Per Cycle
(IPC) is increased due to the increase of the unit which is for the DP and the MAD
operation. However, The IPC have not risen compared to hardware used because
repeated DP and MAD operation is frequently used in the algorithms increasing
more than a certain number of the Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU). Thus, the Four
ALUs was designed for programmable unified shader processor based on result of
the simulation using a benchmark program.

2.4 The Time Division Mechanism of the Register File

Due to four ALUs used the pipeline architecture, the ports of register file in the
SIMD programmable unified shader processor which consists of the structure to
handle a large number of operands with four pixel data is accessed simultaneously.
Accordingly, the time division mechanism for the proposed register file is used on
the proposed register file as the Fig. 2. The clock signals for the register file and
the main processor should be in order to use time division mechanism. Then, the
two signals for the register file operation must be synchronized with each other.
For this purpose, the buffer circuit for the register file was designed so that it is
accessed from four ALUs and generates the two clock signals for the
synchronization.

3 The Logic Synthesis and Verification

3.1 The Simulation for the Behavioral Level

By default, the signal validation for all registers is performed to verify the
designed register file. Also, normal read and write operations are validated when
simultaneously access to the register file through the various ports. The register file
in the designed processor is the structure sharing the four ALUs and the ports. To
this behavior, time division mechanism and internal signal selector is important.
Therefore, the verification for the operation of the register file is performed with
the ALUs.
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3.2 HDL Synthesis

The results synthesized using Xilinx ISE 9.2 shown in Table 1. Then, the binary
files generated through a process of the implementation were fusing on the logic
tile for xc4vlx200 based on the results of the synthesized. In addition, the binary
files were targeted to the hardware by connecting the logic tile for xc4vlx200 to the
versatile platform baseboard that operates as a host. As a result, we verified that
the results of the simulation results with the same output.

Fig. 2 Timing diagram of reading and writing the register file

Table 1 Synthesis result

Detailed module Slices Speed(MHz)

Top of register file 6465 206.695
Frequency divider 2 685.895
Input buffer 555 685.895
Output buffer 1927 685.895
Register file group 5461 288.663
Register file 4274 301.568
Temporary register file 1187 288.663
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the multi-port register file that supports three-
dimensional computer graphic on the programmable unified shader processor.
Designed register file uses improved block RAM configured using dual-port block
RAM quickly to process a large number of data by using a relatively small
instruction in the Xilinx FPGA performing three read and one write in a single
cycle. The further researches will focus on the algorithms related to the efficient
management of the register file to minimize the entire system resource usage and
the reduction of operating speed even increasing the size of the register file and the
ports.
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Design Exploration Technique
for Software Component Mapping
of AUTOSAR Development Methodology

Kabsu Han and Jeonghun Cho

Abstract Model-based development is useful method in engineering. AUTOSAR
is a kind of model-based development method for automotive E/E system which is
developed by automotive industry. AUTOSAR provides several models for model-
based system development, e.g. software component model, platform model and
system model. Basic benefit of AUTOSAR is relocation of the software compo-
nents regardless of hardware, however limitation for design exploration still exist.
This paper describes constraints and requirements of software component mapping
and proposes simple algorithm for design space exploration. Two kinds of con-
straints, software component mapping and data element mapping, are in AUTO-
SAR but this paper considers software component mapping only for simple
algorithm. Fast design space exploration is basis of design decision and acts as
input to next phase of development.

Keywords Model-based development � AUTOSAR � SWC mapping

1 Introduction

Model-based development is a useful method in engineering. The benefits of the
model-based engineering are various, e.g. easy to represent, simulation, auto code
generation [1–3]. AUTOSAR is open standard specification for development of
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automotive E/E system, which is developed by automotive industry [4, 5].
AUTOSAR provides software model which consists of software component and
interface, platform model which contains OS, communication and basic software
modules and system model which represents system topology and hardware
descriptions for model based development. AUTOSAR has benefits of model-
based development but some kinds of limitation still exist for design exploration of
automotive E/E system. This paper considers requirements and constraints in
AUTOSAR for design of automotive E/E system and proposes a simple algorithm
for design space exploration.

Section 2 describes model-based development method in engineering.
Section 3 describes open standard specification in automotive industry, AUTO-
SAR which based on model-based development. Section 4 considers requirements
and constraint in AUTOSAR and propose simple algorithm for software compo-
nent mapping and after that we consider some cases. Finally, Chap. 6 describes
aims of research and future works.

2 Model-Based Development

For recent years, adaptation of the system architecture model and software
architecture model is the one of the main trends in the area of automotive E/E
system development [6]. And V-model for development of automotive E/E system
is shown in Fig. 1. Various models and tools can apply to each step of the
V-model, e.g. UML, Stateflow and MATLAB.

Model-based development can be divided model-based function development,
which has been used in control and electronic engineering for a long time, and
model-based system development, which consists of functional models, system
and software models.

Fig. 1 V-model process of
development
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2.1 Model-Based Function Development

The model based function development utilizes graphical models to represent
control algorithms and control flow, e.g. MATLAB, Simulink, as shown in Fig. 2.

Several reasons make the automotive industry prefers model-based approach.
First, graphical functional model represents functionality of software easily.
Second, verification and validation of the functionality can be performed by the
executable models early in development phase. Third, the models can be used for
several development phase, e.g. auto code generation, auto test-case generation
and test automation which are formalized and consistent from the models to the
code.

2.2 Model-Based System Development

Model based system development can cover not only functional models but also
non-functional models, e.g. system architecture model for system requirement.
Model-based system development consists of system models, software models and
platform models normally.

2.2.1 System Models

Automotive E/E system is based on networked ECU architecture. System model
represents all of the information of the system development, e.g. ECUs, network
topology, I/O, functional and non-functional system requirements and system
constraints. Depend on system analysis, various system models can represent

Fig. 2 Example of MATLAB/Simulink
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system architecture efficiently. Also, several system modeling language are
available, e.g. UML and SysML, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2.2 Software Models

In automotive industry, the software models are used to model several characters
of software. First, software models represent reuse of software, which based on
definition of software interface for consistent usages and easy integration. Second,
software models define the hierarchical interconnection of software components
based on structure of software architecture. Software modeling language are
available, e.g. AUTOSAR, EAST-ADL and UML.

2.2.3 Platform Models

To run software on hardware, some kind of interfaces and resource management
are needed. Platform models represent basic software such as operating system,
network and I/O interfaces for a system. Generally, layered models are used for
platform model.

Fig. 3 Example of system modeling
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3 Autosar

AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) is an open standard
specification for automotive E/E, which is developed by automotive OEM and
tier1 supplier system in 2003. The main goals of AUTOSAR are management of
complexity of automotive E/E system, flexibility for modification and update,
scalability for variants and improvement of reliability and quality. The core
technologies are software component models, standard APIs for software com-
ponent and runtime environment (RTE) for communication. The process of system
models of AUTOSAR methodology are shown in Fig. 4.

The models of core technologies of AUTOSAR are shown in Fig. 5. The core
technologies of AUTOSAR will be done after generation of the AUTOSAR sys-
tem configuration. In the generation of AUTOSAR system configuration, the main
goal is the mapping of software component to ECUs [7]. Depend on the mapping
of the software component, the cost and the performance of automotive E/E
system varies considerably but the mapping is not pats of AUTOSAR. So this
paper considers requirements for the mapping and proposes simple mapping
algorithm for design exploration.

Fig. 4 AUTOSAR methodology of system level

Fig. 5 AUTOSAR methodology of ECU level
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4 Mapping

The mapping of software components to ECUs is a main part of the AUTOSAR
system configuration process but not a part of AUTOSAR specification. Software
component description and system topology are used as input of the software
component mapping. After software component mapping, the mapping of data
element to bus frame will be performed. We assume that we consider the software
component mapping only.

4.1 Software Component Mapping

A basic concept of AUTOSAR is the relocation of software components to ECUs.
The system constraint description acts as an input to software component mapping.
During iteration of system configuration, several elements are used for software
component mapping.

4.1.1 Software Component to ECU Mapping

SwcToEcuMapping element can represent the mapping of software component to
one ECU instance. ECU instance contains characteristics of ECU which have to be
considered.

4.1.2 Software Component to Implementation Mapping

SwcToImplMapping element represents an implementation of an AtomicSoftwa-
reComponentType, when various implementations are available for an
AtomicSoftwareComponentType.

4.1.3 Software Component Mapping Constraints

MappingConstraints define invariants which have to be fulfilled by a valid mapping.
Two constraints, ComponentClustering and ComponentSeperation, represent the
restrictions which software components have to be mapped onto same ECU or not.

• ComponentClustering is used to represent some kind of software components
must be mapped onto the same ECU. ComponetClustering means software
components execute together on same ECU.

• ComponentSeperation is used to represent two software components shall not be
mapped onto the same ECU. ComponentSeperation means two software com-
ponents do not execute together on same ECU.
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• SwcToEcuMappingConstraint restricts the mapping of software components to
ECUs. If the SwcToEcuMappingConstraint is dedicated, specific software
component have to be mapped onto one of numbers of dedicated ECUs. If the
SwcToEcuMappingConstraint is exclusive, the software components cannot be
mapped onto the ECUs.

4.2 Software Component Mapping Algorithm

During software component mapping, system constraints have to be considered
firstly with set of ECUs, buses and software components. Among the system
constrains, dedicated type is mapped onto dedicated ECUs first. After mapping of
the dedicated type, search ComponentClustering type software components, which
are clustered with already mapped software components, and map Component-
Clustering type onto non-exclusive ECUs. The rest of software components, which
are not mapped yet, can be mapped onto non-ComponentSeperation and non-
exclusive ECUs. If software component mappings fulfill system constraints, all of
software component mapping will report to system designer for manual design
exploration. At least a software component cannot be mapped onto ECU, the
software component mapping is fail. Search process has to start again for another
design. We define set of relations between software component and ECU, software
component and buses for mapping of software components to ECU. If software
component and ECU are exclusive, the value of relation will be 0.

xswc;ecu
i;j ¼ 1 if software component i is mapped onto ECU j, otherwise is 0.

yswc;bus
i;j ¼ 1 if software component i uses bus j, otherwise 0.

8swci 2 swcSet;
X

xswc;ecu
i;j ¼ 1 and

X
yswc;bus

i;j � 1

The first search for dedicated type will process all of software components, in
about O(n) time complexity. The second search for ComponentClustering and non-
exclusive type will be very smaller than the number of software components,
because a mapped software component is needed for ComponentClustering type at
least. Also, ComponentClustering type may consist of small number of software
components. In worst case, complexity will be close to O(n2) but generally will
not. Rest of the software components is smaller than the numbers of all of software
component definitely.
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5 Case Study

SWC mapping algorithm for design space exploration is implemented on MS
Windows environment on which AUTOSAR and modeling tools are based and
running. Requirements and constraints for SWC mapping are provided by AUTO-
SAR XML document (AR-XML), which is standard input/output document type of
AUTOSAR, the result of SWC mapping will be presented by AR-XML, also.

To experiment SWC mapping algorithm, we make various requirements and
constraints cases with nine software components of comfort domain and 4 ECUs,
shown in Fig. 6.

To make design space exploration easier, the result of SWC mapping contain
several performance values which evaluated on real ECUs, e.g., CPU usage,
memory usage, numbers of I/O, usage of CAN interface, shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 Test cases

Fig. 7 The results of SWC mapping
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As the experimental requirements and constrains, 162 cases can happen. Our
SWC mapping algorithm presents the correct results of every cases in few seconds.
Designer can choose the SWC mapping what he want in early development time.

6 Conclusion

This paper considered requirements and constraints for the software component
mapping in AUTOSAR and proposed simple mapping algorithm for design
exploration. It is not a part of AUTOSAR but fundamental design of automotive
E/E system. Depend on software component mapping, generation of RTE and test
case varies.

We research practical software component mapping algorithm for model-based
system development of automotive E/E system. It is simple but we take our first
step toward practical algorithm. And it provides basis of design decision, which
uses as input to next development phase, early in model-based development phase.
Also, research about the mapping of data element to bus frame is needed for
practical development method.
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Interoperability and Control Systems
for Medical Cyber Physical Systems

Min-Woo Jung and Jeonghun Cho

Abstract As quality of life is improving, a number of people pay attention to their
health. Though the demand for medical services has been increased steadily, the
number of doctors per capita increased only 2 % per year on average. In order to
solve lack of caregiver, manufacturer of medical devices has tried to develop
automatic medical systems. This system is called ‘‘Medical Cyber Physical
Systems (MCPS)’’. It is necessary to ensure interoperability between medical
devices and closed loop system in order to automatic control. We consider IEEE
11073 to support interoperability between medical devices. We also introduce
prototype platform that is based closed loop system in MCPS. This platform is our
preliminary work to support interoperability between medical devices and com-
pose a closed loop system which makes possible to control devices each other.

Keywords Personal health care � MCPS � IEEE 11073 � Closed loop system

1 Introduction

MCPS requires to ensure several important features. First, it is interoperability
between medical devices. IEEE 11073 is established in order to ensure interopera-
bility between medical devices. In spite of establishment of IEEE11073, most of
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manufacturers use proprietary approach of themselves. Proprietary approach is able
to make a problem for interoperability between medical devices of different manu-
facturers. Therefore, Integration of standard and proprietary is being researched.
Second, it is high confidence software. In order to implement high confidence
software, it is essential to ensure safety of software because medical device is cor-
responding with life of patients. In order to ensure safety of software, it is indis-
pensable to verification and validation of software. Finally, most of important thing
in MCPS is control and communication system. Because medical devices in MCPS
exchange data among each other, stability of communication is important aspect.

Though the demand for medical services is been increased, the number of
caregiver such as doctor, nurse cannot meet the one. In order to solve this problem,
manufacturer to develop medical devices try to develop automatic medical sys-
tems. Automatic medical systems require elaborate closed the loop that is based
sensing and control technologies. Automatic medical systems must be imple-
mented elaborately due to be associated with life of patients. Implemented system
must be verified for safety and effectiveness. So, automatic medical systems
require verification and validation techniques [1].

We are studying integration of IEEE 11073 based standard devices and pro-
prietary devices. In this paper, we propose conversion mechanism which converts
IEEE 11073 to proprietary. We also proposed closed the loop medical system for
automatic control system and designed the one using matlab in order to support
verification, validation and optimized C code generation.

In this paper, Sect. 2 describes backgrounds. Section 3 describes Interopera-
bility between medical devices for MCPS. Section 4 considers closed loop medical
system and Sect. 5 deal with conversion mechanism and design of close the loop
system. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background

2.1 IEEE 11073

IEEE 11073 work group established to develop new medical device standard speci-
fication for typical personal health care devices. Personal health care device is medical
embedded system which has limited functionality and resource typically, and has
network interface in order to communicate each other medical devices. New medical
device standard specifications have to consider about restrictions like weight, cost,
convenience, durability and duration. The work group has been developed a common
base protocol for initial set of six device specializations (pulse oximeter, pulse/heart
rate, blood pressure, thermometer, glucose, weighing scale) [2]. Figure 1 shows cat-
egories and typical devices for personal health services. Personal health sensor devices
which called agent such as pulse oximeter, blood pressure monitors, weighing scales,
and pedometers, collect vital sign and information of people and send the information
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to a personal health processing device which called manager such as PC, cell phone,
health appliance, set top box for processing, display and backup. Manager can send the
information which processed within manager to remote system for more services and
backup. This is including disease management, health and fitness or aging indepen-
dently applications. The communication path between agent and manager is logical
point to point connection whatever physical connection is wireless or wired. Gener-
ally, an agent connected with a manager at once, called 1:1 communication. A man-
ager can communicate with several agents simultaneously using each point to point
connection, called 1:n communication. The overlay shows the focus area of the IEEE
11073 Personal health Devices Working Group. The first consideration point is the
data exchange and interface between the agent and the manager. The connection
between the agent and the manager, wireless or wired, may converts, exchange and
send data across different interfaces. This is the scope of the IEEE 11073 in application
layer but transport interface under the application layer is out of the specification [3].

2.2 Mcps

CPS is defined integrations of computation and physical processes. Embedded
computers and networks monitor and control the physical processes, usually with
feedback loops where physical processes affect computations and vice versa. In the
physical world, the passage of time is inexorable and concurrency is intrinsic.
Neither of these properties is present in today’s computing and networking
abstractions [4].

MCPS is part of CPS for medical system. MCPSs are safety, interconnected,
intelligent systems of medical devices. MCPS is required high-confidence systems,
system of systems (SoS), closing-the-loop, guarantee of service (GoS), privacy and
security, validation, certification. Figure 2 presents requirement for MCPS [5].

In order to high-confidence systems, high assurance software for safety and
effectiveness is essential. Many functions traditionally implemented in hardware
are increasingly being implemented in software. As medical devices get commu-
nication interfaces for interoperability, it is essential to ensure that the integrated
medical devices are safe, effective, secures. Patient information exchanged during
device interoperation can not only provide a better understanding of the general
health of disease and generation of effective alarms in the event of emergencies.

Fig. 1 Overview IEEE
11073
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Given the complexity of the human body and variations of physiological parame-
ters over patient population, developing such computational intelligence is a non-
trivial task. So MCPS is needed context awareness computing technology. Medical
data collected and managed by MCPS is very critical [6–8]. Unauthorized access or
tampering with this information can have severe consequences to the patient in the
form of privacy loss and physical harm. Preserving the security of MCPS is crucial.
The complex and safety critical nature of MCPS requires a cost-effective way to
demonstrate medical device software dependability. Certification of medical
devices provides a way of achieving this goal. The certification is an essential
requirement for the eventual viability of MCPS and an important challenge to be
addressed [9].

3 Interoperability Between Medical Devices for MCPS

In order to ensure interoperability between medical devices in MCPS, currently
medical devices that not observe IEEE 11073 have to facilitate communication
with complied-standard one. We propose the platform that convert proprietary to
IEEE 11073 standard. The medical device is communicated by transport layer
such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, USB. It is that exchange vital sign and device infor-
mation. Proprietary compliant protocol analyzes by proprietary protocol that is
based providing manual by manufacturer. Conversion Mechanism (CM) converts
proprietary to IEEE 11073 standard. Converted data form suitable IEEE 11073
specializations. CM is the most of important thing in this paper (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Requirement of
MCPS
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We deal with proprietary pulse oximeter and electrocardiogram (ECG). Pulse
oximeter includes plethysmogram (PPG), SpO2, pulse rate with vital sign. PPG
presents analog data type, SpO2 and pulse rate present digital type. Proprietary
protocol is distinguishes between vital sign and information of patient. SpO2 and
pulse rate generate numeric object due to digital signal, PPG and ECG generate
Real Time Sample Array (RT-SA) due to analog signal. The components have
dependency to metric object. Information of medical device generates each enu-
meration metric object. After the procedure, proprietary data convert to IEEE
11073. Figure 4 presents overall of CM.

Fig. 3 Closed the loop in ICU

Fig. 4 Block of IEEE 11073
software
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4 Closed Loop Medical System

With the development of MCPS, complexity of medical systems has been
increasing. As a result, MCPS require more compact control systems due to have
relevance to patient’s life.

We consider to intensive care unit (ICU) that has many device in order to
measure vital sign of intensive patient. ICU is needed very compact control system
that minimizes errors. The control system is most suitable in MCPS. High confi-
dence development is very important for the safety and effectiveness of MCPSs
that is based intensive software. Figure 5 presents overview of ICU in order to
introduce closed the loop. Critical patient attaches ECG and Pulse Oximeter in
order to monitor state of patient. The medical device such as Pulse Oximeter, ECG
is observed IEEE 11073. If the medical device is not observed, it is converted
through CM in our proposal. The vital sign send to control box and monitoring
unit. The control box controls IV and medical gas. Though the IV is consistently
supplied patient, its volume controls in state of patient. Ventilator is also con-
trolled volume of oxygen supply.

The control box includes manager operation for communication of IEEE 11073.
The monitoring unit provides not only patient’s vital sign to caregiver, but also alarm
functionality for emergency. The monitoring unit includes communication module
such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, USB that enable communicates with medical devices.

5 Implement

5.1 Conversion Mechanism

We consider pulse oximeter in order to apply proposed mechanism. We have been
implemented conversion mechanism using C language. Figure 4 presents block of
software in order to observe IEEE 11073 standard. IEEE 11073 standard is written

Fig. 5 Development process
for CLS
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using the ASN.1 language. Actual encoding of an ASN.1 message to a steam of
bytes is dictated by a set of rules, like BER, XER or MDER. MDER supports a
subset of ASN.1 primitive types. Medical messages are limited to those primitive
types. Compound types may use any composition of the primitive types supported
by MDER. Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) is the equivalent of Bluetooth
data packet. Each APDU must be decoded under MDER rules. Each DIM class
contains a well-defined set of PHD type variables, and inherits from another DIM
class. A specialization defines standard configurations, may also extend the col-
lection of DIM types. The IEEE manager caches configurations in the local file-
system. The communication state machine block takes care of IEEE state machine
for each session, IEEE protocol timeouts, dealing with transport connections,
notifying applications about data of interest. The transport plug-in interface sup-
plies the interface that is implemented and chosen by the application. The IEEE
manager is the top-level component of IEEE stack. IEEE counterparts are either
agents or managers.

The hardware consists of four modules such as analog front-end (AFE), DSP
Module, IEEE 11073 convert module, smart device. Pulse oximeter analog front-
end module used product of texas instrument (TI). This module output analog
signal such as plethysmogram and digital signal such as SpO2, pulse rate. These
signals not observe IEEE 11073 standard. The output signal transmits to
TMS320C5515 DSP module through front-end connect. TMS320C5515 DSP
module controls LCD in order to can be presented plethysmogram waveform and
SpO2, pulse rate.

IEEE 11073 conversion module implements using Bluetooth module and AT-
mega128. Conversion mechanism is porting to ATmega128. After convert stan-
dard, the data transmit to smart device through Bluetooth module. Table 1 present
specification of hardware.

5.2 Closed Loop System

We consider closed loop system in intensive care unit. We design ICU system
using LabView that enable c code generation and uses graphical language. We
analyze system requirement such as ECG and Pulse Oximeter that contain toler-
ance. Based on the requirements, we design ECG simulator and Pulse Oximeter
Simulator using filter library that provides by LabVIew. The signal that generates

Table 1 Specification of hardware

Sensor Finger probe sensor

AFE Pulse oximeter analog front-end
DSP module TMS320C5515
Convert MCU ATmega128
Communication Bluetooth
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in simulator operates random mode that abnormal and normal. The monitoring
block is implemented systems that can monitor vital sign of patient and can inform
emergency to caregiver. The control box block includes module that adjusts the
amount of IV and medical gas upon patient’s condition. Each block is connected
with other one for verification and validation through simulations. If the system
has not an error during the simulation, we obtain optimized source of the system
that runs on the chosen platform. The design system has advantage that enables
step-by-step checking in order to find error. Figure 3 presents the development
process for closed the loop system.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we considered interoperability between medical devices in MCPS.
Due to MCPS is expensive embedded system, it requires high confidence software
and interoperability between medical devices.

We propose the software platform that convert from proprietary to IEEE 11073
standard in order to ensures interoperability between medical devices and closed
the loop based medical system that enable automation of medical systems.
Interoperability and closed loop system is the most of important requirement in
MCPS. We can obtain reduction of cost and development time through simulation
of medical system. The proposed systems is prototype of MCPS, it is expected to
distribute development of MCPS.

We will study model based software that enable more elaborate verification and
validation of software for implement of high confidence software and develop
virtual simulation that can optimize automation of medical systems.
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Ubiquitous Logistics Management
in the Steel Industry

Sang-Young Lee and Yoon-Seok Lee

Abstract Recently, steel industry including the ubiquitous logistics cost savings
with IT skills and enhance their competitiveness in terms of traceability and
logistics management through efficient management and utilization of real-time
information about the importance of awareness and with increased require of needs
logistics management services based on ubiquitous IT environment, focusing on
the core of the many services that can be said to belong to the service area. Thus,
the introduction of ubiquitous technology in the field of logistics in the steel
industry, with some merits at minor degree and although some advantage is very
small level. In this paper, presents the feasibility of deploying RFID for the steel
industry as a tool to reduce the production costs. Steel industry that is applicable to
RFID-based tracking management system is proposed. The results of this paper
proved that the recognition of 100 % came from the material input and output and
the location, the location indicated 99 % detection rate. Therefore, the proposed
RFID-based tracking management system was found superior to the existing
system in terms of productivity.

Keywords Ubiquitous � Logistics management � Steel indus
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1 Introduction

Ubiquitous technology Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags using radio
frequency to fall from close range to tens of meters from the tag is recognized by
the technology of giving and receiving information. Using these techniques,
Logistics Information Logistics to handle the flow of accurate and timely infor-
mation can contribute to a significant improvement [1]. RFID-tagged products at
the factory and forward it to the consumer in the course of a number of existing
logistics nodes to manage the flow of human resources that have been served by
the use of RFID reading device, the light and computing technology to automate
this process by using economic and social effects can be obtained potential power.
In this context, logistics management services based on ubiquitous IT environ-
ment, focusing on the core of the many services that can be said to belong to the
service area. Thus, the introduction of ubiquitous technology in the field of
logistics in the steel industry, with some merits at minor degree and although some
advantage is very small level.

Steel industry, particularly the weakness of RFID exist simultaneously, steel
columns and metal products caused technical problems in the practical application.
In addition, the costs of tags, tag attachment and damage costs are one of the
challenges to be solved. Currently the most widely used in industry Ultra-High
Frequency (UHF) band passive RFID tags associated with the introduction of the
industry’s biggest concern was found what and how the tag can be attached with
the metal or liquid products. In general, metal Radio Frequency (RF) energy, and
that reflect characteristics of the RF energy has the property to absorb the liquid.
Thus, the received RF energy from the reader communicates using UHF band
passive tag, the RF energy, adhesive molecules, depending on the actual tag
reading rate of change factors will affect a lot. In particular, the spread of RFID
application in various industrial environments, according to the order of attach-
ment on the properties to overcome the special Tag antenna, material develop-
ment, and packaging technologies are essentially required to be developed.

The purpose of this paper is to use RFID technology in the steel industry based
on logistics management for the development tracking management system to
build the efficient logistic tracking system. The present paper is to organize largely
consists of four chapters.

2 Related Research

The related researches are the existing logistics information system of RFID
technology and how it applies on what measures to be integrated with the proposed
research, to the RFID to existing processes are identified by the practical research
[2]. Firstly, RFID technology, logistics information system integration with
existing research on the efficiency of distribution has been studied mainly in terms
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of research. RFID into existing processes and to apply the research to the RFID
technology, several empirical studies have been performed [3]. Of these empirical
studies, particularly the research on logistics management of the track in the
tracking system was applied to a SCM distribution center for the research and
studies on tracking technology [1, 4–6].

In particular, include the tracking of tagged materials on the recognition rate
and recognition rate across case studies and RFID systems for the improved
reliability technological study was conducted [7]. In addition, the UHF band
passive tag that provides a macro in box, pallet, truck loads in a study on the
application [8], the increased systems reliabilities of antennas, readers, tags, using
the research [9, 10], and GPS or mobile devices using RFID for tracking the
application of researches [11, 12]. However, these studies were found hardly
applicable for to small-and medium-sized steel industry.

3 Design of the RFID-Based Tracking System

3.1 RFID Systems in the Steel Industry

RFID system that includes components of the reader antenna, a radio resource
transmission and with reception antenna for storing information and data exchange
protocol, tags, and including server and network. RFID tags are composed with
electronic circuits and electronic components, including antenna. Tag stores
mounted on the circuit to define the information of user. This information is
exchanged via an external antenna. In addition, the tag antenna and the transceiver
which acts as intermediary between the propagation as enable or disable the tag
sends a signal and plays the role of reading and writing data. These tags are
separated basing on the presence or absence of power supply active tags and
passive tags are separated. First, the active type that requires power to reduce the
power needs of readers with advantage of being able to recognize the distance that
has shut the other hand, because it requires a power supply of working hours are
limited, because of expensive compared to passive with disadvantage.

Meanwhile, the passive tag reader, without the power supply is activated by the
electromagnetic field. Compared with the active type passive type is lighter,
cheaper, and can be used indefinitely, but the passive type has disadvantages for
reader of short distance from the reader more aware of power consumption. For
this reason, the passive tag when it is sent for a long time and often requires
transmission, data storage is mainly used when there is no limit on. Readers of the
electromagnetic information into meaningful information are the ability of inter-
pretation. The host computer interprets the information received and stored, or
made into meaningful information, enterprise application systems need to or are
linked to other business systems.
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The host computer interprets the information received and stored, or made into
meaningful information, applied or linked with other business systems. The steel
industry to apply the RFID weakness existing both of steel columns and metal,
technical problems caused on the application. In addition, the price of tags and tag
attachment and damage are the challenges to solve problems. Currently the most
widely used in industry in the UHF band passive RFID tag, the industry’s biggest
concern at the introduction of metal or liquid form forwarding for the product
tagging.

In general, metal has reflective characteristics of the RF energy, while the liquid
absorb the RF energy. Thus, the received RF energy from the reader communicates
using UHF band of passive tag, the RF energy, adhesion molecules, depending on
the actual tag reading rate of change factors will affect a lot. Application of RFID
in various industries, especially the spread of the environment in order to over-
come the change of properties with attachments an antenna applicable for special
purposes. However, the development, packaging technology necessary to develop
are at level of primitive stage.

3.2 RFID System for Tracking Module

RFID tracking management system based on the basic functional modules, RFID
integration module and the tracking support module are shown in Fig. 2 shows the
modules of these systems. As shown in the picture of Fig. 1 first the basic func-
tional modules of the basic features of a tracking system make possible to track the
stock of required data, delete, modify, view and features.

And RFID integration module works with the default function module reads the
RFID reader and tag, the tag information stored in the DB which has a function of
the location tracking. Support module to track the relevant sector information on
the network, the instructions and information, and factory information, directions,
check real-time information, and make the factory. The module configurations for
the system are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 RFID system module
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As shown in the picture of an RFID system the basic functional modules based
are consisted of information management, stock management, release management
and inventory management.

3.3 Design of RFID Systems for Tracking

RFID systems for tracking of small and medium-sized steel companies organized
by the most basic features, and location tracking of plant and loading will be the
basic design. System and in-plant location at the entrance to the factory man-
agement, factory floor to the four sections, separated by the storage of materials or
products for easy configuration and location were identified. Firstly, the two
entrances in plant material stock release-only, the command fixed here by
installing the RFID antenna and reader through the materials and products can be
managed. And the plant location by installing a removable antenna RFID of PDA
reader designed for enable to track management.

In this paper, the steel industry in the design of RFID systems for tracking by
default steelmaker, adopt reflecting the characteristics of small and medium-sized
and short time to build a system to be applied for to minimizing the burden of your
investment. To provide to help to secure to cut failure of in application of the new
system. In addition, the failure to apply the new system a chance to maximize
effectiveness while minimizing the effect was to help. Currently, the most of small
and medium size steel companies barcode location management is under appli-
cation for the workforce through inventory management and the reality. That
Excel by hand through the management and administrative personnel are loaded
due to errors and the management of the product has several problems including
problems. To solve these problems by using RFID technology in the area of
materials and management of the final product will be able to obtain significant
effects. It is possible to pass by using RFID-plant and product loading area when

Fig. 2 RFID system structure
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the achievement of real-time location management using RFID at each location
area as to whether a product is wrapped in real-time management information and
giving information of the products loaded or forklift.

4 Implementation of Trace-Based RFID System
in the Steel Industry

RFID system for tracking the entire process has three detailed processes. Purchase
orders of the department based on information that is directed from stock to stock
and stock of materials and processes, production department, the production of
information based on the release of the product from the picking instructions,
release to the release process is composed. Finally, including the location process
is managed is the planned location for the tag attached to the load.

In detail, we first order of the purchasing department and production department
based on the information put together instructions to get off the material, as directed
by Stock materials arrival material has been properly inspected and stocked wear-
ing. RFID reader with an antenna fixed to the perception as to update the DB. And go
through the production process of completion, production, production planning
based on the finished product will be shipped by the factory instructions. Factory
based on the instructions from any location, such as how much the factory to factory
release the plan. And when release the factory are recognized as fixed RFID reader
will update the DB. And, release products based on the instructions of the product
placement location in one location and determine how many yards. To four loca-
tions during the assigned area of the section is in the curved form. The following
figure shows the entire process of these systems (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 RFID system process
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Finally, for those tracking the performance of RFID systems we tested fixed
reader installed in the 10 m distance is based on recognition, PDA mobile readers
use expression when measured by 2 m interval. First, in order to measure the
recognition rate—exit—exit the gate of an installation and teller machines were
tested with the same tag testing performed on the mouth. Location on the product
coming out process when loading a package of products loaded at the factory in
the form of recognition from the state for the package was measured. Measurement
conditions were used 100 metal tag attached, portable reader, the maximum output
power (30 dBm), while the behavior was measured recognition of the tag. The
table below shows the measured results from such a system. Measurement results,
the pass was secured when the recognition rate of 100 %, when the product load
ratio of 99 % was recognized (Table 1).

5 Conclusions

RFID systems in terms of logistics management in near future, our entire lives will
be in a major impact. However, divers’ applications are different from the prop-
agation, environment, the development of a system for each environment are
needed. In particular, the steel industry in this paper to target the ubiquitous
technology in the field of logistics has been introduced with some minor degree of
advantage. In steel industry, especially the nature of RFID, there is weakness at the
same time, steel columns and metal products caused some technical problems in
the cause of the application. In this study, basically small and medium-sized steel
industries, reflecting the characteristics of the building systems and by allowing for
faster application time, while minimizing the capital investment.
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Performance Evaluation of Train
Propulsion Control on Ethernet Network
Using TrueTime

Hyeon-Chyeol Hwang, Yong-Kuk Oh and Ronny Yongho Kim

Abstract Because of its convenience and environmental benefits, public trans-
portation like railway is getting more attention. With the growth of data traffic
generated by smartphones, laptop computers and multimedia devices, in railway,
there has been increasing demand for data services such as passengers’ Internet
access and surveillance video data transmission. In order to meet such increasing
demand for data communications, International Electro-Technical Commission
(IEC) has been standardizing new Ethernet-based Train Communication Network
(TCN) standards. Since Ethernet is not able to guarantee fixed and sustained data
rate for a certain service class due to the opportunistic nature of random access,
communication schemes in the new Ethernet-based TCN standards are required to
be carefully designed in order to support time-critical control applications such as
propulsion and braking controls. In this paper, extensive study on the train pro-
pulsion control performance over Ethernet networks is provided. Since control
system and network system need to be studied jointly in this study, co-simulation
is implemented using TrueTime. Through extensive co-simulations, the train
propulsion control performance on Ethernet is evaluated with the variety of
interfering background data traffics.
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1 Introduction

Electronic devices in railway vehicles provide various functionalities such as
propulsion and braking controls, vehicle condition monitoring, on-line diagnosis
and passenger information services, etc. Since electronic devices are distributed
across a train, they are required to be efficiently connected in order to interoperate
accurately. International Electro-Technical Commission (IEC) standardized Train
Communication Network (TCN) [1]. By utilizing the TCN standards, required
number of wire-lines for electronic devices’ interconnection can be reduced
leading to efficient information sharing among variety of devices. Therefore,
electronic devices can be interconnected with minimum work load and efficient
control can be provided. Currently, TCN based on Multifunction Vehicle Bus
(MVB) and Wire Train Bus (WTB) is able to support data communication of only
1.5 Mbps which are mainly used for control applications such as propulsion and
braking controls. In order to accommodate increasing service demands for data
communications such as passengers’ Internet access and Closed Circuit Television
(CCTV) connection and surveillance video data transmission, IEC has been
standardizing new Ethernet-based TCN standards [2–4]. Even though MVB and
WTB are able to guarantee fixed data rates for time-critical control applications,
since Ethernet is not able to guarantee fixed and sustained data rate for a certain
service class due to the opportunistic nature of random access, communication
schemes in the new Ethernet-based TCN standards are required to be carefully
designed in order to support time-critical control applications such as propulsion
and braking controls.

In order to provide stable train control over Ethernet, available capacity for
other train applications while preserving required QoS parameters for train control
related traffics should be properly and dynamically adjusted. In this paper, in order
to provide guidelines for QoS guaranteed train control over Ethernet, extensive
study on the train propulsion control performance over Ethernet networks is
provided. Since control system and network system need to be studied jointly in
this study, co-simulation is implemented using TrueTime Toolbox [5]. Through
extensive co-simulations, the train propulsion control performance on Ethernet is
evaluated with the variety of interfering background data traffics.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
Ethernet-based TCN and Sect. 3 presents system model and simulation model of
train propulsion control on Ethernet Network. Simulation setting and system
performance analysis using TrueTime toolbox are also provided in Sect. 3. Finally,
Sect. 4 draws some conclusions.
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2 Ethernet-Based TCN

The general TCN architecture is a hierarchical structure with two network levels,
Train Backbone level and Consist Network level. This hierarchical structure
specifies Consist Networks based on different technologies such as MVB, CAN-
open, etc., interfacing one Train Backbone. When the TCN uses Ethernet tech-
nology, Train Backbone and Consist Network can be defined as Ethernet Train
Backbone (ETB) and Ethernet Consist Network (ECN). ECN of different designs
and implementations may be interfaced with the same ETB which assures inter-
operability among Consist Networks of different types. The hierarchical archi-
tecture of TCN over Ethernet is shown in Fig. 1.

An ECN may be configured with one or more vehicles. Once an ECN is
configured, its structure and topology are not typically changed. In an ECN, there
are one or more Ethernet Train Backbone Nodes (ETBNs) that are used to set up
communications links among ECNs of the same train. There may exist one or
more ECNs within a single vehicle. The TCN is set up by two types of commu-
nication devices: Network Devices (NDs) and End Devices (EDs). NDs are pri-
marily used for user data transmission and forwarding. There are two kinds of
NDs: passive components and active components. Examples of passive NDs are
cables and connectors. Examples of active components are repeaters, bridges,
switches, routers and application layer gateways. EDs typically performs as
sources and sinks of user data. Examples of EDs are controllers, display devices
and sub-systems.

Fig. 1 Hierarchical architecture of TCN
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3 Train Propulsion Control Over Ethernet Network

3.1 System Model

Following the Ethernet-based TCN standards described in previous section, the
train propulsion control system model in Fig. 2 is considered for performance
evaluation in this paper. Train propulsion controller receives a notch command
(acceleration level) generated by driver in driver cabin, and translates the accel-
eration level into a torque level. The torque level is an input parameter to a train
control algorithm as a reference signal. Then, a control signal is generated to
minimize difference between a reference signal and a motor output torque, and
transmitted to a traction motor through Ethernet network. A motor output torque
measured by a sensor is also transmitted to a train propulsion controller through
Ethernet network. 100 BASE-Tx fast Ethernet is standardized as ETN/ECN [3, 4],
and its transmission bandwidth is shared by train control application services such
as propulsion, braking, door control, etc. and train infotainment services such as
Passenger Information Service (PIS), CCTV footage monitoring, passengers’
Internet service, etc.

Since 100BASE-Tx fast Ethernet is able to support approximately 60 times
faster transmission rate than existing MVB (maximum transmission data rate of
1.5 Mbps), it is anticipated to accommodate not only control applications but also
other train applications. Whereas MVB is able to guarantee fixed and sustained
data rates using dedicated channels for time-critical control applications, Ethernet
is not able to guarantee fixed and sustained data rates due to its opportunistic
nature of random access. In order to provide stable train control over Ethernet,
available capacity for other train applications while preserving required QoS
parameters for train control related traffics should be properly and dynamically
adjusted. In the following section, the train propulsion control performance on

Driver Cabin

Cab Signal 100Base-Tx
Ethernet Network

Train Propulsion
Controller

Traction Motor
/ Sensor

Train Application Servers
(PIS, CCTV monitoring, etc) 

Train Application Clients
(PIS, CCTV monitoring, etc) 

Fig. 2 System model for ethernet-based train propulsion control
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Ethernet network is evaluated with variety of interfering background data traffics
in order to accurately estimate required QoS parameters for time-critical propul-
sion control application.

3.2 Simulation Environments

The temporal non-determinism introduced by Ethernet network in the form of
delays and jitter can lead to significant control performance degradation. In order to
accurately evaluate the train propulsion control performance on Ethernet network,
computer-based control system performance and data transmission system per-
formance over Ethernet network should be jointly evaluated through co-simulated
between control and communication systems. In order to achieve such objective,
co-simulation model for Ethernet-based train propulsion control is implemented
using Truetime toolbox [5]. The TrueTime is a simulation platform based on
Matlab/Simulink for real-time control system and it is developed by M. Ohlin,
D. Henriksson and A. Cervin, etc. of Sweden Lund University. This toolbox pro-
vides functions for co-simulation among controller task execution in real-time
kernels, network transmissions and continuous plant dynamics.

Employed simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. Propagation delay and
processing time are ignored because values are negligible for large network delay.
Both train propulsion control signals and sensor signals are sampled at every 1 ms
and those samples are transmitted with Ethernet frame of 256 bits. In the simu-
lation, Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (IPMSM) is considered as a
traction motor. IPMSM has recently been adopted as train traction motor because
it can meet the performance requirements of train operation such as high torque at
low speed, high speed and static output at wide range of speed.

In the simulation, several CCTV monitoring application servers of 384 kbps
and PIS servers of 256 kbps in Ethernet network generate interfering data traffics.
Interfering background data traffics could be aggregated in various combinations
of CCTV and PIS services resulting in 0/61/71/92/96/100 Mbps. Through exten-
sive co-simulations, the train propulsion control performance on Ethernet is
evaluated with the variety of interfering background data traffics.

Table 1 Simulation environments

Parameters Value

Ethernet network 100 Base-Tx
Transmission rate of train propulsion control 256 Kbps
Transmission rate of motor torque sensor 256 Kbps
Aggregate transmission rate of interferer

(train application servers)
0/61/71/92/96/100 Mbps

Motor type IPMSM, 65 KW
Train propulsion control algorithm PID control
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3.3 Simulation Results

Figure 3 shows the step response with respect to various transmission rates of
interferers. The interferers’ traffic causes delay in control loop of propulsion
control and heavy traffic eventually causes the overshooting which usually makes
system unstable.

In order to closely look at the trend of control error as the traffics of interferer
increase, we define the torque error and the torque mean square error respectively
as follows.

e tð Þ ¼ yi0 tð Þ � yi tð Þ; and emse ¼
Z1

0

eðtÞj j2dt

where yi0(t) and yi(t) are the motor torques without interferer in the network and
the motor torques with interferer in the network respectively. Interferers are
defined as traffics sharing Ethernet bandwidth with the main application, propul-
sion control in this paper. Figure 4 shows e(t) and emse at motor output with respect
to various aggregated Tx rates of interferers. emse increases dramatically when
interfering traffic of 92 Mbps is generated. From the simulation results shown in
Fig. 4, stable control could be guaranteed under 80 Mbps traffic load (80 % of
total Ethernet capacity).

Tx data rate of interferers = 0          Tx data rate of interferers = 100 Mbps
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Fig. 3 Step response with respect to various transmission data rate of interferers. a Tx data rate
of interferers = 0, b Tx data rate of interferers = 100 Mbps
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4 Conclusions

Co-simulation model for train propulsion control system and network system is
implemented using TrueTime Toolbox and the train propulsion control performance on
Ethernet is extensively evaluated with respect to the various aggregated data rates of
interfering traffic sources. From the simulation results, we can infer that train propulsion
control on Ethernet is feasible as long as minimum required bandwidth is guaranteed for
the train propulsion control. For future work, performance of train velocity control on
Ethernet with both propulsion and braking function shall be evaluated.
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Intelligent Control System for Railway
Level Crossing Safety

Bong-Kwan Cho, Sang-Hwan Ryu, Hyeon-Chyeol Hwang,
Seoung-Chon Koh and Do-Hyeon Lee

Abstract Accident protection system at railway level crossing usually informs
vehicle drivers and pedestrian that train is approaching, and eventually prevents
them from passing the level crossing. This paper proposes a new level crossing
safety system to solve the problem of existing system and to deal with the
changing traffic condition at level crossing. The objective of the proposed system
is to detect stopped vehicles at a level crossing with the state-of-the-art intelligent
technology (sensor, computer, data processing, communication) and to transmit
information to train allowing train drivers to stop their trains automatically and to
display information of approaching train to vehicle drivers in real-time and to
develop technology for accident prevention and damage reduction in connection
with road traffic signal system. To evaluate the function and operation, we have
demonstrated the proposed system at real railway level crossing of Young-dong
line of Korail with Sea Train.
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1 Introduction

The intersections between road and railroad have been increased and also level
crossing danger has been increased due to the double track, electrification, speed-
up of railway and increasing road traffic. According to the level crossing accident
statistics, average 25.6 accidents per year from 2005 to 2007 are caused by the
negligence of stop sign (43 %), barrier breakthroughs (26.2 %), vehicle faults
(1.6 %), careless driving (22.3 %), and others (6.9 %). The majority of the level
crossing accidents are caused by the motor vehicles (car, truck, taxi, small bus).
Most of the level crossing accidents are catastrophic and the number of fatalities
was 16 in 2007 and damage compensation payment per year is considerable [1].

The three elements of railway are safety, accuracy and speediness, of which the
most important one is to establish safety as a public transportation system. The
level crossing collision accident which comprises more than 90 % of all level
crossing accidents is one of the most serious safety problems. There is a critical
need for providing safe strategy and is focusing on the level crossing information
rather than measures at a grade crossing [2, 3].

This paper proposes a new level crossing safety system to solve the problem of
existing system and to deal with the changing traffic condition at level crossing.
The objective of the proposed system is to detect stopped vehicles at a level
crossing with the state-of-the-art intelligent technology (sensor, computer, data
processing, communication) and to transmit information to train allowing train
drivers to stop their trains automatically and to display information of approaching
train to vehicle drivers in real-time and to develop technology for accident
prevention and damage reduction in connection with road traffic signal system.

To evaluate the function and operation, the proposed system was set up on
airport level crossing located at Yong-dong line and Sea train, and interoperation
test with Sea train approaching to airport level crossing was performed 275 times
for 4 months. On-board monitoring equipment, VMS equipment, and priority
signal controller operated normally at this test. The result of test operation shows
that the proposed system has superior effect to existing obstacle warning light
drive method in view of safety and delay of train service.

2 Intelligent Railway Level Crossing System

Figure 1 shows the proposed architecture as the intelligent railway level crossing
system. In Fig. 1, the intelligent railway level crossing system provides warning
information to train and roadside traffic adjacent to a railway crossing, using a
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wireless two-way communication link, for the purpose of preventing accidents and
reducing damage [1, 2]. Railway crossing events (like warning messages) and video
information about obstacles trapped on the crossing gate (vehicles and pedestrians,
etc.) are transmitted to a train from the railway crossing, and information related to
the train (direction, velocity, estimated time of arrival) is sent to the railway
crossing.

The proposed system is designed to improve level crossing safety, and consist
of level crossing facility, road facility and on-board facility. The level crossing
facility consists of CCTV camera and obstacle detection server which collect level
crossing image and detect the obstacle, level crossing integrated server which
estimates train location, and wayside radio set which transfer the continuous
information to the train. And, road facility consists of VMS (Variable Message
Signs) which provides level crossing information to vehicle drivers on the road,
and signal preemption controller which resolves road traffic congestion at level
crossing. On-board facility consists of monitoring equipment which provides level
crossing situation information (image, event) to train driver and processes train
braking distance, GPS receiver which detects the train location, and on-board radio
set.

The main components and functions of the intelligent level crossing system are
as follows.

• Obstacle detection server using image processing: Obstacle detection server
detects obstacle at level crossing area through image process and it determines
whether obstacle exists by checking entry of object, dwell time at level crossing
area.

Railway
Crossing Train

Moving Direction of Train

Image 
Information

Events

Position, Velocity, etc.

Video Server
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Transceiver
Wireless 

Transceiver

Ethernet Switch

Real-Time Display 
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Obstacle Detection 
System using Image 

Processing

Monitoring System 
displaying railway
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Acceleration
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Wayside System Train on-board System

VDA(Distributor)

Controlling the Traffic 
Signal

GPS

Fig. 1 Architecture of the intelligent railway level crossing system
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• Monitoring equipment: This subsystem is installed in the cab of the train.
Warning messages and real-time video of any obstacles are provided to help the
train driver notice obstacles and stop the train before the level crossing. If the
train driver fails to react appropriately, this system is designed to immediately
deploy the emergency brake.

• VMS (Variable Message Signs): LED visual display device is installed between
the level crossing and the adjacent road intersection to apprise vehicle drivers of
accidents at the level crossing, and to provide information about approaching
trains such as train moving direction, and estimated time for arrival. The VMS
indicates the presence of vehicles on the level crossing and the approach of
trains in real time to vehicle drivers for the purpose of reducing accidents on the
level crossing.

• Preemption signal control unit: In urban areas, long lines of vehicles on road
intersections adjacent to level crossings can occupy level crossing and cause
accidents. If a level crossing is near a road intersection, the vehicles leaving the
level crossing for the road intersection shall be given priority for the traffic
signal. In other words, when a train is approaching, it is necessary to stop
vehicles attempting to enter the level crossing and to allow vehicles already on
the level crossing to quickly exit the level crossing. In this way, accidents can be
prevented.

• Integrated Server: The integrated server estimates the time of arrival for the
approaching train; information regarding time of arrival is then used by the
real-time display system and the road traffic signal control unit.

3 Test Installation

The developed intelligent railway level crossing system was installed, through the
cooperation with Korea Railroad Corporation, agency of Kangnung city, in
driver’s cabin of sea train and railway level crossing which is located near airport
between Kangnung–Jeongdongjin station on Yongdong line. Henceforth, we have
been verifying its performance by equipment functional and environmental test
and drawing the optimization method.

Installed equipments are obstacle detection server using image processing,
wireless transceiver, monitoring system on sea train, VMS (Variable Message
Signs), road traffic signal control unit, and integrated server.

• Control Cabinet and Pole Construction: Pole, control cabinet and UPS
(non-interruption electric source) were installed on the level crossing site where
integration server, CCTV camera and obstacle detection system were set up.
Location of pole is about 2.5 m away from rail and 2 m away from existing
control cabinet. The piping excavation was executed in order to supply the
power from the railway transformer and Pole/UPS base work were executed in
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order to install UPS. Arm structure of 1.5 m length was attached to Pole in order
to install the antenna of wireless transceiver.

• Cabling Work: The UTP cable and the other cables reaching to top of pole were
clearly installed inside pole in advance. Cabling work was performed after work
schedule had been agreed with the person in charge of Gangwon headquarters,
Korea Railroad Corporation. Control cabinet was connected with incoming line
through hole under cabinet. It was locked and attached with warning sign to
restrict outsider access.

• Installation of Equipments at Pole and Control Cabinet: Integration server,
obstacle detection server, power supply of 18 GHz wireless transceiver, 5 GHz
wireless transceiver, KVM switch, communication switch, video distribution
device, power distribution device, and CCTV pan/tilt receiver were installed
inside control cabinet. CCTV camera which provides images with obstacle
detection server was installed on the top of pole (Figs. 2, 3).

• Installation of Bidirectional Wireless Transceiver (Ground Equipment): As
shown in Fig. 4, the bidirectional wireless transceivers were installed in two
places to make wireless communications possible within 2 km coverage in front
of railway level crossing. The second wireless transceiver was installed on the
top of pole located in railway level crossing as shown in Fig. 4. The first
wireless transceiver was installed at about 1.2 km site in direction to Donghai
Sea from railway level crossing (353-2, Sangsidong-Li Gangdong-myeon
Gangneung City in Gangwon Province). For the first wireless transceiver, Arm
mounting, control cabinet mounting, and electric wiring were also performed at
existing pole.

N S

W

E

Road Num. 7

To DonghaiTo Gangneung

Direction from road num. 7 to airport Direction from airport to road num. 7 

Fig. 2 Site of railway level crossing for test installation
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• Installation of Wireless Transceiver, Monitoring Equipment, and GPS at train:
High resolution GPS, 18 GHz vehicle wireless transceiver, and monitoring
equipment were installed at driver’s cabin of sea train which directs toward
Gangneung from Donghai, as shown in Fig. 5. Power supply of AC 220 V was
provided from train electrical system.

Power Supply 
for 18GHz Transceiver

5.8GHz Transceiver

Integration Server

KVM Switch

Switching Hub

Video Distribution Device

Power Distribution Device

Obstacle Detection Server

CCTV pan/tilt receiver

Fig. 3 Installation of CCTV camera and control cabinet

Arm Installation at Pole Internal View of Cabinet

18GHz Antenna

5.8GHz Antenna

Location for UPS installation
Duct between transformer 
and control cabinet

Before
After

Manhole 
beside 
transformer

electrical 
wiring to 
manhole

Plumbing and electrical wiring work

First Wireless Transceiver (18GHz, 5.8GHz) Second Wireless Transceiver(18GHz, 5.8GHz)

18GHz Transceiver

18GHz Transceiver

Fig. 4 Installation of bidirectional wireless transceiver
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• Installation of Real-Time Information Display System: VMS system was
installed at 200 m away from railway level crossing toward 18th combat flight
airport. It helps vehicle drivers notice the situation of railway level crossing.
Pole base foundation work (excavation, first class lightning grounding, 2nd class
grounding of control cabinet, steel reinforcement, concrete placing, refilling, and
etc.), pole installation work, and display panel installation, drawing of electric
power, etc. were done.

• Approval from Public Office Concerned: The developed road traffic control unit
(standard traffic signal controller (STLC-S2) 1 SET (S)) was certified by Korea
Road traffic Authority. VMS system and road traffic control unit were installed
with the assistance of the Transportation department, Gangneung City Hall. The
use of 18 GHz wireless transceiver was permitted by Gangneung radio
management office.

4 Result of Test Operation

We have tested the installed system for 35 days from 5/25/2010 to 6/30/2010. The
train equipped with the intelligent system passed the railway level crossing near
airport three times a day and totally about 90 times during test. Image of crossing
as shown Fig. 6 was displayed to driver at train cabin. For the test period, the
situation that obstacle is trapped in crossing after crossing barrier is lowered did
not happen. Intentionally, we made the vehicle trapped in crossing and identified
that warning signs, num. 2 and 3 of Fig. 6b were turn to red color correctly. In
Fig. 6, the image of num. 1 is displayed automatically when train approaches 2 km
far from crossing. Driver can cancel automatic braking by pushing num. 5 buttons
when automatic braking is initiated due to obstacle detection.

High Resolution 
GPS

18GHz Transceiver

Monitoring 
Equipment

Fig. 5 Train on-board system
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described test installation of the developed intelligent railway
level crossing prevention system which was studied by the support of the
development project of damage reduction technology at railway level crossing.
Interoperation between VMS system, wireless transceiver, road traffic signal
control unit, obstacle detection system was checked continuously to confirm its
stability during four seasons. We continuously collected the data at test installation
site and upgraded the developed system. It turned out that the developed system
was successfully operated and train driver was very completed.

Main features of developed system was as follows

• Obstacle detection by 1 CCTV camera at railway level crossing.
• Continuous bidirectional communication (image, control data etc.) between

approaching train and ground.
• Adaptation of preemption algorithm by interface with road traffic signal control

unit.
• VMS display at road side for vehicle driver.

We finally expect that the developed intelligent railway level crossing system
could improve the overall level crossing control technology and reduce the
accident drastically. The developed wireless transceiver can be applied to train-
ground communication for control command transmission, etc. and the image
processing and train tracking algorithm are also expected to be used for train
detection and control.

This study could improve the existing prevention system of level crossing
where many accidents occur. In case the accident occurs, the cause of accidents
could be found through stored image. It would therefore be useful to clarify who is
responsible for accidents. Afterward, in case of the real time monitoring system
(RTMS) is planned to install, it could be utilized for supply of the real time state of
railway level crossing.

After a while: 
Railway Crossing near airport

Time of Arrival: after 31 sec 
Remaining Distance: 871 m

Cancellation : 
Automatic Braking

Obstacle Detected!!
Railway Crossing near airport

After a while: 
Railway Crossing near airport

Time of Arrival: after 30 sec 
Remaining Distance: 852 m

Cancellation : 
Automatic Braking

Obstacle Detected!!
Railway Crossing near airport

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Monitoring System on Train. a Before crossing barrier was lowered, b after crossing
barrier was lowered
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Moving Average Estimator Least Mean
Square Using Echo Cancellation
Algorithm

Sang-Yeob Oh and Chan-Shik Ahn

Abstract Eco cancellation algorithm should not only promptly adapt itself to
changing environment but also minimize effects of a speech signal. However,
since the color noise does not feature a consistent signal, it certainly has a sig-
nificant influence on the speech signal. In this paper, the echo cancellation algo-
rithm with a moving average LMS filter applied has been proposed. For the color
noise cancellation method, an average estimator was measured by LMS adaptation
filter techniques while a LMS filter step size was controlled. In addition, as it was
designed to converge on a non-noise signal, the echo signal was cancelled which
would, in return, lead it to the improvement of a performance. For the color noise
environment, the echo cancellation Algorithm with the Average Estimator LMS
filter used was applied and, a result to prove a convergence performance and
stability to be improved by 10 dB comparing to the current method was gained.

Keywords Echo cancellation � Moving average estimator � Least mean square
(LMS) filter � Adaptive filter � Noise cancellation
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1 Introduction

For a smart unit which is supposed to deliver a speech through a microphone, an
echo is expected along with an immediate delivery of a signal. According to a size
of a space, the interference phenomenon occurs either often quickly or sometimes
slowly [1]. This interference phenomenon would affect an actually-delivered
signal and be a cause to lower the recognition rate. To cancel such noise phe-
nomenon is referred as echo cancellation [2].

A noise cancellation device for the echo cancellation is used for a speech
communication system to enhance noise-mixed signals. For a filter to be most
frequently used for the noise cancellation is Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptive
finite impulse response (FIR) filter [3].

In the process that the speech recognition system delivers a signal, which would
be interfered by various noise environments that are complicated and difficult to
estimate, a channel noise of the system by itself is included and this enlarges a size
of an adaptive filter coefficient [4]. When it is composed of a pattern model of a
speech with an incoming signal and a correlation rate of a measurable probability,
a phenomenon in which a convergence time slows down by a coefficient of a
pattern model with a high correlation coefficient is found increasing [5].

In order to work on such problem, this paper proposed an LMS detection
Algorithm with the Average Estimator applied to LMS detection Algorithm as an
adaptive filter method for the color noise cancellation. A filter with the Average
Estimator applied is consisted of a linear time-invariant system and as an activated
parameter threshold was controlled, an activated parameter measurement for
activated parameter detection was gained. Afterwards, the acquired measurement
was gone through indexing to renew the average which, in the end, not only
improved the convergence speed but also confirmed the convergence performance
and the stability to be increased by 10 dB.

2 Echo Cancellation with a Moving Estimator Applied

In comparison with LMS, the standard detection LMS turns out to have a better
convergence probability. If l, a convergence weighting factor, gets bigger, the
stability gets reduced and vice versa, if l, the convergence weighting factor,
becomes smaller, the stability becomes increased. The filter with the Average
Estimator applied is consisted of the linear time-invariant system and it is pre-
sented as a following formula [6].

AMerr n½ �¼ 1
L

XL�1

k¼0
e[n� k] ð1Þ

The L-point Average Estimator filter calculates and prints out an average from
an L-1 input of e[n] per Time N.
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In Fig. 1, an echo canceller with the proposed moving Average Estimator LMS
filter used is present. The activated parameter is believed to have a greater size
than the LMS adaptive echo value. The rest of the parameters of each is defined as
a non-activated parameter and, for parameter detection; it is to find a location of h
factor rather than 0 of m. Hence, with a cost function of Structurally Consistent
Least Squares (SCLS), the detection was conducted and it is described as a fol-
lowing formula.

JSCLS Nð Þ ¼ JLS Nð Þ þmr2
vlogN ð2Þ

m indicates the number of unknown activated parameter while r2
V indicates the

deviation of v(k).

JLS Nð Þ ¼
XN

k¼1
vðkÞ � hvUðkÞT
h i2

ð3Þ

For JLS(N) it is likely to be presented as formula (3) and to measure an Esti-
mator value, it is used with a following formula.

ĴSCLS ¼
XN

k¼1
v2 kð Þ �

Xm

i¼1
½Xji½N� � r2

vlogN� ð4Þ

Xji Nð Þ ¼
PN

k¼1 v kð ÞujiðkÞ
h i2

PN
k¼1 u2

jiðkÞ
ð5Þ

Since Xj(N) and T(N) indicates an activated measurement and an activated
threshold relatively, JSCLS minimizes the Ji = J index which would satisfy
Xj Nð Þ[ T Nð Þ. T(N) as the activated threshold is described as follows.

Fig. 1 Echo canceller using
moving average estimator
LMS filter
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T n½ � ¼ r2
vlogN � logN

N

XN

k¼1
v2ðkÞ ð6Þ

As the activated parameter threshold is controlled, an activated parameter
measurement for activated parameter detection is gained and it is conducted with
indexing. For the Average Estimator filter, it is likely to be gained as formula (1) is

used to average ĥj kð Þ a parameter vector, in k hours. It is described as follows.

ĥj kþ 1ð Þ ¼ a1�gjðkÞĥj kð Þ þ l � AMerr � gj kð Þuðk� jÞ ð7Þ

For gj(k) it is presented as a parameter of jthg(k). As this is repeated, a
parameter factor is analyzed. From the entered signal, noise is cancelled to con-
verge on the signal and this would improve a convergence speed.

3 Simulation

In this paper, the echo canceller with the proposed moving Average Estimator
LMS filter applied was analyzed comparing to other current system. The noise
which had been used for an experimentation of the proposed method was a color
noise and, as shown in Fig. 2, most of the energy appeared to be distributed
throughout the frequency. For the speech DB, 445 dB produced by ETRI was used
and the experimentation was carried out by 16 K, Mono and 8 K. The difference
order of the proposed filter was 50 and the experimentation was conducted with a
step size of 0.003. The Fig. 2 presents a wave which has been combined with color
noise and a speech signal called ‘‘the middle’’ among 445 dB.

In Fig. 3, a signal of composite waveform was presented, in which the proposed
Algorithm was applied with the incoming signal.

Figure 4 is an output signal acquired by conducting of the proposed Algorithm.
It is confirmed that it has converged near on the clean speech signal. After the
noise-included speech signal was filtered by the activated parameter measurement,
a signal to be very much near the clean speech signal was gained.

Figure 5 provides improved results from a comparison between the color noise
signal and the filtered signal. Noise of the color environment was -29 dB and,
after it was filtered by the proposed Algorithm, it came up with SNR of -39 dB
which was a signal improvement by 10 dB.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, the experimentation was conducted as the color echo cancellation
Algorithm with the Average Estimator applied was proposed. While the Average
Estimator was figured and a step size of a filter was controlled, the convergence
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Fig. 3 Combined wave
signal

Fig. 4 Filtering signal by
proposed algorithm

Fig. 2 Combined signal and
energy distribution

Fig. 5 Compare with color
noise signal and filtering
signal
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performance was improved, which would cancel the color noise by adaptive filter
method.

After the experimentation on the echo cancellation Algorithm with Average
Estimator LMS filter applied at the color noise environment was conducted, it was
discovered that the proposed detection method has a convergence performance and
a stability to be improved by 10 dB than the current method does. In the end, it
was concluded through the research that the proposed detection method is
equipped with a more outstanding performance comparing to the current method.

Acknowledgments This work was supported by the Gachon University research fund of 2012.
(GCU-2012-R168).
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An Abrupt Signal Detection as Accident
Detection by Hamiltonian Eigenvalue
on Highway CCTV Traffic Signal

In Jeong Lee

Abstract There are many limits like as shadowing occlusion and no lights in the
video image detector systems. In order to make accurate detector system, we need
to get rid of these problems specially accident detection system by using vehicle
trace. In this paper, we introduce a method of overcoming shadow. And we pro-
pose the accurate accident detection system. We find the flow of vehicle trace is
like as level spacing distribution as Wigner distribution. It is in the level statistics
when we represent this vehicle trace avoidable. From this distribution we can
derive a probability induced by different of position for each lane. Using this
equation we can find abrupt state of vehicle flow comparing with normal flow. We
shall show statistical results from some experiments for this system evaluation

Keywords Hamiltonian � Detection system � Detection abrupt signal � Calogero-
moser system

1 Introduction

The goal of a traffic monitoring system is to extract traffic information, such as the
vehicle volume count, traffic events, and traffic flow, which plays an important role
for traffic analysis and traffic management [1]. In these extracting information,
the occlusions have taken place when two or more vehicles and shadows are
regarded as one vehicle because of overlapping from the viewpoint of camera.
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There is explicit occlusion or implicit occlusion, the explicit case can be detected
easier than implicit case because of identifying individual vehicles before occlu-
sion. The shadows which is explicit case can cause various unwanted behavior
such as object shape distortion and merging, affecting surveillance capability like
target counting and identification [4].

Generally, image processing and object tracking techniques have been mostly
applied to traffic video analysis to address queue detection, vehicle classification,
and volume counting [5, 6]. In this case, Model-Based tracking is highly accurate
for a small number of vehicles [7].

If the number of vehicle is increasing, we need new background model like as
the Kalman-filter-based adaptive background model, because the background
changes rapidly. In this situation, if a separate contour could be initialized for each
vehicle, then each one could be tracked even in the presence of partial occlusion
[2, 8]. They introduce there are three types occlusions, that is track occlusions,
background object occlusions and apparent occlusions [10].

In track occlusions, in order to resolve more complex structures in the track
lattice, the bounding box tracking used by appearance based modeling [9]. The
appearance model is an RGB color model with probability mask similar to that used
by Ismail Haritaoglu et al. [11]. In methods to solve the implicit occlusion problem
in moving objects, the fusions of multiple camera inputs are used to overcome
occlusion in multiple object tracking [12]. The Predictive Trajectory Merge-and-
Split (PTMS) proposed to uses a multi stage approach to determining the vehicle
motion trajectories and eventually the lane geometry [13, 14]. Some shadow
elimination techniques have been classified in the literature into two groups, model-
based and property-based technique [14]. The shadow removal approaches are
based on an assumption that the shadow pixels have the same chrominance as the
background but lower luminance [4, 15]. The earliest investigations in shadow
removal proposed by Scanlan et al. [16], the image was split into square blocks and
produced an image based on the mean intensity of each block. We know the vision-
based with nighttime images was RACCOON system [17] which has been inte-
grated into a car experiment on the CMU Navlab II, tracks car taillights. Also,
another pattern classifier algorithm is Support Vector Tracking (SVT) which
integrates the SVM classifier into optic-flow based on tracker [18]. The bright
regions in the nighttime generated by headlights, tail lights, break lights, and
reflected lights around light sources are recognized as the vehicle feature. Because
of above things, in this paper, we use an advanced shadow elimination techniques
for preventing occlusions, so we develop an accuracy of finding traffic information.
In addition to this system, we use the vehicle trajectories for traffic accident
detection system, accordingly identifying lane change patterns from the camera’s
field of view [2, 3]. In this case, the flow of vehicle trace is like as level spacing
distribution as Wigner distribution in the level statistics when we represent this
trace avoidable. From this distribution we can derive a probability induced by
different of position for each lane. Using this equation we can find abrupt state of
vehicle flow comparing with normal flow. For this system evaluation, we shall
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show statistical results from some experiments. In Sect. 2, we introduce an
advanced shadow elimination technologies. In Sect. 3, the detection method of
abrupt signal is introduced on Wigner distribution.

2 Advanced Shadow Elimination Techniques

We explain the basic idea behind the tracking algorithm developed in this research.
Vehicle tracking has been based on the region-based tracking approach. For
individual vehicle tracking the first step, acquisition image sequences and prede-
termining the detection zones at each lane. The second, we have conducted the
background subtraction, deciding threshold for binary images. The background
subtraction algorithm requires a relatively small computation time and shows the
robust detection in good illumination conditions [19]. The third step, morphology
for small particles removal as noise, sets in mathematical morphology represent
the shapes of objects in an image, for example, the set of all white pixels in a
binary image is a complete description of the image. The next step, it is important
to remove cast shadows due to extract the vehicle area exactly, we developed the
new algorithm in this paper using by edge detection and vertical projections within
the vehicle particles. And the fifth step generates the vehicle ID and labeling to
each vehicle, and individual vehicle’s bounding rectangle data, i.e., left, top, right,
bottom coordinates. These particle data are saved into reference table which can be
referred to next sequence frames. In this system, the occlusion detection is easy
relatively because of short length of detection zones, less than 15 m. And we have
considered only limited to explicit occlusion. The explicit occlusion cases have
taken place several times during the field test, that is, multiple vehicles enter a
scene separately into detection zone, and merge into a moving object region in the
scene. In this case, we have maintained each vehicle ID continuously as referred to
previous frame.

In the nighttime, diffused reflections on the road due to vehicle headlights pose
a serious concern. Thus we need to pre-processing by reflection elimination to
adjust the light parameters such as luminosity or brightness, contrast, intensity. For
the vehicle extraction exactly, we have to consider about background estimation,
occlusion, cast shadow detection and elimination, and light condition processing at
night.

Our system has covered the four lanes with single camera. As the more system
has to be processed, the less performance of system has been. The reason for that if
we have included the implicit occlusion process, the performance evaluation
marked low grade especially the calculation of velocity. The occlusion detection of
this system is easy relatively because of short length of detection zones, less than
15 m.

So many algorithms of cast shadow elimination are proposed, the various cases
are occurred in the real traffic flows, for example, dark or light shadows, shadow
from trees or clouds.
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The proposed algorithms as mentioned before, have been applied to our
experiment, the shadows cannot be extracted exactly as a result.

Thus we have developed the appropriate algorithm in our test site. The basic
concept is that the shadow area has less edge because of no variance within
shadow. On the other side hand, vehicle area has more edges relatively. Let B be a
binary image plane and Bx be a set of number of vertical pixels which value is 1 at
x. We define a function Verti: B=x! Bx

by Verti ðxÞ ¼
X

y

B1ðx; yÞ; ð1Þ

Where B1ðx; yÞ is a pixel of which value is 1 at ðx; yÞ and B=x is a projection of
B into x. In Fig. 1b, the distribution of edges from moving object area can be
discriminated between vehicle and cast shadow. And then discard under 25 %, that
is cast shadow area, Fig. 1b.

(a) Edge of moving object

(b) Shadow area under blue line, 25%

Fig. 1 Cast shadow
detection process in our test
site. a Edge of moving object.
b Shadow area under blue
line, 25 %
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3 Detection of Abrupt Signal on Wigner Level
Spacing Distribution

Contents the flow of vehicle can be represented by trajectories, and a time series
can be figured from this trace when the flow of vehicle volume calculated for some
time interval at each lane as Fig. 2.

The distribution of position from the bottom line is Wigner distribution (2) in
this time series as Fig. 3.

PðSÞ ¼ p
2

S exp � p
4

S2
� �

ð2Þ

We can get by Hamiltonian H such as

PðHÞ ¼ C exp �aTrH2
� �

ð3Þ

We know Hamiltonian

HðsÞ ¼ H0 þ sH ð4Þ

has an eigenvalue.
This equation can be represented as

HðsÞWnðsÞ ¼ EnðsÞWnðsÞ ð5Þ

where s is time series and En is a distance from bottom.
By diagonalization to this equation, we obtain

PðfEngÞ ¼ exp � E2
1 þ . . .þ E2

n

� �
= 4a2
� �� �

P
m 6¼n
jEm � Enjm ð6Þ

If the Generalized Calogero-Moser system is applied to this Eq. (6) after finding
the eigenvalue of Hamiltonian, we can get the Eq. (7).

p x1; x2; . . .; xnð Þ ¼ C
Y

1� i;j� n

jxi � xjjv ð7Þ

Fig. 2 Trajectories of vehicle and it’s time series for each lane
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Where xi is position value of each lane. This Eq. (7) has maximum value when
vehicle flow is same for every time at each lane for example each vehicle flow is
same. But if one or two lane has no vehicle flow except other lane has normal flow,
the value of Eq. (7) is abruptly changed. So, the detection system can be made by
checking the value of (7) is abrupt value than previous value for some time. In this

Fig. 3 Wigner distribution
of time series

(a) Vehicle trace has no change

(b) Vehicle trace is changed.

(c)Vehicle trace is changed again.

Fig. 4 Showing images from
normal flow to abrupt flow
and warning state. a Vehicle
trace has no change.
b Vehicle trace is changed.
c Vehicle trace is changed
again
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case we can choose C; v properly for accurate precession and time interval to
decision abrupt.

Since, as in Fig. 4, we can find some change of trace image (b) (c) and need to
calculate abrupt signal, after that, delivered warning to manager when the calcu-
lated abrupt signal image like as Fig. 5, in this case C; v handle the height of PðSÞ.
If C increase, the noise increase and if v increase, than normal state and abrupt
state did not distinguished.

4 Experimental Result

The traffic information can be obtained by aggregating count vehicles passing
through the detection zones for one minute. The more detailed measuring results,
which are compared with aggregating one minute of baseline data and measuring
volume counts for 30 min within each time period, are illustrated in Fig. 6 as
followings.

Fig. 5 a Is an area of normal
vehicle flow signal. b Is an
area of one lane flow is
stopped. c Is an detour area of
flow

Fig. 6 Volume counts for
30 mins within each time
period
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For evaluating accident detection system, we experiments from stored moving
image, because accident image is not easy searched, in this case detection time
interval is changed per each experiments as shown 10 case in Table 1.

From this data we take two values as C ¼ 2:3; v ¼ 1:2 is properly good as in
Fig. 7.

5 Conclusions

There are two issues, the one is overcoming occlusion by shadow and the other is
accident detection system in this paper. The two issues are strictly related because
occlusion disturbs accurate accident detection system. In order to eliminate sha-
dow, we have developed the new algorithm using analysis of edge distribution of
vehicle and shadows. If the shadow was not erased, than the volume for each lane
do not calculated correctly, accordingly the accident detection is not accurate. In
here, we have known the flow of vehicle trace has Wigner distribution in the level
statistics when we represent each trace avoidable. From this distribution a prob-
ability was derived by representing different of position for each lane. Using this
equation we could find abrupt state of vehicle flow comparing with normal flow. In
this situation, the detection time interval was experimentally good for 1–1.5 min.
In future works, we shall calculate the optimized detection time interval for every
accident on high way.

Table 1 Experimental results by changing detection time where ‘‘1’’ is detected case ‘‘0’’ is
missed case

Case
Time

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

0.5 min 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 min 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1.5 min 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 min 1 0 1 1 x 1 0 1 0 0

Fig. 7 When 1� t� 2,
2�Cv� 3 induced from
experimental dataFormatting
toolbar
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Implementation of Improved DPD
Algorithm Using the Approximation
Hessian Technique and an Adaptive Filter

Jeong-Seok Jang and Gyong-Hak Lee

Abstract In this paper, Improved Digital Predistortion (DPD) Algorithm using an
active filter and approximation Hessian technique is suggested. The algorithm
optimized the performance of the DPD based on Quasi-Newton family method. In
modeling power amplifier, the memory polynomial model which can model the
memory effect of the power amplifier is used. And we compared with Least Mean-
Squares (LMS) and Recursive Least squares (RLS) algorithm.

Keywords Power amplifier � DPD � Quasi-newton method

1 Introduction

The DPD technique is the linearization method using digital distortion loop. It has
shown an excellence in its performance comparing with analog ones and has an
advantage of miniaturization. Therefore, the power amplifier tends to be designed
in small sized ones which have advanced results in their efficiency and linearity in
conjunction with efficiency-oriented Class C amplifier or Switching mode
amplifier.
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Generally, DPD responds quickly to the power amplifier’s output variation,
comes up with an adaptive filter block that makes distortion function, The most
representative algorithms for DPD are Least mean-squares (LMS) and Recursive
Least (RLS), etc. [1–3]. In this paper, we proposed the improved DPD algorithm
by using approximation Hessian based on the Quasi-Newton family technique.
Also, we verified the performance by applying the proposed algorithm on power
amplifier model with the memory effect.

2 Memory Polynomial Model

The memoryless model refers to the case which the most recent output is affected
by only the most recent input. This can be translated with AM-to-AM character-
istic. However, in most of conventional circuit boards, the previously stored
energy of the energy storing devices on the board influences on the current output
with time delay. This paper considers the power amplifier’s AM-to-AM and AM-
to-PM characteristic using memory polynomial model.

Equation (1) refers to the Memory polynomial model of discrete signals.

yðnÞ ¼
XN

k¼1

XQ

a¼0

ak;a jxðn� qÞjk�1 �xðn� qÞ ð1Þ

xðnÞ: Input signal
yðnÞ: Output signal
N: The order of memory length

2.1 Adaptive Filter Algorithm

As general FIR filters or IIR filter have fixed coefficients, if we need to change the
parameters of the filter by the time changes, we can not get the desired result. On
the other hand, the adaptive filter can control filer coefficient in real time to obtain
the closest result to the desired filter response.

Figure 1 shows the mechanism of adaptive filter block in the DPD technique. In
DPD, these adaptive filter becomes signal uðnÞ=G, then ideal signal becomes input
signal xðnÞ. Filter 1 makes up wðnÞ coefficient around input signal xðnÞ and repeats
achieving new coefficient wðnþ 1Þ. wðnÞ is not only an exact inverse function, but
also shows similar characteristic.
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2.2 Improved Adaptive Filter Algorithm Based
on the Quasi-Newton Method

This paper shows the improvement of adaptive filter algorithm in DPD based on
the Quasi- Newton method tree [4]. Instead of the direct search method to directly
obtain the optimal value to a specific value, we used the indirect search method to
search the optimal value from the slope of phase and amplitude error. Quasi-
Newton directed on Newton method consists of secondary differential information.
Cost function is the optimized function of w, and it is same as Taylor series [5].
Approached diverse Hessian changes with Dn-defining new function Sn then
redefined as Eq. (2).

wðnþ 1Þ ¼ wðnÞ þ uðnÞSn ð2Þ

Fig. 1 Adaptive filter mechanism in indirect learning architecture
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Analysing Eq. (2), uðnÞSn ¼ wðnþ 1Þ � wðnÞ is defined with increase of past
tap coefficient, redefined into uðnÞSn ¼ Pn. Also, renewed coefficient and cost
function’s difference are redefined into qn ¼ rnðwnþ1Þ � rnðwnÞ ¼ 2Rnpn, and
Eq. (3) is directed.

Dnþ1 ¼ Dn þ
pnpn

T

2pn
T qn
� Dnqnqn

T Dn

qn
T Dnqn

ð3Þ

Solving input’s autocorrelation Rn into Rn ¼ xnxn
T , becomes Eq. (4)

Dnþ1 ¼ Dn þ
pnpn

T

2jpn
T qnj2

� Dnxnxn
T Dn

xn
T Dnxn

ð4Þ

Deciding uðnÞ for nðwn � uðnÞSnÞ to renew step size uðnÞ equals to Eq. (5)

uðnÞ ¼ 1

2xn
T Dnxn

ð5Þ

However, Eq. (4)’s denominator renewal system is same as Eq. (6)

xT Hnþ1x ¼ xT Hnxþ xn
T pn

pn
T qn
� ðHnxn

TqnÞ2

qn
T Hnqn

ð6Þ

If this part becomes 0, this equation can’t be converged and becomes radiate, so
it needs positive definite [5–7]. Defining equation a ¼ Hn

1=2; b ¼ Hn
1=2qn becomes

Eq. (7)

xT Hnþ1x ¼ ða
T aÞðbT bÞ � ðaT aÞ2

ðbT bÞ þ ðxn
T pnÞ2

pn
T qn

ð7Þ

When we look for Eq. (7), right clause gets non-negative condition by Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality, and knows that the first clause doesn’t disappear when a and b
proportion each other. So, the equation is valid when it is x ¼ bqn. however this
equation gets answer by a step size, uðnÞ.

pn
T x ¼ bpn

T qn ¼ buðnÞnDnrnT 6¼ 0 ð8Þ

Therefore, xT Hnx [ 0 suits on any number x, instead of 0.

2.3 Simulation

In this paper, the power amplifier has been modeled with ADS ver. 2010, a RF
simulation tool from Agilent Technologies Inc. The 5th degree polynomial and 3rd
degree memory depth were used in this modeling method, considering memory
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effect. It is modeled power amplifier using WCDMA 1FA signal generator and
LDMOD TR of ADS (Fig. 2).

Figure 3a is the diverse clause of AM-to-AM showing improved algorithm in
this paper. Figure 3b is AM-to-PM characteristic which responds for -1.8[rad] to
+1.8[rad] as the output undistortion.

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the application of improved algorithm
using the form of Fig. 1 and LMS algorithm and RLS algorithm which have been
commonly used. To compare the capacity of each algorithm, we measured
Adjacent Channel Leakage Ratio (ACLR) from ±5 MHz offset. Improved algo-
rithm shows -72 dBc of ACLR characteristic (Table 1).

Fig. 2 The Characteristics of modeling for power amplifier. a Modeling power amplifier’s.
b AM-to-PM characteristic AM-to-AM characteristic. c modeling power amplifier’s spectrum
characteristic
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Fig. 3 Inverse function of proposed algorithm. a AM-to-AM characteristic. b AM-to-PM
characteristic

Fig. 4 Comparison of linearization results

Table 1 Comparison of linearization of each algorithm

Lower (dBc) Upper (dBc) Improvement (dB)

PA only -45 -45 –
LMS -61 -63 About 16
RLS -70 -70 About 25
Proposed -72 -72 About 27
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3 Conclusions

This paper proposes an improved DPD algorithm using approximate Hessian
technique. This embodied algorithm guarantees amount guarantee using reverse
approximate Hessian technique and is optimized to obtain better performance
comparing with conventional algorithms. As a result, the linearity improvement
shows the efficiency of approximately 27 dB, which is the similar performance
with RLS algorithm.
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An InGaP HBT MMIC High Efficient
Dual Path Power Amplifier for CDMA
Handset Application

Song-Gang Kim, Hwan-Seok Yang and Seung-Jae Yoo

Abstract In this paper a high efficient dual path power amplifier (PA) for the code
division multiple access (CDMA) handset applications is proposed. A dual path
PA consists of two different size Pas combined parallel with single input/output
matching circuits. The dual path PA is fabricated in the InGaP/GaAs hetero-
junction bipolar transistor (HBT) monolithic micro-wave integrated circuit
(MMIC) in the CDMA cellular, 824–849 MHz and operates at a supply voltage of
3.4 V. The dual path PA exhibits an output power of 31 dBm, a 36 % power added
efficiency (PAE) at an output power, and a -46 dBc adjacent channel power ratio
(ACPR) at an 885 kHz offset frequency in the high power mode and an output
power of 21 dBm, a 14.2 % PAE at a 16 dBm output level, and a -49 dBc ACPR
at a 885 kHz offset frequency in the low power mode. This concept is also
available for the other CDMA/OFDM specifications.

Keywords Heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) � Parallel architecture �
Adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) � InGaP/GaAs HBT � CDMA � MMIC �
Offset frequency � Power amplifiers
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1 Introduction

The high power consumption of the power amplifier is well known as a main issue
in the portable handset application. The power amplifier increases the signal power
level to transmit the signal from the handset to the base station [1]. A modern
digital modulated signal has a high peak-to-average ratio, and the power amplifier
should work at a higher power level than the average power level. For this reason,
the efficiency of a PA is decreased at the high power stage. Moreover, the fluc-
tuation of the signal power makes a spectral regrowth at the adjacent channel
through the nonlinearity of the power amplifier, which could generate the inter-
ference to the adjacent channel. So the efficiency and the linearity of the power
amplifier are the key design parameters. The efficiency improvement of the power
amplifier could extend the operating time of the battery, and also avoid the
unwanted heating problem of the handset. The commercially available handset
power amplifiers have been designed to have the highest efficiency at the maxi-
mum output power level around 28 dBm. But, according to the statistical opera-
tional condition study for the CDMA signal, the probability that the PA should
work at 28 dBm is only 0.01 % as shown in Fig. 1 [2]. Actually, the nominal
output power required in the PA is less than 16 dBm. The power amplifier should
handle the maximum power maximum output power, which causes a tremendous
waste of power. This concept is also available for the other CDMA/OFDM
specifications.

In order to improve the efficiency in a lower power level, the smart PA structure
has been used. This technique is to control the bias level of the power amplifier
according to the operating conditions. At the high power mode, it increases the
bias level, and at the low power mode as shown in Fig. 2, it decreases the bias level
to improve the efficiency. But in the smart PA, the efficiency improvement is not
enough because the device size is still optimized to the maximum output power.
The reported efficiency of the smart PA in the low power mode is about the 7–8 %
PAE [3].

In this paper, a dual path power amplifier is proposed. In this approach, two
different amplifiers for the high power mode and the low power mode are com-
bined parallel through the input and output matching circuits. The high power path
is activated when the output power is over 16 dBm, else the low power path is
selected. The control sequence is summarized in Table 1. This method enables to
optimize the device size and the bias circuit simultaneously according to the output
power levels. Through this structure, the PA has been successfully developed, that
shows the 14.2 % PAE of at the low power mode (16 dBm) with the same per-
formance at high power mode.
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Fig. 1 Probability density function (PDF) for the output power of CDMA power amplifiers for
urban and suburban profiles

Fig. 2 Load line characteristics for the maximum output power and the most probable
transmission power. Point A is the quiescent bias point for the large emitter area HBT and point B
for the small emitter area HBT

Table 1 ON/OFF sequence and bias condition of the proposed PA under different operation
modes

Parameter Vref (V) Vmode (V) Range (dBm)

High power mode (HPM) 2.85 Low (0) 18–28
Low power mode (LPM) 2.85 High (2085) \18
Shut down 0 Low (0) –
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2 Dual Path Power Amplifiers

A dual path PA is designed in the InGaP/GaAs HBT foundry. Fig. 3 shows the
block diagram of the dual path PA. The dual path PA has two paths. The upper
path is active in the high power mode and a lower path in the low power mode.
In each path, the amplifier is designed in a two-stage, and the mode control voltage
selects one of the high or low power modes.

The emitter area for unit cell of this foundry is 80 um2. The emitter size of the
power stage is 4800 um2 and the drive stage is 800 um2 in the high power mode.
In the low power mode, the power stage is 480 um2 and the drive stage is 160 um2.
The most difficult step in designing a dual path power amplifier is to combine the
two paths because of the complex matching networks of the input and output.
When the mode is changed low to high, the input impedance will decrease. To
compensate these variations, the series capacitors are required at the base terminals

Fig. 3 Block diagram of the proposed dual path power amplifier (unit = um2)

Fig. 4 Impedance of various
matching points of the
proposed power amplifier
shown Fig. 3
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of each input stage, and then the additional input matching is added at the final
input terminal.

Figure 4 illustrates the impedance at various output positions of the proposed
PA shown in Fig. 3 the load impedance of the power stage will be determined by
ZL(HPM) impedance. But in low power mode, the impedance of ZL(HPM) is
transformed the optimum impedance of the low power path ZL(LPM).

For the linearity and the high efficiency, the active bias circuit using a diode has
been frequently used, shown is Fig. 5, with the reference voltage of 2.85 V. The
total PA chip consumes 75 mA of the quiescent current in the high power mode.
But in the low power mode it only 30 Ma. The high/low power mode is controlled
by the 1 bit switching transistor. The mode control signal turns the bias circuit on/
off to change the modes.

Fig. 5 Schematic of the
active bias circuit with the
linearizing

Fig. 6 The gain against output power for the dual path power amplifier in the high/low power mode
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3 Measurement

Within the range from 824 to -849 MHz CDMA cellular band Figs. 6, 7 shows the
gain, and the PAE against output power of the dual path PA in two modes. A 1Db
compression point of the amplifier is 28 dBm in the power mode and 21 dBm in the
low power mode. The gain is 24.5 dB at 28 dBm output power and 14.2 % at
16 dBm output power in the high power mode and the low power mode, respec-
tively. Considering the PAE measured at 16 dBm output power in the high power
mode, it is clear that the PAE is improved much better in the low power mode.

Fig. 7 The PAE against output power for the dual path power amplifier in the high/low power
mode

Fig. 8 The ACPR for the dual path power amplifier in the high/low power mode
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And the quiescent current is a total of 75 mA in the high power mode, and
3 mA in the low power mode. The results of ACPR test, a criterion of the linearity
of the PA, show less than -46 dBc at the output power up to 28 dBm average
output power in the high power mode, and -49 dBc at the output power in the low
power mode, shown in Fig. 8. The measured performance is summarized in
Table 2.

4 Conclusion

A high efficient dual path power amplifier for the CDMA handset applications has
been studied. The dual path PA is fabricated in InGaP/GaAs HBT and consumed
the 75 mA/30 mA quiescent current in the high/low power mode with the 3.4 V
supply voltage. Using the single input/output matching circuit, the dual PA
combined well. The measured results show that a 1 dB compression point of
28 dBm and a 36 % PAE at 28 dBm output power in the high power mode, and a
1 dB. Compression point of 20 dBm and a 14.2 % PAE of at 16 dBm output
power in the low power mode and -49 dBc at 16 dBm average output power in
the low power mode. The measured result meets the linearity requirement of the
dual path power amplifier. This concept is also available for the other CDMA/
OFDM specifications.
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Table 2 Summary of the measured performance of the dual path power amplifier

Performance

High power mode (HPM) Low power mode (LPM)

Operation voltage 3.4 V 3.4 V
Output power 30 dBm 21 dBm
Power gain 24.5 dB 23 dB
Power added efficiency 36 % 14.2 %
ACPR -46 dBc -49 dBc
Quiescent current 75 mA 30 mA
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U-Health Platform for Health
Management Service Based on Home
Health Gateway

Jong-Hun Kim, Si-Hoon Ahn, Jae-Young Soh
and Kyung-Yong Chung

Abstract The Ubiquitous Health, or u-Health, service is an IT health care service
using the ubiquitous computing environment. u-Health provides customized
medical services. As it is a service that has developed from the current hospital
visiting medical system, the u-Health service provides a patient with healthcare
anywhere and anytime. In this paper, we propose a health management service
model using home health gateway based on the u-Health platform. Using home
health gateway, u-Health can provide health monitoring, diet, and exercise ser-
vices using the Healthcare Decision Support Module (HDSM) in the ubiquitous
environment. This approach would offer specialized services using an external
content provider of DB. In addition, a doctor can provide advice to patients using
the monitoring service. The proposed u-Health platform provides effective services
using home health gateway in ubiquitous environments to customers, which will
improve the health of chronic patients.

Keywords U-Health platform � Health gateway � Health management � Health
monitoring
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1 Introduction

Korea’s continuing economic growth and the five-day workweek policy have led
to an increased interest in medical services, leisure activities, and culture among
Koreans. In particular, an increasing number of Koreans are showing a keen
interest in health and happiness, which is due to new diseases and greater life
expectancy among Koreans due to this economic growth. The search for an effi-
cient way to respond to this increasing interest in health and wellness has placed
the u-Health service in the spotlight. With the u-Health service, users are given
medical services anytime and anywhere as their vital signs and environmental
signs are collected. At present, the development of the u-Health service environ-
ment system and the middleware are actively being conducted [1]. For patients of
chronic diseases, the u-Health service should include the medical services of a
hospital and medical guidelines to encourage patients to improve their health via
self-regulation [2]. Lately, a new u-Health service for high pressure patients and
diabetic patients has been introduced, and much investment and research are being
applied to developing various devices and solutions. However, most of the services
are performed as a user enters only the vital signs that have been measured by a
Personal Health Device (PHD) [3–6]. Current services only allow users to check
their health information and accumulated medical vital sing information. The use
of ubiquitous-based IT [7] is necessary for patients to be able to efficiently conduct
their medical checks at home. Therefore, development and distribution of wireless
PHDs as well as development of a home health gateway that gathers the measured
vital signs should be promptly carried out. In this thesis, a gateway to automati-
cally gather a user’s measured vital signs is developed as well as a system that
would provide the user with medical information by using HDSM. In addition, for
the development of a service connected to the hospital, the thesis designs a
u-Health platform in which exchange of clinical data and multi-device service are
possible.

2 Relative Work

When the current u-health platform is looked into, it is found out that, based on the
input of a patient’s body information and disease information, the customized
health workout and diet provision platform through personal body information of
Welltizen [8] have provided not only workout prescriptions and diet but also a
graph of consumption condition, nutritional balance and calories. Dreamcare
platform of BIT Computer [9] has been liberated from the current visiting pre-
scription and the web service to finally provide the Smart TV platform-based
service. Through a patient’s body composition analysis and self medical exami-
nation, the diet information is offered as well as recipes and experts’ advices of the
provided diet. For the current u-health platform, it was only possible for self-
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visiting and for a particular space such as web or a digital TV. There has been no
intellectual information provision service conducted by auto-monitoring and sys-
tem in a social life of a patient. In addition, a service model based on the medical
guidelines has not been presented. The u-health platform proposed in this thesis
features the connection with a hospital and automatic gathering of vital signs. With
this u-health platform, real-time service is provided through the smartphone, TV
and web.

3 U-Health Platform for Health Management Service

3.1 Home Health Gateway

As a short distance telecommunication technique of low electricity and high
reliability, Bluetooth is believed to be a skill that is proper for an application
device in the medical field. In the past, independent ubiquitous healthcare service
was developed in hospitals, houses and care facilities based on Serial Port Profile
(SPP) of Bluetooth. Through the development, personal detection devices and
servers were distributed. However, since these independent applications are con-
ducted via each different data, they are not likely to be compatible. In order to
work on the problem, IEEE 11073 standard has been announced in ISO. IEEE
11073 has introduced a definition of an agent and a manager. The agent is PHD
and the manager is capable of showing the user data from the agent by having a
bigger arithmetic resource. Each of the agents communicates with one manager
and one manager can communicate with multiple agents. The bluetooth file which
has been designated by IEEE 11073 standard is Health Device Profile (HDP). The
PHD agent that supports HDP will be connected only to a manager that supports
HDP. Even if the communication method is the bluetooth, it would not be con-
nected to a communication method based on the legacy SPP profile and others
which is, for example, a server that connects to TCP/IP. Likewise, the legacy
private medical measuring device would not be connected to HDP profile manager
and even if it is conducted for pairing by the bluetooth, it will not be compatible.
Furthermore, since PHD is only capable of one pairing with one manager, if the
manager changes, inconvenience would be expected. Therefore, for PHD, a
gateway to accept both HDP-based PHD and SPP-based PHD is required while for
the healthcare application, a gateway to support all the other communication
methods including the bluetooth is necessary.

When the home health gateway is connected to PHD and when the home health
gateway is operated as the built-in agent and the gateway mode that would deliver
the healthcare data to the built-in manager, the service layer or a service device
which would receive the healthcare data packet from PHD, the home health
gateway connects to PHD through the built-in manager. In the packet, delivered
via the built-in manager from PHD, the healthcare data is extracted and, this data is
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delivered to the built-in agent. All these parts described so far is a gateway control
of the home health gateway and, in Fig. 1 the diagram of the home health gateway
is presented.

3.2 U-Health Platform

At present, the healthcare service provision should be realized based on the pro-
vision of various services via many different devices in the multi service envi-
ronment but not in the current single service environment. In addition, to conduct
decision-making on a user’s medical condition, an intellectual information pro-
vision service with the clinical information used and a service to automatically
collect and monitor the user’s vital signs are necessary. The u-health platform for
the healthcare service proposed in this thesis is described in Fig. 2. Through PC
and smart devices, the user contacts U-Health Center, requests for a service and is
given a personalized service. And, through various PHDs, the user checks vital
signs which are gathered via the home health gateway and sent to the platform. In
the healthcare center, the information gathered through the home health gateway is
analyzed via Health Decision Support Module (HDSM) and for users, they can be
provided with the present medical information through smart devices anytime and
anywhere. For doctors, they can perform the medical service to a patient through
the u-health platform after they are given monitored information and clinical
information. With HDSM, the doctors also acquire information that is necessary
for the medical examination. Through the intellectual information provision
service, the quality of the medical service is improved. The u-health platform
supports users to enjoy contents of various special service providers in the multi-
device environment. The service distributors provide lots of information on diets,

Fig. 1 Diagram for home health gateway composition
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workouts and health and the users are given the most appropriate contents through
the intellectual information provision service.

4 Conclusion

In the thesis, the u-health platform for the home health gateway based healthcare
service has been proposed. For the chronic patients, the proposed u-health platform
provides medical information while for the doctors; it gives information that is
necessary for the medical examination. By offering the home health gateway based
vital sign monitoring service, the u-health platform reduces the inconvenience of
the user’s vital sign entry but increases the service uses. In addition, by supporting
various PHDs and in/output devices, the u-health platform helps the present smart
devices to provide users with efficient u-health service. In consequence, the
patients are now able to get real-time customized medical service anytime and
anywhere as the u-health platform is capable of providing analysis information.
Since both the patient and the doctor are given necessary information, efficiency of
medical examination and healthcare will be improved. In a follow-up research,
how to apply the proposed u-health platform to an actual clinical experimentation
should be studied. Also, through a verification of efficacy and the user’s satis-
faction of the u-health platform, the platform will be proved for its functions. Last

Fig. 2 U-health platform for health management service
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but not least, as a complementary process is conducted, it is expected that the
u-health platform will be commercialized to provide the users with high-quality
healthcare service.
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A 2-D Visual Model for Sasang
Constitution Classification Based
on a Fuzzy Neural Network

Zhen-Xing Zhang, Xue-Wei Tian and Joon S. Lim

Abstract The human constitution can be classified into four possible constitutions
according to an individual’s temperament and nature: Tae-Yang (太陽), So-Yang
(少陽), Tae-Eum (太陰), and So-Eum (少陰). This classification is known as the
Sasang constitution. In this study, we classified the four types of Sasang consti-
tutions by measuring twelve sets of meridian energy signals with a Ryodoraku
device (良導絡). We then developed a Sasang constitution classification method
based on a fuzzy neural network (FNN) and a two-dimensional (2-D) visual model.
We obtained meridian energy signals from 35 subjects for the So-Yang, Tae-Eum,
and So-Eum constitutions. A FNN was used to obtain defuzzification values for the
2-D visual model, which was then applied to the classification of these three
Sasang constitutions. Finally, we achieved a Sasang constitution recognition rate
of 89.4 %.
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1 Introduction

Sasang constitutional medicine is a traditional Korean medicine, which was
founded by Jae-Ma Lee and systematically theorized in his book Donguisusebowon
(東醫壽世保元) in 1894 [1]. Major distinctions of the body are formed during
incubation period of life, rendering person’s predisposed weakness and strength.
This prenatal imbalance determines a person’s constitution, physiology, pathology,
emotional orientation, and nature. As a result, each type shares the similar aspects
of bodily structure, function, and metabolism, as well as psychological and
behavioral characteristics. In Sasang medicine, four major body types are distin-
guished. They are called Tae-Yang(太陽), So-Yang(少陽), Tae-Eum(太陰), and
So-Eum(少陰) [3–5, 8–11]. Most of people can be categorized in these four body
types.

Energy medicine is a new science and technology that relies on the measure-
ment and analysis of 12 standardized sets of meridian energy signals (each set
includes one point on the left-hand side and one on the right-hand side) of the
human body, based on a long history of research [2, 7], and these points are shown
in Fig. 1.

Serial measurements of the meridians using Ryodoraku theory and the Ryod-
oraku device have been used to provide a precise, continuous, and objective check
of a patient’s medical progress. The meridians for the hands are designated as H1
to H6 for the Ryodoraku system, and those for the feet as F1 to F6, making 12
meridians in all. These Ryodoraku meridians are equivalent to those of energy
medicine and traditional oriental medical theories, whereby most health conditions
can be discovered through energy signals of the 12 sets of meridians (again, each
set has one left and one right point). The meridian equivalents of the Ryodoraku
are shown in Table 1.

In this paper, we analyze a data set that records 12 sets of meridian energy
signals from 35 healthy people by using a Sasang constitution classification
method. Sasang classification is accomplished using a fuzzy neural network,
named NEWFM (neuro-fuzzy network with a weighted fuzzy membership func-
tion) [6], which classifies the Sasang constitution by calculating Takagi–Sugeno
defuzzification values that we use for two-dimensional (2-D) visual modeling.

Fig. 1 Twelve measurement points for meridian energy
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2 Materials and Method

2.1 Materials

All of the data for this research, including measurements of Sasang constitutional
signals, have been obtained from the Oriental Medicine Hospital (in Korea).
Participants in the study were given simultaneous medical examinations with the
Ryodoraku device, which is based on the Ryodoraku theory that abnormalities or
disease of the viscus or the internal organs are reflected by changes in the bio-
logical electric current.

Generally, the Ryodoraku device measures the energy of the meridians via a
special probe that touches the measuring points shown in Fig. 1 [1]. The 12 left-
side and 12 right-side meridian energy signals are recorded, as shown in Fig. 2.
This figure also shows the user interface of the Ryodoraku device, which was
developed by URACLE (Uracle Technologies, Co., Korea). We obtained and
collected meridian energy signals, including So-Yang, Tae-Eum, and So-Eum
constitutions, from 35 healthy people. Of the 35 subjects, 6 had a So-Yang con-
stitution, 16 had a Tae-Eum constitution, and 13 had a So-Eum constitution. We
used the sum of the quantized absolute value of left-side energy and right-side
energy for each meridian to represent the total energy of that meridian.

2.2 Two-Dimensional (2-D) Visual Model

As discussed in Introduction, the Sasang constitution can be characterized as the
intersection of four basic factors (the terms Eum, Yang, Tae, So). To represent
these factors of the Sasang constitutional classification, we built a 2-D visual
model (shown in Fig. 3, Step 3).

Table 1 Meridians description

Hand Foot

Meridians Description Left side
feature’
name

Right side
feature’
name

Meridians Description Left Side
feature’
name

Right side
feature’
name

H1 Lung LH1 RH1 F1 Spleen LF1 RF1
H2 Pericardium LH2 RH2 F2 Liver LF2 RF2
H3 Heart LH3 RH3 F3 Kidney LF3 RF3
H4 Small

Intestine
LH4 RH4 F4 Urinary

Bladder
LF4 RF4

H5 Triplewarmer LH5 RH5 F5 Gall
Bladder

LF5 RF5

H6 Large
Intestine

LH6 RH6 F6 Stomach LF6 RF6
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2.3 Sasang Constitution Classification Using NEWFM

We identified three categories of the Sasang constitution: Tae-Eum, So-Eum, and
So-Yang. NEWFM produced a Takagi–Sugeno defuzzification value for each
category from which we built a 2-D visual model for the Sasang classification, as
shown in Fig. 3. The processing steps are as follows:

Step 1 (Feature Extraction): We extracted 24 basic features by Ryodoraku
device, and made 18 extensional features based on these 24 basic
features. Features descriptions are shown in Table 1 and Table 2

Fig. 2 User interface of the
meridian-energy recorder of
Ryodoraku, which was
developed by URACLE
(Uracle Technologies, Co.,
Korea)

Fig. 3 Structure of the 2-D
Sasang Constitution
Classification using NEWFM
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Step 2 (Takagi–Sugeno Defuzzification): Get Takagi–Sugeno defuzzification
values using NEWFM

Step 3 (Distribute 2-D Sasang constitution Space): Use Takagi–Sugeno defuzz-
ification values to distribute 2-D Sasang constitution space and classify
Sasang constitution using the 2-D Sasang constitution space

3 Experimental Results

The performance results of the NEWFM-based 2-D Sasang constitution classifi-
cation model are shown in Step 3 of Fig. 3 (diamonds are So-Yang, circles are
Tae-Eum and snowflakes are So-Eum). Using the Takagi–Sugeno defuzzification
values, we described constitutions in the 2-D Sasang constitution space. An overall
classification accuracy of 89.4 % was achieved using the 2-D Sasang constitution
classification system. The individual classification accuracies for So-Eum, Tae-
Eum, and So-Yang were 100 %, 84.6 %, and 83.3 %, respectively.

4 Concluding Remarks

This paper presents a systematic attempt to develop a general purpose signal
classification method that can be used to classify different categories of meridian

Table 2 Extensional features description

Feature’ Name Description Feature’
Name

Description

Median_LH1-LF6 The median value of all the left side
detection points.

LH4/RH4 The ratio of LH4
and RH4

Median_RH1-RH6 The median value of all the right side
detection points.

LH5/RH5 The ratio of LH5
and RH5

Mean_LH1-LF6 The mean value of all the left side
detection points.

LH6/RH6 The ratio of LH6
and RH6

Mean_RH1-RH6 The mean value of all the right side
detection points.

LF1/RF1 The ratio of LF1
and RF1

Median_LH1-LF6/
Median_RH1-RH6

The ratio of Median_LH1-LF6 and
Median_RH1-RH6

LF2/RF2 The ratio of LF2
and RF2

Mean_ LH1-LF6/Mean_
RH1-RH6

The ratio of Mean_ LH1-LF6 and
Mean_ RH1-RH6

LF3/RF3 The ratio of LF3
and RF3

LH1/RH1 The ratio of LH1 and RH1 LF4/RF4 The ratio of LF4
and RF4

LH2/RH2 The ratio of LH2 and RH2 LF5/RF5 The ratio of LF5
and RF5

LH3/RH3 The ratio of LH3 and RH3 LF6/RF6 The ratio of LF6
and RF6
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energy signals. We proposed a simple method for building a 2-D visual model that
links meridian energy signals to Sasang constitution. Our preliminary experiment
shows that the constitutions of Sasang constitution can be well distributed in the
2-D space. Automatic constitution recognition in Sasang constitution is currently
an active research area with a wide range of applications in oriental medicine. So-
Eum constitution was detected at a significantly high recognition rate of 100 %,
and the overall classification accuracy was 89.4 %.
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Graph Coloring Algorithms
and Applications to the Channel
Assignment Problems

Surgwon Sohn

Abstract This paper presents graph coloring algorithms and their applications to
the channel assignment problems. Two application problems of frequency
assignment of low power FM broadcasting and reader collision problem of RFID
system are modeled as graph coloring problems. Instead of performing an
exhaustive search for the optimal result, we provide both search space reduction
and variable ordering heuristics to obtain good approximate solutions. Constraint
optimization modeling and variable ordering enforce the backtracking process in
graph coloring algorithms, so the search space is greatly reduced and the
approximate solution is found quickly. A great deal of outstanding work on graph
coloring algorithms is described and applied to the simulation results.

Keywords Graph coloring algorithms � Channel assignment � Variable ordering

1 Introduction

In 1980, Hale introduced the relationship between frequency assignment problems
(FAPs) and graph coloring [1]. Since then, many authors have noted that frequency
assignment is a graph coloring problem if only the co-channel constraint is
involved [2–4].

Graph-coloring is defined as a way of coloring the vertices of a graph such that
no two adjacent vertices share the same color. The most common type of graph
coloring seeks to minimize the number of colors for a given graph. Minimal
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coloring can be achieved using a brute-force search or exhaustive search that
consists of systematically enumerating all possible candidates for the solution and
checking whether each candidate satisfies the problem’s statement when the
problem size is limited [5]. Brelaz’s heuristic algorithm can also be used to pro-
duce a satisfactory, but not necessarily minimum coloring of a graph [6]. To find
an optimal solution, Giortzis tried the branch-and-bound method of integer linear
programming [2].

On the other hand, many frequency assignment problems can be expressed as
constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) [3, 4]. A CSP consists of a set of variables.
Each variable is associated with a finite set of possible values and a set of con-
straints restricts the values that can be simultaneously assigned to the variables.
Most of these techniques produce approximate, near-optimal solutions. In order to
assess the quality of these approximate solutions, some lower bounds are needed.
The lower bound of the chromatic number of graph coloring has been studied for a
few decades [7].

In this paper, we describe a formal definition of the channel assignment prob-
lems in Sect. 2. Furthermore, graph coloring algorithms are described in Sect. 3, and
simulation results are presented in Sect. 4, and a conclusion is provided in Sect. 5.

2 The Channel Assignment Problems

We build CSP models for two different but similar channel assignment problems.
One is frequency assignment for low power FM broadcasting and the other is
reader collision problem in RFID systems. The CSP model gives us a drastic
reduction of search space of the problems.

2.1 Frequency Assignment for Low Power FM Broadcasting

FM radio signals are transmitted on VHF frequencies in the range of 88–108 MHz
and this band is usually partitioned into a set of channels, all with the same
bandwidth: 200 kHz of frequencies. For this reason, the channels are usually
numbered from 1 to 100. Due to the vastly increasing number of radio stations and
the very limited availability of frequencies, it is difficult to find vacant frequencies
that can be assigned to the low power FM radio [8] operators. Consequently, a
major challenge to improve the frequency utilization efficiency is needed.

Our research objective is to find a frequency assignment that satisfies all the
constraints using a minimum number of frequencies while maximizing the number
of radio stations served in a given area. A given area is partitioned into cells, which
are served by FM radio transmitters. In the problem, each radio transmitter can be
viewed as a variable. The set of possible frequencies makes the domain for each
transmitter variable can take. Several types of frequency separation constraints
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exist and these make the problem more complex than the simple graph coloring as
shown below.

• Co-channel constraint (CCC): Any two transmitters located at different cells
cannot use the same channel within interfering distance. If fi and fj are the
frequencies assigned to transmitter i and j, d(i, j) is the distance between
transmitter i and j, k is a sufficiently separated distance, then these give rise to
constraints of the form:

fi 6¼ fj; if d i; jð Þ� k

• Adjacent channel constraint (ACC): Any two transmitters located at different
cells within interfering distance cannot use adjacent channels, unless they are
separated by sufficient frequencies because there is still the potential for inter-
ference normally within one to three channel-distance. The ACC can be rep-
resented as an n by n symmetric compatibility matrix corresponding to a
constraint graph with n vertices. Therefore a number of constraints arise in the
following form:

fi � fj

�
�

�
�� cij

where i = j and cij is the required number of channel separation.
• IF constraint (IFC): An intermediate frequency (IF) a beat frequency between

the signal and the local oscillator in a superheterodyne radio receiver. The
transmitters should not be apart between any two channels assigned to the same
cell or adjacent cells for better reception of signals.

• Pre-assigned frequency constraint (PFC): Some frequencies are already occu-
pied by local FM stations within the service area. Thus, these channels cannot be
assigned.

2.2 The Reader Collision Problem

In RFID systems, interference refers to the collision of different radio signals with
the same frequency, which leads to distorted signals being received. Occasionally,
if tags or readers broadcast radio signals of the same frequency, collisions occur
[9, 10]. There are two primary types of reader interferences experienced in RFID
systems: reader-to-reader interference and reader-to-tag interference [11]. Reader-
to-reader interference occurs when a reader transmits a signal that interferes with
the operation of another reader, thus preventing the second reader from commu-
nicating with tags in its interrogation zone [10, 12]. Reader-to-tag interference
occurs when a tag is located in the interrogation zone of two or more readers and
more than one reader tries to read the same tag simultaneously [10]. We consider
reader-to-reader interference only in this paper.
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For example, in Fig. 1, the signal strength of a reader is superior to that of a tag
and therefore if a frequency channel occupied by R2 is the same as that of T1 and
R1, R1 is no longer able to listen to T10s response. This problem can be solved
when the channel occupied by R1 and T1 is different from the channel of R2. In
the case of an identical channel being used, it should be assumed that R1 and R2
keep their distance long enough for T1’s responding signal strength to become
more powerful than R2’s interference signal [13].

Some researchers indicate that the reader collision problem of RFID systems is
equivalent to the channel assignment problem, which, in turn, is equivalent to the
simple graph-coloring problem [12]. In the reader collision problem, the following
types of frequency separation constraints exist.

• Co-site constraints (CSC) : Any pair of channels in the same cell must have the
specified frequency separation, typically 3 channels in RFID reader collision
problem. ri means reader i, therefore f(ri) is the channel assigned to the reader i.

fðriÞ � fðrjÞ
�
�

�
�� k

• Adjacent channel constraints (ACC): Any two transmitters located at different
cells within interfering distance cannot use adjacent channels, unless they are
separated by sufficient frequencies because there is still the potential for inter-
ference normally within one to two channel-distance. Therefore a number of
constraints arise in the following form:

fi � fj

�
�

�
�� cij

where i = j and cij is the required number of channel separation. The ACC can
be represented as an n by n symmetric compatibility matrix corresponding to a
constraint graph with n vertices.

This problem is very similar to the frequency assignment of LPFM broadcasting
because we assign different channels to avoid interference between each

Fig. 1 RFID reader
interference
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transmitter. In this case, an RFID reader can be thought of as a transmitter and a
tag as a radio receiver.

3 The Graph Coloring Algorithms

A graph G(V,E) is a pair of finite sets where the set V contains the vertices of the
graph and the set E contains distinct unordered pairs of vertices called edges. The
set of vertices V may represent the transmitters in the FM radio stations or readers
in the RFIS systems, i.e. V = {v1, v2,,…, vn} is the set of readers in a RFID system
or the set of FM radio transmitters. The set of edges E represent potential reader
collision between readers in a RFID system or interferences between FM radio
transmitters. The set of possible frequencies makes the domain for each variable.
Therefore, Di is the domain of frequencies that a variable i can take.

In RFID system, if two readers have overlapping regions between their inter-
rogation zones, we connect these two readers by an undirected edge. This way, the
reader collision in a dense reader environment is constructed as a multigraph
G = (V,E) [14].

The traditional approach to minimizing the number of assigned frequencies is to
perform graph coloring on the channel graph. Because each color can be identified
with one channel, the minimal number of colors, which is called the chromatic
number in graph theory, equals the minimal number of channels needed.

Channel assignment problems are modeled as constraint satisfaction problems
in Sect. 2. A solution to a CSP is the assignment of every variable to a value in its
domain in such a way that all the constraints are satisfied. The total number of
frequencies assigned to the transmitters can be considered an objective. The
problem is solved by a systematic search through the set of all possible assign-
ments to the decision variables.

Experiments show that good variable ordering moves a CSP solution to the left
of the search tree, so the solution can be found quickly using a heuristic back-
tracking algorithm. The backtracking method essentially performs a depth-first
search of the search space and it can be enhanced using variable ordering
heuristics.

One of the best-known dynamic variable-ordering heuristics is dom, which
chooses the next variable with the smallest remaining domain. Therefore, it is also
called the smallest-domain-first principle. This ordering heuristic was introduced
by Golomb and Baumert [15] and Haralick and Elliott [16], who show analytically
that dom minimizes the depth of search trees.

Static heuristics order the variables from the highest to the lowest degree by
repeatedly selecting a variable in the constraint graph. The typical algorithm is
deg, presented by Freuder [17]. Sohn applied the deg algorithm to the frequency
assignment of LPFM problem to generate a satisfactory, but not minimal result [8].
We can also think of the \deg,dom[ heuristic in addition to simple deg. In this
case, dom acts like a tiebreaker when the degree of the variables is the same.
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Bessiere and Regin [18] show that static variable ordering, which considers
variables in descending order of degree, gives good results in comparison with
dom when the constraints are sparse. However it performs very badly on complete
constraint graphs. They propose a combined heuristic dom/deg that does not give
priority to the domain size or to the degree of variables, but uses them equally in
the criteria. This chooses the next variable, minimizing the ratio of domain size to
degree. Boussemart et al. [19] propose dom/xdeg to divide domain size by
weighted degree. As another efficient combined heuristic of dom and deg, we
propose adom-deg to select the first variable in the smallest value of domain size
and the biggest value of degree, where a is a weighting factor in the domain size.
The algorithm adom-deg chooses the first transmitter in the center of the service
area because the center is most constrained. Once a transmitter has been selected,
the algorithm generates a frequency for it in a nondeterministic manner. Once
again, the model specifies a heuristic for the value ordering in which the fre-
quencies must be tried. To reduce the number of frequencies, the model says to try
the values that were used most often in previous assignments first. This is called
the most-used value-ordering heuristic.

4 Simulation Results

4.1 Frequency Assignment for LPFM Broadcasting

For simplicity, we have chosen a grid of square cells for the topology of the region.
We consider a 5,000 by 5,000 m square service area for each instance. The each cell
is 500 9 500 m in size and we have a total of 100 cells in the service area. As is clear
from the problem statement, transmitters are contained within cells, and each cell
may have one radio transmitter at the most. Some cells may not have a transmitter
due to a geographic reason. Some frequencies cannot be assigned to the transmitters
because commercial broadcasting operators already use the frequencies.

Widely used intermediate frequencies (IF) are 10.7 MHz in the FM superhet-
erodyne radio receiver. This makes IF constraints, so 10,700/200 kHz = 53.5
channels (53 and 54 for real channels) should not be apart between adjacent
transmitters within the service area. We assume all LPFM transmitters are at 25 m
height above average terrain (HAAT) with 1 watt effective radiated power (ERP).
The radio service area is within about 2 km radius for each transmitter. Table 1
clearly shows the minimum channels when each variable ordering heuristic is
applied to the problem.
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4.2 The Reader Collision Problem

We consider a 100 m by 100 m square service area for each instance. Each cell is
10 m by 10 m in size, and we have a total of 100 cells in the service area. As is
clear from the problem statement, RFID readers are contained within cells, and
each cell may have zero to two readers where we use 67 readers on average in the
service area. Some cells may not have readers due to geographic reasons. The
bandwidth is 200 kHz, and we use a total of 32 channels in RFID frequency ranges
from 917 to 923.5 MHz. Each reader’s output power is 10 mW effective radiated
power (ERP).

Table 2 shows the minimum number of channels when each variable ordering
heuristic is applied to the problem. We carry out our simulation experiments using
an ILOG OPL 3.7 optimization tool to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
adom-deg variable ordering algorithm over our simulation environment.

5 Conclusions

Solving a frequency assignment problem is a graph coloring and many researchers
have attempted to find approximate solutions using heuristic searches. We pre-
sented the CSP models for the two different problems to reduce the search space:
one is the frequency assignment for low power FM broadcasting and the other is
the reader collision problem of RFID systems. We also applied the proposed
variable ordering heuristic, adom-deg, to traverse the search tree efficiently and
reduce search time greatly. The simulation results show that the proposed algo-
rithm, adom-deg, is far better than the conventional algorithms in terms of three
comparison parameters, taken as a whole.

Table 1 Performance comparison of variable ordering heuristics for frequency assignment of
LPFM broadcast radio stations

Variable ordering heuristics Minimum # of channels Choice points Time (s)

Dsatur 15 71,898 18.01
dom/deg 17 488,259 64.30
dom/xdeg 15 26,346 7.80
adom-deg 15 8,296 2.25

Table 2 Performance comparison of variable ordering heuristics for the reader collision problem

Variable ordering heuristics Minimum # of channels Choice points Time (s)

Dsatur 24.0 55,859 1.89
dom/deg 27.0 277,853 8.45
dom/xdeg 23.6 54,959 7.80
adom-deg 21.8 79,027 2.45

average channel for 5 instances
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Thermal Performance in Ecological
Korean House

Jaewon Kim, Kyungeun Cho and Eunyoung Ahn

Abstract Korean Traditional house made of natural resources with low level
thermal properties shows high performance in temperature and humidify control
comportable for human. The present investigation is to examine the thermal
behaviors of air flows inside the traditional house. The transient numerical
experiments are performed along with the different external conditions. Thermal
properties of building units have been obtained by the parallel measurements and
utilized in the numerical works. Consequently, the details of flows and temperature
of air in the houses illustrate the thermal design of the traditional Korean house
satisfy the requirements of human living.
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1 Introduction

Korean traditional house, herein after referred as Hanok and its name comes from
Korean language, was made of natural materials such as soil, stone, mud, rice
straw, and wood. Thermal properties of these construction substances are not
larger than modern ones, however the control of indoor flows inside the house
provide driving forces for insulating flows to prevent heat transfer from heat
sources. Surrounding conditions are outside high temperature in summer and outer
cold in winter season. Thermal properties of the primary materials used in the
traditional house were analyzed and proper substitutes were proposed in the prior
work [1]. Investigations for the windows array and structure of Hanok are
examined by prior work to improve the insulation, liquid leakage, the quiet, easy
access for light, and fine finish [2].

Main interest of the present investigation lies on the looking for optimum
arrangements of contact region to outside air, such as a window and door are made
of traditional materials. The model shows equivalent thermal performance to the
figure of the modern house using concrete structure with cement and composite
insulators. Observation and validation have been carried out by numerical
predictions according to turning of the seasons. Details of flows both inside and
outside of the house are prepared for the explanations of the merits of the
traditional unit for Hanok. In addition, insulating flow patterns inside a room of
Hanok are depicted for prefixed probe region.

In oriental traditional architecture design, the roof has distinctive characteristics
from other parts like as stereobate, shaft and other ornamental parts. Though there are
some suggestions for 3D design of the traditional wooden building [3–5], there are few
developments of a 3D roof design until now. Because that a roof is made of hundreds
number of elementary component called ‘Giwa’ in Korean word and their combina-
tion appears to be a gentle curved surface. For this reason architecture designer take
much time and efforts for drawing the roof by connecting roof tile and form an esthetic
and elegant surface manually [6, 7]. Once it is designed, modification of the roof
surface is much more difficult. This research focuses on this troublesome and we
propose an automatic roof generating method which is immediately applicable into a
commercial 3D CAD program. The proposed method is implemented based on the
Building Information Modeling (BIM) tool, becoming a conversation topic in archi-
tecture, from the auto-generated roof can offer information about component quantity
evaluation and error check list, it is useful in the whole process of architecture design.

2 Numerical Predictions

Thermal Properties For the present numerical calculation looking for the flow
details and temperature distribution inside house and surrounding fluid, the model
is defined by a lot of surfaces with thermal properties (thermal conductivity,
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thermal capacity and specific heat, etc.) depending on substances such as air,
water, soil, stone, wood and so on. The thermal properties are measured and
adopted in the calculation. Boussinesq approximation on temperature (or seasonal)
dependence of the thermal properties is adopted in this research. As outdoor
conditions, wind flows from the south-east direction at 5.0 m/s with temperature of
22 �C. Variation of wind in vertical direction is determined by Eq. (1).

VZ ¼ VR �
Z

ZR

� �a

ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), a denotes boundary layer thickness and is equal to 0.14 in typical
Korean geophysical condition. Distribution of wind velocity is depicted in parabolic
shape with aspect ratio depending on a. In Eq. (1), a denotes boundary layer
thickness and is equal to 0.14 in typical Korean geophysical condition. Distribution
of wind velocity is depicted as a parabolic profile according to index, a is decided by
ground condition. Finite element method is used for the prediction flows and thermal
behaviors and the problem domain is divided into about 1.3 million tetrahedron cells
and prism layers near the solid wall with large shear stress. Figure 1 shows model
for outer flows. Size of the domain is 100 m (width) by 120 m (length) by 40 m
(height) and the region is divided into approximate discrete 300 million cells. The
distance between centers of the adjacent cells is from 0.07 m to 1.12 m. Left of
Fig. 1 displays the cell-plane in a house. Temperature condition for the present
calculation is summer season with 22 �C at outdoor and 18 �C indoor, respectively.
Heat flux toward indoor region is assumed by conduction, convection and radiation.
The present numerical work is carried out for the steady state.

3 Result and Discussion

Velocity vectors on the mid-plane are plotted in Fig. 2. As shown in the figure,
flows occur from the left to right and right upward flows appear in the plane due to
the fluid viscosity. Flows over the house generate large vortex and reattachment on

Fig. 1 Problem domain with house (left) and discrete region for numerical integration
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the vertical plane in the longitudinal direction. Flow separation takes place near
the ridge of a roof. These flow patterns are identified by the velocity vector plots in
right plots of Fig. 3. Vorticity distribution is shown in Fig. 3. Vortex flows
generate at the protruding corners of eaves and move upward along with the down-
ridge. The circulating flows separate at the ridge of a roof and reattach neat the
opposite side downward surface. The vortex strength decreases as the flow is

Fig. 2 Contours (left) and vector plots (right) of wind Vorticity at middle plane

Fig. 3 Contours of vortices
around house at mid-lengh
plane

Fig. 4 Trajectory path of air-
flows near windows

Fig. 5 Trajectory of fluid
particles near windows
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passing through the roof region. The flow patterns explain the house poses toward
the south for the vital flows around the main gates.

The weak units for thermal insulation are windows which are made of
translucent paper for solar access. Temperature variation near the windows cause
air-flows and drive thermal exchange. Figures 4, 5 depict the trajectory of fluid-
particles with color lines denote temperature degree. Upward flows from the
windows toward the ceiling and consequent downward flows along the opposite
wall are dominant in the plots. The indoor air flow provides fresh air to human
living there.

Temperature inside human living space should be uniform for comfortable
living and health life. Plots of temperature inside the living area are prepared in
Fig. 6. Temperature at the junction area with windows and the outer wall is higher
than average value over the whole volume and the center region of the house lower
than average one. However, the difference of the maximum and minimum
temperature is less than 0.5 �C and this temperature distribution creates the
comfortable living space.

4 Conclusions

The present investigation numerically analyzes the thermal behaviors of air flows
inside Korean traditional house made of the construction materials transmitted.
The research methodology is numerical predictions of air flows depend on the
temperature distribution inside the house. The thermal properties for the calcula-
tion are procured by parallel measurements. The transient numerical experiments
are performed along with the different house types, weather condition, and
operating time of heating. Consequently, the details of flows and temperature of air
in the houses illustrate the thermal design of the traditional Korean house satisfy
the requirements of human living. Energy efficiency and thermal performance of
Hanok constructed by natural resources are close to those of the modern living
building.

Fig. 6 Vertical variation of temperature in room
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An Automatic Roof Frame Design Method
for Korean Traditional Wooden
Architecture

Eunyoung Ahn and Noyoon Kwak

Abstract A designers try to design traditional wooden house, HANOK, are
suffering from drawing roof frame, especially. Because that a roof frame appears in
curved surface made of a number of architectural components with repetitious
work. For the same reason, modification is difficult job, also. Constituent com-
ponents become a part of curved roof shape and elegant line of eaves is one of the
outstanding features in the Korean traditional wooden architecture. Roof shape has
architectural functionalities such as passive solar system and preventing the walls
from rain water etc. Moreover, the curved roof surface makes a gorgeous figure of
the Korean traditional buildings in the visual viewpoint. This study suggests an
efficient and systematic method to create many constituent components automat-
ically for making curved roof surface in the Korean traditional architecture design.
For verifying its validity, suggested method is implemented and applied into a
commercial architectural CAD system.

Keywords Automatic design � Architectural CAD � Korean traditional building �
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1 Introduction

In recent years, new endeavors and trials has been made to convey and develop
Korean traditional house. However, the increased cost due to the traditional cus-
tomized constructing method is one of the major factors that deter the vitalization
of the traditional architecture [1]. In addition, designers have no choice but to
design architectural components one by one without standardized design system.
In the process of traditional house design with CAD program, drawing of a roof
frame is the most important and difficult job. Because that the constituent com-
ponents gather and form a curved roof surface in outline. This study suggests an
automatic generation system for creating major architectural components such as
rafters and the corners of the eaves (angle rafter or diagonal rafter) in order to
make curved roof surfaces of a traditional building.

2 Understanding the Structure of Roof Frame

2.1 Eaves

The eaves may terminate in a fascia, a board running the length of the eaves under
the tiles or roof sheets to cap off and protect the exposed rafter ends and to provide
grounds on which to fix gutters [2]. The eaves are formed with a number of rafters
that stretch out of the columns. The optimum degree of protruding of eaves is
about 28–33� between the end point of the eaves and the column on the cornerstone
[3] as shown in Fig. 1a. For the reason of the structural stability, there is a limit to
extrude eaves. Generally, the distance from columns to end of the eaves is shorter
than the distance from the major purlin (Jusim-Dori) to the middle purlin as shown
in Fig. 1b. The slope of the roof is influenced by the size of the building and
regional weather condition. The shape of roof surface is classified into three types.
They are one of the flat, concave, or convex. In Korea, 5-Ryang house is most
widely used. 5-Ryang is a house type that adds the middle purlin between the main
purlin and highest purlin as shown in Fig. 1. As a result of differences between the
slope s1 and the slope s2 it makes concave roof is formed naturally [3].

2.2 Analysis of Roof Curvature

The Korean traditional roof has three leading types: gambrel roof, hipped roof, and
hipped-and-gable roof. While the gambrel roof is appeared in ordinary private
houses, the rest two types are used in the large scale building such as temples and
palaces. This study analyzes the roof curve of the Korean traditional wooden
architecture focused on the roof timber structure of hipped-and-gable roof.
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The roof surface of Korean traditional architecture is defined with two curves
namely ‘‘lifting- curve’’ and the ‘‘waist-curve’’. The lifting degree for the eaves of
the corner in the front view is called ‘‘lifting-curve’’. And the curve gently bent to
the end of Choonyeo from the middle of eaves in the floor plan image is named
‘‘waist-curve’’. The amount of lifting-curve and waist-curve depends on the
building size and visual effects. Though there is no pattern to decide them, it is
usually 1/4 longer than the extruding length in the middle [4] (Fig. 2).

3 Automatic Generation of Roof Frame

3.1 Control Points for Defining Roof Curves

The entire shape of a roof is defined by lifting-curve and waist-curve. Their and
points are exactly identical to the end points of Choonyeo that is structurally
important component. The roof curves, namely a raised lifting-curve and waist-
curve, are three-dimensional curves that connects three control points: two end
points of the corner eaves above the column (� and ` in Fig. 3) and an edge point
of the rafter in the middle (´ in Fig. 3). Bezier spline is used and its control points
are decisively affected by three points: The � and ` are the end points of the
Choonyeo and the point ´ is the end point of the rafter in the middle. Actual inner

Fig. 1 Relationship between the sticking-out and slope of roof: a 5-Ryang House and roof slope,
b amount of eave’s extrusion

Fig. 2 Waist-curve (left) and lifting-curve (right)
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control points ´-1 and ´-2 of the curves are generated from point ´. For bilateral
symmetry, the line from ´-1 to ´-2 is parallel to the purlins.

3.2 The Processing for Components Generation

To go into details, constituent parts involved in making the roof shape are
Choonyeo, PyeongGodae, rafter, eaves, GalmoSanbang, and corner rafter. The
auto-generating system for a roof frame has a roll to design a framework for
making the roof surface by starting from the generating four pivotal component
Choonyeos in each four corners. Then the end points of Choonyeos are used for
calculating the roof curves. The system decides the shapes of rest components and
generating them on the exact positions along the roof curves. The system has users
altering the decision variables such as length of sticking out, degree of roof
concaveness, angle of lifting-curve, and waist-curve. The auto-generating process
of a roof framework is shown in Fig. 4. This figure explains how user defined
variables do affect the shape and position of the components for roof frame.

4 Implementation

The proposed method is implemented on the Windows 7 using Geometric
Description Language (GDL), a script language for the architectural CAD system,
ArchiCAD V12 [5]. The automatic design of the components for roof frame can
only be carried out by completion the design of lower structure like as purlin,
crossbeam, and column. The lower structure of the building predefines the entire
roof shape. User can control the roof shape in detail by decision factor like as
degree of eaves extrusion, curvature for the curves and control points of the curves.
The suggested automatic generating system creates the constituent components for
roof fame in order of Choonyeo, PyeonGodae, eaves, etc. Figure 5 displays a result
for roof curves and surfaces that is formed with many constituent components
automatically generated by the suggested method.

Fig. 3 Control points for a
roof curve
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5 Conclusions

This research defined the architectural characteristics and design factors for the
roof frame through determining the slope of the roof and the slope gradient of the
eaves. And we tried to find out the relations between the slope gradient of roof and
the roof curvature in architectural viewpoint. Considering these elementary req-
uisites, we implemented the automatic roof generating system by creating the
related constituent components.

Fig. 4 Process for draw roof frame

Fig. 5 Auto-generated roof surface that are composed of rafter and Choonyeo
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Adaptive Load Partitioning Algorithm
for Massively Multiplayer Online Games

Tae-Hyung Kim

Abstract Distributed Virtual Environment Systems are widely used in massively
multiplayer online games. With an efficient distributed architecture and load
balancing algorithm, they can support tens of thousands of players interacting with
each other. An existing prevalent mechanism is to divide the virtual world into
several regions and microcells and use the graph-based partitioning algorithm. But
they generally limit the assignment beginning with border nodes and can’t adapt to
the situation when players are crowded around the center of the entire map.
Furthermore, many algorithms simply focus on reducing the intra-server com-
munication cost in a connected graph. In this paper, we propose an adaptive load
balancing algorithm to solve the problem of the center-crowdedness in the DVE
systems, while reducing the intra-server communication and client migration cost
simultaneously.

Keywords Distributed virtual environment � MMOGs � Load balancing � Graph
partitioning algorithm

1 Introduction

With the high-speed growth of players in massively multiplayer online games
(MMOGs), the importance of an efficient load balancing management cannot be
overemphasized in the distributed virtual environment (DVE) systems [1, 2].
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In order to support the game worlds with huge numbers of avatars, we need an
efficient load balancing and partitioning algorithm which tries to mitigate a heavy
requirement on server resources and communicating overloads. The DVE is a
parallel and distributed system that allows different users connected through high-
speed communication networks to interact with each other in a virtual world. In the
paper [1], they formulate the problem of load balancing as a possibly suboptimal
assignment of jobs to processors by relocating a set of jobs so as to decrease a
makespan. Therefore, the kernel problem of load balancing management in DVE is
how to shed and distribute overloads in a server to relatively lightly loaded ones
with minimal cost. If players are more concentrated than in other regions of the
virtual environment, a hotspot is said to be formed.

The formation of hotspot is inevitable and sometimes encouraged because it is
so natural for players to tend to gather in a region of strong interests in a virtual
game world. Recently, many works focus on how to reduce the intra-server
communication cost caused by adjacent cells which are distributed to different
servers in partitioning step as an efficient way to minimize load balancing cost.
They generally use connected graph-based algorithm to prevent the high corre-
lation cells are assigned to distinct servers [2–5]. Due to recent advances in online
game server architecture, servers in the same clusters are always connected by
internal network and intra-server communication cost is not significant as before.
Therefore, we claim there is a further aggressive step forward over the past
correlated cell management.

In this paper, we propose an adaptive load balancing approach that takes into
account not only the intra-server cost, but the overhead of client migration for load
balancing. We also use a self-adaptive partitioning algorithm to distinguish the
situation without border nodes which many graph-based partitioning algorithms
cannot be reached. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the heart of our mechanism is presented. Brief simulation results on the
performance of our approach are presented in Sect. 3 and we conclude that the
results look very promising.

2 Our Approach

In this section, we present an adaptive load balancing approach for MMOG sys-
tems. Some important definitions are presented to explain the algorithm. An
adaptive partitioning is to handle various situations such as no boarder node.

2.1 Area of Interest

In order for users to interact with each other, each client must maintain the local
copies of other avatars’ states which need to be updated periodically by region
servers. If a region server has to broadcast the state information to one and each of
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all users, the communication bandwidth will be wasteful. That’s why the concept
of the area of interest is employed: clients are able to receive and send the needed
information update only from the adjacent clients with which are being actively
interacted. In fact, the area of interest is a circular area whose center is decided by
the coordinates of the player’s location in the game world and the radius of circle
usually is considered as a vision distance because it is the limit to which the player
can see. In this paper, the size of a square microcell is determined by player’s
vision distance. As a result, a player’s area of interest is defined as an 8-direction
square group. Figure 1 (left) shows player P’s area of interest according to our
definition. Players 1–5 are inside of the player P’s 8-direction square vision, so
they are player P’s interacting client, which means all of them are supposed to
frequently exchange update data with each other.

2.2 Border Buffer Region

With the area of interest shown above, when an avatar is moving in the border area
between two servers, it should receive and/or send state data to the other avatars
who are in the adjacent sever border area. It will also cause the intra-server cost. In
order to avoid this overhead and provide a seamless gaming experience, we use
these border area microcells to build up a buffer region. As shown in Fig. 1 (right),
when an avatar enter a buffer region, the area of interest will cover microcell
which is in the adjacent server buffer region. Therefore not only the server where
the avatar resides holds the state update data, but also the adjacent server will copy
the avatar’s data as a shadow object including establishing a connection with
avatar’s client.

Fig. 1 Area of interest for the player P (left), border buffer region and shadow object (right)
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2.3 Definitions

It is essential to give rigorous definitions on various terminologies that are used in
our adaptive scheme before presenting the heart of the partitioning algorithm. Here
we go:

• Avatar’s weight: each avatar’s weight depends on the frequency of state update
and the number of interacting clients. Let {A1, A2, …, At} be the set of the
avatar P1

0s all interacting clients, then:

Wa P1ð Þ ¼ Rt
i¼1RðP1;AiÞ

• Microcell’s weight: the total weight of a microcell is equal to the sum of
avatars’ weight in it. Consider that avatars {A1, A2, …, AN} is in the microcell
Mc, the weight of microcell Mc can be defined as:

Wmc Mcð Þ ¼ RN
i¼1WaðAiÞ

• Region server’s weight: the total weight of a region server is equal to the sum
of microcells’ weight in it. Assume that microcells {Mc1, Mc2, …, McN} is in
the Region server S1, the weight of Region server S1 is:

WsðS1Þ ¼ RN
i¼1WmcðMciÞ

• Edge’s weight: the edge’s weight represents the interaction degree between two
microcells A and B. Benefited from the 8-direction square group definition of
Area of interest in this paper, the value of weight can be simply calculated as the
number of avatars interacting with each other which means the sum of A and
B’s microcells weight as:

IntmcðA, BÞ ¼ WmcðAÞ þWmcðBÞ

• Load thresholds and overload: a region server’s load threshold is determined
during the server setting phase by developers. It represents the highest capability
which a region server safely maintains game world and can be usually measured
as a certain weight value like T1. Consider that if region server S1:

WsðS1Þ[ T1

We say that the region server S1 is overloaded and need to be redistributed.

• Load balancing cost: Unlike other graph-based load partitioning approach, the
client migration cost is also considered in addition to the overhead of the
intra-server cost. Since a client is relocated to another server during the load
balancing procedure, a particular client and server need to be disconnected at
first, and then reconnected later. This overhead should not be overlooked. One
way to reduce this overhead is to build up the border buffer region technique
aforementioned and assign border cells to another server during the distribution.
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Assume that if we shed loads by border cells whose total weight is Wmc(B), the
total edge’s weight of being assigned microcells with their adjacent microcells is
Intmc(total) and the load weight which is needed to be shed is Wtotal (S1), the
total load balancing cost of server S1 can be expressed as:

Cm
s = Migration cost for move weight of Wtotal (S1)-Wmc(B) from S1 to

another adjacent server.
Ci

s = Intra-server cost for edge weight of Intmc(total)
Ctotal ¼ W1Cm

s þW2Ci
s

In the above definitions, W1 and W2 represents the related importance of the
migration cost and the intra-server communication cost. For instance, the server
cluster is entirely connected with internal network, and then it is preferable to give
a higher number to W1. The accurate cost calculation is depended on server’s
performance which can be derived through a simulation.

2.4 Partitioning Algorithm

Taking into account that servers in the same clusters are generally connected by
internal network and intra-server communication cost is not important, we also
suggest our partitioning approach begin from the border cells if overloaded server
has like most graph-based partitioning algorithm. But to go one step further, we
also need to consider that there is no border cell or there is no free adjacent server
which leads to moving border nodes become no sense. Therefore, the proposed
Adaptive Load Balancing algorithm can be divided into three steps and pseudo
code is as Fig. 2.

(1) There are two sets in our algorithm. Cells in S1 will remain in the original
overload server. Cells in Sd will be allocated to relevant server depend on the
cell’s server mark. There are also two variables in our algorithm. One records
the weight which needs to be shed. One records the weight which will remain
original server.

(2) Lines 5–10 search for the condition of border node matches or not. If the
conditions are met, we first let the border cells become distributed node in
Lines 7–8

(3) Lines 11–14 searches to allocate the highest weight cell to the server which is
overloaded originally.

(4) After prior assigning the border cell and the highest weight cell to the relevant
set, we propose a partitioning algorithm to balance overloaded region server
and select cells being assigned. This algorithm looks like the mix of ProGReGA
[4] which is a greedy region growing algorithm and Layering Partitioning (LP)
[5]. However, our approach aggressively reduces intra-server cost by
considering the client migration cost as well. When a cell in the highest weight
of an edge with free neighbor cell that is from the remaining set S1, it will check
the assignment whether the neighbor cell to S1 will lead to overload or not
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(lines 17–23). If it is expected to cause an overload, it gives up the assignment
and redistributes the remaining cells in free_list to Sd, and exit from the loop.
Otherwise, it will assign that neighbor cell to S1. Similarly, when the cell which
has the highest weight of an edge with free neighbor cell is from Sd, it will
check assigning that neighbor cell to Sd will satisfy shedding requirement or not
(lines 24–29). If the next movement is supposed to meet the shedding
requirement, it will allocate the remaining cells in free list to S1 and end the
loop. The difference is that it will unconditionally assign selected cell to Sd.

(5) Finally, we distribute all of selected microcells to relevant servers and finish
the load balancing task.

Algorithm: Adaptive Partitioning Algorithm 
1. if (S1)  > T1 then
2. free all cells from S1 to free_list , initialize set Sd

3.   w_to_distribute  =  (S1) – T1

4. w_to_keep  =  0  
5. loop_flag = true
6. for each server Si in S1_adjacent_serverlist do
7. if there is border cell in S1 and (Mc) < T1- (Si)
8. then w_to_distribute = w_to_distribute - (B)
9. Sd { border cells} with a server mark
10. end if
11. end for
12. for each cell in free_list do
13. select cell with highest weight which is not                  the 

neighbor of border cell in Sd

14. S1 and w_to_keep +=  
15. end for
16. while loop_flag == true do
17. for each cell in S1 and Sd do
18. select neighbor free cell with highest ( , )
19. if  from S1 then
20.         w_to_keep = w_to_keep + 
21. if w_to_keep < T1 then
22. S1

23. else 
24. Sd remaining cells in free_list
25. loop_flag = false
26. end if
27. else
28. w_to_distribute -= ( ) and Sd

29. if w_to_distribute <= 0 then
30. S1 remaining cells in free list
31. loop_flag = false
32. end if
33. end if
34. end while
35. Assign cells in Sd and free cell list to relevant server 
36. end if

Fig. 2 Adaptive partitioning algorithm
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3 Experimental Results and Conclusion

This section presents the sketch of our simulation and the results in a simulated
virtual world. These virtual worlds are implemented with Microsoft Visual Studio
2005 in multi-server environment. Our multi-server environment consists of a
simple 2-machine cluster of Intel core i5 3.20 GHz CPU Windows 7 connected by
a 100 Mbps Ethernet Network card. One server is used as a main server to
maintain the virtual world. When the virtual environment is overloaded, the
simulator is also responsible for shedding the weight to another server, which is
used as a secondary server to maintain the virtual world with light weight. When
the main server is overloaded, it is responsible for receiving the shed weight from
main server.

In the previous section, we already define a standard cost model to measure the
performance of a load balancing algorithm. In order to prove this abstract cost
formula is sound, we use three metrics related to the cost factors throughout the
simulation—the completion time, the network bandwidth and the CPU utilization.
Since most online games are based on client/server architecture, the server and
network performance are of our prime interest. More discussions on the metrics
issues are proposed in [6].

In this simulation, we use a small virtual world with a dimension of 6*6 cells.
The load threshold of main server is set randomly. The overloaded number of
clients in this virtual world is floating between 20 and 40. We also compare our
algorithm to the ProGReGA algorithm by Carlos and Claudio [7] and the LP by
Lui and Chan [4]. Our simulation step is divided into three phases as follows:

(1) Initialize main server and minor server. Generate a 6*6 dimension virtual
world with a certain number of players distributed into some cells randomly in
the main server. The main server begins to maintain the virtual world and
interacts with minor server.

(2) Add a random number of new avatars into main server distributed in some
cells randomly yet and overload the server. Main server starts the load bal-
ancing schedule because main server’s load exceeds the safe threshold. It will
shed part of the load to minor server using a predetermined algorithm.

(3) When the load balancing schedule is completed successfully, the main server
obtains three metrics value mentioned above and display the results.

Table 1 shows the CPU utilization. In our simulation, we vary the total number
of avatars between 50 and 300. Obviously shown in the table, the CPU utilization
is not a bottleneck in case of 50–300 avatars in a virtual world. The CPU utili-
zation of three different algorithms maintains as much as around 50 %.

Table 2 presents the system cost that follows the definitions in the previous
section. The main server handles 150–250 avatars randomly. We compare three
algorithms with four experiment iterations. Except the first iteration, we can see
that our adaptive partitioning algorithm shows the lowest system cost among the
three. This is due to using two sets to find the next most suitable microcell to being
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assigned, unlike the LP and the ProGReG Algorithm that use only one set to find
the next cell instead.

In Table 3, we assume that completion of the load balancing task means that all
clients selected are assigned into relatively under-loaded adjacent server when a
main server is overloaded. We use a MFC timer to record the total completion
time. We assume that the required packet size for one avatar is 1 KB. Clients will
send and/or receive the 1 KB packet to other clients within its area of interest. We
observe the total size of the packets transferred between a main server and its
secondary server in order to evaluate the intra-server communication cost. After
four iterations for testing one and each of the three algorithms, we obtain similar
results as shown in Table 2 that our adaptive partitioning algorithm achieves the
best performance. Based on our experimental results, we claim that the load
balancing algorithm evaluation model is reasonable enough and our adaptive
partitioning algorithm is more efficient among the representative connected
graph-based algorithms.

Table 1 CPU utilization

Algorithm AP ProGReGA LP

Average CPU utiliztion (%) 50 49 48

Table 2 System Cost

Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4

AP PG LP AP PG LP AP PG LP AP PG LP

W1 ¼ 0:5W2 ¼ 0:5 215 215 130 113 113 127 104 112 113 75 95 102
W1 ¼ 0:8W2 ¼ 0:2 97 97 75 54 62 66 49 54 59 34 47 55
W1 ¼ 0:2W2 ¼ 0:8 332 332 185 171 164 187 158 171 167 116 143 149

Table 3 Completion Time and Bandwidth

Simulations
count

1 2 3 4

Algorithm AP PG LP AP PG LP AP PG LP AP PG LP

Completion
time (ms)

429 446.5 431.8 476.5 519.25 512 518.2 526.72 524.5 711.85 721.4 741.6

Network
bandwidth
(KB)

101 161 103 188 323 178 346 450 329 996 588 870
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Game-Based Learning System Using
Graduated-Interval Recall Method

Ming Jin and Yoon Sang Kim

Abstract Currently, research is actively being conducted on applying games to
education. However, existing game-based learning systems mainly focus on how
to increase learning motivation and enhance engagement, while achieving less
success on how to make further improvements on the effectiveness of learning. To
improve on these points, this paper proposes a game-based learning system using
graduated-interval recall method to organize game contents and learning courses
with appropriate review intervals according to learners’ status. The proposed
system has been verified through comparative learning effectiveness tests between
two learning groups, in which one group engaged in learning with the proposed
system and the other with an existing system.

Keywords Game-based learning � Graduated-interval recall � Spacing effect

1 Introduction

As games have been shown to be highly effective in education, studies are being
actively conducted on applying games to education (game-based learning). Many
educators and in-structional designers have been developing and using digital
games in schools, institutions of higher education, and commercial applications to
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promote learning achievement [1]. In particular, innate characteristics of games,
including competitiveness and enjoyment, can highly increase the motivation to
learn by stimulating and enhancing learners’ desire to embark on challenge and
engagement.

Existing game-based learning systems have been used to enhance learning
effectiveness in various ways—such as increasing learners’ motivation by re-
forming study contents into game scenarios and prompting competition between
participants [2, 3], or improving system architecture for better integration between
game context and the learning environment [4, 5]. However, existing game-based
learning systems lacks the effective learning method that should be adopted into
the game system in order to organize learning contents in accordance with learning
progress for enhancing learning effectiveness.

A game-based Mandarin learning system developed by Annisa Dwiana and
Dalbir Singh [6] has shown a good game-based learning system design for
attracting children’s attention and increasing their engagement by integrating
graphic, text, and animation effects. However, the system did not adopt a proper
learning method that could help children memorize the words they learned.

In [7], it was discovered through result analysis from the test of proposed
system that there was little improvement in learning performance in spite of
increasing play times with the proposed game-based learning system, which had
been proven to enhance learning motivation using many game features, such as
roll playing and competitive activities. The authors claimed that further research
on improving learning effectiveness would be necessary.

From above analyses, we found that existing game-based learning systems are
mainly focused on how to improve learning motivation and engagement by
making use of game playing, while achieving less success on how to enhance
learning effectiveness with proper learning methods. To improve on these points,
this paper proposes a game-based learning system using graduated-interval recall
method to organize game contents and learning courses with appropriate review
intervals in accordance with learning status. The proposed system has been veri-
fied through comparative tests on learning effectiveness between two learning
groups, in which one group engaged in learning with the proposed system, and the
other with an existing system.

2 Proposed Game-Based Learning System

In a study published in 1995, German psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus identi-
fied the phenomenon referred to as spacing effect, whereby humans and animals
remember or learn things more easily by studying them a few times over a long
period of time rather than repeatedly in a short period [8]. Utilizing the spacing
effect, the graduated-interval recall method published by Pimsleur progressively
expands the review time interval. (For example, the review interval pattern used in
his paper was 5 s, 25 s, 2 min, 10 min …) [9]. The biggest advantage when
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learning with the graduated-interval recall method is not only stronger consoli-
dation of long-term memorization of acquired knowledge achieved by expanding
the review interval, but also enhanced learning effectiveness by reducing unnec-
essary reviews and guiding learners to focus on less acquired knowledge.

The original progressively increasing time interval adopted by Pimsleur’s
graduated-interval recall method has the following the pattern.

T1;T2 ¼ 5 x T1;T3 ¼ 5 x T2; . . .Tn ¼ 5 x Tðn�1Þ ð1Þ

In order to apply Eq. (1) in the testing environment of the proposed system, a
modification was made to the increasing pattern of review time interval while
maintaining its basis principle. The modified increasing pattern of review time
interval used in the proposed system is as follows:

T1 ¼ 1 x R;T2 ¼ 2 x R;T3 ¼ 3 x R; . . .Tðn�1Þ ¼ n� 1ð Þx R;Tn ¼ n x R ð2Þ

The R in Eq. (2) represents the minimum time unit used for measuring review
interval in the proposed system. Then each knowledge point that needs to be
acquired from the game is given a master degree (MD) property and a hidden ratio
(HR) property. The each knowledge point’s MD indicates the mastering level of
corresponding knowledge point; a higher value means better memorization of that
particular knowledge point. HR changes in accordance with MD; if MD is set to n,
HR will also be set as n, which means this knowledge point will no longer be
shown in the game during the n-th review time interval duration in the pre-defined
review time intervals (T1, T2, T3, … Tn). The MD of a knowledge point will be
increased or decreased dynamically according to user’s interaction judgment result
for this knowledge point. If the learner’s interaction judgment result from this
knowledge point shows a good memorization status, its MD and HR will both be
increased by a step (Fig. 1).

Thus, the proposed system expands the review time interval of a well-learned
knowledge point, reduces the number of unnecessary exposure to the learner. In
the opposite case, it makes a knowledge point not fully acquired by the learner is
shown more frequently to enhance learning effectiveness.

3 Experiment and Discussion

3.1 Experiment Environment and Protocol

To validate the proposed game-based learning system, we developed a game on
the topic of seven major continental plates for testing (Fig. 2).

The system was developed with HTML5, and the experiment environments are
as follows:
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Fig. 1 The mechanism of the proposed game-based learning system using graduated-interval
recall method

Fig. 2 Screen shot of the game spin the continental plates, which was developed to test and
validate the proposed game-based learning system
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• There are 7 plates, each with 4 descriptions, which means there are 4 9 7 = 28
descriptions of the plates altogether.

• The game involves the learner trying to match the descriptions and the corre-
sponding continental plates. Thus, the 28 descriptions on 7 plates are the
knowledge points, and each description has MD and HR values.

• During game play, an arbitrary description will fall down from the top of the
screen. At the bottom of the game screen is a rotatable wheel made up of 7
plates, and the learner tries to match the plate that corresponds with the
description falling down by rotating the wheel using the keyboard.

• When the description falls down to the wheel, the interaction result judgment of the
(knowledge point is fired. If the correct plate is chosen, it is determined that the
learner is acquainted with the knowledge point, and the MD and HR values are
increased by a step. (For example, if the description says ‘‘The smallest plate among
the 7 major plates,’’ the learner should match it with the ‘‘South American Plate’’.)

• When the learner provides a wrong answer, the correct plate is shown on the
screen to remind the learner.

In the proposed game, knowledge points (N) fall down in each round at certain
speeds. Then the interaction time (t) of each description will be equals to others,
and the same spent time (T) will results as follows:

T ¼ N x t ð3Þ

We set the total number of descriptions falling down (N) during each round of the
game at 28, which is equal to the total number of knowledge points. In turn, we can
make use of the number of game rounds for representing the review time interval
from the duration (T) spent on each game round, which is a constant. Thus, the review
time interval in the proposed game is progressively increasing, as shown by Eq. (4).

R1 ¼ R x 1;R2 ¼ R x 2;R3 ¼ R x 3. . .;R7 ¼ R x 7 ð4Þ

The review time interval is measured in rounds in this game, and the knowledge
points are shown to the learner. For example, if the review time interval of an
arbitrary knowledge point from the current moment to the next is R3, the
knowledge point will be shown again after 3 game rounds—in the 4th round. The
knowledge point shown to the learner in each round is determined in real time
according to the MD and HR values of the knowledge point, as explained in
Chap. 2. If the learner provides the correct answer for arbitrary knowledge point
Q1 during a round, its MD and HR values will increase from M0, H0 to M1, H1,
respectively, and the knowledge point will not be shown again during time interval
R1. Then, a knowledge point Q2, which has never been answered correctly by the
learner, can be shown instead of Q1, providing increased exposure to the learner.

For comparative analysis, we implemented a game-based learning system
without incorporating the graduated-interval recall method. It has the same sce-
nario (matching descriptions to continental plates) as the game explained above;
however, every description is shown once in each round with the order of their
reveal sequence varying randomly.
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The experiment was conducted by dividing test subjects into two groups:
Group A engaged in learning with the conventional game-based learning system,
and Group B with the proposed graduated-interval recall method game-based
learning system. Both groups took a pre-test on the topic, which was made up of 28
knowledge points and had a form identical to the objective test (Fig. 3). The test
quizzes were presented in random orders to reduce unwanted influence. The
subjects scored between 4 and 7 points in the pre-test, indicating that they had has
little knowledge on continental plates.

(1) After the pre-test, both groups learned about the topic with corresponding
game-based learning systems.

(2) The learning duration was 25 min for both groups.
(3) To reduce influence, the two groups learned about the topic in the same place

and were not aware that they were using two different learning systems.
(4) After completing the learning session, the subjects took a post-test, which con-

tained questions identical to those in the pre-test but in a randomly varied order.
(5) After the post-test, results were collected and complied.

3.2 Experimental Results

The test results are shown in Table 1. The performances of the subjects that
engaged in learning with the proposed graduated-interval recall method game-
based learning system (Group A) were better than those who used the conventional
game-based learning system. (Group B) (The average score of Group A was up to
50 % than Group B.)

Fig. 3 Quizzes used for pre-test and post-test (in Korean)
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4 Conclusion

This paper proposed a game-based learning system using the graduated-interval
recall method. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed system, we conducted
an experiment that compared the learning performances between the proposed
system and a conventional system had been conducted. From the results, we were
able to confirm that the subjects engaged in learning with the proposed system
scored approximately 50 % higher than those who used the conventional system
did.

In addition to science education, the proposed system is supposed to be valid for
all academic areas, including learning foreign languages. While our study involved
subjects acquiring 28 knowledge points in 25 min, it is expected that the perfor-
mance gap between the two systems would increase with greater number of
knowledge points and longer learning time.
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Table 1 Comparison between score increments of the proposed system and the conventional
system

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5 Max Min Avg.
Increment

Group
A

Pre-test 4 5 4 6 5 13 7 10.6
Post-test 11 17 17 15 17
Increment 7 12 13 9 12

Group
B

Pre-test 5 7 6 4 5 18 13 15.8
Post-test 22 25 21 17 21
Increment 17 18 15 13 16
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An Efficient DRAM Converter
for Non-Volatile Based Main Memory

Sung-In Jang, Cheong-Ghil Kim and Shin-Dug Kim

Abstract The new memory technologies having the characteristic of non-volatile
such as Phase-change RAM (PRAM), Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM), Magnetic
RAM (MRAM) and Resistive RAM (RRAM) that can be replaced the DRAM as
main memory have been emerged. Among these memories, PRAM is especially
the most promising alternative for DRAM as main memory because of its high
density and low power consumption. On the other hand, the slower latency by
comparison with DRAM and endurance are caused to reduce performance. In
order to exploit these degradations of performance, we propose a hybrid memory
system consisting of PRAM and DRAM as a converter. The DRAM converter is
comprised of an aggressive streaming buffer to assure better use of spatial locality
and an adaptive filtering buffer for better use of temporal locality. Our architecture
is designed to enhance the long latency as well as low endurance of PRAM. The
proposed structure is implemented by a trace-driven simulator and experimented
by using SPEC 2006 traces. Our experimental results indicate that it is able to
achieve reducing access count by about 65 %, compared with only PRAM-based
main memory system. According to this result, our proposed memory architecture
can be used to substitute for the current DRAM main memory system.
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Keywords Non-volatile memory � Phase-change RAM (PRAM) � DRAM �Main
memory � Converter � Spatial locality � Temporal locality

1 Introduction

The commercial products like smart phones or tablet PCs are adopting Flash
memory as in the role of Hard Disk Drive. Although Flash memory is non-volatile
memory, it supports only the page unit of read/write [1]. Furthermore, the erase
operation performs in term of block that is much larger than a page. In other
words, Flash memory is not expected to show similar performance DRAM-based
main memory.

Recently, the new memory technologies such as Phase-change RAM (PRAM),
Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM), Magnetic RAM (MRAM) and Resistive RAM
(RRAM) have been developed in order to replace the previous memories. In
general, no-volatile memories have common advantages, including non-volatility,
high density, low power and large capacity. Because of these merits, the non-
volatile memories can be widely used in the future to replace the conventional
memories (DRAM, SRAM, Flash, etc.). Among the new memory technologies,
PRAM is one of the most promising candidates for future main memory which
have similar performance with DRAM because it shows the best advantages in
terms of density, power consumption, and non-volatility. Nevertheless, much
slower latency than DRAM (especially, write latency) and endurance must be
overcome to be used as main memory [2, 3].

In this paper, our described DRAM converter (Adaptive DRAM Converter) is
located between the last level cache and PRAM-based main memory in hierarchy.
The Adaptive DRAM Converter which is composed of an aggressive fetching
superblock buffer (AFSB) and a selective filtering buffer (SFB) is designed for
showing similar performance of conventional DRAM-based main memory and
reducing the limitations of PRAM. The AFSB exploits spatial locality aggressively
by fetching superblock from PRAM, and the other exploits temporal locality
adaptively [4]. The proposed structure is simulated by using a trace-driven
simulator with SPEC 2006 traces [5–7].

According to our simulation results, the access count can be reduced by around
65 % compared to only PRAM-based main memory system. Therefore, the
proposed Adaptive DRAM converter can effectively hide the access latency of
non-volatile memory using small buffer.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we will review some of
previous studies regarding non-volatile memory PRAM. Section 3 presents the
overall architecture and operation flow. In Sect. 4, performance evaluation is
shown. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 5.
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2 Related Work

There are many subsequent studies regarding non-volatile memory PRAM. We
will briefly review along with the works to overcome the limits of PRAM.

Qureshi et al. [8] proposed a hybrid main memory system by utilizing non-
volatile memory PRAM and DRAM. It explores the trade-offs for main memory
system consisting of PRAM storage coupled with a small DRAM buffer. In this
architecture, the DRAM is structured like a cache to hide read latency. The write
queue is for hiding the write latency. In addition to, the fine-grained wear-leveling
algorithm can supplement the endurance limits of PRAM. Their proposed scheme
shows results that reduce write access latency by three times and improve the
endurance from 3 to 9 years. However, it tends to be expensive because of
combining 32 GB of PRAM and 1 GB DRAM.

Seok et al. [9] proposes a new page caching algorithm for hybrid main memory.
Page monitoring and migration scheme was suggested to overcome the long latency
and low endurance of PRAM. This scheme is to keep read-bound access pages to
PRAM. The results show that it can maximally reduce the total write access count
by 48.4 %. Therefore, they can enhance the average page cache performance and
reduce the endurance problem in the hybrid main memory system.

3 Proposed Scheme

This section will present the overall architecture and operation flow. As explained
before, our goal is to substitute volatile memory DRAM with non-volatile memory
PRAM for main memory. To design, DRAM buffer is needed between the last level
cache layer and main memory layer. Figure 1a shows our overall architecture.

3.1 Adaptive DRAM Converter

Figure 1b shows the structure of the proposed adaptive DRAM converter. As
shown in the figure, AFSB is fetching superblock from PRAM. The superblock
size is 32 KB and is consist of 256 sub-blocks which is a basic unit managed by
this converter. A superblock is defined as a unit of data formed from a set of pages
transferred between the converter and main memory. The sub-block unit is the
same size as the last level cache block (setting 128 Byte).

When the requested data is not in AFSB and SFB, superblock is fetched from
PRAM-based main memory. The eviction algorithm applied to the AFSB is least
recently used (LRU). Based on LRU, an evicted superblock among the existing
superblocks in the AFSB is divided hot or cold status blocks by threshold value
that is the average access count of each sub-block. In case of invalid sub-block are
just discarded because a clean copy exists in main memory. In case of valid
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sub-blocks (hot or cold blocks) moves to SFB. When SFB is full, victim block is
selected by Fist-In-First-out (FIFO) algorithm. If sub-blocks are changed while
staying in the SFB, then the SFB plays a role similar to a write buffer.

In this process, threshold value is the criteria of dividing unnecessary and
reusable data. For calculating average access count which is threshold, AFSB
History Table records hit counts of each sub-blocks. The table also manages a hit
bit and a dirty bit associated with each sub-block in the AFSB. If hit dirty bit is set,
these sub-blocks were accessed from higher memory layer at least once.

In other words, our structure has two buffers which are AFSB, SFB. Because
AFSB fetches a group of pages at once, these pages may contain reusable data and/
or unnecessary data. Reusable data tend to be accessed again from last level cache
because of temporal and spatial locality.

3.2 Operation Flow

In this section, we introduce a fundamental operational flow, which is specially
designed for the proposed Adaptive DRAM Converter. The operation flow is as
follow:

• First step: When a data is requested from last level cache, Check whether there
is an data in AFSB. If the data is in AFSB, go to Fourth step. Otherwise, go to
second step.

• Second step: Check whether there is an data in SFB. If the data is in SFB, go to
Fourth step. Otherwise, go to Third step.

Fig. 1 Proposed model a overall architecture, b Adaptive DRAM converter
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• Third step: miss managing.
• Fourth step: The adaptive DRAM converter transfers the requested data to the

last level cache.

Detailed miss managing flow is as follow:

• First step: The AFSB chooses victim superblock by LRU replacement policy.
• Second step: The converter classifies sub-blocks in evicted superblock as

reusable and unnecessary by using AFSB History Table. The valid sub-blocks
moves to SFB and the invalid sub-blocks are just discarded. Also, the sub-blocks
moving to SFB maintain hot or cold state according to threshold value.

• Third step: The victim block is substituted for a new superblock from main
memory.

4 Experimental Result

In this section, we will describe the configuration of simulation and the results in
terms of miss rate and access latency. Our results were implemented and simulated
by trace-driven simulator.

4.1 Configuration

As shown Table 1, we extracted SPEC 2006 traces by using GEM5 is full simu-
lator [6, 7]. The extracted traces are run on in-house trace-driven simulator [5].
The L1 instruction and data cache are 32 KB with 64 Byte block size and 4-way
set associative. The L2 unified cache is 1 MB with 128 Byte block size and 8-way
set associative.

4.2 Miss Rate Evaluation

The first evaluation metric is the miss rate. The adaptive DRAM converter is
20 MB consisting of 4 MB AFSB and 16 MB SFB. The 20 MB DRAM buffer
is sufficient to show our efficiency of suggested architecture. Figure 2 shows that it
is clearly demonstrated. The figures are the result of miss rates in contrast with the
last level cache miss rate. The miss rates reduced about 65 %.

Table 1 Baseline configuration

Simulator GEM5(Quad-core chips), Trace-driven simulator

Benchmark SPEC 2006 benchmark suites
L1 cache 32 KB, 4-way, 64 Byte block size
L2 unified cache 1 MB, 8-way, 128 Byte block size
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4.3 Access Latency Evaluation

Figure 3 presents the access latency in case of DRAM-based main memory,
PRAM-based main memory and PRAM having DRAM converter. The memory
access parameters are chosen as follows [2]. As mentioned, one of the limitations
of PRAM is the very slow latency. Our results show that access latency tends to
decrease about 21 %. Even though the suggested architecture is slower than
DRAM-based main memory, we obtained much better figures compared to
PRAM-based main memory. The predictions for future PRAM cells suggest
significant latency improvement because of ongoing development of technology.

Fig. 2 Adaptive DRAM
converter miss rates
compared to LLC miss rates

Fig. 3 Access latency of
only DRAM, only PRAM and
proposed main memory
system
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5 Conclusion

As the new memory technologies emerged, many studies are progressing for
replacing the conventional memory such as DRAM, SRAM and Flash. In this
paper, we suggested the PRAM-based main memory system. To realize our
architecture, the limitation of PRAM must be solved. To overcome, our model
presents a small Adaptive DRAM Converter. It is composed of two buffers that are
AFSB and SFB. The AFSB exploits spatial locality aggressively by fetching
superblock from PRAM, and the other exploits temporal locality adaptively.
According to the results, our scheme can reduce the access count by 65 % and
access latency by 21 %.
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An M2M-Based Interface Management
Framework for Vehicles with Multiple
Network Interfaces
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Abstract The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) can be considered the most
representative example of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) applications in a stan-
dardization and commercial market. To support the applications, utilizing multiple
network interfaces and providing appropriate network connectivity to them are the
key issues in order to meet different network requirements of M2M applications on
ITS devices. Moreover, different from applications which are controlled by a
human operator, the ITS device with M2M application is required to decide the
appropriate air interface and network for each application by itself according to the
predefined policy and network status. In this paper, we therefore propose a novel
multiple network interface management framework for ITS devices with M2M
applications having their different requirements and constraints based on the
CALM architecture. This can provide the M2M applications with extensible and
flexible system environments based on the CALM architecture.
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Keywords M2M � Machine-to-machine � ITS � Communication � Multiple
interfaces � CALM

1 Introduction

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication is characterized by low power, low
cost, and low human intervention, supporting a wide range of applications in
different domains such as u-healthcare, intelligent transportation system, smart
energy, and etc. [1]. Among them, Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) can be
the most representative example of M2M applications in a standardization and
commercial market. ITS can be used to prevent vehicular accidents, increase the
efficiency of transportation system and reduce environmental pollution, while
improving passengers’ convenience [2]. ETSI, European Telecommunications
Standards Institute, considers several use cases of automotive applications in M2M
capable networks such as electricity vehicle charging, fleet management, theft
tracking, and information exchanges [3]. They have different sizes of data trans-
mitted by each application (from several bytes to hundreds of megabytes).
Moreover, the urgency of data is also subjective to the requirements of the
applications.

In particular, the architecture of Communication Access for Land Mobile
(CALM) is defined by ISO TC204 WG16 standard body, where ITS devices such as
Road Side Unit (RSU) and On-Board Unit (OBU) can be equipped with multiple
network interfaces using various access technologies to provide network connec-
tivity [4]. CALM-compliant systems provide the ability to use the heterogeneous
access technologies for data delivery with different characteristics with each other
in terms of network coverage, cost, bandwidth, jitter, and etc. [5]. Therefore, an ITS
device should be able to manage and use multiple network interfaces efficiently.
Since each ITS M2M application has different network requirements and
constraints, managing of multiple interfaces and providing appropriate network
connectivity to the application based on its requirement are the key issues to pro-
viding ITS M2M applications. Moreover, as the network condition constantly
changes due to continuous movements of vehicles, an ITS device with M2M
applications (hereafter, called an ITS M2M device) should keep monitoring the
network condition and use the best suitable network for an M2M application
according to the network selection policy without any human operation.

Therefore, the ITS M2M device should be able to periodically update the
network information and the policies required for selecting a suitable network
regardless of manufacturers and network providers. In this paper, we propose a
new multiple interface management framework for ITS M2M device based on the
CALM architecture. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first trial involving
multiple interface management for ITS M2M devices.
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2 Related Work

The CALM architecture is an initiative to define a set of communication protocols
and interfaces which are used for ITS communications [4]. Particularly, unlike the
other ITS architectures such as WAVE standard [6–9], the CALM architecture can
support multiple air interfaces for a variety of communication scenarios. Hence, in
each of communication scenarios which have different requirements and con-
straints, the CALM architecture can provide the applications with appropriate
communication service through interface selection.

In the CALM architecture, all communications between communication enti-
ties, called ITS stations (ITS-S) which include vehicles, personal devices, RSUs,
and central stations are performed in a peer-to-peer manner. In order to support the
peer-to-peer communications among them, network protocol stacks on ITS-S and
their relationships should follow the ITS-S reference architecture which is defined
in the CALM architecture standard.

Fig. 1 Reference architecture of ITS station
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Figure 1 shows the reference architecture of ITS-S. As shown in Fig. 1, the first
layer of the ITS-S architecture, called Access layer, represents the physical and
link layer. Link control protocols and various physical interfaces such as Blue-
tooth, 3G/4G and WLAN are comprised in this layer. The second layer of the
architecture, called Networking & Transport layer, corresponds to the network and
transport layer in the OSI layer architecture. This layer is responsible for ITS
Transport, TCP/UDP, IPv6 mobility extension, and other network protocols. The
third layer of the architecture, called Facilities layer, provides upper layers with
application/information/session support.

Additionally, in order to provide security and interact with the layers of the
ITS-S reference architecture, the security entity and management entity are resided
outside the ITS-S protocol stack and connected with each layer of the ITS-S
reference architecture, respectively. Finally, the application layer is operated over
all these layers.

3 Proposed MI ITS M2M Model

In this section, we introduce our proposed Multiple Interface (MI) management
framework for ITS M2M devices based on the CALM architecture. As shown in
Fig. 2, it consists of three parties: (a) An ITS M2M device (OBU) which is
equipped with multiple interfaces and contains several M2M applications (b) An
ITS access network (RSU) which provides network connectivity to the ITS M2M
device and its parameters of the access network, and (c) An ITS M2M server
which provides the MI management policy to the ITS M2M device and may make
a decision to select an appropriate network for ITS M2M device.

Fig. 2 Conceptual model of
our MI ITS M2M system
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Different from a human operating system, which is controlled by a human
operator considering overall information of networks and requirements of appli-
cations, the ITS M2M device is required to decide the appropriate network for the
each application by itself according to the predefined policy and network status.
For example, an ITS M2M application to report vehicular accidents should
transmit its message to the ITS M2M server despite the high cost of network
usage. On the other hand, the transmission of non-time critical data of huge size
can be postponed until the ITS M2M device succeeds in establishing a network
connection with low cost or free of charge.

4 M2M MI Management Framework

Figure 3 shows our proposed the structure of the MI ITS M2M framework based
on the CALM architecture. In MI ITS M2M systems, several ITS M2M applica-
tions which have different communication requirements are assumed to run on an
ITS M2M device.

In order to manage multiple interfaces efficiently for several M2M applications
on an ITS device, we define four agents into Management Information Base (MIB)
of the CALM architecture as follows. As shown in Fig. 3, the agents are inter-
connected via several Service Access Points (SAPs) such as MA-SAP, MF-SAP,
MN-SAP and MI-SAP. According to the reference model of CALM Architecture,
we define SAP primitives which are responsible for sending and receiving com-
mands as well as reading and setting parameters.

Fig. 3 MI ITS M2M architecture
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• MI Description Agent:

– Exchanges the network interface information Profile (data rate, cost, band-
width, error rate, jitter, and etc.) and the network selection policy (Preference
of networks, cost metrics, and etc.) with ITS M2M server and RSU.

• MI Information Delivery Agent:

– Delivers the network interface information profile and network selection
policy through a transportation scheme such as http and CoAP.

• MI Selection Agent:

– Selects an interface for an M2M application according to the policy from the
M2M server.

• MI Management Agent:

– Monitors the network status and manages the network profile of each network.
– Triggers re-configuration for the interface selection when the previous

selected interface violates the policy.

Figure 4 gives an information flows between the interface selection agent and
the horizontal layers. Multiple Interface Selection agent maintains three informa-
tion: MI selection policy, Interface information table and Network information
table. MI selection policy contains the policy information required for network and
interface selection such as preference of networks and cost metrics which is
delivered from ITS M2M server and RSU. Interface information table and Network
information table maintain the parameters of air interfaces and networks such as
data rate, cost, bandwidth, error/loss rate and jitter. These information is obtained
from MA-SAP, MF-SAP, MN-SAP and MI-SAP through Mx-REQUEST com-
mand. The decision of interface selection is sent to the Network & Transport layer
via MN-SPA using MN-Command.

4.1 Data Exchanges and Usage

In order to provide interoperability for exchanging the network interface infor-
mation profile and network selection policy among M2M devices and servers from
different manufactures, the system should use a description language in a form of
XML schema, and can describe policies and functions of selecting a network
interface. Figure 5 shows an example of the network interface information profile.

In order to select a network interface for a specific M2M application by itself,
each of ITS M2M devices is required to exchange data as follows.

• ITS M2M Server � ITS M2M device: policies for interface selection, authen-
tication and billing information of each network, and etc.

• ITS M2M device � ITS M2M Server: status of network connectivity, available
networks, and etc.
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• ITS M2M RSU � ITS M2M device: network channel, bandwidth, jitter, QoS,
and etc.

• ITS M2M device � ITS M2M RSU: authentication for the connection estab-
lishment, and etc.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a multiple network interface management framework
for ITS M2M devices in order to meet different network requirements and
constraints for each of their ITS M2M applications. Our proposed framework
consisting of four agents keeps monitoring the status of network interfaces and
selects the best suitable interface for each M2M application according to the
network selection policy without any human operation.

Fig. 4 Information flow between interface selection agent and the horizontal layers

Fig. 5 Example of the network interface information profile
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The framework is designed based on the CALM architecture and uses a
description language in a form of XML schema for exchanging the network
interface information and network selection policies. Through this framework, the
interoperability and flexibility for ITS M2M systems can be provided, regardless
of manufacturers and network providers.
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A Framework of the Wireless Sensor
Based Railway Signal System
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Abstract In present era of railways transportation the presence of the railway
signal system in railway networks makes the train control system much easier &
safer. Today the all railway signal systems are based on electrical devices. In this
paper we propose a new signal system for railway network which will be based on
wireless sensor devices. Proposed frame work helps the train control mechanism to
control the train even in low visibility weather condition like dust, haze, snow,
heavy rain, fogginess conditions. In this paper we proposed the idea and the
framework for the new wireless sensor device based signal system which can be
implemented in modification in existing current signal systems.
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1 Introduction

The train control system is brought and developed to ensure traffic safety, improve
transport efficiency and working conditions. Railway signal is the most important
factor in the train control system. It carries instructions and information to control
the train line, time interval and speed, displays current train line and equipment
status, so as to ensure the safety of high-speed train traffic [1].

In European and other developed countries, the research and applications of
train control system starts early. Especially in Europe, there are seven big railway
signal companies, like Alcatel Company and Alstom Company in France, Adtranz
Company of Sweden, Ansaldo Company in Italy, Siemens Company in Germany
and WestingHouse Company in the UK [2]. Different kinds of Train Control
Systems are designed by different company in different country. For example, LZB
Train Control System is Used in Germany, while TVM Train Control System is
Used in France.

East Japan Railway Company has been developing a new signal control system
based on an IP-network to solve those problems [3]. This system composes a
network by using optical cables and controls signal devices by an exchange of
digital information. This can reduce cable construction work, and increase effi-
ciency of system test and operation, and also save construction cost [4].

2 Current Signal System

2.1 Problem in Currant Signal System

The signal control systems are dramatically developed and advances, mainly
because of the current computer technologies. Nevertheless, they are some prob-
lems about signal control and route control.

2.2 Problem Due to Low Visibility

In the current signal system the signal is identified by the train driver by looking at
the signal pole and driver analyze that signal according to the color of the signal
(RED/YELLOW/GREEN) and take appropriate action according to the signal but
in case of high raining and fog there is problem of low visibility of the signal to the
driver and the problem of identification of signal arise which cause the train
driving difficult. In some cases even it is really hard to indentify signals correctly
hence leads to sudden accidents. As a result approximately 177 accidents that
occurred in 2008–2010, even more than half of accidents occurs due to climate
conditions like fog and heavy rain etc. [4].
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3 Scope of Proposed System

3.1 Solution to the Problem of Low Visibility

As we have seen earlier that the train driving in low visibility is difficult due to
electrical signal system but our proposed signal system framework uses the
wireless sensor (WSN) devices. WSN devices used to send the signal on the
railway track to the engine and the problem of low visibility or heavy rain of
the signal has no effect on this system.

3.2 Scope of Automatic Driving Mode in Train

The wireless sensor device for signal system in railway may allow to send the signal
to the wireless sensing device present in the engine and it will analyze the signal
according to the message it received by the device and by using the microcontroller
in the train engine, we can control the speed of the train according to the demand of
the signal so this concept can add the option of auto driving mode in train engine.

4 Concept and Framework of the System

4.1 Definitions of WSN Device

For implementation of the new railway signal system based on wireless sensor devices
we use mainly the three types wireless sensor devices these device are called motes.

1. Wireless sensor device at the pole of signal system which will transmit the
current signal status, in this paper we called this device signal sender.

2. Second wireless sensor device we will use in the engine of the train which will
receive the signal when it will in the range of any signal and also it will analyze
the signal status. In this paper we called this device signal receiver.

3. Third sensor device we will put on the track where the two track are meets are
locking of tracks which will used to update the current track number in the
device used in the engine and in this paper we called this device track changer.

4.2 Working of Proposed Framework System

Now our system will work on the modification of the current railway signal
system. It will implemented by placing the signal sender device on the signal pole
of the current system. This device will sense the light color of the signal and
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transmits the message with the trackID, time and the signal status of the pole. In
this system we will use the trackID system due to possibility of the multiple
parallel tracks and the system will define the unique trackID for each track. It will
set to the signal sender device of the every track. The signal sender device now
transmits the signal in required range of approximate 2 KM.

Now the signal receiver device in the engine comes in the range of signal sender
device it will receive the message which contains the trackID and the status of the
signal after that it match the trackID with its own trackID to ensure that the signal
is for this train only after the matching the trackID it reads the signal status and
activate the corresponding action for the signal.

The third device which is track changer is placed in the interlocking of the
tracks. This device is used as our system maintain the track position of the engine,
because the signal are based on the trackIDs. Whenever the track of the train is
changed its current track position should be updated that’s why the track changer
device is placed at the interlocking of the tracks. Whenever train change its track
changer device update the current track position of the engine so that the engine
can receive the signal which is only for its current track.

The implementation of this system is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

4.3 Working of the Framework for Proposed System

In this section we will describe the proposed logic at the all three devices signal
sender, signal receiver and the track changer with the message structure.

The signal sender will send the message which contains the following
information.

TrackID-for the track id for which signal is working.
Signal_Status-is the current status of the signal
Time- is the time at which signal is detected by device.
the class structure for message at the signal sender device will be.

Fig. 1 Implementation of motes (signal sender and signal receiver) in current signal system
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Fig. 2 Implementation of motes (track changer) at the interlocking of current signal system

Class signal_sensor 

{ 

Int TrackID; 

Int Signal_Status; 

Time T; 

} 

void set_signal_status(int st) 

{ 

T=getTime(); 

Signal_Status=st; 

} 

} 

 

Int main() 

{ 

Int st=RED; 

Signal_sensor S1; 

While(1) 

{ 

St=read(Signal from Motes); 

S1.set_signal_status(st); 

Send(S1); 

} 

Return 0; 

} 
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The signal receiver contains the following data structure at the engine.
Current_TrackID-it will store the track id on which train is running.
Time-it wil contains the time at which signal is received.
the class structure will be as follows.
Class signal_receiver 

{ 

Int Current_TrackID; 

Time T; 

Int set_Current_Track(int tid) 

{ 

Current_TrackID= tid; 

T= getTime(); 

return 0; 

} 

} 

Int main() 

{ 

signal_receiver  E; 

signal_sensor S; 

while(1) 

{ 

S= read(message from motes); 

If(S.TrackID==E.Current_TrackID) 

{ 

       If(S.Signal_Status==RED) 

      { 

         //activate RED LED in the engine with Alarm 

      } 

      else if(S.Signal_Status==YELLOW) 

     {  

          //activate YELLOW LED in the engine 

      } 

     else if(S.Signal_Status==GREEN) 

     {  

          //activate GREEN LED in the engine 

      } 

} 

} 

} 
The third device track changer will called the set_Current_Track() method of

the engine as the engine comes to the interlocking and the motes on which the
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engine running will activate from the load of the engine and it will change the
current trackID of the engine.

5 Conclusion

After modification of the current railway signal system with the our proposed
railway signal system we can overcome from the problem of the signal tracking in
low visibility condition as well as this new system can introduce the concept of the
auto driving mode in the engine so that for the train driver can relax also it is
completely depend on the wireless sensing device so this this system will free from
the human readable error in the signal tracking also it can be implemented with
less effort and at very low coast by the modification of the current railway signal
system.

6 Future Work

In this paper we proposed the only framework and the concept of the new railway
signal system which will based on wireless sensor devices but in future we will
implement this feature and will design the model for our this signal system and we
will implement the concept of automatic train operation .
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Evolutionary Bio-Interaction Knowledge
Accumulation for Smart Healthcare

Sung-Kwan Kang, Jong-Hun Kim, Kyung-Yong Chung,
Joong-Kyung Ryu, Kee-Wook Rim and Jung-Hyun Lee

Abstract The range of ubiquitous computing technology available for use in
healthcare continues to evolve, allowing for an increasing variety of wireless
sensors, devices, and actuators to be deployed in changing environments. This
paper presents a robust distributed architecture for adaptive and intelligent bio-
interaction systems, called Evolutionary Bio-inspired Knowledge Accumulation.
This system is designed to its capability to increase knowledge enhancement even
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in dynamic and uneven environments. Our proposed system adopts the concepts of
biological context-awareness with evolutionary computations where the working
environments are modeled and identified as bio-environmental contexts. We have
used an unsupervised learning algorithm for bio-context modeling, and a super-
vised learning algorithm for context identification. A genetic algorithm, for its
adaptive criteria, is used to explore action configuration for each identified bio
context to implement our concept. This framework has been used to reduce noise
in ECG signals that have been gathered in routine remote healthcare monitoring.
Experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm effectively removes
baseline wander noise and muscle noise, and feature extraction results showed a
significant improvement of T duration extraction values.

Keywords Ubiquitous healthcare systems � Context awareness � Interactive
healthcare

1 Introduction

Computer scientists are showing more interest in the research area of adaptation
under dynamically changing environments. As a result, many studies are carried
out and many algorithms and techniques are developed. Recently, adaptation
capability under dynamically changing environments has become more important,
since advanced applications need service-oriented, pervasive, and ubiquitous
computing [1, 2]. In this paper, we discuss the framework of a self-growing system
that can behave in an adaptive and robust manner under dynamic variations of
application environments. The knowledge of individual environmental contexts
and their associated chromosomes is stored in the context knowledge base. The
most effective action configuration of the system is determined for the current
environment by employing the popular evolutionary computing method, e.g., a
genetic algorithm (GA). Evolutionary computing is an efficient search and adap-
tation method that simulates the natural evolutionary mechanism [3]. GA guides
the system adaptive to varying environments. Adaptation to changing environ-
ments is an important application of GAs [4, 5].

In this paper, a new method is proposed for real-time adaptation called Evo-
lutionary Bio-inspired Knowledge Accumulation (EBKA). EBKA can adapt to
changing situations by identifying its environment in real-time if the environments
recur. The main difference of the proposed method from other evolutionary
computing methods is that it can optimize action configurations in accordance with
an identified context as well as store its knowledge in a knowledge context. Hence,
the proposed method can add self-growing and real-time adaptation capabilities to
a system. That is, once the context knowledge is constructed, the system can react
to changing environments in real-time.
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We achieved encouraging experimental results showing that the performance of
the proposed algorithm-based filter is superior to those of conventional standard
filters in uneven environments.

2 Evolutionary Bio-Inspired Knowledge Accumulation

In this session, we discuss the model of EBKA with the capabilities of real-time
adaptation and context knowledge accumulation.

2.1 Goal of Evolutionary Bio-Inspired Knowledge Accumulation

The goal of EBKA can be described as the provision of optimal services using
given system resources by identifying its working environments. The major
functionalities of EBKA can be formalized as follows (see Fig. 1):

• Identify working environment of the system,
• Configure its structure using an autonomous computing method, and
• Accumulate knowledge from its experience, and therefore grow itself.

(Autonomous knowledge accumulation).

Two types of data inputs, context data and action data, are used as inputs in
EBKA. The action data, denoted by x, is normal data being processed. The context
data, denoted by y, is used to identify an environmental context of EBKA and to

Fig. 1 Major functionality of EBKA
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construct a proper action based on the identified context. In many cases, the action
data itself can be used as the context data. We assume that EBKA context data can
be modeled in association with the input action data [6].

2.2 Proposed EBKA

In this section, we will discuss the EBKA framework. There are two important
design issues. The first is how to learn and identify a context category in associ-
ation with application working environments. And the second is how to decide on
an action configuration for an identified context from all possible combinations of
action configurations (shown in Fig. 2). The most effective action configurations
for an identified context are combined to produce a final output of the scheme
using some aggregation method [7]. We need to devise a method of calculating a
context profile in order to derive a context action profile. We assume that envi-
ronmental data can be modeled as being clustered into several discredited envi-
ronmental contexts in association with distinguishable application actions. The
proposed scheme operates in two modes, Learning Mode and Action Mode, using
context awareness. The knowledge of the most effective subset of action config-
urations for identified contexts is accumulated and stored in the context knowledge
base (CKB) with associated artificial chromosomes in Learning Mode [8, 15]. The
knowledge is used to select a most effective subset of classifiers for an identified
environmental context, and the produced effective action configurations are
aggregated to produce an optimal output of the scheme in Action Mode. After
categorizing the environmental context, it is further reconfigured for a ubiquitous
or mobile environment to produce and/or select the ubiquitous service.

Fig. 2 Dataflow diagram of EBKA
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2.2.1 Autonomous Knowledge Accumulation

Action configuration is carried out using action primitive set and accumulated
knowledge in the CKB. Action configuration can be described using the artificial
chromosome of GA. The configured action produces a response or output of the
scheme [9]. Initially, the scheme learns application’s environmental contexts. It
accumulates the knowledge of context-action association, and stores them in the
CKB. The knowledge of context-action association denotes that of most effective
action configurations for the context. The detail of context knowledge accumu-
lation process is given in the followings.

2.3 Ubiquitous Computing Based on Interactive Healthcare

An IHC (Interactive Healthcare) integration system that is based on bio-interaction
was born from the combination of a traditional bio-interaction model and
healthcare technology [10]. Now it is establishing a new ideal of healthcare,
because it models the molecular and cell levels of system biology, using sensors
that accommodate changes over time based on their environmental context.

The sensor is designed to accommodate changes in its state and environment
and also changes in the biological systems that it is monitoring via its evolutionary
adaptability. We decided the basis for the design of the IHC system by analyzing
measurement data’s special qualities, and when designing we paid attention to
what different area do to the data through evolution adaptation in practice [11].

Algorithm. (Evolution mode)  
Input: An input action data and associated context data.  

Output: The result of CKB evolution  

Step 1. Train the CAM using the input context data.  

Step 2. Start to search for an optimal action configuration for each environmental context 

category until a predefined criterion is met, where the criterion is the fitness does not 

improve anymore or the predefined maximum trial limitation is encountered as follows.  

        2.1) Generate initial chromosome population of action configuration.  

        2.2) Evaluate the fitness function of the scheme using the newly derived population of 

the action configurations. If the criterion is met, go to Step 3.  

        2.3) Search for the population of the action configuration that maximize the fitness 

function and keep those as the best chromosomes.  

        2.4) Applying GA's genetic operators to generate new population from the current 

action configuration. Go to Step 2.2.  

Step 3.Update the CKB for the identified environmental category and the derived classifier 

structure. 
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Figure 3 shows IHC concept based on real time Bio-interaction. When it is
caused a change of state from the Biology system(user) who receives the services
of IHC system by disease or other causes, Smart DDS (Drug Delivery System) of
IHC system associated with these incidents take appropriate action after sensing
the user’s state. These reactions alter the state of Biology system once again. And,
Smart DDS system undergoes the reaction steps based on the information that get
feedback from Biology system. This process can maximize the effect of the
medication to their patients. Prerequisites to maximize for these effects the reli-
ability for the analysis on the state must be adequately secured. The development
of sensing and actuation devices to satisfy this, it can be succeeded only by the
close convergence of the existing measurement methods by hand and intelligent
evolutionary adaptation technology [12, 14].

We proposed a noise reduction method that uses context estimations, such as
that illustrated in Fig. 4, based on the above system. The proposed noise reduction
algorithm mainly consists of five modules, including a noise context estimation
module, a control module for filter block design at a running mode, a 3-stage filter
block module, a selection module for filter design in evolution mode, and a
decision module for fitness calculation in evolution mode as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 3 U-IHC diagram based on real-time distributed bio-interaction
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Fig. 4 Conceptual diagram of proposed adaptable noise reduction algorithm
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We use an Error Back-Propagation Neural Network for the Control module, and
the noise context estimation module’s output as the control module’s input. Then,
we use a pre-determined 6 filter combination that is stored in the Evolutionary
Knowledge Accumulator (EKA) as output [13]. Fitness passes filter combination
information to the 3-step filter block module to reconstruct the greatest combi-
nation [16]. Then, the 3-step filter block module composes a suitable filter for the
combination information and removes the noise of the electrocardiogram input
(Fig. 5).

After removing the noise, the noise removal fitness is calculated by the decision
module’s fitness function. If it is satisfactory, it displays the altered electrocar-
diogram signals and finishes the algorithm achievement. Otherwise, after looking
for an optimal filter combination via the filter combination selection module of the
genetic algorithm base, it passes the combination information to the 3-step filter
block module tries to remove the noise again.

3 Conclusions

This paper proposes a distributed self-growing framework that can be used for
adaptive systems under dynamic environments taking advantage of context-
awareness, self-growing architecture, and context knowledge base. The EBKA
framework separates the Learning Mode from the Action Mode to solve the time-
consuming problem that is the intrinsic weak points of the GA. The evolutionary
mode accumulates the context knowledge from a varying ubiquitous environment.
The Action Mode executes the task of identification using the chromosome
knowledge accumulated in the evolutionary mode. The main difference of EBKA
from other popular adaptive systems is that it can optimize an action configuration
in accordance with an identified context, and store its knowledge in the context
knowledge. Hence, EBKA can provide self-growing and real-time adaptation

Fig. 5 Control module of neural network base and filter block module
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capability to the system. Once the context knowledge is constructed, EBKA can
react to changing environments in real time. We show the feasibility of the EBKA
framework in the area of object recognition where most popular approaches show
vulnerability under a dynamically-changing environment.
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A Non-Volatile Buffered Main Memory
Using Phase-Change RAM

Do-Heon Lee, Chung-Pyo Hong and Shin-Dug Kim

Abstract The new trends of memory semi-conductor technology are changing
and developing. Phase-Change RAM (PRAM), Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM),
Magnetic RAM (MRAM) and Resistive RAM (RRAM) are going to take center
stage of main memory material of new computer systems in next decade. PRAM
also has higher dense, it can keep data about four times more than DRAM. But
some problems caused when PRAM uses as a main memory directly. So we
suggest Pre-load cache and Assistant buffer. It reduces main memory access and
overcome low read speed of PRAM consequently. To reduce write operation also,
we propose Assistant buffer. Assistant buffer keeps evicted data and impedes write
operation, and facilitates more rapid response about required data when cache
misses. As a result of our experimentation, overall performance is decrement of
main memory accesses approximately 50 %.

Keywords Phase-change memory � Main memory � Cache � Buffer � DRAM �
Non-volatility � Memory capacity � Memory access latency
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1 Introduction

DRAM is main memory material of modern computer system. Requirement of
applications and operating systems are increasing. They need larger size and lower
latency of main memory. To satisfy their demands, a main memory is increasing
its capacity. But it causes more energy consumption and heat problem. To cool off
the system, air and temperature conditioning system’s energy consumption is
increasing. These problems are huddle of computer system growth [1]. Memory
semi-conductor technologies are developing and growing to resolve. Phase-
Change RAM (PRAM), Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), Magnetic RAM (MRAM)
and Resistive RAM (RRAM) are going to take center stage of main memory
material of new computer systems in next decade. These non-volatile memories
have some advantage. First, the memories consume lower power than DRAM.
Mobile device like smart-phone is used widely and it involves DRAM main
memory also. But mobile devices should not consumes much energy, so it is to be
considered low power. Second, density of the memories is higher than DRAM.
The memories can save same quantity of data use of fewer chips. It effects power
consumption. Third, their major characteristic is non-volatility, which means it
doesn’t need to be saved to disk when system power is turned off. It can reduce
recovery after boot-up time significantly.

But the memories have several issues to apply to use as a main memory. PRAM
and any other RAMs are lower performance compared to DRAM. Read latency of
PRAM is about 200–300 ns. Write speed is slower than DRAM also. If computer
system uses PRAM as a main memory directly, it causes serious performance
decreasing. Another handicap of non-volatile memories is write limitations. The
memories have limited write number, which has the possibility of cell worn-out.
Write operation should be carefully managed.

To solve these problems, this research proposes a new cache and buffer hier-
archy. This new hierarchy helps PRAM main memory as an assistant. One of
hierarchy components is Pre-load cache. Pre-load cache pre-fetches from main
memory. Another component is assistant buffer. When last level cache of pro-
cessors evicts, it impedes writing on PRAM main memory. The proposed structure
is implemented and evaluated by using a trace-based simulator with SPEC CPU
2006 traces and Splash-2 traces [2]. Our experiment shows the number of memory
access is halved and decrement of write access. It is directly connected with
performance improvement. The less write operation occurs, the less energy is
consumed, and we gain the profit from that. Finally, we can store more data by
using PRAM main memory and consume less power.

In Sect. 2 introduces background of our research and characteristics of PRAM,
structure motivation. Section 3 shows new computer systems that added our
suggested structure. Next, Sect. 4 explains our experimental methodology and
shows results, analysis. Section 5 is our conclusion.
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2 Background and Motivation

With increasing number of processors in the computer system, the pressure on the
memory system to satisfy the demand of all concurrently executing applications
(threads or processes) has increased as well. PRAM is a one of non-volatile
memories that exploits the property of chalcogenide glass to switch between two
states, amorphous and crystalline, with the application of heat using electrical
pulses. Additionally, these chemical and physical characteristics PRAM shows
better performance than flash memories (NAND flash and NOR flash) [3]. Table 1
summarizes the properties of different memory technologies based on the data
obtained from the literature. Write endurance is the maximum number of writes for
each cell. Data retention is the duration for which the non-volatile technologies can
retain data.

From Table 1, flash memories show worse performance than PRAM which
cannot apply as a main memory. Only PRAM has similar performance with
DRAM.

Qureshi et al. proposed a DRAM buffer as a hardware cache structure for
PRAM main memory [4]. It improves asymmetrical read/write access latencies of
PRAM, compared to DRAM. A large amount of DRAM buffer space is used to
hide read latency and a write queue is used to hide write latency. Our proposed
architecture based on Qureshi’s, we changed DRAM buffer to fetch cache and
write queue is improved [5]. Prefetching is well known technology, which can
reduce cache misses. To minimize initialization cache miss, we set prefetch cache
up to off-chip cache. Write queue is just delay writing, assistant buffer can see as a
last level cache and can fetch from it. We used simple principles what partial
locality and temporal locality [3]. It will be discuss detail next section.

3 New Main Memory Hierarchy System

Figure 1 shows overall architecture that we proposed. Basic architecture is similar
to present model; we added Pre-load cache and Assistant Buffer. Main memory
does not connect directly with processors anymore, when processors last level
cache miss occurs, Pre-load cache or Assistant buffer services received request.
Overall detail flow sequences are shown below.

Table 1 Comparison of measured roughness data, machining center

Parameter DRAM NAND flash NOR flash PRAM

Density 1X 4X 0.25X 2X-4X
Read latency 60 ns 25 us 300 ns 200–300 ns
Write speed -1 Gbps 2.4 MB/s 0.5 MB/s -100 MB/s
Endurance N/A 104 104 106–108

Retention Refresh 10 years 10 years 10 years
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First, when request comes to on-chip last level cache, if Pre-load cache has
requested data, just serve it and wait for next request. Next, if Pre-load cache has
not, request finds Assistant buffer. If Assistant buffer has it, serve requested data to
processor and fetch it to Pre-load buffer. When Assistant buffer misses, finally
request brings from PRAM main memory.

3.1 Pre-Load Cache

Pre-load cache operates as an off-chip cache. If on-chip last level cache evicts, Pre-
load cache receives it. It can pre-fetch main memory data that can serves before
memory access very quickly. It operates like small main memory. Applications
tends to be concentrated main memory’s special region, accuracy of Pre-load
cache is not low. If Pre-load cache eviction occurs and request is need to write
back, Pre-load cache evicts request to Assistant Buffer, otherwise bypass the
request.

Fig. 1 New hierarchy
architecture with Pre-load
cache and assistant buffer
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3.2 Assistant Buffer

Assistant Buffer operates like write queue. It retards write operation and keep data
from evicted Pre-load cache, not only write queue, but also off-chip last level
cache. If Pre-load cache miss occurs and Assistant buffer has data, Assistant buffer
can serve directly to processor, the data fetched to Pre-load cache. Lastly Assistant
buffer impedes read/write access of PRAM main memory.

4 Experimental Setup

The simulator for the proposed model is developed to evaluate the miss rate and
access number. We used Gem5 simulator, SPEC CPU 2006 and Splash-2
benchmarks to extract memory access trace information [6–8]. We implemented
Pre-load cache and Assistant buffer, connected each other with processor caches.
Proposed architecture has two first level cache, which instruction cache and data
cache, which consist of 64 KB, no set associativity, with 256 Byte of block size
and 256 lines. Second level cache is on-chip last level unified cache that composed
512 KB, 8 set associativity, with 256 Byte of block size and 256 lines. Pre-load
cache is made up 1 MB, with 4 set associativity, 256 Byte of block size and 1,024
lines. Assistant buffer is composed 1 MB, with no set associativity, 256 Byte of
block size and 4,096 lines.

Simulation chases each cache or buffer status and number of miss or access.
Each benchmark programs has different number of operations, we normalized
results.

5 Result and Analysis

5.1 Total Accesses

Figure 2 shows total access to main memory. Existing architecture is normalized
to 100 %, proposed model is reduced access percentage approximately 50 %.
Benchmark gcc shows lowest access to main memory and h264ref is highest
access, because its data is huge and worse locality than any other benchmarks.

5.2 Write Accesses

Assistant buffer impedes writing data to main memory, Fig. 3 shows how
Assistant buffer keeps well, finally it can reduce total number of write to main
memory. Benchmark fft and lu shows significant decrement of number of writes.
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Benchmark h264ref shows still worse locality. Number of writes depends on
application’s characteristic.

From two experimental results, Pre-load cache and Assistant buffer can reduce
considerable access to main memory. From this result, it can save more energy
than DRAM uses. Write access chart shows number of write depends on appli-
cation, but total access depends on application’s characteristic less than write
operation.

6 Conclusion

To solve problems of DRAM, about replacement of main memory material, but
new technology is not ready to use directly. So we proposed Pre-load cache and
Assistant buffer, which can pre-fetch data and impede writing operation. Experi-
ment shows the performance of cache and buffer is good, but still some problems

Fig. 2 Total access to main
memory

Fig. 3 Write access to main
memory
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remain. First, PRAM has limited lifetime that we should use wear-leveling tech-
nique, it causes performance decrease. Second, when access to PRAM main
memory, it give penalties a lot of time. To reduce original time to access to
PRAM, the research have to continue. Finally, pre-fetch algorithm is incomplete,
should develop effective pre-fetch algorithm and eviction algorithm. And should
consider tradeoff between uses of pre-fetch mechanism or not.
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A Study on the Real-Time Location
Tracking Systems Using Passive RFID

Min-Su Kim, Dong-Hwi Lee and Kui-Nam J Kim

Abstract The location awareness technology is a core technology to be expanded
to include objects from human-oriented informatization, and active support actions
have been performed in developed countries such as the United States and Japan to
implement the location awareness technology and Real Time Location System
(RTLS) tag and antenna technology for real-time location tracking through a
variety of projects for years. However, problems have been posed by Global
Positioning System (GPS) based on the location awareness technology and active
bat system using sound waves in terms of the space and construction costs. In this
regard, this study attempted to suggest passive RFIF-based Indoor Positioning
System (IPS) for tracking the location of the moving objects (humans and assets)
in real time.
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1 Introduction

Emerged as a new paradigm in computerization, ubiquitous technology is also
referred to as fusion technology to provide additional services required by users
and businesses through processing and combining the location, time and space
information with other information after its storage and management. As
technologies to support the ubiquitous era, there exit object recognition, location
awareness and behavior analysis technologies. Among these technologies, the
location awareness technology is aimed at tracking, monitoring and reporting the
location of objects for ubiquitous computing as a core technology to implement
invisible technologies recognized as characteristics of ubiquitous society. In this
connection, many systems have been formulated for years focusing on automatic
position awareness issues. The location awareness technology is a core technology
to be expanded to include objects from human-oriented informatization, and active
support actions have been performed in developed countries such as the United
States and Japan to implement the location awareness technology and Real Time
Location System (RTLS) tag and antenna technology for real-time location tracking
through a variety of projects for years. However, problems have been posed by
Global Positioning System (GPS) based on the location awareness technology and
active bat system using sound waves in terms of the space and construction costs. In
this regard, this study attempted to suggest passive RFIF-based Indoor Positioning
System (IPS) for tracking the location of the moving objects (humans and assets) in
real time.

2 Related Study

In this chapter, the concept of location awareness technologies such as GPS, active
bat system and passive RFID is summarized as follows.

2.1 Location Awareness Technology

The location awareness technology is considered applied technology required to
implement the recognition systems, and it includes triangulation, scene analysis
and proximity approach as typical location awareness technologies [1].

The system implemented based on the location awareness technologies can be
divided into Macro approaches including GPS, Micro approaches such as
ultrasonic and infrared methods and multi-hop location awareness method in
accordance with coverage areas [2].
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The most commonly used location awareness systems include methods using
ultra sonic waves and infrared rays, ZigBee, RFID and wireless LAN-based
method (WLAN) [3].

2.2 Ultrasound-Based Positioning Technology

As a method using ultrasound, it detects the location of objects by using the
transfer rate difference between fast RF signals and relatively lower ultrasound [4].
As a method using ultrasound, it detects the location of objects by using the
transfer rate difference between fast RF signals and relatively lower ultrasound [4].
The advantages and disadvantages of ultrasound-based positioning technology are
summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Infrared-Based Positioning Technology

For the location detection system using infrared rays, infrared sensors are installed
on the ceiling of office and active badge, a infrared generator with the form of
badge is attached to people. The active badge is a system that has each unique
identification number and finds the location of specific users through transmitting
the identification number periodically (approximately once per second) and
detecting infrared signals from infrared sensors on the ceilings [4].

2.4 Radio Frequency Identification System

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a next-generation recognition technol-
ogy to manage the information of various objects such as food, animals and things
through wireless [5].

RFID system can be largely divided into positive and passive forms, and the
positive system is characterized by the fact that self-RF signal transmission is

Table 1 Advantages and
disadvantages of ultrasound-
based indoor positioning [4]

Advantages
Very precise positioning accuracy

3-dimensional positioning available
Disadvantages

Expensive infrastructure installation costs
Transmitter location information needs to be known in advance,

and interference problems may occur depending on the
placement of transmitter.
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possible in the tag, and power supply is provided by batteries. In addition, it has its
advantages in that long-distance (more than 3 M) transmission and combination
with sensors can be achieved, but the disadvantage is that it has restrictions on the
costs and operating time due to the use of batteries. On the other hand, passive
system can be implemented at low costs without using batteries since it reflects
signals from readers and is operated by power supply from radio signals of readers,
but it poses its disadvantage of limited long-term transmission [6–10].

2.5 Real Time Location Systems

RTLS is a technology that detects the location of objects in real time as shown in
Fig. 1. As a similar technology, there is a Global Positioning System (GPS), but it
cannot be used in the shaded area. Accordingly, RTLS using short-range com-
munications technologies such as i-Fi, Zigbee, Bluetooth and RFID is recom-
mended instead [11].

3 Proposed Method

To detect access stages of moving objects and trace the moving path, areas of the
interior are divided in accordance with security standards, and RFID readers and
antennas are installed in each area.

3.1 Real-Time Location Tracking System

Figure 2 shows the definition of service structure for real-time location tracking,
which is composed of a console program to control system operation, a monitor
program that displays the movement of moving objects on the screen in real-time

Fig. 1 Components of RTLS
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and IPS middle ware to find mobility between security zones through data refining
and computing process after collecting tag data of moving objects from passive
reader installed in the security zones.

IPS control RFID reader directly as a software module to figure out the path
information and real-time mobility information between security zones using the
pattern of stage data stream collected from the moving objects. Through the
collection of various events occurred from RFIF readers applicable to end-point in
each IPS middle ware, an analysis on the event information and individual mon-
itoring is supported.

3.2 Operation Principles of Real-Time Location Tracking System

Figure 3 represents the operation principle of real-time location tracking systems,
which makes it possible to monitor the monitoring events through imagination of
the history of moving objects in IPS engine once tag information is recognized by
readers. IPS Engine carries out functions that process and refine monitoring events
connected with a series of moving objects occurred from readers linked in the
network installed through choke point method, and deliver the events to

Fig. 2 Conceptual diagram of real-time location tracking system

Fig. 3 Operation principles of real-time location tracking systems
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management systems in the network taking the events in the form of XML. Once is
remote powered server is operated, the monitoring events delivered from IPS
Engine is monitored through the monitoring screen.

Through the IPS monitoring screen shown in Fig. 4, it is possible to identify the
moving path and location within the security zone of specific users through the
configuration of the indoor space map for he location tracking data monitoring
using Building Information Modeling (BIM) Tool.

As shown in (Fig. 5), the history of the users suspected in the occurrence of
internal security threats can be finally identified through the screen that shows the
moving path of specific users using IPS system.

4 Location Tracking System Test Results

For the application of the location tracking systems, an actual test was carried out
by setting certain space of K institution as security zone.

The test was conducted by dividing the form of moving objects’ wearing the tag
into different types of necklace type and accessory type in the shirt pocket and
pants pocket.

Execution procedures were implemented 50 times respectively in the order of
entry and exit from each room as shown in (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 IPS monitoring screen

Fig. 5 Screen that shows the moving path of specific users
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From the test results, the necklace type was found to be IN(50/50), OUT(48/50),
and accessory type in the shirt pocket turned out to be IN(44/50), OUT(50/50), and
pants pockets IN(41/50), OUT(35/50). The test results of Table 2 showed that
performance degradation occurred in accordance with the location of the tag won
by the moving objects.

5 Conclusion

Since the active bat systems using the ultrasound and GPS based on the location
awareness technology have problems of space and construction costs. It is required
to establish more efficient system to monitor the location recognition in real-time.
In this connection, this study proposed the IPS to trace the location of moving
objects(people, assets) in real time using passive RFID. For an actual test, RFID
readers and antennas were installed within the established security zone in a
certain space of K institution, and the actual test was carried out by dividing the
form of moving objects wearing the tag into different types of necklace type and
accessory type in the shirt pocket and pants pocket. As a result of the test, it turned

Table 2 Test results
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out that the performance degradation occurred in accordance the location of the tag
won by subjects, and the best result was found in the necklace-type tag.
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SmartKeyboard for the Disabled
in Smartwork

Juyoung Park, Seunghan Choi and Do-Young Kim

Abstract This paper proposes a user customizable UI mechanism (SmartKey-
board) for people with disabilities in smartwork environment. In which, a user can
utilize customized input UI through network assistance (such as network server,
cloud service) anywhere, anytime. Currently we have developed user customizable
input UI as a keyboard form, but our research result can be evolved into various
types such as ATM, kiosk, even TV remote controllers.

Keywords Smartwork � Smart UI � Accessibility

1 Introduction

Recently a newly developed keyword ‘Smartwork’ is booming because of several
social issues such as prohibiting CO2 emission, facing low-birth rate and aging
society, and improving inefficient work style. Though ‘Smartwork’ is a newly
generated keyword, it is not a new work style. Because the work style already
has been described as telework or telecommute is common in other advanced
countries [1].
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The Smartwork in Korea [2] is a nationwide strategy for future-oriented work
style; currently some of large-sized companies have deployed Smartwork service
such as mobile office to improve their work style. However, providing accessibility
methods for the people with disabilities are not seriously touched yet. However,
providing accessibility is deeply considered in other advanced countries; the
Rehabilitation Act. 508 (US) [3] is a good example of how other country takes
effort in.

This paper proposes the smart UI mechanism for the people with disabilities in
smartwork environment. In which, a user can utilize customized input UI through
network servers at anywhere, anytime, and with any devices. Currently we have
developed user customizable input UI as a keyboard form, but it can be evolved
into various types such as ATM, kiosk, even TV remote controllers.

This paper starts with the importance of Smart UI by touching other counties’
smartwork services and then proposes the smart UI framework and finally shows
our research results (SmartKeyboard device and its platform) and its use cases.

2 Related Works

2.1 Keyboards for the People with Disabilities

There have been many researches and products on accessible IT devices which can
help people who feel difficulties in using typical IT devices, such as keyboard,
mouse etc.

Some of notable efforts are: (1) the reinforcement input screen, (2) full-size
keyboard for the elderly, (3) symbol keyboard for the people with disabilities, (4) a
simple keyboard for the students in learning disabilities. Figure 1 shows some
specially designed keyboards for the people with disabilities.

Fig. 1 Specially designed keyboards for the disable
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2.2 Germ-Free Touch Screen Keyboard

Recently a touch screen based keyboard is getting attention because of its tech-
nology-based infection prevention and control solutions. As an example, a solution
from Cleankeys Inc., based in Canada, presents computer keyboards witch are easy
to clean and disinfect [4].

Also there is a very interesting virtual keyboard which for touch screens and
surfaces that adapts to the user’s natural finger positions and allows users to touch-
type on smooth surfaces [5].

2.3 Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure

The purpose of the Global Public Inclusive Infrastructure (GPII) [6] is to ensure
that everyone who faces accessibility barriers due to disability, literacy, or aging,
regardless of economic resources, can access and use the Internet and all its
information, communities, and services for education, employment, daily living,
civic participation, health, and safety.

The GPII would not create new access technologies or services, but would
create the infrastructure for making their development, identification, delivery, and
use easier, less expensive, and more effective. Like building a road system does
not provide transportation but greatly enhances the ability of car companies and
others to do so—and provides an infrastructure that car companies themselves
cannot do. The Internet is the infrastructure for general information and com-
merce. The GPII enhancements to the Internet would provide the infrastructure to
enable the Internet to be truly inclusive for the first time.

GPII is a paradigm shift. The GPII will, for the first time, introduce automatic
personalization of user interfaces and user context adaptation based on user

Fig. 2 The GPII supports a
number different delivery
models: (1) downloaded user
agents, (2) on-demand web
service, (3) proxy-based
transcoding, and (4) web-
based user agents delivery
models
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preferences. Each information and communication technology (ICT) device will
be able to instantly change to fit users as they encounter the device, rather than
requiring users to figure out how to adapt, configure or install access features they
need. It also introduces a system of shared components and services to reduce cost,
increase interoperability, and foster innovation (Fig. 2).

3 User-Customizable SmartKeyboard

With this paper, we propose a user-customizable keyboard (SmartKeyboard)
device and its platform which can provide dynamic keyboard layout. The keyboard
layout can be selected and can be designed; even it can be re-designed by any user.
As shown in Fig. 3, the propose architecture consists of (1) SmartKeyboard
device, (2) PC agent, (3) user-customizable UI distribution platform server and (4)
UI development toolkits.

Each part will be discussed in detail in the following paragraph.

Fig. 3 A sample line graph using colors which contrast well both on screen and on a black-and-
white hardcopy
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3.1 SmartKeyboard Device

The SmartKeyboard is a ‘common’ virtual keyboard rather than a specially
devised physical dummy type: the S/W driven intelligent keyboard with touch
panels and processors. Inside of the SmartKeyboard, it consists of following
entities:

• Embedded terminal operating system to control hardware For the PC and
connect the PC interface,

• UI agent who displays the keyboard’s UI, and
• Space to hold basic keyboard UI and one or more downloaded keyboard UIs

from network server.

3.2 PC Agent

PC agent is a very important part to connect SmartKeyboard with PC itself. PC
agent communicates with manager installed in SmartKeyboard to read keyboard
user’s intention and provide requested keyboard layouts (UIs) by a user.

The keyboard layout (UI) of SmartKeyboard is stored in UI distribution plat-
form server and is chosen by the user; PC agent delivers requested keyboard layout
to SmartKeyboard. To identify a user, PC agent may ask a user with a various way
of identification methods such as ID/passwd, fingerprint, face/eye patterns, and so
on; but in this paper, we have chosen USB memory stick to show its feasibility.

3.3 User-Customizable UI Distribution Platform

The keyboard layouts (UI) of SmartKeyboard are provided by UI distribution
platform server (UI server); the UI server can be deployed in the form of a single-
server system somewhere in the network or cloud, or it can be deployed in the
form of a home gateway.

The key elements of UI distribution platform are user profile DB and keyboard
UI DB; user profile DB is to manage registered users’ preference and keyboard UI
DB is to store, up-/download UI from the users or pro-designers. This platform can
map each user with preferred keyboard UI.

3.4 User-Customizable UI Toolkits

To make it possible to design keyboard layout, the user-customizable UI toolkit is
very important. We defined keyboard layout schema in XML, and the toolkit
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should generate keyboard pattern according to pre-defined keyboard layout
schema.

Also this toolkit can easily upload the designed keyboard layout to UI
distribution platform.

4 Implementation

To show the feasibility of SmartKeyboard suits, we implemented SmartKeyboard
prototype as follows.

4.1 Smart-Keyboard Device

To hold various types of keyboard layout, the size of SmartKeyboard device
should be large enough. Therefore we coupled two smart pads together to emulate
SmartKeyboard.

Figure 4 shows how we have coupled two smart pads to make SmartKeyboard.

4.2 SmartKeyboard UI distribution platform and UI Editor

Because the capacity of SmartKeyboard UI distribution platform is not quite
important at this stage, we have implemented this platform on Linux server. We
also provide UI editor inside of UI platform.

After connecting UI platform server, a user can browse existing SmartKeyboard
UIs and then can select one or more keyboard UIs. Figure 5 shows UI browsing
method.

Also a user can design one’s own keyboard layout or modify any existing
keyboard layout. After complete keyboard layout UI, a user can register and
publish his UI. Figure 6 shows UI editing method.

SmartKeyboard

OS Android 2.3 ( Gingerbread )

H/W

CPU Dual Core T20

RAM 1GB RAM , 16GB Memory

Size 200 x 550 x 10 (mm)

Fig. 4 SmartKeyboard device
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5 Use Cases

The SmartKeyboard can influence the following areas can be:

5.1 Cost Reduction of Specially Devised Keyboard

By providing a common keyboard suite instead of a separate keyboard solution,
mass production can be possible and then lower the cost of manufacturing of the
terminal.

Fig. 5 UI browsing screenshot
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5.2 Free from Bring One’s Own Keyboard

Because SmartKeyboard can adapt one’s disabilities, it can be placed in public
work environment such as Internet café, library; a user with disabilities do not
have to bring his own keyboard but can use SmartKeyboard of one’s preferred
keyboard layout to use Internet browser.

5.3 Provide Optimized Keyboard UI According to the Degree
of Disability

Changes in the degree of disability (worse or better) may cause one to replace his
keyboard with a new H/W product. But with SmartKeyboard a user can redesign
SmartKeyboard layout for him.

5.4 Language Impairment Support: Foreign Assistance

In addition to physical disability, this SmartKeyboard even can support ‘foreign-
ers’ to use keyboard comfortably by using their own language keyboard layouts in
public environment.

Fig. 6 UI editor
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6 Conclusions

Until now, we discussed the architecture of SmartKeyboard and its use cases.
The notable merit of SmartKeyboard will be as follows:

• Cost reduction through common terminal platform
• Optimized UI through S/W based keyboard layout editing
• International Language Support for foreigner
• Educational Usage in kindergarten
• Adaptable to Alternative Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC)
• Future-oriented Universal UI for TV remote controller, car dashboards

Although we emphasize that SmartKeyboard can help people with disabilities
through this paper, but we expect that this SmartKeyboard can make a new
eco-system consisted of users, telecommunications and service providers, handset
manufacturers, UI developers, and government.
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Addressing the Out-of-date Problem
for Efficient Load Balancing Algorithm
in P2P Systems

Khaled Ragab and Moawia Elfaki Yahia

Abstract Load-balancing is of major significance for large-scale decentralized
networks such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P networks in terms of enhanced scalability and
performance. P2P networks are considered to be the most important development
for content distribution and sharing infrastructures. Load balancing among peers in
P2P networks is critical and a key challenge. This paper addresses the out-of-date
problem as a result of node’s state changes during loads movement among nodes.
Consequently, this work proposes a load balancing algorithm that is based on
extensive stochastic analysis and virtual server concept in P2P System. Finally,
this work is complemented with extensive simulations and experiments.

Keywords Out-of-date problem � Peer-to-peer networks � Virtual servers � Load
balancing

1 Introduction

Recently Peer-to-Peer (P2P) paradigm is an increasingly popular approach for
developing various decentralized systems especially the internet applications. P2P
is a class of applications that takes advantage of resources e.g. storage, cycles,
content, human presence, available at the edges of the Internet [1]. P2P systems
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offer an alternative to such traditional client–server systems for several application
domains. They have emerged as an interesting solution for sharing and locating
resources over the Internet. Moreover, P2P systems do not have a single point of
failure and can easily scale by adding further computing resources. They are seen
as economical as well as practical solutions in distributed computing. In P2P
systems, every node (peer) of the system acts as both client and server (servant)
and provides part of the overall resources/information available from the system.
Each node often has different resource capabilities (e.g. processor, storage, and
bandwidth) [2]. Thus, it is required that each node has a load proportional to its
resources capabilities. On account of the dynamism natures of the P2P systems, it
is difficult to ensure that the load is uniformly distributed across the system. In
particular, this paper considers a P2P system of M nodes in which nodes join/leave,
and data entity inserted/deleted continuously. Similarly to [3–5] this paper
assumes node and data entity have been assigned identifiers that chosen randomly.
Thus, there is a H(log M) imbalance factor in the number of data entities stored at
a node. Additionally, the imbalance factor becomes more worse if the P2P
applications associate semantics with data entity IDs since IDs will not be uni-
formly distributed.

Consequently, it is important to design mechanisms that balance the system
load. There are two distinct strategies to distribute the system workload [6]. First,
load balancing algorithms that strive to equalize the workload among nodes.
Second, load sharing algorithms which simply attempt to assure that no node is
idle while jobs at other nodes are waiting for service. Load balancing techniques in
P2P systems should be scalable and cope with its large size. They should place or
re-place shared data entities optimally among nodes while maintaining an efficient
overlay routing tables to redirect queries to the right node.

The communication delays among peers significantly alter the expected per-
formance of the load balancing schemes. Due to such delay, the information that a
particular peer has about other peers at any time is dated and may not accurately
represent the current state of the other peers. For the same reason, a load sent to a
recipient peer arrives at a delayed instant. In the mean time, however, the load
state of the recipient peer may have considerably changed from what was known to
the transmitting peer at the time of load transfer. This paper proposes a stochastic
dynamic load balancing algorithm that tackles the out-of-date problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a
survey for the load balancing algorithms. Section 3 exposes the proposed sto-
chastic load balancing model and algorithm. Evaluation of the proposed has been
discussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 draws a conclusion of this paper.

2 Load Balancing Survey

Load balancing is the problem of mapping and remapping workload in the dis-
tributed system.
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2.1 Load Balancing Design

Load balancing design determines how nodes communicate and migrate loads for
the purpose of load balancing. It moves workload from heavily loaded nodes
(senders) to lightly loaded nodes (receivers) to improve the system overall per-
formance [15]. Load balancing design includes four components that can be
classified as follows [16, 17].

• Transfer policy: It decides whether a node is in a suitable state to participate in a
load transfer; either receiver or sender.

• Location policy: Once the transfer policy decides that a node is a receiver or
sender. The location policy takes the responsibility to find a suitable sender or
receiver.

• Selection policy: Once the transfer policy decides that a node is a sender, the
selection policy specifies which load should be transferred. It should take into
account several factors such as load transfer cost, and life time of the process
that should be larger than load transfer time.

• Information policy: It decides when and how to collect system state information.

Load balancing designs are categorized into static and dynamic. With a static
load balancing scheme, loads are scattered from sender to receiver through
deterministic splits. Static schemes are simple to implement and easy to achieve
with slight overhead [13]. They perform perfectly in homogenous systems, where
all nodes are almost the same, and all loads are same as well. On the other hand,
the dynamic load balancing schemes make decisions based on the current status
information [15]. Accordingly, the transfer policy at certain node decides to be a
sender or receiver, the selection policy selects the load to be transferred. The
dynamic load balancing schemes perform efficiently when its nodes have heter-
ogeneous loads, and resources. The typical architectures of dynamic load bal-
ancing schemes can be classified into centralized, distributed, and topological. In a
centralized scheme, a central server ‘‘coordinator’’ receives load report from the
other nodes, while overloaded nodes request the coordinator to find underloaded
nodes [17]. In distributed architecture, each node has a global or partial view of the
system status. Consequently, the transfer policy at each node can locally decide to
transfer a load either out from it (sender-initiated) or into it (receiver-initiated)
[18]. Then, the location policy at each node probes a limited number of nodes to
find a suitable receiver or sender. Kruger [19], proposed symmetrically-initiated
adaptive location policy that uses information gathered during its previous sear-
ches in order to keep track of the recent state of each node in the system. It finds a
suitable receiver when a heavily-loaded node wishes to send a load out, and finds a
suitable sender when a lightly-loaded node wishes to receive a load. Finally, in a
system with large number of nodes, a topological scheme should be used [20]. It
partitions nodes into groups. The load balance is performed in each group first,
then, a global load balance among groups will be performed. However nodes in the
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hierarchical architecture [21] are organized into a tree. Inner nodes gather the
status information of its sub-trees. Then, load balancing is performed the leaves to
the roots of the tree.

2.2 P2P Load Balancing

Load balancing is a critical issue for the efficient operation of the P2P systems.
Recently, it attracted much attention in the research community especially in the
distributed hashed table (DHT) based P2P systems. Namespace balancing is
struggling to balance the load across nodes by ensuring that each node is
responsible for a balanced namespace. This is valid only under the assumption of
uniform workload and uniform node capacity. Otherwise, there is a H(log M)
imbalance factor in the number of objects stored at a node. To mitigate this
imbalance two categories, node placement and object-placement load balancing
techniques were proposed. In the node placement technique, nodes can be placed
or replaced in locations with heavy loads. For example, a node in the Mercury load
balancing mechanisms [7] is able to detect a lightly loaded range, and move there
if it is overloaded. In object placement technique, objects are placed at lightly
loaded nodes either when they are inserted into the system [11] or through
dynamic load balancing schemes based on the virtual servers (VSs) concept [8],
whose explicit definition and use for load balance was proposed by Godfrey
et. al. [9] and Rao et. al. [11]. In [8], a virtual server represents a peer in the DHT;
that is the storage of data items. In addition, routing takes place at the virtual server
level rather than at the physical node level. In this paper, we assume virtual server
as a virtual machine that is able to process a set of jobs like physical machine.
Each physical node creates a pool of VSs as seen in Fig. 1. Load balancing could
be achieved by migrating VSs from heavily loaded physical node to lightly loaded
physical node. One main advantage of using VSs for balancing the load is that
approach does not require any changes to the underlying network. In fact, the

Fig. 1 Node’s load
specification
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transfer of a virtual server can be implemented simply as a peer leaving and peer
joining the system. In [11], Rao et. al. proposed three simple and static load
balancing schemes: ‘‘one-to-one’’, ‘‘one-to-many’’ and ‘‘many-to-many’’. Godfrey
et. al. combines both ‘‘one-to-many’’ and ‘‘many-to-many’’ schemes and uses them
in different scenarios [9]. Clustered VSs scheme is presented in [12] that optimized
the basic VS framework to reduce the overhead involved in the VS framework.
However, VSs cannot be moved, and therefore, the scheme cannot respond to
dynamic changes in network conditions.

This paper focuses on the design and analysis of P2P load balancing algorithm
based on stochastic analysis [23, 24] and based on the VSs concept [8].

2.3 Challenges: P2P Load Balancing

Load balancing techniques in P2P systems are facing challenges coming from the
characteristics of these systems. First, the size of the P2P system is large that
means a scalable load balancing technique is required. Second, dissimilar to the
traditional systems, nodes of a P2P system are not replicas and requests cannot be
executed in any node. If nodes have dated, inaccurate information about the state
of other nodes, due to random communication delays between nodes, then this
could result in unnecessary periodic exchange of loads among them. For example,
an overloaded node removes some of its virtual servers. However, such simple
deletion will cause the problem of ‘‘load thrashing1’’, for the removed virtual
servers may make other nodes overloaded. Consequently, this paper proposes a
stochastic P2P load balancing algorithm that approximately determines the mini-
mum amount of time to change the node’s state from overloaded to underloaded
and vice versa. Comparing that time with the required time to migrate virtual
servers enable us to come to a careful decision. Accordingly, the proposed algo-
rithm undoubtedly avoids the load thrashing. To the best of the author’s knowl-
edge, there is no any load balancing algorithm for the P2P system based upon the
following stochastic analysis.

3 Load Sharing Algorithm

3.1 Model

This paper considers a P2P system consisting of M physical nodes (peers), denoted
by Pi, 1� i�M. Each peer can be modeled as a queuing system, such as M/M/1,

1 Load thrashing is a condition when the load balancing algorithm is engaged in moving virtual
servers back and forth between nodes. .
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M/D/1, etc. Each physical node Pi has a capacity Ci that corresponds to the
maximum amount of load that it can process per unit of time. Nodes create virtual
servers (VSs), which join the P2P network. Therefore, it can own multiple non-
contiguous portions of the DHT’s identifier space. Each virtual server participates
in the DHT as a single entry (e.g. routing table). Moreover, each virtual server
stores data items whose IDs fall into its responsible region of the DHT’s identifier
space. As seen in Fig. 1, a node Pi might have n VSs v1, v2, …, vn; where
n = VSset.size. Each vj has load lj; (for j = 1, ..n). The load of peer Pi in a unit of
time is Li = l1 ? l2 ? … ? ln. The utilization of a node’s Pi is Li/Ci. From the
perspective of load balancing, a virtual server represents certain amount of load
(e.g. the load generated by serving the requests of the data items whose IDs fall
into its responsible region) [25]. To avoid fluctuations in workload nodes should
operate below their capacity. If a node finds itself receiving more load Li than the
upper target load U (i.e. (Li/Ci) [ U), it considers itself overloaded. A node Pi also
has load Li less than L is considered to be underloaded. An overloaded node is not
able to store objects given to it route packets, or carry out computation, depending
on the application.

Definition 1 A node Pi is in one of the following state as follows

Si ¼
Underloaded if Qi\L

Normal if L�Qi�U

Overloaded if U\Qi

8
><

>:

Clearly the state space Qi consists of non-negative integers sub-divided into
three disjoint regions [0, L), [L,U], and (U, 1) corresponding to underloaded,
normal, and overloaded state respectively.

A P2P system is defined to be balanced if the sum of the load Li of a physical
node Pi is smaller than or equal to the target load of the node for every node Pi,
1� i�M in the system. When the system is imbalanced, the goal of a load
balancing algorithm is to move VSs from overloaded node to underloaded one with
minimum load transfer overheads.

The amount of overload to be transferred from the overloaded node Pi;
1� i�M is a random variable denoted by A is given by

AðpiÞ ¼ maxð0;Qi � Ug ¼
Qi � U if Qi [ U

0 Otherwise

(

Similarly, the amount of underload that can be accepted at the underloaded peer
Pi; 1� i�M is a random variable denoted by B is given by

BðpiÞ ¼ maxð0; L� Qig ¼
L� Qi if Qi\L

0 Otherwise

(
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Definition 2 Let {Q(t); t C 0} be a stationary2 stochastic process with state space
consisting of non-negative integers. Let Si and Sj be two distinct non-negative
numbers. The First Passage Time (FPT) between states Si and Sj is denoted by
FPT(Si,Sj), is given by

FPTðSi; SjÞ ¼
inf ft; QðtÞ ¼ Sj;Qð0Þ ¼ SiÞg if Si 6¼ Sj

0 if Si ¼ S

(

It is a random variable which measures the minimum amount of time needed to
reach state Sj from state Si. We note that because the same stochastic process Q(t)
is stationary, translating the above events by a fixed amount of time has no effect
upon the probability distribution of FPT(Si,Sj). In fact, a first passage time from
state Si to state Sj can be divided into two parts, namely the first transition out of
state Si (say Sk) followed by the first passage from Sk to Sj.

Assume that, i \ j; since changes of state have unit magnitude in a birth and
death of load, then

FPTij ¼ FPTik þ FPTkj i\k\j; k ¼ iþ 1; iþ 2; . . .; j� 1 thus

FPTij ¼
Xj�1

k¼i

FPTk;kþ1 i\j ð1Þ

Similarly, if i [ j

FPTij ¼
Xi�1

k¼j

FPTkþ1;k i [ j ð2Þ

Let Hij(t) = P{FPTij B t} and considering that the summands in both Eqs. (1)

and (2) are independent. Thus, if we apply Laplace transformer ~Hij ¼
Qj�1

k¼i
H
�

k;kþ1
ðsÞ

for Hij(t), then we can show that:

~HijðsÞ ¼
Yj�1

k¼i

~Hðs; k; k þ 1Þ ; i\j ðUpwardÞ ð3Þ

~HijðsÞ ¼
Yi�1

k¼j

~Hðs; k þ 1; kÞ ; i [ j ðDownwardÞ ð4Þ

2 A stationary stochastic process has the property that the joint distribution don not depend on
the time origin. The stochastic process {Q(t); t[=} is called stationary if ti[= and ti ? s [=,
i = 1, 2, …, k (k is any positive integer), then {Q(t1), …, Q(tk)} and {Q(t1 ? s), …, Q(tk ? s)}
have the same joint distribution [22].
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Clearly the distribution of the first passage time of unit downward is inde-
pendent of starting state while the distribution of the first passage time of unit
upward depends upon starting state.

3.2 Load Sharing Edge

The aim of this section is to study the FPT of the transition from normal state to
overloaded, overloaded to normal, underloaded to normal, etc. For each transfer
pair, FPT will be computed to predicate the future behavior of the transfer pair
before the load transfer (i.e. virtual server migration) decision is taken.

Definition 3 Let [Q(t), R(t)] be a transfer pair with Q(t) = X and R(t) = Y, where
X [ U and Y \ L. The Load Sharing Edge (LSE) between Q and R is a random
variable E(X,Y) which is defined as follows:

E X; Yð Þ ¼ minfFPT X;U;FPTð Þ Y; Lð Þg

Where, FPT(X,U) is the first passage time to move from state X to state U and
FPT(Y,L) is the first passage time to move from state Y to state L.

LSE is the period of time within which the overloaded node must complete
transferring load to the underloaded node before the overloaded node identifies
that is unnecessary to transfer load or the underloaded node becomes ineligible to
receive a transferred load. Assume the load transfer time is denoted by D. It is the
time needed to package and send the load (i.e. the least loaded virtual server that
will release overload) to sink R. Thus, the load transfer must be initiated only if
LSE [ D. Since LSE is a random variable we need to formulate the transfer
criterion in terms of probabilities. Assume the probability that LSE exceeds D is
P{E(X,Y) [D}. Therefore, the load transfer must be initiated if P{E(X,Y) [D} is
large. These considerations led to the formulation of a class of rules so called
Quantile rules. The quantile of a probability distribution function is defined as
follows:

Definition 4 Let F(t), t C 0 be the probability distribution function of a non-
negative random variable X. Let 0 \ b\ 1. The b-quantile of F is a non-negative
real number qb satisfying

1� FðqbÞ ¼ b; PfX� qbg ¼ b:

From Definition 4, the b-quantile rule for load transfer was introduced.

Definition 5 Given a transfer pair [Q(t), R(t)] and a load transfer time is D. Also,
for 0 \ b\ 1, let qb be the b-quantile of the probability distribution of the LSE
between Q(t) and R(t). Then the load transfer is initiated only if qb[D.
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The proposed algorithm in this paper uses a b-quantile rule before transferring
load and ensures that 1 C P{E(X,Y) C D} C b. In general b can be taken 0.90 or
large.

The probability distribution of the random value LSE is given as follows

Peðt; X; YÞ ¼ PfEðX; YÞ� tg for t� 0:

Thus, the probability distribution function of the load sharing edge LSE
between pair Q(t) and R(t) is given by

Peðt; X; YÞ ¼ 1� ½1� Fðt; X;UÞ� � ½1� Gðt; Y ; LÞ�:

Where F(t; X,U) and G(t; Y,L) are the probability distribution of the first
passage time from X to U and from Y to L in the queues {Q(t)}, {R(t)},
respectively. Each node is modeled as M/M/1 queue, in which processes arrive
according to a Poisson process with mean arrival rate k, then processed with
exponential service time [23, 24] and with mean service rate l.

Lemma 1 Assume constant birth rates k = k0 = k1 = … and death rates
l = l0 = l1 = …, then the probability distribution function is

Hkþ1;kð:Þ ¼ H1;0ð:Þ k ¼ 0; 1; . . .

Proof
FPTk+1,k is the time that elapses before the cumulative number of deaths first

exceeds the cumulative number of births when X(0) = k ? 1. Also, the value of
Hk+1,k(.) do not depend on X(0), [23, 24]. h

Lemma 2 The Laplace–Stieljes transform of the probability distribution function
of the first passage time from state k to state 0 in an M/M/1 queue is

~Hk;0ðsÞ ¼
sþ kþ l�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sþ kþ lð Þ2�4kl

q

2k

2

4

3

5

k

ð5Þ

Proof
Assume that, the first passage time FPTij can be expressed as

FPTij ¼ S1 þ
FPTiþ1;j if Xðs1Þ ¼ iþ 1

FPTi�1;j if Xðs1Þ ¼ i� 1

(

Where S1 is the time of the first transition. Assume that Hij(t) = P{FPTij B t}, as
well FPTij can be upward or downward after the first transition S1. Using Theorem
4–7, [23, 24], Hij(t) can be expressed as follows
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HijðtÞ ¼ ki

Z t

0
Hiþ1;jðt � xÞe�ðkiþliÞxdxþli

Z t

0
Hi�1;jðt � xÞe�ðkiþliÞxdx ðiÞ

Taking Laplace–Stieljes transform on both side of Eq. (i) and use the convo-
lution property, then the following equation can be obtained:

~Hi;jðsÞ ¼
ki ~Hiþ1;jðsÞ þ li

~Hi�1;jðsÞ
sþ kj þ lj

ðiiÞ

Thus,
Set i = 1, and j = 0

~H1;0ðsÞ ¼
k0 ~H2;0ðsÞ þ l0

~H0;0ðsÞ
sþ k0 þ l0

ðiiiÞ

From lemma 1, k = k0, l = l0 and from Eq. (4)

~Hi;jðsÞ ¼
Qi�1

k¼j

~Hkþ1;kðsÞ ; i [ j. Thus, ~H2;0ðsÞ ¼ ~H1;0ðsÞ � ~H2;1ðsÞ ¼ ~H1;0ðsÞ
� �2

from Eq. (iii), we obtain the following quadratic equation

k ~H1;0ðsÞ
� � 2�ðsþ kþ lÞ~H1;0ðsÞ þ l ¼ 0 ðivÞ

Equation (iv) has two solutions, we consider the solution which satisfies that
~H1;0ðsÞ� 1

~Hk;0ðsÞ ¼
sþ kþ l�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sþ kþ lð Þ2�4kl

q

2k

2

4

3

5; ~H1;0ðsÞ� 1; for real:

Hence,

~Hk;0ðsÞ ¼ ~H1;0ðsÞ
� �K¼

sþ kþ l�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sþ kþ lð Þ2�4kl

q

2k

2

4

3

5

k

: h

Corollary 1 The density function of the first passage time from state k to state 0 in
an M/M/1 queue is

hk;oðtÞ ¼ ke�ðkþlÞtIk 2t
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kl

p� � l=kð Þk=2

t
ð6Þ

For t [ 0 m; where Ik is the Modified Bessel function of order k.
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Proof
If Eq. (5) is bona fide Laplace transform, it is the Laplace transform of h(t),

[23, and 24]. From Laplace transform,

}fe�ctf ðtÞg ¼ f ðsþ cÞ; set ðc ¼ kþ lÞ and w ¼ ðsþ kþ lÞ

So we can write Eq. (5) as

~H1;0ðwÞ ¼
w�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w2 � 4kl

p

2k

" #

h

While the Laplace transformation }fI1ðatÞ=tg ¼ sþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2þa2
p

a , [23] then we can say

that the numerator is the Laplace transform of 2 klð Þ1=2I1ð2t klð Þ1=2Þ=t; thus,
H1;0 ¼ ðsÞ is the Laplace transform of Eq. (5). So we have

h1;oðtÞ ¼ ke�ðkþlÞtI1 2t
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kl

p� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l=kð Þ

p

t
: h

Hence,

hk;oðtÞ ¼ ke�ðkþlÞtIk 2t
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kl

p� � l=kð Þk=2

t
; t [ 0

Lemma 3 (Downward) The probability distribution of the first passage time form
state k to state 0 in an M/M/1 queue is:

Hðx; k; 0Þ ¼ 1:0� klk
X1

n¼0

klð Þn

kþ lð Þ2nþk Cð2nþ k; xÞ ð7Þ

Where Cð Þis the incomplete Gama function.
Proof
Assume that the modified Bessel function of order k is

IkðxÞ ¼
x

2

� �kX1

n¼0

x2=4ð Þn

n!ðnþ kÞ! ; x� 0

Set x ¼ 2t
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kl
p

. Thus,

Ikð2t
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kl
p
Þ ¼ 2t

ffiffiffiffi
kl
p
2

	 
kP1

n¼0

t2klð Þn
n!ðnþkÞ! ; x� 0 By substitute into Eq. (6), we can

compute the density function hk;oðtÞ as follows:

hk;oðtÞ ¼ kle�ðkþlÞt
X1

n¼0

klð Þntkþ2n�1

n!ðnþ kÞ! ; t� 0
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From the definition of the probability distribution function, we have Hk;0ðxÞ ¼

Rx

0
hk;0ðtÞ dt and Hk;0ðxÞ ¼ 1�

R1

x
hk;0ðtÞ dt.

Thus, Hk;0ðxÞ ¼ 1�
R1

x
klke�ðkþlÞt P

1

n¼0

klð Þntkþ2n�1

n!ðnþkÞ! dt.

If we exchange the infinite sum and the integral we get

Hk;0ðxÞ ¼ 1�
X1

n¼0

klð Þn

n!ðnþ kÞ!

Z1

x

e�ðkþlÞt tkþ2n�1 dt ; Cði; xÞ ¼
Z1

x

e�tti�1dt:

Hence,

Hðx; k; 0Þ ¼ 1:0� klk
X1

n¼0

klð Þn

kþ lð Þ2nþk Cð2nþ k; xÞ: h

Lemma 4 The probability density function of the first passage time of the M/M/1
queue from state 0 to state 1 is h0;1ðtÞ ¼ ke�kt.

Proof

Let ~hi;jðsÞ ¼ ki
~hiþ1;jðsÞþli

~hi�1;jðsÞ
sþkjþlj

set i = 0, j = 1 (i.e. there is no service

l0 ¼ 0 ) and ~h01ðsÞ ¼ k0
~h1;1;jðsÞ
sþk0

. For simplicity set k0 ¼ k. Hence
~h0;1ðsÞ ¼ k

sþk ; ~h1;1 ¼ 1 since FPT11 = 0. By computing the inverse of the
Laplace transformation we get:

h0;1ðtÞ ¼ ke�kt: h

Lemma 5 (Upward) The probability distribution function of the first passage time
of the M/M/1 queue from state i to state j; i \ j is

Hi;jðtÞ ¼ 1þ kj�i
Xj

k¼1

Cke �rktð Þ ð8Þ

where rk; 1� k� j, are j distinct roots of the polynomial of degree j defined
recursively as:

Dðs� 1Þ ¼ 0; Dðs; 0Þ ¼ 1; Dðs; 1Þ ¼ sþ k

Dðs; jÞ ¼ ðsþ kþ lÞDðs; j� 1Þ � klDðs; j� 2Þ; j� 2
also, for

1� k� j; Ck ¼ sþ rkð ÞDðs;iÞ
sDðs;iÞ

�
�
�
s¼�rk
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Proof

In lemma 4, we have prove ~h0;1ðsÞ ¼ k
sþk that is the Laplace transformation of

the probability distribution of the first passage time of FPT01. Assume that
~hi;jðsÞ ¼ ki

~hiþ1;jðsÞþli
~hi�1;jðsÞ

sþkjþlj
. Set

i ¼ k; j ¼ k þ 1; kk ¼ kkþ1 ¼ k; lk ¼ lkþ1 ¼ l

~hk;kþ1ðsÞ ¼
k ~hkþ1;kþ1ðsÞ þ l ~hk�1;kþ1ðsÞ

sþ kþ l
ðiÞ

But, ~hkþ1;kþ1ðsÞ ¼ 1 since FPTkþ1;kþ1¼ 0,

~hk�1;kþ1ðsÞ ¼ ~hk�1;kðsÞ ~hk;kþ1ðsÞ :

Hence,

~hk;kþ1ðsÞ ¼
k þ l ~hk�1;kðsÞ ~hk;kþ1ðsÞ

sþ kþ l

~hk;kþ1ðsÞ ¼
k

sþ kþ l 1� ~hk�1;k sð Þ
� �� � ðiiÞ

Using mathematical induction, we can prove that Eq. (ii) is satisfied for all
k� 0. It can be rewritten as the ratio of two functions Nðs; kÞ and Dðs; kÞ. These
functions can be defined as follows:

Lð1Þ ¼ �k; LðkÞ ¼ � kþ lð Þ; k� 2

MðkÞ ¼ kl k� 1

Thus,
Nðs; kÞ ¼ kDðs; k � 1Þ; k [ 1; Dðs; 0Þ ¼ 1

Dðs; kÞ ¼ s� LðkÞ½ � � Dðs; k � 1Þ �MðkÞ � Dðs; k � 2Þ; k� 1
Where Dðs; kÞ

is a polynomial of degree k; k� j.
Thus, Eq. (ii) can be rewritten as follows:

~hk�1;kðsÞ ¼
Nðs; kÞ
Dðs; kÞ ¼

kDðs; k � 1Þ
sþ kþ lDðs; k � 1Þ � klDðs; k � 2Þ ; k� 2

But for general transitions from state i to state j: 0� i� j, is

~hi;jðsÞ ¼
kDðs; iÞ

Dðs; iþ 1Þ �
kDðs; iþ 1Þ
Dðs; iþ 2Þ � . . .� kDðs; j� 2Þ

Dðs; j� 1Þ �
kDðs; j� 1Þ

Dðs; jÞ

Thus, we can obtain the Laplace transform of the density of the upward tran-

sition from state i to state j, ~hi;jðsÞ ¼ kj�iDðs;iÞ
sDðs;jÞ by canceling the common terms from

the denominator and the numerator from the above equation.
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From the definition LT
Rx

0
hðtÞdt

� 

ðsÞ ¼ LT ½h�ðsÞ
s ; thus

~Hi;jðsÞ ¼
kj�iDðs; iÞ

sDðs; jÞ

It is a relation function in which the numerator polynomial has degree I while
the denominator polynomial has degree (j ? 1) and (i \ j). Thus, we can expand
~Hi;jðsÞ into a finite sum of partial fractions as follows: If Dð0; jÞ ¼ k jfor all j� 1
andk[ 0 then zero cannot be a root of Dðs; jÞ; j� 1 and it can be written in the
following form:

Dðs; jÞ ¼ ðsþ r1Þðsþ r2Þ. . .ðsþ rjÞ where rk for all k = 1 to j are roots of

Dðs; jÞ:~Hi;jðsÞ ¼ kj�i C0
s þ

Pj

k¼1

Ck
ðsþrkÞ

	 


Hence, it can be written as follows:

where Ck ¼ ðsþ rkÞDðs;i�1Þ
sDðs;jÞ

�
�
�
s¼�rk

; 1� j� k and

C0 ¼
Dð0; iÞ
Dð0; jÞ ¼

ki

k j ¼ ki�j

~Hi;jðsÞ ¼
1
s
þ kj�i

Xj

k¼1

Ck

ðsþ rkÞ

Accordingly, we can invert the Laplace Transform of the above equation. But,
each term in the right hand side is in the form a

ðsþbÞ a; b Where a; b are con-

stants. Each term has inverse Laplace transformation aebt. Hence,

Hi;jðtÞ ¼ 1þ kj�i
Xj

k¼1

Cke �rktð Þ

Theorem Let [Q(t), R(t)] be a transfer pair that consists of M/M/1 queues. Let m
be the amount of overload and n the amount of underload. Then the probability
distribution function of the Load Sharing Edge (LSE)is

Peðt; m; nÞ ¼ 1� mknlm
PL

k¼1
Cke�rkt

� 

�
P1

k¼0

klð Þk

kþlð Þ2kþm C 2nþ m; xð Þ
� 

where,

rk; 1� k� L; are the roots of the polynomial defined recursively as

Dðs;�1Þ ¼ 0; Dðs; 0Þ ¼ 1; Dðs; 1Þ ¼ sþ k

Dðs; LÞ ¼ ðsþ kþ lÞDðs; L� 1Þ � klDðs; L� 2Þ; L� 2; 1� k� L

Also, for

1� k� L Ck ¼ sþ rkð ÞDðs; L� nÞ
sDðs;LÞ

�
�
�
�
s¼�rk
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Proof
The transfer pair has the probability distribution function Peðt; i; jÞ of the LSE;

i [ U; j\L which is defined by
Peðt; i; jÞ ¼ 1� 1� Fðt; i;UÞ�½ � 	 1� Gðt; j; LÞ½ � where m is the amount of

overload (m = i-U), and n is the amount of underload (n = L-j) then
Peðt; m; nÞ ¼ 1� 1� Fðt; m; 0Þ�½ � 	 1� Gðt; L� n; LÞ½ �for an M/M/1 queue

case F(t,m,0) and G(t, L-n, L) have been derived from 3 and 5 respectively. Hence,

Peðt; m; nÞ ¼ 1� mknlm
XL

k¼1

Cke�rkt

" #

�
X1

k¼0

klð Þk

kþ lð Þ2kþm C 2nþ m; xð Þ
" #

:h

Due to the infinite number of terms in the probability distribution Peðt; m; nÞof
the LSE in M/M/1, the following lemma will drive a formula for LSE as finite
number of terms as follows.

Lemma 6 For a transfer pair [Q(t), R(t)] with an amount of overload m and an
amount of underload n, the Mean Load Sharing Edge MLSE(m, n) is

MLSEðm; nÞ ¼ �kn
XL

k¼1

Ck
1
rk
� ~Fðrk;m; 0Þ

	 


where r1; r2; . . .; rk;Ck are constants defined in the previous theorem. Also,

~Fm;0ðsÞ ¼
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Proof
Since Peðt; m; nÞ ¼ 1� 1� Fðt; m; 0Þ½ � � 1� Gðt; L� n; LÞ½ � we obtain,

MLSEðm; nÞ ¼
Z1

0

Peðt; m; nÞ dt ¼
Z1

0

1� Fðt; m; 0Þ½ � � 1� Gðt; L� n; LÞ½ � dt

From lemma 5, we get

MLSEðm; nÞ ¼ �
Z1

0

kn
XL

k¼1

Cke�rkt

" #

� 1� Fðt; m; 0Þ½ � dt

But the Laplace transform LT ½q�ðsÞjS¼0¼
R1

0
qðtÞ dt and LT ½e�atq�ðsÞjs¼0¼ LT ½q�

ðsþ aÞ. Set a ¼ rk; then

MLSEðm; nÞ ¼ �kn P
L

k¼1
Ck

1
rk
� ~Fðrk;m; 0Þ

� �
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Consequently, it has been observed that for queuing models in which job arrival
and processing rates are independent of queue size, such as M/M/1 queues. The
distribution of LSE depends only on the amounts of underload and overload. The
following algorithm will use the numeric value of the given mean load sharing edge
formula that is based upon the following parameters m; n; ki; li; kj; lj; L; qb

� �
.

3.3 Algorithm

This section introduces the proposed load balancing algorithm based upon the
above analysis. Periodically every T seconds, each overloaded peer transfers the
exceeds load to the underlaoded peers (i.e. sender-initiated algorithm). This
algorithm imposes a b-quantile rule for transferring load. For each pair (k, l) a
corresponding b-quantile should be determined while b must be taken 0.90 or
large. The algorithm is shown in the following scenario:

1. The overloaded node Si creates a suitable domain (group) Di from neighbor
nodes to the peer Si. Each node blongs to Di satisfies Di = {Sj; P(FPTi [ -

tij) C 0.90 and i = j}. Where tij is the required communication delay to send a
message form node Si to Sj plus the required time to reply with load transfer of
certain virtual server from Si to Sj. Also, FPTi is the first passage time of node Si

to tranfer from overloaded state to normal or underloaded state. Di is an ordered
set with respect to the communication tij. It is implemented as an order linked
list.

2. Thus, Si sends a broadcast messages to all nodes belonging to the doamin Di.
Node Si must receive a reply from all nodes belonging to Di within the FPTi

time.
3. Node Si selects an underlaoded node Sj[Di where the mean load sharing edge

MLSE between Si and Sj. if qb[D then transfers load (virtual server) from Si to
Sj. Where pair k and l are given, D is the time needed to transfer load less than
or equal to A(Sj), b is 0.90 or large.

4. Repeate step 3 for each underloaded node Sj belonging to Di whenever FPTi

period doesn’t run out yet.
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Load_balance(Si, T)  
{// Every period T seconds Si checks its load 
 // jumps above upper load U. 
// It should do the following. 
Create(Di,Si); // create domain of neighbors  
While ( βq >0) do  

 {// repeat the following within a period βq

       Select Sj∈Di ; // select from order set Di

     Di = Di \ {Sj} 
     If ( βq > Δ) then transfer_load(Si, Sj);  } 

 } 

transfer_load (Si, Sj)  
{ If  !(Overloaded) then return; //Sender-initiated 
  If (Si VSset.size >1) then 
    Choose v∈Si VSset such that: 

a. Transfer v to Sj will not overlaod Sj

b. v is the least loaded virtual server that will release 
overload.  

Failing that, let v be the most loaded VS. 
Return the virtual servers reassignment. 
} 

4 Evaluation

This paper implements an event-based simulation to evaluate the proposed load
balancing algorithm. It uses several parameters as follows: default number of
virtual servers per node (12), number of nodes (4096), system utilization (0.8),
Object arrival rate (Poisson with mean arrival time 0.01 s), average number of
objects (1 million), and periodic load balancing period (T = 60 s). This simulation
evaluates the following metric. Load Movement Ratio (LMR), defined as the total
movement cost incurred due to load balancing divided by the total cost of moving
all objects in the system at once. In case the value of the LMR is 0.1, it infers that
the balancer consumes about 10 % of its bandwidth to insert objects. The node
arrival rate is modeled by a Poisson process, and the lifetime of a node is drawn
from an exponential distribution. This simulation ran with two inter-arrival times
10 and 60 s, it fixes the steady-state number of nodes in the system to 4096 nodes.

Figure 2 plots the LMR metric as a function of system utilization, to study the
load moved by the proposed load balancing algorithm as a fraction of the load
moved by the underlying DHT due to node arrivals and departures. Figure 2
demonstrates that the load moved by the proposed load balancing algorithm is
significantly smaller than the load moved by the underlying DHT especially for
small system utilization. In addition, Fig. 2 shows that the LMR with node inter-
arrival time 10 s is larger than with node inter-arrival time 60 s. Figure 3 verifies
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Fig. 2 LMR versus system
utilization with two node
arrival times

Fig. 3 LMR versus number
of virtual servers with two
node arrival

Fig. 4 Bandwidth lost versus
system utilization with
different number of virtual
servers per node
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the perception that increasing the number of virtual servers decreases considerably
the fraction of load moved by the underlying DHT. Figure 4 demonstrates that
increasing number of virtual servers per node assists load balance at high system
utilizations and grants efficient load movements due to low bandwidth lost. Fig-
ure 5 plots the 90-quantile of the load sharing edge (LSE) with system utilization
when overload is 5 at source node and underload is 2 at the destination node. It
demonstrates that the 90-quantile of the LSE tends to be smaller as system utili-
zation increases. As seen from Fig. 5, the 90-quantile of the LSE is 9.94 ms thus
load can be transferred only if D\ 9.94 ms. In addition, increasing the number of
virtual servers reduces significantly the 90-quantile that helps in avoiding load
thrashing.

In this paper we compare our results with simple load balancing algorithms
such as Random/Round Robin (R3) load distribution algorithm [26]. The R3
algorithm pushes load from an overloaded virtual server to a randomly or in a
round robin fashion chosen neighbor that may absorb that load if it has the
capacity, or pushes the load further on to another virtual server chosen in the same
fashion. The advantages of the R3 algorithm in compare with the proposed
algorithm are as follows: simplicity and statelessness. However, the disadvantages
of the R3 algorithm are as follows: unpredictability and insufficient (random)

Fig. 5 90-quantile of the
LSE versus system utilization
with different number of
virtual server per node

Fig. 6 Compare proposed
algorithm with R3 algorithm
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convergence on the chance for load thrashing. Figure 6 shows that the proposed
algorithm is more efficient than the R3 algorithm due to load thrashing in R3 that
increases the bandwidth lost.

5 Conclusion

Load balancing among peers is critical and a key challenge in peer-to-peer sys-
tems. This paper demonstrates a stochastic analysis that avoids the load thrashing
and tackles the out-of-date problems due to peer’s state changes during load
movement (virtual servers migration). Then, it proposes a load balancing algo-
rithm based on the stochastic analysis. An efficient simulation has been carried out
that demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed load balancing algorithm.
Further research is to design a P2P load-balancing algorithm based on fuzzy logic
control
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Unified Performance Authoring Tool
for Heterogeneous Devices and Protocols

Youngjae Kim, Seungwon Oh, Dongwook Lee, Haewook Choi,
Jinsul Kim and Minsoo Hahn

Abstract A contents authoring software with device management for interactive
shows and performances is proposed. The proposed system allows user to register
and to manage various stage-related devices such as lighting system, fog generator,
robots or multimedia players. In this paper, we describe software architecture,
XML specification for unified protocol description, and user interface of the
proposed system. The system can control multiple devices of heterogeneous
protocols in timely manner. Once devices are registered, user can browse
commands of each device and can organize commands to step-based list according
to the performance scenario. Unlike current commercialized products, the system
allows to manipulate authored list of commands during the show instantly.
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The proposed system also supports to control playback of authored commands by
sensor inputs so that a player can trigger devices to execute according to events.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized to three points; (1) define
unified protocol description with XML structures for simplicity (2) give sensor
triggering capability to control devices, and (3) implement fast and instant
manipulation user interface during the show.

Keywords Show controller � Controller � User interface � Multimedia

1 Introduction

As stages and scale of shows become larger and larger for a decade, both show
directors and audiences’ expectations also become higher than past. Show direc-
tors try to give impression to audiences by utilizing lots of projectors, lighting
system, and bold audio effects. Show controllers are developed along with remote
control capability and raised requirements of modern shows and performances [1].
Such devices are equipped with additional remote controllers or control ports using
commonly known TCP/IP or MIDI protocols in order to operate with other
devices. To control devices efficiently, the show control system is developed as a
centralized multi-device control system for shows and performances. The main
objective of show control system is to manage and to control various devices in
given time as a show plays [2]. Early show control system was provided with
guaranteed hardware by vendors, however, computer performance and stability are
enhanced so that only software installation can give enough capability to run the
shows. As the show control system is widely adopted, professionally organized
shows are not limited to Olympic Games or national ceremony. They can be
performed in small or mid-size stages, or outdoor playing environment with
limited resources. For this reason, various scales and forms of shows are played so
that new requirements are raised in show control scheme. For example, custom-
built electronic sensor system are used to interact with players or audiences in
order to support adlib (unplanned and improvised progress of play) or reactive
performances. A new requirements are raised because current show control system
are hard to provide modern experimental shows.

General show control system consist of three components; device management,
scenario organization, and playback control. Device management component
registers and manages various devices to the show control system. It checks status
of devices in order to control them at any time without trouble during the show.
The challenge of device management is to support multiple protocols. Currently,
more than seven protocols are commonly used to run a basic show [3]; MIDI,
DMX512, Open Sound Control (OSC), Ethernet-based TCP/IP (both UDP and
TCP), Time Code, MIDI Show Control (MSC), generic RS232-based serial
communication, and etc. Such protocols are not unified yet, because they are
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specialized to control their own characteristics and requirements. For example, the
DMX512 protocol is based on the RS485 protocol which has bus topology. The
DMX512 protocol is specialized in lighting system control because lighting
system is required to organize in multiple groups and to control them in a syn-
chronous manner [3]. As the protocol is vary, the complexity becomes higher
when protocols are combined or stacked with another protocol. Suppose that three
beam projectors are required to display the multimedia. Generic RS-232 protocols
are widely used to control beam projectors, but the communication distance is
unreachable with the protocol. In this reason, RS-232 is normally used with
‘RS-232 on Ethernet’ communication transformer which can send and receive
RS-232 data through TCP protocol. Likewise, new protocol has been proposed
[4, 5] and widely adopted as de facto standard such as the Art-Net [6] protocol
which transfer DMX512 signals on the UDP protocol. In summary, Device
management component is required to handle multiple protocols and, moreover, to
manage combined protocols. The scenario organization component manages
customizable list of commands, so called cue, which contain commands of reg-
istered devices along with sequential order of the show. Two types of organization
approach are used; step-based and timeline-based. Step-based approach transmits
commands in the cue with triggers. The trigger can be activated by a show
director’s signal manually or by other commands in the cue as a chain-reaction
programmatically. Timeline-based approach is a kind of automatic trigger which is
activated as time flows. In general, step-based approach is dominantly used and
timeline-based approach is substantially placed only for complex and time-sen-
sitive controls. Lastly, the playback control component of show control system is a
runtime control of step-based or timeline-based organized cues.

Based on the show control system commonalities, the proposed system
simplifies protocol architectures and user interfaces. We found a limitation of the
current show control system that the organized cue cannot be modified during the
show. There are two reasons of the restriction; (1) The show control system is too
complex to manage various devices so that the cue needs to be compiled before
running. (2) Traditional shows do not need to be changed their progresses during
the shows, so that the restriction is acceptable in general. But as we described
earlier, such a restriction support modern requirements of shows. In this paper, the
proposed system allows user to edit and to reorganize commands during the show
on the fly. If we can solve protocol complexity, a sensor-triggering capability may
take advantage because customized sensors can be easily connected to the system.
In our work, we propose new show control system which has simplified and
unified XML protocol specification in order to support various combination of
protocols, customized sensors and playback control by their triggering signals, and
easy-to-use interface in order to allow fast and instant manipulation to user.

The organization of the remainder of this work is as follows. Chap. 2 describes
some design consideration and architectures for building unified show control
system. Chap. 3 shows implementation detail and its result. Finally, we conclude
the work in Chap. 4.
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2 Design

2.1 Architecture

Our goal is to provide simplified device management, sensor-triggered control, and
intuitive user interface to user. Based on the general show control system that have
device management, scenario organization, and playback control as we described
in Chap. 1 , we design the architecture of the proposed system to achieve the goal.
In device management, the simplicity is achieved by allowing the protocol not to
be stacked. In other words, our system does not allow combination of the device
connectivity in terms of protocol description. If the RS-232 protocol is used by
both native and UDP-to-RS-232 scheme, the protocol descriptions are not treated
as identical. Figure 1 describes overall architecture of the proposed system.

As we can see in Fig. 1, the timer runs periodically to check the cue and each
cue is triggered to run with its programmed time. When a command in the cue is
executed, the Device Manager interprets the command to the device byte signal
according to the device XML information. The term packetize stands for the
process of the conversion of human readable command into the device byte signal
(packet). And finally, the registered devices which established the connection with
device can send to the device. The drawback of this architecture is that, the timer
has an error so that the cue can be run inaccurately. The sensor input data is
interpreted by the Expression Interpreter for sensor-triggering capability. The
sensor data can be simple zero-or-one signal, or analog level signal. Once the
signal is given, the Interpreter executes to user defined commands.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed system
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2.2 Unified Device XML Specification

The proposed system stores each device information including byte-level
communication specification in XML format. The proposed XML specification has
four parts; device information, protocol description, command list, and the
optional converter information. Figure 2 below shows an example of the proposed
unified XML device protocols. The Command property groups byte signals and the
PacketWord property has a series of two bytes packets. The XML description
consists of three parts; general information, protocol description and commands.
General information contains model name, vendor, and unique identifier (GUID).
The protocol description contains IP address and port information. The commands
can have both receiving and transmit signal data. In other words, it can contain
sensor and actuator information in a same structure [7]. The converter is useful
when the input or output data gives converted data. For example, if the sensor
sends the data with hexadecimal system, the converter helps to convert the data
into decimal system which gives more human readable information.

Fig. 2 An example of XML device description
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3 Implementation

We implement a software which utilize the proposed XML device description and
gives fast and easy manipulation to user. Figure 3 is the screenshot of the
implemented software. The software is implemented by C# 4.0 and Windows. One
of the goal of the user interface is to give fast manipulation time. As a result, we
use drag-and-drop manipulation scheme as many as possible to the software. User
can drag a command to the cue to add the command, or user can drag command
list in the cue up and down to reorganize. Several drop-zones are placed to add or
to register various data.

As we can see Fig. 3, the left side of the screen is a view of device manager
which displays registered devices and their commands. The right side of the screen
is cue lists which is organized as a play directed. The bottom of the screen displays
logs of the execution of the software. The right-bottom of the screen has the
quickslot to add a command or a set of commands to execute with a single click.
And there is a drop-zone at the bottom of the list of the cue. The user can drag a
command and can drop it to add a cue.

Fig. 3 Screenshot of the implemented system
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4 Conclusion

The proposed system aims to unify various show related protocols into single
XML specification. The system utilize the specification by controlling shows,
performances, and various devices. The proposed system defines XML specifi-
cation in order to unify various stage-related device protocols. The system gives
sensor-triggering capability enables to control devices with reactive manner and
the user interface which allows to manipulate organized commands list during the
show. We plan to develop the implementation software more stable manner in
order to deploy to real world examples.
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Discrimination System of Surround
Illumination Using Photo Sensor’s Output
Voltage Ratio

Eun Su Kim, Hee Dong Park and Kyung Nam Park

Abstract In this paper, we implemented discriminating system for various sur-
round illuminants using photo sensor. To discriminate surround illuminants of
display device we implemented discriminating system using photo sensor which
has output Ye and Cy. Experimental results shows that we could discriminate
surround illuminants effectively by using the output voltage ratio (Ye/Cy) of photo
sensor in the varying luminous intensity of surround illuminants.

Keywords Surround illuminant � Discriminating system � Photo sensor

1 Introduction

There has been researched about color reproduction for standard visual display
devices like TV. One method for color reproduction is using colorimetric color
reproduction which is using ratios of the stimulus intensity and the other method is
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preference color reproduction to the specific color such as flesh or leaf color. But
the environments which use the real color devices are probably different from the
standard visual environment. When the color display is used in the home and
office, natural light is used in the daytime, but natural light is short of or during the
night time artificial lights such as incandescent light and fluorescent light are used.

In this difference of visual environment situations, chromatic adaptation is
happened in human visual system because of the difference cone cell’s gain [3–9].
And three kinds of cone cells, L(long), M(middle), and S(short), have maximum
sensitivity about 575, 330, 455 nm respectively. This chromatic adaptation phe-
nomenon causes that user’s feeling of color changes during watching the display
device. So in the case of visual environment is different from the standard’s one,
reproduction color should be the same with the original subject’s color.

There are several models [3–10] which reproduced color in consideration by the
chromatic adaptation. Von Kries [4] and Breneman [9] supposed that human visual
coefficient ratio of the color adaption is linear from the specific illumination to the
other illumination. And Bartleson [8], Fairchild [7], CIECAM97 s [10], and
modified von Kries Model [11] used nonlinear adaptation, namely, these methods
supposed that stimulus changing rate is nonlinear in human visual. In order to
implement these models, we have to discriminate surround illuminants. So in this
paper, we proposed the method of discriminating surround illuminant using photo
sensors.

2 Transformation Relation from Bi-Stimulus of Ye and Cy
to Tri-Stimulus of X, Y, Z of CIE for Discriminating System
of Surround Illuminants

In this paper, We used two output photo sensors, Ye(yellow) and Cy(cyan) to
discriminate surround illuminants. Figure 1 and Table 1 shows that relative sen-
sitivity of Ye and Cy’s to the wavelength and x and y color coordinate of CIE1931
respectively.

To measure the color temperature using this photo sensors, we have to obtain
x and y coordinate of input lights. To obtain the coordinate, Transformation from

Fig. 1 Relative sensitivity of
photo sensor’s wavelength
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bi-stimulus of Ye and Cy to the tri-stimulus of X, Y, and Z of CIE is shown in
Eq. (1).
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Here, wavelength is obtained by sampling of 5 nm interval and wavelength
range is from 280 nm to 750 nm.

From Eq. (1), First row represented again by matrix format. Then Eq. (2) is
obtained. Eq. (2) have many equations and unknown quantity is fewer, So we can
find out the unknown quantity which has minimum error by generalized inverse
matrix.
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So, unknown quantity a11 and a12 is shown like Eq. (3).
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Like this way, we could find out the transformation form from bistimulus of Ye
and Cy to tristimulus of CIE’s X, Y, and Z.

X
Y
Z

2

4

3

5 ¼ M
Ye
Cy

� �

¼
a11 a12

a21 a22

a31 a32

2

4

3

5 Ye
Cy

� �

; M ¼
0:7619 �0:0623
0:8111 0:0845
�0:6667 1:3505

2

4

3

5

ð4Þ

If apply Eq. (5) to the Eq. (4) and divide both sides by stimulus Y, then Eq. (6)
is obtained.

x ¼ X

X þ Y þ Z
; y ¼ Y

X þ Y þ Z
; z ¼ Z

X þ Y þ Z
ð5Þ

Table 1 CIE 1931 and x and y coordinate of photo sensor’s Ye and Cy

Ye Cy

x y x y

CIE 1931 0.4446 0.5498 0.2186 0.3528
AM-32-CY-02 0.3810 0.6122 0.2270 0.4085
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X=Y
Y=Y
Z=Y

2

4

3

5 ¼
x=y
1

z=y

2
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3

5 ¼ 1
Y

a11 a12

a21 a22

a31 a32

2

4

3

5 Ye
Cy

� �

ð6Þ

And get the first and third row from the Eq. (6) and if perform inverse transform
then Eq. (7) could be obtained.

Ye
Cy

� �

¼ Y
a11 a12

a31 32

� ��1
x=y
z=y

� �

ð7Þ

Here, stimulus Y could be as Eq. (8).

Y ¼ a21Yeþ a22Cy ð8Þ

If we represent the inverse matrix of Eq. (7) as Eq. (9), then Eq. (7) could be
changed to Eq. (10).

b11 b12

b21 b22

� �

¼ a11 a12

a31 a32

� ��1

ð9Þ

Ye
Cy

� �

¼ ða21Yeþ a22CyÞ b11 b12

b21 b22

� �
x=y
z=y

� �

ð10Þ

So the relation of the photo sensor’s output voltage Ye and Cy could be
described as Eq. (11).

Ye ¼ b11xþ b12z

b21xþ b22z
� Cy ð11Þ

For example, Using the Eq. (11) we could find out the photo sensor’s output
voltage ratio of Ye and Cy as Table 3. And Fig. 2 shows that Ye’s output voltage
relation to the Cy.

And we could also find out that illumination’s coordinates using Eqs. (4)
and (5). Table 2 shows display white and various illuminants. In home incan-
descent lamp and fluorescent lamp are used as illumination, In order to apply TV
and PC monitor, we have to classify the illuminants rather than measurement of
color temperature. And if we get illuminant’s x and y coordinates by Eq. (11), then
we classify the illuminants by the photo sensor’s output voltage ratio. Namely, if
the ratio between Ye output voltage and Cy output voltage is 1.5, then we classify
as incandescent lamp, and the ratio is 1.0, then we classify as fluorescent lamp as
in Fig. 2 (Table 3).
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3 Implementation of Discriminating System of Surround
Illuminant

To implement the discriminating system of surround illuminant, we experiments
with the lights which is installed in viewing box (The Judge 2 model) of Gre-
tagMacbeth. In this viewing box A, CWF, D50, D65, and D75 light is possible by

Table 2 Display white and illuminants

Display white and illuminants Chromaticity, WD or WL

u v x y

D65 0.1978 0.3122 0.3127 0.3290
9300 K ? 27 MPCD 0.1822 0.3024 0.2810 0.3110
Incandescent lamp 02560 0.3495 0.4476 0.4075
Fluorescent lamp 0.1675 0.3360 0.3060 0.4100

Table 3 Photo sensor’s Ye/
Cy of display white and
illuminants

Display white and illuminants Ye/Cy

D65 0.924
9300 K ? 27 MPCD 0.813
Incandescent lamp 1.501
Fluorescent lamp 1.025

Fig. 2 Ye and Cy’s output
voltage of illuminants
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pre-installed incandescent lamp and fluorescent lamp and its inner wall is made of
non gloss material so as to maintain the characteristic uniformly in the box. We
measured light’s characteristic and photo sensor’s real operation characteristic
using chroma meter (MINOLA CS-100, CL-100), LCD color analyzer (MINOL-
TA CA-210), and digital oscilloscope. Table 4 shows the measured color coor-
dinates and color temperatures.

And Fig. 3 show implemented system’s block diagram and its hardware. By the
photo sensor Ye and Cy’s output voltage is generated, and these output voltage
was amplified 10 times in consideration of A/D converter’s full range and adap-
tation for hardware.

And amplified output voltages converted 8 bit digital value which is transferred
to PC using RS-232c communication.

4 Experimental Results

Discriminating system of surround illuminant is implemented as hardware and
measured photo sensor’s output voltage for the viewing box’s illuminants. Figure 4
shows photo sensors output voltage characteristic in same condition. But luminosity

Table 4 Color coordinates and color temperature of viewing box

Illuminant x y Color temp. Model

A 0.453 0.412 2500 K ? 0MPCD Incandescent lamp
CWF 0.376 0.407 4300 K ? 30MPCD Cool White F20T12/CW
D50 0.341 0.370 5200 K ? 20MPCD 5000 F20T12/50
D65 0.308 0.336 6700 K ? 18MPCD 6500 F20T12/65
D75 0.300 0.317 7400 K ? 7MPCD 7500 F20T12/75

Ye & Cy
sensor

Analog
amplifier
(Gain 10)

A/D
Ambient

illuminant PC

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 a block diagram of discriminating system of surround illuminant and b hardware
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varies 650, 950, 1250, 1550, and 2000 lx respectively. As you see in Fig. 4, the
output voltage ratio is constant regardless of luminosity.

And Table 5 shows measured maximum, minimum, and average value of the
photo sensor output voltage ratio for each illuminants. In the case of A light, photo
sensor’s output voltage ratio is 1.54 and D65 is 0.86. So we could classify the
surround illuminants according to the photo sensor’s output voltage ratios. In
Fig. 5, we verified that illuminants have not overlapped the output voltage ratios
and this means illuminants could be classified in spite of various luminosities.

Fig. 4 Photo sensor’s output voltage of a A, b CWF, c D50, d D65, and e D75

Table 5 Photo sensor’s output voltage ratio of various illuminants

Illuminant Ye/Cy (before amplification) Ye/Cy (after amplification)

Max. Min. Avg. Max. Min. Avg.

A 1.63 1.47 1.54 1.61 1.46 1.54
CWF 1.28 1.19 1.24 1.30 1.22 1.26
D50 0.99 0.96 0/97 1.00 0.98 1.00
D65 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.88 0.86 0.87
D75 0.82 0.79 0.80 0.83 0.82 0.82
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5 Conclusions

In this paper we proposed discriminating method of surround illuminants using
photo sensor’s output voltage ratio which is precede color reproduction process.
To determine the surround illuminant during watching display device, we use two
photo sensors which generated output voltage of Ye (yellow) and Cy (cyan). And
according to the experimental results by implemented system, we verified that
photo sensor’s output voltage ratio could classify various illuminants effectively
regardless of varying luminosity. Various illuminants could be discriminated using
proposed systems. Furthermore, this illuminant discriminating system could be
used multiple applications for the illuminant discrimination area.
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The Development of Korea: Computer
Access Assessment System (K-CAAS)
for Persons with Physical Disabilities

Jinsul Kim and Juhye Yook

Abstract The purpose of the study was to develop a computer access assessment
system for improving computer access of individuals with physical disabilities for
the first time in South Korea. Korea-Computer Access Assessment (K-CAAS)
presented in this article tests three user skills in aim, drag, and menu. Skill levels
of the three test areas could be set as primary, intermediate, proficient, and
individualized according to individual’s needs and conditions. All tests have their
default set in each level, and the skill levels can be selected and changed by the
abilities and goals of a user. Tests could be selected for users’ training and, their
results could be traced and shown. Therefore, the K-CAAS is a training program to
improve computer access skills as well as an assessment program. It would help
users with physical disabilities operate a computer by themselves as improving
their computer access skills.
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1 Introduction

In Korea, 1,599,468 individuals with physical disabilities (63.5 %) were registered
out of 2,517,312 persons with all types of disabilities in 2010. Those with physical
disabilities anticipated to need assistive technology hardware and software for
information access are 488,186 people (30.5 %) for their severe disability from
level 1 (the severest) to level 3 [1]. There are 6 levels for disability severity by The
Welfare for the Disabled Act in South Korea and level 6 is the mildest. These
people were supported with Korean Me-Too Keyboard, Roller Trackballs, One-
Hand User Keyboard, Head Z Mouse, Touch Monitor, Rakuraku Joystick,
Ultimated 8, Keyguard, Pocket-Go-Talk, Rakuraku Mouse, etc. from the National
Information Society Agency (NIA) or the Korea Employment Agency for the
Disabled (KEAD) in 2007. About 35 % of those with physical disabilities said that
they experienced manipulation difficulty and about 20 % of them reported
problems in usage of supported assistive technology for information and
communication access [2].

According to the 2011 Status Survey on Digital Divide, 23.2 % of people with
cerebral palsy and 15.7 % of those with physical disabilities did not use Internet
because of their disability condition. The most number of persons with visual
disabilities, hearing and language disabilities, and cerebral palsy and physical
disabilities replied that they did not use the Internet because of not knowing how to
use it. Moreover, much fewer individuals with disabilities used smart phones and
could access to mobile devices comparing to that the total population did in recent
days [3].

Persons with physical disabilities need a training and education process based
on accessibility assessment to use assistive technology for information and
communication and for the activities of their lives. Then, the use of assistive
technology should be analyzed if it results in positive effects later on [4]. However,
Korea government and public agencies distribute assistive technology devices
when individuals with disabilities apply for the devices without objective and
systematic verification of needs and appropriateness. This does not secure the
active use of devices received and the improvement of the quality of their lives [5].

First of all, interaction performance such as accuracy and speed between users
and assistive technology devices for information access used or suggested needs to
be measured objectively. These measurement tools and programs of assistive
technology use for information access are not commercialized in South Korea yet.
Therefore, this study was conducted to develop a computer access assessment
system for improving computer access of individuals with physical disabilities to
solve this issue. The software named Korea—Computer Access Assessment
System (K-CAAS) was developed and would be distributed to improve the
computer access and assessment of persons with physical disabilities for the first
time in South Korea. K-CAAS could be used for computer training of people with
physical disabilities as a rehabilitation program.
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The article includes an analysis of existing evaluation programs for computer
access in Chap. 2, design and implementation of K-CAAS in Chap. 3,
development results in Chap. 4, and conclusion in Chap. 5.

2 An Analysis of Existing Evaluation Programs
for Computer Access

2.1 Compass

Compass is computer access assessment software to measure functions of
computer use in the areas of ‘Pointing Devices’, ‘Text Entry’, and ‘Scanning’ after
individual users register and login (see in Fig. 1). ‘Pointing Devices’ measures the
accuracy rates (percentages of correctness) and speed (response time in seconds) in
subareas of ‘Aim’, ‘Drag’, and ‘Menu’. ‘Text Entry’ tests input accuracy rates and
speed in subareas of ‘Letter’, ‘Word’, and ‘Sentence’ and, ‘Scanning’ tests the
skills in ‘Scan’ and ‘Switch’ [6]. The scope of the configuration options, however,
is too extensive to select every time evaluators use the program. The results of the
skills in each areas and in each sessions are not be analyzed in an integrated way
while the results of the users’ skills are presented in graphs, tables, and user tracks
on screen in each area and in each session.

2.2 EvaluWare

EvaluWare is an informal and computerized program for computer access
evaluation (see Fig. 1). Users explore and perform activities in ‘Explore Your
Looking Skills’, ‘Explore Your Listening Skills’, ‘Explore Your Motor Skills’, and

Fig. 1 Compass: ‘Choose skill test’ screen to choose test skills (left), ‘drag test configuration’
(right)
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‘Explore Related Skills’ while an evaluator observes the users’ skills. Functions to
test can be individually customized and played like a fun game by setting up test
activities in ‘Building a Screen’ options [7]. The limitation of the program would
be that it does not measure or record the results of the assessment by itself and
relies on evaluators’ observation and recording (Fig. 2).

3 Module Design and Implementation of K-CAAS

3.1 User-Registration Functions

Two types of login are for a new user and existing users. An evaluator registers
her/his name and a user’s name and selects test items for the user in the module of
user registration functions. Existing users’ previous test results saved in the system
can be retrieved to analyze their improvement of computer accessibility by login
as an existing user name.

3.2 Environmental Creation Functions

Environmental creation functions make possible that users take the test in the
optimum conditions. First of all, test levels can be set as primary, intermediate,
proficient, and individualized. Each level of primary, intermediate and proficient
has its own preset test options in a number of trials, time limit, icon sizes, and
scanning cycles. These options can be selected all differently according to the
needs of the users for each session in the individualized level.

Fig. 2 EvaluWare main page
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3.3 Assessment List Set and Controls Functions

Then, test and subtest items can be chosen. There are ‘All choose’ and ‘All cancel’
buttons for 5 assessment items of ‘Aim’, ‘Drag’,, and ‘Menu’. Each test item at a
time also can be selected according to the users’ needs. In the assessments on the
computer, users repeatedly operate and control a mouse to perform a particular
task to show their abilities and skills with task directions. These repeated tasks in
the assessments allow users with disabilities to improve accessibility to a computer
and, the saved data are used as test results of their computer use skills.

3.4 User-Saving & Management Functions

User-saving and management functions provide success rates, failure rates, and
response time by each test item after completing a test. The results of the test
indicate users’ ability of computer use and their improvements later when the
results of repeated tests are stored in the system. The test results of each user can
be printed by exporting function.

4 Development Results

4.1 Aim

The test, ‘Aim’, is to improve the left click ability of a mouse. A user moves a
cursor and clicks on a target when it appears on a computer screen. The test is
assessing and helping users to perform a mouse click proficiently (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Aim
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The scenario in detail is as the following. A user moves a mouse cursor and clicks
on the left when a square target appears at a random spot on a computer for certain
period of time. Then, the same performance of the user is required when a square target
appears continually at other spots. The target images appear repeatedly until the test
set is completed. ‘Failure’ message pops up and is counted as failure in the system
when the user doesn’t click in time or clicks in error. ‘Failure’ or ‘Success’ messages
call the user’s attention and thus, improve the accuracy when the user clicks a target.

4.2 Drag

The test, ‘Drag’, is to improve the ‘drag and drop’ ability of a mouse. This is to
improve the ability to click and maintain until the clicked target icon is moved to
an intended spot and, the click action is released finally. A target icon to move and
the icon for destination (trash can icon) appear on screen. Then, the target icon is
moved with a mouse while clicked until the mouse click is released on the icon for
destination. A new target icon to move and a new icon for destination appear on
screen when one task of dragging is completed. The tasks are repeated until icons
do not appear anymore. It is counted as failure if the target icon is not moved to the
icon for destination in time and then, new icons appear (see in Fig. 4).

4.3 Menu

The test, ‘Menu’ is to improve the ability of clicking a choice from a Windows
menu bar on the top of the screen. The direction of a menu and a submenu that a
user should click is presented on the center of the screen, and the user clicks the

Fig. 4 Drag
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menu and the submenu following the direction. A new direction of clicking a menu
and a submenu is presented after the user clicks correctly, clicks incorrectly, or
does not click in time. The test of clicking a menu and a submenu is repeated until
the direction does not appear anymore (see in Fig. 5).

4.4 Assessment Use and Result Analysis

The assessment is designed to start and stop at any time and is able to add a new
test item and restart in the middle of the test. The assessment is easy to control
while performing by selecting a ‘Test Management’ button placing on the top-right
of the screen (see in Fig. 6).

Fig. 5 Menu

Fig. 6 Assessment: Success
rates
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Assessment results are presented as success rates, failure rates, and response
times by clicking the buttons. The results indicate the ability of the user tested for
computer access and can be analyzed to see the user’s progress (see in Fig. 7).

Assessment results can be exported to save as CVS file in text so they can be
retrieved by various types of files later. Figure 8 shows the assessment results
easily in statistical description and graphs to see the user’s ability improvement in
excel file.

5 Conclusion

The study developed and implemented the Korea—Computer Access Assessment
System (K-CAAS) for individuals with physical disabilities and, the system is
intended to distribute for the first time in South Korea. The system is designed to

Fig. 7 Assessment: Failure
rates (left) and response times
(right)

Fig. 8 Assessment results in
statistical description and
graphs in excel file
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improve and assess computer accessibility in 3 areas for persons with physical
disabilities. The program also can test in individualized format by the number of
sessions, time limit, icon sizes, distance of cursor movements, and scanning cycles
with ‘Correct’ or ‘Incorrect’ feedback. A user can choose the level of tests with
preset tasks in each level and also can set the elements of the tests at her/his choice
for the individual’s ability and needs. The results can be tracked and analyzed
statistically after the user completes the assessment. So, the K-CAAS is efficient to
save assessment time as an assessment tool of computer use for individuals with
physical disabilities and can be used as a rehabilitation program of improving their
ability of computer operation skills at the same time.

The system will be upgraded as adding to test scroll skills and typing skills and
thus, improved its quality. The system also will be converted into mobile format
with smart devices so that persons with disabilities can use it as a rehabilitation
program at anytime and anywhere in the future study.

Acknowledgments This work was supported by the Technology Innovation Program
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MKE/KEIT, Korea, 2012.
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Color Coding for Massive Bicycle
Trajectories

Dongwook Lee, Jinsul Kim, Haewook Choi and Minsoo Hahn

Abstract As the smartphone market grows, tracking a person’s own positions
become easier and popular. Especially for the bicycling, file based GPS data make
it easier to manage and access personal trajectories. In this paper, we propose an
effective color coding method for massive bicycle trajectories visualization. The
motivation of the method is based on characteristics of the bicycle trajectories
which have different spatial aspects compare to the automobiles. The proposed
method modifies the color of the line segments based on the direction and flow,
and provides visually enhanced trajectories. GPS data collected from Han riverside
bicycle tracks were applied to the proposed visualization methods, and shown the
potential possibilities for trajectory analysis.
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1 Introduction

Before smartphones got popular, bicyclists needed dedicated GPS devices [1] for
position tracking, and the recording and sharing of the users’ GPS trajectory were
limited. Currently, the smartphones make it possible for them to easily collect and
share the user’s daily position logs with built-in GPS module and tracking
applications. The tracking applications of the smartphones record positions in two-
(latitude and longitude), or three-dimensional (latitude, longitude and elevation)
coordinates and overlays the trajectories on the map. They also provide additional
activity information such as average speed, acceleration, pace and calories burned
which were retrieved from the trajectories.

The bicyclists have tendency to share their riding experiences with others [2].
Recently, GPS trajectories sharing on the website is one of the most popular
activities in the online bicycle communities, so the number of the shared bicycle
GPS data is steadily increasing. The route choice of bicyclists differs from the
motorists [3, 4]. While the latter tends to choose the shortest path, former prefers to
ride on the segregated bicycle facilities such as bicycle tracks or lanes. Therefore,
the distribution of the bicycle GPS trajectories is tends to concentrate on the
specific locations.

The aggregated trajectories have been studied in various fields. In the fields of
intelligent transportation system, massive GPS trajectories are used to create and
modify the road maps in real-time [5]. They also have been applied to the
map-matching techniques to enhance accuracy [6]. For the visualization of the
spatial data, the GPS trajectories provide the base elements for drawing: vertices
and lines. With these primitive elements, the trajectories can simply be displayed
as sequences of line segments.

Various methods and techniques were proposed to provide more insight into the
visualized trajectories. Visualizing GPS trajectories based on the kernel density
estimation provides intensity of the scattered data with proper range of the
distribution [7]. Scheepens et al. [8] proposed a visualization system which con-
sider the moving objects as multivariate time series and shown the architecture of
the system. The system is based on the density map and applied multiple density
fields to the visualization.

Up to date, most of the trajectories visualization methods are focused on the
high-speed transportations such as automobiles, airplanes and vessels [7, 8]. The
visualization methods for bicycle trajectories or pedestrians [9] are relatively hard
to find. In this paper we propose a simple color coding method for the visualization
of bicycle trajectories. The motivation of the method is based on the behavior of
the bicycling. The bicycle trajectories on the segregated bicycle lanes are less
concentrated on one side of the road compare to the trajectories of automobiles
because bicyclists cross the centerline of the road much more often than motorists.
This symptom creates overlapping of the trajectories and makes display hard to
understand.
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Figure 1 shows the bicycle trajectories collected from segregated bicycle tracks
alongside Han River in Seoul. The bicycle track consists of two-way bicycle path,
thus the trajectories were collected from both side of the roads. The overlapping of
the trajectories can be found from the trajectories of automobiles. However, while
the automobile trajectories overlap among their own ways, the bicycle trajectories
overlap in both ways. To solve this problem, the proposed method changes color of
the trajectory based on its vector angle and provides the direction and flow.

In Sect. 2, the detailed design of the color coding method will be explained. The
experimental results of the proposed method will be shown in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4,
we draw conclusions and suggest future work.

2 Method

The trajectory of a moving object is a gathering of the position sequence according
to the timeline. In the aspect of visualization, it can be considered as the sequence
of line segments. Each line segment consists of two neighboring points, and by
connecting adjacent line segments, a trajectory can be visually created. The pro-
posed color coding method maps each point of the trajectories with different colors
to provide effective visual information.

The color of the point is based on the angle between the vector of the line
segment and a vector directed to the north. Since the angle ranges from 0o to 360o,
the color of the point can be gradually changed according to the direction of the
line segment. Based on the vector angle of the line segment, elements of the color
such as chroma and hue were controlled. Basic idea of color change can be simply

Fig. 1 Trajectories of
bicycles collected from two-
way bicycle path
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described by using an edge of a circle. Figure 2 shows the chroma transition of the
point according to the angle. As the angle closes to 0o or 360o color gets brighter,
and it gets darker when the angle closes to 180o.

By applying the chroma transition, the line segments around 0o vector angle and
180o can be divided. However, the line segments having 90o vector angle has same
chroma value with the line segments having 270o. To differentiate these line seg-
ments, each half of the circle has to have different hue. Figure 3 shows the hue
variations pairs. Each pair consists of complementary colors except number (6)
which consists of two primary colors.

3 Experimental Results

The proposed color coding method was applied to the bicycle trajectories collected
from abovementioned bicycle tracks. Over one thousand GPS trajectories were
recorded by using smartphone applications and the dedicated GPS devices. Invalid
and erroneous data were excluded during preprocessing.

Figure 4 shows the visualized bicycle trajectories. The hue variation pairs in
Fig. 3 were applied to visualizations in Fig. 4 according to the number shown in
the figures. The visualized trajectories in the figure show their direction and
transition of flow with gradually changing color of the line segments.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a color coding method for visualization of bicycle
trajectories. The method was motivated from the bicyclists’ behaviors which differ
from the motorists’ counterparts. The purposes of the method are to differentiate
opposing trajectories and provide visual cues to the user. To evaluate the color

Fig. 2 Chroma transition
and angle of the line segment
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coding, trajectories collected from segregated bicycle paths were visualized. As a
result, applying color coding provided insights among the numerous overlapping
trajectories.

Fig. 3 Hue variation pairs for line segments

Fig. 4 Bicycle trajectories visualized with color coding
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In future research, we are planning to analyze principal component of the
bicycle trajectories. The principal components such as principal curves can extract
the spatial summary of the data. With the principal components, density estimation
will be applied to enhance the visualization of the trajectory. We expect applying
these methods to visualization will reveal the characteristics of bicycle trajectories.
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User-Oriented Load Balancing Scheme
for MMORPG

Hye-Young Kim

Abstract MMORPGs (Massively Multi-player Online Role-Playing Games)
follows a client–server model that has the numerous gaming users with many
interactions at the same virtual world, massive loading that result in delays,
resource shortages, and other such problems occur. To solve this, many developers
devote research to load-balancing servers, yet due to steady and dynamic map
divisions, such research is unreliable. Many developers propose algorithms to
distribute the load on the server nodes, but the load is usually defined as the
number of players on each server, what is not an ideal results. So, we propose a
gaming user-oriented load balancing scheme for the load balancing of MMORPG
servers in this paper. This scheme shows effectiveness at dealing with hot-spots
and other gatherings of gaming users at specific servers compared to previous
methods.

Keywords MMORPG � Load balancing � User oriented � Seamless � Gaming user

1 Introduction

A Massively Multi-player Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPG) is immensely
popular with several commercial games reporting millions of subscribes. Most of
them require huge virtual worlds, significant hardware requirements, and dedicated
support staffs [1]. The main characteristic of MMORPGs is the large number of
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players, having dozens, or even hundreds, of thousands of participants simulta-
neously. This large number of players interesting with one another generates traffic
on the support network which may grow quadratic compared to the number of
players in the worst case [2].

MMORPGs follow a client–server model. When using client–server architec-
ture, it is necessary that the server intermediates the communication between each
pair of players that game is intended to provide guaranties of consistency and
resistance to cheating. Each of the players remotely controls one or several in
game characters called avatars. So, this server will have a large communication
load, thus, it must have enough resources to meet the demand of the game.

The problem is that it must be delegated to each server node a load proportional
to its power when using a distributed server. No matter to which server each player
is connected, their game experience will be similar and the time it takes to be
notified of actions from other players as well as of state change in the virtual
environment of the game [3–5].

The Players can freely move their avatars through the game world. This makes
possible the formation of hot-spots around which the players are more connected
than in other regions of the virtual environment. MMORPGs not only permit but
also stimulate the formation of these points of interest [6–9]. However, if these
avatars are close to each other, each player should be updated not only of his own
actions, but also of the actions of the other player [10, 11].

So, it is not enough just to divide the players between servers, even if this
division is proportional to the resources of each one of them. Also, the overhead of
the distribution is an important issue.

Therefore, we propose a scheme that equally distribute of the load using a
gaming users-oriented load balancing rather than a partition of maps on gaming
server and compared to the previous studies. In addition, we designed this to
facilitate interactions between gaming users, neighbor gaming users on the map as
much as possible on a single gaming server, MMORPG gaming user-oriented load
balancing scheme to map segmentation by combining the efficiency of the load
balancing of the game in progress when raised of gaming users.

The rest of the paper is structures as follows. Section 2 describes our proposed
architecture and provides the detailed gaming user-oriented load balancing
scheme. We present a performance evaluation and the mathematical analysis, and
a comparison of performance between the previous studies and the proposed
scheme in Sect. 3. And Sect. 4 constitutes a summary of the proposal.

2 Gaming User-Oriented Load Balancing Scheme

MMORPGs places importance on interaction between gaming users and this
interaction usually takes place in visual range in the game.

Therefore, when gaming users are within visual range of each other, it is best to
locate them in one server. To manage gaming users like the above, both the scope
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of interactions and probable interactions have to be taken into account and then set
the neighboring gaming users area to about 1.5–2 times the visual range with the
gaming users at the center. When new gaming users process to log-in, first check
whether the existing gaming users are in the nearest gaming user area and if they
are, then distribute the new gaming users to the nearest gaming user areas. We
show the architecture of the proposed system configuration for load balancing of
gaming users in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows an example of the nearest gaming user distribution scheme.
Server A and Server B each has 4 and 3 gaming users and gaming user 1 and
gaming user 2 are logged-in. The load balancing server compares the location of
the currently logged-in gaming users 1 and 2 and then allocates gaming users 1 and
2 to either server A and B depending on which one has the nearest gaming user.

For load-balancing, each the center of each gaming server gets updated at the
load-balancing server and this point is equated by the average coordinates of the
game users. Load-balancing servers distribute gaming users to the server which is
closest to the center of the server when new game users log-in and when all
gaming users of the game servers are not included in the nearest section.

3 Performance Analysis of Proposed Scheme

MMORPGs do not distribute equally accordingly to the gaming user preference of
location and problems in the geography of the game maps, and problems also
occur in hot-spots [12, 13].

Fig. 1 Proposed system architecture
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Figure 3 shows a figure of a situation in which the server relocates when a
1024 * 512 sized map’s coordinates are (0.0)–(512, 512) and the ratio of the
accessing of the gaming users are increased by 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, and 5:1. It also
shows that in the case dynamic map partitioning load-balancing, the rate of the

Fig. 2 Neighbor gaming user-oriented load balancing

Fig. 3 Comparison of server distribution methods

Fig. 4 Comparison of gaming users by user’s congestion
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gaming user’s relocation and the relocation of the server itself is proportionate to
the increase of the condensation of the gaming users.

However, game user-oriented load-balancing shows that there is no difference
in the relocation of the server and gaming users despite the increase of the dif-
ference in the log-in rates of areas. Hence gaming user-oriented load-balancing is a
much more flexible gaming user location distribution method and more efficient at
relocating servers than dynamic map partitioning load-balancing. In the Fig. 4
present the above descriptions.

4 Conclusions

We proposed two schemes, taking care of neighboring gaming users in one server
by searching for nearby gaming users when one logs-in a server, and lessening the
load that occurs by server relocation by using gradients between servers to relocate
the servers resulting in a common critical section. Relocation of servers with load-
balancing showed an efficiency of about 40 % with a number of total gaming users
at 1000, map distribution at an average of 156 persons, and gaming user-oriented
distribution server had 99 gaming users relocated.

Also, according to gaming user preferences, dynamic map partitioning load-
balancing had server relocation and relocated gaming users grow proportionally to
the condensing of the gaming users in a specific location. Compared to that, our
scheme showed no large difference in the rate of server relocation despite the
increase differences in the amount of gaming users in a game area.
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Smart Desk: A Single Interface Based File
Sharing System

Naveed Ejaz, Sung Wook Baik and Ran Baik

Abstract File sharing is the practice of distributing or providing access to
digitally stored information. The advantages of the existing file sharing reposito-
ries are limited by the factors of the cost and usage of multiple repositories for
different purposes. This paper presents the development of an intelligent web-
enabled facilitation system called Smart Desk which provides a single file sharing
interface to the users, with the capability of virtually unlimited space. Smart Desk
uses the services of other repositories by storing the data on other networks, and
thus providing virtually unlimited space to the users for storing data. The drag &
drop based single interface allows the users to easily view, edit, delete, upload, and
copy data. A usability study has been performed to evaluate the efficacy of the
system. The evaluation shows that Smart Desk is a useful interface for sharing files
which is time effective and user friendly.

Keywords File sharing � User interface design � Model view controller � Data
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1 Introduction

Modern technology is continuously changing all the spheres of life. The digiti-
zation of data and its easy accessibility on the internet is prevailing [1, 2]. The data
in digital format is now preferred everywhere. The file sharing is the practice of
distributing or providing access to the digitally stored information, such as com-
puter programs, multimedia data, documents, and e-books, etc. [3]. The file
sharing may be implemented using a variety of storage, transmission, and distri-
bution models. The demand for managing contents like audio, video, and images
over the internet is on the rise. With the advent of large repositories on the internet
(such as Yahoo and Google groups, Sakai, Moodle, Scribed, and Flicker etc.), the
tasks of data uploading and storage have become quite easy [4, 5]. However, these
repositories do have their own limitations when it comes to free sharing, due to
which many users are unable to make full use of these file sharing facilities.
Moreover, the users have to use multiple file sharing repositories for different
purposes. This situation demands for the development of an efficient, effective, and
robust single interface system for storing and managing data of all the repositories.

This paper presents the framework and development of a robust file sharing
interface called ‘Smart Desk’. It is an intelligent web-enabled facilitation system
which provides a single file sharing interface. Smart Desk presents solutions for
two major problems of file sharing by providing: (1) Unlimited data storage, (2)
One click access to all repositories. The system uses the services of other network
repositories, keeping all the data on their networks, and thus provides unlimited
space for the users for data storage. Smart Desk uses different application pro-
gramming interface (APIs) like Google documents list API, Google spreadsheets
data API, YouTube data API, Picasa web albums data API, Scribd API, and Flickr
API [5]. In this way, content created elsewhere can be dynamically posted and
updated on the system. The users can easily view, edit, delete, upload, and copy
their data through a drag & drop single interface. The system also provides
notifications for group users on their respective virtual desks. Therefore, the
proposed interface is time efficient for every individual who wants to avoid typical
hassles in uploading files individually through different accounts on file sharing
websites. The implementation of the system has been performed on the.Net
framework because of its ability to support multiple programming languages and
other features such as interoperability, common runtime engine, language inde-
pendence, simplified deployment, security, and portability.

2 Framework

The architecture of the proposed system, shown in Fig. 1, is based on a famous
design pattern Model-View-Controller (MVC) [6]. Each of the model, view, and
controller components are discussed in subsequent sub-sections.
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2.1 The Model

The model is the backbone of the whole system. It includes all the databases in
which the complete data of the system is to be stored. Due to the complexity of the
system, it is divided into different parts such as User Groups, User Profiles,
Internal Data Sources, User Types, and User Articles. Figure 2a shows the main
components of the model. The user groups store all the information of the groups.
They store the references of the files placed on the groups, group messages, and the
group profiles. The files include the group files of the group. The group messages
refer to the messages automatically generated or manually sent by the group
owners, coordinators, and users, which are then broadcasted to every group
member. The group profile includes the information about the owners, coordina-
tors, and the users of the group. The internal data sources eventually map to the
external repositories. They save the references of the files placed on external
repositories and the information regarding those files, such as owners of the files.
The user articles include all the information about authors of the article, the ratings
of the articles and which users have verified the articles.

The user type of the account holders refers to the different types of users which
include administrators and account holders into the respective data sources of the
user types. The administrators include the users which run the whole system. This
information is stored in account holders’ type along with the roles assigned to the
account holders including owners, coordinators, users, etc.

2.2 The View

The views have to deal with the users’ experience of the system. A view basically
is the presentation layer in which the users can interact with the system. The view
of Smart Desk has three main parts: drag & drop framework, virtual desk, and

Fig. 1 Architecture of the
proposed system
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SharePoint. Figure 2b shows the main components of the view. Smart Desk is
based on the drag & drop framework which allows the users to drag-and-drop data
for enabling real-time moving (or copying) of data on the page. The users can copy
an element from a source to a target, or just move it to its new location with the
help of the drag & drop framework. This framework is a very important feature of
our system because it endows a simple copy and paste facility and thus can easily
be used by a naive computer user. The drag & drop framework provides the users
with all of the client-side scripting to handle the mouse drag & drop process
portably across browsers. ASP.NET and AJAX controls leverage the patterns
implemented by the drag & drop framework. The framework is perfectly inter-
operable with any kind of HTML element content and requires absolutely no
software other than a Web browser for viewing web pages. The drag & drop
facility is provided by the help of the drag and drop framework of Infragistics [7].
The users are able to access their virtual desks. In this case, they can make virtual
shelves and place their old files in their virtual shelves. They can place their
important files on their desk through the drag & drop framework. The interface is
similar to a physical desk. Microsoft SharePoint 2010 [8] is used to give per-
sonalized features to the users. The users can perform styling, personalization, and
addition of widgets to their desks. Because of this, the users will have a more
personalized feeling about their desks.

Fig. 2 The detailed model, view and controller of the proposed framework
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2.3 The Controller

The main aim of the controller is to connect the model with the view. The con-
troller is handling all the communication between the view and the model. Fig-
ure 2c shows the main components of the controller. There are two main
components in controller: (1) Query analyzer engine, and (2) Request processing
engine. The function of the query analyzer engine is to get the user query from the
view and then analyze the type of query. It then forwards the query to the
appropriate request processing engine. The request processing engine consists of
‘‘internal request processing’’ and the ‘‘external request processing’’. The
responsibility of the internal request processing engine is to process the queries
which lie in the internal domain of the system. The internal request processing
engine has two components to deal separately with the user and the group queries.
The responsibility of the external request processing engine is to process the
queries which require communication with the external repositories. The external
repositories include Google Docs, Picassa, Youtube, Scribd, Moodle, and Sakai.

3 Evaluation of Smart Desk

The evaluation of the Smart Desk environment was carried forward by using a
usability assessment. The usability data [9, 10] can be used to know about the
functional effectiveness, efficiency, ease in learning and use, motivational influ-
ence, and quality assurance of a program. The usability data was obtained by
surveying 20 students of Sejong University, Korea. All of the 20 students com-
pleted the usability questionnaire that included 20 items using a five-point Likert
scale of 1–5. On the scale, 1 means strongly disagree and 5 means strongly agree.
The questionnaire was titled ‘‘Survey on the usability of Smart Desk—A file
sharing interface’’. A total of 20 questions were posed, including 3 questions
related to overall perception of the system, 8 questions related to the ease in use
and comfort, 4 questions related to the efficacy of the system in saving time, and 3
questions related to the design of the graphical user interface. In addition, there
were 2 questions pertaining to the subject’s background, which are helpful in
describing the characteristics of the sample.

Table 1 shows the summary of each question and the mean values of all the
scores awarded by users for each of the questions. As can be seen, most of the
users are above average level computer users with reasonable experience in file
sharing software systems. It can be observed that the respondents present positive
response on most criteria of the evaluation. The results also demonstrate that the
proposed system is useful and convenient for sharing files. The users also find
the interface of the system to be user friendly and easy to use. Moreover, in the
opinion of the respondents, it is easy to learn the system options and the envi-
ronment is comfortable. The system is time effective as compared to the traditional
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file sharing systems. On the whole, the users are particularly satisfied by the
interface of the system. A concern however, is the organization of information
which gets a sufficiently low score. This may be because of accumulating too
much information on one display. We intend to rectify this issue in the future.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a system for providing a single file sharing interface by
using the services of all data repositories thus endowing unlimited storage free of
charge. The proposed interface provides an easy capability to each individual for
avoiding typical hassles during file sharing using different accounts on various file
sharing websites. A usability based study shows that the users find it easier to
view, edit, delete, upload and copy their data through this one single interface. In
overall rating, the participants rated Smart Desk as a useful interface for sharing
files regarding the amalgamation of data from different repositories.
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Overall perception 3 User friendliness 4.15
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5 Comfort level 4.2

Ease in usage 6 Ease in understanding functions 4.33
7 Ease in movement of items 4.12
8 Ease in rectifying errors 4.33
9 Ease in knowing what to do next 4.32

10 Ease in remembering how to do things 3.75
11 Enjoyability 4.16
12 Ease in switching among different tasks 4.35
13 Ease in determining the available options 4.52

Efficacy of the system in saving
time

14 Overall speed of the system 4.51
15 Using the system may increase productivity 4
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20 Design for all levels of users 4.35
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Feature Reduction and Noise Removal
in SURF Framework for Efficient Object
Recognition in Images

Naveed Ejaz, Ran Baik and Sung Wook Baik

Abstract Speeded up Robust Features (SURF) is an interest point detector and
descriptor which has been popularly used for object recognition. However, in real
time object recognition applications, SURF framework can not be used because of
its expensive nature. In this paper, a feature reduction process is proposed by using
only the most repeatable features for matching. The feature reduction step results
in a remarkable computational speed up with little loss of accuracy. A noise-
reduction process allows a further increase in matching speed and also reduces the
false positive rates. A modified definition of the second-neighbor in the nearest
neighbor ratio matching strategy allows matching with increased reliability. The
comparative analysis with SURF framework shows that the proposed framework
can be useful in applications where the accuracy can be sacrificed to save
computational cost.

Keywords Object recognition � SURF features � Pose estimation � Noise
reduction � Feature matching
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1 Introduction

Object recognition is a very important component of many computer vision
applications including content based multimedia search [1], automated monitoring
of surveillance videos [2], and action recognition [3]. Owing to this importance, a
lot of work has been done in this field. However, effective object recognition still
remains a challenge because of the significant variation exhibited by real world
objects and inter-class similarity of objects.

An important set of object recognition techniques are those which are based on
local representation of image using invariant feature points [4–6]. The basic theme
of such methods is to extract interesting points of an object in an image, and then
provide feature description of the object. The feature description is usually gen-
erated from a set of training images and then can be used to find the similar object
in a test image having many objects. An important requirement for such methods is
that the features computed from the training image must also be detected under
varying lightning and noise conditions. The object recognition methods based on
interest points are popular primarily because of their robustness in providing better
invariance in terms of size, rotation and illumination as compared to the more
traditional template based methods [7]. There are three major steps to find the
point correspondences between the images: detector, descriptor and matching. The
aim of detector step is to locate ‘interest points’ from the images. The descriptor
develops feature vectors based on the neighborhood of each interest point. The
descriptor must be distinctive in nature and must exhibit robustness against noise
and geometric transformations. Finally, the matching of the descriptor vectors is
performed using some distance measure. The bottleneck of such object recognition
techniques is the huge matching time required to match the corresponding points
using descriptor vectors. It is desirable to have low dimension descriptor vectors
for faster interest point matching. However, the low dimension feature vectors tend
to be less distinctive. Speeded up Robust Features (SURF) is a popular interest
point detector and descriptor originally suggested by Bay et al. [4]. SURF gives
comparable or better results than that of another popular technique called SIFT [6]
with reduced computational cost. The standard SURF results in a 64 dimensional
descriptor vector of floating point values. SURF finds a large number of highly
discriminative features from an object. However, in theory, only the more
repeatable features for each object must be stored in the feature database. The
identification of these most repeatable features is a daunting task.

This paper presents a framework for recognition of multiple objects using
SURF features in an efficient and reliable manner. This work presents a technique
for the identification of the most repeatable features under affine transformations.
During the training phase, two additional steps: feature reduction and feature
noise-reduction, are employed to reduce the number of features in the database.
This reduction of features provides a remarkable speed-up during the matching
phase. During the matching phase, a modified definition of second nearest
neighbor is used which increases the reliability of matching process, as a larger
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number of features are correctly matched. Our proposed modifications exhibit
promising results and thus can be useful in many applications (e.g. web applica-
tions) where the accuracy can be sacrificed to achieve performance benefits.
Another challenge in the usage of SURF and related techniques is the identification
of false positives in feature matching. In original SURF, the feature matching is
performed using the nearest neighbor ratio matching strategy. This paper presents
a definition of the second neighbor based on k-means clustering of SURF features,
as opposed to a definition based on object classes. This allows larger number of
features to be matched.

2 Problem Formulation

This section presents the design of the framework for reliable and efficient object
recognition using modified SURF. The main steps of the framework are shown in
Fig. 1. The rest of this section describes the two phases and feature database in
detail.

2.1 Learning Phase

The three steps of learning phase include feature extraction, reduction of SURF
features, and removing noisy features using k-Means clustering. Lastly, these
features are stored in the feature database along with object tags. Each of these
steps is explained in detail below.

Fig. 1 Framework for object recognition using SURF
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2.1.1 Surf Feature Extraction

Initially, the interest points in an image are localized using the SURF interest point
detection mechanism. For details of SURF feature extraction, we refer readers to
[4]. After detection of interest points, each interest point is then described using
SURF feature descriptors. SURF feature descriptor is based on the distribution of
first order Haar wavelet responses in x and y direction. The first step in the
extraction of the descriptor is to build a square region of size 20 centered on a
particular interest point. In the next step, the region is split into 4 9 4 sub-regions.
This means that there is a 4 dimensional descriptor vector v for each sub-region
which is given as:

vT ¼
X

dx

X
dy

X
dxj j
X

dy

�
�
�
�

h i
ð1Þ

There are 16 sub-regions, so combining feature vectors for all sub-regions
results in a descriptor vector of length 64.

2.1.2 Feature Reduction

The basic principle of the feature reduction step is that an interest point is
repeatable if it is detected by the descriptor under varying view conditions. The
assumption is that only the most repeatable features can be used for the purpose of
object recognition. In our work, the focus is only limited towards the features that
are most repeatable under affine transformations. In the first step, SURF feature
vectors are extracted for an image and its affine transformed variants. The used
affine transformations include 29 scale-up, 2925� clockwise rotation and XY-
skew. The most repeatable features are then found by comparing the features
extracted from the original training image with the feature extracted from the
affine variants of the images. The features that do not emerge in all transformed
images are filtered out. On an average the number of features is reduced by about 7
times during this step.

2.1.3 Noise Removal

After reduction of features, the noise removal step aims to remove the features that
are likely to be generated by background or noise in the object images. The
proposed noise reduction step is based on clustering. The feature vectors are
clustered and only the dominant object is selected from each cluster. The k-means
algorithm [8] is used for clustering the feature vectors. An important step in
k-means clustering is choosing the number of clusters ‘k’ a priori. For estimating
the value of ‘k’, the following formula is used:

k ¼ a � Oj j � Ij j ð2Þ
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In the above equation, |O| is the number of objects in the database; |I| is the
average number of instances per object in the database and a is a factor which is
used to control the size of the clusters. In most cases 3 is found to be the ideal
value of a. Once the features vectors are clustered, a dominant object is selected
for each cluster using a majority vote algorithm. All the features not belonging to
the dominant object in the clusters are removed. This step is expected to reduce the
noise to a significant extent. However, in applications/works for high dimensional
feature vectors, some noise may still be left.

2.2 Classification Phase

The second step is matching of the extracted features from the image to the feature
in the database. The original SURF feature matching is based on the nearest
neighbor ratio matching strategy as used in SIFT. Bay et al. [4] compare an interest
point in the test image with features in the database by calculating their Euclidean
distance. If this distance is \0.8 times the distance with the nearest neighbor, a
matching pair is detected. Lowe [6] defined the second closest neighbor as being
the closest neighbor as it is known to come from a different object rather than the
first. The rationale behind such an approach is that the correct matches need to
have the closest neighbor significantly closer than the closest incorrect match to
achieve reliable matching. For false matches, there will likely be a number of other
false matches within similar distances due to the high dimensionality of the feature
space [5, 6]. The second nearest neighbor can be thought to be providing a
measure of the density of the false matches.

Using this principle, we modify the definition of second neighbor as being the
closest neighbor known to have come from a different ‘cluster of features’ than the
first. These clusters are created using the k-Means algorithm as described earlier.
The rationale behind this modification is that a number of features are not matched
using the definition provided by Lowe [6] as other object may have similar fea-
tures. However, k-Means algorithm clusters the visually similar features in the
same cluster and thus the features are matched. It is observed that the number of
features matched are increased substantially using this definition and the number
of false positives is also reduced. An object is said to be found in an image if three
or more features from that object are matched. The pose of the object is estimated
using the pose information stored in the features database.

3 Results

This section presents the results of the experimental setup used and the results of
the proposed framework. We compared our proposed framework with standard
SURF based on the UK Benchmark Object Recognition Dataset [9]. The dataset
contains 10,200 images of about 2,500 objects with 4 images for each of the
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object. One image per object is used for training and three images per object for
testing purposes. The same sets of images are used as training and test sets for both
the methods under consideration to avoid any influence of partitioning.

The framework has been evaluated based on the speed up, matching accuracy,
number of false positives and average number of features per object. The two most
important evaluation parameters for object recognition algorithms are matching
accuracy and matching time [10]. Table 1 summarizes the comparative results of
our scheme and original SURF. By reducing the features, a speed-up of 634.8 %
was achieved with \2 % reduction in matching accuracy. The speed up is
achieved because the average number of features extracted for each object has
been reduced significantly (more than 6 times). However, the number of false
positives increases because of feature reduction step. The additional step of noise
reduction eliminates the irrelevant features which pushes the false positive rate by
about 50 %. Moreover, the noise reduction step results in an overall speed up of
939.6 % as compared to the original SURF. Again, the matching accuracy is not
being significantly affected.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of matching time between original SURF,
SURF with feature reduction and SURF with feature and noise reduction for 20
images. The graph clearly validates the substantial decrease in matching time by
use of our framework.

The results show the efficacy of our scheme in speeding up the object recognition
process using SURF features. The experimental results show that our technique
provides excellent speed up at the loss of little accuracy. An additional overhead in
our framework is the additional time taken in training because of feature and noise
reduction. However, most of the times, the training is done offline and thus an
increase in training time does not significantly affect the performance of overall
system.

Table 1 Comparison of measured roughness data, machining center

Without feature
reduction

With feature
reduction

After noise
removal

Speed-up (%) compared to SURF 634.8 % 939.6 %
Average features per object 379.3 50.5 46
Matching accuracy 81.33 % 80.00 % 79.67 %
False positives 1.33 % 6.67 % 3.67 %
Average matching time 4914 ms 774 ms 523 ms

Fig. 2 Matching time
comparison for 20 images
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4 Conclusions

In this paper we present a framework for efficient and reliable object recognition
and pose estimation using SURF features. The process of feature reduction is
presented which selects only the most repeatable features from an image, allowing
a substantial matching speed-up. The presented noise removal process significantly
reduces the false positive rates and provides further speed up. The tree-like hier-
archal database organization method presented in this paper allows for pose
estimation of objects. Work is underway on two fronts (1) to use multi resolution
analysis techniques during the learning phase to improve recognition of objects in
low resolution images, (2) to incorporate hierarchal generative process [11] in
recognition of objects and actions.
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Automatic Segmentation of Region
of Interests in MR Images Using Saliency
Information and Active Contours

Irfan Mehmood, Ran Baik and Sung Wook Baik

Abstract Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most clinically used and
gifted modality to identify brain abnormalities in individuals who might be at risk
for brain cancer. To date, automated brain tumor segmentation from MRI
modalities remains a sensitive, computationally expensive, and a demanding task.
This paper presents an automated and robust segmentation method to enable
investigators to make successful diagnosis and planning of radiosurgery by
reducing the risk factor and study duration. The proposed system consists of
following steps: (1) remove the non-brain part from MRI, (2) estimate saliency
map of MRI, (3) use the salient region (tumor) as an identification marker and
segment the salient object by finding the ‘‘optimal’’ closed contour around the
tumor. The system has been tested on real patient images with excellent results.
The qualitative and quantitative evaluations by comparing with ground truths and
with other existing approaches demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
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1 Introduction

The brain tumor is an abnormal growth of cells in the brain which results in the
destruction of healthy cells with the passage of time. The incident rate of brain
tumors is increasing in human beings [1]. The life expectancy of brain tumor
depends on many factors which includes early diagnosis. The usage of computer
aided systems has obtained considerable popularity due to increasing amount of
digital data and ease of accessibility [2]. In order to assist early diagnosis of brain
tumors, the usage of computer aided diagnosis (CAD) systems has obtained
considerable popularity. An important component of such CAD systems for brain
tumor detection is the segmentation of brain tissues from the medical images. The
automated segmentation of brain tumor from MRIs is a daunting task owing to the
involvement of various research disciplines, varying shapes and sizes of tumors,
tendency of tumors to appear at various locations, and appearance in different
image intensities [3, 4].

The active contours have been frequently used in estimating the boundaries of a
segmented object [5]. The active contours estimate the boundary by using the
principal of minimizing internal and external energies. However, a limiting factor
in the usage of active contours is that they are sensitive to initialization infor-
mation. This initialization information is provided by the users, usually in the form
of a line drawn on maximum diameter of the tumor. In order to resolve these
limitations, researchers have attempted to automatically determine the initializa-
tion seed. The choice of initialization seed heavily affects the quality of
segmentation and the computational time.

A brief introduction of segmentation in medical imaging is provided by
Angelini et al. [6]. Most of the techniques for brain tissue segmentation presented
in the literature are ineffective for accurate segmentation. Instead of interactive
segmentation methods presented in literature [7–9], we present a fully automatic
mechanism to estimate the effective seed point for active contours for the tumor
segmentation.

2 Methodology

In this section a detailed description of the brain tumor segmentation framework is
presented. There are three sections: pre-processing, calculating saliency map, and
finding the outlines of tumor regions as shown in Fig. 1. The details of each
module are discussed in the following sections.
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2.1 Pre-Processing

It is a very tedious job to extract brain parts manually. This task becomes even
more difficult while dealing with high resolution images. In pre-processing step,
we use algorithm of Boesen et al. [10] (also called McStrip) for removing non-
brain parts from MRI images. This step is essential for affectively locating the
tumor region using visual attention model.

2.2 Visual Attention Model

While analyzing medical images, clinicians’ focus of interest is always on salient
objects such as tumor and abnormal spots. Blackwell [11] gave a detailed
description that Rod sensors in human eye are 100 times more sensitive to
luminance than color sensitive cones. To use this ability of human visual process,
contrast is calculated at multiple scales to accurately detect varying tumor size in
the patient’s brain. In the proposed work, we calculate multi-scale contrast using
Gaussian image pyramid as explained below:

Ml
c ¼

X

p2N

Ml pð Þ �Ml p
0

� ��
�
�

�
�
�

2
ð1Þ

Fig. 1 Framework of proposed system
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Where ‘M’ is the MRI image, ‘N’ is the 5 x 5 neighbourhood around pixel ‘p’,
and ‘l’ is the Gaussian pyramid decomposition level which varies from 1 to 3. The
resultant multi-scale contrast is calculated by linearly combining contrast values at
image decomposition level and normalized in the range [0 1].

Mc ¼
X3

l¼1

Ml
c ð2Þ

MCðNormÞ ¼
MC

max Mcð Þ

� �

ð3Þ

The contrast is a local feature which is used to measure saliency efficiently. We
incorporate color spatial-distribution as a global feature. It has been observed that
for salient regions color distribution is small compared to non-salient regions like
background. Thus, spatial distribution of color is an important candidate for
estimating salient areas in the image. For this purpose we first quantize image ‘M’
into five bands because brain MRIs consist of white matter, gray matter, cere-
brospinal fluid, background and tumor tissues. The variance of spatial distribution
of each pixel in horizontal direction is calculated as follows:

VhðcÞ ¼

Pm

i¼1

Pn

j¼1
Mði;jÞðcÞ � lhðcÞ
� �

m � n
ð4Þ

where ‘m’ and ‘n’ are indices of pixels having color ‘c’ and lh (c) is the mean of
color ‘c’ in horizontal direction. Similarly, variance of color spatial distribution
Vv(c) is computed along vertical direction. The spatial variance of each color bin is
defined as

SVðcÞ ¼ VhðcÞ � VvðcÞ ð5Þ

The color spatial-distribution is estimated as

SD ¼
X

c

PðC=Iðx;yÞÞ � ð1� SVðCÞÞ ð6Þ

Finally, visual saliency map is calculated by linearly combining the multi-scale
contrast and color spatial distribution:

VA ¼ MCðNormÞ þ SD ð7Þ

2.3 Segmenting Salient Regions

While dealing with the detection of brain tumor using saliency information, we
need to segment a specific target object ‘‘optimally’’. Region-based models cannot
detect a single object accurately from a complex background, because they classify
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pixels into two categories (clusters) with one cluster having minimum and other
maximum of the image. Although there exist some region-based techniques which
efficiently segments object from complex background but they are computationally
costly.

The choice of initialization seed for active contour models heavily affects the
quality of segmentation and the computational time. The problem with the existing
active contours is that they are sensitive to initialization information (seed). To
deal with this problem, interactive methods are used to determine the seed point
for segmentation. This is done by providing some label points or identification
marker to annually assign the seed. In order to resolve these limitations,
researchers have attempted to automatically determine the initialization seed. For
this purpose saliency map computed in above section is used for initialization of
active contours. We used a region-based active contours model proposed by Wang
and Wu [12] by initializing its seed using visual saliency model. This algorithm
uses two-phase approach having only a single cluster in its evaluation function.
Thus, it is more robust and faster compared to other existing region-based
contours.

3 Experiments and Result

The proposed method is tested on two different datasets as described below:

• Dataset for brain MRI analysis available at Harvard medical school [13]. It is a
manually segmented dataset which helps in performance comparison.

• Real dataset obtained from a hospital [14] during radiosurgery treatment. This is
a labelled MRI dataset of ten patients that was used as ground truth for
validation.

In order to analyze the relative performance of the proposed technique and the
state of the art brain tumor segmentation algorithms, we have compared our
algorithm with Tumor-cut [7] and Grow-cut [8].

3.1 Segmentation Accuracy Analysis

In this set of experiments, the detection of tumor was our primary interest. In order
to thoroughly test our technique, we apply our technique on real and synthetic data
of brain MRIs with varying tumor sizes and shapes. Free receiving operating
characteristic (FROC) methodology is used to compare proposed method with
ground truth. We conduct a simple case study where a group of radiologists were
asked to score each patient’s tumor segmentation from [1–8, 10, 12]. After testing
200 MR brain images with tumors, we have obtain lesion localization fraction
(overlap on gold standard) greater than 0.92/image and detection rate of 98 % as
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shown in Fig. 2. These results are compatible with the segmentation method
proposed by Hamamci et al. [7] which needs an input from user to initialize the
contour.

Dice overlap with 10 different seed initializations was also measured to
compare the accuracy of proposed method with Grow-Cut and Tumor-Cut
methods as shown in Table 1. The affect of different initializations are indicated by
the extent of standard deviations. The average Dice Overlap for clinical dataset is
84.24 + 1.5 % for the proposed algorithm which is higher compared to Dice
Overlap obtained by Grow-Cut and Tumor-Cut algorithms.

3.2 Stability Analysis

The experiment is conducted on 20 brain MRI having tumors in order to evaluate
the impact of initialization on the stability of segmentation using active contours.
In this experiment, for each MRI scan, we calculate contour curve around the
tumor boundary using proposed, Tumor-cut [7] and Grow-cut [8] methods by

Fig. 2 FROC curve operated
for detecting tumor regions in
brain MRI. FP is the false
positive and TP is true
positive on x and y-axis,
respectively

Table 1 Dice overlap (%) computed with ten different seeds for each tumor case

Grow-cut Tumor-cut Proposed method
Dice overlap (%) Dice overlap (%) Dice overlap (%)

Case 1 60 + 5.5 76.8 + 4.5 84.6 + 2.8
Case 2 78.4 + 3.1 88 + 5.5 90 + 6
Case 3 74.9 + 0.8 85.3 + 2.5 88 + 1.8
Case 4 78 + 2.9 78.5 + 0.8 80 + 2.3
Case 5 69 + 4.5 86 + 2 82 + 1
Case 6 73.9 + 1.9 83.7 + 1.9 83 + 3.4
Case 7 80.5 + 1.9 80.8 + 2.6 85.7 + 0.6
Case 8 66 + 2.6 85 + 1.2 82.8 + 5.8
Case 9 71.2 + 2.2 80.4 + 2.4 79 + 2.6
Case 10 66.4 + 3.7 73 + 4.1 87 + 2.1
Average 72.00 + 2.5 81.93 + 2.3 84.24 +1.5
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varying the initialization distance from 0-50 %. The segmentation results obtained
from varying initialization are shown in Fig. 3 below. Some visual results (shown
in Fig. 4) indicate that the accuracy of tumor region segmentation of the proposed
methods is much better than other existing methods.

4 Conclusions

We have presented an automatic and fast segmentation technique for brain tumor
detection that uses a visual attention model. This visual attention map works as an
identification marker and helps in correctly initializing the active contour to

Fig. 3 Accuracy of segmentation region varies with change in distance of seed initialization
from salient region

Fig. 4 Tumor detection from brain MRI scan a Brain Part after removing non-brain parts using
McStrip [10]. b, c Heat and Intensity saliency map obtained using proposed model. d Detection
of tumor region, where blue curve is the initialization of active contours using saliency map and
red curve is the final contour boundary obtained from proposed method. e Red curve is the final
contour boundary obtained from Tumor-Cut [7] algorithm
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segment region of interest in minimal span of time with high accuracy. The
experimental results show that proposed method is invariant to shape and size of
tumor and that it provides robust and efficient detection of salient regions in brain
MR scans. The accuracy of segmentation rate indicates that the proposed method
is helpful as an effective tool to assist radiologists in diagnosis of brain. This is
completely unsupervised method as compared to other existing methods like
Tumor-cut method, in which user interaction is necessary to draw one line for each
tumor. We hope that the false positives can be reduced by using more sophisticated
features in measuring saliency map.
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Digital Image Magnification Using
Gaussian-Edge Directed Interpolation

Muhammad Sajjad, Ran Baik and Sung Wook Baik

Abstract This paper presents a simple and cost effective approach for digital
image magnification (DIM). DIM is used in various applications and is an
enthusiastic area of research at present. The proposed technique uses Gaussian
edge directed interpolation to determine the precise weights of the neighboring
pixels. The standard deviation of the interpolation window determines the value of
‘r’ for generating Gaussian kernels. Gaussian kernels preserve the original detail
of the low-resolution image to produce high-resolution image of high visual
quality. The experimental results show that the proposed technique is superior to
other techniques qualitatively as well as quantitatively.

Keywords Digital image magnification � Gaussian kernel � Gaussian sigma �
Weighted interpolation
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1 Introduction

Digital image magnification (DIM) means to take low resolution image as an input
and generate a corresponding high resolution image. The terms zooming, super
resolution (SR) and scaling etc. are also used interchangeably for the same process.
Image magnification aims to compute high resolution image containing accurate
and precise details of the original low resolution image. Magnification technique
must preserve the sharp luminance information, texture, geometrical invariance,
and smoothness of the original image while producing high resolution image from
the source image. DIM has various applications in many areas e.g. high-definition
television (HDTV), medical Imaging, surveillance system, satellite-imaging, and
entertainment etc. A variety of techniques can be used to produce SR image. The
reconstruction based DIM techniques [12–16] need prior information to model the
zooming scheme. This information can be acquired by down-sampling the HR
images to low-resolution (LR) images. In order to construct the high resolution
image, reconstruction DIM is considered as the inverse problem by adding one or
more LR images. There are various other image zooming schemes based on
machine learning approaches [15–20]. Therefore a set of LR and their corre-
sponding patches of HR image are stored in database. To construct HR image from
given LR image, a patch from LR input image and their corresponding HR is used
for the magnification. Machine learning approaches have high time complexity
and impossible to implement in real time systems. Interpolation based DIM
techniques [7–10] are used most often. Such techniques take a single image as an
input and produce HR image. The common interpolation techniques are Nearest
Neighbor (NN), Bilinear (BL) and Bicubic (BC). These techniques are non-
adaptive. The time complexity of these non-adaptive techniques is low but these
techniques introduce some unwanted artifacts across the edges in the image. There
are some edge-directed interpolation schemes [11] which are adaptive and pre-
serve original information of the source image. Moreover, these schemes perform
the interpolation in selective direction using the geometrical and structural
information of the image. Still BC interpolation scheme is used most frequently
due its low time complexity and good visual results. [1] proposed a zooming
technique using block-expanding method based on intervals which associate each
pixel with an interval acquired by a weighted combination of the pixels in the
vicinity of the neighborhood.

In this paper, our objective is to develop an efficient magnification technique
which, construct HR image from given source LR image. The idea of the proposed
technique is based on the calculation of the value of the unknown pixels from
given known pixels information in the neighborhood by weighted approximation.
For assigning correct weight to each pixels in the neighborhood [1, 21, 22],
resultant image of HR will be of high quality. To use this concept, the proposed
technique uses two type Gaussian kernels, generated by two different values of
standard deviation of Gaussian Function. The standard deviation of the neigh-
borhood pixels determines which Gaussian kernels to be used.
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The proposed technique is computationally simple and produces good results
quantitatively as well as qualitatively. For this purpose it has been compared with
contemporary techniques as discussed in detail in Sect. 3

2 Proposed Method

Suppose Sin is the source image of size r 9 c and k is a magnification factor. The
source image is first expanded by factor k where k = {2, 4, 8}. Sin is mapped from
a smaller pixel grid to larger pixel grid i.e. Sout (R,C) = Sin(r 9 k, c 9 k) where
R 9 C is the size of expanded image. After expansion, Sout has undefined pixels
which are interpolated from already known pixels. The magnified image of high
quality is obtained by convolving a kernel UGk(s,t) on Sin.

Soutðx; yÞ ¼
X

s¼i

X

t¼j

Sinðxþ s; yþ tÞUGkðs; tÞ ð1Þ

UGk(s,t) is the Gaussian kernel of size s 9 t. k denotes type of Gaussian’s
kernel. In order to get the complete zoomed image of high quality Eq. (1) must be
convolved for x = 1, 2 … R and y = 1, 2 … C. The proposed technique uses two
type of Gaussian kernels depending on the luminance information of the inter-
polation window. The size of the interpolation window is also of size s 9 t.
Initially the standard deviation rw of the interpolated window is calculated
according to:

rw ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X

s¼i

X

t¼j

X� Soutðxþ s; yþ tÞ
� �2

sxt

v
u
u
t ð2Þ

where X is the mean of interpolated window. The Gaussian Kernel is generated
with rGk = 0.3 of size s 9 t, if rw is greater than threshold s otherwise it will be
generated with rGk = 0.8 of the same size. The Gaussian kernel [4–6] is defined
as:

UGkðs; tÞ ¼
1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr
p e

�d2
2rGk ð3Þ

where d2 is the distance of neighbor pixels (si, tj) from the center pixel (sc, tc). The
rGk defines the width i.e. the degree of smoothness, of a Gaussian Kernel UGk(s,t).
In case of sharp luminance, we use the kernel with rGk = 0.3 and for smoothness
where the interpolation region is constant, we use the kernel with rGk = 0.8. The
values for rGk = {0.3,0.8} have been chosen after a number of tests on smoothed,
texture and sharped luminance interpolated regions of the images. rGk with value
0.3 gives good result on sharped luminance interpolated area while maintaining the
texture of the image and rGk with value 0.8 has better-quality for smooth
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interpolated region. It preserves not only the smoothness of the image but also
preserves the texture property of the image inside smooth region. The Gaussian
function has been shown with both sigma’s values in Fig. 1. The Gaussian kernels
UGk(s,t) of size s 9 t generated with rGk = 0.3 and rGk = 0.8 are shown in
Fig. 2. Figure 2a shows the interpolation window in expanded image in the form
of grid of size S 9 T. The dark gray blocks in grid represent the known pixels and
white blocks in the grid stand for unknown pixels. The block contain ‘X’ is the
interpolated pixel. These both kernels convolve to the known pixels inside the
interpolation region and sum of the convolved pixels is assigned to the block
contain ‘X’.

Figure 3 shows the system model of the proposed technique. The proposed
technique take gray scale image as an input and produce the zoomed image by
factor k = 2. It also work same for the color image. Let £rgb be the color source
input image of size r 9 c 9 z where z stands for RGB color channels. We split
this color image £rgb into RGB channels e.g. £r, £g and £b. On each separate color
channel (gray-scaled image) the proposed technique is applied independently with
magnification k = 2 and produced the magnified images of each color channel £R,
£G and £B of size R 9 C. For combining these three £R, £G and £B images we get
the zoomed color image £RGB of size R 9 C 9 Z.

Fig. 1 The two-dimensional Gaussian function with rGk = 0.3 and rGk = 0.8

Fig. 2 a Example of interpolation window in expanded image b is the Gaussian kernel with
rGk = 0.3 (c) is the Gaussian kernel with rGk = 0.8
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3 Experimental Results

The proposed technique has been evaluated qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
For this purpose we use a set of images from public database provided by [3]. All
the images were of size M 9 N where M = N = 512. The images were reduce by
factor k = 1/4 and magnified to its original size using different zooming tech-
niques. Let OMN be the original image obtained from public database and TMN be
the magnified image after reducing it by k = 1/4. The proposed technique has
been compared with other three techniques, one recent technique ‘InInfo’ [1] and
other two are well-known classic interpolation schemes i.e. Bilinear (BL) and
Bicubic (BC) interpolation techniques [2]. The program for InInfo was provided
by the author and for bilinear and bicubic we used already existing implementa-
tions in MATLAB R2011b. In order to evaluate that how much the magnified
image TMN is similar to original image OMN, we assess the similarity using Peak
Signal to Noise ratio (PSNR) [1] and Mean Squared Error (MSE) as:

PSNR ¼ 20 � log10
255
MSE

ð4Þ

MSE ¼

P

x¼v;y¼t

OMN xv; ytð Þ TMN xv; ytð Þð Þ2

MN
ð5Þ

PSNR is the ratio between the strength of the maximum achievable signal and
corrupting noise. The noise is the error introduced during zooming process and the
signal is the original pixel’s intensity information. The greater value of the PSNR
notifies good quality of zooming technique and vice versa. The results have been
shown in Table 1. The proposed technique has the highest PSNR values which
show the superiority of the proposed technique over other techniques.

Equation (5) shows how to calculate the MSE. The lower values of MSE
describe high quality of zooming technique and vice versa. Figure 4 shows the
MSE results calculated over ten standard images. The overall results of the pro-
posed technique are better than other zooming technique. These both quantitative
result shows that the proposed technique calculates the unknown value close to
actual value. This is because of usage two separate Gaussian kernels adaptively.

Fig. 3 System model of the proposed magnification technique
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In Fig. 5a cropped portion of size 146 9 54 from the color image Bobcat has
been magnified by factor k = 2 (Fig. 5b) and by factor k = 4 (Fig. 5c). The
proposed technique preserved the texture, edges, smoothness, and geometrical
variation of the zoomed image to the greater extent which proved the high quality
of it. The time complexity of the proposed technique is O (R,C) where R is the
number of rows and C is the number of columns. Both qualitative and quantitative
results of proposed technique are better than InInfo, Bilinear and Bicubic
techniques.

Table 1 Comparison of proposed technique with other zooming techniques by calculating PSNR
over 10 standard images. The zooming factor is k = 4

No. Image Name BL BC InInfo Proposed

1 Harbor 25.10231 26.44346 24.45197 28.35325
2 Cameraman 23.45222 22.42631 20.34227 22.67422
3 House 27.86343 28.34538 26.45323 30.45236
4 Avion 33.7638 33.23482 31.34201 35.3435
5 Baboon 22.4345 22.27906 20.54329 23.34295
6 Athens 27.86542 28.52971 26.43592 29.67568
7 Barbara 24.6433 23.2433 21.56237 25.8127
8 Boat 25.36196 26.29832 22.36509 27.47344
9 Peppers 29.54394 28.85262 27.13269 31.43224

10 Lena 27.21796 29.4329 27.43299 31.32439
Average 26.72488 26.90859 24.80618 28.58847

Fig. 4 MSE computed over ten images zoomed by factor k = 4 using proposed technique,
Bilinear, Bicubic and InInf zooming techniques
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4 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a DIM scheme via Gaussian edge-directed
interpolation method. The technique uses two Gaussian kernels which intelligently
calculate the unknown pixels. The standard deviation of the interpolation window
decides the type of Gaussian kernel to be used. The Gaussian kernel with
rGk = 0.3 works well in edges and preserves the sharp luminance variation across
the boundaries. The Gaussian kernel with rGk = 0.8 works well in smooth area of
the image and preserve the texture of the image. In this paper we use only two
Gaussian kernels. In future, we intend to test the interpolation region for more than
two Gaussian kernels with different values of rGk to preserve the details of the
original image up to greater extent.
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An Examination of Psychological Factors
Affecting Drivers’ Perceptions
and Attitudes Toward Car Navigation
Systems

Eunil Park, Ki Joon Kim and Angel P. del Pobil

Abstract To examine drivers’ perceptions of and attitudes toward car navigation
systems, the present study integrated perceived satisfaction and perceived loca-
tional accuracy into a modified technology acceptance model, and investigated
hypothesized causal paths proposed by the research model with data collected
from an online survey (N = 1,204). Results from the structural equation modeling
indicated that perceived satisfaction and locational accuracy played crucial roles in
determining perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of the navigation
systems. Implications and limitations are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Car navigation system is one of the most widely and commercially used global
positioning systems. By using the system’s map database and satellite information,
drivers can receive geographic information such as maps of surrounding areas and
directions to designated locations. With this convenience, many drivers have
installed car navigation systems in their cars. In accordance with this demand,
manufacturers and researchers have studied the systems for improvement. To be
selected by potential drivers, the systems were focused on the two factors, geo-
graphic information accuracy and user interface of the systems, which are engi-
neering and user satisfaction aspects of the systems [1–3].

Although these factors should be considered to be chosen by drivers, few studies
have aimed to investigate driver intentions of car navigation systems [4]. Therefore,
the current study examines drivers’ intentions of the car navigation systems and their
attitudes toward the systems by using the technology acceptance concept.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 History of Car Navigation Systems

The first commercial car navigation system was introduced by Steven Lobbezoo
[5] and presented at a technology fair in 1985. The first system was composed of
three parts: a personal computer, a disc containing map data, and a display screen.
Mitsubishi later introduced a more advanced GPS navigation system in 1990,
offering real-time maps and a graphic display screen [6].

Since Magellan produced the first commercially sold car navigation system in
1995 in the U.S [7], the market has grown exponentially; iSuppli estimated that the
domestic navigation market will increase from 1.6 billion dollars in 2006 to 6.5
billion dollars by 2012 [8].

2.2 Technological Aspects of Car Navigation Systems

Three technologies or devices are required for providing drivers with proper
navigation services. First, a visualization technology is required. Recent systems
offer a bird-eye view and a synchronizing function of the map. A distance mea-
suring function and voice examination function are also equipped. Second, road
database and stable storage to save the database are required. Accurate geographic
data such as street names and building numbers are saved in the storage. Third,
system integration and real-time synchronization are required for saving and
retrieving data at the right time [9–12].
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3 Hypotheses

3.1 Perceived Ease of Use, Perceived Usefulness, and Attitude

A large number of technology acceptance model (TAM) studies have consistently
demonstrated that perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness are crucial
determinants of users’ attitudes toward an information system [13, 14]. In addition,
attitude and perceived usefulness are key determinants of users’ intentions to use
the system. Furthermore, previous studies have found that perceived ease of use
has positive effects on perceived usefulness of the system [15, 16]. Consistent with
these findings, we propose the following hypotheses.

H1: Perceived ease of use has positive effects on perceived usefulness.
H2: Perceived ease of use has positive effects on attitude.
H3: Perceived usefulness has positive effects on attitude.
H4: Perceived usefulness has positive effects on intention to use.
H5: Attitude has positive effects on intention to use.

3.2 Perceived Locational Accuracy

Perceived locational accuracy is defined as the degree to which drivers are being
aware of their accurate locations. Most navigation systems use an arrow-shaped
figure to display cars’ locations and directions [17, 18], and they interactively work
in real-time to provide drivers with accurate, efficient ways to get to their desti-
nations. Therefore, drivers are likely to perceive that navigation systems with
greater locational accuracy is more useful, thereby providing them with greater
satisfaction. Based on this logic, we posit the following hypothesis.

H6: Perceived locational accuracy has positive effects on perceived usefulness.

3.3 Perceived Satisfaction

Previous studies have indicated that perceived satisfaction is one of the most
crucial factors that determines users’ acceptance of a technology. For example,
Chiu et al. [19] found that perceived usability of and satisfaction with online
systems were positively related to users’ acceptance and intention to continue use
the systems. In addition, LeBarbera and Mazursky showed that consumer satis-
faction was key to improving online shopping systems [20]. By extension, per-
ceived satisfaction with car navigation systems is also likely to have similar effects
on drivers’ perceptions of the systems. In particular, we hypothesize that
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H7: Perceived satisfaction has positive effects on perceived ease of use.
H8: Perceived satisfaction has positive effects on perceived usefulness.

3.4 Proposed Research Model

Based on the hypotheses, the present study proposes the following research model
(Fig. 1).

4 Method

4.1 Participants

1,204 drivers (71 % male, 29 % female) participated in the survey. The mean age
of participants was 26.6 years old (SD = 3.91). All participants had their own cars
and driver’s license.

4.2 Procedure and Measures

Questionnaire items were developed and modified via three rounds of reviews by
an expert group. Results of the pre-test indicated that all items had acceptable
reliability.

The main survey was administered via online; it was posted on two online
discussion forums for car drivers in South Korea. All participants had at least
24 weeks of experience in driving cars and using car navigation systems. The first
page of the survey showed the purpose of the survey. The second page of the survey
was used to gather sample demographic information such as gender and age.

Fig. 1 Proposed research model
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All questionnaire items in the survey were adopted from validated previous
studies. Perceived locational accuracy was measured with an index consists of
three items adopted from Park et al. and Loomis et al.’s studies [17, 21]. Perceived
satisfaction was measured with an index consists of three items used by Park and
del Pobil [22]. Items measuring the four constructs of the TAM were adapted from
the original TAM studies (Perceived ease of use: three items, Perceived useful-
ness: three items, attitude towards can navigation system: three items, and inten-
tion to use: three items) [13–16].

5 Results

Descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1.

5.1 Analysis Method

Structural equation modeling (SEM) was employed to test the proposed model.
We used confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and LISREL 8.70 to evaluate the
measurement model. In addition, the maximum likelihood method was used for
testing reliability and validity. Our sample size (i.e., N = 1,204) met the recom-
mendation that at least 200 participants are needed for a valid SEM analysis. All
constructs also had a strong discriminant validity because correlation between two
constructs did not exceed square root of the average variance extracted (AVE) of
each construct [23].

5.2 Fit Indices

As reported in Table 2, the measurement model and proposed model showed
acceptable fit-indices between them.

Table 1 Descriptive analysis
and the reliability of the
constructs

Constructs Mean Standard
deviation

Cronbach’s a

Perceived locational
accuracy

5.54 1.13 0.91

Perceived satisfaction 5.82 1.01 0.94
Perceived ease of use 5.81 1.04 0.81
Perceived usefulness 5.58 1.00 0.92
Attitude 5.64 1.10 0.83
Intention to use 5.58 1.17 0.85
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5.3 Hypothesis Testing

As summarized in Table 3 and Fig. 2, all paths except H1 were supported. Per-
ceived ease of use did not have significant effects on perceived usefulness (H1,
p [ 0.1), while perceived ease of use had effects on attitude (H2, b = 0.49,
p \ 0.001). Perceived usefulness was positively related to attitude (H3, b = 0.40,
p \ 0.001) and intention to use (H4, b = 0.42, p \ 0.001). In addition, attitude
had positive effects on intention to use (H5, b = 0.45, p \ 0.001). 61 % of the
variance of intention to use was explained by attitude and perceived usefulness.

Confirmation of H6, H7 and H8 demonstrated the effects of two external
variables on perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. Perceived locational
accuracy had positive effects on perceived usefulness (H6, b = 0.54, p \ 0.001).
Perceived satisfaction had significant effects on perceived usefulness (H8,
b = 0.43, p \ 0.001) and ease of use (H7, b = 0.89, p \ 0.001). In addition,
perceived locational accuracy and perceived satisfaction explained 48 % of the
variance of perceived usefulness. 79 % of the variance of perceived ease of use
was explained by perceived satisfaction.

6 Discussion

With two factors and technology acceptance concept, this study examines that
perceived locational accuracy and satisfaction were certainly important factors for
improving car navigation systems. The results from the SEM found that perceived

Table 2 Fit indices

Fit-indexes The measurement
model

The proposed
model

Fit-indexes The measurement
model

The proposed
model

v2/d.f. 4.74 4.95 CFI 0.92 0.92
GFI 0.93 0.92 SRMR 0.048 0.048
NNFI 0.91 0.91 RMSEA 0.045 0.047

Table 3 Results of hypothesis testing

Hypotheses Paths Standardized coefficient SE CR Results

H1 PE ? PU 0.005 0.046 0.112 Not supported
H2 PE ? ATT 0.487* 0.022 23.066 Supported
H3 PU ? ATT 0.396* 0.022 18.732 Supported
H4 PU ? IU 0.422* 0.025 18.955 Supported
H5 ATT ? IU 0.452* 0.024 20.301 Supported
H6 PLA ? PU 0.542* 0.019 26.046 Supported
H7 PS ? PE 0.890* 0.013 67.667 Supported
H8 PS ? PU 0.430* 0.047 19.428 Supported

*p \ 0.001, PE: Perceived Ease of use, PU: Perceived Usefulness, ATT: Attitude, IU: Intention
to Use, PLA: Perceived Locational Accuracy, PS: Perceived Satisfaction
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locational accuracy and the satisfaction significantly affected users’ attitude and
acceptance towards the systems.

In addition, the present study revealed similar effects of perceived usefulness
and attitude on the intention to use, while the effect of perceived ease of use on
attitude was stronger than that of perceived usefulness.

Inconsistency with H1 may be explained by findings from previous studies that
focused on user acceptance toward information systems. They already found that
the increase in perceived ease of use negatively affected the degree of perceived
usefulness [22].

There are some issues which should be considered in future research. First,
participants’ characteristics were not considered in this study. As shown in some
previous studies, the characteristics of participants can affect results of user
acceptance studies [16]. Second, there can be other crucial factors which are able
to be related to users’ attitude. Thus, future studies are required to consider these
limitations.
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Handover Performance Evaluation
of 4G Mobile Networks

Baik Kim and Ronny Yongho Kim

Abstract Since the core functionality of cellular network mobility management is
handover and handover latency directly impacts service continuity and the end-
user experience, handover has the most stringent latency requirement on service
interruption time compared to other mobility related operations such as reentry
from Idle mode. This paper presents the state-of-the-art handover schemes
designed for IEEE 802.16m based 4G mobile networks (next generation WiMAX),
approved by ITU as an IMT-Advanced technology and handover performance of
4G mobile networks is evaluated in terms of latency. A system-architectural view
on handover is provided to analyze the causes of handover latency and methods to
optimize them for latency reduction. Through handover latency analysis an insight
on how well 4G handover scheme is designed can be provided.

Keywords Mobility management � Performance evaluation � 4G mobile networks
� IMT-advanced

1 Introduction

As smartphones emerge, nowadays diverse services via wireless communication
have become essential part of people’s daily life. With expectation of the fast
growth of mobile computing users/devices as well as higher demands for capacity
and features of wireless technology, International Telecommunication Union
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Radio Section (ITU-R) has commenced the process of developing ITU-R
Recommendations for the terrestrial components of the International Mobile
Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-Advanced) radio interface [1]. IMT-
Advanced systems are the 4th-Generation (4G) mobile systems that offer significant
enhancements over IMT-2000 3G systems. IMT-Advanced systems are anticipated
to provide significant improvement in performance and Quality of Service (QoS).
Since the seamless operation when roaming within the network is a key requirement
of IMT-Advanced, a very tight interruption time of 27 ms during (intra-radio access
technology (RAT), excluding radio link synchronization) handover is required to
be met in order to provide uncompromised QoS for current and future mobile
Internet applications. Emerging broadband wireless air interface specification such
as IEEE 802.16m [2, 3], which provides enhanced link layer amendment to the
legacy IEEE 802.16 system [4, 5], is designed to meet and in many cases exceed
IMT-Advanced requirements. In particular, handover latency is one of the key
improvement areas during the development of the IEEE 802.16m.

In this paper, a detailed handover latency analysis of IEEE 802.16m handover
scheme is provided in order to understand how IMT-Advanced handover latency
requirements can be met. The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2, system architecture for handover support is described. A detailed
handover latency analysis based on the IEEE 802.16m air interface specification is
provided in Sect. 3. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes the paper.

2 System Architecture for Handover Support

In any cellular system, handover operation is closely related to the network
architecture, where many handover optimizations are done jointly by the network
as well as air interface. A simplified logical network architecture of IEEE 802.16e/m
based WiMAX system [6] is shown in Fig. 1 where the core network is fully IP
based. The IEEE 802.16m Access Service Network (ASN) is a single entity that
manages both the data plane and control plane functions for each Mobile Station
(MS) during mobility. For each MS, a designated ASN Gateway (ASN-GW) inside
the ASN-GW pool is its anchor ASN, so that in the most common mobility case,
the anchor ASN-GW remains the same even if the MS is subsequently served by
different Base Stations (BSs) due to mobility, which is called as ASN-anchored
handover. For example, in Fig. 1 MS1 is served by BS2 and its anchor ASN-GW is
ASN-GW1. If it performs ASN-anchored handover to BS3, its serving ASN-GW
remains at ASN-GW1 and ASN-GW2 will only be the relay point between ASN-
GW1 and BS3 in the network to facilitate this anchoring function. Note that the
network may also relocate MS’s anchor ASN-GW to another, due to ASN-GW
load balancing, data path optimization or an ASN boundary-crossing mobility,
which will introduce extra latency if this operation happens during the mobility.
Such non-collocated ASN mobility becomes more likely when network becomes
heterogeneous, e.g., a mixed deployment of macro cells with home femto cells.
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3 Handover Latency Analysis

In this section, we provide quantitative analysis on the measurable handover
performance metric: handover latency. The minimum latency requirement for
IMT-Advanced system such as IEEE 802.16m is 27.5 ms [1], which assumes a
normal handover instance without any erroneous matters. Because the latency
requirement of IMT-Advanced does not consider the effect of wireless environ-
ment and user mobility, handover latency caused by handover control packet
errors due to wireless channel impairment or abnormal user mobility is not con-
sidered in the handover latency analysis. The 27.5 ms requirement latency
includes steps for performing uplink synchronization (CDMA code ranging) and
completing network re-entry at the target BS. Hence, the transmission of control
messages for network re-entry (ranging MAC control message) is also considered
since data communication may not be performed before this when seamless
handover option is not used. In addition, service interruption may also occur before
the actual handover execution. Table 1 shows the latency of each step during the
handover execution, including physical-layer operation for CDMA ranging and
transmission of ranging MAC control messages at the target BS. The numbers are
derived based on analytical models, which account for the frame structure design
of IEEE 802.16m [3]. In particular, a transmission happens within a subframe,
with length of 0.617 ms. Eight subframes make up one frame, in which the device
may receive or transmit a signal. The frame Downlink-to-Uplink ratio is config-
urable, e.g. 5 DL subframes and 3 UL subframes in one frame. Overall fully
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16m BS 216m MS 2 16m MS 1
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R6R
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Fig. 1 The network architecture of IEEE 802.16m based systems
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optimized handover procedure with timing is shown in Fig. 2 With the proper
handover preparation as discussed in Sect. 3, the target BS transmits a UL resource
allocation Information Element (IE) at the arranged Action Time, which takes
0.617 ms. Assuming the device has succeeded in synchronizing to the UL channel
of the target BS, the device subsequently performs MAC layer network re-entry
procedure by transmitting the ranging MAC control message to the target BS,
which requires one UL subframe (i.e. 0.617 ms). Upon reception of this message,
the BS will authenticate the device and if successful, it will reserve resources for
proceeding the network re-entry for the device which will incur an operation
latency of approximately 2 ms. The information on reserved resources will be
signaled to the device with the ranging response MAC control message consuming
one DL subframe. The device needs to decode and update its information based on

Table 1 Overall handover latency analysis based on HO procedures

HO
latency

Synchronization 10.617 ms
(=5 ? 0.617 ? 5)
RF switch ? preamble acquisition ?

Fast_RNG_IE reception
UL allocation Request and

Grant
for MS identification

7.234 ms
(=0.617 ? 2+0.617 ? 2 ? 2)
RNG-REQ signaling ? Resource Reservation ?

RNG-RSP reception ? RNG-RSP
decoding ?

ID update
HO Confirmation 6.234 ms (=0.617 ? 0.617 ? 5)

CQICH allocation reception ? CQI
code signaling

Total/requirement (ms) 24.085/27.5
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the conveyed information within the ranging response MAC control message
which takes approximately 4 ms. Hence, the total latency incurred for the MAC
layer network re-entry sums up to 7.851 ms. After successful network re-entry, to
continue data communication, the device needs to report its Channel Quality
Information (CQI)for efficient DL data, which requires first to be allocated a
Channel Quality Information Channel (CQICH) and its following CQI report. This
operation takes 6.234 ms in total. In summary, the whole handover procedure
as described incurs a total of 14.085 ms, which satisfies latency requirement of
27.5 ms by a good margin.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a detailed handover performance analysis of IEEE 802.16m based
next-generation WiMAX have been provided. Through the performance analysis,
we can understand how IMT-Advanced handover latency requirements can be met.
The whole handover procedure incurs a total of 14.085 ms, which satisfies latency
requirement of 27.5 ms by a good margin.
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An Emergency Message Broadcasting
Using Traffic Hazard Prediction
for Vehicle Safety Communications
on a Highway

Sang Yeob Oh

Abstract On a highway, it has high potential of ‘chain-reaction collision’ to
occur, since vehicle has high velocity. As a preventive method for chain-reaction
collision, native broadcasting and intelligent broadcasting that sends emergency
messages to rear vehicles were proposed. However, these methods were ineffective
when vehicles were concentrated in one area. This paper offers you a broadcasting
method that considers stopping distance and improved back-off algorithm based on
the number of neighbor nodes, which solves previous problems. As a result, the
frame reception success rate comparing two different methods, broadcasting
methods considering dangerous factors, was 7 % improved than native and
intelligent broadcasting.

Keywords VSC � Back-off � Broadcasting � Emergency message

1 Introduction

Vehicular Network is one of the critical technologies in ITS (Intelligent Transport
System). In IEEE, they standardized IEEE 802.11p WAVE to support Vehicular
Network technology. Usually, Vehicular Network is divided into two
specific categories; IVC (Inter-Vehicular Communication) and RVC (Roadside-
Vehicular Communication). However, when Vehicular Network seems to have
both characteristics of IVC and RVC, we call them HVC (Hybrid-Vehicular
Communication) [1].
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On a highway, it has high potential of ‘chain-reaction collision’ to occur, since
vehicle has high velocity. In order to prevent these incidents, studies about VSC
(Vehicle Safety Communication) has been done. One of the method from the studies
was called NB (Native Broadcasting) [2]. However, possible occurrence of
‘‘broadcast storm is relatively high when cars are concentrated. To solve this
problem, such as IB (Intelligent Broadcasting) which is random based selective
rebroadcasting system, came out [3]. In this situation, IB acts differently with NB by
backing out rebroadcasting, if one node identifies another node is already broad-
casted. However IB has limitation and drawbacks when vehicle’s concentration is
high, it is more likely to have frame collision in randomly given delayed time.

This paper suggests technique applied number of neighbor node with back-off
algorithm in order to shorten the delaying time. Unlike basic system of sending
emergency message after collision happens, this paper also offers alternative that
sends emergency message when it senses abrupt deceleration of vehicle.

2 Proposed Broadcasting Protocol

2.1 Neighbor Node Table

Every node broadcast its ID and GPS information while sending hello message
periodically. After sending hello message, it saves information (Node ID and
Distance field) in neighbor node table. Distance field is calculated with reception
node’ GPS location and location of GPS that received. Hello message is key element
to calculate the distance between other vehicles so it changes transmission period
based on vehicle’s velocity. The equation for solving the calculation is as below.

Ihello massage ¼ Imin þ 1� vn

vmax

� �

� Imax ð1Þ

In this equation, Imin and Imax each represents interval maximum value and
minimum value of hello message. Vmax represents maximum value of velocity and
Vn represents current velocity of node in Eq. (4). Following the equation, faster the
velocity is, shorter the interval of hello message. If a node receives emergency
message, transmission period is suspended for 5 s.

2.2 Improved Back-Off Algorithm

As far as emergency message’s source node and receiving node is the signal range
of it increases. On that account, this paper offers system that makes node to
compete in each distanced section in order to give nodes that are more distant a
highest priority to rebroadcast. Firstly, we can solve out the SI from the equation
below.
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SI ¼ Cs �
Ds�d

Dmp
� Cs

� �

ð2Þ

Cs represents distanced section phase number and Ds–d represents simultaneous
transmission and reception (or two-way messenger) nodes’ distance. Dmp repre-
sents maximum propagation distance. In this equation SI represents section index
of signal-receiving node. By using this equation below, we can solve out the back-
off section.

SI � 1ð Þ � n; SI � n� 1ð Þ½ � ð3Þ

In this equation, n represents neighbor node count by using neighbor node table.

2.3 Traffic Hazard Prediction Algorithm

On a highway, when driver senses risk element, he tries to a quickly brake its car.
This paper presents a system that’s aware of possibility of collision when certain
threshold value is below than average while monitoring node’s acceleration. In
order to apply this system, calculate current velocity (Vn) for every Iv second.

Vn ¼ 1 � að Þ � Vn�1 þ a � Vcurrent; n ¼ 1; 2; . . .ð Þ; if n ¼ 1 then Vn�1 ¼ 0

ð4Þ

In this equation, Vn-1 represents velocity calculated previously and a controls
effect of current velocity over accumulative velocity. After solving equation
calculate acceleration (Va) for every Iv second by using equation below.

Va ¼
Vcurrent � Vn � 1

Idv
ð5Þ

For every Iv period, Eqs. (4) and (5) are calculated. Apply accumulative velocity
Vn-1 in Eq. (5) not Vn, in order to calculate the acceleration (Table 1).

3 Simulation

3.1 Environment and Scenario

Figure 1 shows scenario of vehicle movement of 4 lanes and measure nodes’
frame reception success rate at maximum 1000 m distant distance. Distance
between vehicles as safe headway. We used [4]’s stopping distance calculator to
calculate stopping distance. For example, in dry asphalt, the stopping distance of
vehicle with 100 and 120 km/h of velocity, stopping distances of each vehicle is
56.23 and 80.98 m. Then if node senses black spots inside range of 2500 m, the
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distance where vehicle actually decelerates its speed is 2443.77 and 2419.02 m
each. In this experiment we assume that when braking activates, it will uniformly
decelerate until the velocity is 0 km/h.

3.2 Simulation Result

Figure 2 shows a successfully received rate of sending emergency message to
vehicles, when node senses black spots inside range of 1 km, based on changes of
velocity in 0.5–0.7 s. As velocity increases, as safe distance is receded, rate of
nodes that competes other nodes to broadcast decreases, thus, possibility of frame
collision also decreases. Therefore as vehicle’s velocity increases reception rate
also increases.

According to result of this experiment, method that this paper offered averagely
increased the frame reception success rate by 7 %. This is because of sending
emergency message faster by using traffic hazard prediction algorithm comparing
with other methods.

Table 1 Simulation
parameters

Road size 2500 m 9 (3.5 9 Lane count) m
Lane count 4
Safe headway 2 s
Velocity 40–160 km/h
Transmission range 250 m
MAC IEEE 802.11p
TTL 5
Frame size 200 bytes
Cs 4
Imin 0.1 s
Imax 1.5 s
Vmax 200 km/h
Iv 0.5 s
Threshold value -20 m/s
a 0.2

Fig. 1 Vehicle movement scenario (4-lanes)
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4 Conclusions

This paper offered broadcasting method for VSC in highway. Our method,
broadcasts emergency message coadaptationally, using number of neighbor nodes
based on how vehicles are concentrated in one area. Also, rather than sending
emergency message after the collision, predicting traffic hazard made faster
communication possible. And experimenting with NB and IB, frame reception
success rate has been improved about 7 %.
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Detecting SIM Box Fraud Using Neural
Network

Abdikarim Hussein Elmi, Subariah Ibrahim
and Roselina Sallehuddin

Abstract One of the most severe threats to revenue and quality of service in
telecom providers is fraud. The advent of new technologies has provided fraudsters
new techniques to commit fraud. SIM box fraud is one of such fraud that has
emerged with the use of VOIP technologies. In this work, a total of nine features
found to be useful in identifying SIM box fraud subscriber are derived from the
attributes of the Customer Database Record (CDR). Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) has shown promising solutions in classification problems due to their
generalization capabilities. Therefore, supervised learning method was applied
using Multi layer perceptron (MLP) as a classifier. Dataset obtained from real
mobile communication company was used for the experiments. ANN had shown
classification accuracy of 98.71 %.

Keywords Multi layer perceptron � SIM box fraud � Classification � Telecom
fraud
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1 Introduction

The theft of service and misuse of voice as well as data networks of telecom
providers is considered as fraud. The perpetrator’s intention could be to avoid the
service charges completely or reduce the charges that would have been charged for
the service used. The intention could also be deeper than that and the fraudster’s
aim might be to gain profit by misusing the network of the provider [1]. Losses due
to fraud in telecom industry are highly significant.

Even though telecommunication industry suffers major losses due to fraud there
is no comprehensive published research on this area mainly due to lack of publicly
available data to perform experiments on. The data to be used for the experiments
contains confidential information of customers and in most cases law and
enforcement authorities prohibit exposing the confidential information of cus-
tomers [2]. On the other hand, any broad research published publicly about fraud
detection methods will be utilized by fraudsters to evade from detection [1, 3].
Existing research work is mainly focusing on subscription and superimposed types
of fraud which are the dominant types of fraud in telecom industries worldwide.
However, another type of fraud called SIM box bypass fraud has become a
challenging threat to telecom companies in some parts of Africa and Asia. The
success of this fraud depends on obtaining SIM cards. Therefore the effects of SIM
box bypass fraud vary across countries. In countries where unregistered SIM cards
are not allowed and the government laws recognize the SIM box devices as illegal
equipment, the effect is less compared to countries where obtaining of SIM cards
by customers is very cheap or even free and government laws do not prohibit
unregistered subscribers. The fact that this type of fraud is not a problem for all
telecom companies worldwide might justify the reason why the publicly available
research on this type of fraud is very limited.

SIM box’ fraud takes place when individuals or organizations buy thousands of
SIM cards offering free or low cost calls to mobile numbers. The SIM cards are
used to channel national or international calls away from mobile network operators
and deliver them as local calls, costing operators’ millions in revenue loss [4, 5].
A SIM box is VoIP gateway device that maps the call from VoIP to a SIM card (in
the SIM box) of the same mobile operator of the destination mobile [5].

In this paper we present a study on which set of descriptors that can be used to
detect SIM cards originating from SIM box devices have been identified. Neural
Networks are promising solutions to this type of problem as they can learn
complex patterns and trends within a noisy data. Neural networks have particularly
shown better performance results than other techniques in the domain of telecom
fraud. Therefore, supervised learning method was applied using Multi layer per-
ceptron (MLP) as a classifier. The dataset that was used for this study is obtained
from a real mobile communication network and contains subscribers/SIM cards
that have been tested and approved by the operator to be SIM box fraud SIM cards
and normal SIM cards. The next section describes the dataset and descriptors used.
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Section 2 discusses the method applied and Sect. 3 presents the results obtained
from the experiments. Last section concludes the work.

1.1 Dataset and Descriptors

The huge volumes of data stored by telecommunication companies include Cus-
tomer Data Record (CDR) which is the database that stores the call information of
each subscriber. Whenever a subscriber makes a call over the operator’s network a
toll ticket is prepared which contains complete information of the call made
including the subscriber id, the called number, duration of the call, time, desti-
nation location etc. In this fraud scenario the CDR database serves a suitable
source of information where useful knowledge about callers can be extracted to
identify fraudulent calls made by subscribers.

This study is based on Global Systems for mobile communications (GSM)
network and specifically the Customer Data Record (CDR) database of prepaid
subscribers. The dataset used for the experiments contained 234,324 calls made by
6415 subscribers from one Cell-ID. The dataset consisted of 2126 fraud sub-
scribers and 4289 normal subscribers which is equivalent to 66.86 % of legitimate
subscribers and 33.14 % of SIM box fraud subscribers. The total duration of these
call transactions was two months.

A Total of 9 features have been identified to be useful in detecting SIM box
fraud. Table 1 shows the list of these features and their description.

Table 1 Selected descriptors

Field Name Description

Call sub This is the subscriber identity module (SIM) number which was used
as the identity field

Total calls This feature is derived from counting the total calls made by each
subscriber on a single day

Total numbers called This feature is the total different unique subscribers called by the
customer (subscriber) on a single day

Total minutes Total duration of all calls made by the subscriber in minutes on a
single day

Total night calls The total calls made by the subscriber during the midnight (12:00 to
5:00 am) on a single day

Total numbers called at
night

The total different unique subscribers called during the midnight
(12:00 to 5:00 am) on a single day

Total minutes at night The total duration of all calls made by the subscriber in minutes at
midnight (12:00 to 5:00 am)

Total incoming Total number of calls received by the subscriber on a single day
Called numbers to total

calls ratio
This is the ratio of the total numbers called/total calls

Average minutes The is the average call duration of each subscriber
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2 Materials and Methods

Neural Network is a group of simulated neurons interconnected to represent a
computation mathematical model that can take one or more inputs to produce an
output by learning the complex relationships between the inputs and outputs [6].
Supervised learning requires an input pattern along with the associated output
values which is given by an external supervisor [7, 8].

2.1 Multi Layer Perceptron

Feed Forward Neural Network contains neurons and edges that form a network.
The neurons are set of nodes and are of three types: input, hidden and output. Each
node is a unit of processing. The edges are the links between two nodes and they
have associated weights [8]. In Multi layer perceptron the network consists of
multiple layers of computational units, usually connected in a feed-forward way.
Each neuron in one layer has direct connections to the neurons of the subsequent
layer although not to other nodes in the same layer. There might be more than one
hidden layer [9, 10].

A neuron has a number of inputs and one output. It combines all the input
values (Combination), does certain calculations, and then triggers an output value
(activation) [8, 11]. There are different ways to combine inputs. One of the most
popular methods is the weighted sum, meaning that the sum of each input value is
multiplied by its associated weight. Therefore, for a given node g we have:

Netg ¼
X

wijxij1 ¼ w0jx0j þ w1jx1j þ � � � : wijxij ð1Þ

where xij represents the i’th input to node j, wij represents the weight associated
with the i’th input to node j and there are I ? 1 inputs to node j.

The value obtained from the combination function is passed to non-linear
activation function as input. One of the most common activation functions used by
Neural Network is the sigmoid function. This is a nonlinear functions and result in
nonlinear behaviour. Sigmoid function is used in this study. Following is defini-
tions of sigmoid function:

Sigmoid ¼ 1
1þ e�x

ð2Þ

where x is the input value and e is base of natural logarithms, equal to about
2.718281828. The output value from this activation function is then passed along
the connection to the connected nodes in the next layer.

Back-propagation algorithm is a commonly used supervised algorithm to train
feed-forward networks. The whole purpose of neural network training is to min-
imize the training errors.
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Equation 3 gives one of the common methods for calculating the error for
neurons at the output layer using the derivative of the logistic function:

Err ¼ O1 1� O1ð Þ Ti � O1ð Þ ð3Þ

In this case, Oi is the output of the output neuron unit i, and Ti is the actual
value for this output neuron based on the training sample. The error calculation of
the hidden neurons is based on the errors of the neurons in the subsequent layers
and the associated weights as shown in Eq. 4.

Erri ¼ Oi 1� Oið Þ
X

j

ErriWij ð4Þ

Oi is the output of the hidden neuron unit I, which has j outputs to the sub-
sequent layer. Errj is the error of neuron unit j, and Wij is the weight between these
two neurons. After the error of each neuron is calculated, the next step is to adjust
the weights in the network accordingly using Eq. 5.

Wij; new ¼ Wij þ l � Errj � Oi ð5Þ

Here l, is value ranging from 0 to 1. The variable l is called learning rate. If the
value of l is smaller, the changes on the weights get smaller after each iteration,
signifying slower learning rates.

To obtain the best Neural Network architecture for this research, four param-
eters settings were considered. The number of hidden layers in the network
architecture as well as the number of neurons in each hidden layer is considered.
The learning rate and momentum parameters which have significant effect on the
performance of any neural network architecture are also considered.

Three architectures of neural network were considered in this research; one, two
and three hidden layers and 5, 9 and 18 hidden nodes in each hidden layer. The
learning rate is a constant chosen to help the network weights move toward a
global minimum of Sum Square Error (SSE). Therefore, in this research four
values of learning rate are considered: 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9. The back-propagation
algorithm is made more powerful through the addition of a momentum term.
Momentum helps in the early stages of the algorithms, by increasing the rate at
which the weights approach the neighbourhood of optimality. Therefore, four
values of momentum term are used in this study: 0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9.

3 Results and Discussions

This section discusses the results obtained in comparing the ANN models created
to find the neural network architecture which provides the most reliable and
accurate predictions. All possible combination of the parameter settings was
experimented and as a result, 240 neural network models were created. The models
were evaluated based on their prediction accuracy, generalization error, time taken
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to build the model, precision and recall. 10—Fold cross-validation results of the
models were compared.

Classification accuracy ranged from 56.1 to 98.71 %. It has been observed that
the models show the worst performance results when both momentum and learning
rate are increased to range of 0.6–0.9. The highest classification accuracy that
could be achieved in these values was 86.16 % and the root mean square error was
as high as 0.66. In all network layers; 3, 4, and 5, the overall accuracy degraded
significantly when this range was used. This could be explained by the fact that
higher values of learning rate and momentum could lead the algorithm to over-
shoot the optimal configuration.

Figure 1 compares the best classification accuracy of the three hidden layers
experimented with respect to the learning rate parameter. When one and two
hidden layers are used, the accuracy degrades as the learning rate is increased from
0.1 to 0.3. But accuracy again increases until the learning rate is 0.6 where it starts
to decline dramatically if further increased. However, when three hidden layers are
used, the accuracy increases as the learning rate is increased from 0.1 to 0.6 and
then the accuracy declines if the learning rate is increased from this point.

The highest accuracy was achieved when two hidden layers were used at a
learning rate of 0.6. Another observation shown by the graph is that the classifi-
cation accuracy for all hidden layers decreases as the learning rate is increased
from 0.6 to 0.9.

Figure 1 also compares the classification accuracy of all hidden layers with
respect to momentum term. From the figure, it can be clearly seen that hidden layer 2
at a momentum of 0.3 shows the best performance. The performance also degrades
after the momentum of 0.3 for two and three hidden layers. The classification
accuracy degrades significantly for all hidden layers at a momentum of 0.9.

Fig. 1 Accuracy against learning rate and momentum for all hidden layers
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The conclusion that can be made from these figures is that, very high learning
and momentum rates significantly degrade the classification accuracy of the
models. The best results are obtained when lower value of momentum is used with
relatively higher value of learning rate.

From the analysis discussed in this section, the best results were obtained when
two hidden layers each having five hidden neurons was used with learning rate of
0.6 and a momentum term of 0.3.

In the confusion matrix shown in Table 2, the columns represent the predicted
values and rows represent the actual cases. The model was able to correctly
classify 2063 out of the 2125 fraud subscribers and 4269 out of the 4289 normal
subscribers. Fraud is the negative target value, false negative count is 63 and false
positive count is only 20. Table 3 shows performance results of the best model and
Table 4 shows the parameter values used in this model.

4 Conclusions

The focus of this work was to come up with a set of features that can be used to
effectively identify SIM cards originating from SIM box devices and an algorithm
that can classify subscribers with high accuracy. The learning potentials of neural

Table 2 Confusion matrix of
Selected ANN model

Normal Fraud

Normal 4269 20
Fraud 63 2063

Table 3 Results of the best
ANN

Best model

RMSE 0.10380
Accuracy 98.7061 %
Time 17.17
ROC area 0.997
Precision 0.987
Recall 0.987

Table 4 Parameter values of
best ANN model

Best model
Input layer nodes 9
Hidden layer 1 nodes 5
Hidden layer 2 nodes 5
Hidden layer 3 nodes N
Output nodes 2
Learning rate 0.6
Momentum 0.3
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network for the detection of SIM box fraud subscribers were investigated. The
experimental results revealed that ANN has high classification accuracy. SVM has
recently found considerable attention in classification problems due to its gener-
alization capabilities and less computational power. In future work SVM will also
be investigated and compared with ANN.
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Overlapping-Node Removal Algorithm
Considering the Sensing Coverage
of the Node in WSN

Doo-Wan Lee, Chang-Joon Kim and Kyung-Sik Jang

Abstract In this paper, we propose Overlapping-node Removal Algorithm that
utilizes the backup node to the detection of the nodes in the WSN sensing coverage
overlapping node. Overlapping sensing coverage of the node that has a data net-
work, energy efficiency is very low. In the proposed algorithm, the initial network
connection each node to know the location information of neighbor nodes within
their communication coverage, because according to the radius of the sensing
coverage overlapping node may be able to identify. Overlapping node that occurs
during the network tasks is changed to the standby-node until a specific event
occurs, replace the fault node can improve the network lifetime.

Keywords Overlapping node � Sensing coverage � WSN � Self-organization

1 Introduction

In Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) under the limited energy source, one of the
main design goals is self-organization. WSNs are a large number of small devices
capable of executing sensing, data processing and communication tasks. As sensor
nodes may be placed everywhere, this type of network can be applied to healthcare,
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environment monitoring system, a military, disaster surveillance, and so on. WSNs
developments and proposals in existence have been designed to build a network for
just one type of node, where all nodes can communicate with any other nodes in their
communication coverage area.

WSN arranged to Area of Interest (AOI) perform the work that communication
coverage and performing the network event generated in sensing coverage and
delivers data to Base Station. Sensing coverage is senses the event generated by
the area smaller than communication coverage in the sensor node around. Detected
event applies the hierarchy structure routing algorithm of delivering with the
parents-node. Therefore, the network energy efficiency falls down by the same
event sensing from the area in which the high density of the node. In this paper,
Overlapping Node Removal Algorithm (ODRA) which converts the node to the
atmosphere node and prevents unnecessary redundancy data and improves the
network lifetime of the total network that the sensing area is overlapped through
the network assessment in order to remove this redundancy data are proposed.

2 Related Works

2.1 Backup Node Fault Tolerant Routing Algorithm

In order to extend WSN lifetime, it should manage energy efficiently, it has to save
all data and communicate them to users in temporal failure. Therefore, it needs
routing algorithm so as to take action in that kind of case. This research suggests
Backup-Node Fault-Tolerant Routing Algorithm (BN-FTRA) that is able to
maintain the condition of network communication by backup-node when the node
is died or occurred sudden fail of network communication in WSN. BN-FTRA
saves their information in backup-node that based on neighbor-node list table at
the beginning of network configuration. Therefore BN-FTRA is expert to take an
action to failure-node (Fig. 1).

BN-FTRA Neighbor List Table saves information of neighbor-node, it is able to
check self-organization and present condition of the node by verifying its infor-
mation and neighbor-node information. The Energy information of the neighbor-
node is stored in NLT. Therefore if the temporally-failed node is occurred, the
node in which the energy is higher is replaced with the backup-node in NLT.

2.2 Received Signal Strength Indication

The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) method is based on the fact that the
radio signal strength decreases with the distance. In this context, the path loss is the
attenuation that a signal undergoes in travelling over a path between two points.
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Using the signal strength to determine the distances usually yields to a number of
errors because the actual path loss depends on many factors related to the envi-
ronment, such as reflections, diffraction, scattering and antenna orientation.

3 Overlapping Node Removal Algorithm

3.1 Level Decision Command

At the beginning of network configuration, every node including Base Station is
placed in AOI and afterward, it starts network configuration. Base Station
broadcast level decision command (LDC) it updates NLT that receive LDC. LDC
minimize loss of communication by broadcasting each node 3 times.

Base Station sets its own level to 0 and commands to determine level to all
nodes positioned in communication coverage. All nodes compare level to NIT and
if you do not receive a message than the level to increase their own +1 level
setting. The transmitted node is set to the parent node and broadcasting does LDC
to the communication coverage. The information of the transmitted node is stored
in NLT if the level setting is completed, and ACK message send to the parent
node. If there is no response message for a certain period of times, it determines
that oneself is the lowest level in the network. The node LDC_Done massage is set
to the parent node. The Base Station terminates LDC command when it receives
LDC_Done message.

Fig. 1 NIT and NLT packet format
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3.2 Overlapping Node Removal Algorithm

LDC command setting is completed, the Base Station broadcasting ONRA com-
mand. The node in which NodeID is the highest among is referred. The oneself
sets to the center of Virtual Place (VP). If more than 1 node is located in 2 VPs in
each VP after dividing into the VP1(0 \ x \ r, 0 \ y \ r), VP2(-r \ x \ 0,
0 \ y \ r), VP3(-r \ x \ 0, -r \ y \ 0), and VP4(0 \ x \ r, -r \ y \ 0),
oneself is set to the overlapping node (r = sensing coverage). Overlapping node
converts to the standby-node, active-node joins in network connection. If the fail
node occurs in network, it is replaced by standby-node which is selected on basic
of the priority determined by its power capacity in NLT. Base Station is able to
include standby-node, and set parent node and neighbor-node if there is no
standby-node (Fig. 2).

4 Simulation and Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Environments

Table 1 shows simulator conditions for analyze the performance of ONRA.
In our simulation, it is assumed that all the sensor nodes have the same com-

munication coverage of 20 m and sensing coverage of 5 m. Also, 1 thousand sensor
nodes are randomly distributed in a 50 9 50 m square AOI, and each node has a
unique NodeID, NIT, and NLT. Once a sensor node is deployed, it will not change
its location. The network life-time is the case that 15 % or less of the number of the
total node survived. The fault node of 0.5 % generated for the Simulation-Time unit.
The energy efficiency of the applies ONRA network and which it doesn’t apply
network was measured and the network life-time was confirmed.

Fig. 2 Overlapping node removal algorithm
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4.2 Effects of ONRA

It could confirm that network life-time of the experimental result ONRA was
improved with 14 %. When connecting of the network, the node which was
selected as the overlapping node and is converted to the standby-node operated
with the backup-node in the fault node of network fail and it could confirm that
network life-time was improved. In addition, the duplex of data which conse-
quently is concentrated on Base Station and parent-node can be minimized
because the selection process of standby-node is decided overlapped sensing
coverage. The unnecessary energy efficiency which is used up in the overlapping
data transmission can be enhanced.

Fig. 3 Effect of ONRA

Table 1 Simulation conditions

Descriptions Value

Area of interest (AOI) 50 9 50 m
Base station location Random deployment
Sensor node number 1000 ea
Communication coverage 20 m
Sensing coverage 5 m
Initial energy 100,000 mJ
Fault node rate 0.5 %/Sim.Time
Network life-time threshold Total node #/15 %
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5 Conclusions

In WSN under the limited energy source, one of the main design goals is self-
organization. WSNs are a large number of small devices capable of executing
sensing, data processing and communication tasks (Fig. 3).

In this paper, ODRA which converts the node to the atmosphere node and
prevents unnecessary redundancy data and improves the network lifetime of the
total network that the sensing area is overlapped through the network assessment
in order to remove this redundancy data are proposed. It could confirm that net-
work life-time of the experimental result ONRA was improved with 14 %.
Standby-node was selected as the sensing coverage overlapping node. In addition,
the duplex of data which consequently is concentrated on Base Station and parent-
node can be minimized because the selection process of standby-node is decided
overlapped sensing coverage. The unnecessary energy efficiency which is used up
in the overlapping data transmission can be enhanced.
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Implementation of the Personal
Healthcare Services on Automotive
Environments

Kabsu Han and Jeonghun Cho

Abstract Personal healthcare devices are mode for elderly people and chronic
illness that needs a health monitoring continuously. There are several standard
specifications for personal healthcare devices to interact each other safely and
compatibly. Depending on evolution of technology, the elderly and the chronic
disease can have their own personal healthcare devices and they can monitor
themselves easily. But some kind of limitation is still remaining in their life even if
they have powerful smart devices. They need to drive and go to medical office and
drug store but automotive system does not support standard for personal healthcare
device. We discuss about several standards of the personal healthcare device and
propose several implementations of personal healthcare services to support stan-
dard of personal healthcare devices on automotive system.

Keywords Personal healthcare � ISO/IEEE11073 � u-Health � Smart vehicle

1 Introduction

Personal healthcare devices are developed and used for elderly people and the
patients who have chronic disease. The people of the world are getting older and a
large number of elderly people may use healthcare device for therapies and
monitoring. According to World Health Organization (WHO), the numbers of the
people who have chronic degenerative diseases are 600 million worldwide and
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who have metabolic diseases are 90 million. They need personal healthcare
devices for monitoring of their disease.

Today, because of the evolution of electronic device, personal healthcare
device, which are based on microcontroller technologies and easy to use, is widely
spread. To interact with other devices compatibly, standard specifications have
developed by several work groups.

The elderly and chronic illness, that need health monitoring and therapies, need
to drive a vehicle. Terrible accident can happen when elderly driver gets bad
situations of health status. To avoid bad situations, personal healthcare services on
automotive environments need to be considered.

Section 2 describes backgrounds for standard specification of personal health-
care services and Section 3 describes personal healthcare services with smart
devices. Section 4 considers personal healthcare services on automotive environ-
ments. Section 5 describes experimental environment and finally, the last section
presents conclusion and future works.

2 Background

2.1 Continua Health Alliance

Continua Health Alliance, founded in 2006, is a non-profit open industry organi-
zation of nearly 240 healthcare providers, communications, medical and fitness
device companies around the world joining together in collaboration to improve
the quality of personal healthcare [6, 8]. Continua Health Alliance is dedicated to
establishing a system of interoperable personal healthcare solutions and services in
three major categories, chronic disease management, aging independently and
health-physical fitness.

Continua Health Alliance provides several design guidelines for healthcare
devices. Design guideline, version 1 released in 2009, is based on standards of
connectivity, which include Bluetooth and USB. Continua Health Alliance prod-
ucts make use of ISO/IEEE11073 for exchange of data. The group provides
product certification program to assure the interoperability of applications and
transport with other continua certified products.

Figure 1 shows typical service flow and devices of personal healthcare service.
Personal healthcare sensor devices which called agent, e.g., pulse oximeter, pulse/
heart rate, collect information of people and send the information to a personal
health processing device which called manager for processing, display and backup,
e.g., PC, cell phone. Manager can send the information which processed within
manager to remote system for more services and backup. This is including disease
management, health and fitness or aging independently applications.

The communication path between agent and manager is logical point to point
connection whatever physical connection is wireless or wired. Generally, an agent
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connected with a manager at once, called 1:1 communication. A manager can
communicate with several agents simultaneously using each point to point con-
nection, called 1:n communication.

2.2 ISO/IEEE11073

IEEE 11073 work group is established to develop new medical device standard
specification for typical personal healthcare devices. Personal healthcare device is
medical embedded system which has limited functionality and resource typically,
and has network interface to connect each other. New medical device standard
specifications have to consider about restrictions like weight, cost, convenience,
durability and duration [1–3]. The work group develops a common base protocol
for initial set of six device specializations (pulse oximeter, pulse/heart rate, blood
pressure, thermometer, glucose, weighing scale).

The main scope of the IEEE 11073 standard is the data exchange and interface
between the agent and the manager. The data on the connection between the agent
and the manager, wireless or wired, may be converted and transmitted across
different interfaces. The data exchange through the interfaces is the scope of the
IEEE 11073 in application layer but transport interface under the application layer
is out of the specification, shown as Fig. 2.

2.3 Transport Interfaces

Various transport interfaces, e.g., Serial, IrDA, Bluetooth, US, ZigBee, which are
wired or wireless are used for personal healthcare device [4, 5]. Among them, only
USB, which is wired transport interface, and Bluetooth, which is wireless transport

Fig. 1 Overview of continua
healthcare devices and
services
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interface, are certified communication standard in design guideline of Continua
Health Alliance [7]. But the ZigBee is certified for Sensor LAN only. Figure 3 shows
certified wired/wireless transport interface, called Personal Area Network (PAN).

The benefits of Bluetooth interface are all of the benefits of wireless technology
and compliance with global standard in wireless communication. Also, various
access points include PDA, cell phone, etc.

The benefits of USB interface are high signaling rate and compliance with
global standard in wired interface. Also, USB is dynamically attachable interface
and supports backward compatibility.

In 2007 the wireless technology Bluetooth became the first communication
standard certified by Continua Health Alliance, the profile layers of Bluetooth is
shown as Fig. 4. Looking for a higher data rate option, up to 400 Mbps, Continua
Health Alliance keep their attention to USB since the USB work group produces
the Personal Health Device Class (PHDC) specification.

In 2008 the Continua Health Alliance approved the PHDC of USB which is
specific class for use in home portable medical devices. Communication stack,
based on USB’s PHDC and IEEE-11073, provides the standard communication
interface for the next-generation medical devices, the class layers of USB is shown
as Fig. 5.

Fig. 3 Transport interfaces

Fig. 2 Area of IEEE 11073
standard

Fig. 4 Health device profile
for bluetooth
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Wireless transport protocol, Bluetooth low energy and USB a fast data rate will
continue to be used in personal healthcare devices for years.

3 Automotive Environments

With the development of automotive electronic technology, automotive system has
more comfort devices too. Depending on development and propagation of vehicle
to vehicle (V2V) communication technology and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I)
communication technology, shortly V2X, infotainment system that collects
information and provides value-added information to driver has emerged and
spread widely, shown as Fig. 6. Also, infotainment system can send various
internal information include status of driver to outside via V2X communication.
Infotainment system can make emergency call and emergency alarm automati-
cally, if some kind of trouble is happened to vehicle and driver. E.g. OnStar of
GM, SYNC of Ford.

Nowadays, the most of infotainment system have various interfaces like USB
for flash memory and i-pod, and Bluetooth for headset and hands-free for external
expansion.

For safety reason, the research has continued to warn driver or control the
vehicle autonomously by detecting status of driver. But in this case, OEM and
supplier of automotive electronic system do not consider the personal healthcare
device standard specification which mentioned in Section 2 for development at all.

Fig. 5 Personal health
device class for USB

Fig. 6 Revenue forecast of infotainment system
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They develop their own personal healthcare device exclusively and do not open
their healthcare device technology, even do not support standard interface like
USB class and Bluetooth profile.

To solve these problems and support standard specification for personal
healthcare device interface, propose several ways to extend the personal health
device functionality on automotive environment.

4 Experimental

This section describes experimental environment of personal healthcare services
and experimental scenarios. Also, describes test scenarios of PAN and services.

4.1 Experimental Environment

For implementation of personal healthcare service on automotive environment,
ARM 6410 development kits are used for managers, which have Bluetooth and
USB interface for PAN and Wi-Fi interface for WAN. Software of development
kit is based on Linux kernel 2.6.36, which has Bluetooth stack, and android 2.0. TI
C5505 development kits are used for agents as Bluetooth oximeters. We use a
driver’s seat environment, which is development environment of automotive E/E
system and remote services based on PC, which receive health records and reply
requests, shown as Fig. 7. Also, for verification and validation of the personal
healthcare service, we use continua certified devices, nonin 9560 bluetooth
oximeter, and continua open-source manager.

4.2 Experimental Scenarios

4.2.1 PAN Test

Testing for the PAN interface consist of compliance testing and interoperability
testing. Compliance testing includes compliance test suite against ISO/IEEE

Fig. 7 Test environment and result
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11073 and applicable ISO/IEEE 11073 and applicable Continua design guidelines.
Continua Health Alliance verifies qualification of Bluetooth Health Device Profile
and certification of USB Personal Health Device Class also. Interoperability
testing includes interoperability test against continua vendor assisted source code.

Test labs for transport of USB PHDC are available on official USB website. But
full test labs for Bluetooth HDP/MCAP are not available, only 15 % of tests are
available on official Bluetooth website. But many test cases for Bluetooth HDP are
classified. HDP devices acting as a source device such as weight scales, which
transmit application data over a reliable data channel to a sink. Other source
devices such as pulse oximeter, transmit application data over a streaming data
channel, shown as Fig. 8.

Multiple source devices transmit application data over reliable and streaming
data channels. But we consider only multiple pulse oximeters over streaming data
channel and some kind of smart device, called dual role device, can receive data
and relay data to manager, shown as Fig. 9.

4.2.2 Services

To implement personal healthcare service on automotive environment, we con-
sider several ways in Section 4. In case of manger, smart device, acting as a
manager, need to store health records on local storage device to assure reliability.
Because smart device does not have enough storage capacity, health records have
to be deleted after transmission of health records. For data synchronization
between smart devices, which acting as managers, file synchronization routine
based on android is developed. Personal healthcare services on infotainment
system have to support multi process environment. If other processes are running
on foreground, e.g., navigation, radio and hands-free, personal healthcare service
processes have to assure precise services, which include reliable channel con-
nection and transmission of health records, on background.

Fig. 8 Example of streaming data

Fig. 9 Example of dual role streaming device
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5 Conclusion

Personal healthcare services on automotive environments can be helpful for
elderly people and the chronic disease. It can prevent terrible accident due to
health problem of the driver.

Also, because of long-range driving, personal health monitoring is needed for
safety. OEM and supplier try to solve this problem for a long time. Now, they have
simple answer which can do easily with standard specification for personal
healthcare device.

In this paper, we considered standard specifications for the personal healthcare
device and implementation on automotive environments as agents and manager of
personal healthcare device. But not all of personal healthcare services, only PAN
and simple services on automotive environment. Research about implementation
of WAN on V2X network is needed. Implementation of HL7, IHL and W3C on
WAN will be included. Also, more practical service model, which can combine
already existed services on automotive, and theoretical service model, for future
technology like a CPS, are needed.

Automotive industry has to accept specification as soon as possible and provide
interface which compatible with standard specification. Make it safe more and
more. It is impossible to overemphasize safety.
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A Design of WSN Model to Minimize
Data-Centric Routing Cost for
Many-to-Many Communication

A. S. M. Sanwar Hosen and Gi-hwan Cho

Abstract Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) differ from traditional networks in
several ways: sensor nodes have severe energy constraints, redundant low-rate
data, and many-to-many flows. This paper deals with a data-centric merging and
by-passing routing schemes based on our own network model. This model permits
to gather data at a tuple-centroid node for merging the same type of data. The data-
centric merging mechanism is an efficient approach which reduces the number of
hops per source and to by-pass the different types of data. It is competent to reduce
the unnecessary processing cost of an intermediate node. Our network model
shows offers significant performance gains across the high routing cost
environment.

Keywords Policy wireless sensor network � Spanning tree � Tuple � Routing costs

1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is generally used to acquire information in
various physical environments. The tiny MEMS based sensor nodes forming WSN
are resource constraints, i.e., lack of battery supply, low computational capabili-
ties, and insufficient memory space, even the available bandwidth. Therefore,
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WSNs require passing the data cooperatively through the network to sink.
Meanwhile, data from sensor nodes are correlated in terms of time and space,
transmitting only the required and partially processed data is more meaningful
than that of sending a large amount of raw data.

There are two network scenarios familiar in WSNs: one-to-one communication
and many-to-many communication. In one-to-one communication, normally sen-
sor nodes report its data to a single sink [1]. It is sufficient to find out the shortest
route toward the sink in order to transmit data from a source node. On the other
hand, in many-to-many communication, usually multiple sensor nodes need to
transmit data to the multiple sinks. Both of these need to build multiple inde-
pendent trees from source to sink(s). That is, the network implies to have a linear
hop-by-hop data forwarding mechanism. As a result, more nodes might be
involved in its data forwarding route corresponding to source-sink.

Moreover, more hops might be increased the unnecessary processing costs of
the intermediate nodes. Also, in a linear hop-by-hop network, it is impractical to
use the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) for avoiding collusion and saving
energy of deployed nodes. Generally, the intermediate nodes are not aware of the
merging mechanism in data routing. This situation will cause high cost routing,
and then bring about early death of constituted nodes in the network, consequently
make short the network lifetime as a whole.

In the WSN environment, we introduce a new network model that is efficient in
terms of minimizing routing cost. To begin with, we propose that a network would
be partitioned into d(SPT) consisting of n-tuples. Among the tuples, each tuple will
be formed with optimal number of tuple-nodes based on the balance traffic load.
Then, the nodes which represent a minimum routing cost within the tuple are
elected as tuple-centroid nodes. These nodes act as a merging and/or an inter-
mediate node to forward data further. Here, data merging with the same type is
preferred in the tuple-centroid nodes. Otherwise, the nodes will simply act as a
gathering and forwarding (by-passing) node.

2 Related Works

Existing challenges in WSN require a well-consolidate network design based on
the application implementation scenario. Meanwhile, the network requires to
minimize the energy consumption in every factor of its design architecture. Many
routing protocols already have been introduced in the last decade. For instance,
some are location-based protocols MECN [2] and TBF [3], where sensor nodes are
identified by means of their location. From the location information, most of them
can estimate the energy consumption in their routing mechanism. The data centric
protocol is one of the efficient techniques to reduce the extra computational costs.
For instance, in the protocols as DD [4] and REEP [5], the aggregated data from
multiple source nodes are routed to the sink in order to save on transmission costs.
Most works have explored a hierarchical clustering from different perspectives as
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described in LEACH [6] and HEED [7]. Clustering is an effective method to group
the communication paths.

Considering a data transmission in-between a source and a sink, there are two
routing paradigms: single-path routing and multipath routing. In single-path
routing, each sensor sends its data to the sink via the shortest path. In multipath
routing, each source finds the first k shortest paths to the sink and divides its load
evenly among these paths as described in DP [8] and N-to-1 MD [9].

Our proposed network model is very similar to the data centric, hierarchical,
and multipath based protocol. To the best of our knowledge, the existing protocols
are not well-suited for energy efficiency. For instance, data centric protocols
emphasize the aggregation of the same type of data, whereas our model permits
different types of data. Therefore, it may decrease the computational costs for
processing at the intermediate nodes. In hierarchical protocols, a cluster header
node is elected as to aggregate data from its member nodes for further forwarding
to the sink. Whereas, our model makes use of a tuple with tuple-centroid node to
permit the most probable scope of merging and/or aggregating data. It permits the
constituted nodes are involved with the different tasks in a tuple. Moreover, our
method could select the multiple minimum routing cost paths in the network as a
whole. As a result, our approach is fully competent to accomplishing the energy
efficient routing in one-to-one and many-to-many communications simultaneously.

3 Formation of a New Network Model

Our work provides a comprehensive network model inspired from the Spanning
Trees (STs) [10]. A spanning tree for a network is a sub-graph that contains all the
sensor nodes of that network. There are many scenarios to find out a minimum
routing cost spanning tree. Whenever anyone wants to find simple, cost reliable,
and even well-organized way to link a set of deployed nodes for many-to-many
communication, a prominent solution is normally to make use of a kind of
spanning tree. Therefore, we are interested to build a sub-tree to minimize inter-
communication routing cost, and then to find paths to minimize the communica-
tion cost among sub-trees. Eventually, the network aims to support one-to-one
communication and many-to-many communication simultaneously. Before going
into details to design our network model, we are willing to describe some
important terms such are as following:

3.1 Routing Cost Estimation

A tuple is an ordered set of nodes. An n-tuple is an ordered of n nodes, where n is a
positive integer. If n = 4 is called a 4-tuple of nodes (u1, u2, u3, u3) as shown in
Fig. 1a. The tuple-centroid node is a centroid node in routing within this tuple to
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connect all member nodes (tuple-nodes). For example, x1 in Fig. 1b stands for the
tuple-centroid node.

3.2 Routing Cost Estimation on Tuple

In general, when the link cost represents a cost for routing messages in-between
two nodes (such as transmission cost), the routing cost for a pair of nodes in a
given spanning tree is defended as the sum of the costs of the links in the unique
tree path between them. The routing cost of the tuple itself is the sum over all links
of nodes of the routing cost for the link in this tree. Therefore, we can derive the
routing cost Cost(t) of a tuple as follows:

CostðtÞ ¼
X

e2EðtÞ
lðt; eÞwðeÞ ð1Þ

Where e[E(t) denotes to a set of links between the nodes, l(t,e) denotes to the
number of bits in a message, w(e) denotes to the weight assigned to each link (i.e.,
transmission cost based on the distance of (u,v)).

3.3 Routing Cost Estimation on Tuple-Connecting Edge

The routing cost on a connecting edge in-between two tuples is the sum over all
possible connecting links contained in that tuples. In general, we can define the
routing load on a connecting edge e as follows:

Definition 1 Let T be a tree and e[E(T) is an edge on the tree. Assume t1 and t2
are two tuples that result by removing e from T. The routing load
on the edge e is defined by l(T,e) = 2|V(t1)||V(t2)|

From Definition 1, in Fig. 2, the routing cost on the connecting edge e[(xi,xj) in-
between two tuples ti and tj can be defined as;

CostðeÞ ¼ lðT ; eÞwðeÞ ð2Þ

where l(T,e) denotes to the number of bits in a message on that connecting link,
w(e) denotes to the weight assigned to this link (in-between two tuple-centroid
nodes).

Fig. 1 An example of an
n-tuple and tuple-centroid
node
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3.4 Routing Cost Estimation on Forwarding Paths

The routing cost of a forwarding path in a network is the sum over all connecting
link(s) on that path in-between the source and the destination. Therefore, the
routing cost of a forwarding path Cost(P) can be defined as follows:

CostðPÞ ¼
X

e2EðPÞ
lðP; eÞwðeÞ ð3Þ

Where e[E(P) denotes to a set of links between the nodes on a path,
l(P,e) denotes to the number of bits in a message needed to be forward,
w(e) denotes to the weight assigned to each forwarding link(s) (in-between
intermediate nodes (u,v))

4 Network Design

4.1 Network Partition into d(SPT)

To generalize the idea of d(SPT) is partition the network into sufficiently small
n-tuples. The n-tuple is a partition of that network which contains the number of
nodes based on the balance traffic load. Therefore, how many tuples and tuple-
nodes need to be selected can be defined in equation (4). For this, we assume
A(t) is the total amount of data can be generated in a particular time in the entire
network, info for set of different types of data in the network contains the data set
{a1, a2,…,an}, tc for the maximum transmission capacity of a node, and avga for
the average data size of a node ui in the network. Therefore, the number of nodes
that are suitable to group into a tuple can be defined as follows:

n � tuple ¼ fAðtÞ
tc
g=avgaðuÞWhere AðtÞ 2 inf o ð4Þ

By using Eq. (4), we can partition the entire network in the following equation
based on balance traffic load, where d(SPT) for the total number of tuples in the
network and V(T) for the set of deployed nodes.

Fig. 2 An example of a tree
T of two tuples
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dðSPTÞ ¼
1

n � tuple
VðTÞj j ð5Þ

4.2 Tuple-Centroid Node Election

A tuple centroid node is elected among the constituted tuple-nodes in a tuple based
on the routing cost estimation described in Eq. (1). To evaluate the internal routing
cost within a tuple, we use l(ti,e) to denote the load of transmitting bits/data in a
message, w(e) to denote the assigned weight of the transmission cost of bits on that
distance (u,v), and Ai for the collected total data from a particular tuple. The node
xi = ui is the tuple-centroid node among the tuple-nodes. For example, the nodes
{x1, x2,…,xn} = {u2, u5,…,un} belong to tuples{t1, t2,…,tn} in the network shown
in Fig. 3. Here, we can obtain the minimum internal routing cost Cost(ti) defined
as follows:

CostðtiÞ ¼ min
X

e2EðtiÞ
lðti; eÞwðeÞ ð6Þ

where flðti; eÞ 2 AiðtiÞg� tc and wðeÞ 2 dTðxi; uiÞ

4.3 Data Merging and By-passing at the Tuple-Centroid Node

In data routing, the data forwarding path from a source to a sink should be constructed
based on the n-tuple concept. This means that the tuple-nodes are connected at their
own tuple-centroid node, and the elected tuple-centroid node is the data merging/
by-passing point for this formed tuple. We assume the different types of data {a1,
a2,…,an}[info belonged to a set of nodes {u1, u2,…,un}[V(T) can be generated within
a tuple. In our network model, the tuple-centroid nodes have two types of forwarding
strategies. The tuple-centroid node xi is receiving the data from a constituted tuple-
node ai(ui), that is belonging to ai(xi) [infoi would be merged together for further

Fig. 3 An example of a path
construction that supports
one-to-one and many-to-
many communications in
3-tuple networks
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forwarding to an intermediate node or directly to the sink(s). On the other hand, the
received data from a constituted tuple-node aj(uj), which is not belonging to aj62infoi

would be simply by-passed by the tuple-centroid node xi to the intermediate node xj

or directly to the sink(s). For example, the data of a1(u1) is merging at tuple-centroid
nodes {x1(a1), xn(a1)} and by-passing at tuple-centroid node x3(a2) towards the sink
node un as shown in Fig. 3.

4.4 Data Forwarding Path Selection

Institutively, a forwarding path P is the connected general path which contains a
set of tuple-centroid nodes as intermediate nodes. Starting from any tuple-centroid
node, there a sufficiently amount of tuple-nodes which can only be reached after
passing the tuple-centroid node.

For example, Fig. 3 shows two nodes, u1 and un, as the source and destination
respectively in different tuples t = {t1, t2,…,tn} connected by the path P = {P1,
P2, P3,…,Pn}. The path between them can be divided into three sub-paths: from
edge e(ui,xi)[i, the paths in {x1, x2,…,xn}[P, and the edge e(xj,uj) [j.

If the equality of hop distance is dT(ui,xi) = dT(xj,uj) in different tuples, from
Eq. (8), the tuple-centroid node can choose a minimum cost path in data routing
from the initiator node to the destination node defined as follows:

CostðPiÞ ¼ minf2n
X

u2VðtiÞ
dTðu;PÞ þ

X

xi;xj2VðPÞ
dP

T ðxi; xjÞg ð7Þ

From the definition of the routing cost and by using Eqs. (2) and (3), we can
derive the path cost which obtains in path P as;

CostðPiÞ ¼
X

e2EðPÞ
lðPi; eÞwðeÞ ð8Þ

Therefore, we can calculate the minimum routing cost from Eqs. (6) and (8) for
the entire network, where Cost(t) contains the cost of tuples {t1, t2,…,tn} and the
Cost(P) contains the cost of paths {P1, P2,…,Pn} as follows:

CostdðSPTÞ ¼ minf
Xn

i¼1

CostðtÞ þ
Xn

i¼1

CostðPÞg ð9Þ

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Our work presents a novel network model motivated from the spanning trees,
where it partitions the network into the optimum number of tuples. The network
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partitioning is based on the load balance in data gathering and in merging at the
tuple-centroid nodes as well as the overall communication costs which rely on the
minimum routing costs tuple formation. The tuple-centroid node election in each
tuple and minimum cost path selection in data routing play an important role that
reflects on designing an efficient routing mechanism in the aspect of the network
lifetime. As a future plan, we would like to demonstrate this model in terms of
performance.
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Improving of Cache Performance using
Trust Value of Nodes

Seung-Jae Yoo and Hwan-Seok Yang

Abstract Caching scheme is important to improve data access performance and
decrease bandwidth in MANET which consists of only MN. Many study like to
solve cache consistency problem in this caching technique is achieved, but most of
scheme is exposed to various security attacks. In particular, malicious node causes
error from receiver through insertion and modification of stale data. In this paper,
we proposed the technique which removes threat factor for cache consistency
through authentication process using trust check about node. Cache table man-
agement scheme based cluster is applied to decrease overhead and manage effi-
cient cache as MN discovers cache. We identified that proposed scheme in
experiment result showed improved performance in average query latency and
cache hit ratio.

Keywords Cache consistency � Mobile ad-hoc network � Trust value

1 Introduction

Wireless mobile communication among communication industry field is devel-
oped very rapidly and specific gravity of wire network which is using in wide field
decreases remarkably because of this. This wireless network can divide to
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structure based infrastructure like AP and structure without support of infra-
structure. Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is network which is composed to
only Mobile Nodes (MNs) without support of any infrastructure and every node
has to perform delivery function like router [1, 2]. MANET is not easy to maintain
route and transmission delay time is long because network topology changes
frequently by MNs [3–5]. Caching scheme which MN can access rapidly to
requested data is very important than routing scheme for connection of nodes to
use efficiently limited resource of low bandwidth and MNs [6]. Most of caching
schemes can cause error by malicious node because it is exposed to various
attacks.

In this paper, we proposed authentication process scheme which check trust
value about nodes to prevent modification of cache data by malicious nodes and
maintain cache consistency. Threat factor like insertion, modification of stale data
by malicious node is removed though this. Network is composed to cluster form to
manage reliability of nodes and cluster head uses member cache table and cluster
cache table to trust management of member nodes and caching.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews existing caching
scheme. Safe caching scheme through the proposed trust evaluation in this paper is
presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 evaluates efficiency of proposed scheme through
comparison experience with ZC and COOP scheme. The conclusion is presented in
Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

Zone Cooperative Cache [7] forms zone by nodes which are 1-hop distance and is
cooperating structure. This technique composes zone to decrease message
exchange and energy consumption. Each node has cache to save accessed data
frequently. Cache strategy checks own local cache when nodes receive request of
data. The next step is that it checks consistency if requested data exists. The data is
transmitted to node which request data if it pass through consistency examination.
If not, it request effectiveness examination to other node. But requested data
doesn’t exist to own local cache, retrieval is performed again in home zone which
itself is. It broadcasts request to neighboring zone if it doesn’t retrieve requested
data even here. Location of node which has requested data information is detected
after this process. Request node replaces own cache if response packet about
requested data is received. Cache replacement policy uses VALUE. When cache is
replaced, VALUE deletes data which has the lowest value from cache. It calculates
approach probability from host to data.

Group caching [6] is that each node transmits hello message periodically and
form group with neighborhood nodes which is 1-hop distance. Master node exists
in Formed group like this and communicates with member nodes directly. It use
cache control message and check caching condition of group member nodes to
utilize cache space of each node in group. Redundancy of saved data in cache
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space become low and data approach can be improved because of this method.
Member nodes use self table and group table in order to save caching state. The
first own self table is retrieved if MN receive data request. Member nodes request
to group member in group table if it doesn’t retrieve wanted information here.
Request message is transmitted to neighboring group in order to retrieve infor-
mation of wanted data by method like this. Figure 1 is shown cache retrieval
process of group caching.

Energy consume of nodes is increased because hello message is sent periodi-
cally to update information about cache state of neighboring node and nodes which
leave or come in this method. It has a disadvantage that performance of network
decrease because quantity of control message increases.

3 Proposed System Model

In this section, we describe caching scheme which can reduce threat about cache
consistency through trust value examination of nodes and overhead and bandwidth
when cache is discovered.

3.1 Architecture

Cluster is used in this study in order to prevent increase of cache update by MNs
and perform management of cache table efficiently. Cluster head is elected based
number of connection after nodes which consist of network compose cluster based

Fig. 1 Process of a request by GC
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on neighboring nodes which are 1-hop distance. We can decrease overhead for
cache discovery by MNs because cluster head connects with many nodes. Cache
table management is easy by using cluster scheme.

3.2 Cache Table for Cache Consistency

Every node which consists of network have self cache table (SCT). SCT consist of
data info and saved time field. Cluster head has member cache table (MCT) and
cluster cache table (CCT) in order to offer nodes efficient information. Member
nodes causes consistency problem when many nodes save same data or malicious
node transmits wrong cache. Trust value is used to prevent this. Here it means
packet transmission ratio of nodes and is managed by cluster head. Nodes which
do malicious act can be blocked because the more participation ratio about packet
transmission is high the more trust value increases. MCT has detailed information
about cached data item by member node and CCT save cache data information of
neighboring cluster in the cluster head. Figure 2 is shown structure of each cache
table.

3.3 Cache Discovery and Update

Figure 3 shows the processing for cache discovery. Node confirms first own SCT
to discover cache about data D. If Cache of data D is discovered in SCT, if the
value that time which receive data request subtracts saved time of the data D is
small than TTL, the data regards as valid and information of the data is trans-
mitted. Cluster head is increased trust value of the node in MCT. If the value is
large than TTL, every information of the data D is deleted from SCT and request
about data D is sent to cluster head. Cluster head which receives this check MCT
which information about MNs is held. Trust value of the node is confirmed if
requested data D is found. If trust value is large than threshold of trust value of
nodes in MCT, information of data D is sent to MN. Here threshold means average
trust value in MCT. If trust value is small than threshold, information of the node

Fig. 2 Structure of cache table
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is deleted and request query is sent to neighbor cluster head to using CCT.
Neighboring cluster head discover cache of data D in the same way and cluster
head which receives data do update MCT. Node which receives requested data D
information from cluster head do update own SCT.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluated performance of proposed scheme through comparison
experiment with existing ZC and COOP.

4.1 The Simulation Model

Ns-2 simulator is used and experiment time is 600 s in this simulation. The
number of used node is 50,100 and mobility model used random way point. The
simulated traffic is Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and the transmission range of MNs is
250 m. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.

4.2 Simulation Result

Evaluation metrics are cache hit ratio, average query latency and response reject
ratio to performance evaluation of proposed scheme in this paper.

Figure 4 shows cache hit ratio according to different cache size and the number
of node. The more cache size increases, the more cache hit ratio increases like

Fig. 3 Query processing of requested data D
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shown in figure. When the number of node is many, cache hit ratio also appears
highly. ZC scheme is out of result because it is not cooperative structure to
discover cache. COOP scheme shows a little good result because it uses cache
table of group members. Proposed scheme shows the best performance because it
uses trust value to remove factor which threats cache consistency and cache table
management by cluster head is performed.

Figure 5 shows average query latency. ZC scheme has long latency because
request signal is sent to zone which itself belong and wait response when MN
receives data request. COOP scheme shows good result than ZC scheme because
table which itself has is checked when data request receives. But latency to retrieve
this presents a little high when requested data in table is not retrieved. The more
cache size a decrease, the more latency is high because retrieval time of cache
table is long.

Table 1 Simulation parameters

Parameter Values

Network size 1500 9 1500
MN Speed 0–10 m/s
Transmission range 250 m
Bandwidth(MB) 2
Pause time(sec) 20
Cache size 200–1200
TTL(sec) 100–300
Average query rate(sec) 0.5

Fig. 4 Cache hit ratio as different cache size
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Figure 6 shows response reject ratio. Trust value is small than threshold in
MCT which is managed by cluster head. This is ratio which response about cache
request is rejected. Response rejection ratio is appeared a little highly because the
more cache size is small the more cache check request is many. Cache data
modification of malicious node can be blocked by excluding response of nodes
which has low trust value.

Fig. 5 Average query latency as different cache size

Fig. 6 Response reject ratio as different cache size
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed caching scheme to maintain consistency of cache data
from threat of malicious nodes, decrease overhead for cache discovery, and
improve data availability. Trust value of every nodes is managed by cluster head.
Cluster head has MCT which has information about member nodes in cluster and
CCT which has information about neighboring cluster. Information is offered by
cache request using this. Response of the node less than trust value threshold of
MCT which manages by cluster head is excluded when cache request is received.
Safety about cache consistency is guaranteed and performance of caching scheme
can be improved.
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Design of Microstrip Patch Antenna
for Mobile Communication Systems Using
Single-Feed

Chanhong Park

Abstract Efforts to downsize antennas were mostly made in microstrip antenna
with great success and progress in a wide variety of fields. Using dielectric sub-
stance is one way to downsize antennas but it hinders such antenna characteristics
as antenna bandwidth and radiation efficiency. Because of such limitations, there is
an ongoing research to modify antenna structure. Radiation pattern of small
antennas becomes nearly non-directional and antenna gain becomes lower. Fur-
thermore, bandwidth gets narrower because of weakened input resistance and
extremely high reactance. Developing a small-sized antenna that is free of such
shortcomings is not easy and the major job is to downsize antennas while matching
impedance to protect its characteristic. In this paper, we proposed novel particle
swarm optimization method based on IE3D is used to design a mobile commu-
nication Microstrip Patch Antenna. The aim of the thesis is to Design and fabricate
an inset fed rectangular Microstrip Antenna and study the effect of antenna
dimensions Length (L), Width (W) and substrate parameters relative Dielectric
constant (er), substrate thickness on Radiation parameters of Band width. When
the antenna was designed, a dual-band, dual-polarized antenna was used to secure
the bandwidth and improve performance, and a coaxial probe feeding method so
that the phased array of antenna is easy.
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IE3D
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1 Introduction

As the society develops information-based and in a desperate need of the wireless
technology, development in the field of mobile communication is on the rise, with
the smaller but powerful mobile phones in conjunction with the user’s needs. As
the size of antenna matters most in PCS, GSM, PHS, and any other satellite
iridium services, as well as for use in airships and spacecrafts where aerodynamic
disturbances are incorporated. As for the mobile phone, it has been developed in
the perspective of compactness, function, lightness, and lower power use, with use
of the smaller antenna likely affecting the speech quality and design scheme of the
device. Having developed for the said reason and with the consistent demand in
the compact antenna, varied type of compact antennas came out, including
microstrip antenna [1]. Use of dielectric substance, having suggested as a solution
for compact antenna, is deemed affecting the bandwidth, radiation efficiency, and
other antenna performances. Another alternative involving use of a circuit board
with thickness, lower dielectric constant, and parasitic elements to improve
bandwidth, inevitably enlarges the size of antenna [2]. Compact antenna features
amni-direction, lower antenna gain, lower input resistance, and higher reactance
all of which shrinks bandwidth, challenging use of Chip Technologies or ceramic
elements with higher dielectricity factoring in the loss in dielectric substance
volume. Impedance matching is thereby the name of the game for compact
antenna, while maintaining the originality thereof. In that regard, microstrip
antenna is regarded as an optimal solution [3]. Attachable to plain surface or on
curvature, microstrip antenna features cheap manufacture cost, with use of
photolithograph technology. Also applicable to monolithic microwave integrated
circuit (MMIC), this varies, as necessary, resonant frequencies, polarization, pat-
tern, and impedance at the phase of manufacture by way of insertion of pin diode,
varactor diode, and other active elements between patch and surface contacting.
Such a microstrip antenna, however, shall bear lower efficiency, higher electricity
use, higher selectivity (Q), lower polarization purity, lower directivity, unneces-
sary feeding radiation, and narrow bandwidth all of which are deemed setback in
developing compact antenna [4, 5].

Narrow bandwidth often resolved by the thicker circuit board and lower
dielectricity, often occurring surface wave affecting the radiation efficiency of
antenna and unintended radiation pattern. Antenna feeding and grounded part of the
circuit board could leak the electricity, likely distorting the radiation orientation
toward the grounded surface. Higher mode also distorts impedance characteristics
and radiation pattern, needing another solution to adjust resonant frequencies of
microstrip antenna, which is so called Linear-frequency Transposition. Also dis-
cussed as an alternative is a dual-resonance, multi-band antenna to feature duality in
frequency transposition. As a means to expand bandwidth, this is widely applied to
make an antenna to be able to operate services falling into different bandwidths for
better efficiency in operation, with use of a single antenna to cover multiple
bandwidths as well as seamless electricity supply. One example of such an antenna
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is ‘Stacked Antenna’ [6, 7], layering multi-layer patches resonating within the
different frequencies. Stacked Antenna is operable under the broadband condition
when such frequencies work distantly each other and can be compacted by way of
ground wire around the antenna edge, locating slots, magnetic substances, and
insertion of slots into the ground surface [8–10]. Such an insertion is done with the
use of four upswept slots or a pair of widthwise/lengthwise slots along the edge
[11]. Stated hereunder has incorporated IE3D Simulator to apply parameters with
accuracy, in manufacturing a couple of antennas for the next-generation mobile
network communication. The square-shape single-feeding microstrip patch antenna
herein has been designed for LTE use. Note that LTE is aiming, for data transfer at
20 MHz bandwidth, downlink and uplink data transfer rate of 100 Mbps and
50 Mbps or 30 Mbps and 15 Mbps for in-motion (at 120 km/h) data transfer rate,
respectively. Antenna for LTE use is now under development, on the basis of array
antenna and MIMO antenna previously used for the existing base station. As an
improvement thereof, square-shape microstrip patch antenna for mobile use has
been presented herein, with the use of ‘micro wire feeding method’ to facilitate
circular polarization for higher antenna gain.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes designed the
microstrip patch antenna for mobile communication using sing-feed. Section 3
describes the simulation result of antenna. The conclusions are given in Sect. 4.

2 Microstrip Patch Antenna for Mobile Communication

2.1 Antenna Design and Simulation Environment

The three following parameters are absolutely necessary in designing microstrip
antenna for mobile communication. Resonance frequency, which has to be
appropriately selected, was set at 2.12 GHz to run the antenna within this frequency
range since mobile communication system moves within the frequency range of
2.1–5.6 GHz. For dielectric substance, an oxidized aluminum with 9.8 in permit-
tivity was selected for designing mobile communication square microchip patch
antenna since permittivity in panels used for antenna design is around 2.2–10. This
is maximum calculation of dielectric substance panel constant to downsize antenna
(Table 1).

Table 1 Design parameter
of antenna

parameter value

Resonance frequency (f0 ) 2.12 GHz
Dielectric constant (e0 ) 9.8
Height of dielectric substance board (h) 1.58 mm
Velocity of light (c) 3� 108 m=s
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Set value required to design patch antenna was calculated based on design
parameters in Table 2 and PSO algorithm was applied to generate the remaining
variables.

Antenna proposed in this paper first located the optimal power feed point via
single feed point and each constant value was set to determine optimal length of
antenna patch and realized linearly polarized wave. Power feed points were
located diagonally to the patch. Two orthogonal degenerated modes produced by
square patch to radiate circular polarization should always be in diagonal line
against perturbation segments (Fig. 1).

Antenna designed in this Chapter uses multi-angular, polyhedral mesh creation
method with which to design fixed points connecting antenna feed line and the
remaining antenna structure connecting microstrip feed line. Cells per wavelength
(CPW) determining mesh density is set at 30 since frequency of the designed
antenna is 2.12 GHz (simulation becomes more precise when the number of

Table 2 Simulation
parameter

Parameter Value (mm)

Width (w) 30.7
patch length (l) 23.2
Effective permittivity (eeff ) 8.89
Effective length of Antenna (Leff ) 23.9

Fig. 1 Design of microstrip patch antenna using single feed
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CPW is higher). CPW of 20–30 is used in most simulations during antenna
manufacturing to secure enough precision. The designed antenna uses multi-
angular, polyhedral mesh creation method with which the remaining antenna
structure connecting fixed points and microstrip feed lines is designed. As shown
in Fig. 2 feed line to provide RF electricity to the patch during polyhedral mesh
creation is designed in the antenna and port number to be used as the standard
during when feed line is designed and scattering parameter is estimated has been
designated.

Manipulation of three-dimensional current distribution offers relationship
between co-polarization and cross-polarization. Precise antenna’s polarized light is
offered based on the characteristics of polarized light in the propagation field
through the patch antenna. Figure 3 shows three-dimensional structure of meshed
rectangular patch antenna using microstrip feed line.

3 Simulation

Figure 4 shows results of return loss measured via circuit network analyzer.
Frequency in the point where patch antenna’s VSWR is 3 ranges in between 1.614
and 3.437 GHz. 1.823 GHz in frequency range in which the antenna can be used

Fig. 2 IE3D mesh pattern of the patch antenna
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Fig. 3 3D structure of the meshed rectangular patch antenna using microstrip feed line
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Fig. 4 S11 measurement results of designed patch antenna

Fig. 5 E-field radiation pattern
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shows broadband character-istics. Return loss in frequency band of 2.12 GHz is
approximately -12.683 dB indicating healthy antenna characteristics in mobile
communication band.

Figure 5 shows antenna’s E-domain radiation pattern in which antenna gain is
2.19 dBi in 2.120 GHz band and 2.41 dBi in 2.655 GHz band.

Figure 6 illustrates antenna’s H-domain radiation pattern in which antenna gain
is 0.97 dBi in 2.120 GHz band and 1.57 dBi in 2.655 GHz band. This indicates
that the antenna is more directional compared to isotropic antenna but reception is
available in all directions, making it fit for mobile communication as confirmed in
the figure. It can also be used as multi band antenna.

4 Conclusion

Resonance frequency of microstrip patch antenna for mobile communication was set
at 2.4 GHz since it should be used in mobile communication system. Dielectric
constant of panel used in this study was set at 2.45, height of dielectric substance
panel at 1.58 mm for simulation. According to the simulation antenna’s optimal feed
depth was 13.2 mm when it was -27 dB during when center frequency was from
1.9120 GHz to 23.28 MHz. VSWR was \3 in 2.2–3.5 GHz showing broadband
characteristics and antenna’s maximum gain when resonance frequency was
1.87 dBi in 2.4 GHz indicating outstanding characteristics. Radiation pattern in

Fig. 6 H-field radiation pattern
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antenna’s E-domain was 1.60 in 2.630 and 1.81 dBI in 2.655 GHz. In H-domain,
radiation pattern was 1.24 in 2.630 and 1.81 dBI in 2.655 GHz, making it fit for
mobile communication.
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Microstrip Patch Antenna on UHF Band
Using Multiple Meander for Metal
Attached in U-City

Chanhong Park

Abstract The tag antenna has been particularly influential in the performance of
RFID system. Many applications require tag antennas to be of low profile mounted
on electrically metallic objects. Several designs have been developed for RFID
patch-type antennas or planar inverted-F antennas (PIFAs) mountable on metallic
objects. Although most of these reported antennas can give the required reading-
range performance, they may suffer from inconvenient mounting on metallic
object because of their high profile. However, it is inherent for a patch-type
antenna that lowering the antenna profile would degrade its radiation efficiency
and antenna gain. Hence, an effort is being made to further improve the antenna
gain of the low-profile patch antenna needed to provide the applicable reading
range in a RFID application. In this paper, we designed meander-type microstrip
patch antenna which displays the best performance at the frequency of 910 MHz,
the RFID standard available in metal environment. Square-shaped power feeder,
connected to the body for coordination with common-use tag chip attached to the
antenna, is located in the body, while the patch device is designed in the form of
multiple meanders to efficiently scale back the size of body of antenna. Then the
characteristics of bandwidth, efficiency, and recognition distance are compared
and analyzed by the size of proposed antenna and the number of being folded. It
was found that the efficiency and gain characteristics changes by the size of
antenna and the number of being folded in the form of meander have a significant
influence over recognition distance of antenna.
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1 Introduction

RFID system, which refers to a technology that enables wireless transmission of
information on the exploitation of wireless interface based on radio frequency, is a
state-of-the-art technology that brings innovative changes in human way of life
and existing industrial structure instead of established barcode system. In addition,
the rapid spread of applications of RFID system to the society at large, including
service, sales, distribution, industry, manufacturer, and logistics system not only
pushed it into the limelight as a core technology to generate massive economic
implications, but also made it a critical technology for realization of ubiquitous
society [1–3]. One of the biggest challenges in implementation of RFID tag
antenna lies in development of tag form attached to conductive substance. As
conductive substance such as aluminium can, metal box, and cigarette packet
wrapped with foil increases directivity of antenna and wields great influence upon
antenna performance such as resonant frequencies and radiant efficiency, it is hard
to build up RFID system. Under these circumstances, implementation of a tag
antenna without deterioration (chemical or physical degradation often caused by
external or internal influence of insulation) has now become a supreme task [4–6].
Various studies have been made of antennas attached to metal, including spiral
dipole and folded dipole with parasitic element. These antennas, however, tend to
have a larger area, a half-wavelength, or a considerable height [7]. Even if PIFA
antenna may have a smaller size, the antenna performance shall differ from the size
of ground contact area, when it has a contact area smaller than 1k. Parasitic
capacitance between metal substance and tag antenna is likely to cause resonant
frequencies, antenna impedance, and radiant efficiency, leading to deterioration of
antenna performance [8]. In this respect, this paper designed and manufactured a
metal tag antenna attached to metal substance that is likely to compensate the
above defects. IE3D was employed to apply the precise values of parameters,
while PSO [9, 10] algorithm was used to minimize the errors of parameters caused
from producing antenna. Lastly, low input resistance, bandwidth, and antenna
gain, which used to be shortcomings of existing antenna, are substantially
improved. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
designed the microstrip patch on UHF band using Multiple meander and IE3D.
Section 3 describes the simulation result of antenna. The conclusions are given in
Sect. 4.

2 UHF Microstrip Patch Antenna Attached to Metal

2.1 Simulation Environment

This paper designed meander-type microstrip patch antenna to acquire broadband
matching characteristics, various radiation patterns, broad VSWR and ratio
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bandwidth, while minimizing the size of tag in the metal environment. Square-
shaped power feeder is connected to the body for coordination with common-use
tag chip attached to the antenna, while the patch device is designed in the form of
multiple meanders to efficiently scale back the size of body of antenna. When it
comes to designing an antenna, parameters for resonant frequencies of antenna,
dielectrical constant of board, and height of dielectrical board are required.
Table 1 shows the parameters required for designing an antenna. Resonant fre-
quency is set as 910 MHz, the default value of antenna, to be available between
860 and 960 MHz, the standard UHF bandwidth compatible with RFID system.
Aluminum oxide, which was employed in dielectric substance used for antenna
design, has a dielectric constant of 4.4. The height of dielectric board, the thick-
ness of antenna, was set as 0.6 mm.

The tag chip used for antenna design is Alien Higgs which has capacitive input
impedance of 13 – j111 X at 915 MHz, and is connected with square-shaped
power feeder at its end. As input reactance of tag chip has a capacitive value, the
input impedance of tag antenna has a low resistance similar to that of tag chip for
tag antenna to have broadband characteristics, whilst the input reactance has
inductive characteristics for desirable impedance conjugate matching. Figure 1
shows the structure of designed antenna. The width of ground is fixed to 100 mm,
while the breadth increased by 10 mm by the size of patch device. Every patch
device takes the form of non-uniform linear section. Width ‘t’ and length ‘l’ are
adjusted for perfect impedance matching between antenna and tag chip.

The width of folded patch, which connects devices, is devised to have a
wavelength of 0.5 at 915 MHz. As the path of each device is 0.5 wavelength with
180� phase shift, the current flow of all devices has the same direction with an
increase in the antenna gain, where h = 0. Tag chip is located at the end of patch
device, taking the end of patch as feeding point.

Figure 2 shows input impedance by the changes of width ‘t’. Two of the
variables that can be adjusted to gain desired impedance include width ‘t’ and
length ‘l’. Where t = 4 mm, reactance curve shall not exceed 111 X, which
implies that it’s impossible to acquire desired matching state, when t = 4 mm.
When width ‘t’ is reduced, the input reactance increases. When width ‘t’ is scaled
back to 0.2 mm, it may acquire an input impedance of 14 ? j111 X with the
frequency of 895 MHz. Thus, width ‘t’ and ta are set as 3 mm.

Figure 3 shows the influence of changes in length over input impedance, when
the width of patch device ‘t’ = 3 mm. When length ‘l’ reduces, impedance curve
hardly changes but moves to higher frequency. Meanwhile, it was found that there

Table 1 Simulation
parameter

Parameter Value

Resonance frequency f0ð Þ 915 MHz
Dielectric constant e0ð Þ 4.4
Height of dielectric substance board hð Þ 0.6 mm
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Fig. 1 Structure of designed
antenna

Fig. 2 Impedance of the
patch element by change in
width (t). a Input resistance.
b Input reactance
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had been conjugate impedance matching between antenna and chip, with
13 ? j112 X input impedance of antenna at 915 MHz, where length ‘l’ = 56 mm.

Table 2 shows the design variables of designed antennas. The aforementioned
values are applied to each antenna to compare the performance of designed
antennas, with slight changes in ground height.

3 Simulation

The tag chip used for antenna design is Alien Higgs made of strap package which
has an impedance value of 13 – j111 X at 915 MHz. The input impedance of
antenna has to be 13 ? j111 X at 915 MHz to convey the maximum power

Fig. 3 Impedance of the
patch element by change in
length (l). a Input resistance.
b Input reactance
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between chip and antenna. The bandwidth of designed antenna is found to be 909–
929 MHz in free space and 908–928 MHz in metal section, which suggests that all
antennas are well matched with chip impedance, satisfying the international RFID
standard. Figure 4 shows the reflection loss by diagonal slot and air space, which
implies that the reflection loss of microstrip patch antenna with diagonal slot and
air space is the lowest at 915 MHz, and that the bandwidth is 26 MHz when
VSWR is \1.2 under the reflection loss of –19.59 dB.

Figure 5 shows the 2D radiation pattern of designed antenna in free space. The
result of simulation shows 2.6 dBi and 70 % of efficiency in the air with 3 dB
angular width of 81.6�.

Figure 6 shows the 2D radiation pattern of designed antenna in radiation
section. The result of simulation shows 4.21 dBi and 70 % of efficiency in the air
with 3 dB angular width of 92�.

The designed antenna is measured by common-use RFID reader(XR440) with
operating frequency of 902–928 MHz, output of 30.0 dBm, and circular polarized
antenna gain of 6.0 dBi. It show the performance of antennas measured in a free

Table 2 Parameter of
antenna

Parameters Value (mm)

w 80
h 40
wa 71
t 3
l 56

Fig. 4 Return loss measurement results of designed antenna
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space and on 400 9 400 mm2 metal plate, which demonstrates maximum induced
antenna gain of all antennas at around 910 MHz. It was found that the antenna gain
decreased by the decrease in antenna profile by the result of induction. The
recognition distance of antenna is calculated by frequency through Friis formula
(2) posterior to measuring minimum radiation power that drives the tag chip by the
direction of antenna [11].

Readable range ¼ k
4p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PreaderGreaderGtag

Ptag

s

ð1Þ

Preader = Output port power of reader antenna
Greader = Gain of reader antenna,
Ptag = Minimum threshold power conveyed to tag chip,
Gtag = Gain of tag antenna,

Fig. 5 Radiation pattern of free space
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k=4p = Loss coefficient in 1 m free space

Ptag, the minimum threshold power of tag, is calculated by adding EIRP by
Preaderand loss coefficient in 1 m free space. EIRP is the multiplication of Preader ,
the input power of reader antenna, and Greader , the gain of reader antenna, and
generally has maximum 4 W or\36 dBm, according to ISO 18000. Accordingly,
EIRP lower than 36 dBm is computed by multiplying Greader , the gain of 3 dBi, to
minimum output power of reader for operation of tag, and is later used to calculate
tag sensitivity, that is to say Ptag, the minimum threshold power of tag, in con-
sideration of loss coefficient in 1 m free space, Greader , the gain of reader antenna,
and cable loss. In addition, Ptag is divided by multiplication of EIRP and loss
coefficient in 1 m free space to indicate Greader , the gain of tag antenna [12]. The
recognition distance measured by frequency shall be maximum 5.8 m at 908 MHz,

Fig. 6 Radiation pattern of metal space
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the minimum frequency range of antenna; 6.1 m at 915 MHz; and 7.3 m at
920 MHz (Table 3).

4 Conclusion

This paper designed meander-type microstrip patch antenna to acquire broadband
matching characteristics, various radiation patterns, broad VSWR and ratio
bandwidth, while minimizing the size of tag in the metal environment. Square-
shaped power feeder is connected to the body for coordination with common-use
tag chip attached to the antenna, while the patch device is designed in the form of
multiple meanders to efficiently scale back the size of body of antenna. The design
variables of antenna are the same, as the designed antenna is devised to find the
optimal antenna by comparing the performance by the increase of patch device in
the identical environment. The bandwidth of designed antenna is found to be 908–
920 MHz, which suggests that all antennas are well matched with chip impedance,
satisfying the international RFID standard. Antenna gain is found to be 4.2 dBi,
which has no significant difference with the metal antenna in use. However, the
recognition distance of existing antenna is maximum 4 m in the metal section,
while that of the designed antenna in this study ranges from minimum 5.8 m to
maximum 7.3 m, which shows a considerable improvement in recognition
distance.
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Multi-Hop Relay Protocol Techniques
for Performance Enhancement of LTE
Downlink System

Chanhong Park

Abstract In this paper, we proposed research to boost reception performance in
link-down transmission method of LTE system, which is the next-generation
mobile communication technology standard underway in 3GPP. At the moment,
in LTE downlink system, OFDM which is suitable for high speed data transmis-
sion and multipath has been used. However, OFDM method has a weakness
displaying the relatively greater PAPR at the terminal because it basically uses
multi-carrier. To this end, SC-FDMA has been used in LTE uplink system in order
to compensate this big defect related to a great PAPR of OFDM in such an
important terminal where power efficiency really matters. However, when signals
are deteriorated by the channels in the frequency domain, SC-FDMA reveals a
defect in that the impact of deteriorated parts is spreading and causes performance
degradation. To this end, it proposed installing relay (RS) in between station(BS)
and terminal(MS), set the distance between BS and RS at 500 and 1,000 m, each,
and chose OFDMA and SC-FDMA as transmission method of RS. The paper
found SC-FDMA to be better choice in RS when it is closer to BS and OFDMA to
be a better choice in RS when the distance between BS and RS is farther. The
system’s reception performance improved when the most appropriate transmission
method fitting the circumstances was used in the middle between BS and MS.
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1 Introduction

In the wake of the high demand on wireless multimedia services and with the
necessity of high-capacity, high-speed data transmission, development of a radio-
access-based 3G Mobile Communication Service is on the steady rise, improving
its data transfer speed, voice-data integration, and ATM-based networking trouble
inevitably taken [1]. Having improving the relevant technologies of HSDPA,
HSUPA, and MBMS since WCDMA standardization, 3GPP in the long run has
been providing highly competitive wireless accessing technology by way of
HSDPA/HSUPA. In need of the advanced mobile technology, however, 3GPP is
now discussing 4G Mobile Communication Service in depth, a much improved
communication means in comparison to ‘Release 6 Technology’, in terms of
latency, data transfer rate, system capacity, and coverage. Among the variation of
3GPP LTE, Wibro Evolution, and 3GPP2 UMB, 4G Mobile Communication
Service is projected to be standardized into LTE-Advanced, an OFDM-based LTE
communication means deemed most suitable to be called as ‘4G’ [2]. Projecting
the data transfer rate of 155Mbps–1Gbps or 100Mbps while abeyant or in motion,
respectively, 4G Mobile Communication Service is aiming integration of the wired
and wireless communication means in a higher capacity [3]. Adopting OFDMA
SC-FDMA for uplink and downlink, LTE-Advance supports bi-directional
multiple antenna MIMO, as well as offering Hybrid OFDMA/SC-FDMA in
compensation of PARR efficiency and performance differential between OFDMA
and SC-FDMA. Multi-hop Relay is another alternative to advance data capacity
and coverage [4, 5]. As for OFDMA, a multi-access means incorporating sub-
channels in part, this capacitates multi-assignment by way of OFDM involving use
of the multiple frequency scopes bearing orthogonality each other for better
endurance to frequency fading and featuring efficiency in operation. Incorporated
for downlink is OFMDA, improving frequency efficiency and cell capacity but
with some setback due mostly to the higher PARR. Uplink incorporates
SC-FDMA to compensate thereof, using a single carrier wave to lower PARR but
likely contorting the signal from frequency scope channel as using an assimilator.
Spreading the contorted data, SC-FDMA loses PARR efficiency with higher
modulation level [6, 7].

Therefore, in this paper, we set up the distance between base station and ter-
minal as 500 m, 1000 m in order to improve the performance difference between
OFDMA and SC-FDMA, and to increase the performance of the system and its
coverage, then a relay was installed between base station and terminal, and, on the
base of the base station and the relay already installed, the we conduct a test for
select proper way of the transfer mode of OFDMA and SC-FDMA [8]. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Hybrid OFDMA/SC-
FDMA system. Section 3 describes data transmission protocol, frame structure in
relation to Multi-hop Relay and as the means enhance LTE performance. Section 3
describes the relay location, transmission set-up, and Relaying performance by
simulation. The conclusions are given in Sect. 4.
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2 Hybrid OFMDA/SC-FDMA

2.1 OFDMA

Semi-carrier waves are grouped into sub-channels, which are a larger unit, and
these sub-channels are grouped into bursts to be alloted to wireless users. Each
burst allotment can be changed in every frame within the order of modulation and
this enables dynamic adjustment of bandwidth use according to what the current
system in a station requires. Furthermore, power consumption by each user can
also be adjusted according to the current system’s requirement since each user
consumes only part of the whole bandwidth [9, 10] (Fig. 1).

2.2 SC-FDMA

SC-FDMA refers to the single carrier-frequency division multiple access mode. This
is a multi-user modulation based on single carrier-frequency domain equalization.
SC-FDE can be seen as a linearly pre-coded 7OFDM mode, whereas SC-FDMA can
be seen as a linearly pre-coded OFDMA or LP-OFDMA mode. As in the case of
OFDM mode, SC-FDMA is inserted between blocks of symbol for circulating
protection period caused by multipath propagation to efficiently eliminate extension
of time between blocks. In OFDM mode, FFT is applied to receiver of each block,
while IFFT is applied to transmitter. In SC-FDE mode, FFT and IFFT alike are
applied to receiver, not to transmitter. In SC-FDMA mode, FFT and IFFT are
applied to both receiver and transmitter. Equalization is made by multiplying
Fourier coefficients with complex number after calculating FFT not only in SC-FDE
and SC-FDMA but also in OFDM. Then frequency-selective attenuation and phase
distortion can be prevented. The good thing is that less computing power is needed in
FFT and frequency domain equalization than in the existing time domain equal-
ization. In SC-FDMA mode, multiple access is available by inserting silent Fourier
coefficients to transmitter prior to the implementation of IFFT and eliminating them

Fig. 1 Transmitters/receivers block diagram of OFDMA downlink system
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at the receiver before implementation. Other users are assigned to other Fourier
coefficients (subcarrier).

SC-FDMA, which stands for Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple
Access, can stave off frequency selection attenuation and phase distortion as both
FFT and IFFT are applied to both transmitter and receiver [11, 12] (Fig. 2).

3 LTE Reception Performance Improvement Test
Multi-Hop Relay Technology

3.1 Existing LTE Transmission Protocol

While existing LTE protocols have the merit of enhancing channel capacity and
reducing transmission power through the transmission from base station (BS) to
mobile station (MS) via relay station (RS), it is hard to expect improved reception
performance from them. In this respect, diversity system, which BS sends the same
signal to RS and MS and MS combines the signals from BS and RS, is applicable.
Gain from transmission rate is to be taken into consideration on the application of
spatial multiplexing technique different data signals are transmitted at the same
time. Where is RS, one of relay source of signals, existing protocols shall be as
follows in three cases [13] (Table 1).

3.2 Process of Associative Crayon Colors Pattern

This paper proposed making a selection between SC-FDMA or OFDMA
depending on each terminal environment in RS in order to bring about optimal
performance under LTE environment. Relay installation to optimize performance

Fig. 2 Structures of SC-FDMA transmitter unit
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in shadow domains and the subsequent protocol needed is also proposed in the
paper. In cases where transmitter unit and receiver unit is in short distance,
OFDMA is used to ensure frequency efficiency and boost cell capacity. In cases of
long-distance, SC-FDMA employed in LTE uplink is used to make up for
OFDMA’s weakness and boost system’s performance (Table 2).

In the proposed transmission protocol, Time slot 1 used BS ? RS, applied in
the existing Protocol 3, while Time slot 2 used RS ? MS, applied in the Protocol
2, in order to minimize path loss or power dissipation and guarantee optimal
communication without having to experience waste of resource at BS, RS, MS and
pass through multiple relays. Accordingly, a relay station in which BS is exploited
as relay is chosen at Time slot 1, while data is transmitted from relay to MS at
Time slot 2. Furthermore, LTE downlink is set as the default along with the
selective use of OFDMA and SC-FDMA according to BS and relay conditions.
In the event that transmitter and receiver are near to one another, OFDMA is
recommended to amplify frequency efficiency and cell capacity. However, when
they are distant from one another, SC-FDMA used in LTE uplink is recommended
to remedy defects of OFDMA and maximize the system performance.

3.3 Frame Structure

Frame structure of the proposed mode is set forth in Fig. 3, BS-RS and RS-MS
links use different carrier frequencies, and correct synchronization is necessary
between BS and RS. RS is presumed to implement BS mode and MS mode
alternately in a time domain. BS mode of RS refers to the cases of which signals
received from BS are resent to MS or RS and of which uplink signals are received
from either MS or RS. MS mode refers to the cases of which signals are received
from BS and of which uplink signals received from MS or RS are resent to BS.

Table 1 Relay protocol

Protocol 1 Protocol 2 Protocol 3

Time slot 1 BS ? RS, BS ? MS BS ? RS, BS ? MS BS ? RS
Time slot 2 BS ? MS, RS ? MS RS ? MS BS ? MS, RS ? MS

Table 2 The proposed relay protocols

Protocol Existing LTE
(HSDPA)

Proposal

Protocol 1 Protocol 2 Protocol 3

Time slot 1
(phase 1)

BS ? Relay OFDM OFDMA SC-FDMA SC-FDMA

Time slot 2
(phase 2)

Relay ? MS OFDM SC-FDMA SC-FDMA OFDMA
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Frame header refers to control signals for MS transmitted without relay base
and is comprised of Preamble, FCH, DL/UL-MAP, D/UCD, etc. FH refers to the
same frame header information sent to all RS and sends rather simplified infor-
mation than FH. In addition, back-hole here refers to communication between BS
and RS [14, 15].

In the back-hole section, when RS receives or transmits signals from or to BS,
the frame switches to the MS mode. When RS transmits signals from BS to MS in
the service zone or receives signals from MS, it switches to the BS mode. In other
words, the up/down-link signals transmitted to each RS take different positions in
the time domain [16].

3.4 Performance Gap Between OFDMA and SC-FDMA

The switching distance that generates performance gap between OFDM and SC-
FDMA can be simulated. Therefore, simulation is the basic element of the method,
as suggested in this paper, to select the transmission method according to the
conditions of and distance between BS and MS. Because the performance gap
between OFDM and SC-FDMA, caused due to a difference of power efficiency can
be a critical element, it is required to consider the back-off value in transmission of
the OFDM signal.

back � off ¼ ðA2Þ=ðMAX inputÞ ð1Þ

Fig. 3 Frame structures using RS
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Equation (1) represents the back-off value. A back-off is defined as the clipping
power divided by the maximum transmission signal power. This formula provides
you the size of clipping of the signal (±A), and by applying it to the simulation,
you can compare the performance to which the back-off is applied with the per-
formance of the ideal case. Figure 4 shows the ideal BER of OFDM by using a
fixed SNR value. The simulation result shows maintain the ideal or similar OFDM
performance at the back-off value of approx. 6–8 dB.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of BLER performance between OFDM and SC-
FDMA by distance. The performance was simulated with increasing distance of MS
from BS. The simulation result shows that SC-FDMA provides better performance
than OFDM after 210–200 m when the back-off value is 6 dB, and the result is
inverted at 160–170 m when the back-off value is 8 dB. This result indicates that, if
RS is used between BS and MS, performance may vary depending on the selected

Fig. 4 OFDM performance comparison of back-off values a QPSK modulation, b 16QAM
modulation
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transmission method by locations of MS and BS, though there may be a minor
difference depending on the back-off value of OFDM.

4 Simulation

In the event that MS is 500 m away from BS, reception performance of selected
transmission mode is displayed according to the location of RS. In this case,
provided that the central region covers 250 m, it is found that BER of OF-SC
(OFDMA-SCFMA) is better than that of OF-OF (OFDMA-OFDMA) when RS and
RS are near to one another or RS and MS are about 100–200 m away from one
another. In spite of OFDMA mode in BS, a higher level of performance is pre-
sented with SC-FDMA mode in RS, because RS and MS are rather distant. In the
central region with stable power efficiency, the performance of OF-OF is better
than that of OF-SC. In the meantime, it was found that the performance got better
in OFDMA than in SC-FDMA, when the distance between RS and MS is closer. It
was also indicated that OF-OF presented great performance from the central
region, where the power of BS and RS is stable, to the 300–400 m region, where
BS is far from RS and RS is near to MS (Fig. 6).

Figure 7 is the reception performance of transfer modes selected based on RS’s
location assuming distance between BS and MS at 1,000 m. The simulation fixed
OFDMA as the transfer mode from BS and RS and tested both OF-OF and OF-SC
by switching transfer mode from RS to MS to OFDMA and SC-FDMA. OF-SC
performed better than OF-OF when RS was located in 100–300 m but both modes
hardly differed when BER of both modes were compared from 350 to 500 m in the
center.

Fig. 5 Performance comparison of OFDM and SC-FDMA by distance
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we set up the distance between base station and terminal as 500 m,
100 m, in order to improve the performance difference between OFDMA and
SC-FDMA, and to increase the performance of the system and its coverage, then a
relay was installed between base station and terminal, and, on the base of the base
station and the relay already installed, the we conduct a test for select proper way
of the transfer mode of OFDMA and SC-FDMA. Also this paper proposed a
combination of two transfer modes to fill up the performance gap between

Fig. 6 BER in MS location of 500 m and OFDMA transfer mode between BS and MS

Fig. 7 BER in MS location of 1000 m and transfer mode between RS and MS
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OFDMA and SC-FDMA and to improve reception performance of LTE system’s
downlink transfer mode. The paper also proposed setting up RS in between BS and
MS to enhance system’s performance and coverage, and ran a simulation of the
proposed idea. A simulation to appropriately select one out of OFDMA and
SC-FDMA based on RS set with BS was carried out by setting the location
between BS and MS at 500 and 1000 m, respectively, and setting RS in between
BS and MS. Simulation revealed that OFDMA is a better option in BS and
SC-FDMA in RS when RS was more closely located to BS. This was just the
opposite as in the longer distance between BS and RS where SC-FDMA performed
better in BS and OFDMA in RS. In the center between BS and MS, an
improvement in the system’s reception performance was foreseeable by selecting
transfer mode befitting particular situation. It is expected that the results from this
paper would be able to provide for desirable communication services by improving
the receiving performance of the whole system, while reducing isolated area that is
being appeared in LTE downlink system, as well as enlarging cell coverage of base
station simultaneously.
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Performance Improvement Using Single
Carrier-FDMA in Relay Based LTE
Uplink System

Chanhong Park

Abstract In this paper, we proposed to install a relay between base station and
terminal (or user equipment) in order to improve receiving performance of the
downlink transfer mode of the Long Term Evolution (LTE) system, which is the
next-generation mobile communication technology standard that has been pro-
ceeding in the 3rd General Partnership Project (3GPP). In 3GPP LTE-advanced,
hybrid OFDMA/SC-FDMA is recommended for its technological capability to
make up for the performance gap between OFDMA and SC-FDMA and to make
PAPR more efficient. OFDMA is used in LTE downlink in order to make fre-
quency more efficient and raise cell capacity but OFDM struggles with a high
PAPR owing to its use of multi carrier wave. LTE uplink, on the other hand,
employs SC-FDMA, which is similar to OFDMA, but makes up for OFDM’s big
PAPR in mobile stations where electricity efficiency is critical. We conduct a
paper to improve receiving performance having selected OFDMA and SC-FDMA,
as the transfer mode of base station and relay based on the distance of the relay that
has been installed and location of base station. The paper found SC-FDMA to be
better choice in RS when it is closer to BS and OFDMA to be a better choice in RS
when the distance between BS and RS is farther. The system’s reception perfor-
mance improved when the most appropriate transmission method fitting the cir-
cumstances was used in the middle between BS and MS.
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1 Introduction

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is to further solidify 3G Communication Service on
the strong basis of GSM market and existing HSPA(HSPA+). Devoid of the
backward compatibility that HSPA+ was able to support, LTE features whole new
mobile communication service, overcoming limitations from 3G Communication
Service and is aiming the long-term solution for years to come by way of wider
coverage, higher system capacity, data transmission rate, transmission continuity
(latency improvement), cost-efficiency, and overall service quality improvement.
Developing upon the existing communication network, LTE seamlessly supports
HSDPA and WCDMA network as well [1]. LTE incorporates 3GPP Rel-8 Stan-
dard Technologies of OFDM and MIMO to feature uplink and downlink data
transmission rate of 86.4 and 326.4 Mbps. LTE accesses channels by way of
Uplink Channel Access and Downlink Channel Access, each incorporating
SC-FDMA, for better PARR efficiency, electricity (battery) management and
simplification of mobile unit design, and OFDMA, for better frequency efficiency
with disturbance. Note that such an OFDMA and MIMO are working reciprocally.
Note further that LTE best operates while user is abeyant or in slow motion (at
0–15 km/h), featuring quality services when in faster motion at 15–120 km/h or
even faster at 120–350 km/h, up to 500 km/h. In 3GPP LTE-advanced, hybrid
OFDMA/SC-FDMA is recommended for its technological capability to make up
for the performance gap between OFDMA and SC-FDMA and to make PAPR
more efficient. OFDMA is used in LTE downlink in order to make frequency more
efficient and raise cell capacity but OFDM struggles with a high PAPR owing to its
use of multi carrier wave. LTE uplink, on the other hand, employs SC-FDMA,
which is similar to OFDMA, but makes up for OFDM’s big PAPR in mobile
stations where electricity efficiency is critical [2]. This paper proposed relay to
make up for the performance gap between OFDMA and SC-FDMA and performed
research to improve reception performance by using OFDMA and SC-FDMA as
transfer modes for stations and relays depending on the distance between station
and relay. Stated hereunder is to discuss downlink data transmission of LTE
System, as a standardized mobile communication means improving the commu-
nication disturbance between BS and MS by way of SC-FDMA, in compensation
for the higher PARR caused out of a carrier wave. Featuring lower PARR as said,
SC-FDMA better transfers data long-range, without respect to the coverage of BS
by installing Relays for better MS operation. Such means of OFDMA and SC-
FDMA are to be incorporated selectively by how BS, RS, and MS operate [3, 4].

The result of the paper is expected to improve reception performance in the
overall system and provide smooth communications service by reducing shadow
domain and expanding BS’ cell coverage. Section 2 describes the multi-hop relay
system. Section 3 describes relay mode and as the means enhance LTE perfor-
mance. Section 3 describes the relay location, transmission set-up, and Relaying
performance by simulation. The conclusions are given in Sect. 4.
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2 Multi-hop Relay

Figure 1a represents direct communication between BS and MS without RS, and
Fig. 1b represents communication between BS and MS via RS. Case (a) is gen-
erally called a single hop, and (b), though the number of hops may vary, a multi-
hop. Basically, a multi-hop relay method requires a channel between BS, which
transmits data, MS, which receives data, and RS, which gets involved in the
communication and enhances performance, as illustrated in Fig. 2. BS delivers
data to RS as well as MS, and RS transmits the received signal to MS at the next
time slot by processing it as required. This method enables transmission of data via
RS if the BS ? MS channel is not in good condition, or if the BS ? MS channel
is in good condition, MS can combines signals received through the two channels,
to provide the benefit of diversity [5, 6].

As illustrated in Fig. 2, RS plays the role of expanding the cell coverage and
improving the cell performance. As illustrated in Fig. 3, in order to expand the cell
coverage, RS may be used to provide service to shadow zones or cell boundaries
where signals of BS are not reached, or outside of cell boundaries where service is
not provided [7].

For MS which is outside of a cell, as illustrated in Fig. 3, a modulation tech-
nique with low transfer rate, such as QPSK, must be used because of high path loss
of the signal from BS. In order to prevent deterioration of performance in the entire
cell due to MSs on the cell boundary, relays may be used to provide the service for
these MSs with the modulation method with high transfer rate, enhancing per-
formance of the entire cell.

2.1 Multi-hop Relay Technique

Relay techniques are divided into fixed relay and selective relay depending on the
method of relaying data. In the fixed relay technique, RS always relays data from
BS to MS, regardless of condition of the channel. In the selected relay technique,

Fig. 1 Relay techniques of single-hop and multi-hop. a Single-hop, b multi-hop
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RS determines whether to transmit the data from BS in consideration of the
channel gain [8]. This study deals with fixed relay techniques (AF and DF).

2.1.1 AF Technique

The AF technique is used in the existing relay system. In this technique RS only
amplifies power of the received signal before relaying it. This technique regulates
power of the received signal, and amplifies it to the level RS can transmit. It is
relatively simple to implement, but has a defect that noise is also amplified [9].
Where the signal transmitted from BS is ‘x’, the signal transferred to MS through
RS using AF technique is as follows:

Fig. 2 Relay channel

Fig. 3 Example of improve of cell throughput using relay
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yD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ESRERD

hSRj j2ESR þ N0

s

hSRhRD þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ERD

hSRj j2ESR þ N0

s

hRDnR þ nD ð1Þ

hSR and hRD represent BS ? RS and RS ? MS channel, respectively. nR and nD

are the noises added to the receiving antennas of RS and MS, respectively. The
noises have the same distribution but are independent from each other. The
effective SNR and peff of the received signal in Eq. (1) are expressed as follows:

peff ¼
pSR � pRD

1þ pSR þ pPD
ð2Þ

Equation (1) shows that effective SNR gets lower than pSR and pRD if AF tech-
nology is used. If pSR equals to pRD, and SNR is higher, the effective SNR becomes
pSR=2, resulting in the loss of 3 dB in terms of performance. This is because
amplification of power in RS also increases power of noise. From the above result,
the channel capacity of AF technique is as follows:

CAF ¼
1
2

log2 1þ pSR � pRD

1þ pSRpRD

� �

ð3Þ

2.1.2 DF Technique

The DF technique decodes the received signal into bits, and transmits the encoded
and modulated signal [10]. The DF technique is more complicated than the AF
technique in terms of the amount of operation, but is practical to implement
considering the fact that most communication thermals are equipped with modu-
lator/demodulator and encoder/decoder. RS, which uses the DF technique, decodes
the received signal, and transmits re-encoded and re-modulated signal to MS. The
signal received in D is as follows:

yD ¼ hRDx̂þ nD ð4Þ

where, x̂ is the signal re-encoded and re-modulated by DF and transmitted by RS.
The channel capacity of the system with the DF technique equals to the capacity of
BS ? RS or RS ? MS channel, whichever has the lower SNR, and is expressed
as follows:

CDF ¼ min
1
2

log 1þ pSRð Þ; 1
2

log2 1þ pRDð Þ
� �

ð5Þ

If the effective SNR is equivalent between the two channels, the channel
capacity of the DF technique has more gain than the AF technique.
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3 Proposed on Relay Structure for Improved Receiver
Performance of LTE Downlink

Among all the currently used LTE systems, OFDMA mode, the LTE downlink
system, as well as SC-FDMA mode, the LTE uplink system, are currently in use.
SC-FDMA mode out of LTE uplink systems is employed as the standard. LTE
uplink often uses CAZAC sequence for implementation of CDM to distinguish
signals from each terminal in sending reference signal and control channel.
CAZAC sequence, which maintains an uniform amplitude in the time/frequency
domain, is suitable for increasing coverage by lowering PAPR of terminal.
However, SC-FDMA mode, which has lower PAPR than OFDMA mode, is more
advantaged in the boundary between the cells, but shows poor performance in the
high-order modulation, has disadvantages for multiple antenna system, lacks in
flexibility of resource allocation, and has difficulty in creating free pilot pattern.
This paper propose a way of opting for either SC-FDMA mode or OFDMA mode,
according to each terminal environment to acquire the best performance in the
LTE environment.

3.1 Relay Mode

The relay operation mode used in the suggested method is assumed to be the non-
transparent mode as defined in IEEE 802.16j. In the non-transparent mode, BS and
relay transfer control information to MS at the same time point, so that MS can
synchronize with BS or RS, and acquire the frame information. In other words, RS
has different frame control information from BS and adjacent RSs, and transmits
unique preamble and MAP information at the starting part of DL sub-frame.
Therefore, MS recognizes RSs of non-transparent mode as a single BS. RS,
however, relays all data and control information between BS and MS. RS can be
controlled by BS through the centralized scheduler, or can be the subject of dis-
tributed scheduling [11].

Figure 4 illustrates an example of non-transparent mode. Different PN
sequences are used between BS and adjacent RSs. RS receives R-MAP and R-DL-
Burst from upper-layer RS or BS, generates own frame control information and
allocate burst at the next frame. This structure enables easy expansion of coverage,
but complicates scheduling in BS because delay occurs in transfer of data by 1
frame per hop. Because the non-transparent relay is useful to provide MS out of
the coverage of broadcasting of BS, however, this study suggests the RS mode for
the purpose of expansion of communication coverage [12].
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3.2 Receiving Performance Improvement of LTE
Using Multi-hop Relay

The mode proposed in this paper facilitates the communication environment by
installing RS between BS and MS to guarantee the optimal performance in LTE
downlink environment, and selects either SC-FDMA or OFDMA for the location
of BS and RS or RS and MS. The simulation environment shall be set forth as
Table 1.

Fig. 4 Example of non-transparent mode

Table 1 Simulation parameter

Parameter OFDM SC-FDMA

FFT 256 256
Guard Period FFT/4 FFT*Q/4
Modulation QPSK, 16QAM QPSK,16QAM
Pathloss model
(NLOS)

27.7 ? 40.2log10(d) 27.7 ? 40.2log10(d)

Tx power (dBm) 27
(back off = 6,8 dB)

27

Noise power (dBm) -114 -114
Coding Convolution

(1/2, 1/4)
Convolution
(1/2, 1/4)

Channel compensation ZF ZF
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On the basis of the aforementioned simulation environment, MS and RS are
properly located with BS as the center, while FFT of both OFDM and SC-FDMA
is set as 256. When it comes to the protection period, it is desirable for active
symbol period to be longer than protection period to minimize the SNR loss caused
from protection period. As the active symbol period has to be at least four times
longer than the protection period, OFDM mode is set for FFT/4, whereas SC-
FDMA mode is set for FFT*Q/4 to be of the same condition as OFDM. As a means
of modulation by the distance between BS and MS, QPSK and 16QAM are
employed. Meanwhile, back-off value is set as 6–8 dB to identify the difference in
performance and distance by SNR of OFDM and SC-FDMA. MS and RS remained
without power control to send data with the same transmission power. RS is then
grounded in DF to get the gain in channel capacity. Lastly, a simulation was made
without power control for MS and RS to send data with the same transmission
power.

Figure 5 represents the case that MS is 500 m away from the center of BS. It is
used to enhance performance with RS when MS is relatively near BS or is on the
coverage boundary. If MS is near BS but is in the shadow area, the receiving
performance is deteriorated. If MS is on the cell coverage, this MS deteriorates the
performance of the entire cell. Therefore, RS is installed by distance. To find the
optimum receiving performance by RS location, the researcher simulated service
with diverse locations of RS between BS and MS, and compared performance gap
between OFDMA and SCFDMA selectively used by MS and RS.

Figure 6 shows the case that MS is 1000 m away from the center of BS. It is
used to enhance performance with RS when MS is relatively far apart from BS,
and is out of the cell coverage. In this case, because of large distance between BS
and RS, path loss of signal transmitted from BS increases, causing deterioration of
receiving performance. The researcher placed RS between BS and MS, and
compared performance gap between OFDMA and SC-FDMA selectively used to
show that loss of data and deteriorated receiving performance of existing OFDM
are minimized.

Fig. 5 MS location of 500 m
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4 Simulation

Figure 7 shows performance of RS transfer mode under SC-FDMA mode in BS.
SC–SC outperformed SC-OF when RS location is in between 100 and 200 m since
BS is closer to RS while RS is farther to MS. Performance difference is hardly
observed from when RS distance was farther than 200 m. From 250 m on, SC-OF
exhibited strong performance and outperformed at 300–400 m when distance
between BS and RS gets farther and that between RS and MS gets closer.

Figure 8 shows receiving performance of transfer modes selected on the basis
of RS location when distance between BS and MS is 1000 m. SC–SC outper-
formed when RS location was in between 100 and 400 m since distance between

Fig. 6 MS location
of 1000 m

Fig. 7 BER in MS location of 500 m and OFDMA transfer mode between BS and MS
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BS and RS was shorter than that between RS and MS. SC–SC was found to be
outperforming SC-OF when RS is in 500, the central zone. SC-OF exhibited
outstanding performance up to 600–700 m when distance between BS and RS gets
farther and that between RS and MS gets shorter but the two transfer modes did not
show big difference at 800–900 m. SC-FDMA transfer from BS to RS could
seriously distort signal itself and RS passing through IDFT by using frequency
domain equalizer spreads the impact of signal distortion, which deteriorates per-
formance. Hence, performance does not improve just be passing through RS.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a combination of two transfer modes to fill up the perfor-
mance gap between OFDMA and SC-FDMA and to improve reception perfor-
mance of LTE system’s downlink transfer mode. The paper also proposed setting
up RS in between BS and MS to enhance system’s performance and coverage, and
ran a simulation of the proposed idea. A simulation to appropriately select one out
of OFDMA and SC-FDMA based on RS set with BS was carried out by setting the
location between BS and MS at 500 and 1000 m, respectively, and setting RS in
between BS and MS. Simulation revealed that OFDMA is a better option in BS
and SC-FDMA in RS when RS was more closely located to BS. This was just the
opposite as in the longer distance between BS and RS where SC-FDMA performed
better in BS and OFDMA in RS. In the center between BS and MS, an

Fig. 8 BER in MS location of 1000 m and transfer mode between RS and MS
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improvement in the system’s reception performance was foreseeable by selecting
transfer mode befitting particular situation.
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An Efficient High-Speed Traffic Control
Scheme for Real-Time Multimedia
Applications in Wireless Networks

Moonsik Kang

Abstract In this paper, an efficient traffic control scheme for real-time multimedia
services is proposed with the use of the IEEE 802.11 WLAN for wireless access
part in wireless networks, which is based on both the traffic estimation of the mean
rate and header compression. The network model consists of the core RTP/IP
network as well as the wireless access parts with lots of mobile hosts. This model
is designed to include the means of provisioning Quality of Service (QoS) strategy
according to the requirements of each particular traffic flow as well as the header
compression method for real-time multimedia applications. Performance evalua-
tion is carried out for showing the effectiveness of the proposed traffic control
scheme.

Keywords High-speed traffic control � QoS strategy � Traffic estimation �
Header compression � Wireless networks

1 Introduction

Most recently, the astonishing growth of the wireless mobile network technology
have been facilitating new demands for multimedia applications over the Internet
including both wired and wireless parts [1–3]. In order to cope with this increasing
traffic requirements, several research topics have aimed at providing users for the
required Quality of service (QoS) at different network layers [1, 4], in the sense
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that QoS is considered as the ability to provide different priority to different
applications, users, or data flows or to guarantee a certain level of performance to a
data flow. Also Real Time Protocol (RTP) is widely used as the protocol for
various real-time communications and multimedia services using IP Networks,
such as Multi-User online games and video/audio broadcasting, etc. The packets
transferred in the RTP, when audio/video data are transferred through cable or
wireless networks, are capsulated into an IP header (20 octets) or RTP (12 octets),
with the total header size of 32 (52 bytes in case of IPv6) bytes. In addition, RTP
can also be used for video/audio streaming or remote video conferencing and
remote patient care. So header compression, the process of reducing the header
size by eliminating increased packet header overheads, is necessary for the effi-
cient high-speed multimedia transmission. On the one hand it includes two rep-
resentative methods of IPHC and ROHC. These utilize the repetitiveness of header
fields, and they enable more efficient multimedia communications.

Till now we have seek for the appropriate service method which is adequate to
meet diverse multimedia traffic requirements, such as efficiency and scalability. As
a result we propose an efficient traffic control method using both the traffic esti-
mation of the mean rate for QoS control and Header compression over wireless
networks, which is the effective solution for the required QoS from one end of the
network to the other. This may include the connection between the access point
and the router, which lies at the border of the core-IP(/RTP) network. There are
lots of papers which is referred that both core and wireless LAN QoS methodol-
ogies try to provide a better service for specific classes of traffic [3, 5], and not for
the particular end-to-end flows [5]. Also, Cognitive Networks are promising to be
the major step towards efficient and autonomic management of increasing com-
plexity of communication networks. In this sense, our overall framework may be
more specifically considering as a Class of Service (CoS) optimization for such
networks. Also, we show a solution to optimize the performance of the network for
different classes of traffic and a plan to introduce dynamic provisioning based on
traffic estimation of mean rate using moving average scheme. Our scheme is
designed to do that the real-time traffic transmission is carried out at the Resource
Control Agent (RCA) part [1].

2 Core Networks and Header Compression Method

In order to study an efficient header compression method of the RTP protocol in
Multi-User online game’s peer-to-peer multimedia services or video streaming
services using IP wireless networks, we have executed various experiments on the
MPEG streaming data with RTP/IP packets in IP Wireless Networks. Meanwhile
the purpose of QoS scheme is to provide the prioritized services by the control of
the bandwidth, the controlled jitter and latency, and the improved loss charac-
teristics. Also, it is important to make sure that providing priority for one or more
flows does not make the other flows fail. From the point that the QoS scheme
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enables us to provide a better service to certain flows, it is done by either raising
the priority of a flow or limiting the priority of another flow. Referring to con-
gestion management we try to raise the priority of a flow by queuing and servicing
queues in different ways. The queue management method for congestion avoid-
ance adapts priority by dropping lower-priority flows before servicing higher-
priority flows.

The core IP network model is an appropriate architecture for implementing a
scalable service differentiation in the Internet by aggregating traffic classification
state [1, 6]. Instead of maintaining state information, the DS applies different Per
Hop Behaviors (PHBs) that are specified by DS Code Point (DSCP) of IP header
[2]. The Traffic Conditioning Framework (TCF) consists of two parts such as the
traffic classifier and the traffic conditioner. The former is used to select packets
from incoming packet stream according to predefined rules. In addition, two kinds
of classifiers are defined in the DS model, which may be located at the ingress
nodes or at interior nodes in the DS domain. Forwarding treatment is a set of rules
defining the importance of a class compared to other classes. These rules char-
acterize the relative amount of resources, which should be dedicated for a par-
ticular class in the scheduler, and the packet dropping order during congestion. The
Traffic conditioner is used to verify whether the offered traffic is in compliance to
the agreed profile. Two kinds of routers are identified in core network, i.e., border
routers and core routers. Border routers exchange packets with other domains and
perform traffic conditioning, which are allowed to keep per-flow information. In
the advent of QoS in the IP Core Network, it has become imperative that the
wireless access network also provide the required QoS. The end-to-end QoS
requires not only QoS support mechanism in the core network, but also in the
access networks. The 802.11e WLAN standard proposes an Enhanced Distributed
Co-ordination Function (EDCF) for wireless access. That is, the EDCF is an
extension of the existing DCF scheme with some of the elements of the MAC
parameterized per Traffic Category (TC), which works to prioritize traffic on the
basis of Access Categories (AC).

In order to compress the header with the highest compression rate for the SN
and the TS, which increases dynamically and constantly among the many fields in
the RTP header, we propose the efficient scheme with some features as follows;
First, the increase of SN and TS among the packets sent and received between the
Compressor and the Decompressor should be uniformly maintained in the fol-
lowing way; The SN increases one by one if Basic Compression Bit (BCB) is
determined as the demanded bit value resulted from the compression. In addition
to that, the TS increases by the PiCTure clock interval (PCTSI) times. Second, the
uncompressed SN and TS comprise a total of 48 bits. The Compressor and the
Decompressor first decide how many bits these 48 bits should be compressed. It
can be decided as the 3-bits as Basic Compression Bit. If this value is inadequate,
the value of basic compression bit decides by way of adjustment between com-
pressor and decompressor. It is the Negotiation Compression Bit (NCB). The NCB
is equal to BCB if 3-bit is adequate. Third, the Compressor compresses the total
48-bits of the SN and the TS into n NCB bits, of which the n bits are transferred to
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the Decompressor. The Decompressor, calculates the SN by SNn-1 ? 1 with the
previous values and restores the TS as PCTSI ? TSn-1. Finally, the 48-bits (16-bit
SN and 32-bit TS) can be compressed into n bits. Here, let’s consider that the BCB
of SN and the TS between the compressor and the decompressor nodes can be set
as 3-bits. However, the compressor and the decompressor decides the final NCB
according to the characteristics of the payload traffic transferred through the RTP,
and the SN and the TS are compressed based on this result. When the NCB value is
determined as n, it is decided whether to compress the 48-bits of SN and the TS in
3-bits (BCB) or to compress them with an additional n bits in 3 ? n (NCB). As a
result, the 48-bits of SN and TS value is sent from the Compressor after being
compressed in NCB (BCB ? n bits, 0 B n \ 48). This means that long streamed
or large video traffic can be compressed with a value larger than 3-bits, while small
files or small traffic is compressed by the BCB, 3-bits. Here, the n NCB is decided
upon by calculating basic and extended bits in order to not only increase the
compression rate, but also to prevent cases where the decompressor itself has
problems of restoring the lost consecutive packets more than 2n – 1. Considering
the ability to restore consecutive packet loss, we set the n-bit size according to
depending on the negotiation results of the compressor and the decompressor.
Consequently we suggested that the number of compressed and sent bits be
extended to NCB(BCB ? n).

3 The Proposed Traffic Control Strategy

3.1 Network Model for QoS Traffic Control

The access part of the proposed network model will also support legacy 802.11e
users, which should be capable of interfacing with the rest of the QoS network. In
this regard, the AP becomes the end point for PHB operation as Service Level
Specification (SLS). The proposed model is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the BR
establishes the cognitive requirements based on traffic measurement by getting the
moving average of rate from the recent observed traffic load, and then accordingly
asks for traffic condition from the network. Another important function of the BR
is the marking of packets so that the core network may easily recognize it, which is
important for the translation of information between the two networks. The BR
and boundary entity of the core network are the critical elements of this integra-
tion, which consists of a translation between these UP tags and the DSCP. Four
classes of the traffic then map to different TCIDs within the 802.11e framework.
Thus a direct mapping of the DSCP field to the TCID field, and vice versa can be
formulated.

The boundary entity is co-located at the ingress router to the core part as Border
Router (BR) as in Fig. 1. The BR has a number of functions and is under the
control of the resource control agent (RCA). The BR is in charge of receiving
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packets from the AR and marking them with an appropriate DS code point
(DSCP), which is not necessarily a direct translation of the UP tag. This is because
if incoming traffic is in excess of what is expected; it will be marked simply as BE
traffic. In this way the BR performs admission control for incoming traffic. The
RCA can also instruct the BR to drop packets from certain users, or of a certain
flow. The BR forwards all incoming traffic information to the RCA and should
provide policing to account for falsification. RCA may be the central management
entity. It is in charge of traffic monitoring, dynamically provisioning the core
network based on the recent load and Time of Day, as well as indirectly controlling
the admission control of BR. It may be supported by a database to store SLS
information, as well as traffic condition and measurement information.

3.2 SN and TS Compression Method in Core Network

An existent method for the sequence Number (SN) in the RTP is to increase the
sequence numbers of the consecutive packets by one. That is, the RTP packet with
a 16-bit sequence number increases by 1 from 0 to 65535. This is because it is easy
to detect loss of packet in the part of the reception. However, let’s consider the
case of achieving a higher compression rate. When the nth packet’s SN is 3000,
the SN of the N ? 1th SN is 3000 ? 8(23) = 3008. Here, SNn is the original
sequence number in the RTP packet, and also the NCB is the basic 16-bit SN
compression bits. Therefore, if n = 3, this means that the 16-bit SN is compressed
in 3-bits. When the range is expanded in the proposed method, the SN can be
represented in Eq. (1), where SNn is the nth packet’s sequence of RTP and SNn-1 is
the most recently decoded sequence number.

SNn ¼ SNn�1 þ 1 ð1Þ

If the SN is compressed in such a way, the SN compression rate of the RTP
header can be calculated by the following relationship.

Fig. 1 Network model for high-speed traffic control
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CSN ¼
SN � SNproposed

SN
¼ 1� SNproposed

SN
ð2Þ

Here, the SN is the uncompressed packet header size (byte), and the SNproposed

is the compressed size of the SN. The CSN is the compression rate of the SN,
namely the relative ratio of the compressed SN size. As with the constitution of the
SN, in order to achieve a higher compression efficiency, changes in the current
RTP Time Stamp (TS) value should be set at a constant multiple value. We
propose that the TS value of the RTP header increases by the Picture clock
frequency (PCF) value. In a video stream, within the same picture the difference in
TS becomes 0. The TS value for the following B or the original Intra(I) or Inter(P)
pictures can be many times larger than PCF or bigger than 0. The PCF of H.261,
H.263 ver 1 is 29.97 Hz, and this means that the increase between the two coded
pictures is 3003. The following represents why such PCTSI value was calculated.
When the video is compressed using RTP, a packet may not include more than 1
picture. A single picture may be divided into two or more packets. The header
compression profile regarding video information uses 90 kHz as the reference
clock.

Also, the PCF of both the H.263 ver. 2 and the MPEG-4 become 25 and 30 Hz,
respectively, of which values show the increase multiple in TS of 3600 and 3000,
respectively. Even if there is loss in the transfer process between the Compressor
and the Decompressor, since the TS increases by the constant multiple of PCTSI,
this is immediately restorable using the TS of the previous packet. Like this, if the
TS value of the RTP header is configured to increase by the constant multiple of
PCTSI, the TS value can be simply compressed and restored using the following
formula.

TSn ¼ TSn�1 þ PCTSI ð3Þ

If TSn is the time stamp of the nth packet of the RTP, and TSn-1 is the most
recently decoded time stamp, when the range of the time stamp is expanded by the
suggested method, it can be represented by Eq. (3). If the change in TS between
two packets is configured to be the multiple of PCTSI, and the PCTSI value is
shared between the compressor and the decompressor, the decompressor can use
the previously mentioned BCB n-bit to easily restore the TS value. Using this
method, the Compressor may use either 3-bits or 3+ extended_n bits to compress
and restore the 16-bit SN and the 32-bit TS. The following formula shows what the
compression rate is in the TS field.

3.3 Bandwidth Allocation Method

The ingress traffic can be continuously monitored and measured by obtaining
moving average of rate. Also the network continuously collects data traffics from
each link. Over time this collection of data is used to characterize the behavior of
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the traffic, for instance, which what kind of traffic dominates at a particular time of
day. This enables us to compile data about traffic patterns over time, which helps
us to define the required parameters in the core of the network to support this
variation of traffic over time. The basic concept within a CR is that of four priority
queues—One for Expedited Forwarding (EF) traffic, two queues for AF4x and
AF2x (i.e., Assured Forwarding traffic), and the fourth for BE (i.e., Best effort
traffic). The different priorities for weighting algorithms such as Priority Queuing
(PQ) govern each of these queues. The Traffic1 queue, the highest priority one,
passes through a single weighing stage of PQ, while Traffic2 and Traffic3 traffics
pass through two levels of weighing stage of WFQ. Thus, the S1 has highest
precedence and the least number of weighing stages. Like this, the network service
maps to different Traffic Classes. For instance, the real time voice traffic is for
Traffic1, which is implemented using EF and so on. The traffic matrix is specified
based on traffic patterns according to traffic measurement method. In the normal,
we can safely provision the network according to our pre-specified matrix by
allocating the optimal bandwidth. Continuous monitoring of the incoming traffic
enables us to recognize whether at any given time the incoming traffic is within the
bounds of the expected traffic. In the presence of sudden changes, the network
enters an abnormal state. In this case, the network reacts by further changing the
weight in discordance with the matrix above. As soon as the network returns to a
normal state, parameters are brought back to the recommended values.

4 Performance Evaluation

Here, we consider some QoS parameters, such as delay, packet loss, and
throughput, in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. The
delay parameter may refer to either propagation delay or round-trip delay. The
packet loss parameter refers to the ratio between the number of lost packets from
source to destination. The Maximum Transmit Unit (MTU) in the RTP layer is
4000 bits. This means that the video frames larger than 500 bytes are segmented
and are transported after being divided into two or more RTP packets. However,
in this experiment, it assumed that the RTP packets are divided in a set size, and
the algorithm and the process of the MPEG4 stream being divided into RTP
packets are not considered. In this experiment, only the constant size RTP
packets are used as test subjects. Two channels were used between the two
nodes: the data channel where data are transferred between the Compressor and
the Decompressor, and the feedback channel where the ACK or the NAK signal
is transmitted from the Decompressor. The results show that, for smaller lengths
of consecutive packet loss, the success rate for the 3-bit compression method is
increased, while the error rate for the method of large compression bit number of
the header is decreased as the length of consecutive packet loss gets longer. In
addition, for 3-bit compressions, we could see that the difference between
consecutive error rates of 10 and 50 was more than 8 times, while the 9-bit
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compression showed not much effect from the consecutive error lengths, as the
error rate was maintained from 0.4 to 0.6.

Also our network model is described as the collection of the individual CR
nodes and link states, of which traffic consists of entities in the core network as
well as access part. The traffics are represented explicitly as they determine the
behavior of nodes and links at a particular point in time. In our simulation, the
performance is evaluated from the view of the network efficiency by the mean
delay. Also, the traffic arrival process is selected as Poisson model with mean
throughput of 150 Mb/s for the simulation network model. In the simulation work,
the proposed priority queuing based on traffic estimation (AQ_TE) based on
header compression (AQ_HC) and Weighted Fair queuing (WFQ) functions are
implemented respectively between BR and the CR in the core network. Figure 2
shows the comparison of mean access delay according to each traffic class for two
cases. Case 1 means that the traffic amount of each class occurs at the same rate,
meanwhile case 2 means that the traffic occurrence rates for each class are 38, 22,
15, and 25 % in order for Traffic1, Traffic2, Traffic3, Traffic4, respectively. These
results show that the delay performance of Traffic1 (with relative high priorities) of
AQ_TE is much improved as compared with other lower priority traffics, and
much better performance for Traffic2 (i.e. video traffic) of AQ_HC for the case 2.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, an efficient traffic control scheme based on traffic estimation of the
mean rate as well as header compression technique is introduced for the multi-
media applications in wireless networks. This scheme can provide the efficient
end-to-end QoS performance between mobile hosts over IP(/RTP) core network
including wireless access parts. All the data traffics are classified as four different
types and then they are accordingly processed differently passing through BR, and
CR through both the wireless access part and the core network. The performance
of the proposed scheme is evaluated for the different traffic patterns in simulation
network model in some aspect of mean access delay. Simulation results show that

Fig. 2 Mean access delay according to traffic types for two cases
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the proposed control scheme has the better performance of the low delay. This
solution will be also a scalable one in the core network because of the low-
overhead performance because of both the behavior aggregation and header
compression. For further study, we will study the optimal adaptive resource
control strategy to cooperate with various wireless access networks over cognitive
environments.
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Interference Assessment on the Circuit
Domain in GSM-R Networks by Grey
Clustering and Analytic Hierarchy
Process

Si-Ze Li, Zhang-Dui Zhong, Yuan-Yuan Shi, Bo Ai, Jian-Wen Ding
and Si-Yu Lin

Abstract In the high-speed railway communication networks, interference is
quite complicated and serious interference can even ruin the security of trains. So
how to evaluate the effect is becoming more and more important. Both grey
clustering evaluations and analytic hierarchy process are an effective compre-
hensive evaluation theory. In this paper, we apply the theory of grey clustering
evaluations and analytic hierarchy process to assess the interference of the circuit
domain in GSM-R networks and make a comprehensive evaluation on interfer-
ence. Based on the theory of grey clustering evaluations, the interference is sorted
into rough groups. Then further classification of the interference can be obtained.
The results show that grey clustering evaluations combined with analytic hierarchy
process can provide the reliable interference evaluation in the railway services.
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1 Introduction

In the railroad communications system, it is generally known that the security and
reliability are the key factors of the QoS (Quality of Service QoS), and they are the
first principle during the period of railway construction. However, the infra-
structure of the GSM-R networks is in a complex electromagnetic environment,
and the GSM-R communication system used for Chinese Railway stays at special
band. So, the interference is more complicated than the other mobile communi-
cation systems ruining the security of trains [1]. It is very important and necessary
to identify the interference source, analyze the interference state, and evaluate the
level of the interference.

At the present time, the related research is focused on analyzing the interfer-
ence, and aimed at the statistical characteristics of the interference signals [2], such
as the probability density function, the nth order moment or the characteristic
function of the interference signals. Moreover, the evaluation algorithm just used
only one parameter. However, the QoS of the communication system is a com-
prehensive concept, if we just focus on single parameter, the overall performance
may be neglected. So we should evaluate the interference base on the compre-
hensive QoS parameters, and make an assessment on the interference by the
measured value of QoS parameters.

In this paper, we apply the theory of grey clustering evaluations and analytic
hierarchy process on the interference of the circuit domain in the GSM-R net-
works, and provide reliable interference level classification.

2 Interference in the GSM-R Networks

GSM-R (GSM for railway, GSM-R), which is based on GSM, the regarded most
mature and commonly-used public wireless communication system on global, is an
integrated digital communication network used specially in railway system.
Nowadays, GSM-R system plays a more and more important role in the devel-
opment of the railway, and it has become the direction of the railway
communication.

From a frequency band perspective, there are three main kinds of interference
for GSM-R. First, GSM-R is a frequency limited system, and how to reuse the
finite frequency is the focus of the communication engineers and scholars. If the
frequency is not reused reasonably, and the cells which use the same frequency
band are not far away enough, then the interference will be generated. This kind of
interference is called co-channel interference. Second, sometimes the power of the
interferer signals will fall into the passband of the receivers which use the adjacent
frequency band, and then we call this kind of interference adjacent frequency
interference. At last, nature interference is the interference which caused by the
natural phenomenon and heavy weather. In communication systems, interference
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is one of the main factors that degrade the quality of service, sometimes even
interrupt the communication, and thus, it will bring serious trouble to the security
and reliability.

From the point view of the interference source, the interference in the GSM-R
networks can be divided into inner-system interference and inter-system inter-
ference. Inner-system interference is mainly caused by unreasonable frequency
planning in GSM-R networks, while inter-system interference includes the inter-
ference between GSM-R and other public communication networks, such as GSM
and WCDMA. Figure 1 shows some kinds of interference in the GSM-R networks.

3 Application of Grey Clustering Evaluations in Interference
Assessment

Grey clustering evaluation, proposed by Mr. Deng Julong, is an effective evalu-
ation method to make full use of known information to get the unknown infor-
mation [3, 4]. One of the strengths of grey clustering evaluation is to obtain the
classification of the observational objects.

Our analysis is based on six scenarios samplings (I, II,…, VI) of the circuit
domain QoS attributes, and we can get the interference level by analyzing the QoS
parameters in the circuit domain. To evaluate the interference of the circuit domain
in GSM-R networks, we propose seven evaluation parameters based on the theory
of grey clustering evaluations: data call setup times, data call setup failure rates,
frame delivery delay, data transmission link outage probability, interference times,
error-free times, network registration delay, and all the sampling values have been

GSM-R 
BS1

GSM-R 
BS2

GSM BS

Train 2

Train 1

Cell 
phone

Interference

Useful signal

Fig. 1 Different kind of interference in GSM-R networks
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shown in Table 1. In Table 1, the QoS attribute is noted j, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
The threshold values of them which are noted Cjk have been shown in Table 2, and
the Cjk means the value of the jth attribute which belongs to the kth grey classi-
fication. Further results are presented as follows, where k = 1 represents ‘‘minor
interference’’, and the interference state is good; k = 2 represents ‘‘acceptable
interference’’, and k = 3 represents ‘‘serious interference’’, and it means the
interference state is unacceptable.

We process the data with normalization of Table 1 to lead to following matrix:

ðxi jÞ6�7 ¼

0:930 0:997 1:000 0:999 0:995 0:960 0:950
1:000 1:000 1:000 0:999 0:990 0:950 0:910
0:990 0:999 0:990 1:000 0:940 0:900 0:940
0:920 0:994 0:940 0:997 0:890 0:960 0:910
0:940 0:995 0:990 0:996 0:930 0:950 0:960
0:980 0:997 0:990 1:000 0:990 0:950 0:990

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
A

ð1Þ

And we can get the critical values as Table 3 too.
We can obtain the following tables (Table 4) by

Table 1 The evaluation parameters

Object
(i)

Attribute (j)

Data call
setup
times
(\8.5 s)

Data call
setup
failure
rates

Frame
delivery
delay
(B0.5 s)

Data
transmission
link outage
probability

Interference
times (\1 s)

Error-
free
times
([20 s)

Network
registration
delay
(B30 s)

I 0.930 0.003 1.000 0.001 0.995 0.960 0.950
II 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.001 0.990 0.950 0.910
III 0.990 0.001 0.990 0.000 0.940 0.900 0.940
IV 0.920 0.006 0.940 0.003 0.890 0.960 0.910
V 0.940 0.005 0.990 0.004 0.930 0.950 0.960
VI 0.980 0.003 0.990 0.000 0.990 0.950 0.990

Table 2 The threshold value

Interference
grey class (k)

Threshold value(Cjk)

Data call
setup
times
(\8.5 s)

Data
call
setup
failure
rates

Frame
delivery
delay
(B0.5 s)

Data
transmission
link outage
probability

Interference
times (\1 s)

Error-
free
times
([20)

Network
registration
delay
(B30 s)

1 Good 0.970 0.003 0.995 0.003 0.995 0.970 0.950
2 Acceptable 0.950 0.010 0.990 0.010 0.990 0.950 0.920
3 Unacceptable 0.930 0.030 0.970 0.020 0.950 0.900 0.900
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gk
j ¼ kk

j =
Xm

j¼ 1

kk
j ð2Þ

where is gk
j called the weight of the jth criterion with respect to the kth subclass.

Corresponding whitenization weight functions are as follows: (Figs. 2, 3, 4)
The cluster coefficient of variable weight for object i belonging to the kth grey

class is defined as

rk
i ¼

Xm

j¼1

f k
j ðxijÞ � gk

j ð3Þ

If

rk�
i ¼ max

1� k� s
frk

i g ð4Þ

Table 3 The critical value

Grey class Critical values

kk
1 kk

2 kk
3 kk

4 kk
5 kk

6 kk
7

k = 1 0.970 0.997 0.995 0.997 0.995 0.970 0.950
k = 2 0.950 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.950 0.920
k = 3 0.930 0.970 0.970 0.980 0.950 0.900 0.900

f 1
j(.)

x
1

j0

Fig. 2 The first grey class

f2
j(.)

x
2
j0 2 2

j

Fig. 3 The second grey class
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we can say that object i belongs to the grey class k*. The results are shown in the
Table 5.

The results show that I, II, III, and VI belong to the first grey class; V belong to
the second grey class; and IV belong to the third grey class.

According to the results of the evaluation of the interference of the circuit
domain in GSM-R networks, we can know the interference state clearly and
comprehensively. For example, in the fourth sampling scenario, we evaluated the
interference belonging to the third grey, and the results told us that the interference

f 3
j (.)

x
3
j0 2 3

j

Fig. 4 The third grey class

Table 4 The weights for grey clustering

Grey class Weights

gk
1 gk

2 gk
3 gk

4 gk
5 gk

6 gk
7

k = 1 0.1411 0.1450 0.1447 0.1450 0.1447 0.1411 0.1382
k = 2 0.1401 0.1460 0.1460 0.1460 0.1460 0.1401 0.1357
k = 3 0.1409 0.1470 0.1470 0.1485 0.1439 0.1364 0.1364

Table 5 The list of the cluster coefficients

rk
i k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 rk�

i ¼
max

1� k� 3
frk

i g
Grey class

I
i = 1

0.9925 0.9865 0.9651 0.9925 = r1
1 k� ¼ 1

II
i = 2

0.9904 0.9868 0.9624 0.9904 = r1
2 k� ¼ 1

III
i = 3

0.9794 0.9735 0.9745 0.9794 = r1
3 k� ¼ 1

IV
i = 4

0.9616 0.9688 0.9833 0.9833 = r3
4 k� ¼ 3

V
i = 5

0.9819 0.9820 0.9727 0.9820 = r2
5 k� ¼ 2

VI
i = 6

0.9954 0.9839 0.9551 0.9954 = r1
6 k� ¼ 1
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is very serious and it cannot acceptable. Then we need to take effective measures
to eliminate the interference signals.

4 Further Interference Classification by Applying Analytic
Hierarchy Process

On the basis of the result of the above analysis, I, II, III, and VI belong to the same
grey class. In this section, a further classification of these four scenarios is made by
applying Analytic Hierarchy Process.

The hierarchy tree is shown in Fig. 5. In the hierarchy tree, there are three
layers. The top layer means the goal of the assessment problem, i.e., interference
evaluation in the circuit domain, labeled as A. The middle layer is the criteria
layer, including data call setup times, data call setup failure rates, frame delivery
delay, data transmission link outage probability, interference times, error-free
times, network registration delay, labeled as B1, B2,…, B7. The bottom layer is the
alternative layer, and there are four alternatives to be evaluated.

According to [5] and [6], the comparison matrix for all the criteria as respect to
the goal can be obtained as A.

A ¼

1 1=3 1=5 1=5 1=7 3 3
3 1 1=2 1=2 1=3 5 5
5 2 1 1 1=2 7 7
5 2 1 1 1=2 7 7
7 3 2 2 1 9 9

1=3 1=5 1=7 1=7 1=9 1 1
1=3 1=5 1=7 1=7 1=9 1 1

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

ð5Þ

Interference in circuit-
domain 

data call setup 
times 

data call setup 
failure rates

frame 
delivery delay

data transmission 
link outage rates

interference 
times

error-free 
times

network 
registration 

delay

I II III VI

Fig. 5 Hierarchy tree
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Considering [Ax = kmaxx], x is the eigenvector of size 7 9 1, also called the
priority vector (by normalizing); kmax is the eigenvalue, 7 B kmax[ R.

By computing, we obtain eigenvalue kmax = 7.1409, eigenvector x = (0.0554,
0.1249, 0.2109, 0.2109, 0.3425, 0.0276, 0.0276)T, i.e., criteria weights vector is
(0.0554, 0.1249, 0.2109, 0.2109, 0.3425, 0.0276, 0.0276)T.

Analytic Hierarchy Process evaluations are based on the assumption that the
decision maker is rational. So, it is very important to judge the consistency of the
comparison matrix A. According to Saaty in [5], the consistency of the comparison
matrix can be measured by Consistency Ratio (CR), and CR = CI/RI, where
CI = (kmax-n)/(n-1); n is the order of the comparison matrix; RI is the corre-
sponding index of consistency for random comparison matrix. The matrix is of
consistency when CR \ 0.1.

In the above case: CR = CI/RI = 0.0178 \ 0.1, so the evaluations are
consistent.

Similarly, we can get the comparison matrix for the alternatives with respect to
B1, B2,…, B7 critera respectively. Then seven matrixes can be obtained, labeled as
matrix B1, B2,…, B7.

B1 ¼

1 1=7 1=3 1=5

7 1 5 3

3 1=5 1 1=3

5 1=2 3 1

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

B2 ¼

1 1=3 1=2 1=3

3 1 2 1

2 1=2 1 1=2

3 1 2 1

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

B3 ¼

1 1 3 3

1 1 3 2

1=3 1=3 1 1

1=3 1=2 1 1

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

B4 ¼

1 1 1=5 1=5

1 1 1=3 1=5

5 3 1 1

5 5 1 1

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

B5 ¼

1 3 7 5

1=3 1 9 1

1=7 1=9 1 1=7

1=5 1 7 1

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

B6 ¼

1 1=5 3 1=9

5 1 6 1=4

1=3 1=6 1 1=7

9 4 7 1

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

B7 ¼

1 3 2 1

1=3 1 2 1

1=2 1=2 1 1=2

1 1 2 1

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A

We can obtain eigenvalues kmax(B1) = 4.2049, kmax(B2) = 4.0104,
kmax(B3) = 4.0206, kmax(B4) = 4.0328, kmax(B5) = 4.3084, kmax(B6) = 4.3097,
kmax(B7) = 4.1545; eigenvectors (weights vector) x1 = (0.0539, 0.5550, 0.1139,
0.2773)T, x2 = (0.1091, 0.3509, 0.1890, 0.3509)T, x3 = (0.3828, 0.3475, 0.1276,
0.1420)T, x4 = (0.0864, 0.0990, 0.3828, 0.4319)T, x5 = (0.5586, 0.2188, 0.0394,
0.1832)T, x6 = (0.0792, 0.2526, 0.0475, 0.6208)T, x7 = (0.3763, 0.2132, 0.1368,
0.2736)T. And the evaluations are consistent.
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We can obtain the criteria weights vector as following:

ðxT
1 ; x

T
2 ; x

T
3 ; x

T
4 ; x

T
5 ; x

T
6 ; x

T
7 Þx ¼ ð0:3195; 0:2565; 0:1561; 0:2677ÞT

Since 0.3195 [ 0.2677 [ 0.2565 [ 0.1561, we obtain a sort of I, II, III, and VI
such as I, VI, II, III. The results mean that the interference in the scenario I is the
weakest, and the scenario III is suffering the stronger interference than scenario I,
VI and II, though I, II, III, VI belong to the same grey glass.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents the theory of grey clustering evaluations and analytic hierarchy
process applied in interference of the circuit domain in GSM-R networks. A rough
sorting is obtained by grey clustering evaluations, while we get further classifi-
cation of the interference by analytic hierarchy process. The results can be used as
the basic theory to provide the reliable communications in the railroad services.
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Design of Transducer Interface Agent
and its Protocol for WSN Middleware

Surgwon Sohn

Abstract This paper presents a simple design and implementation of a transducer
interface agent. The agent communicates with a middleware for wireless sensor
networks, and can be installed on the PC or any small gateway devices. The
agent’s chief end is to replace the network capable application processor (NCAP)
and wireless transducer interface module (WTIM) with the agent itself in the IEEE
1451 family of standards. In order to support various non-standardized transducers,
we propose to use a variety of configuration template files instead of modifying the
agent itself. While a wrapper of the transducer interface agent manages various
types of sensors, the controller deals with many actuators. In order to justify the
usefulness of the proposed agent and its protocol, we carried out health monitoring
experiments in a mock-up railway system and verified the efficiency.

Keywords Transducer interface agent � Wireless sensor networks � Middleware

1 Introduction

In wireless sensor networks, a lot of transducers such as sensors and actuators provide
self-defined application programming interfaces (APIs) by each manufacturer. These
give rise to increase development costs of application programs excessively and
decrease the interoperability between transducers and sensor network systems [1].
In order to maintain device independence and compatibility between networks and
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transducers such as sensors and actuators, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) and the IEEE have offered the IEEE 1451 family of standards,
which provide a common interface protocol. To achieve this end, many studies have
explored this smart transducer interface. Song and Lee have published many works
which include an implementation of IEEE 1451 standards [2, 3]. Moreover, some
research has suggested that a web service for transducers is embedded in the network
capable application processor (NCAP) [4–6].

Standardized transducers follow the family of IEEE 1451 specifications, but
complying with the standard interface protocol requires a great deal of work and is
expensive. Moreover, many sensors and actuators on the market do not comply
with the IEEE 1451 standards at this time.

Recently, widely used TinyOS in the wireless sensor networks is combined with
the IEEE 1451 standard capabilities to use different data formats and protocols
which cause the most critical bottleneck in the network [7]. To overcome this
situation, we present a simple design of a transducer interface agent which
communicates with the middleware, replacing both the NCAP and a wireless
transducer interface module (WTIM) with the agent for wireless sensor networks.
We are basically motivated by a software defined radio in a radio communication
system in that hardware can be replaced with software [8]. In this paper, the
proposed transducer interface agent and its protocol for WSN middleware present
the relevant solution to settle the previous defects. Especially, since XML-based
transducer interface protocols support standard-compliant transducers as well as non
standard-compliant ones, a high practical use of the proposed technique is expected.

2 Design of Transducer Interface Agent and Its Protocol

The IEEE 1451.5 standard defines a set of wireless sensor interfaces for the IEEE
1451 family. It introduces the concept of the WTIM, which is a module containing
a radio running either the Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4), WiFi (IEEE 802.11) or
Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) wireless communications protocol. The IEEE 1451.5
standard also establishes a set of specifications for communication between the
WTIM and the NCAP, as shown in Fig. 1. Through the NCAP, sensed data can be
available for the network and the web access.

We propose a simple design and implementation of a transducer interface agent
(TIA) in Fig. 2 which replacing both the NCAP and the WTIM in Fig. 1. The
agent communicates with the middleware for the wireless sensor networks, and
provides APIs to the non-standardized sensors and actuators. The proposed TIA
replaces both the WTIM and the NCAP for non-standardized transducers. Sensors
and actuators connect directly to the TIA and send/receive data to/from the agent.
The agent has many template files for configuring the transducers. Each
XML-based configuration template file can be understood as emulating the
applicable transducer electronic data sheet (TEDS).
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The functional diagram in Fig. 2 presents our proposal graphically. The agent
includes a communication module which can be implemented on the PC or a small
gateway device on the network such as a WiFi access point, a PDA, or even a smart
phone. While the TIA has a wrapper manager to handle various non-standardized
sensors, the controller manager is embedded into the agent to deal with many
different actuators. For our functional test, we implemented the agent on the PC.

The agent communicates with the WSN middleware on top of an operating
system such as Windows. The middleware runs on Microsoft .Net Framework,
which provides a high-performance virtual machine [9, 10]. The detailed structure
of WSN middleware consists of seven modules, one message table, and one user
interface (UI) as described in Fig. 3. In terms of layer, the middleware is largely
divided into an agent IO layer, a context processing layer, and an application layer.

Fig. 1 IEEE 1451.5-Zigbee
standard with NCAP and
WTIM

Fig. 2 The architecture of
the transducer interface agent
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The agent IO layer is for communication with TIA. A data packet is converted
into a middleware message in the agent IO module, and then the message is
marked with the destination module and stored in the corresponding module queue
of the message table. The application layer is for communication with user
programs. If the application module receives a data request from a user program, it
processes a middleware message in accordance with the external user’s request
and then transmits the message.

The notice, processing, database, and log modules of the context processing
layer read corresponding middleware messages from the module queues and
execute the messages. If necessary, we can change or modify only the function of
the corresponding module because every module except UI and the message table
is structured independently in the form of dynamic linking library (DLL). For
example, if the database is changed from Oracle to MS-SQL, we change only the
database module.

The communication between the middleware and the agent uses the transducer
interface protocol (TIP) composed of a header and data. Table 1 shows the 20-bye
TIP header.

While the source address uses 1 byte, the destination address uses 2 bytes: one for
the relaying address, and the other for the destination address. The usual destination is
the WSN middleware. The packet length is the total size of the header and data
combined. The data packet can be a maximum of 4 GB because the data type of a

Fig. 3 The structure of WSN middleware
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packet length is 4 bytes long. The sequence number is the order of header transmitted
from the agent. The template index to configure the transducers is 2 bytes long, thus
we can recognize a total of 65,536 different transducer data formats; these formats are
defined by XML for each transducer, (see Fig. 4, below) [11].

Figure 4 represents a template index from an arbitrary sensor. The template is
composed of field names such as Sensor ID, Voltage, and Data1. Each field name
has its own properties like ‘‘Type’’ and ‘‘Fixed’’. The type property of the Sensor
ID field is one byte long, thus the template can support up to 256 different sensors
of the same type. The second field name, Voltage, is 4 bytes long and is used to
hold the voltage value measured from the specific sensor. The total size of Data1 is
not fixed but variable; each piece of data is 4 bytes long.

Table 1 Transducer interface protocol header

Byte offset Field name Size (byte)

0 Source address 1
1 Destination address 2
3 Group address 1
4 Packet length 4
8 Sequence number 2

10 Date (YYMMDD) 4
14 Time (HHMMSS) 3
17 Time (10 ms) 1
18 Template index 2
20 Data Object

Fig. 4 Transducer data schema defined by XML
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3 Experiments

As an experiment to justify the usefulness of the proposed TIA and XML-based
configuration template files for the wireless sensor networks, we built a mock-up
railway system on which to exploit some accelerometers and PZT sensors, and
control some DC motors. Figure 5 shows the experimental setup to monitor the
structural health of the mock-up railway system.

For the experiment, Imote2 sensor nodes with three-axis accelerometers and
piezoelectric (PZT) sensors are used. The DC motors are controlled wirelessly
from the agent through a WiFi-to-RS232 remote controller [12]. The transducer
interface agent makes a packet from sensor data measured with the accelerometers
and the PZT sensors on the mock-up railway. By using the transducer interface
protocol, the agent sends the packet to the middleware. Then, the middleware
analyzes the packet, converts it into a middleware message, and interworks with
the external processing program. In this case, the external processing program is
the structural health monitoring MATLAB codes and communicates through the
processing module of the middleware.

The accelerometers measure the acceleration on the mock-up railway system,
and the MATLAB health monitoring codes computes the correlation function to
get the natural frequency and mode shape. The natural frequency and mode shape
are used to determine the structural health because the mode shape is an indicator
of the structural properties. We also install the PZT sensors on three areas of the
mock-up railway in order to monitor the state of fastening bolts on the bridge and
to determine the degree of damage.

The sampling rate of the accelerometers and the PZT sensors is 250 Hz for each
sensor. Thus, the transducer interface agent collects data at a rate of 250/sec from the
accelerometers and PZT sensors and sends them to the agent IO layer of the
middleware. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the template files by supporting
these transducers without modifying the TIA. Because accelerometers and PZT
sensors are different in data type, we define their data types respectively in Figs. 6, 7.

Fig. 5 A mock-up railway
for monitoring and
controlling
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Configuration template index #3 applies to the accelerometers and index #4 applies
to the PZT sensors. Figures 6, 7 show the XML definition of configuration template
index #3 for accelerometers and index #4 for PZT sensors respectively.

We use a total of three non-standardized accelerometers and three PZT sensors
to obtain vibration data. Because the sampling rate was 250 Hz for each sensor, a
total of 1,500 pieces of sensor data for one second are transmitted to the WSN
middleware by way of the agent.

4 Conclusions

We propose the concept of a transducer interface agent(TIA) for wireless sensor
networks that is capable of supporting the various non-standardized sensors and
actuators in the market. The agent can also serve as a replacement for the NCAP
and the WTIM when it complies with the IEEE 1451.5 standard. The configuration
template files connected to the agent work as TEDS in the family of IEEE 1451
standards. Providing many configuration template files permits the agent to deal
with many different non-standardized transducers. We verified the usefulness of
the TIA and the configuration template files through successful experiments
receiving data from a mock-up railway rigged with three accelerometers, three
PZT sensors, and DC motors as transducers.

Our future works will focus on refining the configuration template files to
exactly follow the forms of TEDS in the IEEE 1451 standards. This will make a
software defined IEEE 1451 standards like a software defined radio in a radio
communication system [8].

Acknowledgments This research was supported by Basic Science Research Program through
the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education, Science
and Technology (No. 2010-0024242)

<Template Idx=“3”>
< Type=“UInt8” Fixed=”1”>Sensor_ID</Type> 
< Type=“Float32” Fixed=”1”>ValX </Type> 
< Type=“Float32” Fixed=”1”>ValY </Type> 
< Type=“Float32” Fixed=”1”>ValZ </Type> 
</Template>

Fig. 6 An example of XML
definition of configuration
template files for
accelerometers

<Template Idx=“4”>
< Type=“UInt8” Fixed=”1”>Sensor_ID</Type> 
< Type=“Uint8” Fixed=”1”>Count </Type> 
< Type=“Float32” Fixed=”1”>Value </Type> 
</Template>

Fig. 7 An example of XML
definition of configuration
template files for PZT sensors
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Collaboration of Thin-Thick Clients
for Optimizing Data Distribution
and Resource Allocation in Cloud
Computing

Pham Phuoc Hung and Eui-Nam Huh

Abstract Mobile cloud computing is growing rapidly because its device (i.e.,
smart phone) is becoming one of the main processing devices for users nowadays.
Due to the limitation of resources such as battery life time, CPU and memory
capacity, etc., a mobile device cannot satisfy some applications which usually
demand more resources than it can afford. To alleviate this, the mobile device
should collaborate with external resources to increase its capacity. In order to
address these problems, we introduce a collaboration of thin-thick clients which
enhances thin client capacities. We further propose a strategy to optimize the data
distribution, especially big data in cloud computing. Moreover, we present an
algorithm to allocate resources to meet service level agreement (SLA) and conduct
simulations to evaluate our approach. Our results evaluation shows that our
approach can improve resource allocation efficiency and has better performance
than existing approaches.

Keywords Cloud computing � Data distribution � Thin � Thick client � Resource
allocation
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1 Introduction

In recent years, mobile devices (thin clients) are more and more popular. As stated
by the latest report, there were 5.6 billion mobile devices, a number that is
expected to grow more [1]. Along with it, mobile service is overwhelming,
including various areas such as Mobile Application, Mobile Commerce, Mobile
Healthcare, Mobile Computing, etc. However, most of them still lack in resources
such as battery life time, CPU and memory capacity, etc., to process heavy
computing or higher data transferring. One of the ways to alleviate this issue is by
using mobile cloud computing [2] or collaborating with external devices to get
more resources. That can be released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction.

Currently, there are several researches dealing with this problem but they still
have some limitation. For example, in [3], Gonzalo Huerta-Canepa presents
guidelines for a framework to create virtual mobile cloud computing providers.
This framework uses thin clients in the vicinity of users although thin clients have
some capacity restriction and the bandwidth for thin clients and cloud is low.
Therefore, thin clients had better connect with other more powerful processing
devices (thick clients) like personal computers, laptops… which have more
capacities and much higher bandwidth for thick clients. Good bandwidth is very
important, the higher bandwidth we have the higher quality of services we get [4].

Thus, in this paper, we propose approach that is a collaboration of thin-thick
clients which enhances thin client capacities. We further propose a strategy to
optimize the data distribution, especially big data in cloud computing. Moreover,
we present an algorithm to allocate resources to meet service level agreement
(SLA) and conduct simulations to evaluate our approach. From our result evalu-
ation, we see that our approach can improve resource allocation efficiency and has
better performance than other existing approaches.

The paper is organized in following way. In Sect. 2 related work is discussed.
Section 3 illustrates the motivating scenario. System architecture is presented in
Sect. 4. Section 5 discusses our system implementation and analysis and the paper
will end with conclusion.

2 Related Work

There have been a numerous studies which tried to solve some parts of above
problems. In [5], authors propose a new approach for efficient cloud- based syn-
chronization of an arbitrary number of distributed file system hierarchies. They use
master slave architecture for propagation data to reduce traffic. In [6], researchers
demonstrates some resource scheduling techniques can be effective in mitigating
the impacts that cause a negatively impact to application response time and system
utilization. Andreolini [7] and Fan [8] introduces the impact of the data transfer
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delay on the performance but they do not reckon to use bandwidth efficiently.
Gueyoung Jung, Nathan [9] presents a way to make a parallel process to a big data
to increase performance in Federated Clouds but they do not consider how much
resources should be used. For resource allocation, Ye Hu [10] shows that SA is
superior to RA but the author do not conduct experiment with an arbitrary number
of SLAs. In [11], Lenk provides service to a large amount of SLAs but perfor-
mance difference between SA and RA is difficult to obtain.

Similar with our approach, other research efforts have made to integrate
between mobile devices and cloud computing. In [12], Luo suggests an idea of
using cloud to improve mobile device’s capability. Marinelly [13] innovates
Hyrax, which allows mobile devices to use cloud computing platforms. The
researcher introduces the idea of using mobile devices as resource providers, but
experiment is not integrated.

3 Motivating Scenario

The following scenario reflects the benefits of collaboration of thin-thick clients.
‘‘A woman goes to a restaurant. She takes a picture of her favorite food by her

mobile phone and notes the food. At home, she wants to cook that food. But her
hand is sweat at that time. So, it is not convenient to use her mobile phone. She
uses the refrigerator alternatively to access her mobile phone to get the picture then
connect to the internet to search the way of cooking the food. Unfortunately, the
bandwidth of the refrigerator to connect to the internet directly is too weak. Instead
she connects the refrigerator to her personal computer then request the computer to
access the internet to search the information she needs. After getting information,
the computer returns the results to the refrigerator. Now she can see the infor-
mation she have found on the refrigerator screen’’. This scenario can be described
through the left of Fig. 1 and each part of it corresponds to a numerated section in
the sequence chart on the right of the figure.

The scenario shows the potential benefit of collaboration of thin-thick clients in
cloud computing. Collaboration increases the opportunity of using resources
efficiently. However, if bandwidth is too weak but the search result is too heavy,
the issues here are how to optimize the data distribution and increase the efficiency
of using resources? How to allocate resource to satisfy variety of SLAs?

4 System Architecture

In this section, we will describe our system architecture to solve above problems.
Figure 2 illustrates the general design of the proposed system. Different with other
approaches that follow a 1/m/1 model, our system can be viewed as a 1/m/m/1
model. It means that from the source, data is divided into multi blocks which are
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assigned to VMs; each block is divided into multi chunks and those chunks are
transferred to multi processors. After receiving the data, processors combine the
data into one then send it to a destination. The system consists of the following 2
layers:

Layer 1: In this layer, it involves: (a) Determining the minimum number of
virtual machines (VMs) can meet the SLAs of cloud customers; (b) classifying,
splitting and assigning data according to VM capacities.

Fig. 2 System architecture

Fig. 1 Scenario of getting cooking method
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(a) Determining the minimum number of VMs: The algorithm 1 intends to
determine the minimum number of VMs depending on SLA. In this algorithm,
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) F(x) of response time is available
in [14] and the minimum number of VMs m increases until F(x) reaches the
target probability. At that time, we get m required for SLA. F(x) is described as
following:

F xð Þ ¼ Probability response time\xð Þ ¼
1� e�lx � kle�lxx for r ¼ mi � 1

1� e�lx � kle�lx mi�rð Þ 1�e�lx 1�miþrð Þ
1�miþr

h i
for r 6¼ mi � 1

(

where

r ¼ k=l

k ¼ P Oð Þ r
mi � l
mi!

� mi

mi � rð Þ

P Oð Þ ¼
Xm�1

n¼0

rn

n!
þ mpm

m! m� rð Þ

 !�1

k is the arrival rate and l is the service rate

In general, a cloud computing infrastructure may provide services to a large
number of SLAs with FCFS scheduling. Thus, we should allocate the VMs into
two groups. One is Shared Allocation (SA) mshared, the other is Reserved Allo-
cation (RA) mreserved. For SA, arrival jobs (SLA) are combined into a single stream
and served by m VMs. For RA, each arrival job has its own dedicated VMs. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3.
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With Shared Allocation, all SLAs have the same CDF of response time and

arrival rate k ¼
Pn

i¼1
ki.Therefore, the minimum number of VMs mShared to meet

k SLAs is given by: mShared = max(m1,…,mi,…,mk) where mi is the number of
VMs required for SLAi of useri. Let mReserved be the smallest number of VMs
required to meet k SLAs in Reserved Allocation. So mReserved is given by:

mReserved ¼
Pk

i¼1
mi

(b) Classifying data and splitting data according VM capacity: We use training
data to classify the data in order to set priority for the data. The one that has a
high priority can be transferred first and vice versa. This data may be divided
into blocks {bl1, bl2, …, bln} with different sizes. Then the best VMs are
selected according to their capacity using the Greedy algorithm. At last, we
assign big blocks to VM which has higher capacity.

Layer 2: In this layer we consider; (a) how to distribute data to processors with
different capacities and (b) combine the data then transfer it to a thin client.

(a) Distributing blocks of data to processors with different capacities: For clarity,
we give the important definition and assumption for our system. First, split
each block into chunks {ch1, ch2, …, chn} with different sizes depending on
bandwidth. w(chi) is the size of a chunk chi. bi is bandwidth from a VM to a
processor. Therefore, time spent for the transferring a chunk chi from VMs to a
processor is w(chi)/bi.. For parallelization, the time to transfer chunks to
processors should be equal.

w ch1ð Þ
b1

¼ w ch2ð Þ
b2

¼ . . . ¼ w chið Þ
bi
¼ t

Set S ¼ w blockð Þ ¼
Pn

i¼0 w chið Þ ¼ t
Pn

i¼0 bi

Fig. 3 Resource allocation strategy
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Thus, w chið Þ ¼ t � bi ¼ SPn

i¼0
bi
� bi

According to this value, we can determine the size of each chunk to adapt with
bandwidth. Next step is to sort the processors {p1, p2, …, pp} depending on their
capacities. The processor which has higher capacity will receive big chunks and
the processor which has lower capacity will receive small chunks.

(b) Combining the data then transfer it to a thin client: After receiving data from
cloud service, instead of peer-to-pear synchronization between all processors
which make communication more complex, we consider that a processor acts
as a master which receive data from others processors to decrease the com-
plexity due to firewall between processors.

5 Implementation and Analysis

This section will demonstrate the implementation result of our system. The result
shows that SA and RA have almost the same impacts when they meet the same
SLA with different arrival rate k or different response time x or different target
probability y, respectively, except the last case where we consider SA and RA that
have to meet larger than one SLA. Through intensive testing, it was found that the
minimum number of VMs SA required is smaller than the one RA required. The
implementation results are presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 SA and RA with different cases
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In addition, we further compare the processing time of transferring a big data
from a source to a destination of our system and other approach. Through
experiment result in Fig. 5, we have seen that our approach has a better
performance.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a system which is a collaboration of thin-thick clients
to enhance thin client capacities. We also proposed a strategy to optimize the data
distribution, especially big data in cloud computing. Moreover, we presented an
algorithm to allocate resources to meet service level agreement and conducted
simulations to evaluate our approach. Through implementation of our approach,
we have seen that our approach can improve resource allocation efficiency and has
better performance than existing approaches.
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Mutual Exclusion Algorithm in Mobile
Cellular Networks

Sung-Hoon Park and Yeong-Mok Kim

Abstract The mutual exclusion (MX) paradigm can be used as a building block in
many practical problems such as group communication, atomic commitment and
replicated data management where the exclusive use of an object might be useful.
The problem has been widely studied in the research community since one reason
for this wide interest is that many distributed protocols need a mutual exclusion
protocol. However, despite its usefulness, to our knowledge there is no work that
has been devoted to this problem in a mobile computing environment. In this
paper, we describe a solution to the mutual exclusion problem from mobile
computing systems. This solution is based on the token-based mutual exclusion
algorithm.

1 Introduction

The wide use of small portable computers and the advances in wireless networking
technologies have made mobile computing today a reality. There are different
types of wireless media: cellar (analog and digital phones), wireless LAN, and
unused portions of FM radio or satellite services. A mobile host can interact with
the three different types of wireless networks at different point of time. Mobile
systems are more often subject to environmental adversities which can cause loss
of messages or data [1]. In particular, a mobile host can fail or disconnect from the
rest of the network. Designing fault-tolerant distributed applications in such an
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environment is a complex endeavor. In recent years, several paradigms have been
identified to simplify the design of fault-tolerant distributed applications in a
conventional static system. Mutual exclusion, simply MX, is among the most
noticeable, particularly since it is closely related to accessing shared resource
called the critical section (CS) [2], which (among other uses) provides an exclusive
access basis for implementing the critical section.

The mutual exclusion problem [3] requires two properties, safety and liveness,
from a given set of processes. The problem has been widely studied in the research
community [4–8] since one reason for this wide interest is that many distributed
protocols need an mutual exclusion protocol. However, despite its usefulness, to
our knowledge there is no work that has been devoted to this problem in a mobile
computing environment.

The aim of this paper is to propose a solution to the mutual exclusion problem
in a specific mobile computing environment. This solution is based on the token-
based mutual exclusion algorithm that is a classical one for distributed systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, a solution to the mutual
exclusion problem in a conventional synchronous system is presented. Section 3
describes the mobile system model we use. A protocol to solve the mutual
exclusion problem in a mobile computing system is presented in Sect. 4. We
conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Mutual Exclusion in a Static System

2.1 Model and Definitions

We consider a synchronous distributed system composed of a finite set of processQ
= {p1, p2,., pn} connected by a logical ring. Communication is by message

passing, synchronous and reliable. A process fails by simply stopping the execu-
tion (crashing), and the failed process does not recover. A correct process is the
one that does not crash. Synchrony means that there is a bound on communication
delays or process relative speeds. Between any two processes there exist two
unidirectional channels. Processes communicate by sending and receiving mes-
sages over these channels.

The mutual exclusion problem is specified as following two properties. One is
for safety and the other is for liveness. The safety requirement asserts that any two
processes connected the system should not have permission to use the critical
section simultaneously. The liveness requirement asserts that every request for
critical section is eventually granted. A mutual exclusion protocol is a protocol that
generates runs that satisfy the mutual exclusion specification.
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2.2 Token-Based Mutual Exclusion Algorithm

As a classic paper, the token-based mutual exclusion algorithm, which was pub-
lished by Raynal, specifies the mutual exclusion problem for synchronous dis-
tributed systems with crash failures and gives an elegant algorithm for the system;
this algorithm is called the token-based MX Algorithm [4]. The basic idea in the
token-based MX algorithm is that the any process holding the token can use the
critical section exclusively. The token-based MX algorithm is described as
follows.

• A distributed system is connected by a logical ring. Each process has a unique
ID that is known by its neighborhood processes.

• The CS is exclusively used by the process holding the token.
• The token is circulated on the logical ring. If a process wants to use the CS, then

it just waits until receiving a token from its neighborhood. Only when it has
received the token, it has a right to use the CS exclusively.

3 Mobile System Model

A distributed mobile system consists of two set of entities: a large number of
mobile hosts (MH) and a set of fixed hosts, some of which act as mobile support
stations (MSSs) or base stations. The non MSS fixed hosts can be viewed as MSSs

whose cells are never visited by any mobile host. All fixed hosts and all com-
munication paths connect them from the static network. Each MSS is able to
communicate directly with mobile hosts located within its cell via a wireless
medium. A cell is the geographical area covered by a MSS. A MH can directly
communicate with a MSS (and vice versa) only if the MH is physically located
within the cell serviced by the MSS. At any given instant of time, a MH can belong
to one and only one cell. In order to send message to another MH that is not in the
same cell, the source MH must contact its local MSS which forwards the messages
to the local MSS of the target MH over the wireless network. The receiving MSS, in
its turn, forwards the messages over the wireless network to the target MH. When a
MH moves from one cell to another, a Handoff procedure is executed by the MSSs

of the two cells.

4 Mutual Exclusion in a Mobile System

In the following, we consider a broadcast group G = (G_MSS, G_MH) of com-
municating mobile hosts, where G_MH and G_MSS are respectively a set of
m mobile hosts roaming in a geographical area (like a campus area) covered by a
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fixed set of n MSSs. In so far, local mobile hosts of base station MSSi, which
currently residing in MSSi cell, will refer to mobile hosts that belong to group G.

A mobile host can move from one cell to another. If its current base station
fails, the connection between the mobile host and the rest of system is broken. To
recover its connection, a mobile host must move into another cell covered by an
operational or correct base station. So, unless it crashes, a mobile host can always
reconnect to the network. A mobile host may fail or voluntarily disconnect from
the system. When a mobile host fails, its volatile state is lost. In this environment,
the mutual exclusion problem is defined over the set G_MH of mobile hosts. When
a mobile host hk wants to use the CS, it sends the request message to a MSS. In this
case, the mobile host eventually should get the permission from the MSS and use
the CS.

4.1 Principle

The mutual exclusion protocol proposed in this paper is based on the solution
described by Raynal in Token-based MX algorithm [4]. The outlines of their
protocol have been described in Sect. 2. In this section, we give an overview of our
protocol and identify the major differences compared with the original token-based
MX algorithm. We assume that the mutual exclusion is initiated by a mobile host
which requests its current base station a token to use the CS. The contacted base
station saves the request into the queue until it receives the token from its
neighborhood.

During the mutual exclusion, each base station on one hand interacts with the
mobile hosts located in its cell to gather the request of each mobile host for CS and
on the other hand interacts with the other neighboring base stations to send and
receive a token. In our approach, a base station MSS which participates in the
mutual exclusion protocol, always acts on behalf of a subset of mobile hosts. More
precisely, the initial value of Token_ Holdekk is false but the value of it is changed
true as a mobile host hk that resides in MSSi receives the token from its MSSi. After
returning the token to its base station, the mobile host hk changes the value of its
Token_Holderk into false again. The mutual exclusion protocol in such an envi-
ronment consists of two cases depending on who the token holder is. As the first
case, that is when a base station received a token from its neighboring base station
or its mobile hosts. When it received the token from its neighboring base station,
then it just sends the token to a mobile host with highest priority among the mobile
hosts connected to the base station. In case of returning the token from its mobile
hosts, it just sends the token to the next base station.
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4.2 Protocol

The protocol is composed of three parts and each part contains a defined set of
actions. Part A (Fig. 1) describes the role of an arbitrary mobile host hk. Part B
(Fig. 2) presents the protocol executed by a base station MSSi. Part B is related to
the interactions between a base station and its local mobile hosts on one hand and
the other base station on the other hand. Thus, Part B is based on the traditional
Token-based MX protocol adapted to our environment.

Finally, the part C of the protocol is the handoff protocol destined to handle
mobility of hosts between different cells. In Fig. 1, the three actions performed by
an arbitrary mobile host are:

(1) A mobile host executes this action when it receives a request from an upper
application program to initiate a mutual exclusion.

(2) Token message is sent to a mobile host hk by the mobile support systems MSSi

when it had requested a token from the local base station where it resides.
Upon receipt of such a message, the mobile host gets into the Critical Section.

(3) When the application program terminates the mutual exclusion protocol, the
Token is released to the mobile support system, MSSi.

Actions of the protocol in Fig. 2 numbered from (4) to (7) are executed a
mobile support system, i.e., a base station MSSi. They have the following meaning:

(4) When a base station is asked by a mobile host to send a Token, it inserts the
request into the rear of its queue.

(5) In case of receiving a Token from other base station, the base station checks its
queue My_ Queuei to confirm whether the queue is empty or not. If the queue
is not empty, then the base station sends the Token to the mobile host that is
positioned at the front of the queue. And it deletes the element from the queue
and sets its status to true that means it holding Token, i.e., My_Statusi : = 1.
But if the queue is empty, then the base station just passes the Token to the
next base station.

(6) When a base station receives a Token from a mobile host hk, it checks its
queue and status. If both (Phasei = 0 ^ My_Queuei = [) are true, which
means that it does not hold the token and at the same time the queue is not
empty, then the base station sends the Token to the mobile host that is the front
element of the queue. And it deletes the element from the queue and sets its

% Mobile host h
k
is located in MSS

i
cell %

(1) Upon receipt of the request for CS from the application 
Send Req_Token to MSSi

(2) Upon receipt of Token from MSSi

% The mobile host (hk) gets into CS  % 
CS (hk) 

(3) Upon receipt of the release for CS from the application
Send Release_Token to MSSi

Fig. 1 Protocol executed by
a mobile host hk (part A)
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status to true. Otherwise it sends the Token to the next base station and sets its
status to false.

(7) On receiving the Token request message from other mobile support system,
the MSSi insert the request message into its queue.As shown in Fig. 3, the
handoff protocol is described.

(8) When a mobile host hk moves from MSSj cell to MSSi cell, the handoff pro-
tocol execution is triggered. Mobile host hk has to identify itself to its base
station by sending a message GUEST(hk, MSSj).

(9) Upon receiving this message, MSSi learns that a new mobile host hk, coming
from MSSj cell has entered in its cell. With BEGIN_ HANDOFF(hk, MSSi)

My_Stausi := 0; 
My_Queuei := ∅; 

Cobegin 
   (4) || Upon receipt of Req_Token( h

k
 ) 

insert Req_Token(h
k
) to rear (My_Queue

i
); 

(5) || Upon receipt of Token (MSS
i-1

) 
if My_Queue

i
≠ ∅ then

My_Status
i
:= 1;

send Token to front (My_Queue
i
);

delete front (My_Queue
i
);

else 
send Token to MSS

i+1
; 

end-if
(6) || Upon receipt of Token ( h

k
 ) 

if ( Phase
i
= 0 ∧ My_Queuei ≠ ∅ ) then

My_Status
i
:= 1;

send Token to front (My_Queuei);
delete front (My_Queue

i
);

else
My_Status

i
:= 0;

send Token to MSS
i+1

; 
end-if  

(7) || Upon receipt of Req_Token ( MSS
j
 ) 

insert Req_Token(h
k
) to Rear(My_Queue

i
); 

Fig. 2 Protocol executed by
a mobile support station
MSSi (part B)

Cobegin 
% Role of h

k
 % 

(8) || Upon entry in MSS
i
cell

send Guest(h
k
, MSS

j
) to MSSi

% Role of MSS
i

(9) || Upon receipt of GUEST(h
k
, MSS

j
) 

Local_MH
i
:= Local_MH

i
{h

k
}; 

send BEGIN_HANDOFF(h
k
, MSS

i
) to MSS

j
; 

% Role of MSS
j

(10)||Upon receipt of BEGIN_HANFOFF(h
k
, MSS

i
)  

Local_MHj := Loacl_MHj – {h
k
}; 

If (Req_Token(h
k
) My_Queue

i
 ) then

send Req_Token(h
k
) to MSS

i
; 

delete Req_Token(h
k
) from My_Queue

i
; 

end-if

Fig. 3 Handoff procedure
(part C)
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message, MSSi informs MSSj that it removes hk from the set of mobile hosts
that reside in its cell.

(10) Upon receiving such a message, MSSj checks its queue to confirm that the
token request of hk is in the queue. If it is in its queue, then it transfers the
token request to MSSi and deletes the token request from the queue.

4.3 Correctness Proof

As our protocol is based on the Token-based logical ring algorithm proposed by
Raynal, some statements of lemmas and theorems that follow are similar to the
ones encountered in [4].

Theorem 1 No two different processes can have permission to use the critical
section simultaneously (safety property).

Proof (proof by contradiction). Let assume that there exist two mobile hosts to
get a permission to use the critical section. A mobile host can use the CS only if it
received a permission token from the MSS of the cell to which it belonging (action
2). In this case, the assumption means that there exist two MSSs holding the token
or one MSS sends the token twice to two different mobile hosts each. The first case
is false since there is only one token circulating under the logical ring. The second
case is also false since the MSS holding the token sends it to mobile host hk only
once (action 5). So it is a contradiction. h

Theorem 2 Every request for the critical section is eventually granted (liveliness
property).

Proof If a mobile host sends a message to request a token (action 1), at least one
MSS eventually receives it and inserts it into the queue (action 4). After that, there
are two cases. In first case, if the mobile host hk sent the message does not move to
other cell, then the message Req_Token eventually will be positioned at the front
of the queue and the MSS received the message sends the token. Thus, the mobile
host sent the message eventually receives the token and uses the CS. In a second
case, when the mobile host hk sent a message Req_Token moves from MSSj cell to
another MSSi cell before receiving the token, then the handoff protocol execution
is triggered (action 8–10). Mobile host hk has to identify itself to its base station by
sending a message GUEST(hk, MSSj). In this case, by (action 10) the request
message will be transferred to the MSS of the cell to which the mobile host has
moved. Consequently, the mobile host will receive the Token and use the CS when
the MSS sends the Token. h
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5 Conclusion

The communication over wireless links are limited to a few messages (in the best
case, three messages: one to request a token and the others to get the token and
release the token respectively) and the consumption of mobile hosts CPU time is
low since the actual mutual exclusion is run by the base stations. The protocol is
then more energy efficient. The protocol is also independent from the overall
number of mobile hosts and all needed data structures are managed by the base
stations. Therefore, the protocol is scalable and can not be affected by mobile host
failures.

In addition, other interesting characteristics of the protocol are as follows. (1)
During the mutual exclusion period, a base station should keep track of every
mobile host within its cell to manage the request messages and the token. (2) In
such a mobile computing environment, a handoff algorithm is needed to perform
mutual exclusions efficiently and correctly, but it is not needed in static distributed
systems.

The mutual exclusion algorithm in a mobile computing environment consists of
two important phases. One is a local mutual exclusion phase in which a mobile
host holds and uses the CS. The other phase is a global mutual exclusion phase in
which each MSS takes part in the mutual exclusion by passing the token to another
MSS.
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An Effective Personalized Service
Provision Scheme for Ubiquitous
Computing Environment

Chung-Pyo Hong, Cheong-Ghil Kim and Shin-Dug Kim

Abstract In a ubiquitous computing environment, one basic parameter is whether
all the components in any specific environment are able to connect with each other
and users can utilize them at anytime, anywhere. To address above issues, we
introduce an efficient resource management scheme based on polymorphism. In
this paper, resource objects are presented in the unified form to cooperate each
other based on a common interface defined in it. The unified form of resource
objects are called as Virtual Object (VO). With the VO, we propose a mechanism
to provide services to users. The proposed mechanism is based on the profiles,
which represents the situational information of any certain user. In this paper,
services will be transformed based on the varying profile and it is called poly-
morphic services.

Keywords Ubiquitous computing � Personal space � Polymorphism
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1 Introduction

The term ubiquitous computing means that the computer is not visible and would
be integrated in our daily lives. So, users do not need to concern how the computer
is operated as doing any specific process. In a ubiquitous computing environment,
one basic parameter is whether all the components in any specific environment are
able to connect with each other and users can utilize them at anytime, anywhere.

We have found two major issues which are needed to establish a service pro-
vision framework for the ubiquitous computing. One is the use of distributed
resource objects and the application of various contexts. In this paper, resource
objects are presented in the unified form to cooperate each other based on a
common interface defined in it. The context is divided into several categories to
express the situation and characteristics of each component related to a user. And
also, the context is presented in the form of well-designed profiles. With these
profiles and unified form of resource objects, we propose a mechanism to provide
services to users. Thus the proposed mechanism is based on the profiles, which
represents the situational information of any certain user, we begin our design
process with the inventing a model of personal service space. And also, it trans-
forms services in accordance with the context change for the better user
experience.

The rest of this paper, we introduce the ubiquitous computing researches in
Chap. 2. In Chap. 3, we describe out the concept of personal service space. Chapter
4 explains several evaluation results. Conclusion is provided in Chap. 5.

2 Related Work

In this chapter, we introduce some related work. Systems for providing ubiquitous
computing are analyzed and present some drawbacks. Also, resource management
scheme is introduced.

Location-based service is a basic service model [1–3]. It tracks user’s location
and displays location of the user. Then, It provides location-specific services to the
user by using this information [2, 3]. As location tracking technologies are being
advanced, we will apply them to various practical areas. However, these service
models have many limitations, namely it is difficult to define proper location range
to provide services and cannot concern many situations except specific user’s
location [4–6].

GAIA is one of the most famous ubiquitous computing frameworks [7]. It
provides dynamic services based on profiles generated by environmental contexts,
e.g., network information, user movement information, and environmental
brightness. All the services presented by GAIA are based on the assumption that
all the objects are connected and operational. The GAIA team also defines a
personal active space, which is a cluster of devices that are connected to the user’s
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device via wireless communication. In their system, the user’s device behaves as a
coordinator. In [7], they suggest a scheme for handling devices around a user, but
this scheme does not mention how to control remote devices. The paper simply
assumes that every device needed for user services is located around a user.
Another framework, Aura [8], provides an abstract characterization of services to
search for appropriate matches among available resources. Aura thus overcomes
the problem of heterogeneity. However, [8] does not provide a detailed explana-
tion regarding how to support management of users’ personal information and
environment.

These studies address more user-centric services, but the common problem is
that they do not overcome the limitations of the location-based service mechanism.
So, services are not available if there are proper resources which can provide any
specific function.

3 The Conceptual Model of Polymorphic Services

3.1 Personal Service Space

To realize the personal Personal service space (PSS) concept, we define detailed
elements, which construct the PSS. Virtual object is the first one, which is required
for our designed personal space model. Virtual Object (VO) is the software
component that uniformly represents resource object participating ubiquitous
computing. VO can be contained in a physical object such as display panel, printer,
and any other objects, and also it can be a part of software component of any
running application on the computing system. Thus, the VO is in charge of pro-
viding information regarding physical or software object and manages functions
on the corresponding objects. And also, it provides unified interfaces among VOs.

With the functions provided by VO, services are defined. Services are appli-
cation that performs operations for user intention. By utilizing the unit functions
offered by VO, and organizing them together, user’s task can be achieved. Thus,
the organized form of VOs is a model of service. The relationship between VO and
service is described in Fig. 1.

3.2 Service Provision Flow

The polymorphic service is designed based upon the basic concept of PSS, which
is already proposed by my colleagues and me. We propose an overall operational
flow. So, the conceptual flow of service provision can be simply described as
shown in Fig. 2. In 2, the service is executed as analyzing the user profile. Based
on the profile PSS select the appropriate services and propose it to the user. If any
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user decide to run a service, then the PSS engine choose proper VOs by the
analysis result of the service description. The service description is a specification
of a service, and it represents required VOs and service execution step. As running
the services, the PSS examine any transition of user profile, which can be made by
user’s interaction. If there is any factor which can cause the environmental change
for the running service, the PSS transforms the running service.

4 Evaluation

As service is running, the environment is changed continuously, the availability of
required VOs changes. After a resource environment is changed and the required
VOs are not satisfied, the proposed service model can change its service

Fig. 1 PSS service model

Fig. 2 Overall flow of proposed service provision platform
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description or the VOs can be transformed into another form. With the given
characteristics, the ratio of the available VOs to the required VOs can be increased
and the service provision can be continued.

As shown in Fig. 3, the ratio of the available VOs to the required resource of
the proposed scheme became higher at the 5th hour from the simulation beginning.
Consequently, the ratio is grown up to be about 29 % by the polymorphic service
framework.

When Service is activated, VOs, which are described in service description,
is needed. So, the preparation time is required. In the conventional model of
ubiquitous service, the service cannot be activated without the exact resources,
but the proposed polymorphic service model can run any given services with
the transformed VOs or modified service description. These aspects guarantee
the smaller time to activate any services in comparison with the conventional
model.

For the simulation, we assume that the basic delay time for the VO connection
is from 0 to 3 ms. And also, the service activation delay is set as from 3 to 10 ms.
Figure 4 shows the windowed activation time based on the elapsed simulation
time. It takes less time in activation of the polymorphic model of user service than
conventional service model because the possibility of required VO existence is
higher in the proposed scheme. The difference is not significant in beginning part
and after middle part it increases definitely. As the proposed scheme running, the
set of VOs are extended. And the possibility of the VO transformation and the VO
matching probability increases. Consequently, the windowed-sum of activation
time decreases slowly.

Fig. 3 Ratio of available
VOs to the required resource
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a mechanism to provide services to users with VO and
well-designed profile. Thus the proposed mechanism is based on the profiles, which
represents the situational information of any certain user, we begin our design
process with the inventing a model of personal service space. And also, it trans-
forms services in accordance with the context change for the better user experience.

As a result, the ratio of the available VOs to the required resource of the
proposed scheme became higher at the 5th hour from the simulation beginning.
Consequently, the ratio is grown up to be about 29 % by the polymorphic service
framework. And also, it takes less time in activation of the polymorphic model of
user service than conventional service model because the possibility of required
VO existence is higher in the proposed scheme.
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Fast Data Acquisition with Mobile Device
in Digital Crime

Chang-Woo Song, Jeong-Hyun Lim, Kyung-Yong Chung,
Ki-Wook Rim and Jung-Hyun Lee

Abstract As mass storage media is recently becoming more common due to
spread of smart phones in which new technologies have been applied, data col-
lected from digital crime has been increased a lot. At the time, if the investigator
did not conduct the initial response properly, we may lose the value as the evi-
dence. Thus, the collection of digital evidence in a short time is required.
Therefore, this paper proposes the methods to collect data rapidly at the scene of
the crime based on table related to criminal charges. Implemented application can
collect data with a consideration of each feature of software and provide the rapid
results through a pattern search.
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1 Introduction

When the incident has occurred, we are often dispatched to the scene. The initial
activity made in the scene is very important. The traditional forensics preserves
analog evidence such as fingerprints, bloodstains and footprints without being
compromised by external impacts using police line. According to ‘‘Locard’s
exchange principle’’, it can be determined whether the case is solved by how good
the scene is preserved. Criminal and in general illegal activities are no exception
[1]. It is a big key to how you could collect digital evidence in the initial crime
scene. Mobile devices are rooted in their own operating systems, file systems, file
formats and methods of communication. Dealing with these devices creates unique
problems for examiners [2]. Performing a forensic exam on a mobile device
requires special software and special knowledge of the way these devices work, as
well as where possible evidence could be stored [3, 4].

This paper proposes the method to rapidly collect the digital evidence from
mobile devices by using tables related to criminal charges and examines it through
actual implementation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the data acquisition method for movie device. Section 3 describes the
fast data acquisition with mobile device in digital crime. The conclusions are given
in Sect. 4.

2 Data Acquisition Method for Mobile Device

Supply of various mobile devices makes it difficult for detectives to collect the
information. Typically, the OS systems of iPhone and Android have different data
storage structures. Also, since most of the mobile device information is modified
frequently, the verification of overlapping of collected data is required. Therefore,
most of all, since the immediate data collection is very important at the crime
scene, the collecting method fits to each of mobile device property is required
[5, 6].

2.1 Collecting Information in Android OS

Contents Provider is an application data sharing interface. Applications can store
the data to or bring the data from other applications using Contents Provider. Also,
each application can make its own Contents Provider and then open it to outside.
During this process, data information can be loaded using two different actions such
as ‘‘action_pick’’ and ‘‘action_get_content’’. The difference between those two
actions is that ‘‘action_pick’’ uses the actual data address and ‘‘action_get_content’’
uses the type of data. Generally, the data being used in various applications uses
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‘‘action_get_content’’, and the data being used in various applications such as
images and videos brings them by finding out the corresponding addresses using
‘‘action_pick’’.

Rooting means the method to get the authority of administrator by attacking the
weak points of Android operating system. Android OS was developed based on the
Linux and uses the same user’s authority system. Though the ‘‘root’’ means the
authority of administrator in Linux, and it is existed in Android OS, it doesn’t
include the ‘‘su’’ command which can be elevated using this authority. Therefore,
rooting means the insert of the ‘‘su’’ command after obtaining the authority of
administrator temporarily through the attack of weak point. Authority of admin-
istrator can be obtained anytime afterward using the inserted ‘‘su’’ command, and
the information will be available through the following operation. Dumpsys pro-
vides the detailed information of service, memory and system information as
follows. The verification of the details of Time stamp or the boot-up time recorded
in Kernel log is available (if it was not booted recently, it may not be recognized).
If it is long, it can be verified by using pipeline (|) or redirection ([). Data can be
measured in the crime scene and can be prioritized during the storage. For your
reference, one of the modifications of Android 4.0 is that the back-up and resto-
ration of applications is available without rooting.

2.2 Collecting Information in iOS

Using Jailbreak, the Firmware version of iPhone can be analyzed. This seems not
enough to be a forensic method that can be used as evidence in the court but is
suitable to be used with the purpose for the confession of suspect and internal/
external audit. This can be the best alternative in securing the critical evidence and
it also is partly accepted legally. If Jailbreak is applied on the iPhone that was
secured as an evidence, the internal data can be collected by approaching to the file
system using the programs such as iFunbox [4], DiskAid [5] etc.

There is the method that can obtain the logical copy using iTunes Sync program
in the computer of suspect. Though it has advantage with the speed, it is difficult to
restore the deleted files or data, and the suspect’s computer needs to be secured.
Since this is non-jailbreaking type system, the data such as intentionally deleted
files or slack space of folders cannot be found. Back-up data does not have tree
structure by each application program and all of the back-up subject files will be
stored in one folder. Therefore, each data needs to be distinguished by analyzing
the Meta files of back-up data per each of the iOS version.
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3 Forensic Evidence Collection in Mobile Device

Packing the Evidential Matter: The apparatus in question shall be packed together
with a data cable, driver for connecting to computer, battery charger, external
memory etc. using the frequency isolating envelop and device and sealed with the
sealing paper. Date of confiscation, name of executing institution, personal data
and information of the apparatus (Model name, Serial Number, etc.) shall be
recorded on the label of evidential matter [7].

Completion of Evidence Collection and Transfer: The collector and transferor
shall transfer evidential matters after checking if collected evidences are in
accordance with the list. Evidential matters shall be safely packed using anti-
electricity protection film, shock buffering materials or anti-shock protective box
etc. [8, 9].

Preparation of Result Report of Evidence Collection: A result report of the
evidence collection shall be prepared containing the execution institution, outline
of accident, date of collection, personal data, list of evidential matters and pro-
cedure of collection after completion of evidence collection (Table 1).

Table 1 Type of criminal and digital evidential matter

Contents of talk Details of receipt and transmission of talks and absences of the user of Smart
phone before confiscation could be seen and an indirect inference could be
made for the activities in question

Contact list Images of the contact list could be identified with Smart phone, and data
which may find persons surrounding the offender and the conspirator
using the account synchronization of SNS could be presented and social
position and relation of the offender could be inferred

Short message/
Email

They may provide information such as criminal intent of the user and
circumstances

Media (video,
audio)

Media files may provide information such as date and time and may provide a
location clue of the image shot by storing GPS coordinate which is one of
functions of Smart phone

Record of web
search

It may provide a clue related to the accident utilizing the websites which the
user of the mobile device enjoys or web search log

Chatting log Several chatting applications could be installed in mobile device and criminal
intent and clue could be inferred through these chatting logs

Social network A potential criminal clue could be inferred by understanding writings of the
user, images, videos posted in Social Network and relation with
surrounding persons.

Schedule table,
note

A criminal clue could be inferred on the basis of past, present and future plan
of the user based on the schedule table and memos etc

Network
connection

Internet ID or nickname of the user could be inferred through SSID of Wi-Fi
connection etc

Map service A potential evidential matter could be inferred with log data of places where
the user used to visit and search frequently

Other installation
app.

A potential evidential matter such as character and hobby of the user on the
basis of account and applications which the user used frequently
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4 Implementation of Fast Data Acquisition
with Mobile Device

Figure 1 shows the fast data acquisition with mobile device in digital crime. After
implemented application is connected to smart phones, if dump image is extracted
and analyzed, items are shown on the screen as shown in Fig. 1. Pre-analysis is
carried out based on table related to criminal charge. These methods can reduce
the entire analysis time. Data such as smart phone basic information, a list of
contacts, call list/log, SMS/MMS, memos/events and traces of using the Internet
(URL, cookies, and bookmarks) can be found easily using the pattern search.
Among them, the most time-consuming task is the physical memory dump. In spite
of the most time, the reason why the physical memory is placed in the front is that
all information collected from the rear eventually comes from the physical
memory. If the physical memory dump is located in the rear, the trace of physical
memory can be damaged while collection command is running [10].

Since the inactive data can be originally maintained after the power is turned
off, it is common to analyze it after storage media imaging is completed. However,
as mass storage media is recently becoming common, it is not suitable for rapid
incident response to wait until the storage medical imaging is completed. Among

Fig. 1 Fast data acquisition with mobile device
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inactive data, there are some data which can be utilized very importantly for
analysis even if the size of data is not large. If these data are collected together
when live forensics are carried out, pre-analysis can be performed while the
storage media imaging is being carried out. If the system is not in active state, the
entire analysis time can be significantly reduced if the major inactive data are
collected at first in the state where the write-protector is installed before imaging.

All commands should be run independently. Since the basic command or
library could be infected by malignant code, command statically compiled in
advance and brought here should be used. Since the version of target operating
system can be various, you should prepare a list of appropriate commands after it
is examined whether it works properly by testing it based on version of each
operating system in advance.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the fast data acquisition with mobile device in digital
crime. A pattern search based on table related to criminal charges has advantage to
immediately provide investigators with necessary information more rapidly.
However, since a pattern search has different methods to import data and print it
out based on features of smart phones, the disadvantages should be supplemented
by using a variety of methods. However, actions to collect evidences using all
possible methods are not good from the perspective of collection time or evidence
damaging. Therefore, table related to criminal charges proposed in this paper must
be constantly updated and be supplemented to perform a variety of pattern
searches.
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R2TP: Remote-to-Remote Transfer
Protocols and Methods

Tae-Gyu Lee and Gi-Soo Chung

Abstract Recently Internet users can access data to share information in
distributed environment by way of FTP, Telnet, Web browser etc. Consequently,
the importance of these transfer programs is increasing. This paper proposes new
remote transfer methods that can remotely upload or download the searched
information into one more computers on the other side in Internet. This is a
remote-to-remote transfer protocol (R2TP) for transferring the shared data from a
third located computer or to other third located computer in Internet. In addition,
this work proposes as well a simple user interface method easy to use as the
selective or adaptive scenarios to transfer effectively the large volume of data.

Keywords Mobile computing � Remote file access � File transfer protocols �
Wireless data access

1 Introduction

Lately the moving information seekers earnestly require the mechanism to save or
transfer new searched data into the remote file system within their computers on
remote locations through Internet [1].
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Especially, the unbalanced traffic performance between backbone networks and
private networks shall be our continuous concern and the unbalance issues need an
improved substitute. A conventional data transfer protocols and algorithms
including FTP, HTTP, SMTP etc. have a linear (one to one) model that the
information is transferred between two computers on Internet [2]. Hence, a moving
user with instant terminals such as PDA, KIOSK and mobile terminal cannot avoid
downloading or storing some seeking data into temporary terminal storage. Then
the searched data should be relay-uploaded to target server with adequate storages.
Alternatively, he has memorized once and later will revisit the information site
servers through networks. These previous works behave in annoying users and
demand storage space for storing these searched data on instant terminal. How-
ever, almost instant terminals do not provide users with sufficient data space
because of management inconvenience. They also do not give permanent data
space in those terminals. Therefore, mobile users cannot escape on remote sites
through networks.

To overcome these problems, we propose a new transfer protocol, R2TP so that
mobile users easy and quickly transfer their data from a remote server to the other
servers through sever networks in spite of the limitations on that terminal. Addi-
tionally this work classifies all transfer application protocols into online or offline
protocols. In addition, it provides an intelligent united transfer method, which
enlarges the advantages and diminishes the disadvantages of online and offline
protocols. It effectively supports large-volume, real-time, fault-tolerance for data
transfer. The proposed transfer model reduces cost of data transfer by reforming
transfer scenarios of past online protocols. That model shortens time delay by
minimizing transfer delay and supporting server transfer scheduling for deter-
ministic data transfer processes.

We will describe as following sequences. Next, Sect. 2 describes some prob-
lems and issues about previous data transfer protocols and services. Section 3
illustrates remote-to-remote transfer models as an alternative for the previous
problems. Section 4 presents the performance analysis model and the evaluation
results of the proposed protocol R2TP. Finally, Sect. 5 shows conclusions and
future directions on remote-to-remote data transfer.

2 Related Works

Internet users frequently access on the various multimedia such as audio, video,
image, text and so on using different terminals. A practical range of Internet is
increasingly expanded into ocean, heaven and so on from office, home, road, etc.
of terrestrial [3, 4]. Internet transfer protocols have sources and destinations as
transfer sites, which exchange data with each other. A source is the start system
providing data source to transfer protocols. A destination is the target system
receiving data source from transfer protocols.
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Current transfer protocols can be classified and defined as the sets of ‘online’ or
‘offline’ transfer protocols dependent on connection status (i.e. real-time or non
real-time) on a transfer path between source and destination.

Definition 1 Online transfer protocols. An Online Transfer Protocol is a transfer
protocol, which keeps direct connection from a start site to target while delivering
data sources. Therefore, it processes a real-time transfer of data going through one
communication session. For example, FTP, HTTP etc. are included into, this set of
online protocols [5, 6]. The online transfer protocols are possible immediately to
check the exact delivery of data sources to the last target. Despite large data, those
deliver smoothly and rapidly data to the final site.

Definition 2 Offline transfer protocols. An Offline Transfer Protocol is a piece-
wise transfer protocol, which provides the stepwise indirect connections from a
start site to the last while eventually delivering data sources. Therefore, it realizes
a step-by-step data transfer going through some temporary sites using several
communication sessions. The indirect channels organize non real-time links such
as from start to temporary server and from temporary to target server. For example,
there are email, messenger, etc. [7, 8]. The offline transfer protocols eventually and
gradually convey data sources from start to the last target despite non real-time
connections of delivery path. Those are used to delivering of short messages or
small data.

In online transfer protocols, it is impossible to convey data to destination when
network failures happen accidentally on the links or servers between source and
destination. Then clients cannot avoid waiting for completing the delivery of data
source to destination. These problems exist in online transfer protocols as HTTP,
FTP, etc.

Offline transfer protocols are impossible instantly to check the exact delivery of
data sources to the last target, and are difficult and inefficient to transmit large data
because of the limited space of temporary storages on intermediate paths. Primary
offline transfer protocols with the problems are SMTP, Messenger, etc.

3 Remote to Remote Transfer Model

Among R2TP servers and clients, data accesses or transfer processes organize two
channels same as all data transfer systems. That is, the connections between clients
and servers are made of control and data channels.

We only consider the data time variables as the values of experimental elements
except of control time variables. So it is assumed that the control times on every
path, a, b and c are constant including setup time and hold time. In Table 1, the
primary factors to have an effect on time delays for transferring data are data
volume variables and unit speed variables on each path.
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We split the transfer system models into an existing client–server and a sug-
gested server–server model. The existing transfer system establishes an indirect
delivery route that a mobile client (MC) transmits data source from a dynamic
source server (DSS) to static destination server (SDS) as Fig. 1. The model can be
transformed to a trivial model, which directly transfers data between two servers
while client keeping control connections to two servers.

The proposal model executes data transfers through the direct paths among two
or more servers without passing by client. We organize a basic transfer topology to
which one client and two servers accomplish data transfer processes. By dilating a

Table 1 Transfer elements and variables

Elements Variables

Node DSS (dynamic source servers): Start server with data sources
SDS (static destination servers): Target server as data destination
MC (R2TP Clients): R2TP clients

Link a: A path between DSS and SDS
b: A path between MC and DSS
c: A path between MC and SDS

Data volume
(Byte unit)

S(x): the data transfer volume (or file size) loaded
on the path x by clients

Transfer speed for paths
(Mbps unit)

a: Unit transfer speed for the path a
b: Unit transfer speed for the path b
u: Unit transfer speed for the path c

Data time delay for data
transfer

(Sec unit)

dsa: Data propagation time on path a
dsb: Data propagation time on path b
dsu: Data propagation time on path c

Control time
(Sec unit)

csa: The time needed for allocating path a
csb: The time needed for allocating path b
csu: The time needed for allocating path c

Fig. 1 Client-Server transfer
model
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basic model, let us obtain the generalized transfer model with three or more
servers. The experiments in this paper carry out performance evaluations based on
a basic model. Undoubtedly, the proposal model can identically support transfer
scenarios of a conventional client–server model. R2TP transfer systems have a tri-
transfer structure of client–server-server as Fig. 2.

Figure 1 shows a Client–Server (CS) model, which routes ‘b’ and ‘c’ as data
transfer path. Each transfer speed of ‘b’ and ‘c’ is ‘b’ and ‘c’ respectively. Each
data volume is S(b) and S(c) respectively. We assume that a mobile client, MC
supports an optimal intermediate path from b to c without user mediation. That is,
mobile clients provide automatic transfer channels using its memory buffers for
relaying data source through a path ‘b’(DSS to MC) to ‘c’(MC to SDS).

The proposed Server–Server (SS) model assumes that the network speed of data
path, ‘a’ is ‘a’ as Fig. 2, and the data size per second on a path, ‘a’ is S(a). The
transfer cost of CS method through the paths, ‘b’ and ‘c’ is expressed a cost
function, Costcs, as (1). And the transfer cost of SS method through the paths, ‘a’ is
expressed a cost function, Costss, as (2).

Costcs ¼
sðbÞ
b
þ sðcÞ

c
ð1Þ

Costss ¼
sðaÞ
a

ð2Þ

R2TP protocol is an application service protocol operated over TCP/IP suit such
as HTTP, FTP, SMTP, etc. [9, 10]. The principle system components of R2TP
protocols are organized into R2TP source server, R2TP destination server, and
R2TP client. The R2TP protocol supports a set of FTP standard commands
described in 10(OCT) RFC959 1985 [6].

Fig. 2 Remote to remote
transfer model
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4 Performance Analysis

The analysis model of this section assumes that a network topology is organized
into unbalanced or asymmetric traffic loads between server networks and clients
such as Sect. 2. There are a, b and c as experimental variables. The symbol a
indicates a transfer channel speed between source server and destination server.
The b is download transfer channel speed between source server and client.
Moreover c is upload transfer channel speed between destination server and client.

4.1 Experimental Analysis in Internet

The experimental model assumes that two R2TP servers and a R2TP client are
located in different areas through Internet. Inter-server speeds are firstly very high,
secondly client-download speeds are high and finally destination-server upload has
low speeds as the condition a[[b[ c. The data sizes for three transfer paths a,
b, c have the same volumes as S(a) = S(b) = S(c).

Costtp cs ¼
sðaÞ � ðbþ cÞ

b� c
; by SðaÞ ¼ SðbÞ ¼ SðcÞ ð3Þ

b ¼ a� a � C; c ¼ b� b � D; by ðC;D : cofficientsÞ

Costtp ss ¼
sðaÞ
a
; by Equationð2Þ ð4Þ

Figure 3 compares time delays of CS and SS models respectively according as
variance of network speeds as the conditions followed. Firstly, the sizes of
transferred data are the same as S(a) = S(b) = S(c) = 1. Secondly, the different
coefficients i.e. C, D values express the speed difference between server and client
networks.

Fig. 3 Comparisons on
asymmetric internet
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Let analyze and evaluate a CS transfer cost function dependent on the coefficients
i.e. C, D in asymmetric Internet. The asymmetric model, which is almost similar to
real Internet, is based on the fact that download speed, ‘b’ is quick in proportion to
upload speed, ‘c’ from server to client. That is, the coefficients (i.e. C, D stand for the
differences of the relative network speeds of ‘b’ and ‘c’ respectively over ‘a’).
Generally, because the network speed for downloading is faster than that for
uploading in Internet, it is assume that the coefficient D has a large value rather than
C. Here are expressions ‘b’ = a - a*C and c = ‘b’ - ‘b’ *D for CS model in (3) and
SS in (4).

Based on Internet environments, the results of performance evaluations show
transfer-speed enhancements of minimum twice to maximum seven-fold. As the
speed gaps between server and client networks become enlarging, the improve-
ment ratios of the R2TP model over the existing CS model become enlarging more.

4.2 Transfer Time Comparisons by Data Sizes

It is assumed that all clients and servers are in networks with the same topology
that the network delays or speeds of every communication links have the same
values (a = b = c). The transfer cost functions are analyzed and compared
according to the sizes of data sources. The cost functions of the existing CS model
and the proposed SS model are as following (5) and (6) respectively.

Costds cs ¼
sðbÞ þ sðcÞ

a
; by a ¼ b ¼ c; if a [ 0 ð5Þ

Costds ss ¼
sðaÞ
a
; by Equation ð2Þ ð6Þ

Figure 4 compares time delays in proportion to variance of S(x) under the
conditions that the sizes of transferred data are the same as S(a) = S(b) = S(c).
The results indicate that CS models have high time delays over SS models.

Fig. 4 Comparisons by
differential data transfer size
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Under the condition S(a) = S(b) = S(c), the expanding results of (5) and (6)
are a twice difference between the two. Independence of network speeds and data
volumes, it is found that SS transfer costs are twice less than that of CS.

If a scope of performance analysis is extended to control information as
commands beyond data, the transfer cost of the proposed R2TP model relatively
goes down compared to that of a conventional linear model.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In Figs. 3 and 4 of the previous section, we have shown performance enhancement
ranging from minimum twice to maximum seven-fold according to coefficients of
C, D of speed difference between server and client networks. The proposed pro-
tocols and systems of R2TP provide advantages of getting simple scenarios, safe
and fast paths compared to that of traditional search and store systems. R2TP
enhances economical and productive activity of information seekers by over-
coming time (or transfer speed) and space constraints of accessed data.

Future works will realize multi-load, multi-save, etc. issues considering transfer
performance, safety, and security problems in distributed system environments. Also
we will research mobile file system, mobile backup system, etc. so that moving users
effectively support backup and recovery processes of transferring data.
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The Stack Allocation Technique
on Android OS

Yeong-Kyu Lim, Cheong-Ghil Kim, Min-Suk Lee and Shin-Dug Kim

Abstract Garbage collection is one of major reason for performance degradation
on Android OS. Escape analysis can be one of techniques to prevent performance
degradation and Google has tried to implement scalar replacement through the
escape analysis. But it does not become Android default functionality. This paper
took it and compared with our proposed stack allocation method. The experimental
result shows scalar replacement has no effect at all but stack allocation produce
effective results. The CaffeinMark benchmark also shows no performance degra-
dation in spite of additional instructions.
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1 Introduction

As Android OS, one of the major mobile OS together with Apple iOS, is free to
everyone and widely used by many smart phone manufacturers [1]. Unlike other
mobile OS environments, most applications on Android are written in Java lan-
guage and require virtual machine (VM) for running [2]. To do this, Google
adopted Dalvik VM rather than popular JVM made by SUN because it is adequate
for resource constrained mobile devices [3, 4]. Even though Dalvik already has
several optimization techniques to run well on mobile hardware devices like
phones or tablets, it still has more room for further optimization than JVM.
Unfortunately, escape analysis, one of the optimization techniques to be utilized to
improve the performance of applications, is not available on the latest Android
version 2.3(Gingerbread). The analysis result can be applied to scalar replacement,
synchronization removal, and stack allocation method to increase the performance.
Gingerbread may try to use scalar replacement technique; unfortunately, it is not
included in official Android release.

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of escape analysis is mainly improving
application performance and its analysis result can be utilized to reduce the
overhead of garbage collection (GC), which is one of performance bottlenecks on
Dalvik VM. If GC occurs too many times and takes a long time to run, this can
make UI stopping. As a result, user may feel that phone is not working for a while.
To overcome this problem, we introduce stack allocation technique through the
escape analysis. Escape analysis can help to determine precisely which object can
be stack-allocated. The expected result can reduce the frequency of GC, thus this
will improve application execution performance [5, 6].

In the next section, we present the proposed stack allocation method working
with DX and Sect. 3 describes design and implementation of proposed method.
Section 4 explains the experimental results using Android Smartphone. The last
section concludes this paper with a summary and suggestion about future works.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 Escape Analysis

GC may give influence on the system performance adversely in Java-based sys-
tems where all the objects are dynamically allocated in heap space and never freed
explicitly by the programmer. Escape analysis can help to reduce dynamic allo-
cations by analyzing the attributes and life scope of objects. It analyzes whether
they escape a method (i.e., whether they should be alive even after the method in
which they are allocated) or return to its caller. If an object is confirmed not to
escape, the object can be replaced into a scalar data. In Gingerbread, DX only does
escape analysis for arrays. Scalar replacement, one of techniques through the
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escape analysis, for array means that only the used elements in a non-escaping
array are allocated in virtual registers rather than in heap space, removing the
new() operation. Currently, the escape analysis for Gingerbread framework does
almost no help to increase the performance, because conditions to be non-escaping
limits the number of target object instances. In Gingerbread, the conditions with
which the DX decides an array (element) as a non-escaping object are as follows.
First, the size of array is declared as a constant. Second, the array object is not
referenced from other objects. Third, the elements of array are accessed with
constant indices. Fourth, the array is used as neither a return value nor a parameter
for other methods (Fig. 1).

2.2 Stack Allocation

Every Java object has its life scope. Some objects live only in a method. Others do
in a class or throughout a thread. Dynamic allocation scheme with no explicit
freeing in Java allows programmers to program easily but requires GC which
consumes considerable amount of CPU resource. GC is one of the key reasons for
non-smooth user interface in Android Smartphone.

If the scope of an object is limited to a method or its child methods, it can be
safely allocated in the stack of the method rather than the heap area. By lowering
the heap requirements, stack allocation can reduce the number of invocations of
garbage collector. And the stack allocation reduces the object allocation time
because it uses much simpler push operation on behalf of heavy new() operation.
And when a method returns, and the objects have the life scope only within the
method, the objects in the object allocation stack are automatically discarded while
the stack pointer and the frame pointer move to their caller’s positions respec-
tively. However, the heap allocated objects occupy the heap memory until the
garbage collector sweeps the objects no longer needed.

The difference between the stack allocation and the scalar replacement in DX
for Gingerbread is that our stack allocation is for all possible objects and does not
replace the objects into scalar data. Even if objects are allocated in stack, they are
still objects in nature. Objects referenced by the stack-allocated objects could
reside on heap area, and the stack allocated objects themselves can be implicitly or
explicitly referenced by other objects. That means the garbage collector still needs
to scan all the stack allocated objects alive.

Fig. 1 The process of escape analysis on Dalvik
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An object cannot be allocated in stack when at least one of the following
conditions is met:

i. Target object is not used as a parameter of other methods
ii. Another object is used as a parameter of the method in the target object
iii. The type of the return value of target object is an object
iv. The target object is a thread
v. The target object is assigned to other escaping object.

To implement stack allocation scheme, we introduced a new Dalvik opcode
named STACK_INSTANCE, which is a stack version of NEW-INSTANCE op-
code. By adding a new instruction, Dalvik VM also needs to be changed to support
STACK-INSTANCE instruction.

3 Implementation

3.1 Interpreter Stack

All Dalvik objects have ‘Object’ structure as their first field. To support stack
allocation of objects, we added a flag in the ‘Object’ structure to distinguish
stack-allocated objects from heap-allocated objects. Interpreter stack is a virtual
stack used by Dalvik VM. Dalvik VM manages the interpreter stack as real CPU
does. Every method has its own stack frame in the interpreter stack. In the stack
frame, there are input parameters, local data, and the information to maintain the
stack frame itself and the thread’s object allocation stack.

To allocate objects in stack rather than heap area, we added object allocation
stack to each thread. The object allocation stack is separated from interpreter stack
though they are managed in a similar way. Initially, the threads are given 16 KB of
object allocation stack. If the thread requires more stack area to allocate objects,
Dalvik VM allocates more stacks (up to 40) in the unit of 16 KB. When system has
no more memory to allocate, Dalvik VM allocates all the objects in heap area by
changing STACK-INSTANCE opcode to NEW-INSTANCE opcode. Whenever a
method is called or returned, the object allocation stack of the thread also grows or
decreases. Each thread maintains all the information on the object allocation stack
on the internal data area of stack frame in the interpreter stack.

3.2 Garbage Collection

In Dalvik VM, as a kind of Java VM, GC process is called when threads fail to
allocate objects on heap due to the shortage of memory. GC is to collect all the objects
which are allocated and expected not to be used anymore. As shown in Fig. 2, the
mark and sweep algorithm for garbage collection is the following sequence:
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1. Suspend threads
2. Mark rootset objects
3. Mark objects recursively referenced by rootset objects
4. Sweep unmarked objects
5. Resume threads.

Rootset objects are directly accessible objects which include the class loader,
primitive classes, thread objects, thread stacks, and strings. Garbage collector
recursively marks objects referenced by Rootset objects and sweeps the remaining
orphan objects.

In stack allocation scheme, one more step is needed to mark the objects in
object allocation stack. Though garbage collector also needs to scan the object
allocation stack, the total number of objects to be scanned is not changed from the
number without stack allocation. This indicates that the performance degradation
by scanning the object allocation stack is minimal.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of stack allocation over heap allocation, we took
CaffeinMark benchmark [7] and also used one sample application. The test device
is equipped with ARM11 800 MHz CPU clock speed and Gingerbread version of
Android OS. Table 1 shows the evaluation result of CaffeinMark benchmark. The
experiment was carried out 10 times and each row summarizes the average value.

The stack allocation (shown in the right-hand column of the Table 1) performs
slightly better than heap allocation in most cases. Even though Method score is
lower than heap allocation due to the overhead in the method call, the total score is
almost the same because this overhead can be compromised with reducing the GC
operation time while application is running. This result can conclude that the
overhead of stack allocation is small and can be ignored.

We also evaluated the performance using another sample application, named as
Cyclingbox. It draws a white box along the boundary of the display screen. It
shows frame count in the middle of the screen. The result is summarized on
Table 2.

Fig. 2 Garbage collection
without stack allocation
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5 Conclusion

A stack allocation method is proposed to reduce GC effect on Android OS. For
this, new STACK-INSTANCE opcode was introduced and Dalvik VM is modified
to interpret new opcode. We simulated the proposed method on real Android
device with latest version and compare its performance with built-in method to
show the efficiency of our approach. The evaluation result shows stack allocation
can effectively reduce GC frequency without generating additional overheads on
Dalvik VM. Our future work will continue on improving VM performance on
latest Android version.
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Table 1 CaffeinMark benchmark result

Heap allocation Stack allocation

Sieve 2304.0 2369.5
Loop 3899.5 4002.5
Logic 4416.1 4639.7
String 1784.0 1645.5
Float 1680.3 1719.2
Method 1847.5 1792.1
Overall 2455.6 2461.7

Table 2 Evaluation result with Cyclingbox application

Heap allocation Stack allocation

Frame count (1 min) 996 1785
GC invocation (1 min) 222 4
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New Load Balancing Method for VoD
Service

Jinsul Kim, Kang Yong Lee and Sanghyun Park

Abstract As IPTV services advance, an increasing user demand and tremendous
content volume of multimedia content cause some difficulties in network resource
management. In this paper, we propose an improved load balancing algorithm for
VoD service. Unlike existing algorithms, the proposed algorithm considers users’
behaviors for VoD service, and determines the most efficient allocation of VoD
requests by estimating expected server load and expected user waiting time. In
order to evaluate our algorithm, we conduct a simulation of an IPTV network and
verify the effectiveness of our system by comparing it with two baselines (Least
Load and Nearest methods). As experimental results, the proposed system
performs significantly better than the baselines. Consequently, the system can
manage limited network resources efficiently and enhance QoE.
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1 Introduction

Due to the spread of IPTV services, public interest about the goodness of services
is growing, and accordingly, service providers are trying to ensure important
aspects (i.e., reliability, security, and quality) of the media and service network.
However, since the number of IPTV subscribers has increased tremendously, a
sharp traffic growth has occurred, which has caused some difficulties for keeping
effective management of IPTV network resources, and consequently, the quality of
service may degrade.

In this paper, in order to effectively manage network resources in IPTV ser-
vices, we propose a load balancing method for Video-on-Demand (VoD) servicing
server, utilizing usage behaviors of IPTV subscribers. While there have been many
attempts to analyze usage behaviors of IPTV users or particularly VoD service
users in the recent, few works have utilized the usage patterns for the network
resource management. Based on usage information and characteristics of VoD
service, the proposed method first generates a statistical model which estimates the
end-watching time for VoD service users. Next, the system uses the potential
workload and available bandwidth estimated by the statistical model so that
workload in VoD server is effectively distributed. In addition, predicted user
waiting time is considered to improve the balancing performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we investigate previous
work in server load balancing for VoD service and describe how it is limited to
work in our task. We present the analysis of usage behaviors and patterns of VoD
services in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes our load balancing system which exploits
the analyzed usage patterns and features of VoD service. In Sect. 5, we report the
experimental results obtained by simulating VoD service network. Finally, we
summarize the contributions of our research in Sect. 6.

2 Related Works

There have been many previous studies related to VoD services. For example,
content caching, admission control, and server load balancing [1–3] have been
researched to provide effective VoD services, and among those important topics,
the load balancing was one of the most intensively studied.

Especially in VoD service environments, service requests are not evenly
generated but frequently skewed upon the time line and locations of users. For
example, too many service requests can be delivered to a particular server, and due
to the maximum capacity of requested services for the server, the requests are
declined even if sufficient resources are available over the entire network. Thus,
there are many users in a mass traffic network (e.g., IPTV service network), and
load balancing is critical because effective balancing can reduce the probability of
blocking service requests and help to preserve successful management of overall
network resources.
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For effective load balancing, most previous research has succeeded in replying
to service requests by considering instant server status and available bandwidth,
but usage behaviors and special characteristics of VoD service, which could
improve the management performance, were largely ignored.

Recently, [1] proposed the algorithm to maximize server utility for effective
distribution. They considered several features (e.g., transmission delay (i.e.,
latency), admission control, and popularity of serviced contents) to improve the
server utility, thus effectively expanded the disc bandwidth.

In [2], network environments consist of a main multimedia server and the
cluster of local proxy servers managed by a tracker, and to avoid overloading on
the main server, the local proxy server group containing 6 adjacent media servers
redistributes the traffic in accordance with validity and popularity of server
contents. However, they ignored some important factors such as bandwidth and
latency, and their system could not ensure Quality of Experience (QoE), e.g., delay
of service waiting time occurs.

In order to reduce service waiting time, the system in [3] employed a server
load balancer and they considered various components, e.g., the amount of discs,
bandwidth, and contents popularity in the server.

3 Analysis of Features in VoD

According to [4, 5], VoD service contains two principle characteristics
distinguished from ordinary IPTV services, e.g., multi-channel broadcasting and
web-service, and there is useful information which can be utilized for our task.
First, the termination time of VoD service is pre-informed. Since VoD content is
already stored in a corresponding media server, its play time is fixed and thus
serviced content is terminated on the fixed time unless users pause the services [6].
The other different characteristic is the terminating pattern of VoD service. In
many actual cases, users have decided to continue VoD service after watching the
beginning of requested video [7, 8], and we frequently observed that the service
was terminated earlier by users [9].

Figure 1 shows the difference of two traffic logs, both of which contain an equal
bandwidth, in three different cases: (i) two data streams start to flow at the same
time, (ii) terminate at the same time with different start times, and (iii) last for the
same period with different start and end times). The figure indicates that two
traffics can cause potentially different effects on the server even if the data streams
include an equal bandwidth.

Left-top of Fig. 1 denotes the case where the traffics begin identically but end at
different times. At present, both traffics occupy 300 kbps bandwidth, but traffic A
will be terminated after 10 min, and traffic B will end after 5 min, which means
traffic A contains potentially more influences on the server than traffic B. Right-top
of Fig. 1 is the case of different-starting and equal-terminating. In this case, due to
the same termination time, both traffics seem to have the same effect to the server.
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However, beginning later would have higher probability to terminate, and so traffic
A may include potentially more effects on the server. Bottom of Fig. 1 indicates
the case where both traffics last for the same amount of time if they start and
terminate differently. In this case, traffic starting and terminating times are
different, and so obviously both traffics could differently influence on the server.

In this paper, we utilize the service terminating pattern and user behavior in
VoD service and propose a metric which models currently available bandwidth
and potential effects by service traffic, so that workload is effectively distributed to
servers.

4 Load Balancing Method

In this section, we describe the method to distribute server load in a VoD service
network. The load balancing system that we propose is expected to be effective in
two different cases. First, if the bandwidth of a media server is available enough
for requests, our system can allocate workload to the server. The other is the case
that all media servers currently lack of available bandwidth for requests. In this
case, workload is effectively distributed by considering the estimation of server
waiting time. In the following sections, we describe how our system can handle
those two cases in detail.

4.1 Case I: Sufficient of Available Bandwidth of Media Server

In our system, the main server receives VoD service requests of users and
calculates the weight of an available bandwidth of each media server managed by
the main server. Then, the requested services are dispatched to the media server
engaged with the highest weight. Since each media server is implemented to report
its status (e.g., available bandwidth and VoD session information) periodically, we
can generally assume that the main server owns the status information of each
managed media server.

Fig. 1 Server influence by two same-bandwidth traffics in three different cases: same starting
time, same terminating time, and same lasting time
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The weight of an available bandwidth of each server is calculated as follows.

WBW ¼ a� CBWþ 1� að Þ � PBW ð1Þ

where WAB indicates the weight of available bandwidth, CBW denotes the
currently available bandwidth, PBW denotes the potentially available bandwidth,
and a is a weight value.

In Eq. (1), CBW indicates the available bandwidth of a media server at the time
that user requests are received, and PBW is a probabilistic value, the sum of
estimated bandwidth obtained by terminating current running VoD sessions. Also,
a is a bias to CBW spanned in [0,1].

Moreover, as the CBW decreases, we intend to give more weights on the
current available bandwidth (CBW) than the potential available bandwidth (PBW).
Thus, the definition of a is given as:

a ¼ 1� CBW
OBW

ð2Þ

where OBW indicates the overall bandwidth of a media server in Eq. (2).
In addition, PBW is obtained as:

PBW ¼
Xn

i¼1

f ð ti
Ti
� 100Þ � BWi

� �

ð3Þ

In Eq. (3), n indicates the number of VoD sessions that a media server is
servicing, the function, f �ð Þ is the probabilistic density function that describes the
distribution of terminating times for VoD sessions, ti is the played time of the i-th
VoD session, Ti is the total length of the i-th VoD session, and BWi is the required
bandwidth to service the i-th VoD session.

Based on f �ð Þ, we can estimate the termination time of each VoD session and
apply the BWi on this function to consider a potential bandwidth obtained by
terminating VoD sessions. As a result, the main server computes the weight of an
available bandwidth of every managed media server, and then assigns the
requested services to the server containing the highest weight, which would
effectively distribute the workload of VoD services in our expectation.

4.2 Case II: Lack of Available Bandwidth of Media Server

In this section, we describe how our system can work in the case that none of
media servers contain sufficient available bandwidths. The main server tradition-
ally assigns service requests to the media server expected to include the shortest
estimated waiting time. In other words, requested services are dispatched to the
media server where the shortest waiting time is predicted. In this paper, we define
Expected Response Time (ERT), as the waiting time of users until requested
services begin to run.
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In order to estimate the ERT, we first compute the Expected Playing Time,
EPT, defined as the expectation of remained playing time until terminating
currently running sessions. We utilize the probabilistic density function of the
VoD session termination time distribution to compute the EPT for the i-th VoD
session, as follows.

EPTi ¼
Z 100

ti
Ti
�100

xf ðxjx [
ti

Ti
� 100Þdx

( )

� Ti

100
� ti ð4Þ

In f �ð Þ of Eq. (4), the total length of a VoD content is standardized and its
maximum value is 100. Thus, the average playing time computed by using f �ð Þ is
also standardized with the same length. After converting the standardized time to a
real average playing time and plugging the played time ti in this, we can obtain the
remained playing time of the i-th session. However, if the i-th session did not start
to play on a corresponding media server, i.e., waited in the server waiting queue,
we put the ti as 0 and then estimate the EPT.

In addition, to compute the ERT, the main server calculates the Expected
Waiting Time, EWT, for service requests which are waiting in the queue of a
media server. The computation can proceed in the following order.

(a) In n number of service requests waiting in the queue of a media server, the
EWT of the first waiting request is the minimal of the expectation values of the
playing times of currently running VoD sessions in the server.

(b) The EWT of the i-th waiting session is calculated by comparing the sum of the
EPTs and the EWT of its preceding waiting sessions.

(c) The ERT of a media server is computed by the EWT of the n ? 1 th service
request.

To give better understanding, we show an example of the EWT computation in
Table 1.

In Table 1, a media server is currently playing 5 VoD requests (sessions), i.e.,
S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, and other 4 VoD services, i.e., Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4, are
waiting in the queue. In addition, the EPT value of each request is estimated by Eq.
(4). The EWT computation is described as follows.

Table 1 Example of
estimation

Running sessions Waiting queue

VoD request ID EPT VoD request ID EPT

S1 6 Q1 2
S2 12 Q2 4
S3 7 Q3 10
S4 14 Q4 5
S5 9 – –
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– Q1, placed at the first position of the queue, can be processed if anyone of
currently servicing sessions is terminated. So, the EWT of Q1 is the smallest
EPT whose session is currently running, i.e., EWTQ1 = EPTS1 = 6.

– To calculate the EWTQ2 placed at the second position of the queue, we
compare S3, the second smallest EPT, and Q1, waiting in just front of Q2,
because Q2 can be processed after terminating Q1 and if the sum of EPTQ1 and
EWTQ1 is smaller than EPTS3, i.e., EPTQ2 ? EWTQ2 = 8, EPTS3 = 7,
EWTQ2 = 7.

– Similar to the previous case, to estimate the EWTQ3, we need to compare S5,
the third smallest EPT, and Q1&Q2. In mathematical notations, EPT-
Q1 ? EWTQ1 = 8, EPTQ2 ? EWTQ2 = 11, EPTS5 = 9, EWTQ3 = 8. That
is, Q3 is not serviced right after ending S5, but after terminating S1 and
processing Q1, Q3 will be processed.

– Since Q3 is processed after ending Q1, we should consider S5, and Q2&Q3, to
estimate the EWTQ4, i.e., EPTQ2 ? EWTQ2 = 11, EPTQ3 ? EWTQ3 = 18,
EPTS5 = 9, EWTQ4 = 9.

As shown above, we can obtain the EWT of every waiting request, and
considering the obtained EWTs, we can estimate the ERT of a corresponding
media server by postulating that new VoD requests can come to the server. In other
words, the EWTQ5 (i.e., new VoD service request) needs to consider S2, Q2, Q3,
and Q4. Besides, the sum of the EPTQ2 and EWTQ2 are minimized, and therefore
the ERT of this server is 11.

The example we described depicts a way to estimate the ERT of a media server.
Following this method, the main server can calculate the ERT of every media
server and assign new VoD service requests to the media server whose ERT is the
smallest.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our system by simulating an IPTV service network. We
analyze the experimental results.

5.1 Experimental Results

Headings, or heads, are organizational devices that guide the reader through your
paper. There are two types: component heads and text heads.

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of our load balancing method by
comparing with two baselines: 5.1.1 Nearest and 5.1.2 Least Load methods.
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5.1.1 Nearest Method

In this method, the VoD service request is assigned to the nearest server from the
request position. Among the media servers within the maximum transmittable
distance from the request location, the system searches the one whose available
bandwidth is sufficient, and connects the request to the server. If no appropriate
server is returned in the search, the nearest server is assigned.

5.1.2 Load Method

The Least Load method is the way to allocate the least workload server for VoD
service requests. The system finds the servers whose available bandwidths are
sufficient within the maximum transmission distance, and assigns the requests to
the server whose bandwidth ratio (ratio of occupied bandwidth to the overall
bandwidth) is the smallest. If none of servers contain enough available bandwidth,
the system coercively allocates the media server that contains the least sum of
playing times of waiting sessions.

5.1.3 Comparison Against Baselines

In the series of experiments, we measure the ERT of our system and two baseline
systems over the changes of three environment parameters. In order to examine the
effect of each parameter, two different parameters are fixed when another
parameter changeswhere OBW indicates the overall bandwidth.

Figure 2 shows the ERT results of three methods where 9, 16, and 25 media
servers are employed, 10 traffics are sent for a minute, and maximally 5 sessions
can be waited in the queue. The x-axis indicates the number of media servers, and
the y-axis denotes the ERT of each system. Overall, the ERT decreases as the
number of media servers increases because the network capacity expands. How-
ever, the proposed method shows the least ERT over all cases, i.e., the most
effective. In addition, the Least Load method performs better than Nearest method,
and we guess the reason that allocating the least workload server can allow more
quick reply to the requests than assigning the nearest server, i.e., server workload
may have more effects on the ERT than server location.

In Fig. 3, the x-axis denotes how much traffic is generated per minute, and the
y-axis indicates the ERTs of the three different methods. We change the amount of
traffic generated to 10, 20, and 30 when the network contains 25 media servers
whose length of waiting queue is 5. The ERT is proportional to the amount of
traffic generated in general, but the increment from 20 to 30 in the x-axis values
stagnates because new VoD requests are declined if the waiting queue is fully
occupied. In accordance with the result in Fig. 2, our system shows the best
performance, and significantly better performance is achieved if more traffic is
generated.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, in order to maximize the utility of resources in an IPTV network, we
proposed an effective load balancing algorithm which utilizes user usage patterns
in VoD services. While previous methods considered only current server load and
traffic status, our method estimates potential server load by utilizing features in
VoD services, i.e., early termination pattern and usage behavior, which could
distribute workload effectively. To improve the performance, our system statisti-
cally models termination times of VoD services, and based on this model, we
estimate EBW and ERT to use network resources efficiently and minimize user
waiting time. We measure user waiting time (i.e., ERT) which indicates the per-
formance of a load balancing system, and examine the influences of three different
network parameters on the performances: (i) the number of media servers, (ii) the
amount of traffic generated, and (iii) the length of the waiting queue. As experi-
mental results, the proposed system performs significantly better than the

Fig. 2 Expected response
time against the number of
media servers of three
systems: proposed, nearest,
and least load

Fig. 3 ERT against the
amount of traffics generated
(per a minute) of three
systems: proposed, nearest,
and least load
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baselines. The VoD server load balancing method we propose is more effective in
a wider network such as an IPTV network, where many users access the network
and various contents are serviced, and consequently, the system can manage
limited network resources efficiently and enhance QoE.
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National University, Korea, 2012.
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Exploiting Mobility/Traffic
Characteristics for PMIPv6-Based
Distributed Mobility Management

Ki-Sik Kong

Abstract The centralized mobility management protocols such as mobile IPv6
(MIPv6) and proxy mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) may result in significant amount of data
and control traffic being pushed into the central mobility anchor of core network.
Moreover, the use of such a central mobility anchor may be vulnerable to a single
point of failure and degrade overall system performance. Therefore, in order to
overcome the limitations of centralized IPv6 mobility management protocols,
signal-driven PMIPv6 (S-PMIP) [3] was proposed. However, it cannot solve the
problems of the potential bottleneck at local mobility anchor (LMA) and long
handover delay. Therefore, FS-PMIP, which is our previous work in [4], was
proposed to alleviate the problems of S-PMIP. By exploiting a user’s movement
locality, FS-PMIP effectively reduces both the access to LMA and the handover
latency. However, even if FS-PMIP is an efficient PMIPv6-based distributed
mobility management scheme, it still requires the access to LMA whenever the
correspondent node (CN) sends the data packets to the mobile node (MN).
Therefore, in this paper, we propose an Enhanced FS-PMIP (EFS-PMIP) to
enhance FS-PMIP by exploiting a user’s traffic locality as well as movement
locality, which adopt both the pointer-forwarding concept and the working set
concept in communications. The proposed EFS-PMIP is expected to have apparent
potential to effectively reduce the access to LMA and distribute the binding and
routing functionalities at mobile access gateways (MAGs).
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1 Introduction

The recent standardized IPv6 mobility management protocols such as Mobile IPv6
(MIPv6) and Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [1] rely on a central mobility anchor
(e.g., LMA in PMIPv6) that manage both data plane and control plane. However,
such centralized mobility management architecture may result in significant
amount of data and control traffic being pushed into the central mobility anchor of
core network, which may cause serious bottleneck. In addition, the use of such a
central mobility anchor may be vulnerable to a single point of failure and degrade
overall system performance [2, 3]. In order to overcome the limitations of such
centralized mobility management protocols, IETF has recently discussed the
Distributed Mobility Management (DMM). In [3], as a partially distributed
approach, a signal-driven PMIPv6 (S-PMIP) was proposed, which introduces the
querying mechanism to find the mobile node’s (MN’s) location from the LMA
when the data packets sent from the CN arrive at the CN’s mobile access gateway
(MAG). However, even if S-PMIP is an efficient distributed mobility approach, it
still cannot solve the following problems: (i) the potential bottleneck problem at
LMA that may be incurred by a huge number of the proxy binding update (PBU)
messages, and (ii) long handover delay and packet losses due to the long distance
between LMA and MAG.

Therefore, in order to alleviate such problems, a pointer forwarding-based
S-PMIP for distributed mobility management (FS-PMIP), which exploits a mobile
user’s movement locality characteristics, has been proposed in our previous work
[4]. In this work, the access to the LMA caused by the PBU messages by a mobile
user’s movement and the handover delay can be significantly minimized by
registering with the previously-serviced MAG, not the LMA. However, even if this
scheme effectively reduces the number of PBU messages caused by a mobile
user’s movement, it still reveals the problem that cannot reduce the number of the
proxy binding query (PBQ) messages destined from CN-MAG to the LMA.
Therefore, in this paper, we enhance our previous work in [4] by exploiting a
mobile user’s traffic locality as well as movement locality for more enhanced
distributed mobility management.

2 Exploiting Mobility/Traffic Characteristics for PMIPv6-
Based Distributed Mobility Management

2.1 Motivation

In [5], the authors made the key observation that while the potential set of sources
for the MN may be large, the set of sources that a given MN communicates most
frequently with is very small. Based on this observation and the concept of a
working set in communications, we propose a new PMIPv6-based distributed
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mobility management scheme that exploits effectively a user’s traffic locality as
well as movement locality in order to minimize the access to the LMA in terms of
both location registration (i.e., the number of PBU messages) and packet delivery
(i.e., the number of PBQ messages) procedures.

2.2 An Enhanced Pointer Forwarding-Based S-PMIP
for Distributed Mobility Management (EFS-PMIP)

We propose an enhanced pointer forwarding-based S-PMIP, called EFS-PMIP,
which adapts both the pointer-forwarding concept [6] and the working set concept
[5] in communications to S-PMIP for more efficient distributed mobility man-
agement. In order to do this, we extend the MN’s policy profile configurations
stored in the AAA server when compared with that of PMIPv6. That is, the MN’s
current pointer forwarding length Kcur, the MN’s predefined-pointer forwarding
threshold K, the MN’s patron MAG’s proxy care-of-addresses (proxy-CoAs), and
the MN’s current MAG’s proxy-CoA are assumed to be additionally included in
the policy profile of AAA server (In this paper, we call the set of MAGs indicating
strong traffic locality towards a certain MN as its ‘‘patron MAGs’’).

The illustrative example of EFS-PMIP is shown in Fig. 1. First of all, the
location registration procedures in EFS-PMIP are as follows. When an MN1
attaches to an access network connected to the MAG1 (Step 1), the MAG1 sends a
AAA query message including the MN10s identifier and the MN10s current MAG0s
(i.e., MAG10s) proxy-CoA to the AAA server (Step 2). After receiving the AAA
query message, the AAA server performs the following three procedures:

(i) the comparison between the MN10s Kcur and K : if Kcur is less than K, the
value of Kcur is increased by 1 (Initially, the value of Kcur per MN at AAA
server is configured with -1). In this case, the PBU/PBA message exchanges
with the previously-visited MAG are performed. On the other hand, if Kcur is
equal to K, the value of Kcur is reset to 0. In this case, the PBU/PBA message
exchanges with the MN10s all patron MAGs as well as the LMA are performed.

(ii) retrieving either the MN10s previous MAG0s proxy-CoA (in case of
Kcur < K) or the MN10s patron MAGs’ proxy-CoAs (in case of Kcur = K)
and then storing the MN10s current MAG0s proxy-CoA (e.g., MAG10s
proxy-CoA in Fig. 1) in the AAA server

(iii) normal authentication procedure defined in PMIPv6

After that, the AAA server sends the AAA reply message including the MN10s
previous MAG’s proxy-CoA or the MN10s all patron MAGs’ proxy-CoAs (Step 3).
Note here that if the MN1 first enters the PMIPv6 domain, the previous MAG’s
proxy-CoA will be null. Otherwise, this address will be the MN10s previously-visited
MAG’s proxy-CoA. Then, the proxy binding update (PBU) and the proxy binding
acknowledgement (PBA) messages are exchanged between MAG1 and MN10s all
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patron MAGs (i.e., MAG4) as well as between MAG1 and LMA (Steps 4–5). Then,
when the MN1 attaches to MAG2 coverage area (Step 6), after the AAA query/reply
message exchanges between MAG2 and AAA server are performed just in the same
manner as mentioned in Steps 2–3, the tunnel originating from the MAG10s proxy-
CoA is setup by PBU/PBA message exchanges between MAG1 and MAG2 (Step 7).
Similarly, when the MN1 attaches to MAG3 coverage area (Step 8), the tunnel
originating from the MAG20s proxy-CoA is also setup by PBU/PBA message
exchanges between MAG2 and MAG3 (Step 9). For simplicity, the AAA query/
reply message exchanges occurred when the MN1 enters the MAG2 and MAG3
coverage areas are not drawn in Fig. 1, and these procedures follow the same
manners in Steps 2–3 in Fig. 1.

Now, the packet delivery procedures are as follows. As shown in Fig. 1, the CN
residing in the MN10s patron MAG (i.e., MAG4) area sends data packets to the
MN1 (Step 10). Then, MAG4 searches the binding cache in order to find if there is
any binding cache entry for MN1 or not. In this example, MAG4 can find the
binding cache entry for MN1 because MAG4 has been already informed of MN10s
anchor MAG (i.e., MAG1) (In this paper, we call the MN10s MAG which has last
been registered with the LMA as the MN10s ‘‘anchor MAG’’.). Therefore, MAG4
sends the data packets directly to the MAG1 without the access to LMA after
finding the MN10s anchor MAG address (i.e., MAG10s proxy-CoA) (Step 11).
Then, as shown in Fig. 1, the data packets are delivered from MAG1 to MAG2,

Fig. 1 The illustrative example of EFS-PMIP
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and from MAG2 to MAG3 through the lookup processes of the MN10s binding
caches at MAG1 and MAG2 (Steps 12–13). Finally, the MAG3 forwards the data
packets to the MN1 (Step 14).

3 Discussions

In terms of binding update procedures, EFS-PMIP basically follows almost the
same binding update procedures as in our previous work, FS-PMIP [4]. On the
other hand, in terms of packet delivery procedures, EFS-PMIP doesn’t require
the access to LMA in case of the data packets sent from each MN’s patron MAGs
while FS-PMIP requires the access to LMA whenever the CN sends the data
packets to the MN. Therefore, even if the performance evaluation on EFS-PMIP is
currently being in progress and not completed yet, we can easily expect that EFS-
PMIP outperforms FS-PMIP, S-PMIP and PMIPv6 in most situations. For per-
formance evaluation, we will analyze the cost functions of EFS-PMIP, FS-PMIP,
S-PMIP, and PMIPv6, respectively, and compare the performance of each scheme.
In addition, as a future work, we will thoroughly investigate the impacts of the
predefined-threshold K, the number of the MN’s patron MAGs, and the MN’s
session-to-mobility (SMR) ratio, which may have significant effects on the
performance of EFS-PMIP.

From the perspective of a MN, the working set of MAGs indicating strong traffic
locality towards a certain MN can be selected as its patron MAGs. More specifi-
cally, in order to determine the patron MAGs for a particular MN, the MN’s
mobility and traffic patterns throughout the days or weeks may be observed over a
long period of time. For example, the MN’s LMA may measure the number of
session arrivals and MAG area crossings in order to calculate its session-to-mobility
ratio (SMR) at every MAG area that the MN resides, which implies that the larger
the SMR of an MN is at specific MAG area, the more outgoing sessions for the MN
can occur at that MAG area. In [5], the authors made the key observation that while
the potential set of sources for the MN may be large, the set of sources that a given
MN communicates most frequently with is ‘‘very small’’. Also, in [7, 8], a large
number of actual packet data call traces in CDMA2000 cellular data network have
been examined to characterize a user’s mobility/traffic features. It was observed that
(i) about 80 % of the mobile users visit fewer than 20 cells [7], and (ii) ‘‘a few cells’’
have a high level of packet call activity, while many cells have a relatively low level
of activity [8]. Therefore, based on the above observation and the actual trace data
in [5, 7] and [8], choosing only a few MAGs as each MN’s patron MAGs would be
sufficient. Otherwise, patron MAGs can be manually preconfigured in the MN’s
profile at AAA server according to the MN’s willingness or the network service
provider’s policy to get a higher quality of service.

How to manage each MN’s profile and how to determine its patron MAGs is an
important research issue by itself [7]. Thus, our future research directions are also
planned to conduct more in-depth study on these research issues.
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4 Conclusions

Recently, the distributed mobility management technology is being actively
discussed in IETF DMM working group, and it has much potential to overcome
many limitations of centralized mobility management. In this paper, in order to
support more enhanced PMIPv6-based distributed mobility management, we
proposed EFS-PMIP that exploits a user’s traffic locality as well as movement
locality, which is inspired by the concept of working set in communications. By
effectively distributing both binding functionality and routing functionality at the
MAGs, the proposed EFS-PMIP is expected to significantly alleviate the unsolved
drawbacks of FS-PMIP, S-PMIP, and PMIPv6.
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A Multihoming-Based Vertical
Handover Scheme

Hee-Dong Park and Kyung-Nam Park

Abstract This paper proposes a multihoming-based vertical handover scheme.
Mobile nodes must have several radio interfaces to support vertical handover in
heterogeneous wireless networks. In this paper, we consider each interface of a
mobile node has its own protocol stack with physical, data link, and network layer.
When a mobile node moves to a different type of access network, the proposed
scheme can provide a mobile node with fast and seamless handover by performing
layer-3 handover using its new interface while the other interface is still communi-
cating in the old access network. This scheme uses a newly defined Proxy binding
update to minimize handover delay and packet loss while a mobile node moves to a
different type of access network. The proposed Proxy binding update is different from
the Mobile IP binding update in that it includes home address (HoA) of the old
interface instead of the new interface. The performance analysis shows that the
proposed scheme can efficiently reduce vertical handover delay and packet loss.

Keywords Multihoming � Vertical handover � Proxy binding update � Seamless
handover
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1 Introduction

With the advent of diverse wireless networks and smart mobile devices, vertical
handover is a key issue to support seamless communications while a mobile node
moves to a different type of access network. Heterogeneous networks based on
wireless local area networks (WLANs) and wireless wide area networks
(WWANs) such as 3G/4G, beyond 3G/4G, and WiMAX/Wibro can combine their
respective advantages on coverage and data rates. For example, WWANs such as
UMTS 3G cellular networks have big coverage and low data rates, while WLANs
have small coverage and high data rates. In such environment, multi-interface
terminals should seamlessly switch from one access network to another in order to
obtain improved performance and continuous wireless connection.

Many researches on vertical handover are being carried out and standardized in
various standard organizations such as IETF, IEEE, ITU-T, 3GPP, etc. [1–6].
Especially in IETF, many IP-based mobile technologies such as Mobile IP, Fast
Mobile IP, Proxy Mobile IP, etc. are considered to support vertical handover in the
heterogeneous networks.

This paper proposes a multihoming-based seamless vertical handover scheme
with newly defined Proxy binding update which is different from the original
Binding update of Mobile IP.

2 Multihoming-Based Vertical Handover With Proxy Binding
Update

2.1 Protocol Stack of a Mobile Node

Mobile nodes must have several radio interfaces to support vertical handover in
heterogeneous wireless networks. In this paper, we consider a mobile node with
multiple interfaces corresponding to their access networks. Each interface has its
own protocol stack with physical, data link, and network layer.

Figure 1 shows an example of protocol stack of a mobile node in the proposed
scheme. The mobile node has dual interfaces which have dual PHYs, MACs, and

Table 1 Parameters for performance evaluation

Parameters Definition Value

DHO Total handover dealy N/A
s The interval of Router advertisements 1 s
DL2 Layer 2 handover delay 100 ms
Lwl Wireless link delay 2 ms
Lw Wired link delay 0.5 ms
DDAD Times for duplicate address detection 500 ms
HAR-HA Hop-counts between AR and HA –
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IPs. Therefore, each interface has its own home address (HoA) and care-of address
(CoA). We consider each interface of a mobile node can belong to its own access
network. For example, an interface (INT-1) with WLAN has its own HoA1 and
CoA1, and the other (INT-2) with 3G or 4G network has HoA2 and CoA2.

2.2 Handover Procedure

Figure 2 shows the vertical handover procedure of the proposed scheme. We
consider a scenario where a mobile node moves from WLAN to 3G or 4G net-
work. AR (Access router) in Fig. 2 can be replaced by a corresponding entity
according to access networks. For example, SGSN (Serving GPRS support node)
in UMTS performs the role of AR.

(a) Phase 1: When a mobile node stays in the WLAN, it communicates with its
home agent (HA) or correspondent node (CN) using INT-1. In Phase 1, the
binding information of HA is HoA1 to CoA1. Therefore, HA intercepts the
packets destined for the mobile node and tunnels them to CoA1.

(b) Phase 2: As the mobile node moves to the duplicate area between WLAN and
3G/4G network, its MIH module triggers vertical handover. In Phase 2, INT-2
receives the prefix information from New_AR in the 3G/4G network. After the
mobile node associates with the New_AR by creating a CoA (CoA2), it sends
a Proxy binding update message to the HA. The Proxy binding update message
contains CoA2 of INT-2 and HoA1 of INT-1 instead of HoA2 of INT-2. This
makes the HA to be under the illusion that the INT-1 has moved to a new
access network. The INT-1, however, actually continues to receive packets in
the Old_AR’s coverage area (WLAN), thus packet loss can be prevented.
After receiving the Proxy binding update message, HA updates the binding
information and sends Proxy binding update ACK message and data packets to
the mobile node through 3G/4G network. In summary, the mobile node can
send and receive data packets through INT-2 in 3G/4G networks while it may
also receive in-transit packets through the INT-1 in WLAN.

(c) Phase 3: After the completion of Proxy binding update, the mobile node can
communicate with HA or CN through INT-2.

Fig. 1 Protocol stack of a
mobile node
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In the proposed scheme, Proxy binding update and Proxy binding ACK mes-
sages are introduced to support seamless vertical handover. The formats of these
messages, however, are the same as those of general Binding update and Binding
update ACK messages in Mobile IPv6. Yet, the proposed Proxy binding update
message is different from Proxy binding update message of Proxy Mobile IPv6.

3 Performance Evaluation

This section compares MIPv6, FMIPv6, and the proposed scheme by vertical
handover delay and packet loss ratio [7].

3.1 Vertical Handover Delay

Vertical handover delay can be defined as the time duration between the start of
layer 2 handover and reception of the first packet in a different access network
after layer 3 binding update. In this paper, link delay is considered, but processing
and transmission delay are not.

Handover delays of MIPv6, FMIPv6, and the proposed scheme can be repre-
sented as Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), respectively.

Fig. 2 Handover procedure of the proposed scheme: a Phase 1, b Phase 2, c Phase 3
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DHOðMIPÞ ¼ 2sþ 4Lwl þ 2LwHAR�HA þ DDAD ð1Þ

DHOðFMIPÞ ¼ DL2 þ Lwl þ DDAD ð2Þ

DHOðPr oposedÞ ¼ DDAD ð3Þ

As shown in Eq. (3), handover delay of the proposed scheme is the lowest
because the proposed handover is a type of ‘Make-before-break’ handover in
network layer. Figure 3 compares their handover delays according to hop-counts
between AR and HA. Handover delay of MIPv6 is proportional to wired link delay
but handover delays of FMIPv6 and the proposed scheme are constant regardless
of wired link delay.

3.2 Packet Loss Ratio

Packet loss ratio is defined as the ratio of the number of lost packets during a
handover to the total numbers of transmission packets in a cell. This can be also
expressed as:

qloss ¼
DHO

tcell
� 100 ½%� ð4Þ

where tcell is the average residence time in a cell. Figure 4 compares packet loss
ratio during a vertical handover. As shown in Fig. 4, the packet loss ratio of the
proposed handover scheme is the lowest because its handover delay is the lowest.

Fig. 3 Vertical handover
delay
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4 Conclusions

This paper proposes a multihoming-based vertical handover scheme with Proxy
binding update. When a mobile node is located in the duplicate region between
two different access networks, it can send and receive data packets using multiple
interfaces simultaneously, which results in a seamless handover. The proposed
scheme supports ‘Make-before-break’ handover in network layer with Proxy
binding update messages.

Acknowledgments Corresponding author is Kyung-Nam Park.
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A Performance Prediction Model
of Parallel DCT on Mobile Embedded
Systems

Yeong-Kyu Lim and Cheong-Ghil Kim

Abstract The recent development on semiconductor process and design tech-
nologies enables multi-core processors to become a dominant market trend in
mobile devices. The parallel programming enabled by multi-core CPU can provide
a great opportunity to increase the processing performance. This paper explores a
performance prediction model of parallel DCT on heterogeneous mobile systems
by measuring power dissipation. For our simulation, we implemented the fast DCT
algorithm on various computing environments and the simulation results show the
feasibility of the proposed method to estimate the performance gain in terms of
power consumption on heterogeneous embedded systems.

Keywords JPEG DCT � Mobile embedded systems � Multi-core � Parallel
programming � Power dissipation � Heterogeneous computing

1 Introduction

As the wide spreading smart phones, the complexity of the smart phones software
stack consisting of operating system, application framework, and applications are
growing. Therefore, they must be matched by adequate performance increases of
the underlying hardware. Single-core performance scaling is coming to an end
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because fundamental laws of physics limit further performance gains from
uniprocessor architectures [1]. Therefore, all future computing platforms will
provide multiple cores. The good news for embedded systems is that multi-core
processors are more energy-efficient, i.e., their FLOPS/Watt ratio is higher than
uniprocessors [2–4].

Unfortunately, by now it has become a widely acknowledged fact that creating
software for multi-core architectures is an extremely complex task that is
hampered by the following key issues: (1) we are facing huge stacks of histori-
cally-grown legacy software, which has been developed over the course of decades
with uniprocessors in mind. Retro-fitting this legacy software onto multi-core
architectures is extremely complex and time-consuming, and it is to be decided on
a case-by-case basis whether performance-critical parts should be parallelized or
re-developed from scratch the multi-core way. At the same time, we are still
waiting for the new generation of programmers to arrive, who deeply penetrate the
wisdom of multi-core programming. (2) programming languages and tools are not
ready yet. The IT industry is steering into a software crisis called the Parallel
Programming Gap, which is caused by the growing divide between the capabilities
of today’s software tools and the complexity of multi-core architectures and
applications. (3) hardware architectures are not fully matured yet. We know that
future multi-core architectures will be heterogeneous, i.e., consisting of several
different types of processors, but the final configuration is still under investigation.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces main parallel
programming trends and Sect. 3 conducts a feasibility study to determine the most
advantageous mobile embedded architecture in terms of cost, power consumption,
and performance. Section 4 is devoted to our parallelization of DCT for multi-core
CPUs and GPGPUs, and the integration of our parallel DCT with the JPEG library
of Webkit. Finally, Sect. 6 covers our conclusion.

2 Multi-Core Programming

This section introduces several task- and data-parallel solutions available today.
Cilk is a multi-core programming model based on simple C extensions and a
complex work-stealing scheduler. TBB is a collection of various C/C++ library
functions and templates to create software that can run efficiently on multi-core
HWs. TBL is Microsoft’s counterpart to TBB for.NET framework. It is mainly for
CLR-based languages such as C# or Visual Basic. GCD is Apple’s solution to the
multi-core programming problem. GCD is available as open source. GCD employs
blocks, which encapsulate a portion of code that can be executed by the task
dispatcher. Blocks are defined by the programmer, as extensions of C and C++. At
run-time, blocks are entered into one of the dispatch queues of the dispatcher,
where they will be distributed among the available processing cores. Blocks are
supported by some branches of GCC, and by Apple’s clang compiler framework
[5].
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OpenMP is a standardized programming model for shared-memory multipro-
cessing. It is very widely spread, and OpenMP is provided for Fortran, C, and C++.
OpenCL was initially promoted by Apple. Meanwhile, it has been adopted by all
major HW vendors. It is based on C, but it excludes support for several features,
e.g., function pointers, recursion, variable length arrays and bitfields. Computation
is encapsulated in kernels, execution happens on device context [5].

3 DCT

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is adopted by various applications such as MP3
audio compression and JPEG image compression. The primitive operation of DCT
is based on matrix computations in which parallel processing techniques must be
considered for real time processing with large 2D data sets. This operation is
characterized as data intensive tasks accompanied by heavy memory access; on the
other hand, their computational complexities are relatively low. Thus, it naturally
maps onto massively parallel architecture with distributed memory.

The 2-dimensional DCT algorithms are most computational intensive part of
JPEG encoding. There are many fast 2D-DCT algorithms already studied. We
implemented several algorithms and estimated its runtime on multi-core CPU and
GPU environments. Experiments show that data parallelism can be fully exploited
on CPU and GPU architecture. After that we integrated GPU empowered DCT
with JPEG library. Data structure and procedure routines in JPEG library are quite
optimized well on sequential processor because of performance issues. It computes
DCT one row of blocks in image each step and it is not very good idea on
multi-processor programming. Especially GPU has huge data transfer overhead so
it is recommended to deliver all data to GPU [6].

4 Simulations

As for heterogeneous embedded architecture, it may consist of ARM A9 multi-core
[7]. And we are considering possible configurations of CPUs/GPGUs for cost,
power-consumption, and performance. To test feasibility, we try to predict possible
power consumption and performance at high level approach because there is no
openCL enabled embedded device. Our experimental environment is configured
with three different systems: desktop PC, single-core embedded hardware, and
multi-core embedded hardware. Details are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 1
shows the power measuring environments in series. The simulation results are
shown in Table 2. If we take same current and power usage of OpenCL benchmark,
dual-core embedded hardware’s energy consumption becomes 0.198 J, which is
776 9 more energy efficient.
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When we apply same current and power of OpenCL benchmark, we can get
0.198 J energy consumption and which is significantly large saving. Although
Serial DCT and OpenCL DCT are ideal case for exploiting parallelism, we can
guess heterogeneous architecture’s possibility.

According to profile result, data transfer spends about 3 9 more time than
kernel computation does. In desktop environment, communication between CPU
and GPU is done via PCI channel which is quite slower than accessing main
memory. In embedded system, CPU and GPU are usually on same ship and share
memory so that we can mitigate data transfer overhead. We can do some exper-
iments on this using AMD’s APU because currently no embedded hardware
supports openCL and any other kinds of general computing on GPU.

Also we can speed up current version of JPEG library on desktop hardware
environment which has huge data transfer overhead. Current graphic hardware

Table 1 Hardware configuration

Desktop PC

Hardware Software

CPU Intel Xeon Quad
Core 3.07 GHz

OS Ubuntu Linux 10.10
Linux Kernel : 2.6.35

GPU NVIDIA Quadro 60, 1 GHz, 96 Cuda cores
Maximum power consumption : 40 W
GPU Memory Specs: 1 GB DDR3, 128-bit, 25.6 GB/s

RAM 4 GB File system EXT4
Bus speed 1.33 GHz Compiler GCC 4.x
Single-core embedded hardware
Hardware Software
CPU Cortex-A8 Single-Core OS Android 2.2
GPU PowerVR SGX 540
RAM More than 128 MB File system NFS
Bus speed Compiler GCC 4.x
Multi-core embedded hardware
Hardware Software
CPU Cortex-A9 Dual-core OS Android 2.3
GPU Mali 400
RAM More than 128 MB File system FAT/EXT4 (SD/MMC)
Bus speed Compiler GCC 4.x

Fig. 1 Power measurement configuration
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support 2 simultaneous data transfer. When we apply pipeline data transfer, we can
reduce data communication overhead to half. We pipeline data write, kernel
computation and data read. Like our case, if kernel computation is smaller than
data transfer, we can add more computation for free like quantization step in JPEG
library. Also CPU computing resource can be exploited during GPU computation.

5 Conclusions

This paper explores a performance prediction model of parallel DCT on hetero-
geneous mobile systems by measuring power dissipation. For our simulation, we
implemented the fast DCT algorithm on various computing environments. The
evaluation results show the feasibility of the proposed method to estimate the
performance gain in terms of power consumption on heterogeneous embedded
architecture.
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Implementation of a Low Cost Home
Energy Saver Based on OpenWrt

Se-Hwan Park, Hyun-Jun Shin, Myoung-Seo Kim
and Cheong-Ghil Kim

Abstract This paper introduces a system that can effectively save home energy by
applying a small embedded system through remote control. We used a wireless
router based on OpenWrt for the platform to develop an embedded system and a
smart phone for the remote LED light control. The system was implemented by
connecting a wireless router with an OS of OpenWrt installed and an interface
board with an LED attached. The smart phone, which was the remote control
device, was implemented by TCP/IP programming. The operation of the remote
control system was verified by socket communication between the smart phone
and the wireless router, and by USB communication between the wireless router
and the interface board.

Keywords OpenWrt � Wireless router � Energy saving � Smart phone
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, wireless networks are everywhere and even in home 802.11 wireless
networks are popular, avoiding wiring costs and providing connectivity for all
rooms. Therefore, we can find low cost wireless router easily and they can be
utilized for low cost embedded Linux platform using OpenWrt which targeted at
the Linksys WRTG54 initially, but now targets many embedded wireless devices
including equipment from Asus, D-Link, NetGear, Soekris, Viewsonic, and
Linksys [1]. Primarily, OpenWrt is an operating system used on embedded devices
to route network traffic. The main components are the Linux kernel, uClibc and
BusyBox. All components have been optimized for size, to be small enough to fit
the limited storage and memory available in home routers [2].

In this paper, we take advantage of the wireless router with OpenWrt as the
home energy saver with remote control feature. Over the years, as the number of
electric and electronics devices increase dramatically at home and in buildings, it
was difficult to manage the waste of energy due to the inefficient light control and
illumination distribution [3]. In addition, it is not practical to rely on users to
directly control the light switch to save energy. To this end, this paper introduces a
remote LED control system which is based on OpenWrt. The system was
implemented by porting a wireless router to OpenWrt and by connecting an
interface board to an LED. Also, the system communicated with a smart phone via
socket communication to control the LED.

This paper includes: introduction in Sect. 1, system components and operation
in Sect. 2, experimental work and simulation in Sect. 3, and the conclusion in
Sect. 4.

2 System Components and Operation

The system comprises of a smart phone to control a wireless router on OpenWrt,
an interface board and LEDs, and a wireless router to communicate with the board.
Here, the router is DIR-825 wireless router of DLink and acts as a CPU board to
control and manage the system. The smart phone, iPhone4 of Apple, communi-
cates with the wireless router and allows the user interface to control the LED
remotely through the communication with the interface board installed in its USB.
For the interface board, we use Arduino-UNO of Arduino Lab. We used DIR-825
wireless router of DLink and 5 ohm red LEDs. Figure 1 illustrates the overall
structure of the system with the functionality of controlling the brightness of LEDs
using iPhone remotely.
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3 Experimental Work and Simulation

First of all, we installed OpenWrt in the router and then KMOD-USB-ACM
package. Next, we connected it to Arduino in order to prepare communication
between the board and router. The user interface (UI) was applied to the smart
phone and operated to enable socket communication through TCP/IP protocol by
using programmed iOS SDK [2]. Then, we used the Library of C and Linux for
socket communication by TCP/IP protocol [4], and set the Baud ratio of the server
program for control data transfer by USB port. We selected a USB port and used a
File Descriptor to send data by 1 byte each [5], so that it fits to the OpenWrt
system by doing cross compile. The interface board of Arduino received data by
each byte from the router through USB port. We programmed the interface board
to deliver the control signal to the LED when all data was received [6]. Finally, we
controlled the brightness of the LED by the MOSFET switch that depends on the
control signal [7].

Figure 2 is the picture of the overall structure of the system. We created a
breadboard with LED and then connected it to the main board with the USB port.
We ran the OpenWrt-based software and then inserted command for starting as in

Fig. 1 System operating flow

Fig. 2 Overall structure
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Fig. 3. As a result, the smart phone became ready to communicate with the
wireless router.

We loaded the UI, and connected the wireless router and TCP socket com-
munication from the smart phone as shown in Fig. 4. Then we controlled the

Fig. 3 Program start

Fig. 4 Light control through the user interface
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brightness of LEDs by data transfer. The brightness is controllable from light (255)
to dark (50). Moreover, after changing the firewall settings of the router to allow
external router access, not only local wireless router, but also control of 3G
internet connection from external network became possible.

4 Conclusion

We implemented a system that can control LED by using an interface board which
was connected to a wireless router ported with OpenWrt by a smart phone. This
enabled socket communication and link with peripheral device using a real
wireless router, and utilization of a wireless router as an embedded system.
Another application of the results of this paper may include control of remote
household automation system via internet. If such system is utilized, it is expected
that power consumption will be reduced, since we can turn off the lights in our
homes via the internet even when we are on the opposite side of the globe.
Furthermore, this system can contribute to saving power by enabling individuals to
control the brightness of unnecessarily bright LEDs in a more customized fashion.
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A Multimedia Authoring and Virtual
Collaboration System Supporting
Multi-Conferences for E-Learning

Yeongjoon Kim and Chuleui Hong

Abstract We are proposing the multimedia presentation authoring and virtual
collaboration system that produces multimedia contents and enables multiple users
who are dispersed in locally and timely to collaborate by the Internet. The pro-
posed system consists of two parts—multimedia presentation authoring and
recordable virtual collaboration tools. The authoring tool makes it possible to
create and edit multimedia presentations that integrate diverse media types
including images, video, sound, and texts for e-learning. Media objects are syn-
chronized with the temporal and spatial information using SMIL defined by W3C.
The collaboration tool categorizes users by the interested conference and any users
can create new topics or join the existing topics by validating user’s access right
freely in a conference they belong. Users can participate in more than one topic
simultaneously, so they can inquire and get a valuable knowledge on-line in one
topic and participate in the other topic more informed and intelligent. The pro-
duced multimedia presentation may be provided to the users through the confer-
ence before the discussion begins. Users can use text along with associated
symbols such as arrows and polygons over the presented images during the dis-
cussion. Users’ opinions along with symbols are recorded to XML database.

Keywords Virtual collaboration � Multi-conferences � Multimedia authoring
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1 Introduction

With the phenomenal growth in the Internet usage across the world, e-learning is
expected to go as a powerful educational tool and virtual collaboration can be an
efficient way for sharing information through the Internet in real time. SMIL
(Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) [1] is a XML based markup
language by W3C recommendation to create multimedia presentations. SMIL
integrates multimedia elements such as text, images, video and audio by syn-
chronizing them. Bouyakoub et al. [2] have proposed a temporal authoring tool for
SMIL document with incremental authoring based on H-SMIL-Net model. Téllez
[3] has presented an IMS formats authoring tool for Docbook to produce SMIL
compositions and e-learning contents. Pooshfam et al. [4] proposed a system for
annotating images and videos in a collaborative way.

In this paper, we are proposing a multimedia authoring and virtual collaboration
system that produces multimedia presentations for e-learning contents and enables
multiple users to do collaborative work. The proposed system consists of two
separate tools: one is a multimedia presentation authoring tool and the other is a
virtual collaboration tool.

The authoring tool helps authors to make multimedia presentations by them-
selves and easy way and makes it possible temporal and spatial synchronization of
integrated diverse media types using SMIL. The virtual collaboration tool cate-
gorizes users by expert area to make a conference. The uniqueness about the
proposed collaboration system is the multimedia presentation authoring and the
concept of layered architecture that is used to annotate digital images with various
symbols such as arrows or polygons.

2 Multimedia Authoring System

The proposed multimedia presentation authoring system is composed of the fol-
lowing modules. The GUI of the system enables authors to use these modules
without any knowledge for authoring e-learning contents. The system architecture
is shown in Fig. 1.

Creating Module facilitates creating a new presentation. In order to initialize
authoring a new presentation, it creates the presentation folder specified and
named by an author, and load images and video or ready to record video. This
module converts Power point slides to JPEG images and copy them from selected
folder to the presentation folder. It specifies the layout that defines the regions of
media objects.

Recording/Playing Module records the video and audio during a presentation
and enables the author to view the video screen being currently recorded during
the recording progress by using JMF. Existing video and audio can be played and
showed by this module.
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Timing Module enables to specify the time duration of a presentation with time
stamp by author’s command. When an author starts and finishes authoring a
presentation, it records the beginning and end time with time stamp for the video
and audio and calculates the total time duration for the presentation. When
author’s command is occurred for images, this module specifies the beginning time
and time duration of each image, and uses that information to synchronize media
objects.

Compiling Module corrects the temporal and spatial information about media
objects from other modules and compiles it. This module provides the function-
ality enabling to generate a SMIL for synchronizing media objects and makes it
possible to create a SMIL document without any knowledge of SMIL language for
authors by hiding the source file of the SMIL document through the GUI. SAX-
Parser and JDOM have been used for implementing this module.

Editing Module enables authors to edit existing presentations. This module
allows an author to change the slide images in existing presentations to different
slides. It offers very useful editing function that involves inserting images, text,
audio, video and existing presentation and deleting slide with video or slide only or
video only by using the cutting and reconnecting algorithm. When this module is
activated, it loads SMIL document to be updated. Each editing operation by
author’s command is reflected immediately to SMIL document. SAXParser and
JDOM have been used for implementing this module.

Previewing Module provides the functionality to preview and check the
temporal presentation during creation before editing or playing with a media
player. It displays the image slide thumbnails in the temporal presentation through
the navigation pane that helps the author to navigate the image objects and easy to
move in the presentation.

Fig. 1 System architecture of multimedia authoring tool
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Reconstruction Module facilitates reusing existing multimedia presentations.
It allows an author to copy, combine, and delete existing presentations with the
synchronized SMIL documents.

We offer an authoring tool providing an easy to use authoring and editing
environment with the graphic user interface to authors who want to produce
multimedia e-learning contents that are available to be accessed by mobile users. It
has been designed and implemented using Java with JMF, JDOM and SAXParser.
We have used NetBeans IDE 7.0 development environment. The proposed system
is composed of three parts: authoring part, editing part, reconstructing part.
Figure 2 shows the authoring part of the multimedia authoring tool.

3 Virtual Collaboration System

The proposed system can offer multiple conferences and each conference can have
multiple topics. A conference must be created by the system administrator upon
the user’s request. After the requested conference is created, the requestor becomes

Fig. 2 The snapshot of multimedia presentation authoring tool
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the conference administrator. The conference administrator can have all the right
to operate the conference. In Fig. 3, users can join several topics in different
conferences simultaneously according to their access rights.

In this collaboration, the shared working space can be synchronous or asyn-
chronous. In a synchronous mode, the viewpoints of all participants are synchro-
nized. If any participant expresses opinion using a symbol and comment, the
content of every participating client object is updated simultaneously. Therefore all
participants can see the same view. The synchronous collaboration is typical in
shared working spaces such as chatting, instant messenger or whiteboard. However,
since the proposed collaboration can record all the synchronous discussions and
related materials to the XML database, asynchronous collaboration is also possible
by allowing legitimate users to log on the topic at their convenient time and leave
new marks and comments which are recorded in a XML database too. Then, the
other members can log on the topic and reference those opinions at any time.

Figure 4 shows the communication architecture between a server and clients. A
user becomes a client when the user enters the topic room. First, a session manager
in a client side tries to establish a socket communication with a connection
manager in a server side. After socket connection, each working applet in a client
side communicates with a topic manager independently using multi-thread oper-
ations. The connection and topic managers are implemented as Java applications
and run on a server. The session manager is implemented as a Java applet running
on a client’s side.

Fig. 3 Users accessing multi-topics in multi-conferences
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Figure 5 illustrates the sequences of message communication between a server
and a client when a user enters an existing topic. When a user requests to enter a
topic, the session manager tries to connect a server by a socket which establishes
Input/output object streams. Then, it sends a requested topic ID (identification
number) to the connection manager in a server side. The topic ID is unique over
the collaboration system, so the connection manager assigns requested IO object
streams to the available topic manager. The topic manager adds new IO streams to
the existing stream vector for clients.

Fig. 4 The communication architecture between server and clients

Fig. 5 The sequences of message communication in entering a topic
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The proposed collaboration system is an Internet based distributed system that
enables Internet-based recordable discussions over the images. In virtual collab-
oration, client objects display digital images, chat window, participant list and
participants’ opinions. When new opinion is submitted from a participant in a
discussion, it can be represented by drawing a spatial symbol such as arrow or
polygon on the image. On the server side, topic manager invokes XML converter
to record each opinion and have the objects saved into an Oracle database so that
they can be available for the client objects in searching and fast loading.

A discussion through the virtual collaboration tool is shown in the Fig. 6. The
opinions from the participants will be associated with the symbol on the image.

4 Conclusions

We have proposed a multimedia authoring and virtual collaboration system that
helps authors to produce multimedia presentations from diverse media objects and
enables users to attend multiple topics in different conferences simultaneously.

The multimedia authoring system provides authors a tool to create multimedia
e-learning contents easy to follow. The proposed system makes it possible to inte-
grate diverse media types including text, images, audio and video, and synchronize

Fig. 6 Virtual collaboration tool
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media objects by generating SMIL documents automatically. The produced multi-
media presentation may be provided to the users through the conference before the
discussion begins.

The virtual collaboration tool categorizes users by the interested conference and
each user is restricted to access the system resources by the access control. It
provides recordable discussions among users using spatial data associated with
users’ opinions and the images. Digital images and opinions are separated through
the layered architecture. Users’ opinions along with symbols are recorded to XML
files and may be saved into web-based database for future context based intelligent
search.

Our proposed system is expected to go as a powerful educational tool through
the multimedia authoring and virtual collaboration. It can be an efficient way for
learning valuable knowledge and sharing information through the Internet anytime
and anywhere.
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An Immersive Ski Game Based
on a Simulator

Gil Ho Song, Won-Hyung Park, Eun-Jung Lim, Goo Cheol Jeong
and Sang-Youn Kim

Abstract This paper addresses a real-time immersive ski game that allows a game
player not only to naturally interact with graphic environment but also to sense
motion-haptic feedback according to his/her interaction. The proposed system
measures a player’s motion and then re-creates motion-haptic feedback according
to the measured input. To re-create the motion-haptic information in response to a
player’s interaction with virtual objects, we develop a motion generation platform
which consists of a control part, a slope generation part and a horizontal accel-
eration part. To measure a player’s motion input, inertia measurement units
(IMUs) are used. We conduct an experiment in order to verify the effectiveness
and the feasibility of the proposed game. The experiment clearly shows that the
proposed system creates realistic sensation as if a user enjoys a real ski on the
snow.
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1 Introduction

As the market for leisure sports grew, skiing becomes popular sports for winter
season. According to the Korea Ski-Resort Business Association [1], the number
of skiers which is tallied 2 million in 1998 ballooned to 6.7 million by 2012 and
the seven ski resorts were added in Korea during recent 4 years. Although skiing
has become very popular recently, only winter is the best season for skiing in most
country. The reason is that the skiing needs special conditions, for example, snow,
slope, cold weather, and etc. Recently, as the demands for enjoying skiing at
anytime and anywhere are higher, a lot of systems which make users experience a
skiing indirectly were studied. Furthermore, these systems have been applied to the
research work for game applications.

Due to the advancement of graphic hardware and rendering technology, ski
games which started at 2D graphics [2] have been expanded to the game with 3D
or stereo graphics. 49GamesTM developed a skiing game based on 3D graphics and
the game was constructed from the first person point of view [3]. GameTwist TM

was developed a ski game, which is name ‘‘Ski Challenge’’, on mobile platform
[4]. MicrosoftTM was developed a skiing game based on stereo vision technology
to represent the ski slope and the avatar in three-dimensional structure [5]. Since a
user provides command input with buttons or keypads in those systems, it is not
easy to naturally interact with skiing environment.

The natural interaction system, where a user intuitively manipulates game
contents with his/her gesture or motion input, can be a solution. Therefore, natural
interaction technology based on motion sensing has been incorporated into game
systems. NintendoTM showed a ski game (Vancouver Olympic 2010) based on the
Nintendo WII, where user’s motion input is captured by an accelerometer and
infrared camera [6, 7]. Solina and Batagelj designed a virtual skiing game system
where user’s motion was grasped by an infrared stereo camera [8]. Sugaman and
Eichler developed a motion sensing platform which captures a user’s motion input
using two pressure sensors. In their system, they attached each pressure sensor
beneath the sole of each foot and computed the difference between the pressure
values in order to compute a user’s movement. Although, a user naturally interacts
with game contents using above systems, the systems are still limited to provide
immersion to users. The completely revolutionizing way the users immersively
interact with game contents is to provide motion and haptic feedback to them
simultaneously.

To express the dynamic motion of skiing, ski systems based on a simulator were
studied. Watanabe presents a system which makes user’s feet accelerate hori-
zontally [10]. Déborah Nourrit-Lu-cas et al. mentioned that an arched-shaped ski
simulator provides the higher sense of the reality than a flat-shaped simulator [11].
Skytec Interactive developed a huge ski simulator, which creates lateral movement
of skies [12]. Even though, these ski simulator systems increase the sense of the
reality, these systems have a problem to be solved before accepting industry. The
problem is that it is not easy to control each ski plate independently. The united ski
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plates may interrupt user’s interaction on feet and it can also spoil the movement
feedback which creates separately controlled force. In this paper, we propose a ski
simulator which not only creates horizontal motion of ski plates but also controls
two ski plates independently.

2 An Immersive Ski Game

In this section, we introduce a ski game based on a simulator which can provide a
visual effect, synchronized interaction, horizontal acceleration and the inclination
of a ski slope to users. Figure 1a shows a sketch of the proposed simulator. A user
can change his/her position horizontally by tilting a ski plate. Two motors were
attached at both end sides of the system for creating horizontal acceleration and
two pneumatic cylinders which place under each of the ski were used for gener-
ating a gradient of a ski slope in virtual environment. Figure 1b shows a structure
of the proposed simulator consisting of a motion generation platform and a main
controller. DC motors and pneumatic cylinders are used to control the developed a
motion generation platform. The user’s intention is captured by the degree of
tilting the plate and then transmitted to a main controller. The main controller
creates a virtual environment and visualizes user’s sight. Furthermore the main
controller computes motion-haptic information and transmits the information to a
microprocessor. The transmitted information investigate by the microprocessor
and used for moving the ski plate to the left or the right through the actuators.

Microprocessor

control sensing

Communication Rendering

Visualization

Position/
Velocity/

acceleration

Motion -haptic feedback information

(a)                                                                    (b)

Motion Platform

Motion -haptic
rendering

Main Controller

Fig. 1 The developed ski game. a A sketch model of the developed game. b A structure of the
developed game platform
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2.1 Main Controller

The main controller consists of a visualization component, a motion-haptic ren-
dering component, and a communication component. We constructed a visuali-
zation component in order to convey the game state to a user with visual
information. The graphic environment was constructed by UDK (Unreal

�
Devel-

opment Kit) which is the free version of the award-winning Unreal
�

Engine 3.
Virtual objects in the graphic environment were modeled with 3D Max. The
visualization component was constructed with Unreal Script to make easier con-
nection with UDK.

Figure 2a shows a virtual model for visualization, and Fig. 2b shows rendered
image. The communication component, which is built by Visual C++, receives a
user’s command from the microprocessor. The microprocessor embedded in the
motion input part, via wireless communication and conveys the user’s command to
the motion-haptic rendering component. Finally, the motion-haptic rendering
component analyzes the command and delivers it to the microprocessor.

2.2 Motion Generation Platform

Figure 3 shows the motion generation platform which is controlled by four
microprocessors. The motion generation platform consists a motion input part, a
slope generation part, and a horizontal acceleration generation part. A motion
input part is controlled by two microprocessors which are attached beneath each
ski plate. These two microprocessors measure tilted angle of a ski plate. The third
microprocessor controls pneumatic cylinders and speed controllers. Cylinders are
lift up and down the ski plate’s point of head or tail. Through this motion, the
motion generation platform can simulate an angle of inclination of a ski slope. The
last microprocessor controls two DC motors in order to move the plate from side to
side.

Figure 4 shows the system component for the developed simulator. In the
control part, two IMU (inertia measurement unit) which are attached to the ski
plates, measure the two tilting angles. The measured values are compensated by a
Kalman filter. The tilt motion was produced by six bearings and a shaft attaching

Fig. 2 Block diagram of multi-modal chatter model of a high speed machining center
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beneath each ski plate as shown in Fig. 4. The slope generation part consisting of
pneumatic cylinders, speed controllers and magnetic sensors re-creates an angle of
inclination of a ski slope. The speed of each pneumatic cylinder is controlled by
speed controllers and magnetic sensors in order to express not only the state of
snow but also the amount of slope’s inclination. The horizontal acceleration part
makes a user to move right or left with a certain velocity or acceleration. The
horizontal acceleration part consists of two DC motors, encoders, timing belts and
pulleys as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 The motion generation platform

Fig. 4 The system components of a simulator system
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D =
Dmax � Diff

2ðDmax � CalvÞ
ð1Þ

a ¼ D
ðTp � ToÞ þ ðToÞ � rminAmax � x2

ð2Þ

where,
Dmax maximum distance between user’s feet,
Diff difference between two encoders value,
Calv initial distance between two feet,
Tp tilting angle of the left ski plate,
To tilting angle of the right plate,
Amax maximum tilting angle,
rmin a radius of rotation for ski plates,
x angular velocity of an avatar

The two DC motors are connected with a timing belt and rotated a role to move
the ski plates horizontally. In order to create horizontal acceleration and amount of
ski slope’s inclination, first we measure the tilted angle of the ski plate and two
forces from force sensors attached to ski plates. After that we computed the
difference between two forces and then predicted user’s motion. According to the
predicted motion, we computed a horizontal acceleration of the ski plates. Finally,
we computed the horizontal acceleration (a) through (1) and (2).

3 Experiments

We conducted experiments in order to investigate whether the developed system
provides immersive sensation to a user as if he/she enjoys a real ski. Fig. 5 shows
the still shot where a subject enjoys the game with the developed simulator. In the
experiments, ten subjects who did not have experience the immersive simulator
joined. They enjoyed the ski game without the motion-haptic feedback. After
enjoying the game without motion haptic-feedback, they experienced the proposed
game with the motion haptic-feedback and then they filled in and returned ques-
tionnaire. To evaluate the developed game, the five questions listed below were
presented to each subject. The last question represents the degree of subjects’
satisfaction on the developed game with motion-haptic feedback.

• Questionnaire
(a) Did you sense a horizontal acceleration?
(b) Did you distinguish the variance of ski’s speed.
(c) Did you feel the inclination of ski slope?
(d) How would you rate our system in its ability to provide realistic feeling to the

subject compared to the previous game?
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In order to investigate the degree of improvement of the game with the
developed motion feedback platform (gamewm) compared with the game without
the developed platform (gamewom) in the range of zero to ten, respectively: Ten
score indicates total satisfaction of a subject, while zero represents a subject’s
complete dissatisfaction. The scores received from the subjects for the gamewm

were 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 8, 8, 6, 9, and 9, whereas the scores received from the
subjects for the gamewom were 6, 4, 5, 5, 7, 6, 4, 5, 6, and 5. We evaluated the
degree of the improvement of gamewm with (3). The maximum and the minimum
improvement rate of gamewm, compared with gamewom, have 125 and 20 %,
respectively. For more reasonable evaluation of the gamewm, we excluded the
scores received from two subjects who rated two extreme scores. Figure 6a shows
the result for the developed system. The horizontal axis of Fig. 6a shows the
subject number and the vertical axis shows two scores received from the subjects
for the gamewm and gamewom, respectively. From the results, the developed system
is shown to be satisfactory for the interactive and immersive game. In addition, we
showed that our system adds zest to an interactive game.

Rateim ¼
ðgamewm � gameÞwom

gamewom

� 100 % ð3Þ

Fig. 5 The still shot of the
developed motion-haptic
game
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a ski game system based on a simulator that provides
various motion-haptic feedbacks to users. The developed game stimulates human’s
somatosensory system according to user’s interaction with graphic environment.
The vertical translation motion and the horizontal acceleration motion of the
actuators were computed on the basis of the graphic environment and the user’s
command input. In order to show the feasibility of the developed game, we
conducted an experiment for two games (gamewo and gamewom), respectively. The
developed game with the motion feedback platform makes users sense a ski’s
acceleration and the state of a ski slope during the game.
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A Method of Combining Gaussian
Mixture Model and K-Means
for Automatic Audio Segmentation
of Popular Music

Ing-Jr Ding

Abstract In this study, a hybrid scheme that combines Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) and the k-means approach, called GMM-kmeans, is proposed for auto-
matic audio segmentation (AAS) of popular music. Generally, the structure of a
popular music is composed of verse, chorus and non-repetitive (such as intro,
bridge and outro) segments. The combined GMM-kmeans scheme including
mainly two developed algorithms, GMMAAS and SFS, will efficiently divide a
song into these three parts. In GMM-kmeans, the GMM classifier is to recognize
the vocal segments and then calculate the section boundary between them and non-
repetitive sections first. The song with vocal segments extracted by GMM,
containing only the remaining verse and chorus sections, is then analyzed by the
k-means clustering algorithm where the verse section is further discriminated from
the chorus section. In classification of verse and chorus by k-means, the developed
switching frame search (SFS) algorithm with the devise of verse group-of-frames
(Verse-GoF) and Chorus-GoF will accurately estimate the separation boundary of
verse and chorus sections. Experimental results obtained from a musical data set of
numerous Chinese popular songs show the superiority of both proposed
GMMAAS and SFS.
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1 Introduction

Automatic audio segmentation (AAS) has been a popular technique in the recent
years. AAS could be frequently seen in many multimedia software applications to
be an intelligent multimedia tool. In fact, AAS could be as a branch in the field of
speech/audio processing. Research pertaining to speech/audio information
processing encompasses myriad branches including encoding/decoding, identifi-
cation/verification and analysis/synthesis [1]. Although AAS that belongs to the
category of analysis/synthesis is not so matured as audio codecs, speech recog-
nition and audio synthesis techniques in the aspect of commercial products, more
and more studies focused on AAS have been seen recently [2–4].

Most works on AAS aims to the feature-based approaches. In [2], a method of
segmenting musical audio into structural sections based on a hierarchical labelling of
spectral features is presented. Such the approach is typically a feature-based clas-
sification mechanism with constrained clustering. In the work of [3], Lukashevich
proposes an approach of applied normalization, which will enable the comparison of
the automatic evaluation results, obtained for songs with a different amount of states.
In addition, Peiszer develops a two-phase algorithm for boundary and structure
detection where the complete annotation of all song parts both with sequential-
unaware approaches and an approach that takes temporal information into account is
paid much attention [4].

Rare AAS studies use statistically modeling methods. Although feature-based
AAS methods may achieve certain degree of classification accuracy, the main
weakness of those is less flexible. Feature-based AAS lacks the capability of
environmental adaption and system learning. In contrast, model-based AAS
approaches could continuously improve the recognition accuracy of the system by
batch or incremental learning of the increased training data. This work focuses on
the model-based AAS category of methods, especially on the processing of
combining multiple classification models/clustering methods. Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) [5] and the k-means clustering method [6] are combined for AAS
applications. For these principal problems of AAS, detection of the vocal scene
and classification of verse and chorus, this paper proposes GMMAAS and
switching frame search (SFS) algorithms to effectively solve, respectively, which
will be detailed in the following sections.

2 Automatic Audio Segmentation

In general, automatic audio segmentation could be performed in two categories of
methods, feature-based and model-based. In this paper, the model-based approach
is adopted. The framework of an AAS system that uses the model-based technique
is associated with established audio models, frequently-seen GMM for example,
where the input popular music from the database is segmented into the frame
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sequence, and from which audio features are extracted to evaluate the characteristic
of this music via pattern clustering (the famous k-means for example) operations
cooperated with GMM audio model calculations. The segmentation task is finally
completed and verse, chorus and non-repetitive (intro, bridge and outro) sections
can then be recognized.

Mathematically, a GMM is a weighted sum of M Gaussians, denoted as [5].

k ¼ wi; li; Rif g; i ¼ 1; 2;. . .; M;
XM

i¼1

wi ¼ 1; ð1Þ

where wi is the weight, li is the mean and Ri is the covariance. In this study, two
parameter sets, k1 and k2 (two GMM models, that is), for representing the music
characteristics of vocal and non-vocal (non-repetitive) categories are determined,
respectively.

In the operation of testing phase, the estimated likelihood score that an audio
frame xi, belongs to a GMM of class Z 2 fk1; k2g is then

LðxijZÞ ¼
XM

j¼1

wj �
1

ð2pÞD=2 � Rj

�� ��1=2
� exp � 1

2
ðxi � ljÞTðRjÞ�1ðxi � ljÞ

� �
: ð2Þ

Although lots of clustering methods performs successfully in clustering appli-
cations, the k-means approach remains a more preferred choice due its simplicity
and effectiveness in large-scaled pattern clustering. The k-means objective function
provides a GMM-like classification model for data clustering (audio frames clus-
tering in this work). K-means belongs to the category of “hard clustering” of data [7].

Given a set of audio frames x1; x2; . . .; xn for clustering, the k-means objective
function tries to find clusters m1;m2; . . .;mk to achieve the optimization operation
to minimize the objective function as follows [6]:

min
fmcgkc¼1

Xk

c¼1

X

x2mc

x� lck k2
2; ð3Þ

where

lc ¼
1
mcj j

X

x2mc

x: ð4Þ

The k-means method to fulfill optimization of Eq. (3) contains three main steps:
(1) Initialization of clusters: the initialization step is to carry out a hard clustering
of audio frames along with the cluster mean of these clusters; (2) Reassignment of
audio frames: the reassignment step is to reassign audio frames to clusters and
recalculate the means of clusters. The squared Euclidean distance is computed
from each audio frame to each cluster mean, and the minimum distance is then

acquired by calculating m�ðiÞ ¼ argminc xi � lck k2
2. m�ðiÞ is an index that will

indicate the cluster where the frame xi is assigned; (3) Update of the centroid:
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the step is to update lc for each cluster by recalculate the means of clusters. Note
that the value of k is set to 2, indicating two categories of audio frames for
clustering, verse- and chorus-type frames.

3 The Proposed Combined GMM-Kmeans Method for AAS

This section presents the developed combined GMM-Kmeans approach for auto-
matic audio segmentation. In general, a Chinese popular song contains mainly five
parts, which are intro, first vocal segment, bridge, second vocal segment and outro.
The GMM classifier will be firstly used to recognize two vocal and three non-vocal
(non-repetitive) segments. Each of these two recognized vocal segments will then
be detected its verse and chorus parts by the k-means clustering method.

3.1 GMM for Vocal Parts AAS (GMMAAS)

GMM technique is famous for its excellent performance on recognition of acoustic
patterns, speech recognition and speaker recognition, for example. Following the
line of thoughts, GMM is employed to detect the acoustically vocal parts of a song
in this work. In the GMM calculations for audio segmentation here, the song
chosen from a database for segmentation is fed into two GMM models, vocal and
non-vocal classifiers, and a decision scheme of decision window (DW) is designed
to consider all classification results of these two classifiers.

Figure 1 depicts a stream of predefined-length decision windows, each of which
covers the same number of audio frames and is thus of the same time span. The
process of vocal segment detection on a song would feed the data stream of audio
frames into GMM classifiers by which successive analysis on a pre-determined
DW is conducted and then the decision as to whether a starting point or an ending
point of the vocal segment being detected over the associated time span, is made.

Then the evaluation of the audio data segment X containing n frames
(X ¼ fxiji ¼ 1; 2;. . .; ng) within an DW is done by comparing X with both the
vocal GMM model and the non-vocal GMM model, i.e. k1 and k2. For the overall
audio frames X, the likelihood score between each frame and GMM models is
locally computed and then accumulated as log-likelihood ratio (LLR):

LLRðXÞ ¼ log
LðXjk1Þ
LðXjk2Þ

¼ logðLðXjk1ÞÞ � logðLðXjk2ÞÞ

¼
Xn

i¼1

log Lðxijk1Þ � logLðxijk2Þ; ð5Þ

where Lðxijk1Þ and Lðxijk2Þ are given by Eq. (2), representing the likelihood of k1

and k2 model classification, respectively, for frame xi.
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The rationale behind Eq. (5) is that at the beginning stage covering n frames,
say, of a decision window, if the class inclination of the frames has clearly
exhibited, one term in Eq. (5) will be substantially greater than the other. As a
consequence, a salient LLR value that is relatively large or relatively small is
acquired, indicating that a vocal or non-vocal audio fragment is appearing
respectively. If the class of the n frames can not be resolved, possibly containing
both vocal and non-vocal audio frames, both terms in Eq. (5) would be competitive
and lead to a non-prominent LLR implying the occurrence of the junction between
vocal and non-vocal audio segments (intro and the first vocal segment, the first
vocal segment and bridge, bridge and the second vocal segment, or the second
vocal segment and outro). Figure 2 shows the developed GMMAAS algorithm to
utilize GMM to carry out the vocal\non-vocal automatic audio segmentation
procedure.

Note that values of Threshold1, Threshold2, Threshold3 and Threshold4 in the
GMMAAS algorithm are determined in a trivial procedure. In this study, Threshold1
would be a large value to check if a vocal fragment appears. A small value would be
set to Threshold2 for indicating if a non-vocal fragment occurs. The values of
Threshold3 and Threshold4 would have the tendency to approach to zero for
reflecting a junction between vocal and non-repetitive segments.

3.2 K-means for Verse and Chorus Detection

As mentioned, the vocal segments of a song may be distinguished by the proposed
GMMAAS approach. In vast majority of popular Chinese songs, the vocal segment
contains a verse and a chorus sections. The popular k-means clustering method
will be used to separate these two categories of sections in this section. Since each
of verse and chorus sections is successive in essence, a simple and direct way to
detect verse\chorus sections is to search the connection position of these two
sections. Such the connection points of verse and chorus segments are defined as

1−iT iT 1+iT

t

)1(1 +⋅+⋅ ………… inin ff……………+−⋅ 1)1(inf ……………++⋅ 1)1(inf…………… ……………

nges of a soaudio framStream of 

…

1−iDW iDW 1+iDW

…
Fig. 1 DW with predefined-length, each covering the same number of audio frames, n, over the
time span
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switching frames (SF), denoting the vague region that will switch the verse to the
chorus frames, in this paper. Figure 3 depicts the relationships of the first con-
tinuous verse section, followed switching frames and the last continuous chorus
section. A switching frame search (SFS) algorithm is developed herein to accu-
rately determine the appearance location of the switching frame. The proposed
SFS is an iterative procedure, which is showed in Fig. 4.

GMMAAS algorithm for detecting vocal segments
Initialize LLR values of each frame and all accumulated frames X in a 
decision window to be zero:

CounterLLR _ = )(XLLR = 0;
for each decision window mDW in the duration of a song

for each frame i in a mDW
for each model s (s = 1 to 2) /* likelihood calculations of 2 GMM */

Derive )()|(
1

i

M

j
jjsi xbwxL ∑

=
⋅=λ ;

end for
)|(log)|(log_ 21 λλ ii xLxLCounterLLR −=+ ;

end for
CounterLLRXLLR _)( = ;

if ( Threshold1XLLR >)( ) then  
X is labeled as the vocal fragment;

else if ( Threshold2XLLR <)( ) then  
X is labeled as the non-vocal (non-repetitive) fragment;

else if ( Threshold4XLLRThreshold3 << )( ) then
X is labeled as the junction between vocal and non-vocal segments;

else
X is an undetermined fragment and neglected;

end if
end for
Estimate two vocal (the first and the second) and three non-repetitive 
segments (intro, bridge and outro) according to all X with labels;

Fig. 2 The developed GMMAAS algorithm

vocal audio segment

verse section chorus section

switching frames

Fig. 3 Switching frames located between the verse and the chorus sections
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Note that in SFS algorithm, GoF(u) denoting the u-th group of frames is
designed as an unit with extremely short time duration. The k-means clustering
method is used to divide the group of frames into two sides, verse and chorus
categories. The classification tendency (verse-GoF or chorus-GoF) of these frames
contained in the same group is then evaluated by comparing the number of verse-
labeled frames and the number chorus-labeled frames. The decision region, analog
to the above-mentioned decision window, is a pre-determined time interval that
contains numerous GoFs. The decision region will provide a decision of verse or
chorus according to numbers of verse-GoF and chorus-GoF covered in the region.
In case a chorus-labeled decision region is found, the decision region denoting the
switching region must contain the desired switching frame. The switching frame is
finally able to be acquired by trivial processing where the switching region is
slightly shorten, and then numbers of verse-GoF and chorus-GoF are re-estimated
again and again. Figure 5 illustrates the switching frame between verse and chorus
successive sections of a vocal audio segment acquired by the SFS approach.

4 Experiments and Results

The automatic audio segmentation experiments includes detections of the vocal
segments by the proposed GMMAAS method and classification of the verse and
the chores sections in a vocal segment using the developed SFS algorithm with the
support of k-means. Hundreds of popular Chinese songs were collected for
establishing the database to evaluate the performance of presented approaches.

SFS algorithm for determining the switching frame
Initialize numbers of verse-GoF and chorus-GoF to be zero:
no. of verse-GoF = no. of chorus-GoF = 0;
for each vocal segment s derived from GMMAAS algorithm

for each decision region t in the vocal segment s 
for each GoF(u) in the decision region t

Determine the label of GoF(u) as verse (verse-GoF) or chorus 
(chorus-GoF) by k-means;

end
Calculate numbers of verse-GoF and chorus-GoF;
if (no. of verse-GoF no. of chorus-GoF)

Label decision region t as the verse fragment;
else if (no. of verse-GoF no. of chorus-GoF)

Label decision region t as the chorus fragment;
switching region = decision region t; 
break;

end if
end

end
Derive the switching frame in the switching region by trivial processing;

<

≥

Fig. 4 The proposed switching frame search (SFS) algorithm using k-means
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The analysis frames were 20-ms wide without frame overlaps. For each frame, a
10-dimensional feature vector was extracted. The feature vector for each frame
was a 10-dimensional cepstral vector.

In the phase of GMM vocal segment extractions, two GMM models, vocal and
non-vocal classifiers, were built up in advance using the prepared database. The
classification accuracy of developed GMMAAS was then further evaluated by the
likelihood calculations between two trained GMM models. Table 1 shows the
recognition performance of GMMAAS. Note that the number of GMM mixtures is
set to 3, 4 and 5, each of which has different classification accuracy. The setting of
4 GMM mixtures achieves the highest recognition rate of 90.82 %, which is an
acceptable performance for audio segmentation applications.

In the phase of verse/chorus classification based on k-means, the presented SFS
algorithm with k-means is to evaluate the performance using the same music
database as the GMM vocal/non-vocal classification experiments. Table 2 shows
the competitive performance of developed SFS. Observed from Table 2, the 2nd
song and 4th song have the lowest error rate, which is 0 %. The first song performs
the highest error rate, which is just 2.5 % and will be acceptable. The average error

Fig. 5 SFS algorithm to find the switching frame in a vocal audio segment

Table 1 Recognition accuracy of proposed GMMAAS in music vocal detection

GMM mixtures: 3 Patterns for classification Recognition rates (%)

Correct no. Wrong no.

Vocal 185 22 89.37
Non-vocal 29 10 74.36
Vocal 188 19 90.82
Non-vocal 29 10 74.36
Vocal 175 32 84.54
Non-vocal 33 6 84.62
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rate of these 20 Chinese popular songs achieves the excellent performance of
1.1 %, which shows that the proposed SFS algorithm for finding the switching
frame of verse and chorus will be extremely efficient and effective.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes two schemes for automatic audio segmentation applications,
GMMAAS and SFS methods. The GMMAAS approach is to use Gaussian mixture
model to classify vocal and non-vocal segments of a song. The design of
GMMAAS mainly calculates the log-likelihood ratio of two classes of GMM in a
decision window. The SFS algorithm with the support of k-means clustering could
detect the switching frame between verse and chorus of a vocal segment, and
therefore verse and chorus will be classified effectively. Experimental results
demonstrated that both developed GMMAAS and SFS achieved competitive and
acceptable recognition accuracy.

Acknowledgments This research is partially supported by the National Science Council (NSC)
in Taiwan under grant NSC 101-2221-E-150-084.
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Human Action Classification and Unusual
Action Recognition Algorithm
for Intelligent Surveillance System

Nae Joung Kwak and Teuk-Seob Song

Abstract This paper suggests an algorithm to classify human actions for the
intelligent surveillance system. In order to classify actions, the proposed method
calculates the difference image between input images and modeled background,
uses motion information histogram and traces of center points of objects. Human
actions are categorized into four types: they are the most frequently three actions
people take walking, sitting, standing up and unusual action like as sudden falling
down. We examine the proposed method on eight people with a sequence captured
by using a web camera and the result shows that the proposed method classifies
human actions well and recognitions of the unusual action.

Keywords Silhouette � Object tracking � Auto detection � Surveillance

1 Introduction

The surveillance system has attracted attention as a core factor for evolving the
ubiquitous environment and has widely been utilized in public spaces, the regions
which require high level of security or have high possibility of crime such as
hospitals, banks and parking lots. A growing concern over terrorist attacks has
been paid attention to the surveillance system, in particular, intelligent surveillance
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one which recognizes human actions and sounds an alarm after determining the
context of a situation. Therefore, there have been studying intelligent surveillance
systems [1–3].

The studies include methods to recognize actions by observing continuous
human actions [4], by using predefined scenario models [5, 6] and by utilizing a
probabilistic model [3, 7]. Existing techniques for recognizing human actions use
such information as location, traces and velocity of objects. This information is used
as basic data by analyzing images from cameras, extracting objects and combining
features of extracted objects and events. Thus, the methods that extract objects of
interest from input images and recognize their features and actions by using video
cameras have continuously developed based on image recognition [8–10].

This paper suggests an algorithm effectively applied to the intelligent surveil-
lance system and classifies human actions into four types: walking, sitting and
standing up and unusual action such as faint or sudden falling down. Conventional
methods of recognizing human actions and estimating postures have to learn
features of extracted human actions and then recognize or estimate postures from
input images. That means those methods require a lot of learning data and complex
learning algorithms. This paper suggests a method to recognize objects’ actions by
using motion information histogram (MIH) and traces of center points of objects.
Thus, the proposed method does not require a lot of learning data or learning
algorithms but efficiently recognize human actions and detect unusual ones.

Section 2 describes the way to extract objects and to classify actions along with
alarm service for unusual actions. In Sect. 3, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed method and in Sect. 4, provide conclusions.

2 Action Classification by Using Motion Information
Histogram and Traces of Center Points of Objects

This paper separates objects from background by calculating the difference image
between modeled background and the input image from a single camera, extracts
objects based on background information and uses histogram of the extracted
objects as well as traces of center points to propose an algorithm classifying
actions into walking, sitting, standing up and unusual action. Figure 1 shows the
flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

2.1 Background Modeling and Object Extraction

This paper models background by using the method proposed in [11]. In this paper,
we first calculate the difference image between the modeled background and input
frames. The difference image is an image separating objects from the background.
If an input image has a pixel value between high and low thresholds on three
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planes, it is ‘‘Background’’, otherwise, it is ‘‘Object.’’ The following is the
equation to separate objects from background.

Bðx; yÞ ¼ 0; Thl� Iðx; yÞ� Thh

255; otherwise

�

ð1Þ

Here, x; y indicates location of the input image. In the background image,
‘‘Object’’ is white (255) and ‘‘Background’’ is black (0). By combining the results
of three planes, the resulting image is produced. The resulting image has various
noise and areas which are not included in the object. Thus, we reduce areas and
noises by using morphological filters to get background-object separation image,
Bðx; yÞ .

2.2 Parameter for Classifying Object’s Actions

The proposed method uses motion information histogram (MIH) and traces of
center points of objects to classify human actions into ‘‘walking’’, ‘‘sitting’’,
‘‘standing up’’, and unusual actions such as ‘‘falling down’’ and ‘‘dropping down’’.
Figure 2 is a histogram of extracting objects from the image and projecting the
object area onto the x-axis. Object histogram of Fig. 2 shows values calculated by
projecting object area on the x-axis and so it does not provide valid parameters to
determine human actions. This paper calculates MIH by using motion information
of objects and determines human actions by defining features of each action of
MIH.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the
proposed method
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Figure 3 shows MIH of walking and sitting action. Figure 3e, f is the MIH and
demonstrates well features of sitting action. This paper chooses MIH of objects on
the current frame of Fig. 3f as characteristics parameters. Equation (2) is the
equation of proposed MIH.

MIH ¼ FB � FCð Þ � FB ð2Þ

(a) Walking image (b) Objectof (a) (c) Histogram of
x-projection of (b)

(d) Sitting image          (e) Object of (d) (f) Histogram of

x-projection of (e)

Fig. 2 Histogram for each action: a walking image, b object of a, c histogram of x-projection of
b, d sitting image, e object of d, f histogram of x-projection of e

(a) Sitting image      (b) Sitting image     (c) Motion image (d) Motion image
(before) (current) of (a) and (b)

(e) histogram of (c)                              (f) 

of (b)

histogram of  (d)

Fig. 3 Motion Information Histogram of sitting action: a sitting image (before), b sitting image
(current), c motion image of a and b, d motion image of b, e histogram of c, f histogram of d
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Here, FB indicates previous frame, FC, the current frame and ‘�’, exclusive-or.
MIH is a value of objects’ motion on the only current frame.

Table 1 defines MIH parameters for classification according to 4 actions. We
classify actions by comparing MIH patterns of Table 1 with that of the input
image. To determine similarity, we use EMD [12].

Furthermore, a change in movement and motion of extracted objects accom-
panies a change in center points of extracted objects. Figure 4 is the traces of
changed center points of objects for ‘‘walking’’ and ‘‘sitting’’ and shows that each

Table 1 MIH of 4 action

Action Walk Sit Stand-up Unusual

MIH

(a) sit – 1st frame      (b) sit – 30th frame    (c) trace of (a) and (b)

(d) walk – 1st frame    (e) walk – 45th frame    (f) trace of (d) and (e) 

Fig. 4 Trace of object’s center point for each action a sit—1st frame, b sit—30th frame, c trace
of a and b, d walk—1st frame, e walk—45th frame, f trace of d and e

Table 2 Center point’s
change for action
classification

Action Center point

X Y

Walking ± *
Sitting * +
Standing * –
Unusual action ± +
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action has different trace of center points. The proposed method tracks center
points and uses their variation as an action classification parameter.

Table 2 shows the values (+ and -) to express the change of the center points
by tracking center points to classify objects’ actions. ‘‘*’’ indicates ‘‘irrelevant.’’

(a) background      (b) initial in put image (c) binary image      (d) object extraction

Fig. 5 Each result by the proposed method: a background, b initial input image, c binary image,
d object extraction

(a) walk image (b) walk image (c) unusual action (d) unusual action
(before)             (current)                 image (before)         image (current)

(e) MIH of (a) and (b) (f) MIH of (c) and (d)

(g) trace result of (h) trace result of
(a) and (b) (e) and (f)

Fig. 6 MIH and trace result of walk action and unusual action a walk image (before), b walk
image (current), c unusual action image (before), d unusual action image (current), e MIH of
a and b, f MIH of c and d, g trace result of a and b, h trace result of e and f
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3 Experiment and Result Analysis

In order to analyze performance of the proposed method, we process background
and input images in real time by using a camera. We conduct an experiment on
eight people. Each person is asked to perform four actions: sitting on chair,
standing up and unusual actions such as falling down and faint. Moreover, we
create two different indoor settings. We use Intel cpu 2.0 GHz, RAM, Visual
Studio 2008 and OpenCV 2.1 for the experiment. The resolution 1G of the input
image is 640 9 480 24 bits at 15 frames. Figure 5 shows test images.

Figure 5 shows results of each stage by the proposed method. (c) is the binary
image to separate foreground from background of inputted image and (d) is the
extracted object of (c).

Figure 6 shows results of MIH and center point tracking of two frames. (a) and
(b) are input frame of walking action while (c) and (d) are that of unusual action.
(e) is MIH of (a) and (b) while (f) is MIH of (c) and (d). (g) and (h) are trace results
of walking and unusual action.

Table 3 shows results of human action recognition obtained by using the
proposed method. It shows the number of recognized frames and mean recognition
rates on each 300 frames. Since unusual actions suddenly take place, we do not
constrain the number of frames.

4 Conclusion

This paper proposes an algorithm which extracts objects by using the difference
image between background and input image captured by a single camera and
classifies human actions by using object histogram and motion information of the
extracted objects. In order to effectively extract objects, background image is
modeled with multiple background frames. We classify human actions into four
types, walking, sitting and standing up and unusual action such as falling down and
dropping down. To classify objects’ actions, we use MIH of objects and the traces
of center points of objects’ motion.

We examine the proposed method on frames from a web camera and the
experiment shows perfect performance in recognizing the four types of actions.
The proposed method does not require complex learning or algorithms and can

Table 3 The result of human action recognition

Action 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Recognition ratio (%)

Walking 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 100
Sitting 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 100

Standing 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 300 100
Unusual action – – – – – – – – 100
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have various applications such as surveillance cameras or u-Health in the
ubiquitous environment.
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Design of Configurable Pin Control Block
for Multimedia System-on-a-Chip

Myoung-Seo Kim and Jean-Luc Gaudiot

Abstract The complexity of generic pin control blocks of multimedia system-on-
a-chip (SoC) which implements input/output (I/O) paths for off-chip communi-
cation has been increased significantly. Accordingly, the possibility of making
human errors in designing this block has been magnified as a new controversy.
Generic pin control blocks posses several productivity issues since special register
for an additional function and multi-I/O paths are usually fixed at relatively late
stage of design activities. Also, generic pin control blocks may have different types
of design according to the designer. This feature results in various human errors
when we use the traditional RTL description. Thus, this paper presents an
approach to reduce human errors based on design automation. In our case study,
we succeeded on auto-generating a configurable pin control block in a multimedia
SoC platform which has more than 300 generic pins including whether it is an
input and output and 900 PAD pins. Ultimately, we reduced the amount of manual
description for generating configurable pin control block by 97 %.

Keywords Configurable pin control block � Design automation � Multimedia
system-on-a-chip
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1 Introduction

As the design productivity cannot follow the rapid advance of fabrication tech-
nologies, development of a new design methodology to improve design produc-
tivity has become necessary. In response to this need, the platform integration
methodology has proposed the automation of platform integration and verification
process [1, 2]. Particularly, commercial solutions of design automation for signal
multiplexer and PAD block have been presented [3, 4]. However, several archi-
tectural parameters of such commercial solutions; such as the maximum number of
I/O pins [5], PAD control signals [6], and various address regions; make it difficult
to reuse generic pin control blocks. As a result, RTL designers rely on manual
design work which is time-consuming and error-prone in a limited timeframe [7].

In this paper, we propose an automated design scheme of configurable pin
control blocks. The key of this automated design scheme is that it processes a
formalized text through parser which is programmed by script language. By using
this approach, designers can automatically generate RTL blocks to reduce human
errors and design time, while maintaining consistency among the generated
outputs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first briefly review
related work in Sect. 2. Section 3 introduces the structure of generic pin control
blocks. Then, detailed structure and functions of the proposed method are intro-
duced in Sect. 4. Section 5 shows an experimental result of the proposed method,
followed by the conclusion of this paper in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Nowadays, complex SoCs include more peripheral interfaces in the core that can
be accessed at one time. This requires a complex scheme having a flexible muxing
strategy that allows pins to configure. As a result, peripheral interface designers
spend much time designing complex I/O subsystems and then adapting them to
inevitable specification changes during the course of a design.

IP-XACT (IEEE-1685) standard which was originally progressed by SPIRIT
consortium [8] defines a way for describing and handling multi-sourced IP com-
ponents. In addition, it enables automated design integration and configuration
within multi-vendor design flows. The IP-XACT uses the form of an XML schema
to define an IP meta-data description. This meta-data description represents an IP
in several aspects such as hardware model, signals, bus interfaces, memory map,
address space, and model views. This standard can also be used to describe a
hierarchical subsystem resulting from an assembly of subcomponents.
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3 Structure of Generic Pin Control Block

The overall architecture of generic pin control block is shown in Fig. 1. This
architecture has multi-functional port pins organized in several groups. Each port
can be easily configured by software to meet various system configuration and
design requirements.

These multi-functional pins need to be properly configured before their use. If a
multiplexed pin is not used as a dedicated functional pin, this pin can be configured
as a generic input or output port.

When a pin is configured as an input port by output enable clear and input
enable set, external signals are written on the input data register. Input enable
always sets in a 65 nm PAD scheme due to one of the AND logic inputs. Hence,
the other AND input logic becomes the prime determinant of the input data value.
The state of the current input can be read from the input data register. Then, in case
the pin is configured as an output port, the value in the output data register will
drive the generic pin. Some pins need a special mode such as low-active input, bi-
directional and low-active bi-directional mode. If an appropriate pin of input mode
is not selected, the default value will set to 0. However, in case of the low-active
input, the default value will set to 1. The pin of bi-directional mode has an output
enable signal which is directly connected to the output enable signal of generic pin
control blocks. As for the low-active bi-directional mode, the inverted signal of the
output enable is connected to the output enable signal of general pin control
blocks.

Generic
pins PAD

Output enable

Drive strength

Slew rate

Output data

Input enable

Input data

Generic Pin Control Block

Fig. 1 Overall architecture of generic pin control block
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4 Specification with Formatted Description

In this section, we define the types of special registers according to functional
requirements of configurable pin control blocks and propose a formalized text
approach to unify various architectures for configurable pin control blocks.

4.1 Formatted Description

Table 1 shows the summary of functionalities and structural parameters that are
essential to implement configurable pin control blocks. Our goal is to develop a
formalized description approach to express all the functions and parameters
described in Table 1.

4.2 Specific Functional Requirement

Except for the basic I/O function of generic pin control blocks, the proposed block
also has additional functions that can efficiently control an interface of multimedia
SoC platform. This module consists of specific registers for supporting additional
functions as shown in Table 2.

4.2.1 Port Configuration Register

Table 3 displays the structure of PCON. Most pins are multiplexed and have up to
15 different functions. The function of each pin can be configured by 4 bits of
PCON#. After reset, all PCON# have ‘0’ value in ROM boot mode. Thus, all pins
are controlled by PCON# work as input mode of normal generic pin.

Table 1 Functions and parameters

Type Function Parameter

ARM I/O multiplexer Data I/O through bus interface Bus interface type
Initial value
Address region
Register control

IP Blocks I/O multiplexer Programmable I/O multiplexer for IP blocks Control signal name
I/O mode
Module name

PAD Control Pull-up/down PAD control register
Direction control
Drive strength control
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4.2.2 Port Data Register

When ports are configured as output ports, data can be written on the corre-
sponding bit of PDAT# as shown in Table 4. On the contrary, when ports are
configured as input ports, the data can be read from the corresponding bit of
PDAT#.

4.2.3 Port Control Register

For the port specified by PCTL# as described in Table 5, 1 in Set[15:8] will set the
corresponding generic pin to 1, while 0 will cause no action. 1 in Clear[7:0] will
set the corresponding generic pin to 0, while 0 will cause no action. If Set and
Clear are both 1 at pin, then the value of the pin is toggled. This operation is
performed only when the corresponding pins are designated as Output in PCON#.

4.2.4 Port Pull Up/Down Register

Pull up/down register as shown in Table 6 controls the pull up/down resistor
enable/disable of each port group. When the corresponding bit is 1, the pull up/
down resistor of the pin is enabled. When the corresponding bit is 0, the pull up/

Table 2 Composition of specific register group

Register Address R/W Description Initial Value

PCON# 0 9 000000#0 R/W Configure the pins of port# 0 9 0000_0000
PDAT# 0 9 000000#4 R/W Data register for port# 0 9 0000_00XX
PCTL# 0 9 000000#8 R/W Control the pins of port# 0 9 0000_0000
PPUR# 0 9 000000#C R/W Pull enable register for port# 0 9 0000_0000
PPDR# 0 9 000000(# ? 1)0 R/W Pull selection register for port# 0 9 0000_0000

Table 3 Composition of PCON

Port# Register component Bits definition

Port#_0….7 PCON#[3:0] …. PCON#[31:28] 0000 = Function0 (Input)
0010 = Function2 (Output)
0100 = Function3 (IP’s)
….
1111 = Function15 (IP’s)

Table 4 Composition of PDAT

Port# Register component Bits definition

P# PDAT# {24’h0000_00, P#[7:0]}
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down resistor is disabled. It is prohibited to set the pull up register and pull down
register to enable at the same time.

4.2.5 Function Selection Register

For the pin and port specified by PortNumber[20:16] and PinNumber[10:8] as
described in Table 7, writing a number to Function[3:0] will copy the number to
an appropriate place of PCONn, and immediately change the function of specified
generic pin.

Writing 1110 and 1111at Function[3:0] will cause 2 separate actions. For
example, Writing 1110 at Function[3:0] will set the appropriate bits of PCONn
to 0001, and will set the appropriate bits of PDATn[0] to 0. Writing 1111 will set
the appropriate bits of PCONn to 0001, and will set the appropriate bits of
PDATn[0] to 1.

5 Experiment Results

To demonstrate the feasibility of description capability for configurable pin control
blocks with our proposed formalized text, we used a multimedia SoC platform that
was in some Samsung projects based on 65 nm technology. Also, we chose python
script language to make our proposed RTL blocks auto-generator. To evaluate the
efficiency of our proposed design approach, we applied our automated design

Table 5 Composition of PCTL

Port# Register component Bits definition

P# PCTL# {16’h0000, Set[15:8], Clear[7:0]}

Table 6 Composition of PPUR/PPDR

Port# Register component Bits definition

P# PPUR#/PPDR# Pull up/down resistor control register
{24’h0000_00, P#[7:0]}
0: Pull up/down resistor is disabled
1: Pull up/down resistor is enabled

Table 7 Composition of FSEL

Type Register component Bits definition

FSEL PortNumber[20:16]
PinNumber[10:8]

Select function for a specific pin of a specific port

Function[3:0]
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scheme to a typical multimedia SoC platform. We generated an architecture model
that has hardware characteristics as summarized in Table 8.

We measured the efficiency ratio of traditional RTL design time to RTL auto-
generating time by our proposed RTL blocks auto-generator.

As a result, the amount of manual description for generating the configurable
pin control block was reduced by 97 %, compared to the traditional RTL
description. This automatic configurable pin control block generator is applicable
to the different platform with simply changing the input formalized description
text format. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, we measured the size of specification input
and the size of generated output to check the ratio in efficiency with 49 %.

Moreover, our proposed approach is able to generate RTL blocks automatically
and the the possibility of human error can be reduced.

Table 8 Composition of multimedia SoC platform

Item platform MUX
type

PAD
control

Power
control

Data
control

Multimedia 8:1 3 No Byte

2%

98%

I/O Measurements
Number of Input  Number of Output  

Fig. 2 Quantitative analysis
in a multimedia SoC platform
(Bytes)

Fig. 3 Design volume in a
multimedia SoC platform
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an automated design scheme for configurable pin
control blocks based on the process of a formalized through parser. By this for-
malized text, designers can specify an arbitrary configurable pin control block with
minimal amount of description effort. In addition, designers can rapidly obtain
RTL blocks by such an automated procedure. This can ultimately reduce design
time and human errors significantly.

Experimental results show that it is possible to describe various configurable
pin control architecture with the proposed description format. Lastly, the amount
of manual description for designing configurable pin control blocks was reduced
by 97 %, compared to the traditional RTL description.
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Depression and Fatigue Analysis Using
a Mental-Physical Model

Xue-Wei Tian, Zhen-Xing Zhang, Sang-Hong Lee, Hee-Jin Yoon
and Joon S. Lim

Abstract Recent research has indicated a significant association between depression
and fatigue. To analyze depression and fatigue, an experiment was conducted that
provided the subjects with affective content to induce a variety of emotions and heart
rate variability (HRV). This paper presents a mental–physical model that describes the
relationship between depression and fatigue by using a neuro-fuzzy network with a
weighted fuzzy membership function using two time-domain and four frequency-
domain features of HRV. HRV data were collected from 24 patients. At the end of the
experiment, we determined the relationship between depression and fatigue with the
mental–physical model, and our analysis results had an accuracy of 95.8 %.
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1 Introduction

Depression is a common mood disorder. It is characterized by impairment of mood
regulation and a loss of interest in enjoyable activities. However, owing to the
fluctuating nature of the disorder, it is difficult to both diagnose and treat [1, 2]. In
recent years, P600 components [3] and P300 variations [4] have been used to
distinguish depression from normal controls based on event-related potential signals.
However, disadvantages of electroencephalography (EEG) include the poor signal-to-
noise ratio and complicated multi-channel EEG electrode. Hence, sophisticated EEG
signal analysis consumes a large quantity of available CPU resources, which makes
the application inappropriate for mobile and embedded applications.

Fatigue is measured and evaluated using EEG signals, which are analyzed while
video display terminal tasks are carried out [1, 4]. Recently, a number of studies have
indicated a significant association between fatigue and the cardiac autonomic nervous
system (ANS) based on analyses of the heart rate variability (HRV) [5]. To properly
evaluate and detect fatigue, the issue of measurement accuracy must be addressed. It
is difficult to detect the symptoms of fatigue using the EEG signal of the subtle brain
waveform, which is not sharp enough for the amplitude to be read correctly [4].
Statistical algorithms are used in many studies to analyze and evaluate fatigue based
on HRV [5]. HRV are collected during the head-up tilt (HUT) test, which generally
exceeds 30 min in length [5]. During the HUT test, the subjects lie on a tilt table,
which is tilted in a head-up position at different levels. This HRV collection method is
inconvenient as HRV data cannot be collected outside a hospital.

A depression–fatigue analysis method that uses a mental–physical model based
on a neuro-fuzzy network was designed in this study. The subjects’ HRV data were
obtained during a 13-min affective-content video used to induce a variety of HRV.
The process to gather HRV data used six subjects with fatigue and 14 control
subjects. Six features were extracted from the time and frequency domain of the
original HRV and used as input features of the neuro-fuzzy network. The results
showed that the analysis accuracy was 95.8 %.

2 Materials and Method

2.1 Materials

In this study, 24 subjects were assessed via the Zung self-rating depression scale
(SDS) and fatigue severity scale (FSS). The assessment results showed 11 subjects
with no fatigue or depression, three subjects with fatigue but no depression, nine
subjects with both depression and fatigue, and only one subject with depression but
no fatigue. All subjects were 21–27 year old male computer science majors, and
all were healthy volunteers without any history of heart disease or neurological or
psychiatric illness. They did not exercise heavily 4 h before the experiment.
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The SDS is a 20-item self-reporting questionnaire. Each item is scored on a
Likert scale ranging from 1 to 4 (a little of the time, some of the time, a good part
of the time, most of the time) [6]. The SDS score is the total value from all 20
items, and it ranges from 20 to 80. The scores fall into four common characteristics
of depression: normal range (20–49), mildly depressed (50–59), moderately
depressed (60–69), and severely depressed (C70) [8].

The FSS, developed by Krupp, is based on a nine-item questionnaire assessing
the reported fatigue. This scale shows the sensitivity and reliability of the fatigue
assessment [1]. Each item is scored on a scale of 1–7, with 1 indicating strong
disagreement and seven indicating agreement. The FSS score is the total value
from all nine items, and scores of 36 or higher are indicators of fatigue [1].

To induce a variety of emotions and ANS values in the subjects, this study used
the MAC stimulus, which can evoke various emotions such as happiness, joy, pain,
stress, irritability, and fear. Each subject who underwent the MAC test ate some soft
marshmallows and super-sour candies, drank sweet juice, and blew a balloon [1]. The
MAC stimulus scenario is summarized in Table 1. The MAC test lasted for
approximately 800 s (about 13 min). This included a 10 s transition time between the
affective contents.

2.2 Depression and Fatigue Analysis by Mental–Physical Model

2.2.1 Pearson Correlation Analysis

First, we used the questionnaires on depression and fatigue to perform a Pearson
correlation analysis. The Pearson correlation of depression and fatigue was 0.452,
and the p value was 0.026, which is less than 0.05. Based on the above analysis,
there is a relationship between depression and fatigue. Thus, we built a mental–
physical model to determine the relationship between depression and fatigue.

2.2.2 Depression and Fatigue Analysis Method

An analysis model was used to prove the relationship between depression and
fatigue based on a neuro-fuzzy network with a weighted fuzzy membership
function (NEWFM) [7]. NEWFM is a supervised classification neuro-fuzzy system
that uses the bounded sum of weighted fuzzy membership functions [7]. Figure 1
shows the structure of the depression and fatigue analysis method, which has six
steps. Step 1 involved watching a 13-min affective-content video that can induce a
variety of ANS and HRV values [1]. Each subject watched the affective-content
video wearing a wireless Holter monitor. In step 2, EEG signals were collected for
13 min for further analysis. Step 3 was the HRV transformation process derived
from 13-min ECG signals. HRV was measured through the variations in the beat-
to-beat interval of ECG. In step 4, six features as NEWFM input features obtained
via time–frequency domain extraction from the original HRV were examined [1].
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In step 5, Takagi–Sugeno defuzzification values were obtained by using NEWFM.
In step 6, the Takagi–Sugeno defuzzification values were used to determine the
distribution for the depression and fatigue analysis model (i.e., mental–physical
model) and the relationship between depression and fatigue. The mental–physical
model has four quadrants: Q1–Q4. Q1 is for subjects with depression and fatigue
in the same time; they are represented by circles. Q2 is for subjects with depression
but no fatigue; they are represented by diamonds. Q3 is for subjects with no
depression or fatigue; they are represented by plus signs. Q4 is for subjects with
fatigue but no depression; they are represented by snowflakes.

3 Experimental Results

Figure 1 shows the results of the depression and fatigue analysis based on NEWFM
using the mental–physical model after Step 6. There were 24 subjects in this
experiment: 11 with no depression or fatigue, three with fatigue but no depression,
nine with depression and fatigue, and one with depression but no fatigue. There was
only one error in our experiment: a subject with fatigue but no depression was placed
in quadrant Q1, which was the quadrant for subjects with depression and fatigue. The
depression and fatigue analysis accuracy was 95.8 %.

Fig. 1 Depression and
fatigue analysis method
flowchart
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4 Concluding Remarks

Using the Takagi–Sugeno defuzzification values, we determined depression and
fatigue with the mental–physical model. The proposed system achieved 95.8 %
overall analysis accuracy with the mental–physical model. This model visualizes
the relationship between depression and fatigue. The relationship is that a subject
with depression will also experience fatigue at the same time.

An earlier version of this paper was present at the [1].
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A Study of Non-photorealistic Rendering
Method Using Orientation Sensor
in Mobile Devices

Sungtae Kim, Minseok Kang, Jiyeon Kim, Hongil Kim, Gukboh Kim
and Jongjin Jung

Abstract As mobile devices have been rapidly spread up throughout the world,
various services have been provided through mobile devices recently. Many ser-
vices of them have been developed by using built-in sensors mounted on the
mobile devices. Non-photorealistic rendering techniques have been also applied to
mobile devices for the purpose of user friendliness or attractions. This paper
proposes non-photorealistic rendering method using built-in orientation sensor of
mobile devices. The method makes changes of non-photorealistic rendering effects
in real time by adjustment of vector fields according as coordinate values from
orientation sensor get changed on a mobile device. The proposed method renders
pen sketch for a given photo image with direction and strength of line strokes
which are applied by vector fields. The method executes rendering based on
enhanced LIC filter to make pen sketch on a mobile device. Finally, this paper
proves efficiency through the experimental results and shows usefulness of the
proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Recently, many kinds of apps have been developed according as mobile devices
such as smart phones, tablets and e-book terminals have been rapidly spread up
throughout the world. The graphics are essential part for user convenience and for
attraction in those apps. 2D/3D photorealistic rendering techniques of graphics
have been mainly used in User Interface (UI), game, e-book and education, etc. but
graphics has emerged apps using non-photorealistic rendering techniques to
transform my photos in recent years. These techniques to the existing PC-based
techniques, applied to the mobile devices environment. At this point, most
researchers have focused on the rendering technologies optimized for low-end
mobile devices even though it required a high level of processing power. In this
paper, we propose a meaningful non-photorealistic technique using built-in ori-
entation sensor considering computational optimization for low-level processing
power of mobile devices. That is, we create new non-photorealistic rendering
effects which are applied to the photos taken with camera embedded in mobile
devices, or the images that are stored in the devices. The built-in orientation sensor
of mobile device has a range of coordinate values on three axes. When the sensor
operates by user’s device shaking, it produces vectors corresponding to the
coordinate values. We apply the vectors to parameters of pencil drawing filter
which give change of line stroke. The previous researches for using orientation
sensor have been some progressed in objects location detection [1] or virtual
reality games [2].

This paper applies vectors from the orientation sensor to pencil drawing filter of
non-photorealistic rendering technology. We implement automatic pencil drawing
filter based on the algorithm of enhanced LIC pencil filter. Specifically, the pro-
posed method focuses on the modified version of enhanced LIC pencil filter to
optimize rendering time in low-end mobile device environment.

2 Related Works

2.1 Pencil Drawing Filter Techniques

Traditional computer graphics to create photorealistic rendering results have been
applied in various field, in contrast non-photorealistic rendering techniques to
render objects as a way to express a variety of unrealistic shapes have recently
attracting attention. Non-photorealistic rendering is a method that converts 2D
input image to painter image, pencil drawing image, cartoon image, water color
image or ink painting image by image processing. In this paper, we focus on the
pencil drawing filtering because the vectors of coordinate values from the oriental
sensor are matched to line strokes well. The pencil drawing filtering uses tones and
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textures to express contrast of object. Typical methods of pencil drawing filtering
are hatching and LIC pencil filter.

Hatching is a shading effect processing to draw out lifetime line compactly.
Vary the length and thickness of line, due to the difference in concentration of
several tones of atmosphere. A method to express pencil hatching effect using
blurring and sharpening was proposed in [3]. Line Integral Convolution (LIC) is a
texture using vector field visualization technique [4]. Using a two-dimensional
vector field and a white noise image, the directionality of the vector field generated
LIC image which was stained through a low-pass filter in [5].

2.2 Non-photorealistic Rendering on Mobile Devices

As mobile devices have been rapidly spread up throughout the world, many
researchers have interested in the implementation of good quality graphics in the
mobile environment. Preprocessing techniques to reduce the computational com-
plexity in mobile environments has been studied in [6]. To reduce the computa-
tional complexity, they used silhouette edge file as part of the rendering process
and shading pretreatment techniques. The researches for applying orientation
sensor to graphics have been some progressed in objects location detection [1], or
virtual reality games [2]. These researches are to create realistic effect. They can’t
be processed on desktop environment but are only possible to be carried out on
mobile devices with orientation sensor.

2.3 Orientation Sensor-based Coordination System in Android
Platform Devices

The movement of the mobile device can be detected by acceleration sensor and
geomagnetic sensor in Android platform. We call them orientation sensor which
implicates coordinate, direction and speed. Physical orientation sensor does not
exist but is just values that are returned by internal calculation between the
acceleration sensor and the geomagnetic sensor. The orientation sensor makes
three values which consist of pitch, roll and azimuth. The coordinate axes of
orientation sensor are defined as shown in Fig. 1.

In this paper, we use pitch values and roll values to adjust the direction of stroke
in the pencil drawing filtering. We also use azimuth values to represent strength of
stroke. The pitch rotates around the X- axis and has range of angles between -180
and 180. The roll rotates around the Y-axis and has range of angles between -90
and 90. The azimuth rotates around the Z-axis and has range of angles between 0
and 360.
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3 Pencil Drawing Filter Using Orientation Sensor

In this paper, we propose pencil drawing filtering technique using orientation
sensor. The proposed technique is based on the enhanced LIC technique to
implement pencil drawing filtering [7].

3.1 Algorithm for the Proposed Filtering Effect

The enhanced LIC has been designed to complement the problems caused by the
splitting image of the LIC pencil filter. LIC pencil filter uses image segmentation
and texture direction detection for defining outlines and stroke directions. As the
result, the method can be failed to generate LIC image if the result of image
segmentation is not consistent with the source image structure because the quality
of the result is dependent on the image segmentation. Therefore, enhanced LIC
method creates intensity layers instead of image segmentation according to level
of contrast in source image. The method applies line stroke to vector fields for each
layer and overlaps all layers.

In this paper, we create a new pencil drawing filter effect using orientation
sensor based on enhanced LIC filter. The algorithm of the proposed filtering effect
is shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the proposed method extracts outlines from the source image and then
separates three levels of layers according to distribution of contrast in source
image. The method generates vector fields for each layer. At this point, the values
of orientation sensor affect to the vector fields. At first, both pitch and roll values
are related to the direction of stroke in the pencil drawing filtering. To change the
direction of stroke, we use pitch values and roll values, which are generated from
movement of the mobile device. At second, the azimuth values are related to the
strength of the stroke. To represent length of stroke, we use azimuth values from
the sensor. Finally, the proposed method applies line stroke to vector fields for
each layer and overlaps all layers. We explain the detailed process of our proposed
method in the following sections.

Fig. 1 Coordinate system of
orientation sensor
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3.2 Outline Extraction

Outline extraction is a basic procedure in non-photorealistic rendering. We extract
outlines with Sobel mask in source image. Sobel mask is a general method for
extracting outline. We compared Sobel mask with Kenny mask and employed
Sobel mask in terms of quality. Figure 3 shows the result of outline extraction with
Sobel mask.

Fig. 2 Algorithm for the proposed filtering effect

(a) Source (b) destination

Fig. 3 Outline extraction (a) source (b) destination
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3.3 Layer Separation by Contrast Distribution

The proposed method separates three levels of layers according to distribution of
contrast in the source image. We referred to them as light layer, middle layer and
dark layer. At this point, light is very important issue in separating layers
according to distribution of contrast, because light infects difference of contrast.
The levels of layers can be separated properly if light influence is minimized by
homogenizing contrast in the source image. Figure 4 shows the result of layer
separation by contrast distribution.

We divide into three parts with frequency of brightness for an image as the
bright area corresponding to the light layer with bright color values than 1/3 of
whole area, the dark area corresponding to the dark layer that has color values
darker than 2/3 point and the rest of the medium corresponding to the middle layer.

3.4 Vector Field Change and Stroke Strength Control
by Orientation Sensor

LIC pencil filter method suggests image distortion which uses vector fields to
white noise in order to sketch a feeling. This method makes hatching effect for
source image similar to actual pencil drawing. In this paper, we use pitch values
and roll values to change direction of the strokes and use azimuth values to control
strengths of stroke from the orientation sensor in mobile device.

To change direction of the stroke, the proposed method generates vector fields
through transformation from the coordinate values to vectors for each pitch and roll.
As the result, vector fields are made by transformed vectors. Then, the method
applies these vector fields to middle layer added white noise and to dark layer added
white noise respectively. So, hatching image can be made by these processes. We
can take three types of values, pitch values for X-axis, roll values for Y-axis, azimuth
values for Z-axis from orientation sensor. These values mean angle variation. So, the

(a) middle layer (b) dark layer

Fig. 4 Separation of layers by contrast distribution (a) middle layer (b) dark layer
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proposed method transforms angle variation to scalar and calculates slope of normal
vector. Then it makes A vector for middle layer and B vector for dark layer. Finally,
the proposed method generates vector fields of A and B by repetition of these
operations. The proposed method generates line strokes by applying white noise to
source image according to the direction of vector fields after vector fields is formed
by the above operation. The proposed method does not distort image with white
noise according to the direction of vector fields after generating white noise first but
produces white noise lines according to the direction of vector fields. This is to
reduce computation. We focus on computational optimization in low-end mobile
devices.

In Fig. 5, strokes of (a) is different to strokes of (b), because the direction of
strokes is dependent to the direction of the vector fields. The azimuth values are
corresponding to scalar of vectors to control strength of stroke. The scalar of
vector determines length of white noise line to distort the image. If the azimuth
value is larger, the stroke is longer because the azimuth value affects length of
vector which makes white noise. Therefore, we can represent various strengths of
strokes with azimuth values.

3.5 Integration of Layer-specific Strokes

We complete light layer which contains length of strokes, middle layer which is
hatched by A vector fields and dark layer which is hatched by B vector fields. Then
both A vector fields and B vector fields can be changed according to orientation
sensor in mobile devices. The length of strokes can be also changed according to
orientation sensor. Therefore, movement of orientation sensor will change feeling
and sharpness of the sketch.

(a) Stoke generation in the 
      middle layer

(b) Stoke generation in the 
      dark layer

Fig. 5 Stroke effect by vector field per layer (a) Stroke generation in the middle layer (b) Stroke
generation in the dark layer
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4 Experimentation and Evaluation

In this paper, we implemented the proposed method in form of Android app. We
used OpenCV 2.0 on Galaxy 2 1.2 GHz dual-core processor and Android Gin-
gerbread 2.6 platform. We examined efficiency of the proposed method and
evaluated usefulness of our developed app. Figure 6 shows the rendered results
according to changes in orientation sensor.

We can see that the stroke of image appears differently according to the
combination of X, Y, Z values is changed by applying value of the orientation
sensor. X value of the change represents a direction change of the stroke in the
middle layer. Y value of the change represents a direction change of the stroke in
the dark layer. Finally, Z value of the change represents a length change of the
stroke.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied non-photorealistic rendering method using orientation
sensor mounted on a mobile devices to apply pencil drawing filtering effect to
photo image. In the proposed method, vector fields were generated by pitch values
and roll values from movement of orientation sensor and accordingly the direction
of the strokes was created differently. The proposed method did not rendered for

(a) source image

(b) X=10, Y=45, Z=120 (c) X=120, Y=45, Z=60

(d) X=60, Y=45, Z=60 (d) X=120, Y=135, Z=60

Fig. 6 Rendered results according to the changes in orientation sensor (a) source image
(b) X = 10, Y = 45, Z = 120 (c) X = 120, Y = 45, Z = 60 (d) X = 60, Y = 45, Z = 60
(e) X = 120, Y = 135, Z = 60
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an image only one time but made different rendering results in real time whenever
movement of the orientation sensor were occurred. However, the proposed method
not yet optimized for the mobile device environment.

We are currently studying non-photorealistic rendering optimization techniques
adapted to the low-end mobile device environment. In addition, we will study
other non-photorealistic rendering methods using orientation sensor.

Acknowledgments This work was supported by the Daejin University Research Grants in 2012.
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A BCI Contents Development Method
Based Templates

Yunsick Sung, Kyungeun Cho and Kyhyun Um

Abstract With the drop in the price of Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) devices,
which have been widely used in the medical sector, the development of serious
BCI-based games has been accelerated. However, developers involved with the
development of these games have found it difficult to acquire brain- and brain-
wave-related knowledge. This paper defines templates that are necessary for
developing BCI contents and proposes a method for developing BCI contents; the
definition of the knowledge is based on templates. We present an example of a
BCI-based game that has been developed using the proposed method. Since
technical knowledge required for the development of serious games has been
defined on the basis of templates, a developer can concentrate on the task of
developing games.

Keywords Brain-computer interface � BCI contents � BCI game � Brainwave

1 Introduction

With the recent availability of low-price measurement devices with a brain-
computer interface, BCI contents have drawn considerable attention [1]. In par-
ticular, BCI technology that has been widely used in the medical sector has been
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used in games, which has in turn accelerated the development of serious games for
patients [2, 3]. In patients with dementia, for example, the amplitudes of alpha and
beta waves are lower than those in the case of a normal person, while the
amplitudes of theta and delta waves are higher [4]. Even though dementia is
incurable, a game that increases the amplitudes of alpha and beta waves and lowers
those of the theta and delta waves has been developed to prevent the disease and
slow down its progress. A difficulty that is faced in the development of a serious
game using a BCI is that the BCI-content developer needs to plan and develop the
contents after acquiring extensive knowledge on the brain and brainwaves. For the
easy development of serious BCI-based games, brain- and brainwave-related
contents should be properly defined by an expert in advance.

This paper proposes templates that define knowledge for developing brain- or
brainwave-related contents and proposes a method for the development of BCI
contents. The proposed method does not require a developer to obtain knowledge
on brain or brainwaves; this knowledge can be provided by an expert through
templates. If the proposed method is adopted, it will be more convenient to
modulate functions that are necessary for the development of BCI contents, which
would in turn make it easy to develop a multifunctional serious game.

This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes past researches on the use
of brainwaves for the development of BCI contents. Section 3 introduces a
framework for the development of BCI contents using templates. In Sect. 4, a case
study on the proposed framework is presented. In Sect. 5, the results of this study
are summarized.

2 Related Work

Generally, brainwaves measured with a BCI can be used to control game char-
acters or the progress of a game on the basis of a critical point. In this section, past
researches that have used brainwaves for controlling the game character and
papers pertaining to BCI contents are discussed.

There has been a study on a wheelchair control method for the handicapped [5];
this study is one of the studies on brainwave-based hardware control. In the study,
brainwaves are used to determine the destination of a wheelchair. On the other
hand, an example of a study on brainwave-based software control is [6], which is a
study on sound control. In addition, there have been studies for ALS, ischemic
stroke patients, and epileptic patients, on the use of the Internet for aiding the
handicapped [7].

Past studies on frameworks for the development of BCI-based contents are as
follows. First, to find a solution to the problem caused by the difference between
the environment in which measuring devices are developed and that in which BCI
contents are developed, a study was performed to determine a framework in which
brainwaves can be transmitted in XML format through UDP [8]. In some cases,
COM technology is used for the compatibility of various brainwave-measuring
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devices [9]. In [9], a method to trigger events using brainwaves and a modulation
method for signal handling are presented. There has also been a paper in which a
brainwave handling process and authoring tools for the development of BCI
contents have been presented [10]. In fact, these studies have helped in enhancing
the efficiency of the methods used for developing BCI contents by making it easy
to handle diverse types of brainwaves. However, it is also necessary to examine
how to effectively describe and use an expert’s knowledge of the brain and
brainwaves.

This study proposes a method to describe the knowledge using templates and
simplifies a developer’s task, enabling him/her to concentrate on making the game
more interesting.

3 Template Framework

In order to efficiently develop BCI contents, a developer requires a systematic
brainwave-handling method. This paper proposes a BCI template framework in
which brainwave-processing functions are modulated using templates. The paper
further discusses the development of BCI contents using the modulated functions.

In a BCI template framework, BCI contents are developed in four stages, as
shown in Fig. 1. First, by using a template authoring tool, an expert on brain/
brainwaves defines templates that can be used for developing BCI contents.
A template is a basic functional unit that can be used to handle brainwaves. It can
be of two types: one is used to control brainwave-measuring devices and the other
is used to control the progress of a game. The former defines a function to fetch
brainwaves measured by a brainwave-measuring device, while the latter offers an
interface to use brainwaves in a game.

A content authoring tool offers a function to create a game using a template
defined as a template authoring tool. Using the latter tool, a BCI content developer
prepares more than one template and sets the attributes that are necessary for
executing each template. For example, brainwaves are measured by using the
template for brainwave measuring devices, while the character or progress of a
game is controlled by using the template for game progress.

Once template setting is done using the authoring tool, it is necessary to gen-
erate a template code that can be integrated with the BCI content code. The
template defined as a template authoring tool is generated using the value set in the
content authoring tool.

The BCI content code is used to create contents; for this, the template for
measurement of brainwaves and the template for game progress are used. The
template authoring tool and content authoring tool are configured as shown in
Fig. 2. The former consists of a template edit tool, template creation tool, and
template management tool. The template edit tool offers a user interface that can
be used to define a template. The defined template is created using the template
creation tool. When the template for brainwave measuring devices is used, it is
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interlocked to measure brainwaves through the BCI module. Lastly, templates are
stored in the database using the template management tool. The content authoring
tool consists of a template management tool, template setting tool, template
integration tool, and code generator tool. The template management tool is the
same as the template management tool of the template authoring tool. It fetches
templates from the database. The template setting tool offers a user interface that
sets templates that have been determined to be appropriate for the development of
BCI contents. It also provides a function to define a new template using more than
one template. Lastly, the code generator tool generates codes from templates.

Fig. 1 Four stages in the BCI template framework. First, a template is defined as a template
authoring tool. Then, the template attribute is set by content authoring tool. The template codes
generated are integrated with BCI content codes
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4 Experiment

In this section, an example of a game developed using the proposed method is
presented (Figs. 3, 4).

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a method for developing a serious BCI-based game using tem-
plates after acquiring considerable knowledge on the brain/brainwaves. The effi-
cient development of a game is possible by clearly stipulating the roles of the
expert and the developer. In addition, the components and functions of the tem-
plate authoring tool and content authoring tool have been stated. A case study on
the development of BCI contents for a game titled ‘‘Master of Concentration’’ has
been presented. A method to define templates using the template authoring tool has

Fig. 2 BCI template framework. It consists of a template authoring tool and content authoring
tool. The former involves the use of a BCI module; it consists of three tools and defines
templates. In contrast, the content authoring tool consists of four tools and sets the templates
required for developing BCI contents
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Fig. 3 In the template authoring process, the progress of the game is described by using a flow
chart and the values that are necessary in each stage of progress is set in the property window. To
describe the progress of the game, specific modules are defined after connecting modules in lines

Fig. 4 It is a game whose attributes are generated using template authoring tool and set using the
content authoring tool. It consists of three mini games. In the firefly game, a bug becomes brighter
when the concentration of the player increases, and the bug becomes darker with a decrease in
concentration. If a specific status continues for a while, the game ends. To distract the player,
different types of distractions such as the sound of shooting stars or flying objects are generated
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been explained, and the developed contents have been presented. Further studies
should be conducted to develop a method for defining templates in a more sys-
tematic manner. Such a method will help in developing diverse serious BCI-based
games.

Acknowledgments This paper is presented by summarizing part of the research, ‘‘A Devel-
opment of Serious Game Technology using Brain Computer Interface’’ that was supported by
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Pen-Ink Rendering for Traditional
Building Images

Dokyung Shin and Eunyoung Ahn

Abstract This investigation proposes a non-photo realistic rendering to reflect
enough to emphasize the delicate pen touch of Korea traditional building images.
The earlier studies for pen-ink sketch technologies produce good results for the
general images but they should not make successful results for the images of
traditional architectures. It because that the image comprises a large proportion of
repetitive patterns of exquisite lines and curves in its roof and latticed door. For
featuring out the distinguishable characteristics of the traditional building images,
the important thing is to decide the direction and length of strokes. We suggest a
method to extract stroke’s information using Tensor Subspace Analysis (TSA)
technique and to draw pen-ink strokes according to the information. Therefore, the
proposed method generates pen-ink sketches reflecting the texture property for the
traditional building images and emphasizing the characteristics of light and shade
for each area.

Keywords Non-photo Realistic Rendering (NPR) � Pen and ink sketch
Pen touch � Stroke
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1 Introduction

The purpose of Non-photo Realistic Rendering (NPR) [1, 2] is to create images
that could produce the very characteristics and realistic feelings of hand-drawings
by human in order to produce the feelings of human-friendly drawing arts. The
NPR technology started to draw attentions from the 1990s, and it is now taking a
major part in computer graphics, and many NPR researches have tried to devise art
media expression methods. The NPR technology is also increasingly applied to
animations, advertisements, games, medical areas and architectures.

In the NPR technology, determination of stroke directions is essential because
the final image to describe various types of drawing art is produced based on the
strokes. In two-dimensional images, uniform direction filters or gradient-based
direction filters are used to determine stroke direction. The uniform direction filter
applies direction filters of the same direction. Therefore, it cannot reflect the
overall property of the image and produces unnatural output. Furthermore, when
gradient-based direction filter is used, stroke directions are created mainly on edge
areas where the difference between gradients is large, and then it is impossible to
create strokes in the area without the surrounding outlines.

In this paper, with the artist Youngtaek Kim’s Korean style pen and ink sketch
technique as a motif, we present a new method to redescribe Korean traditional
architecture images into pen and ink sketch using computer graphic techniques.
Therefore, in order to express the image with pen and ink sketch techniques from
an input image, methods to determine the directions of pen touches and describe
the beauty of blank areas are very important. A new pen and ink sketch technique
is presented to compensate problems in existing pen and ink sketch generation
techniques where pen touch directions of all area are described with just a single
direction with which the characteristics of each area could not be expressed
enough.

2 Proposed Method

2.1 White Noise Generation Technique

In this research, gray level of an input image is extracted by creating white noise
from the input image in order to match the tone of input image and the tone of pen
and ink sketch output. White noise is generated as a probability value of pixel set’s
white pixel value proportional to pixel’s brightness value corresponding to the
input image pixel. Iinput means pixel’s brightness value in the input image, and P
means the real number value of input pixel created with random function. Pixel’s
Inoise value corresponding to the image is determined as in the following the
Eq. (1). Imax is the biggest index value in an input image and the value is 255 in
general. k is a coefficient to adjust the overall output tone, and the larger the value
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of k is, the more the noise is created. An area with white noise is a bright tone area
with reflection of light, and it is depicted as a blank area where either light stroke
or no stroke is created over it. The area outside the white noise means an area with
relatively dark tone, and it is classified as an area described with strong strokes.

Inoise ¼
Imax if P� T

0 otherwise
P 2 0:0; 1:0½ �

�

T ¼ k
1� Iinput

Imax

� �

k 2 0:0; 1:0ð �
: ð1Þ

2.2 Method to Generate Stroke with Tensor

In general, pen and ink sketch basically consists of repeated creation of lines. It
maintains relatively regular line distances and strengths, and information for light
and shade, texture and morphology are specified by using batching technique.
Hatching technique is one of the expression techniques for printings or drawings,
and it its used to depict light and shade of an object with fine and thin parallel lines
or cross lines.

In this paper, Tensor Subspace Analysis (TSA) technique [3–5] is used to
extract directional property information in an image, and the information deter-
mines direction and length of strokes. TSA describes an image with second degree
tensor, and the spatial correlation between column vectors and row vectors of
image matrix is characterized by TSA. Also, by learning low level tensor space, it
creates intrinsic geometric structure of tensor space. In a diffusion tensor image, if
a specific property vector within a specific array has the same probability value for
several directions, it is called isotropic diffusion. If it indicates a specific uniform
direction, it is called anisotropic diffusion. Anisotropic diffusion tensor can be
displayed in ellipsoid diagram, and the ellipsoid figure of diffusion tensor is
determined by eigenvalues on the three axes (eigenvalue: k1, k2) which forms the
principal coordinate axes of the ellipsoid and eigenvector (t1,t2).

3 The Experimental Result

In this thesis, in order to depict input images of traditional architecture with pen
and ink sketching techniques, white noises are generated and principal coordina-
tion vectors over tensor space are extracted to determine direction and length of
pen touches. Figure 1a is the input image, Fig. 1b is output image after applying
Photoshop sketching technique, and Fig. 1c is the output images after creating
strokes with the proposed method.
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The method proposed in this paper creates white noise, which makes it possible
to describe light and shade of an area created by lights. Furthermore, It determines
whether strokes should be created or not with the texture characteristics. Strokes
are created for the area with strong texture, but strokes are not created or left as
blank for the area with light texture. As a result, the advantage of our proposed
technique is in providing effects of emphasizing the beauty of blankness, as fre-
quently used in Oriental painting techniques. For the information to create strokes,
length of stork is determined by direction of principal coordination axis for each
area and proportion between vertical vectors of principal coordination axis.
Therefore, since strokes are created according to texture property, the most dis-
tinctive areas in traditional architectures such as roof tiles and edges of eaves can
be depicted with fine and detailed pen touches, and even the areas with curvature
property can be described with sharp and straight line pen touches in this method.

4 Conclusions

We propose an expression technique as one of the non-photo realistic rendering
techniques to produce the sense of pen and ink sketches for the images of tradi-
tional architecture. The sketching method of pen and ink sketches is different from
other drawing methods in that it does not consider color information and depicts
light and shade, texture and morphology of an image with only thin and sharp lines
using pen.

Therefore, it is difficult to maximize the feeling of pen and ink sketch for
traditional architecture with the existing pen and ink sketch expression techniques.
There are areas with repetitive and strong linear elements in traditional architec-
ture images in comparison with general image, and it is difficult to effectively
describe exquisite lines of roof and eaves by extracting only general outlines.
Therefore, the proposed method generates the feeling of depth in a pen and ink
sketch by emphasizing the characteristics of light and shade in the given image and
defines stroke directions from texture property information for each area.

Fig. 1 Pen and ink sketch output for traditional architecture image. a Input image. b Output
image after photoshop sketching effect. c Proposed result
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Context-Aware Statistical Inference
System for Effective Object Recognition

Sung-Kwan Kang, Kyung-Yong Chung, Kee-Wook Rim
and Jung-Hyun Lee

Abstract This paper proposes a statistical ontology approach for adaptive object
recognition in a situation-variant environment. In this paper, we introduce a new
concept, statistical ontology, for context sensitivity, as we found that many
developed systems work in a context-invariant environment. Due to the effects of
illumination on a supreme obstinate designing context-sensitive recognition sys-
tem, we have focused on designing such a context-variant system using statistical
ontology. Ontology can be defined as an explicit specification of conceptualization
of a domain typically captured in an abstract model of how people think about
things in the domain. People produce ontologies to understand and explain
underlying principles and environmental factors. In this research, we have pro-
posed context ontology, context modeling, context adaptation, and context cate-
gorization to design ontology based on illumination criteria. After selecting the
proper ontology domain, we benefit from selecting a set of actions that produces
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better performance on that domain. We have carried out extensive experiments on
these concepts in the area of object recognition in a dynamic changing environ-
ment, and we have achieved enormous success, which will enable us to proceed on
our basic concepts.

Keywords Object recognition � Context-awareness � Context modeling

1 Introduction

Rapid advancements in sensor information processing evince the promise of
providing information reliably and inexpensively that can be employed for
intensive research and investigation. After all, pervasive, home net telematics and
ubiquitous computing systems all use visual sensors to read and input data. To
make a robust system for the purposes mentioned above, those applications and
services must be aware of and adapt to their changing contexts in highly dynamic
environments. The aim of all research on this topic is to improve the accuracy of
vision systems using any method. However, improvement of accuracy is not an
easy task, especially when a small change in the environment creates many of
changes in the environmental context. The aim of this paper is to build a statistical
ontology on illumination [1, 2], to improve the accuracy of adaptive object
recognition systems with the help of ontology for context-aware systems. Most
recognition systems, ubiquitous systems, or pervasive computing systems are
adversely affected by illumination as a small change in illumination in dynamic
environments produces a varying image, which leads to a loss or degradation of a
system’s performance.

In this paper, we present a statistical ontology method to introduce the concept
of environmental situation organization based on illumination in terms of ontology
to achieve highly efficient object recognition. Here, ontology distinguishes the
illumination variations of input images, repeatedly using an unsupervised learning
method, and derives an illumination image category that is organized in ontology
fashion and referred to as illumination ontology. The system also constructs a
classifier set for each illumination category for effective exploration of the genetic
algorithm [3, 4], search space of various classifier systems. The classifier set is
encoded in terms of an artificial chromosome called action reconfiguration chro-
mosome. The genetic algorithm is used to explore the most effective classifier
system structure for each identified data context category. The knowledge of an
individual context category and its associated chromosomes of effective classifiers
are stored in the knowledge base. Once sufficient context knowledge is accumu-
lated, the method can react to such variations in real time. This illumination
ontology concept is applied for context-awareness in dynamic changing environ-
ments, the classifier set is selected according to that context, and the selected
classifier set is applied for object recognition.
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2 Context-Aware Inference System

A context-aware system requires context information to be exchanged and used
between different entities such as users, devices, and services in the same semantic
understanding. Ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization [5]. It
has a long history in philosophy, in which it refers to the concept of existence.
Ontology can be thought of as a description of the relational structure of concepts
for the purpose of enabling knowledge sharing and reuse. Ontology is often
equated with taxonomic hierarchies of classes regarding its usage.

Context-aware ontology should be able to capture all the characteristics of
context information. First, it is responsible for capturing a great variety of con-
texts. Second, the separation of domains would be in a meaningful way. In this
research, environmental context ontology—the taxonomic hierarchies in terms of
some criteria—performs domain separation. It allows distinguishing between
different types of environmental properties.

2.1 Environmental Context Ontology

Environmental context ontology can be employed making context awareness
based on the possible context of environments, e.g., sunlight, rain, or snow.
Environmental data are categorized as context data and action data. For example,
all the relevant visual information in an environment is context data, while only
limited data that produce an operation are action data. If once c1, c2,…,cn are
context data for an environment, then ac1, ac2,…, acm would be action data if
aci 62 ci. Input context data need to be identified (context identification) and used
to validate the most effective classifier for given action data. Thus, context data
should be modeled in association with input action data as much as possible.
Environmental context ontology can be built using context modeling, context
adaptation, and context identification.

2.2 Context Modeling

Context modeling is carried out with the combination of domain taxonomy
acquisition, domain knowledge base, context data sampling, and manually image
fiducial points [4]. In this research, the ontology is composed of FERET synthe-
sized images (described in Sect. 5). Depending on the application domain, this
ontology can be extendible. Numerical features represent the basic contents of an
image. Twenty-eight fiducial points with 32 9 32 kernels [4] are associated with
feature extraction. Table 1 shows example of high level description of domain
class Right direction (Right directed illumination image).
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2.3 Context Adaptation

There can be several situations in a dynamic changing environment; we call this
context situation. Context adaptation assists in learning different context situations
while the system performs the knowledge acquisition phase. The context adapta-
tion task, for example, reveals how to detect a particular context at a certain
moment when the system is in action.

Ontology construction can be carried out based on different context situations.
If some situations are similar to each other, they will be associated with the same
concept in ontology, which we refer to as a cluster. For this we would like to use a
clustering algorithm to separate clusters in order to build a tree structure. Then we
need to assign concepts for each node in the tree structure to produce ontology.
Figure 1b shows the way of context categorization. Though there are many factors
that affect environment to change the situation, we prefer sunlight, i.e., illumi-
nation. As the context situation varies with illumination, and as ontology is
structured on context situation, we call the ontology illumination ontology. Fig-
ure 1a shows how to produce illumination ontology, and Algorithm 1 shows how
to make contexts from environmental context data.

The system’s performance and effectiveness depends on the success of cluster-
ing. No clustering algorithm is error free. This is why we have tested our clustering
measurement using the popular cluster validity called Dunn’s index [6, 7].

2.4 Context-Aware Classifier Selection for Adaptive Object
Recognition

Context categorization is necessary to make the system aware of the environ-
mental situation in execution time. Based on this awareness, the system can select
a classifier set, which provides maximum accuracy in that situation. Cosine dis-
tance [8], K-NN [8], and Euclidean distance [8] are popular distance measurement
techniques.

Table 1 Example of high level description of domain class right direction

Domain class Right direction

Super class Image
Subparts {right_top, right_bottom, right_middle, right_zero}
Attributes {direction, moment, mean}
Direction {negative, 0, positive}
Moment {25, 50, 95, 120}
Mean Average mean
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The system recognizes the current environmental contexts or situations while it
performs any operation. It acts according to the minimum distance techniques [9]
using Eq. (1).

Dismin ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

px � qxð Þ2þ py � qy

� �2
q

ð1Þ

The classifier selection plays a vital role in the system’s accuracy. It is found
that some preprocessing tools work properly in different situations but, if a pre-
processing tool is wrongly selected, it results in a poor success rate. For example,
Retinex [4] and Histogram equalization work well on dark images and normal
images, respectively. If this pre-processing is selected in reverse order, it produces
a very bad success rate. As context recognition senses the system’s experimental
environment situation, it is easy to understand which classifier set is appropriate.
The framework of classifier combination can be formalized according to Ref. [3].

Fig. 1 a Learning to build ontology. b Context categorization using ontology
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3 Design of Context-Aware Statistical Inference System

In this research, ontology is built based on the illumination of the environmental
context. As ontology representation methods are diverse and depend on the
required level of detail and logic, we represent ontology as a hierarchy. For
example, in our discussion, illumination ontology is a collection of context situ-
ations organized in such order where images are organized according to their
illumination, i.e., normal illumination, dark illumination, left-directed illumina-
tion, right-directed illumination, and so on.

In this research, the input images are used as the action data as well as the
context data. In the evolution mode, the context modeling unit clusters, or models,
object data images into several data context categories according to the previous
section. Each cluster denotes one data context category, and the cluster sets are
organized in hierarchy fashion to produce ontology. The logical structure of
illumination ontology is shown in Fig. 2.

The system makes context-awareness from illumination ontology and selects
the best classifier combination set, which is applied in the object recognition
process. We have organized the experimental environment into three parts: context
modeling unit (CMU), classifier selection unit (CSU), and action unit (AU). CMU
performs the production of illumination ontology, CSU selects the best classifier
combination, and AU performs object recognition. CMU is associated with hybrid
scanning [3] for feature extraction on manually sample images, and the K-means
algorithm [8] is for learning, i.e., producing clustering and cosine distance mea-
surements for identifying the clusters. CSU selects a classifier system accordingly
using the genetic algorithm (GA). It stores its experiences in terms of the data
context category and the artificial chromosome in a knowledge base (KB) so that
the context knowledge can be accumulated and used later. Each chromosome
represents the encoding of the structure of an optimal CSU for a corresponding
data context category.

Fig. 2 Logical structure of illumination ontology
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AU takes care of object recognition, which consists of three stages: pre-
processing, feature representation, and class decision. Pre-processing is performed
for providing stable quality images as much as possible for object recognition. The
action primitives employed for the pre-processing stage here are the histogram
equalization, the Retnix [4], and end-in contrast stretching. We adopt Gabor
vectors [3, 10], with different weight values of individual fiducial points as the
action primitives of feature representation. For simplicity, we adopt the non-
parametric classification method K-NN with different threshold values as the
action primitives of the class decision stage. The architecture of object recognition
is based on ontology as shown in Fig. 3.

We have processed the images with hybrid scanning and fed them into a
K-means algorithm for clustering. We have organized the clusters into hierarchy
fashion in terms of illumination level resulting from illumination ontology. Then
we evolved the genetic algorithm to evaluate the best classifier set for each context
model using images in the corresponding cluster, which are then stored into a
knowledge base by chromosome. At the time of evaluation, the system recognizes
its environmental situation through illumination ontology and then tries to rec-
ognize it in association with the knowledge base.

4 Experimental Result

The international standard FERET [11] data set is used for object recognition.
However, we have constructed the illumination ontology based on a synthesized
FERET dataset. The synthesized FERET dataset is generated by distinguishing the

Fig. 3 Ontology construction and applied to object recognition
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high, medium, and low brightness levels and left, front, and right coarse lighting
direction for each FERET image.

This research shows one method of object recognition in a dynamic changing
environment using statistical ontology. The main focus is to develop ontology on
environmental situations. As there is no standard database on environmental sit-
uation, we have decided to implement on object recognition where environmental
situation is artificially created using synthesized images. The system first produces
illumination ontology on synthesized images. As we are supposed with 9 possible
environmental situations, so our ontology produces 9 nodes. Different nodes work
on different classifier sets. According to the chromosome of the knowledge base,
we have selected a classifier set for each node and applied this classifier for
recognition. For each different node, we have evaluated an enormous image set.
Some nodes produce very good results; however, some are in still at the research
level.

We have considered normal images as enrollment images. We have learned the
system using independent situations and have evaluated it in every situation in
random order. Figure 4 shows the recognition rate for each node according to
node. The more illumination node on right sub tree produces less success rate than
its own, thus disobeying expansion rule of ontology construction. As a result, this
node can be further expanded. The average recognition rate is 91.42 %.

Fig. 4 Recognition rate for each node
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5 Conclusions

This paper presents an approach to making statistical ontology based on illumi-
nation to assist adaptive object recognition systems in dynamic changing envi-
ronments. Based on this ontology, an adaptive object recognition technique is
carried out with the help of the best classifier selection using genetic algorithm to
adapt to different environmental situations. The genetic algorithm-assisted learn-
ing builds a knowledge base in terms of artificial chromosomes that represent the
classifier components. Consequently, we came up to conclude that the perfor-
mance of context-aware classifier selection methods for adaptive object recogni-
tion is highly depending upon application environments. Although there is a role
of context-awareness for robust object recognition, however, there is no way to
deny the contribution of adaptability in the case of context-aware classifier
selection. Most of the cases, we have achieved higher success by adaptable system
with the concept of genetic algorithm. We have applied this illumination ontology
approach to object recognition schemes on synthesized FERET data sets and we
found that our system is very much competitive with other existing object rec-
ognition systems.
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Adaptive Skinny Smudge Tool

Noyoon Kwak and Eunyoung Ahn

Abstract This paper is related to an adaptive skinny smudge tool deciding a
radius of the master adaptively as well as using an arbitrary master shape. The
smudge tool should seem familiar to finger paintings in kindergarten. We can use
the smudge tool by selecting its icon on the toolbox of Adobe Photoshop CS6 and
dragging in the direction you want to smudge while holding the mouse button
down on the image. As the smudge tool blends all the pixels within a fixed radius
of the master to generate the result image, its disadvantages are to smudge even the
pixels in the undesired region, and to often vary the radius of the master manually.
In this paper to reduce the disadvantages, an adaptive skinny smudge tool is
proposed. The proposed adaptive skinny smudge tool not only uses the arbitrary
master shape adhered closely to the contour shape, but also is able to decide
adaptively the radius of the master according to the characteristics of the pixel
distribution. Thus, the proposed skinny smudge tool has the advantage of
automatically varying the radius of the master and applying the smudge effect to
the desired region regardless of the background.

Keywords Smudge tool � Skinny smudge blending � Arbitrary-shaped master �
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1 Introduction

A smudge tool is a popular graphic tool included in Abode Photoshop CS6 [1] and
is used to change the contour shape of an object by using smudge effect that makes
paints as if the paints are smeared with a finger.

The smudge tool of Adobe Photoshop CS6 is used to smear paints on a picture
and makes an effect very similar to finger painting in kindergarten. The smudge
tool can be used in such a manner that a user selects the ‘smudge tool’ in the
toolbar of Adobe Photoshop CS6 and clicks and holds down the mouse in the area
that you want to have smudged, and then makes strokes in the direction you would
like the smudge to be going. The smudge tool is helpful when you want to remove
dust and scratches on old photos. Also this tool is widely used for to change the
contour shape of an object by using the smudge effect. Owing to this character-
istics, even Reallusion iClone5 [2], that is a real-time 3D animation software,
employs the smudge tool.

Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary process of smudge-blending a segment of a
line by using a conventional smudge tool. Figure 1 shows a result obtained by
upwardly smudging a line segment having a thickness of 5 pixels while increasing
a smudged distance step by step with a master diameter of 20 pixels and hardness
of 100 % in Adobe Photoshop CS6.

In Fig. 2b these are the result of upward, downward, left, and right strokes. The
arrows indicate what direct the strokes were made. Figure 3 illustrates a process of
smudge-blending a concentric circle with the smudge tool. Figure 3a shows that a
master center is designated and then a fixed circular master is formed. Figure 3b
shows the result of smudge blending with the fixed circular master. Through
Figs. 1 and 3, it can be known that the smudge tool performs smudge blending
along the trajectory of moving circular master.

Smudge blending first copies all the pixel values included within the radius of
the master located to the start point designated by a user into the master buffer, and
pixel by pixel blends the pixel values of the master buffer with the pixel values
under the master at the next position of the master, and then replaces the pixel
values under the master and the pixel values of the master buffer with the blended
pixel values. And the smudge blending as mentioned above along a trajectory of
moving master is repeatedly carried out whenever a center of the master shifts
from a pixel to another one. Normally the smudge tool is so useful in changing the
shape of the visual objects as well as drawing and image touch-up.

However, as the smudge tool blends all the pixels within a fixed radius of the
master to generate the result image, one of its disadvantages is to smudge even the
pixels in the undesired region in changing the shape of the visual objects. For

Fig. 1 An exemplary
process of smudge blending a
line segment with the smudge
tool
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example, when a user does not want to change the shape of the outer circle shown
in Fig. 3, this user’s intention cannot be easily accepted [3]. And another disad-
vantage is to often vary the radius of the master manually. In this paper to reduce
the disadvantages, an adaptive skinny smudge tool deciding a radius of the master
adaptively as well as using an arbitrary master shape is proposed. The proposed
skinny smudge tool has the advantage of automatically varying the radius of the
master and applying the smudge effect to the desired region regardless of the
background.

2 Proposed Adaptive Skinny Smudge Tool

The proposed adaptive skinny smudge tool consists of master shape segmentation
step and skinny smudge blending step as follows. Figure 4 is the flowchart
showing the proposed adaptive skinny smudge blending.

Fig. 2 An example of smudge blending the water lilies image with the smudge tool. a Original
water lilies. b The water lilies smudged

Fig. 3 An exemplary
process of smudge blending a
concentric circle with the
smudge tool. a Master center
designated. b Smudge
blending
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2.1 Master Shape Segmentation

The master shape segmentation step consists of four steps as follows: master center
designation step, region simplification step, master radius decision step, and color
region growing step.

• Master center designation: In the master center designation step, if the master
center is designated at a desired point by using the user input, a circular master
candidate region is designated using the predetermined radius of the master.

• Region simplification: In the region simplification step, the open-close by
reconstruction [4] that is a kind of mathematical morphological operation is
performed on R, G and B components of the master candidate region in order to
simplify the pixel distribution while maintaining strong edges in the master
candidate region.

• Master radius decision: In the master radius decision step, the proposed
method calculates the standard deviation of each color component of the sample
region that includes the master center and ± 4 blocks around the master center,
and then decides a radius of the master according to the standard deviation of
each color component using the Eq. (1).

Rn ¼ R0 1þ 1
2

f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

r þ r2
g þ r2

b

q� �� �

; f ðtÞ ¼ 1� e�aðt�bÞ

1þ e�aðt�bÞ ð1Þ

In the Eq. (1), R0 and Rn are the newly decided radius and the predetermined radius
of the master, respectively. And rr, rg, and rb represent the standard deviations of
each R, G, and B pixel value in 9 9 9 sample region, respectively and f ðtÞ denotes
a sigmoid function.

Master Shape Segmentation

Master Center Designation

Region Simplification

Master Radius Decision

Skinny Smudge Blending

Start

End

Color Region Growing

Fig. 4 Flowchart of the
proposed adaptive skinny
smudge blending
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• Color region growing: As shown by the Eq. (2), the color bounding box
determined in a range in proportion to the standard deviation of each color
component is obtained. For all the pixels included within the newly decided
radius of the master Mi that is the master candidate region, Color image
segmentation is performed using the region growing process that merges
neighboring pixels having similar pixel values based on the color bounding box.
Segmented regions extracted in this manner are used as the arbitrary-shaped
master region mi [5].

mi ¼
0 if Irðx; yÞ � urj j[ Wr

2

� �
k Igðx; yÞ � ug

	
	

	
	[ Wg

2

h i
k Ibðx; yÞ � ubj j[ Wb

2

� �

1 otherwise

( )

for Iðx; yÞ 2 Mi;

where Wr ¼ srr þ o; Wg ¼ srg þ o; and Wb ¼ srb þ o

ð2Þ

In the Eq. (2), Irðx; yÞ, Igðx; yÞ, and Ibðx; yÞ represent each R, G and B pixel
value in the master candidate region Mi, respectively. ur, ug, and ub denote mean
values of each R, G and B pixel value, respectively. Wr, Wg, and Wb denote widths
of each R, G and B axis of the color bounding box, respectively. In addition, s and
o represent a scale factor and an offset factor used to calculate widths of the color
bounding box, respectively and ‘||’ denotes a logical OR operator of C language.

2.2 Skinny Smudge Blending

In the skinny smudge blending step, the proposed method repeatedly performs the
skinny smudge blending [3] for all the pixels included within the arbitrary-shaped
master along a trajectory of moving arbitrary-shaped master whenever a center of
the arbitrary-shaped master shifts from a pixel to another one. The skinny smudge
blending will now be explained in more detail with reference to the Eq. (3). In the
Eq. (3), aðxi; yiÞ represents opacities of Iðxi þ Dx; yi þ DyÞ, and ðxc; ycÞ denotes the
coordinate of the master center, and h represents hardness of the master.

ssbiðx; yÞ ¼ aðx; yÞ � Iðx þ Dx; y þ DyÞ þ ð1 � aðx; yÞÞ � miðx; yÞ

where aðx; yÞ ¼ 0:5 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðx � xcÞ2 þ ðy � ycÞ2
q

Rn

0

@

1

A

h

ð3Þ

In the smudge blending step, the proposed method first copies all the pixel values
miðx; yÞ included within the radius of the arbitrary-shaped master located to the start
point designated by a user into the master buffer, and pixel by pixel blends the pixel
values miðx; yÞ of the master buffer with the pixel values Iðxi þ Dx; yi þ DyÞ under
the master at the next position of the master, and then replaces the pixel values
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under the master and the pixel values of the master buffer with the blended pixel
values ssbiðx; yÞ. Subsequently, the pixel values of the master buffer would have
been updated into the skinny smudge blended pixel values, and then the skinny
smudge blending as mentioned above along a trajectory of moving arbitrary-shaped
master is repeatedly carried out whenever a center of the master shifts from a pixel
to another one.

3 Simulation Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the adaptive skinny smudge tool, a
computer simulation was performed using MS Visual C ++.NET 2008 on the
computer of Intel Core i7 CPU Q740 1.73 GHz and 4 GB RAM with Windows 7
operating system.

Figure 5 is the results changed the contour shape of a concentric circle with the
proposed skinny smudge tool. As shown Fig. 5, the proposed tool changes the
contour shape of the inner circle without changing the contour shape of the outer
circle.

Figure 6 illustrates the arbitrary-shaped master obtained using the proposed
skinny smudge tool near a chin. The proposed skinny smudge tool is so useful in

Fig. 5 A smudge blending process concentric circles with the proposed skinny smudge tool
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changing the shape of the visual objects in 2D virtual plastic surgery system. It can
be confirmed through Fig. 6 that the arbitrary-shaped master are appropriately
extracted such that the master shape regions are in contact with a contour shape
formed by pixels existing in the newly decided radius from a master center. The
propose method adaptively decides a radius of the master according to the
characteristics of the pixel distribution, and then extracts the arbitrary master shape
adhered closely to the contour shape within the decided radius of the master using
the technique of color image segmentation. And the proposed method repeatedly
performs smudge blending all the pixels included within the arbitrary-shaped
master along a trajectory of moving arbitrary-shaped master whenever a center of
the arbitrary-shaped master shifts from a pixel to another one. Figure 7 illustrates
tooth removal results obtained using a previous smudge tool and the skinny

Fig. 6 The arbitrary-shaped master obtained using the proposed skinny smudge tool

Fig. 7 Tooth removal results obtained using the smudge tool and proposed smudge tool.
a Original image. b The smudge tool. c Proposed smudge tool
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smudge. Referring to Figs. 5, 6, and 7, it can be confirmed that the proposed
skinny smudge tool can automatically vary the radius of the master and apply the
smudge effect to the desired region regardless of the background.

4 Conclusions

An adaptive skinny smudge tool deciding a radius of the master adaptively as well
as using an arbitrary master shape has been proposed in this paper to reduce the
disadvantages of the conventional smudge tool. The proposed adaptive skinny
smudge tool has the advantage of automatically varying the radius of the master
and applying the smudge effect to the desired region regardless of the background.
The proposed smudge tool can extract the arbitrary-shaped master in contact with
a contour shape to apply the smudge effect only to a desired part irrespective of a
background. Therefore, the desired result can be acquired while minimizing a
shape change of an undesired part. The proposed smudge tool can be performed in
real time, and provide natural and realistic skinny smudge blending results, and
also minimize manual operations of a user. The proposed smudge tool is very
useful in changing the shape of the visual objects, especially in 2D virtual plastic
surgery system.

The technique of color image segmentation not only is a base of the proposed
smudge tool, but also decisively affects a realistic smudge blending result.
Although a number of image segmentation algorithms have been proposed, the
image segmentation technique capable of automatically extracting a desired
master shape irrespective of complexity or contrast of a background does not exist
due to the characteristics of a 2D image. However, the proposed smudge tool could
provide relatively practical and satisfied results by using the color region growing
with the standard deviation of each color component.
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Modeling Student’s Handwritten
Examination Data and Its Application
Using a Tablet Computer

Youngjae Kim, Cheolil Lim, Haewook Choi and Minsoo Hahn

Abstract In this work, we propose a model of students’ examination data which
can contain timestamp and handwriting information using a tablet computer.
Stored data is consumed by students’ achievement recording software so that both
teachers and students can trace their records at any time. The handwriting data in
this work can be expressed as XML description so that other applications can use
the data easily. The scope of this work is limited to store students’ examination
information so that it is recommended to be combined with students’ profile or
other valuable data. Inside the data, this work treats the examination information,
question information, students’ response time of each question, and moreover,
students’ behavioral factors including page navigation, removal and writing
activities. With the students’ behavioral data, a visualization software can give
user to suppose the student’s activity easily and vividly. In this work, we describes
an example of visualization software which allows user to review recorded
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secondary students’ mathematics examination. Not only score-based assessment,
our work may contribute to improve student’s assessment and feedback with
various educational insights.

Keywords User modeling � Assessment � XML � Education

1 Introduction

The tablet computer is commercialized and widely used in these days, education
field also takes advantage to use the tablet. In Republic of Korea, the government
announced plans to switch paper-based textbooks from elementary to high school
to digitalized textbooks [1]. The advantages of digital texts is continuous updates
of contents, ease of distribution, non-linear, resource-rich learning tools, and the
inability to lose or damage texts [4]. In detail, it gives exploratory learning and
collaborative learning than previous classroom-based study and gives vivid mul-
timedia contents. Common approach to implement a digital textbook is to develop
contents based on the tablet computer.

However, many studies have been done with reading activity with a tablet
computer, but little have been researched about writing and its assessment. This is
because, tablet computer which equipped with digital pen (a.k.a. stylus) is rela-
tively expensive and rare than touch-only tablet computer, and educations in
school are mainly performed by reading activity. The writing activity is important
because it reflects students’ knowledge and, moreover, it reflects more than
knowledge itself, for example, the ability of constructive or logical thinking.
Previous educational feedback had been performed score-based only, a student
hardly trace their past achievements. If we provide a system which stores and
displays assessment vividly, the quality of educational feedback may be improved
so that the value of education may be enhanced. In this reason, it is important to
record and to review students’ activity during learning and assessment.

The proposed system provides students to carry out problem solving activities
with a digital pen on a paper-like screen and the system records their activities
with millisecond precision. The system gathers data on four factors: (1) basic
examination information, (2) writing and erasing strokes with the timestamp, (3)
browsed question number and timestamp, and (4) subjective measurement of
difficulties for each problem. The gathered information can be exported so that it
can be consumed by other learning management system. With the proposed data
scheme, both students and teachers easy to review and to assess students.
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2 Design

2.1 Requirements

In this chapter, we describe our approach to model a student’s examination data.
There are many types of examination like pencil-and-paper exam, or 1:1 dialogue-
based exam, or physical exam. Based on our survey, we organize commonalities of
examination to be performed. The common examination data can be summarized
as follows.

• Timespan and timestamp during the exam: start time and end time of the data. It
is recommend to be recorded in UTC time not a local time. Because we found
that local time-based timestamp is required to process additional condition
branch with regional information.

• Target students: generally, single student performs the test. But it is required to
consider a group of students to be assessed.

• Basic exam metadata. For example, exam code, ID, subjects, etc.
• Recorded data: an activity data during the examination such as handwriting

information.
• Score: A numerically expressed the assessed result of the question.
• Comment: an opinion from teachers or colleagues.

Based on the above requirements, we design the flexible and extensible data
structure.

2.2 XML Description

The XML specification is important in modern computer data. In modern com-
puter industry, it is strongly required that the data can be easily exported and be
consumed with other learning management system [2, 3]. In this reason, XML
specification is widely used in data expression. As XML format has drawbacks, we
adopt and define XML specification [5]. Figure 1 below describes an example of
XML data of recorded examination.

One of the drawbacks in XML format is binary data expression. The root
LoExam contains information of specification version, student ID, supervisor ID,
exam-related data (ExamCode, ExamDateTime, ExamTimeSpan, and Description),
badge which stands for a tag and comment from teachers or colleagues. The
Q stands for Question which branch contains information about a question. It has
question ID, score, rating of the subjective difficulty survey, and likewise, badge
and comment. The Session stands for a time-based activity which reflects students’
behaviors such as page flipping during the examination. The timestamp in this
example is expressed with binary time which is based on the UTC time. As we can
see, our work also contains Base-64 encoded binary information in Strokes
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attribute at Q branches. In above example, the Strokes attribute contains student’s
handwriting data. The Strokes attribute is an optional value and any other binary
data can be stored with its appropriate attribute. In addition, we designed that
many values are placed as attributes (not to add branches of deeper levels) in each
branch. This is because, we maintain to preserve simplicity of XML description
and to store customizable data. In next chapter, we will describe how the data can
be acquired and to be visualized with given data.

3 Recording and Visualization of Examination

We implement a software which utilize the proposed XML description. Figure 2 is
screenshot of the implemented software. The software is implemented by C# and
runs based on the Windows 7 operating system.

As we can see, the left side mimics traditional pencil-and-paper examination.
While students solve problems, the system gathers data on three factors: (1)
writing and erasing strokes (a group of dots) with a timestamp, (2) the question
number browsed with a timestamp, and (3) a five-point subjective difficulty
measurement survey for each problem. Except for the top and bottom of the
screen, almost all areas accept writing input. Visualizer has a list of given prob-
lems on the left panel, the selected problem with a review button in the center
panel, and multi-functional panels on the right. With the two software, user can
perform test and review student’ activity.

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed system
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4 Conclusion

The proposed system aims to describe students’ examination data in order to
review and visualize students’ examination activity. The proposed scheme pro-
vides extensibility and flexibility in terms of data expression so that it can be
consumed by other educational data. The digital exam sheet software is imple-
mented that can record students’ handwriting information with the proposed
scheme. And the visualizer software is for displaying students’ activity. The
implemented system can be used with the tablet computer so that handwriting
information is stored during the examination. We hope our system helps to
improve students’ assessment and feedback.
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Advanced Media Measuring Method
Using MPEG-2 Transport Stream
for High Quality Broadcasting
Management System

Sangkeun Kim

Abstract IPTV is a system where a digital television service is delivered by using
Internet protocol over a network infrastructure, which may include delivery by a
broadband connection. This paper proposes advanced FR-based measuring
methods between original and processed media while transport streams are
delivery from headend system. The proposed measuring scheme uses the bright-
ness and edge of digitized contents blocks per each frame of MPEG-2 transport
stream to evaluate contents in realtime. The proposed algorithm is effective video
measuring as evidenced in the experimental matching results. The method in this
paper performed in a high precision degree.

Keywords Broadcasting management system � Measuring � MPEG-2 transport
stream

1 Introduction

QoS performance monitoring information collected from the network often does
not accurately correlate with the perceived QoE by users owing to error correction
and recovery mechanisms at the application layer. Also, aspects such as applica-
tion control plane latency (e.g., channel change delay) and actual picture distortion
may go unnoticed in the network. Therefore, to measure QoE requires the col-
lection of performance monitoring data from various sources to determine actual
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service state and quality, as well as root causes of quality degradation. IP-media
system can be classified by three main factors: headend system, transport network,
customer network. We can define headend system which is including until process
after muxing of TS source. IP-core network and access network can be defined as
transport networks. Finally, customer network include full processing after access
network which is included set-top box, HDTV, etc. In order to evaluate QoS/QoE
over IP network environment, various measurements solutions is deployed.
However, early deployments sometimes use expensive dedicated test probes. And
then, these methods are unsuitable for the real-time measurement or monitoring in
order to guarantee high quality of IPTV service. FR [2] methods use the entire set
of pixels while RR methods extract key information from the encoder and decoder
pixels. Both FR and RR require reliable transport of information to the video
quality monitor from the transmitting and receiving ends. The rate of this transfer
is very high for the FR methods, although they may have the greatest accuracy
because they use the most information. No-Reference (NR) methods do not require
the original video, because they predict video quality using only measurements at
either before decoder or after decoder processing [6]. Using the picture activity
measure, the slope relating the PSNR and the logarithm of the quantizer-scale is
obtained. Then, using the logarithm of the quantizer-scale and the obtained slope,
the PSNR incurred by compression only is estimated. They extend this work by
estimating a separate statistical distribution for each DCT coefficient, using
quantized data and assuming the distribution is constant across the frame [8].
However, those are often not scalable and may ignore aspects such as user per-
ceived quality of experience based on human vision model although managing
Quality of Experience (QoE) is one of the most challenging aspects for IPTV
service requirements [9]. In this paper, to measure the quality of video provided by
IP-media service, we propose realtime measurement scheme using original video
source and determine QoE indicators over IP networks, which are robust designed
for distortion problem especially comparing reference with processed video
sequences base on FR method. Hence, the proposed techniques make that both
methods can apply to measure in real-time between TS and original video, pos-
sibly. To measure the degradation of video quality, we set the three monitoring
points in the IPTV service structure, which are headend, transport, and customer
networks. Developed methods in this work are applied for measuring the quality of
experience on video source. From the experimental results, with our proposed
method for measuring QoE indicator, the degradation of video quality can be
measured efficiently and robustly. From the experimental results, with our pro-
posed method for matching of distortion TS frames, the degradation of video
quality can be measured efficiently and robustly in real-time. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe real-time distortion frame realtime
measurement scheme. In Sect. 3, the experiments for performance evaluation of
the proposed model are shown the proposed IP-media quality measurement sys-
tem. Finally, in Sect. 4, we draw the conclusions including further studies (Fig. 1).
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2 Headend Broadcasting System and Measuring Scheme

For the measurement for broadcasting media service with considering both net-
work and video levels, we should consider with both QoS factors and QoE factors
together [3, 10]. Network performance can be monitored directly to ensure video
service delivery. Some necessary performance metrics for IPTV surveillance can
be collected from the IP/MPLS network elements and element management sys-
tems, including network traffic loss/delay/jitter statistics. Furthermore, we should
measurement not just end-to-end, but at any possible points on networks such as
headend, transport network, customer networks to provide QoS/QoE guaranteed IP
media service and to find problems as fast as possible.

The Fig. 2 shows broadcasting media system with the possible checking points
from three different areas for measuring. On the headend area, we can assess at the
points which are before/after encoder processing and before muxing. At the
measuring points, block distortion and blurring effects mainly happen on the TS
source. From the transport area, we can assess at the points which are before/after
IP network and before/after access network. TS source is affected by packet loss,
delay, jitter, etc. and then color error, jerkiness, edge busyness, etc. Set-top box in
customer network area which is after final access network measures all of QoE
indicators which can be mainly affected by channel zapping time. Basically, we
use network-QoS aware video-QoE indicators estimation based FR video mea-
surement and monitoring method in real-time. The current issue in the area is to
measure in real-time with face value which service providers really want the
greatest accuracy. The content-based video retrieval systems normally use color
histogram-based matching methods [1]. However, they are not suitable for dis-
torted TS of IPTV service and have problem with color distribution between
original and processed TS especially since the color histogram does not preserve
information about the spatial distribution of colors. Also, in the cases of dynamic
motion and various shot changing for short time, there are usually occurred serious
distortion problem on TS.

Fig. 1 Components of broadcasting media transport networks
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For applying to various distortion frames of TS without above problem, we use
partition based [7] ordinary measuring approach method. The proposed scheme
uses color classification in necessary for training of real-time matching using
digitized TS source, first of all. Second, the proposed scheme is also robustness to
matching and measuring in accuracy with even serious distortion frames on TS
source by several reasons such as delay, jitter, packet loss, encoding/decoding
processes, etc. The color classification based training of current TS is investigated
in RGB/HSV [4, 5]. We analyze colors which are specified in terms of hue (H),
saturation (S), and intensity value (IV) and show the relationship with RGB in
order to match and measure in real-time considering various distortion errors. We
assign H bins for hue channel, S for saturation channel, and IV for intensity value
channel. We set 164, 164, and 256 to H, S, and IV, respectively. We define
accumulated histograms HUE, SATUREATION, INTENSITY_VALUE, in which
the values in each bin is accumulated for the first 35 TS frames per second. For the
computation of partition based ordinary measuring, since the considering IPTV
resolution [3], each TS video frame is partitioned into 16*16 images. That is, each
frame is partitioned as the same 164 blocks. After partition the TS source, the
mean brightness of color is expressed as

Mi ¼
1

HW

X

x;y2Bi

Iðx; yÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; 164 ð1Þ

where B is block, H*W are height * width of blocks from the partitioned TS
sources. I(x, y) is brightness degree values, respectively. From Eq. (1), M which is
mean brightness value, is saved as 16 * 16 rank maps to measure distance between
original source frame and TS source frame.

dn;m ¼
1

164
TMn

i � OMnþm
i

�
�

�
�; i ¼ 1; . . .; 164 m ¼ 0; 1; . . .; L� P ð2Þ

where TM is processed TS source, OM is original source. L is length of TS source,
and P is length of original source. After the processing of each frame, distance
value D is measured from Eq. (3), respectively.

Fig. 2 Components of broadcasting media System
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D ¼ 1
P

XP

n¼1

dn;m; m ¼ 0; 1; . . .; L� P ð3Þ

With dynamic motion shots such as dancing, sports, etc., there are usually
occurred serious distortion problem on current TS. For the case of serious dis-
tortion areas happen, to detect more closely, the video sources are partitioned
again into (16 * 16) * n times to matching in accuracy and check distance until the
value is less than threshold values which is less than threshold 5 in this case.
Finally, we match the distortion frames of current TS in real-time to support QoE
indicators errors. After the processing procedures, all of the QoE indicators are
measured by the proposed FR-based measurement methods.

3 FR Model Based Quality Measurement Algorithm

The framework for evaluating performance has been implemented by using Visual
Studio 2010 under FFmpeg library, which has been utilized for MPEG decoding.
Various videos are used for our experiments. To analyze the encoding effect,
original video is encoded with different QP value by using MPEG-2.TS. For real
IPTV service environment, we also use the sample video, which is degraded by
noise and packet loss artificially on the headend system. We use two videos, which
are shown in Table 1, to evaluate the performance.

Our advanced VQM is designed by QoE indicators such as edge and block.
Finally, we get MOS result which is graded from 1 to 5 levels. It is also correlated
between VQM and subjective quality measurement. The Fig. 3 shows procedures
of media quality assessment.

Table 1 Evaluating performance

Test videos Characteristic Total frames

TS 1(Music video) Network effect 50 frames
TS 2 (CF) Encoding effect 100 frames

Fig. 3 FR model based quality measurement scheme
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed advanced media measuring method of MPEG-2
Transport Stream over headend broadcasting system. Also, the FR-based video
measurement method has developed in order to guarantee accuracy and reliability
with realtime measurement. The proposed algorithm is effective video measuring
as evidenced in the experimental matching results. The method in this paper
performed in a high precision degree.
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Proposed Media Signal Sharing Scheme
Through NGN for Service Overlay
Multimedia Framework

Jungdae Kim

Abstract The media sharing technique in the signal for multimedia communi-
cation is one of the necessary research issues to provide the quality-guaranteed
services over IP-based NGN (Next Generation Network). This paper proposes
noisy signal reduction method with considering packet loss for multi-user con-
nected multimedia communication. In order to reduce noisy signal without packet
distortion efficiently for applying to All-IP based convergence environment, we
provide a shared signal reduction and recovery scheme which use an optimized
Wiener filtering technique based on input-SNR estimation with adaptive both-side
information utilization according to the average magnitude variation across the
frames. Also, this paper presents the policy-based service overlay IPTV framework
for user experiences in the Open IPTV. We suggest the EPG ought to be selectable
in the Open IPTV framework for requirements. The framework is proposed with
the basis of the ITU-T IPTV NGN framework with IMS (IP Multimedia
Subsystem).

Keywords Media signal sharing � Packet-based IP networks � Framework �
Overlay

1 Introduction

To ensure further growth of the IPTV (Internet Protocol TeleVision) market, it is
one of the big problems to solve that the IPTV service heavily depends on the
service providers. They gather subscribers, aggregate contents, provide the IPTV
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platform, and make the charge for the services. As the interests in supporting IP
communication tremendously increase, a variety of IP-based real time multimedia
application services have been developed rapidly in residential and enterprise
communication markets because of their attractive service enhancements and cost
savings. For the future All-IP based convergence networks and systems in pro-
viding high quality, useful quality-guaranteed techniques with considering mul-
timedia and multi-user are researched to support pervasive communication
services. As the general quality factor in ubiquitous environment, environmental
noise impediment is inevitable in case of that hardware- or software-based com-
munication system located in anywhere and we make phone-call in anytime.
Research on noise reduction/speech enhancement can be traced back to about
40 years ago [1–4]. The noise reduction techniques are used to a wide range of
applications such as communication, automatic speech recognition, and sound
source localization systems today [5–8].

We think that the Open IPTV ought to be beneficial to service, contents, and
terminal providers, and subscribers most of all. The important requirements of our
Open IPTV design are as follows. Subscribers are able to enjoy every service
providers’ contents freely and cheaply with competitions. Service providers
maintain their priority to profit from their customers. Thus, we make the specific
service overlay environment for the Open IPTV called the Neighbored Garden.

And then, we are able to perceive that in the Open IPTV environment the
providers’ main interest is the management of EPG (Electronic Program Guide).
Because EPG influences the subscribers to watch the intended VODs, and the
actions is directly connected with the profit of the firm.

In the Open IPTV, the service selection problem is very important, because
there are numerous overlapped contents and providers. In the service selection
problem, the policy [9] is very useful to make the priority of contents [10]. The
existing paper about the policy in the walled garden IPTV mainly proposed QoS
(Quality of Service) and charge management [10]. And the service provider needs
to record the location of subscriber in the service space to manage the authenti-
cation, and the billing with the service profile [11] in the Open IPTV.

The monitoring component is essential to our framework to search for the list of
the same services and the server condition variables. And the monitoring com-
ponent can detect contexts [12, 13], so this component is also able to the context
awareness and the service managements services for adaptation [14, 15].

The proposed structure is based on the ITU-T IPTV NGN Framework with non-
IMS, and similar with the service overlay network [16, 17]. And the NGSON
(Next Generation Service Overlay Network) shows the overlay structure.

The EPGs (Electronic Program Guide) must be selectable by subscribers for the
IPTV openness [18]. The various and specialized EPG services of several pro-
viders such as the EPG for children, adult, etc. will promote user experiences. It’s
similar with the internet portal service or the IPTV personalized EPG [19, 20].
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2 Media Signal Sharing Scheme with Noise Reduction

The Noise reduction is one of the significant research factors because of degrading
the speech through IP network. A clean speech signal dðnÞ which is a zero-mean
clean speech signal, an additive noise v(n) which is a zero-mean noise process, and
recent output of an observation signal as the noisy speech signal at the discrete
time sample yðnÞ is given by

yðnÞ ¼ dðnÞ þ vðnÞ ð1Þ

We propose an optimized Wiener filter method using estimated SNR (Signal-to-
Noise Rate) ratio for speech enhancement. The signal power spectrum is computed
for the windowed signal using the 256-FFT. Based on the VAD decision, the noise
power spectrum is updated only for non-speech intervals in the Wiener filter
design. For speech intervals, the last noise power spectrum is reused. And the
speech power spectrum is estimated by the difference between the noise power
spectrum and speech power spectrum. The designed Wiener filter coefficients in
the frequency domain are transformed into the time-domain ones by the IDCT
(Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform). The noise is suppressed by the convolution
sum between the impulse response of the proposed an optimized Wiener filter
which is estimated by SNR measuring and the noisy speech. In the proposed
optimized Wiener filter, the frequency response is given by

WðkÞ ¼ faðkÞ
1þ faðkÞ ; 0\a� 1 ð2Þ

and fðkÞ is defined as

fðkÞ ¼ PdðkÞ
PvðkÞ

ð3Þ

where k is the frequency bin, fðkÞ, PdðkÞ, and PvðkÞ are the SNR, the speech power
spectrum, and the noise power spectrum, respectively.

The filtering can be controlled by the parameter a. As a increases, faðkÞ also
increases for fðkÞ greater than one, while faðkÞ decreases for fðkÞ less than one.
Therefore, the signal is more strongly filtered out to reduce the noise for small
faðkÞ. On the other hand, the signal is more weakly filtered with little attenuation
for large faðkÞ. To analyze the effect of a, we evaluate the performances for a
values from 0.1 to 1.0. We can adaptively select the optimal a according to the
estimated SNR by a logistic function. The logistic function is trained to decide the
optimal a for the estimated SNR. The logistic function used in this paper can be
expressed as

pðSNRÞ ¼ Minþ 2ðMax�MinÞ
1þ eð n�1j j=bÞ ð4Þ
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Because the shape of the logistic function changes with the variation of b, if the
maximum and the minimum values of the logistic function are fixed, we should
find the appropriate b.

The appropriate b value is decided by the simple gradient search algorithm. At
the first iteration, for the initial b value, the corresponding a as the output of the
logistic function is calculated with the estimated SNR as the input of logistic
function at each frequency bin for each frame. The average spectral distortion J for
all frames is measured with the log spectral Euclidean distance defined as

J ¼ 1
N

XN�1

i¼0

1
L

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XL�1

k¼0

log XrefiðkÞ
�
�

�
�� log XiniðkÞj jWiðkÞf g

� �2

v
u
u
t ð5Þ

where i is the frame index, N is the total number of the frames, k is the frequency
bin index, L is the total number of the frequency bins, XrefiðkÞ

�
�

�
� is the spectrum of

the clean reference signal, and XiniðkÞj jWiðkÞ is the noise-reduced signal spectrum
after filtering with the designed Wiener filter. At the second iteration, b is updated
by the simple gradient search procedure. The average spectral distortion is mea-
sured with the new logistic function defined by the updated b. Until the termi-
nation condition is satisfied, the iteration is repeated. Finally, b is decided after the
final iteration.

3 Scenario for Service Overlay Multimedia Framework

In the design of the Service Overlay Multimedia framework in the service overlay
control we mainly point two things. One is that subscribers can select any EPG in
the network, and the other is that the final decision of service selection depends on
the subscriber’s policy.

The framework design with the ITU-T IPTV NGN framework with non-IMS, and
it is composed of the Application Function, the Service Control Function, the End-
User Function, the Content Delivery Function, and the Data Transport Function.

We mainly re-designed the Service Control Function with 5 functional blocks:
the Service Overlay Control Block (SOC) mainly connects other service providers
to provide the Open IPTV services, and the User Profile Management Block
(UPM) manages the user profiles, they are not shared with other service providers.

The Service Monitoring Block (SM) works for the gathering information in the
service overlay network, the Service Policy Decision Block (SPD) is the brain to
make decision with personal policy, and the Service Routing/Negotiation Block
(SRN) control the transmission on the overlay network. Figure 1 and Table 1
shows the configuration and the capability of the framework blocks.

The SOC, the UPM, and the SRN work on the service overlay network and the
SOC is the Gateway to connect with the other service providers so the UPM and the
SRN work through the SOC but we omit the SOC in the sequence diagram of the
SM, or the SRN. Figure 2 shows the overlay network for the Open IPTV network.
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Fig. 1 Framework for open IPTV

Table 1 Capability of the Blocks

Block name Functions

Service overlay Control (SOC) Gateway of message and control the process on the
service overlay network

User Profile Management (UPM) Keeping user profiles and sending user authentication
information, etc.

Service Monitoring (SM) Searching service list and monitoring network, context,
and user location on the service overlay network

Service Policy Decision (SPD) Deciding priority with personal policy
Service Routing/Negotiation (SRN) Requesting NGN network resource and service

transmission on the service overlay network

Fig. 2 Service overlay
multimedia network
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The framework has advantages to works on the service overlay network and be
adaptive to the personal policy compared with ITU-U NGN framework with
non-IMS.

4 Search EPGs and Transmit EPGs

The Open IPTV subscriber can select the EPG which is provided in the network,
and receive the EPGs list. When the subscriber request EPG list, the SM collect the
EPG list on the service overlay network. And after a EPG is selected by subscriber,
the SRN request the transmission of EPG. Figure 3 shows the sequence diagram of
the EPG selection scenario.

5 Evaluation

We implemented our test system of the Open IPTV based on the service scenarios.
Our test system used the ASP.NET framework, and Java for the XML (eXtensible
Mark-up Language) Web Service (Tables 2, 3).

Fig. 3 Sequence of EPG selection
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, the performance evaluation of speech quality confirms that our
proposed shared scheme outperforms more efficiently than the original algorithm
in the speech codecs. The performance results in this paper have established and
confirmed that our proposed shared packet loss-aware robust noise reduction
scheme using estimated input-SNR outperforms more efficiently than the existing
method, which control noisy signal considering speech distortion problem with
packet loss. To sum up, our proposed method allows and shows the strength with
the improved performance results for the noisy signal reduction at the same post-
processing time while the noisy signal is removed over packet-based IP networks.
Also, we proposed the service overlay media framework. And we show that
subscribers are able to select the provider freely on the service overlay network. So
we believe that the neighbored garden Open IPTV would be a new chance to not
only the customers but also the providers.
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Realtime Sport Analysis Methodology
for Extracting Target Scenes on Mobile
Environment

Chung Young Lee and Jung Mo Kim

Abstract In this paper, we propose realtime sport analysis method to extract
target scenes in mobile environment considering heterogeneous devices. The
proposed method extracts a specific context and displays the context of the target
scene from the whole scenes with considering optimal viewer visual sight on
devices. We use color-based classification with satisfying viewer visual perception
in terms of the number of fast frames within the sport video streaming.

Keywords Sport analysis � Mobile devices � Video streaming � Scene extracting

1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose realtime extract target scenes in mobile environment
which is absolutely useful technique for sport video analysis as today’s rapidly
increasing of sport market. Technically, mobile devices use all of area in the world
today. That is, the people would like to broadcast and display multimedia
streaming content [1] and transmit the contents over IP networks in realtime to
share with others [2].

Currently, there are several problems without the proposed scheme in necessary
techniques. As providing sport video contents on many different devices such as
cellular phone, PDA, computer, etc., which has various screen sizes from small to
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big, the contents just broadcasts by first captured scene without considering
device’s capability with display size (Fig. 1). Viewer feels that it is very
uncomfortable and cannot recognize scene [5]. Current sports broadcasting system
like soccer, football, etc., does not consider the function which extracts viewer’s
targeted context with visual sight none the less. Color classification based pro-
cessing is necessary for training of realtime sport video stream. To solve those
problems, we present useful methodology which is color and contexts classifica-
tion-based advanced scenes extracting scheme for sport analysis system with
considering terminal capability.

2 Target Scenes Extracting Method

The proposed scheme extract target scene for sport analysis system. We believe
that viewers have more interesting area in each scene. To provide viewer centric
contexts on a scene, we extract viewer targeted scene using dynamic motion vector
and static image information of each object on source level in the proposed
method. In order to reflect and consider viewer, the proposed scheme provides
with four different blocks: video source size controls with considering viewer’s
visual sight and terminal capability, color classification based training of current
video stream which is investigated in RGB/HSV, target context analysis and
display, and specific scenes-based background processing from camera’s original
shot (Fig. 1).

First of all, we consider that a sport video streaming is defined as a sequence of
shots, in which a shot is an image sequence captured by a single and by several
cameras.

Fig. 1 Display sport video scene (e.g., football game): compare same scene with heterogeneous
devices having different LCD screen sizes
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The SBS1 (Sport Broadcasting Shot by a Single) S1n is number of frames in a
video which is given as

SBS1 ¼ fS10; S11; . . .; S1n�1g ð1Þ

Also, the nth shot can be denoted by a sequence of frames which can be written
as

S1n ¼ ff 10
n; f 11

n; . . .; f 1I�1
n g ð2Þ

where f 1i
n is the ith frame of S1n and I is the number of frames in the shot by a

single.
Also, SBS2 is sport broadcasting shot by double camera and S2n, the nth shot

can be denoted by a sequence of frames which can be written as

S2n ¼ ff 20
n; f 21

n; . . .; f 2I�1
n g ð3Þ

where f 2i
n is the ith frame of S2n and I is the number of frames in the shot by a

second camera. We can define several cameras as PBSN and SNn.
Several cameras shot same context at the same time in various angles. For

instance, lots of spectators shot the singer at their location in concert hall or the
player at their location in a stadium. In this case, in order that user wants to
gathering the target item with removing background from several shots by several
cameras based on several angles, we provide the following steps: stitching images,
drawing boundary lines, removing the background, feature extraction and classi-
fying objects.

For stitching shots, we used Lukas–Kanade (LK) tracker to compute dis-
placements between successive shots. LK tracker first selects feature points using a
corner detector, and, when a new frame arrives, LK tracker computes the new
positions of the feature points. The displacement of a new frame with respect to an
old frame is determined by the average of the displacement vectors of the feature
points. A new frame is combined with the previous shot image simply by trans-
lating the other shot image by the calculated displacement and ‘‘overwriting’’ it on
the previous shot. We could use a better registration technique to combine shots,
but we decided to use the simplest one because classification algorithm in the latter
step utilizes only the color distribution of a target context. For drawing boundary
lines, the outline of a target object is indicated by a circling gesture of mouse and
then can be constructed by connecting the centers of shot image frames. After the
processing, for removing background a boundary lines drawn in the previous step
forms a closed curve. Given a closed curve surrounding a target, it is straight-
forward to eliminate the background. The resulting image is cropped and resized to
a 640 9 480 image in our experiment. For extraction and classification, as the
image features of a target context, we decided to use the number of gray pixels
(pixels whose saturation value is smaller than 0.1) and the 32-bin hue histogram of
the remaining pixels. These features are invariant under translation and rotation,
not too sensitive to the change of an ambient illumination, and, above all, fast to
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compute. The target image context was obtained by substituting black pixels for
gray pixels in the original image and retaining only the hue component of other
pixels in the original image. Counting the number of gray pixels followed by a 32-
bin hue histogram computation gives 33 numbers, and these numbers are then
normalized (divided by their sum) in order to ensure scale invariance. The first 32
columns in each plot correspond to a hue histogram and the last column represents
the number of gray pixels.

We present a comprehensive study of important issues of the color pixel
classification approach to possible long-shot segmentation in football stadium or in
concert hall, etc. for sport analysis broadcasting service in this paper. We inves-
tigate how the choice of color space and the use of chrominance channels affect
football ground long-shot segmentation while personal service provider broadcasts
the football game in football stadium. We should consider that there exist
numerous color spaces however many of them share similar characteristics. Also,
since specific color of an object share with other objects in many cases, it is not
easy to analyze and need learning the specific color. Colors are specified in terms
of the three primary colors: red (R), green (G), blue (B), basically. In this paper,
we analyze colors which are specified in terms of hue (H), saturation (S), and
intensity value (V) and show the relationship with RGB in our target shot in order
to reflect the degree of human perception. We consider distortion of all or a portion
of the final characterized by the appearance of unnatural or unexpected hues or
saturation levels which were not present in the original image on realtime sport
broadcasting service. The HSV histogram obtained from a long-shot frame in a
football video. We see hue histogram is dominated by yellow-green bins, while
histograms for saturation and intensity value are pretty spread out. We assign
H bins for hue channel, S for saturation channel, and IV for intensity value channel.
We set 64, 64, and 256 to H, S, and V, respectively. Therefore, each histogram for
the ith frame is defined as in (4).

0 � k �H for Huei½k�
0 � k � S for Saturationi½k�

0 � k � IV for IntensityValuei½k�
ð4Þ

In addition, we define accumulated histograms HUE, SATUREATION,
INTENSITY_VALUE, in which the values in each bin is accumulated for the first
30 frames of the video.

HUE½k� ¼
X29

i¼0

Huei½k�

SATURATION½k� ¼
X29

i¼0

Saturationi½k�

INTENSITY VALUE½k� ¼
X29

i¼0

IntensityValuei½k�

ð5Þ
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by utilizing the definitions in (5), two variables are defined as follows. Value-
PeakIndex = i, where

INTENSITY VALUE½i� ¼ INTENSITY VALUE½p� for all 0� p� IV ; and

SaturationMean ¼
PNS�1

i¼0
i:SATURATION½i�

PNS�1

i¼0
SATURATION½i�

ð6Þ

ValuePeakIndex denotes the index of the bin, which is the peak point of the
IntensityValue histogram. We regard that there exist enough information for
ground learning if the summation of HUE[i], 9 B i B 21, takes more than 70 % of
whole pixels, where the 9th to 21st bins correspond to yellow-green area, deter-
mined through enough observations. If the condition is not satisfied, the same
process is performed for the next 30 frames are satisfied. Basically, it is noted that
there is a relationship of g [ r [ b on the ground color in sport stadium, which is
obtained by observing many football or soccer videos of sport analysis broad-
casting system. We want to set more refined conditions to minimize the false
including of a ball or gray tone pixels into the ground detection results. The
equations to compute saturation S and intensity value IV in HSV color space from
R, G, B values in RGB space.

S ¼ MaxðR;G;BÞ �MinðR;G;BÞ
MaxðR;G;BÞ forð0:0 � S � 1:0Þ

IV ¼ MaxðR;G;BÞ forð0:0 � IV � 1:0Þ
ð7Þ

where R,G, B are all normalized values from 0 to 1. By using (7) and the observed
relationship g [ r [ b for the ground area, we can denote IV as g = G�IV since
G & Max(R, G, B) and V = 256, whereas S ¼ G�B

G :S since G & Max(R, G, B) and
B & Max(R, G, B). Finally, the refined condition, described in rgb space, to
distinguish each pixel whether or not it belong to the ground G(x,y) are expressed
in (8).

Gðx; yÞ ¼
1; if

g [ 0:95:r; and

r [ 0:95:b; and

g \ ValuePeakIndex þ hl; and
g�b

g :S [ SaturationMean � h2

8
>>><

>>>:

9
>>>=

>>>;

0; otherwise

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

9
>>>>>>=

>>>>>>;

ð8Þ

where r, g, b denotes the RGB values at G(x,y) respectively, ranging from 0 to 255.
We set the value h1 and h2 to be V/6 and S/4, respectively. If a pixel’s Intensi-
tyValue is too higher than ValuePeakIndex, the pixel is not assumed to be in the
ground. If a pixel’s Saturation is too lower than SaturationMean, the pixel is not
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assumed to be in the ground, either. Using this method is faster than those pro-
posed from [3], and robust to the case where a part of the football ground is
shadowed [4].

Although we have a list of objects and discrimination rules, it is not easy to
determine which object is the target context [5]. For instance, if there are existed
many similar objects in a scene, it is really hard to find the target object. Fur-
thermore, usually objects from video stream move unsystematically and locate at
different position. Initial object position and their trajectory information have been
used to obtain for future frames by some schemes. However, it is not quietly
suitable for realtime application. For extracting of the target context, we suggest a
simple and causal method which can be used for realtime processing. First, we
assume that the longest tracked remarkable object-candidate has the highest
probability to be a target context. This strategy can minimize the influence of
sudden noise. We maintain candidates list and keep adding the newly found
candidates to our decision tree. Each candidate has its own age. In the next frame,
candidates are succeeded by the closest object in terms of both spatial distance and
attributes. If a successor has an attribute of an object, it is kept in the list and its
age increases. On the contrary, if a successor does not have a similar attribute of a
target context, its age in the list is decreased. We choose the oldest candidate as the
most probable candidate. An object whose age is less than zero is removed from
the list. With this scheme, we can detect the specific target context with high
accuracy, finally. Figure 2 shows target scenes for sport analysis broadcasting
service after applying the proposed method.

Fig. 2 Display target scenes for sport analysis broadcasting service (e.g., Soccer): a display by
considering terminal capability and viewer visual sight, b display without considering terminal
capability and viewer visual sight c display by extracting target contexts
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3 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose realtime sport analysis method to extract target scenes in
mobile environment considering heterogeneous devices. The proposed method
extracts a specific context and displays the context of the target scene from the
whole scenes with considering optimal viewer visual sight on devices. We use
color-based classification with satisfying viewer visual perception in terms of the
number of fast frames within the sport video streaming. The color-based classi-
fication to provide realtime analysis and extraction targeted scenes with consid-
ering end user satisfied service. Also, we expected that the method is very useful
for service provider broadcasts system.
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A Cost Effective Method for Matching
the 3D Motion Trajectories

Hai-Trieu Pham, Jung-ja Kim and Yonggwan Won

Abstract 3D trajectory data have progressively become common since more
devices which are possible to acquire motion data were produced. These tech-
nology advancements promote studies of motion analysis based on the 3D tra-
jectory data. Even though similarity measurement of trajectories is one of the most
important tasks in 3D motion analysis, existing methods are still limited. Recent
researches focus on the full length 3D trajectory data set. However, it is not true
that every point on the trajectory plays the same role and has the same meaning. In
this situation, we developed a new cost effective method that uses the feature
‘signature’ which is a flexible descriptor computed only from the region of ‘elbow
points’. Therefore, our proposed method runs faster than other methods which use
the full length trajectory information. The similarity of trajectories is measured
based on the signature using an alignment method such as dynamic time warping
(DTW), continuous dynamic time warping (CDTW) or longest common subse-
quence (LCSS) method. In the experimental studies, we compared our method
with two other methods using Australian sign word dataset to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Over recent years, thanks to the development of sensor technology and mobile
computing, trajectory-based object motion analysis has gained significant interest
from researchers. It is now possible to accurately collect location data of moving
objects with less expensive devices. Thus, applications for sign language and
gesture recognition, global position system (GPS), car navigation system (CNS),
animal mobility experiments, sports video trajectory analysis and automatic video
surveillance have been implemented with new devices and algorithms. The major
interest of trajectory-based object motion analysis is the motion trajectory rec-
ognition. The motion trajectory recognition is generally achieved by a matching
algorithm that compares new input trajectory with pre-determined motion trajec-
tories in a database.

The first generation of matching algorithms only used raw data to calculate the
distance between two trajectories, which is ineffective. Raw data of similar
motions will appear differently because of various varying factors such as scale
and rotation. To overcome this problem, local features of trajectory, called sig-
nature, were defined for motion recognition [1–3]. This signature performs better
in flexibility than other shape descriptors, such as B-spline, NURBS, wavelet
transformation, and Fourier descriptor. Trajectories represented by the signature
and the descriptors are invariant in spatial transformation. However, computing the
distances between trajectories using this signature is not enough for accurate
recognition of 3D motion. To improve the performance, some matching approa-
ches were used to ignore similar local shapes of different motion trajectories or to
ignore outliers and noise.

‘Matching’ is an important process in motion recognition and classification,
which have been studied for years and widely used in many fields. It is achieved by
alignment algorithm, and the famous and efficient ones in motion recognition are
dynamic time warping (DTW), continuous dynamic time warping (CDTW), and
longest common sub-sequence (LCSS) [4–6].

Recent researches use the full length of trajectory data for motion recognition
[1–3]. However, many points of the trajectory have similar signatures because they
lie on a straight line, thus computing task for signatures can be useless. To
eliminate this drawback, we developed a new method that computes the signatures
only from the region of ‘elbow points’ to gain advantage of computing speed.
Besides, we also present a set of descriptors and normalization process for
invariant motion recognition.

2 Preprocessing Method

Due to the system noise, measurement noise or both, trajectory data may not be
accurate. ‘Smoothing’ process is an important task because it enhances the sig-
nature’s computational stability by reducing the noise and vibration of motion.
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However, trajectory shape may be affected by the smoothing process. To cope with
the effect of noise, the derivatives of a smooth version of data using a smoothing

kernel / are considered, i.e. xðjÞðtÞ ¼ ðxðtÞ � /ðtÞÞðjÞ. By the derivative theorem of

convolution, we can have xðjÞðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ � /ðjÞðtÞ. For this paper, a B-spline BðtÞ is
taken to be the smoothing kernel /ðtÞ. An odd degree central B-spline of degree
2h� 1 with the integer knots �h; �hþ 1; ::; 0; h� 1; h is given by

BðsÞ ¼ 1
ð2h� 1Þ!

Xh�1

l¼�h

ð�1Þlþh 2h
lþ h

� �

ðs� lÞ2h�1
þ

where the notation fþðsÞ mean f ðsÞ if f ðsÞ� 0 and 0 otherwise. For a quantic B-
spline, h ¼ 3 [7].

Next, we normalize the location and the scale of a 3D trajectory so that all
trajectories are transformed to a common domain. Trajectory normalization makes
scale, rotation and translation invariant, which can produce better performance for
the following processes. We applied the continuous principal component analysis
(PCA) [8] to the trajectory points, where we assume that three distinct nonzero
eigenvectors can be computed from the 3D trajectory coordinates. The continuous
PCA ensures the invariance of the translation, the rotation, the reflection, and the
scale.

3 Signature as a Trajectory Descriptor

For trajectory matching, we need a descriptor that can well describe the shape of
the trajectory. In our study, we use the signature for the descriptor. For a point t,
the signature S(t) is defined by five values: jðtÞ, sðtÞ, hðtÞ, eðtÞ and cðtÞ. jðtÞ is the
‘curvature’ that is a measurement for the turning amount of the contour, and sðtÞ is
the ‘torsion’ that presents its twist amount out of the tangent-normal plane. Other
three values hðtÞ, eðtÞ and cðtÞ are the Euclidian distances from the point t to the
start-point, the end-point, and the center-point of the trajectory, respectively. Note
that the center-point is computed by the continuous PCA which is performed at the
normalization process. Thus, for a motion trajectory in 3D space with
N pointsC ¼ fxðtÞ; yðtÞ; zðtÞjt 2 ½1;N�g, the signature set D� for the entire trajec-
tory is defined in the following form

D� ¼ fjðtÞ; sðtÞ; hðtÞ; eðtÞ; cðtÞjt 2 ½1;N�g

where

jðtÞ ¼ _CðtÞ � €CðtÞ
�
�

�
�= _CðtÞ
�
�

�
�3

sðtÞ ¼ ð _CðtÞ � €CðtÞÞ � vCðtÞ= _CðtÞ � €CðtÞ
�
�

�
�2
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hðtÞ ¼ CðtÞ � Cð1Þk k

eðtÞ ¼ CðtÞ � CðNÞk k

cðtÞ ¼ CðtÞk k

An elbow point is a point on the trajectory which have the curvature value
jðtÞlarger than a threshold /. If we know the coordinates of the elbow points and
their sequential order, we can rebuild an approximated trajectory by connecting the
elbow points with the straight lines of points. Consequently, information about the
elbow points is good enough to align two trajectories for matching task. Therefore,
a new literal set of signature only with the elbow points can be described as

D0 ¼ fjðtÞ; sðtÞ; hðtÞ; eðtÞ; cðtÞjt 2 ½1; N�; sðtÞ[ /g

This new set of the signature only with the elbow points has four or five times
less number of elements (signatures, points) than D*. As a result, computational
burden for matching two trajectories can be dramatically reduced by using D0

rather than D*. An illustration for the elbow points (block dots) and the three
distances are shown in the Fig. 1.

4 Signature Alignment

As mentioned in previous section, each trajectory is represented by a set of sig-
nature. Note that in our proposed method, we only compute the signatures at the
elbow points. For each elbow point, as mentioned above, five signature elements
are obtained: jðtÞ, sðtÞ, hðtÞ, eðtÞ and cðtÞ. In order to match two trajectories, two

Fig. 1 Illustration of elbow
points (block dots) and 3
Euclidian distances
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corresponding signatures should be correctly paired. Since there are many noisy
factors such as different number of signatures in two trajectories, a matching
approach should consider methods to handle the noisy factors. There are many
approaches to match two set of sequence data such as LCSS and DTW [4]. The
LCSS is more adaptive and appropriate distance measurement for trajectory data
than DTW [1]. We therefore choose LCSS for matching process in our study.

Given an integer d and a real number 0\e\1, we define the LCSSd;eðA;BÞ as
follows:

0 if A or B is empty

1 þ LCSSd;e ðHead ðAÞ; HeadðBÞÞ;
if jax;n � bx;mj\e

and jay;n � by;mj\e

and jaz;n � by;mj\e

and jn� mj � d

maxðLCSSd;eðHeadðAÞ;BÞ; LCSSd;eðA;HeadðBÞÞÞ; otherwise

8
>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>:

The constant d controls how far in time we can go in order to match a given
point from one trajectory to a point in the other trajectory. The constant e is the
matching threshold. The similarity function S between two trajectories A and B,
given d and e, is defined as follows:

Sðd; e;A;BÞ ¼ LCSSd;eðA;BÞ
min ðn;mÞ

This LCSS model allows stretching and displacement in time, so we can detect
similarities in movements that happen at different speeds, or at different times.

5 Experimental Results

In order to implement and evaluate the proposed method for matching the 3D
motion trajectories, we have used trajectories information of the Australian Sign
Language (ASL) data set obtained from University of California at Irvine’s
Knowledge Discovery in Databases archive [9]. The ASL trajectory dataset con-
sists of 95 sign classes (words), and 27 samples were captured for each sign word.
The coordinates x, y and z are extracted from the sign’s feature sets to calculate the
trajectory signature. The length of the samples is not fixed. The details for the
experimental setup are exactly the same as that described in [10], where the data
set consists of sign words ‘Norway’, ‘alive’, and ‘crazy’. Each sign-word category
has 69 trajectories.

Haft trajectories from each category were used for training, and the remains
were used for testing. A test sample is classified by the nearest neighbor rule
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(k = 5). The experiment was repeated 40 times (each time with a randomly
selected training and test datasets). The average result of recognition was 84.76 %.
We also performed the experiment with pose normalization method [1]. Our
proposed method was compared with other methods included PCA-based Gaussian
mixture models (GMM) and global Gaussian mixture models [10], and the com-
parison result is reported in the Table 1.

Note that our proposed method used only a subset of trajectory data while other
methods used the full length trajectory data. Even though the recognition result of
our proposed method does not outperform the PCA-based GMM method, the
number of data points for recognition process is much smaller, which implies less
computational complexity. Therefore, our proposed method is more advantageous
than PCA-based GMM in term of recognition speed.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new method for matching the 3D motion trajectories,
and demonstrated experiments to show its effectiveness. It used only the features,
named in signature, obtained from ‘elbow points’ which are the points that have
the curvature value larger than a specific threshold.

In the first step, all trajectories are smoothed and then normalized by continuous
PCA. By using continuous PCA, all trajectories are invariant in translation, rota-
tion and scale. Once all the trajectories are normalized, a set of signature which
contained both local features and global features of trajectory is computed from
only the elbow points. LCSS matching algorithm was used to match the signatures
from the elbow points in two trajectories. Comparison of one trajectory and
another trajectory in a database, actually one set of signatures and another set of
signatures in a database, is quite complicated if the database size is big and the
length of the trajectory is long. Therefore, using only subset of full trajectory
points is simple and fast in trajectory matching process.

Even though our method uses less information of the trajectory for matching,
sign word recognition results showed that our proposed method can still maintains
the recognition rate compared to the existing methods. This implies that the fea-
tures from the elbow points are good enough to include the information for
matching two trajectories. However, further works should include investment for

Table 1 Sign-word
recognition results using
object motion-based
trajectory

Method Correction rate (%)

Signature of elbow points 84.76
PCA-based GMM 85.29
Global GMM 69.61
Pose normalization 52.38
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the sensitivity of the threshold value to recognition results, which affects the
number of elbow points. Also, practical application study should be performed
with large number of sigh-words.
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Perceived Quality Model for Supporting
Full Session Mobility in Multimedia
Service Delivery Process

Dongjun Suh, Jinsul Kim and Seongju Chang

Abstract Context-awareness has empowered advanced multimedia computing
technology to provide user-oriented services and environment. This research aims
at achieving a seamless video delivery service concentrating on the user’s mobility
patterns during a multimedia streaming service session. Mobility supporting
technology providing seamless services are categorized into host mobility and user
mobility. The former corresponds to host-level handoff while the latter refers to
user-level handoff. In host-level handoff, the influential parameters affecting the
quality of video consumption are the total distance between the hosts, the distance
for streaming to resume while user is in mobility mode and the screen size of the
end host. The interdependency amongst the parameters is evaluated by a user
subjective assessment and a befitting video quality model is developed, accord-
ingly. Additionally, the optimal video delivery switching point to enable user
mobility based video service is studied based on a quality analysis of host mobility
services at varying distances among hosts. This quality model supporting a
complete mobilization has a high correlation with the assessed quality and enables
an adequate seamless mobility for multimedia service delivery.
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Keywords Session mobility � Seamless mobility � Multimedia handoff

1 Introduction

Multimedia mobility is largely classified into either host mobility [1] or user
mobility [2, 3] in accordance with host-level and user-level handoff, respectively.
Most of the precedent studies have separately considered each type of mobility.

A subjective assessment is carried out by laying impetus on the video con-
sumption as well as the factors directly affecting its quality in both handoff
schemes. The tests show the variance in subjective quality caused by the inter-
related changes among the parameters such as overall distance among the hosts,
the migration distance for streaming resuming and the screen size [4] of the end
host. Concluding from the analysis of the effects of these parameters in subjective
assessment, we propose an appropriate model of subjective quality which incor-
porates each parameter that is mainly related to the perceived quality. The pro-
posed model would provide users with the highest quality multimedia services
when adopted by the service providers or integrated multimedia servers.

2 Subjective Quality Assessment

Minimizing handoff delay is the chief factor to guarantee the quality of experience
in multimedia service delivery. In this study, we demonstrated a quality model
considering handoff delay between user’s migration distances and streaming
resuming location which varies in relation to the screen size of the end host.

2.1 Host-Level Handoff Test

The experimental conditions for our study were as follows: (1) Total distance
between the two hosts- 3, 4, 6, 9 and 12M. (2) Display sizes- 46, 20 and 10 inch.
(3) Video sequence- ‘‘Elephant’s dream’’ [5] (encoded with H.264/MPEG-4 AVC
720p). (4) Evaluation method- 0–100 re-scaled Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
method. (5) Subject- 18 subjects with the height between 170 and 178 cm (Mean:
174.5 cm, std.: 2.41 cm) having corrected visual acuity of 1.0 or better with
normal color vision.

The subjects were allowed to displace their positions, which differentiates
experiment procedures from the existing studies where the test subjects were held
static. [6]. For the location tracking system, we adopted Cricket system [7] which
has 3 cm tracking precision based on ultrasound and 433 MHz RF signals.
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Our test procedures were as follows (see Fig. 1): (1)Before the test, all the
subjects were asked to focus on the overall video quality including the degree of
seamless continuity of video session, preferred viewing distance and perceived
delay. (2) Video clip was shown to the subject at host A and then the subject was
instructed to walk at a normal pace toward host B. (3) When the subject reached
three fixed points, i.e. dmg-#, while migrating from host A to host B, the video
session was shifted to and displayed by host B. Each point, i.e. dmg-#, was assessed
for three displays with different screen sizes. (4) The evaluation was repeated for
five different total distances.

The distance for streaming resuming while moving versus the subjective
qualities in five total distance cases is shown in Fig. 2. From this analysis, we
observe the followings: (1) Subjects prefer a larger visual screen over a smaller
one and there is no clear relation between a fixed screen width of the hosts and the
migration distance for streaming resuming, dmg-1, 2, 3 at short distances (3M). (2)
At further distances, the dmg between a fixed screen size of the hosts become
larger, and higher scores are acquired. Subjects are more tend to give low scores
for high dmg values at long distances (9–12M) as they experience a longer delay.
(4) With an increase in total distance (Dtotal), there are dissimilarities in quality
loss for each screen width of the hosts in the order of 46-inch \20-inch \10-inch.
(5) A more significant loss of quality is found in 4–6M range compared to other
ranges. From the analysis of streaming over 4–6M, we are able to consider a
service transition for user-level handoff.

2.2 Mobility Transition with User-Level Handoff Test

Both host and user-level handoff schemes are analyzed in response to the screen
width of the host and the migration distance subtracted three times screen width
from total distance (Dtotal - 3� Whost) so as to fix the viewing distance of the end
host by session transferring.

Fig. 1 Test scenario for host-level handoff
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The experiment follows the same methods used in Sect. 2.1. The 46-inch dis-
play as an end host is evaluated for ten fixed points from 0 to 9 m in 1 m interval.
20- and 10-inch displays are evaluated for 8 points at 0, 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 11 and
0 m and 1.5, 3, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 11 m, respectively.

From this analysis, we observe the followings: (1) As for user-level handoff, all
host screen sizes show a similar sigmoidal increase in each distance case. On the
contrary, for host-level handoff, the various sizes of host terminals result in dif-
ferences in quality loss especially in 4–5 m range. (2) User-level handoff in a short
distance between the two hosts causes annoyance due to a severe confusion in
watching the screen. (3) The intersection point of the two methods occurs in 4–5 m
which indicates a possibility of enhancing perceived service quality through the
transition to user-level handoff.

Fig. 2 Migration distance for streaming resuming with assessed subjective quality
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3 New Quality Model

3.1 Host Mobility Modeling

An ideal quality metric should vary linearly with the subjective quality (SQ). The
quality metric supporting host mobility is modeled as:

QMHostMobility ¼ ða � dmg þ b � DtotalÞ þ ðc �Whost � b � DtotalÞ ð2Þ

where QM is the quality metric with host mobility, dmg is the distance migrated by
the user to continue streaming, Whost is the width of the end host display and Dtotal

is an overall distance between the hosts while a, b and c are constant coefficients.
Through the linear regression analysis, we could obtain a new quality metric for
host mobility as the following:

QMHostMobility ¼ ð0:71 � dmg � 2:54 � Dtotal 1þ 30
Whost

� �

þ 102:11 ð3Þ

The correlation coefficient between the SQ and (3) has high correlation of 0.93
(Fig. 3).

3.2 User Mobility Modeling

Figure 4 shows the results obtained from analyzing the distribution by distance
using residual subjective qualities between the two handoff methods (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Subjective quality
profiles of the two handoff
schemes based on the
distance
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User-level handoff achieves better performance when the total migration dis-
tance (Dtotal-3Whost) between the two hosts is 4.5M or more. In addition, the
tendency of preferences shows the form of sigmoidal function. The model con-
sidering user mobility derived by regression could be defined:

QMUserMobility ¼ Sc � a �Whost

1þ e�
ðDtotal�3�Whost Þ�b

c

� � þ d

 !

ð4Þ

From (4), coefficients a, b, c and d are obtained by regression method with
differential MOS value between the two handoff methods as dependent variable
and other parameters as independent variables. The value of a is 98.35/(Whost)
1.29, b is 3.73, c is 1.09, d is -84.43 and Sc is 0.21 for scaling to fit the 0–100
MOS scale. The quality resulting from the compensation of user-level handoff
receives higher average value of 91.85, compared to the average value of (3) of
63.03 for the distance of 4.5 m or more.

3.3 New Quality Modeling

From the three parameters of (3) and (4), we derive a video quality metric that is
modeled as is shown in (5):

QMFullMobility ¼ a � X1þ b � X2þ c � X3þ d ð5Þ

where, QM is the new proposed quality metric, X1 is dmg, X2 is the term of the
Dtotal and Whost, while X3 represents user-level handoff term. By (5), the new
quality metric supporting full multimedia service mobility can be represented by
the following equation:

Fig. 4 Subjective quality
differential between the two
handoff schemes
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QMFullMobility

¼ 0:71 �dmg�2:54 �Dtotal 1þ 30
Whost

� �

þ 98:35

ðWhostÞ1:29

 !

� 1

1þ e�
ðDtotal�3�Whost Þ�3:73

1:09

 !

�84:38

; if ðDtotal�3 �WhostÞ�4:5

ð6Þ

4 Performance Evaluation

The experiment is carried out under the same conditions (Sect. 2) and procedures
are taken by total of 10 subjects and ‘‘Big_buck_bunny [5]’’ is selected as the video
sequence. Figure 5 shows the correlation between the assessed MOS and the pro-
posed quality metric and the outcomes of new QMFullMobility for host-level handoff
case are closely related to a linear shape when the correlation coefficient of the
subjective quality is 0.89 in the evaluation set. The scatter plots of QMFullMobility for
user-level handoff in Fig. 5 also shows a linear relationship with the assessed
quality and demonstrates a more preferred quality than that of host-level handoff. In
addition, new quality metric supporting full session mobility demonstrates a high
average value of 92.83 compared to the average QM value with host mobility of
71.39 due to the compensation of user-level handoff for the distance of 4.5 m or
more.

Fig. 5 New quality metric
for full session mobility with
subjective quality
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5 Conclusion

Unlike the previous tests where the subjective assessment utilized either host level
handoff or the user-level handoff, the subjective assessment of this study focused
on both to correlate and contrast with a component analysis to provide users with
the highest quality of multimedia consuming experience. We observed a high
correlation, 0.89 and above with the scores for assessed quality. This indicates that
our quality model is contributive for the evaluations of video quality supporting
seamless mobility. The proposed quality metric would not only establish new
standards of quality evaluation in video consumption in a mobility enhanced smart
space but also offers valuable information to home network providers and multi-
media service providers.
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A Study of Stereoscopic 3D Technology
Development Trends on Mobile

Cheong-Ghil Kim, Se-Hwan Park, Bong-Jin Back
and Taeg-Keun Whangbo

Abstract The rapid increase of mobile internet and digital technologies has
shown an increased interest in demand for stereoscopic 3D to provide 3D digital
contents on mobile. Furthermore, the fast growing LCD technology has already
allowed 3D viewings even in Smartphone. As a result, the issues related with
stereo imaging have been spotlighted greatly. This paper presents a brief overview
of rapid developments in stereoscopic technologies for mobile devices to gain
some perspective on the changes and progress with special emphasis on mobile 3D
TV services.
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1 Introduction

3DTV and mobile TV are two emerging technologies in the area of audio–video
entertainment and multimedia. In general, 3DTV assumes the content is to be
viewed on large displays and simultaneously by multiple users with glasses-enabled
stereoscopic display technologies or glasses-free autostereoscopic displays [1]. At
the same time there have been many researches on various aspects of 3DTV content
creation, coding, delivery, and system integration. As of mobile TV, standardiza-
tion and legislation activities have lead to creation of similar yet content or country
specific standards; for examples, the Korean 3D T-DMB [2], the European projects
3DPhone [3], and Mobile3DTV delivered through DVB-H [4].

Stereoscopic 3D utilizes the human vision system of feeling the depth of the
scenes being viewed. It is the ability of our brain to fuse together the two images
seen by the eyes (the stereo image pair) to form a single image, named the
cyclopean image that contains embedded information about depth and an
improved resolution of detail [5]. Stereoscopic 3D has its own distinct features,
advantages and problems, together with other 3D viewing technologies, holograph
and integrated 3D. Therefore, these technologies have been significantly increas-
ing both in research and commercial communities. In the market, the first 3D
Android Smartphone, LG Optimus 3D [6], recording, displaying, and shearing
glasses-less 3D content, was introduced in 2011.

In this paper, a brief overview of rapid developments in stereoscopic technol-
ogies on mobile devices is introduced to gain some perspective on the changes and
progress with special emphasis on mobile 3DTV. For this purpose, this paper is
organized as followings. Section 2 briefly presents the concept of stereoscopic 3D
and overviews the overall structure of 3DTV system. Section 3 briefly describes
mobile 3DTV systems: DVH-T and T-DMB. Section 4 concludes the recent status
and points to the future research.

2 Background

Stereoscopic 3D system can be devised using two cameras located at two different
positions, which may imitate the human visual system known as binocular stere-
opsis that allows the visual sense to give an immediate perception of depth on the
basis of the difference in points of view of the two eyes. It exists in those animals
with overlapping optical fields, acting as a range finder for objects within reach. In
stereo vision system, the geometry associated with solving this problem is sim-
plified by assuming that the two cameras are coplanar with aligned image coor-
dinate systems. Figure 1 shows the basic structure for the stereo image formation
and the stereo camera geometry. The center of the lens is called the camera focal
center and the axis extending from the focal center is referred to as the focal axis.
The line connecting the focal centers is called the baseline, b. The plane passing
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through an object point and the focal centers is the epipolar plane. The intersection
of two image planes with an epipolar plane makes the epipolar line. Let (X, Y, Z)
denote the real world coordinates of a point. The point is projected onto two
corresponding points, (xl, yl) and (xr, yr), in the left and right images. The disparity
is defined as the difference vector between two points in the stereo images, cor-
responding to the same point in an object, v = (xl - xr; yl - yr) [7, 8].

Figure 2 [9] shows the block diagram which shows the content starts its life
when it is produced and along the way to being displayed using a 3D-ready device
with a number of formatting changes. Each stage may have a number of possible
options.

The first stage is 3D content production section with three main approaches:
live camera capture, computer generated imagery, and 2D–3D conversion. For
distribution of contents, it may be a way of sending left and right views inde-
pendently. However, it might be wasteful in terms of bandwidth and packaging for
encoding. There are four methods for 3D content encoding: spatial compression,
temporal interleaving, 2D ? some form of metadata, and color shifting. There are
a number of transmission platforms where 3D content may be deployed: terrestrial
broadcast, cable, satellite, packaged material, IPTV, internet download, and
mobile TV. In decoding, there are several options and they depend on the
encoding, the delivery platform chosen and the display of choice. The following is
a list of options as presented by a transcoder manufacturer: external hardware
(SetTop Boxes, Blu-ray players, DVD players, gaming consoles, decoders),
internal hardware (inside the TV or inside the Decoder), firmware update to

Object point
(X, Y, Z )

Epipolar
plane

Epipolar line

Base line b

Focal axis

Focal
center

(x l,  y l) (x r,  y r)

Fig. 1 Basic structure for
stereo image formation and
stereo camera geometry
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existing devices (Chipsets/STB/Decoders), new hardware (updated chipsets), and
software update/download (PC, IPTV). The technology used to simulate the depth
presence in a scene influences the type of display used to provide the 3D content.
3D display technologies include: anaglyph, stereoscopy, auto-stereoscopy,
holography, and volumetric displays [9].

3 DVH-T and T-DMB

Mobile 3DTV system was developed by European consortium over DVB-H
channel. It naturally consists of different components as shown in Fig. 3 [1], in
which stereo video content is captured, effectively encoded, and then robustly
transmitted over DVB-H to be received, decoded and played by a DVB-H enabled
handheld [1].

Here, the stereo video framework was adopted while providing comfortable 3D
experience to the user with acceptable spatial resolution and frame rate. At the
stage of 3D content creation and coding, currently there is no single and generally
adopted representation format for stereo video, taking specific mobile channel
conditions into account. Most natural is to have two-channel stereo video. Capture
of such video by synchronized cameras is relatively easy and the coding can be
done efficiently, e.g. by the techniques of the emerging multi-view coding (MVC)
amendment of the H.264 AVC standard. There are mainly two problems with two-
channel video targeted for mobile platforms.

T-DMB, launched in Korea, is Multimedia Mobile Broadcasting (MMB), which
delivers multimedia broadcasting services to mobile receivers, handheld receivers,
and vehicular receivers even at high speeds matching at least IMT-2000 charac-
teristics. T-DMB data service with video associated data service can provide static

Production

Encoding Transmission Decoding

Delivery

Display

Fig. 2 Mobile 3D system

Fig. 3 Mobile 3D system
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or dynamic image, 2D/3D graphics and text data associated to a specific video
program using MPEG-4 BIFS, shown in Fig. 4 [10], which is a flexible scene
description tool that allows synchronous representation of audio-visual objects in a
scene. The BIFS includes information about visual properties of objects for ren-
dering, spatial position of objects and relative time for rendering. Specifically, the
proposed 3-D T-DMB receiver adopts a look-up table (LUT)-based simultaneous
method to accomplish the real time implementation of DIBR algorithms, including
warping, hole filling, and interleaving. Moreover, we establish the parameter
values that are needed for generating the LUT based on theoretical analysis [10].

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we briefly overviewed the current stage of stereoscopic 3D tech-
nologies on mobile with examples of mobile 3DTV systems. Due to the rapid
technical evolution on mobile industry, the optimal platform for 3D services is
evolving continuously with various acceleration features both in software and
hardware. Therefore, there will be more possibilities to expand stereoscopic 3D
mobile application. Future work will cover more detailed works considering
power-constrained mobile platform.

Acknowledgments This research is supported by Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
(MCST) and Korea Creative Content Agency (KOCCA) in the Culture Technology (CT)
Research and Development Program 2012.
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Efficient Object Recognition Method
for Adjacent Circular-Shape Objects

Sung-Jong Eun and Taeg-Keun Whangbo

Abstract The general object recognition method is based on the various area
segmentation algorithms. However, there might be difficulties with segmenting the
adjacent objects when their boundaries are not clear. In order to solve this prob-
lem, we propose an efficient method of dividing adjacent circular-shape objects
into single object through three steps: detection of the region of interest (ROI),
determination of the candidate segmentation points, and creation of a segmentation
boundary. The simulation shows robust results of 6.5 % average difference ratio
compared to the existing methods, even when SNR was severe.

Keywords Object recognition � Adjacent circular-shape objects � Local feature �
Curve fitting

1 Introduction

Object recognition is a very important part of image processing. It can begin with
area segmentation and image segmentation, which is crucial for image interpre-
tation and an indispensable stage of image processing. As of the distribution of
neighboring pixel values, non-segmentation or excessive segmentation occurs,
which are common chronic problems with various image segmentation methods,
and many studies have been conducted to resolve them.
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Generally, image segmentation algorithms include the threshold value tech-
nique, the edge detection technique, region growing, and the technique of using
texture characteristic values [1, 2]. So far, image segmentation has been utilized in
many image processing algorithms such as Edge detection, Region growing [3], and
Statistical and Structural method [4]. They have been extensively studied including
multi-area segmentation methods [5]. For example, Graph Cut [6] method, GrabCut
[7] method, Region Adaptive Algorithm method, and ACM or the snake method
[8], and diverse snake methods have been studied extensively [9, 10].

However, the segmentation of the adjacent objects becomes inaccurate if the
boundaries are vague. Therefore, segmentation algorithms for the accurate iden-
tification of two or more adjacent objects as single objects have been studied for a
long time in spite of scarifying computing resources. This paper proposes a more
accurate method of finding the boundaries of adjacent objects. Details will be
introduced in the following chapters.

2 Segmentation Method of Adjacent Circular-Shape Objects

The proposed method consists of three steps, derivation of ROI, detection of
candidate segmentation, and creation of segmentation boundary, as shown in
Fig. 1 and details will be covered in subsections.

2.1 Derivation of Region of Interest (ROI)

As the proposed method presupposes the adjacency of circular-shape objects, the
initial ROI are also determined based on the circular-shape objects. First,

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed method
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smoothing filtering is applied to the inputted images to obtain a meaningful gra-
dient image with a Gaussian filter; and then the gradient image was computed with
the following Eq. 1.

gðAÞ � gðBÞj j � h ð1Þ

In Eq. 1, g(A) and g(B) represent the gray level value in pixel A and B, hdoes
the threshold value. The empty areas are filled; the Compactness and Elongation
are calculated; convergence is repeated until the step where it moves away from
the true circle. The critical values are determined beforehand, and if the growth
stops, the area is determined to be an ROI. This process is shown by the conditions
of the following Eq. 2.

Compactness ¼ P2

4pA
Elongation ¼ Dmin

Dmax

: ð2Þ

According to Eq. 2, P represents the circumference of growing region, A the
Area in growing region, Dmin the major axis in growing region, Dmax the minor
axis in growing region, respectively. Thus, in this study, the ROI was determined
based on the point where the object shape moved away from the circle.

2.2 Detection of Candidate Segmentation

To find the area whose segmentation boundary must be corrected, the curvature
[11] of the contour is computed based on the detected ROI. The curvature cal-
culation process is illustrated in the figure below, together with all the pixels
whose curvature values do not coincide with the critical value as the mean.

In Fig. 2, based on pixel no. 5, the gradient difference between the neighboring
pixel nos. 6 and 4 is raised to the second power, and the resulting value is divided
by the Euclidean distance difference between the two pixels. Then based on a total
of eight neighboring pixels (nos. 6, 4, 7, 3, 8, 2, 9, and 1), pixel no. 5’s curvature is
calculated. Eight neighboring pixels are used to calculate this curvature because
the curvature calculation experiment proved that this is the optimal number. The
relevant curvature calculation can be defined again by the following Eq. 3:

CurvatureðNÞ
¼ ðgðN þ 1Þ � gðN � 1ÞÞ2=dððN þ 1Þ � ðN � 1ÞÞ
þ ðgðN þ 2Þ � gðN � 2ÞÞ2=dððN þ 2Þ � ðN � 2ÞÞ
þ ðgðN þ 3Þ � gðN � 3ÞÞ2=dððN þ 3Þ � ðN � 3ÞÞ
þ ðgðN þ 4Þ � gðN � 4ÞÞ2=dððN þ 4Þ � ðN � 4ÞÞ

ð3Þ

where g denotes the slope value and denotes the Euclidean distance. The next
pixel’s (no. 6’s) curvature can likewise be calculated using pixel nos. 7, 5, 8, 4, 9,
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3, 10, and 2. In this way, the curvatures of all the pixels on the peripheral line can
be calculated.

Afterwards, the derived pixels are clustered with Mean-Shift clustering [12].
And then, the local minimum values of the pixels crossing at right angles are
calculated. They become the first candidate segmentation points. The final can-
didate segmentation points are detected by considering the texture information of
the adjacent areas of the detected first candidate points. The adjacent areas are the
pixels crossing at right angles. Figure 3 below shows the method of determining
the local minimum value, and Eq. 4 shows the calculation of the entropy value,
which is the texture information used. Here, Pi, j is used as the weight of each
pixel. This calculation determines the peak of the entropy value as the final can-
didate segmentation point.

ENT :
XN�1

i¼0

XN�1

j¼0

Pi;jð� ln Pi;jÞ ð4Þ

2.3 Creation of Segmentation Boundary

The final candidate segmentation points are the sampling results, and curve fitting
is needed to connect them. For curve fitting, the boundary is created through the
Catmul-Rom spline curve [13]. Equation 5 shows this curve-fitting method.
Lastly, the boundary is smoothened using a Median filter.

QðtÞ ¼ 0:5� ð1:0f ; t; tnÞ � Matn�n½ � � Pn�1½ � ð5Þ

Given the control points P0, P1, P2, and P3 and the value t, the location of the
point can be calculated. P represents the control points, t the portion of the distance
between the two nearest control points, Mat the n x n matrix, respectively.

Fig. 2 Concept of curvature
calculation
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3 Experiment

An experiment to assess the accuracy of the proposed algorithm was conducted
with 60 medical images, including MR and cell images. The result is shown in
Fig. 3. Then images with different SNRs were created through the assessment of
the ground truth concept.

As shown in Fig. 3, more accurate results were obtained compared to the
existing ACM and Region Growing algorithms. The results were compared with
the reference image achieved by a specialist doctor. Thus, the accuracy of the
method was evaluated quantitatively. Towards this end, the difference ratio
between the reference image and the area from the proposed method was calcu-
lated, and can be expressed by the following Eq. 6.

Rdiff ¼
jRcriteria � Rproposedj

Rcriteria
� 100 ð6Þ

Fig. 3 Experiment results of the proposed method and exist method
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In Eq. 6, Rdiff denotes the area difference ratio, Rcriteria denotes the area of the
reference image, and Rproposed represents the area created by the proposed method.
For this experiment, a total of 60 medical images were processed, and the relevant
image criteria were evaluated according to the results of the proposed method and
of Eq 6, after a specialist doctor established the baseline using Adobe Photoshop
CS. As a result, an average area difference ratio of 8.5 % was determined and
shown in Table 1.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, an efficient method of dividing adjacent circular-shape objects into
single objects is proposed. More robust results were derived in the experiment
compared to the existing methods, even when SNR was severe. The future works
will focus on improving the accessibility of the object identification method
through the use of the characteristics of the objects to be identified.
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Improved View Selection Algorithm
in Data Warehouse

Jong-Soo Sohn, Jin-Hyuk Yang and In-Jeong Chung

Abstract In order to minimize the query processing time, a data warehouse
maintains materialized views of aggregate data derived from a fact table. How-
ever, due to the expensive computing and space costs materializing the whole
relations instead of part of the relations results in much worse performance.
Consequently, proper selection of appropriate views to be materialized is very
important to get a precise and fast response in the data warehouse. However, this
view selection problem is NP-hard problem, and there have been many research
works on the selection of materialized views. In this paper we propose an
improved algorithm to overcome problems of existing view selection algorithms.
In the presented algorithm, we first construct the reduced tables in the data
warehouse using clustering method among data mining techniques, and then we
consider the combination of reduced tables as the materialized views instead of
combination of the original base relations. For the justification of the suggested
idea, we show the experimental results in which time as well as space costs are
about 1.7 times better than the conventional approaches which considered all the
tuples in a relation to materialize.
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1 Introduction

The relational database (RDB) is designed mainly for real time transaction
processing such as On Line Transaction Processing (OLTP), it is improper for
multi-dimensional data analysis such as On Line Analytic Processing (OLAP) or
decision support system. In order to overcome this problem and to maximize the use
of information from the huge amount of accumulated data effectively, data ware-
house was introduced.

A view in a data warehouse is a virtual relation that is derived from a base
relation or other view. Since we cannot maintain and materialize all possible views
in a data warehouse due to the expensive computing time and space constraint,
only a subset of views should be selected to be materialized. However, proper
selection of materialized views in a data warehouse is NP-hard problem [1]. So far,
there have been many research works on the selection of materialized views in a
data warehouse [2–8], however these previous works have problems which we will
describe in the following section.

In order to overcome these problems of the related previous works, we propose
an efficient algorithm which uses clustering technique to select the materialized
views, and thus can accelerate the response time as well as save the storage space.
For the justification of the proposed algorithm, we show two independent exper-
imental results: one is the ‘pubs’ database, used for educational purposes, and the
other is much larger Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) data base, currently
being used in one of the leading enterprise in computer form design and manu-
facturing in South Korea. Both experimental results show that both space and time
costs are approximately 1.8 times better than the conventional approaches.

2 Related Works

For the proper selection of materialized views, [2] proposed a greedy algorithm to
minimize the query processing cost in the special case of the ‘‘data cubes’’.
However this paper does not mention the view maintenance cost and space con-
straint. In [3], an algorithm based on heuristic greedy method was proposed.
However, this research has an inefficient evaluation tool. In research [4], the
suggested HAmvpp algorithm requires too much time to produce Multiple View
Processing Plan (MVPP).

Algorithms in [1, 3] aim at minimization of the query processing cost. [1] is a
variation of this algorithm and it aims at minimizing the total query processing
time under the constraint of total view maintenance cost. Recently some artificial
intelligence approaches such as genetic algorithms have been proposed to achieve
the improved results in the view maintenance and query processing [5–8].
However these genetic algorithms have some problems due to the impractical
solutions [9].
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3 IVSA: Improved View Selection Algorithm

3.1 Improved View Selection Algorithm

In a different manner of conventional algorithms, we present an improved algo-
rithm for selecting views to materialize using the clustering method among data
mining techniques [10–13]. The proposed algorithm Improved View Selection
Algorithm (IVSA), firstly finds high density clusters from the dimensions of the
given tables, and secondly, produces the reduced tables using the found clusters.
Next, the MVPP is produced using the reduced tables, and finally, materialized
views are selected from the MVPP in accordance with cost estimation. The
technique of materializing views is required to minimize the query response time
in a data warehouse, which provides guidelines to enterprise managers through the
analysis of market trends by supporting various OLAP capabilities.

The proposed IVSA has following four steps:

Step 1: Find the high-density clusters from k-dimensional relations.
Step 2: Produce the reduced tables using upper and lower bound values of the

clusters found.
Step 3: Establish the MVPP using reduced tables.
Step 4: Select the materialized views while considering improvement of query

response time and view maintenance cost.

IVSA(s, n, T, Q, SC, UDT, UET) {
/* : user’s input threshold, n: number of queries or tables, T: set of target tables */
/* Q: set with n queries, SC: user’s input space constraint */
/* UDT: user’s input clustering dimensions which must be included */
/* UET: user’s input clustering dimensions which must be excluded */
C = [;/* set of clusters */RT = [;/* set of reduced tables */
VP = [;/* set of views used in query processing plan */
MV = [;/* set of views to be materialized */
for (i = 0; i \ n; i ++) {C = C [ find_cluster(s, n, Ti, UDT, UET);}
for (i = 0; i \ n; i ++) {RT = RT [ generate_reduced_table(Ci, Ti, RTi);}
make_mvpp(n, Q, RT); select_view(VP); return MV;}
/* step 1 */find_cluster((s, n, Ti, UDT, UET) {
T = Ti; target = 0;/* variable for attributes’ reflection density */
for (i = 0; i \ n; i ++) {for (j = 0; j \ n; j ++) {
/* primary key, foreign key, and user’s input dimension of tables are excluded */
if (Ti.dj == primary_key || Ti.dj == foreign key || Ti.dj == UETi.dj) continue;
/* if a dimension is user’s specified input dimension, it is included */
if (Ti.dj == UDTi.dj) {for (k = 0; Ti.di.low[k] ! = NULL; k ++) {
/* select a range of lower bound and upper bound for cluster */
C.i = Ti.di.low[k], Ti.di.high[k];} break;}/* move to the next table */
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else if (
Q

(Ti.di, Ti.dj) [ s && [C.i] [ target) {target = [C.i];
for (k = 0; Ti.di.low[k] ! = NULL; k ++) {C.i = Ti.di.low[k],

Ti.di.high[k];}}} return C;}
/* step 2 */generate_reduced_table(Ci, Ti) {/* operator / returns index */
tmp / Ti.Ci.low[0];
for (k = 0; Ti.Ci.low[k] ! = NULL; k ++) {
while ([tmp] C Ti.Ci.low[k] && [tmp] B Ti.Ci.high[k]) {Copy tuple from Ti

to RTi; tmp ++;}}
return RTi;}
/* step 3 */make_mvpp(n, Q, RT) {
for (i = 0; i \ n; i ++) {
Make vpi using Q and RT as base relation instead of T;
Count the number of nodes in vpi and save into NNi;}
for (i = 0; i \ n; i ++) {for (j = 0; j \ NNj; j ++) {for (k = 0; k \ NNk;

k ++) {
VP = VP [ vpi; if (vpi.nodej == VPi.nodek) VPi.nodek.fq ++;}} return VP;}
/* step 4 */select_view(VP) {
for (i = 0; i \ n; i ++) {for (j = 0; j \ n; j ++) {
VPi.Ca = VPi.Ca ? VPi.nodej.Ca; VPi.Cm = VPi.Cm ? VPi.nodej.Cm;
VPi.Cv = VPi.Cv ? VPi.Ca ? VPi.Cm;}
VP.Ca = VP.Ca ? VPi.Ca; VP.Cm = VP.Cm ? VPi.Cm;

VP.Cv = VP.Cv ? VP.Ca ? VP.Cm;}
/* sort the elements of VP in ascending order according to the value of Cv */
Sort(VP);/* select views within the bound of specified SC */
for (i = 0; i \ n; i ++) {/* operator R returns storage space */
if (RTMV \ SC) {MV = MV [ VPi; MV.Cv = MV.Cv ? VPi.Cv;} else

break;}
return MV;}

3.2 Properties of Improved View Selection Algorithm

In the first step of the algorithm, the high-density cluster for target base relations is
found using the clustering method of among data mining techniques. For each
dimension of the table, the dimension with the maximum density value is selected,
which exceeds the user’s input threshold s. As a novel approach which is not
considered in conventional algorithms, this technique with clustering is crucial
from the standpoint of providing an opportunity to implicitly utilize important
information overlooked.

In the second step of the algorithm, reduced tables containing the only corre-
sponding tuples are produced by using the lower and upper bound values of the
selected dimension for each table. While traditional algorithms consider all the
tuples of a base relation for materializing, the targets of materializing are restricted
to the tuples of the reduced tables in the proposed algorithm IVSA. Therefore, it
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can achieve the goals of improvement in query response time and saving of storage
for views.

In the third step of the algorithm, we produce an MVPP using the reduced tables
generated in the previous step. The existing algorithm [4] proposed the 0–1 integer
programming method and HAmvpp for establishing MVPP. While this 0–1 integer
programming technique produces optimal MVPP, it takes too much time to
implement. In our algorithm, we propose the off-line procedure for establishing
MVPP using query frequency.

In the fourth step of the algorithm, the views which can derive benefits in the
case of materialized ones were selected within the bounds of the user’s input space
constraint, while considering view processing time cost and view maintenance cost
in the produced MVPP. The conventional algorithms consider only the cost for
join operation and restrict query frequency to the query itself. We argue that these
cost estimation methods leave out some important factors in cost. In the IVSA,
cost for the select operation is supplemented to cost estimation formulation.

4 Implementation Results and Analysis

4.1 Experimental Result of Materials Handling in the ERP

In this chapter, we present an experimental result on the large Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) data base, currently being used in one of the leading enterprise in
computer form design and manufacturing in South Korea. We use the keyword-
based search method to accelerate the query response time. The ERP database of
that company has altogether 981 tables where each table has rows from thousands
to tens of thousands. In this paper we show some examples of making materialized
view from the materials handling tables in the ERP database. Followings are the
tables used in purchasing materials for production in the company.

Q5

rt_MAA010T rt_MAB010T rt_MDA010T rt_MDA020THAA020T

rt_tmp7

rt_tmp1

rt_tmp2
rt_tmp3

rt_tmp4

σ all

σ code = basecode

1HAA020T_tmp1

rt_tmp5 rt_tmp6

Fig. 1 MVPP for the query Q5
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We show the detailed steps to solve several query processing for purchasing
items and placing order of materials in the company and then evaluate their
performance. In order to improve response time of keyword based search, we
consider the articles of the law containing the related notices as clustering targets.
After generating the reduced table for the materials handling of ERP: ERP han-
dling materials, we subsequently generated MVPP on the following query. Con-
sider the following query Q1.

(Q1) Make a list for unit prices and enterprises on the orders

Query Q1 searches the table concerning clients and materials. User enters
employee number and query Q1 displays the result to the user. Then query Q1
makes temporary table ‘HAA020T_tmp1’ of input employee number by searching
HAA020T table. HAA202T_tmp1 is used to search specific information for clients
and materials Fig. 1 displays MVPP of query Q1.

Table 1 is a result of time cost estimation in executing query Q1 when we insert
the material purchase data into this algorithm—IVSA. Table 2 is a computation
result of executing query Q1 with conventional method without using reduced
table.

In this example, we set up user variables SC as 150,000. And then tuples
rt_temp1, rt_temp3, rt_temp4 and rt_temp6 are selected one by one as materialized
view. As displayed in Table 3, we can check that algorithm presented in this paper
shows 1.62 times better storage space and 1.9 times better performance in terms of
total cost.

Table 3 is a summarization of Tables 1 and 2. Table 3 shows that the query
processing time is 1.77 times faster and storage space is 1.79 times smaller using
the suggested method in this paper when user space constraint variables SC were
not given.

Table 1 Cost computation for the query Q1 with reduced tables

Table fq t# Ca Cm Cv
Q5 Q5 Q5

HAA020T 1 483 483 0 46,851
rt_MAA010t 1 1,372 133,267 0 133,267
rt_MAB010T 1 2,148 202,119 0 202,119
rt_MDA010T 1 8,567 803,262 0 803,262
rt_MDA020T 1 1,652 157,093 0 157,093
HAA020_tmp 1 93 1,428,179 0 1,428,179
rt_tmp1 1 194,333 204,513 390,869 595,382
rt_tmp2 1 15,891 16,437 31,681 48,118
rt_tmp3 1 912,767 91,466 984,148 1,075,614
rt_tmp4 1 192,778 196,452 381,445 577,897
rt_tmp5 1 137,445 142,483 274,329 416,812
rt_tmp6 1 1,449,420 1,445,282 2,836,808 4,282,090
rt_tmp7 1 27,843 27,843 4,801,296 4,829,139
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5 Conclusions

As a technique of materialized views, this paper proposes IVSA algorithm which
adopts the data mining clustering technique. In the proposed algorithm, the user
can specify a dimension for mandatory clustering. This function excludes the
possibility of leaving out the important information. The user can also specify the
threshold value that indicates the compression strength of clusters. Finally, the user
is able to input a space constraint value within which materialized views are
selected. These kinds of user interfaces are not found in conventional algorithms.

The proposed algorithm IVSA, firstly, finds high density clusters from the
dimensions of the given tables, and secondly, produces the reduced tables using
the found clusters. Next, the MVPP is produced using the reduced tables, and
finally, materialized views are selected from the MVPP in accordance with cost
estimation.

As shown in the experimental results, the proposed algorithm achieves 1.76
times better on average performance in terms of both query response time and
storage space of materialized views. Even in the case where the value of the space

Table 2 Cost computation for the query Q1 without reduced tables

Table fq t# Ca Cm Cv
Q5 Q5 Q5

HAA020T 1 483 483 0 483
MAA010t 1 2,332 227,759 0 227,759
MAB010T 1 3,652 356,579 0 356,579
MDA010T 1 14,564 1,422,165 0 1,422,165
MDA020T 1 2,808 274,240 0 274,240
HAA020_tmp 1 93 2,011,820 0 2,011,820
tmp1 1 330,366 350,188 666,942 1,017,130
tmp2 1 27,015 28,635 54,537 83,172
tmp3 1 1,369,151 1,451,300 2,764,041 4,215,341
tmp4 1 308,445 326,951 622,688 949,639
tmp5 1 206,168 218,538 416,211 634,748
tmp6 1 2,029,188 2,150,939 4,096,525 6,247,464
tmp7 1 28,170 28,170 8,448,525 8,476,695

Table 3 Performance comparison on the database of ERP system

Conventional algorithms IVSA

Partial materialization case Materialized views tmp1, tmp2,
tmp5, tmp6

rt_tmp1, rt_tmp2,
rt_tmp5, rt_tmp6

Total cost 127,417 72,632
Storage space 41,769 23,612

Full materialization case Materialized views ALL ALL
Total cost 593,591 332,180
Storage space 84,713 47,201
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constraint variable is not specified (i.e., when we assume there is no space con-
straint), our algorithm shows 1.78 times better on average performance database
for ERP database, respectively.

Broadly, there lie two issues with the data warehouse. The first is selection of
materialized views, and the other is maintenance of the views for consistency of a
data warehouse. IVSA in this paper is in regards to the first issue. As future works,
we will focus on how to update and maintain the reduced tables when there occurs
any update in the source data.
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A Novel Weighting Technique for Mining
Sequence Data Streams

Joong Hyuk Chang and Nam-Hun Park

Abstract Many of recent computer applications generate data as a form of data
streams, so a study on mining data streams can give valuable results being widely
used in the applications. In this paper, a novel weighting technique for mining
interesting sequential patterns over a sequence data stream is proposed. Assuming
that a sequence with small time-intervals between its data elements is more
valuable than others with large time-intervals, the novel interesting sequential
pattern is defined and found by analyzing the time-intervals of data elements in a
sequence as well as their orders.

Keywords Weighted sequential pattern � Time-interval weight � Sequence data
streams � Data stream mining

1 Introduction

Sequential pattern mining aims to discover interesting sequential patterns in a
sequence database, and it is one of the essential data mining tasks widely used in
various application fields such as Web access pattern analysis, customer purchase
pattern analysis, and DNA sequence analysis. In many of the previous researches
on sequential pattern mining problems, sequential patterns and items in a
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sequential pattern have been considered uniformly. However, they have different
weights in real world applications, and thus more interesting sequential patterns
can be found when their different weights are considered in sequential pattern
mining. Based on this observation, weighted sequential pattern mining [1–3] has
recently been proposed and actively studied. In weighted sequential pattern min-
ing, the weight of information is used in finding interesting sequential patterns,
which is derived from its quantitative information and value in a real world
application. For example, in a retail database, the quantum and price of an item
being sold can be considered as its weight.

For a sequence or a sequential pattern, not only the generation order of data
elements but also their generation times and time-intervals are important because
they can help to get more valuable sequential patterns. In [4, 5], several sequential
pattern mining algorithms have been presented which consider a time-interval
between two successive items in a sequential pattern. However, they simply
consider a time-interval between two successive data elements as an item. If the
importance of sequences in a sequence database is differentiated based on the
time-intervals in the sequences, more interesting sequential patterns can be found.

In general a sequence with small time-intervals between its data elements is
more valuable than others with large time-intervals. Motivated by this observation,
this paper proposes a new framework for mining novel interesting sequential
patterns over time-interval sequence data streams and a mining method based on
the new framework. First, a technique to get the weight of a sequence in a time-
interval sequence data stream is presented, which is derived from the time-inter-
vals of items in the sequence. Based on the weight of a sequence, a novel inter-
esting sequential pattern of a time-interval weighted sequential pattern is defined,
and a framework for finding the patterns in a time-interval sequence data stream is
presented. In addition, adapting the proposed framework to the conventional
method of mining sequential patterns over a data stream, this paper proposes a
mining method of novel interesting sequential patterns over a time-interval
sequence data stream, which can find time-interval sequential patterns over the
data stream in a short time with a small memory.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The definition of a time-interval
sequence data stream is described in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents a novel weighting
technique for mining time-interval sequence data streams, which are based on
time-intervals of data elements in a data stream. In Sect. 4, the effectiveness of the
novel weighting technique is verified through a several experiments. Finally,
Sect. 5 concludes this paper.

2 A Time-Interval Sequence Data Stream

Conventional sequential pattern mining considers the order of data elements of a
sequence in general, so that a sequence in a sequential data stream is represented
as an ordered list of data elements [6]. However, a time-interval sequence data
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stream discussed in this paper has generation time information for each data
element in the data stream, and is defined as follows: (i) Let I = {i1, i2, …, in} be a
set of current items, which have been used as a unit information of an application
domain. (ii) A sequence S is an ordered list of items and its time stamp list
TSL(S) is an ordered list of corresponding time stamps of the items, which stand
for the time when the items occur. They are denoted as S = \s1, s2, …, sl[ and
TSL(S) = \t1, t2, …, tl [, respectively, where sj is an item and tj is the time stamp
of sj for 1 B j B l. In addition, the relationship tj-1 B tj for 2 B j B l is satisfied.
In a sequence, if items occur at the same time, they are ordered alphabetically. The
length of S, |S|, is the number of items that form the sequence, and a sequence with
n items is called an n-sequence. A sequence a = \a1, a2, …, an[ is called a
subsequence of another sequence b = \b1, b2, …, bm[, and b is a super-sequence
of a, if there exist integers 1 B j1 \ j2 \ … \ jn B m such that a1 = bj1,
a2 = bj2, …, an = bjn. Each sequence has a unique sequence identifier SID. A
sequence generated at the kth turn is denoted by Sk and its transaction identifier SID
is k. (iii) When a new sequence Sk is generated, the current time-interval sequence
data stream TiDSk is composed of all sequences that have ever been generated so
far, i.e., TiDSk = \S1, S2, …, Sk[, and the total number of sequences in TiDSk is
called its size and denoted by |TiDS|k. In the rest of this paper, a sequence data
stream means a time-interval sequence data stream, if not specified otherwise.

A sequence is represented as an ordered list of items in this paper, while it is
represented as an ordered list of itemsets in practice. However, the new repre-
sentation of sequences described herein is in fact a typical one. A sequence in the
previous format can be transformed to the new format by sorting all the items first
by time and then alphabetically. Likewise, a sequence in the new format can be
transformed into the traditional format by first combining items that occur at the
same time into an item set and then sorting these item sets by time [4]. Moreover, a
sequence in the new format itself is capable of capturing some of the most
important and popular sequences, such as Web-logs, DNA sequences, and docu-
ments [7].

3 A Novel Weighting Technique Based on Time-Intervals

For mining sequential patterns over a time-interval sequence data stream, the
weight of a sequence in the data stream can be computed from the generation times
of data elements in the sequence, which means the relative importance of the
sequence in the sequence data stream. It is called the time-interval weight of the
sequence.

To get the time-interval weight of a sequence in a sequence data stream, first the
time-intervals in the sequence are found from the time stamps of items in the
sequence. For a sequence S = \s1, s2, …, sl[ having its time stamp list

TSL(S) = \t1, t2, …, tl[in a sequence data stream, there exist l�ðl�1Þ
2 pairs of items
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in the sequence because it consists of l items, and the time-interval between two
items si and sjð1� i\j� lÞ in the sequence, i.e., TIij, is defined as follows:

TIij = tj-ti
The time-interval between a pair of items is a positive value with no limitation.

Therefore, to fairly enumerate the time-intervals of different pairs of items in a
sequence data stream, they need to be normalized. For this purpose, the time-
interval weight for each pair of items in a sequence is found on the basis of its
time-interval, and defined as in Definition 1.

Definition 1 [Time-interval weight] Let u (u [ 0) be the size of unit time and d
(0 \ d\ 1) be a base number to determine the amount of weight reduction per
unit time u, for a sequence S = \s1, s2, …, sl[ and its time stamp list
TSL(S) = \t1, t2, …, tl[, the time-interval weight of the time-interval TIij between
two items si and sj (1 B i \ j B l), i.e., w(TIij), is defined as follows:

w TIij

� �
¼ d

TIij
ud e ¼ d

tj�ti
ud e

The time-interval weight of a sequence is computed from the time-intervals of
pairs of items in the sequence. For a sequence S = \s1, s2, …, sl[ and its time
stamp list TSL(S) = \t1, t2, …, tl[, the time-interval weight of the sequence is
found as in Definition 2 considering the time-intervals in the sequence.

Definition 2 [Time-interval weight of a sequence] For a sequence S = \s1, s2,
…, sl[and its time stamp list TSL(S) = \t1, t2, …, tl[, the time-interval weight of
the sequence, i.e., W(S), is defined as follows:

W Sð Þ ¼
1
N

PjSj�1

i¼1

PjSj

j¼iþ1
wðTIijÞ; where N ¼ Sj jð Sj j�1Þ

2 ðl� 2Þ

1 ðl ¼ 1Þ

8
><

>:

The sequential pattern evaluation by support has been generally based on
simple counting. Contrary to the classical sequential pattern mining, however, this
paper proposes a novel interesting sequential pattern of a time-interval weighted
sequential pattern which is based on the time-interval weighted support of a
sequential pattern. The time-interval weighted support of a sequential pattern in a
sequence data stream is found by using a time-interval weight of a sequence
described in Sect. 3.1. For a sequence data stream TiDSk consisting k sequences,
the time-interval weighted support of a sequential pattern X in the sequence data
stream, i.e., TW-Supp(X), is defined as follows:

TW � Supp Xð Þ ¼
P

S : ðX�SÞ^ðS2TiDSkÞWðSÞP
S : S2TiDSk

WðSÞ
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Accordingly, a novel interesting sequential pattern of a time-interval weighted
sequential pattern can be defined. Given a support threshold minSupp (0 \ min-
Supp B 1), a sequential pattern X is a time-interval weighted sequential pattern if
TW-Supp(X) is no less than the threshold, i.e., TW-Supp(X) C minSupp.

4 Experimental Results

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed time-interval
weighting approach, a Time-interval Weighted sequential pattern mining over a
sequence Data Stream (TWDS) method is used. It is based on the eISeq [6] method,
and also has an additional operation to get the time-interval weight of a sequence
in a sequence data stream from the time-intervals of data elements in the sequence.

For the experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
method, two data sets SDS_1M and SDS_AB are used in this paper. Each data set is
derived from a corresponding base data set generated by the IBM data generator
[8], and the number of different items in each data set is 1000. The base data sets
generated by the IBM data generator do not have any generation time information.
Therefore, to use the data sets in the experiments for the proposed TWDS method,
a corresponding generation time has to be assigned to each data element in the data
sets. For this purpose, several approaches such as the approach using a probability
distribution function and that using a randomization function can be considered.
However, there is little relationship between the type of the approach and the
performance of the proposed method, and the randomization function approach
was used in this paper. For data set SDS_1M, the difference in generation time
between two successive data elements in a sequence is in the range of 0–1000 ms.
The data set SDS_AB is composed of two consecutive subparts part_A and part_B.
Part_A is a set of sequences generated by a set of items set_A, and part_B is a set
of sequences generated by a set of items set_B. The two subparts are generated by
the same method described in [8], but there is no common item between set_A and
set_B. The time-interval between two successive data elements in a sequence is in
the range of 0–1000 ms in part_A, while it is in the range of 2000–3000 ms in
part_B. That is, the sequences in part_B have relatively larger time-intervals than
those in part_A.

Figures 1 and 2 show the number of sequential patterns for the data set SDS_1M
to demonstrate the effectiveness of time-interval weighted sequential patterns. In
this experiment, a support threshold was set to 0.001. The series of generated
sequences is divided into five intervals, each of which consists of 200000
sequences. Figure 1 shows the number of sequential patterns in function of d for
each interval. The line named NoWeight shows the case of d = 1.0 which denotes
the number of sequential patterns found by the eISeq method. In this case, all the
sequences in a sequence data stream have the same weight regardless of the time-
intervals of data elements in each sequence, so it denotes the number of sequential
patterns found in mining sequential patterns based on simple support counting.
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Among the sequential patterns found in mining sequential patterns based on simple
support counting, several sequential patterns with relatively large time-intervals
were not found in a resulting set found by the TWDS method. Therefore, the
number of sequential patterns found in the case of d\ 1 is less than that in the
case of NoWeight. Moreover, the number of patterns decreases as the value of d
becomes smaller. Figure 2 shows the number of sequential patterns in function of
u. Similarly in the case of d in Fig. 1, the number of patterns decreases as the value
of u becomes smaller because it is more sensitive to the increase of a time-interval
as the values of d or u become smaller.

To verify the adaptability of the TWDS method for the change of time-intervals
in a sequence data stream, the data set SDS_AB is used which can simulate the
change of time-intervals in a sequence data stream over time. In this experiment,
the values of minSupp and u are set to 0.0005 and 500 ms, respectively. The series
of generated sequences in SDS_AB is divided into 10 intervals, each of which
consists of 50000 sequences. Figure 3 shows the number of sequential patterns
derived from part_B of the data set whose time-intervals between two successive
data elements are in the range of 2000–3000 ms, and it shows last five intervals.
As shown in this figure, in the line named NoWeight which denotes the number of
sequential patterns found by the eISeq method, the number of sequential patterns
derived from part_B greatly increases as the sequences are continuously generated
despite the large time-intervals in part_B. However, in the other cases when the
values of d are less than 1.0, the number of sequential patterns derived from
part_B is much less than that in the case of d = 1.0, even though they are
increased as the sequences are continuously generated. The sequences in part_B
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have relatively large time-intervals between two successive data elements;
therefore, the sequential patterns appearing in the sequences have a relatively
smaller time-interval weighted support, and many of them cannot be found in the
resulting set of time-interval weighted sequential patterns.

5 Conclusions

For a sequence or a sequential pattern, the generation times and time-intervals are
as important as the generation order of data elements. In sequential pattern mining,
therefore, the time-interval information of data elements can help to get more
valuable sequential patterns. To obtain more valuable sequential patterns, this
paper analyzed the weight of a sequence based on the time-intervals between its
data elements, differentiating the importance, i.e., the interestingness, of a
sequence as well as that of a sequential pattern. Through this mechanism, more
interesting sequential patterns can be selectively found in mining sequence data
stream.

To develop a novel interesting sequential pattern of a time-interval weighted
sequential pattern for mining sequence data streams, this paper presented a new
technique to get the weight of a sequence in a sequence data stream. The weight is
computed from the time-intervals of the items in the sequence. After defining the
novel interesting sequential pattern of a time-interval weighted sequential pattern
based on the weight of a sequence, a new framework to find the patterns in a
sequence data stream was presented. In addition, a mining method for finding
time-interval weighted sequential patterns over a sequence data stream was
developed which can find its up-to-date mining result in a short time with a small
memory over the sequence data stream.
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Analyzing Efficient Algorithms
of Frequent Pattern Mining

Unil Yun, Gangin Lee and Sung-Jin Kim

Abstract Frequent pattern mining has been playing an important role for ana-
lyzing data in various fields such as medical treatment, biology, finance, networks,
and so on. Since Apriori algorithm was proposed, frequent pattern mining has
rapidly developed due to active research activities, and numerous mining algo-
rithms have been proposed, such as FP-growth, FP-growth*, LCM, AFORT, and
MAFIA. In this paper, we analyze and compare a variety of frequent pattern
mining approaches, and discuss advantages and disadvantages of their algorithms.
For the comparison, we evaluate mining performance for each algorithm using real
datasets. In addition, we also experiment scalability for the algorithms to analyze
their characteristics exactly. In the experimental results, we can know that LCM
guarantees the fastest runtime performance, and FP-growth* and AFOPT show the
most efficient memory usage. Using the characteristics analyzed from this paper,
we can select and utilize the most appropriate algorithm with respect to numerous
databases in the real world.
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1 Introduction

Frequent pattern mining [3] is to find interesting patterns which occur in any
database frequently, and the patterns obtained from mining process are used as
important information that represents database’s characteristics and finds hidden
data from the database. Algorithms for mining frequent patterns have been studied
actively since Apriori and FP-growth were proposed, and thereafter various
techniques and methods have been researched so far. FP-growth stores a database
as a compressed tree structure and mines frequent patterns by traversing the tree.
In contrast to Apriori which needs multiple scans, FP-growth requires only two
scans for mining patterns, and therefore the approach is more efficient than
Apriori. After FP-growth, numerous techniques have been proposed, such as
improving search speed for trees, reducing the number of local tree generations,
sorting tree order dynamically, and so on. In this paper, we thoroughly analyze and
compare outstanding and famous algorithms, FP-growth [4], FP-growth* [2],
MAFIA [1], LCM [6], and AFORT [5], and evaluate mining performance for each
algorithm in terms of runtime, memory usage, and scalability. The remainder in
this paper is organized as follows: We analyze the target algorithms in Sect. 2 and
compare them in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we experiment their runtime, memory usage,
and scalability using real and synthetic datasets, and finally conclude this paper in
Sect. 5.

2 Frequent Pattern Mining Algorithm

2.1 FP-Growth

FP-growth [4] conducts mining operations by scanning a database twice, and its
procedure is performed as shown in Fig. 1. These steps are as follows. First, a
database is scanned once, where the algorithm computes supports for each item in
the database, and the items are sorted in their support descending order. In here, if
there are certain items that do not satisfy a given minimum support, they are
pruned according to Anti-monotone property. Second, the database is scanned
again, where each transaction is sorted in the defined order and infrequent items
are removed. Then, the sorted transactions are inserted into a global FP-tree
starting from the item with the lowest support. After inserting all of the transac-
tions in the same way, FP-tree is completed.

FP-tree consists of a header table and a tree structure, where they are connected
as link-nodes and nodes with the same item are also concatenated through the link-
nodes. After the tree construction, FP-growth performs mining operations selecting
the bottom item in the header table first. Regarding the selected item, the algorithm
confirms all of the node locations for the item through the link-node information,
and searches the tree from the nodes with the item to tree’s root, where the
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searched paths become a conditional database. After that, using the conditional
database, FP-growth generates a conditional FP-tree containing the selected item
‘i’ (i.e. i’s conditional FP-tree). In the tree, one item is selected again and the
algorithm iterates expansion steps until a single-path is generated. If a single-path
is discovered, the expansion is stopped and the algorithm extracts frequent patterns
combining the items selected so far with all of the items in the current conditional
FP-tree.

2.2 FP-Growth*

FP-growth* [2] is a frequent pattern mining algorithm based on FP-tree, and the
detailed steps are presented in Fig. 2. The basic framework of FP-growth* follows
FP-tree and FP-growth, but there is a difference. In contrast to FP-growth with 2
database scans, FP-growth* reduces the number of scans using a special array
structure, FP-array when generating conditional FP-trees. FP-array is a two-
dimensional array which can store item supports. For example, when we express
the support of a pattern ‘ab’, FP-array stores the support in ‘a’-low ‘b’-column.
This array is created in the second database scan. To generate a conditional FP-
tree, FP-growth* confirms the corresponding FP-array in advance before scanning
the current FP-tree. Through the confirmation, we can know all of the support
information without the FP-tree scan. Based on the information, the corresponding
conditional FP-tree is constructed by scanning the FP-tree only one time. If there
are no items with supports greater than a minimum support, the algorithm stops

Fig. 1 Algorithm for FP-growth
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and terminates the current mining step. On the other hand, if there are 3 or more
items with supports satisfying the minimum support, it scans the current FP-tree
and generates a corresponding conditional FP-tree.

2.3 MAFIA

MAFIA [1] is a frequent pattern mining method based on BITMAP, and its
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. MAFIA conducts mining operations in the following
sequence. First, the algorithm scans a database and then generates lattice tree in
lexicographical order, where the lattice tree only has item names. MAFIA per-
forms pattern expansions selecting upper nodes near to a root in the lattice tree

Fig. 2 Algorithm for FP-growth*

Fig. 3 Algorithm for MAFIA
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first, where the algorithm checks item supports using BITMAP to know whether
any expanded pattern is really frequent one. BITMAP contains information that
stores a database as a two-dimensional array structure. Assuming that n is the
number of frequent items, and k is the number of transactions, then BITMAP
generates storage space by n x k. Using the structure, MAFIA can perform mining
steps effectively since it does not traverse trees directly but calculates item sup-
ports more quickly through the AND operation of BITMAP.

2.4 AFOPT

Figure 4 shows AFOPT algorithm [5]. AFOPT sorts items from a database in
support ascending order after scanning the database, and then stores each trans-
action depending on the sorted order. That is, any item with a lower support is
stored in the location near to a root. Assuming that ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’ are certain
items with supports (a \ b \ c), then they are inserted in a tree in the sequence,
‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’, where the item, ‘a’ becomes a child node of the root and a’s child
tree, ‘b, c’ becomes a conditional database. Then, the algorithm combines the
prefix, ‘a’ with the items in child tree, ‘b, c’ to mine patterns. Thereafter, AFOPT
conducts the next step considering ‘b’ as a prefix, and then ‘b’ and b’s child tree,
‘c’ are combined. In the next item, ‘c’, there is no item corresponding to c’s child.
Therefore, ‘c’ is only mined without any combination. Overall mining procedure
of the algorithm is as follows.

In the first scan, AFOPT sorts items in a database in support ascending order,
and makes a sorted list. In the second scan, this sorts transactions in the database,
where infrequent items for each transaction are eliminated. The sorted transactions
are inserted in a tree as follows: (1) the algorithm finds the location of the list

Fig. 4 Algorithm for AFOPT
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which is matched with the left-most item with the lowest support in the current
transaction. (2) The sorted transaction is added in the found location. After iter-
ating these steps regarding all of the transactions, AFOPT starts mining process
using the completed list. The mining sequence starts from the left-most location,
and all of the paths in the selected item of the list become a conditional database.
Then, the algorithm constructs a corresponding conditional tree in the basis of the
conditional database.

2.5 LCM

The next algorithm, LCM [6], as shown in Fig. 5, is Back Tracking based frequent
pattern mining algorithm. When there is any frequent pattern, P, LCM adds any
item, ‘e’ to P, and if the support of the combined pattern is still frequent, the
algorithm expands the pattern again. In addition, LCM uses database reduction
technique to check item supports more rapidly, where the technique removes
infrequent items for each transaction and merges the same transactions if they
exist, and then stores the reduced database into an array structure similar to FP-
tree. Moreover, LCM utilizes hypercube decomposition and occurrence deliver
techniques in order to decrease the number of item combinations for mining
frequent patterns.

3 Analyzing Frequent Pattern Mining Methods

In this section, we compare and analyze the advantages and disadvantages for each
frequent pattern mining method. FP-growth algorithm compresses a database using
FP-tree structure, and FP-growth* and LCM is also based on the structure though
LCM has a somewhat different form. Especially, FP-growth* conducts mining
operations similar to FP-growth since it is an algorithm that improves the original
FP-growth algorithm. In FP-growth*, the proposed structure, FP-array is used to
increase efficiency for tree searches. Generally, tree-based mining algorithms
consume lots of times in traversing trees. Therefore, if FP-array, which can reduce

Fig. 5 Algorithm for LCM
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the number of tree traversals, is applied in mining process, mining performance is
surely increased. MAFIA also decreases the number of searching trees using its
special structure, BITMAP. However, the two algorithms using the additional data
structures have no choice but to require more memory space.

FP-growth* needs comparatively small storage space since FP-array only stores
items and their supports. As a result, FP-growth* can prevent constructing useless
conditional FP-trees in advance, thereby showing memory usage better than the
original one in the end. However, in MAFIA, it stores all of the information for a
database in BITMAP, therefore consuming enormous memory though the algo-
rithm can quickly compute required patterns’ supports. In contrast to FP-growth,
LCM conducts pattern expansions through Back Tracking technique, and uses the
outstanding data compression technique in FP-tree. Moreover, since LCM does not
generate any local tree in expanding patterns, the algorithm spends less memory
compared to FP-growth. AFOPT mines frequent patterns in the similar way of FP-
growth though it uses the special list and tree structures different from FP-tree. In
AFOPT, its tree has a property that any child node of the current node has always a
greater support value. Thus, the algorithm has an advantage that generates smaller
trees compared with FP-trees.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate runtime performance with real datasets. The details of
these datasets are denoted as shown in Table 1.

Connect dataset contains connection information in online networks, and Retail
is a dataset for retail’s product sales. These two datasets can be downloaded in
http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data/. Chain_store dataset is composed of the product sales
data from a major chain in California. The dataset is available at http://
cucis.ece.northwestern.edu/projects/DMS/MineBench.html.

We experiment runtime performance for FP-growth, FP-growth*, MAFIA,
AFOPT, and LCM in this section. For the comparison, we evaluate execution
times for each algorithm as decreasing a minimum support. Figure 6 is the result
for Connect dataset, where the minimum supports is changed from 80 to 60 %.
Connect is dense, and its transaction has similar forms. As shown in the figure,
MAFIA and FP-growth shows similarly poor performance since BITMAP in
MAFIA does not reflect its advantage in the dataset. In contrast, we can observe

Table 1 Dataset
characteristics

Dataset #Items Avg. Length #Transactions

Connect 129 43 67557
Retail 16469 10.3 88162
Chain_store 46086 7.2 1112949
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that AFOPT and FP-growth* has better runtimes compared to FP-growth due to
their own enhancement techniques.

LCM guarantees the best performance in all of the cases since the algorithm
uses the different mining approach. In Fig. 7, the graphs present each runtime
result for Retail dataset. A range of the minimum support is set from 0.025 to
0.005 %. Retail is sparse and has the great number of items and large deviations in
terms of transaction lengths. MAFIA also the worst runtime result as in Fig. 6.
Since MAFIA generates BITMAP regarding the enormous number of items and
transactions in the dataset, its runtime has no choice but to be slow. FP-growth*
and AFOPT has faster runtimes compared to FP-growth, and LCM still shows the
fastest performance. Next, we compare runtimes for Chain_store with a range of
the minimum support from 0.05 to 0.01 %. The dataset has a sparse feature and the
great number of items and transactions.

In Fig. 8, it is observed that LCM invariably presents the best result and
AFOPT also shows good performance though it is slower than LCM. Moreover,
these two algorithms represent stable runtime values regardless of the minimum
support. In the test, MAFIA was excluded since this algorithm spent more than
2 GB memory and therefore was not executed correctly in our experimental
environment. Furthermore, its runtime was also slowest among all of the
algorithms.

Fig. 6 Runtime result of
connect

Fig. 7 Runtime result of
retail
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5 Conclusions

Through frequent pattern mining, we can obtain interesting and useful information
which is hidden in various databases. In this paper, we compared and analyzed a
variety of frequent pattern mining algorithms, and evaluated their mining perfor-
mances in terms of runtime, memory usage, and scalability to discover charac-
teristics for each algorithm. In the various experiments, we could know advantages
and disadvantages for each algorithm, where LCM guaranteed the fastest runtime
speed while it spent lots of memory space, and FP-growth* and AFOPT showed
their outstanding performances with respect to memory tests. If we refer to the
analyzed characteristics when selecting an algorithm suitable for any database and
application environment in the real world, we will choose appropriate one more
easily and exactly.
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Efficient Isomorphic Decision for Mining
Sub Graphs with a Cyclic Form

Gangin Lee and Unil Yun

Abstract Graph mining means a series of processes for finding frequent sub-graphs
in graph databases with complex structures. To obtain useful sub-graphs, isomorphic
decision is needed since one graph data can contain lots of duplicated patterns.
Therefore, we need to consider only patterns without duplications. However, these
operations can cause enormous overheads due to knotty characteristics of graphs,
which is called NP-hard problem. In addition, there also exists a problem that
exponentially increases the number of unnecessary operations whenever any pattern
size grows. In this paper, we propose a method that enhances efficiency of isomor-
phic decision in cyclic graphs based on a state-of-the-art algorithm, Gaston, which is
called Egaston-CS (Efficient gaston for Cyclic-edge and Spanning-tree). In experi-
ments, we compare our algorithm with previous algorithms, and thereby we dem-
onstrate that Egaston-CS outperforms the others in terms of isomorphic decision.

Keywords Sub graph mining � Cyclic graph � Pattern expansion
Graph isomorphic decision

1 Introduction

In various fields of data mining studies, graph mining is one of the most interesting
fields in recent years. Graph data structures are suitable for modeling numerous
objects in the real world since they freely expand and variously express most of the
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data while the other structures cannot do that. Sub graph data, which iteratively
occur in graph database, can be very useful information in terms of data mining
[4]. On the other hand, the advantages of graph data mean that data structure can
become more complex. Thus, isomorphic decision of each graph is required to find
valid patterns of which duplications are eliminated in complex graph data since
certain graphs with isomorphism become only one pattern in the end. However, the
number of operations for isomorphic decision needs exponential computing times
(NP-hard problem) whenever a pattern size is increased. Therefore, reducing this
number is one of the most important issues in terms of graph mining performance.
In graph mining, pattern growth method [7, 8, 10] is one of the most well-known
approaches proposed to reduce the number of unnecessary operations. In this
paper, we propose a novel method that efficiently performs mining operations by
improving extraction approaches of cyclic graph patterns. Our method is based on
a state-of-the-art algorithm, Gaston [7, 8]. However, through the proposed method,
we can obtain frequent sub-graph patterns more quickly than Gaston. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce related work for our
method in Sect. 2 and describe the details of the proposed algorithm in Sect. 3. We
report experimental results by comparing Egaston-CS with the previous algorithm
in Sect. 4 and finally conclude this paper.

2 Related Work

Graph mining methods applying Apriori have been studied in graph mining fields
at first. Thereafter, methods with pattern growth have been researched, such as
[5, 8, 9] to improve mining performance. These approaches decide graph iso-
morphism by defining graph data as canonical forms using Depth First Search
(DFS). Thus, they could avoid the problem of pattern duplications effectively. In
addition, various graph mining approaches are being actively studied such as [12]
for mining approximate graphs, [13] applying constraints, [6] obtaining maximal
sub-graphs, and [1] for stream graph patterns. In [3], the algorithm extracts sub-
graphs in directed and weighted graphs. In applications of graph mining, there are
the following algorithms, [2] finding graph patterns in time-evolving networks and
[11] for mining meaningful information in regard to people interaction.

gSpan [10] is the first algorithm that applies pattern growth method in graph
mining area. gSpan was designed to avoid duplicated pattern generations, where
the algorithm efficiently mines graph patterns through constraints of extended
order. Gaston [7, 8] is a state-of-the-art algorithm among pattern-growth based
algorithms. A concept of Gaston algorithm is based on a free tree structure. This
algorithm enhanced mining efficiency by avoiding repeated searches of a database
using embedding list which stores all real positions of expanded edges on the
database according to pattern growth method. Gaston presents good performance
in path or free tree graphs while it cannot guarantee mining efficiency in cyclic
graph. Accordingly, we propose efficient techniques for mining cyclic graphs in
the next section.
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3 Deciding Cyclic Graph Isomorphism

The original Gaston algorithm causes inefficient mining operations in extracting
cyclic graphs. Therefore, we consider this problem as two aspects to raise the
efficiency, where the former is an expanding order of cyclic edges and the latter is
enumerating operations of spanning trees.

3.1 Preliminaries

A graph structure consists of vertices and edges. Then, the types of graphs are
classified as directed graph or undirected graph according to edge’s orientation and
divided as simple graph or multi graph according to the number of edges for each
vertex. In this paper, we consider only a simple undirected graph to help under-
stand our proposal. However, it is trivial to apply the simple undirected graph to
the directed graph and the unlabeled graph.

Definition 1 Given a graph, G, a set of vertices, V, and a set of edges, E, An edge,
E is defined as the following formula.

E ¼ f v1; v2ð Þjv1; v2 2 V and v1 6¼ v2g ð1Þ

Since edges do not have any direction, an edge (v1,v2) is equal to (v2,v1). Then,
we judge whether certain two graphs are isomorphism or not referring to (1).

Definition 2 Let L be a set of labels and l be a function of returning node labels or
edge labels. Given two graphs G1 = (V1,E1,L1) and G2 = (V2,E2,L2), if an
embedding of G1 in G2 satisfies an injective function f(V1)e(V2), then this
conditions are as follows.

8v 2 V1) l1 vð Þ ¼ l2 f vð Þð Þ ð2Þ

8 v1; v2ð Þ 2 E1) f v1ð Þ; f v2ð Þð Þ 2 E2 and l1 v1; v2ð Þ ¼ l2 f v1ð Þ; f v2ð Þð Þ ð3Þ

We define G1 ( G2, if two graphs satisfy (2) and (3). In addition, if G1 ) G2,
G1 and G2 are considered as isomorphism.

3.2 Techniques for Expanding Cyclic Edges

Original Gaston algorithm utilizes minimum diameter spanning tree to decide
whether created patterns are duplicated, where diameter means a path with max-
imum length in a graph. Here, we found out an improvement for isomorphic
decision at first. Gaston algorithm allows expansions only when a spanning tree
with a higher priority is not made or when one with a smaller diameter is not
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discovered in cyclic graphs. The priority is decided considering what spanning tree
is calculated in advance, where the calculating way is based on [8]. In summary, a
cyclic pattern is extended only if the following inequality, either (4) or (5) is
satisfied. Given a spanning tree in G, s1 and a spanning tree in G’, s2, where G’ is
an extended graph in G, corresponding inequalities are

s1:priority� s2:priority and s1:diameter ¼ s2:diameter ð4Þ

s1:diameter� s2:diameter ð5Þ

where any graph without satisfying above formulas becomes a duplicated graph.
However, since the above manner cannot effectively solve NP-hard problem, it

requires enormous and inefficient computing times. An expansion of cyclic edges
can make spanning tree with a priority higher than that of spanning tree in the
previous graph, but does not eliminate previous spanning tree. Using this previous
spanning tree, we can derive the following important property in terms of
avoidance of duplicated operations. Assume that all cyclic edges which can be
expanded in a cyclic graph, G are c0, c1, c2,…,ci,…,cj,…,cn (0 [ i [ j [ n in
priority), and let X0 be the number of duplicated operations if the expansion starts
at c0 and let Xn be the number of the operations if the expansion starts at cn. Then
the relation, Xn \ X0 is satisfied and thus we can reduce needless operations
efficiently since starting expansion from cn eliminates duplicated work.

Figure 1 shows a free tree and cyclic edges which can be expanded in the free
tree, c1, c2, c3. Combinations of the cyclic edges are {{c1},{c1,c2},{c1,c2,c3},
{c1,c3},{c2}, {c2,c3},{c3}}. Here, a cyclic graph generated as the expansion of
cyclic edge, c2 creates a spanning tree less than the based free tree. Thus, the
graph, f is deleted since it generates a useless pattern. c2 also makes the same
spanning tree in a cyclic graph combined with a cyclic edge, c1. Therefore, the
graph, c is eliminated as above. If the algorithm conducts expansion search as
general method, resulting order becomes b, c, d, e, f, g, and h. In this result, c2

makes a useless spanning tree in the cyclic graph, c, but the algorithm cannot yet
know whether c2 makes the same result in the cyclic graph, f. Therefore, the
algorithm have to compute enumeration of spanning tree again in the graph, f. That
is, the algorithm must iterate the same work. However, if the graph, f is found
earlier than the graph, c, then, an algorithm can omit the expansion operation of
the graph, c because a priority of c2 is lower than that of c1. If we in advance
extend c3 with a lowest priority, an order is changed such as h, f, g, b, e, c, and d.
Then, the operation of c is deleted.

3.3 Techniques for Enumerating Spanning Trees

The second technique is enumerating spanning trees. To decide isomorphism in a
cyclic graph, a spanning tree is needed. Previous algorithm searches for the
spanning tree deleting cyclic edges temporarily. In addition, the algorithm only
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erases edges with a lower order not to make overlapped combinations. This is,
from-nodes of next deleting edges must be less than or equal to those of the
previous deleted edge, and to-nodes of these must be less than those of the
previous deleted edge. However, this manner is very inefficient in terms of
the following reason. If there exists a certain circulation which consists of cyclic
edges with higher values than the last erased edge during an enumerating opera-
tion, this circulation is not deleted in a graph. That is, this implies that the algo-
rithm does not make a tree in the end. Nevertheless, this algorithm will try to make
all combinations of lower cyclic edges since it cannot know whether a tree is
generated as a result. Eventually, this will not make a tree, and then will go back.
For each step of this, an operation deciding all cyclic edges requires computing
times proportional to the number of all remaining edges.

In addition, this operation causes enormous wastes since searching for the
deleting edges is also proportional to the number of all edges. Figure 2 shows the
above-mentioned example. Here, an edge order generated through combinations
according to the created order of nodes is denoted as a value in each edge label. If
5th cyclic edge is first deleted in the graph, the circulation consisting of cyclic
edges 6, 7, 12, 11, 9, and 10 is not eliminated eventually. Then, although lower
values 1, 2, 3, and 4 are deleted depending on the above property, the algorithm
cannot create a spanning tree since the above cyclic graph is not deleted. However,
if a cyclic edge with a highest value is first deleted, the above case will not occur.
The reason is that we can prevent remaining circulations. Therefore, we can solve
the problem if cyclic edge, 12 is first deleted. In addition, we can reduce a
checking operation of cyclic edges by in advance checking edges of nodes that do
not participate in circulation such as v14 in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Cyclic edges which can be expanded and dependency of the patterns
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3.4 Egaston-CS Algorithm

Table 1 represents our algorithm Egaston-CS. Its procedure is as follows. Here, leg
means a set which consists of two nodes and an edge (ex. leg = (v1,e1,v2) is a
general leg if v2 is a new node, and leg = (v1,v2,e1) is a cyclic leg if both v1 and v2

are existent nodes). In the first function: extracting cyclic graph, inputting a graph,
G and a set of legs, L, the function checks whether each leg is cyclic (line 1–2). If
the condition is satisfied, this generates an extended graph, G’ using G and l. Then,
the function finds a spanning tree with a higher priority utilizing G’ (line 4), and
then mark true on l if the result of line 4 is true. Then it assigns the next l to current
l, go to line 1, and then conduct the operation again. If line 4 is false, the function
goes to line 7 and conducts join operations with l and each l’ (line 8–9). Thereafter,
this sorts L’ in priority ascending order to expand a leg with a lowest priority first
(line 10). For each sorted legs, L’, then one obtains valid cyclic graph patterns
calling this function recursively (line 11–12). Terminating all recursive calls, we
can gain a set of cyclic graphs, C as a result if C is not empty (line 13–15). The
second function: finding spanning tree is performed when the line 4 is executed in
the first function. Receiving a graph G, the function confirms that G is a spanning
tree, and then returns false if G has a priority higher than the previous graph of G
while it returns true (line 17–19). If G is not a spanning tree, this examines whether
nodes and edges in G are cyclic and mark true or false on each node or edge (line
20–22). Then for each node and corresponding edges, the function generates a
spanning tree extending each edge and calls this function recursively so as to know
that the next expanding operation makes a spanning tree with a higher priority
(line 23–26). Thereafter, the function returns true if there exists a corresponding
result, or returns false (line 27–29).

Fig. 2 Priority of cyclic edges for enumerating spanning tree
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4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Environment

In this experiment, to evaluate a degree of improvement, we compare our algo-
rithm with the previous algorithms in terms of the runtime. These algorithms ran
with core 2 9 64(3 GHz), 2 GB memory, and Opensolarise10, and were written in
C++ language. Graph data used in this experiment are PTE and DTP respectively,
and they are real datasets. PTE consists of 340 graph transactions while DTP

Table 1 Egaston-CS algorithm

Egaston-CS

Input: a graph, G, a set of legs, L Output: a set of cyclic graphs, C

Extracting cyclic graph(a graph, G, a set of leg, L)
1. for each leg, l in L do
2. if l is a cyclic leg do
3. G’ / generate cyclic graph using G and l
4. if finding spanning tree(G’) do
5. l.mark / true and l / next l
6. go to the line 1
7. else for each marked leg, l’ in L do
8. if l’ is a cyclic leg & l’.priority B l.proirity do
9. L’ / L’[join l with l’
10. sort L’ in priority ascending order
11. for each leg, l’’ in L’ do
12. C / C[extracting cyclic graph(G’,L’)
13. if C is empty do
14. return ø
15. else return C
Finding spanning tree(a graph G)
16. if G is a spanning tree do
17. if G has a higher priority do
18. return false
19. else return true
20. else for each node, v and edge, e in G do
21. if v is cyclic do v.mark / true
22. if e is cyclic do e.mark / true
23. for each marked node, v in G do
//starting from a reverse of marked order in G
24. for each marked edge, e in G do//same as above
25. G’ / generate spanning tree using G and e
26. result / finding spanning tree(G’)
27. if result is true do
28. return result
29. else return false
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consists of 422 graph transactions. DTP dataset has cyclic graphs relatively more
than those of PTE dataset. Accordingly, we can expect that our algorithm, Egas-
ton-CS generally has a better effect on runtimes in DTP dataset rather than PTE
dataset, and the algorithm really guarantees better performance as shown in
experimental results though it also presents a good effect in PTE dataset.

4.2 Performance Analysis

For accurate performance evaluation, we compare not only Egaston-CS proposed
in this paper with the original Gaston algorithm, but also parts of Egaston-CS,
Egaston-C and Egaston-S in addition. Figure 3 represents runtimes of algorithms
in PTE dataset. In the Fig. 3, Egaston-CS generally shows the best runtime ratio
compared with other algorithms. This result demonstrates that our techniques of
isomorphic decision have a good effect in the actual situation.

The next is with respect to performance evaluation in DTP dataset. Figure 4
illustrates that Egaston-CS outperforms the others except that minimum support is
4.30 and 5.00 %, which implies that our algorithm does not always enhance
performance in all cases. When minimum support is 4.30 or 5.00 %, the perfor-
mance of Egaston-C outperforms the others. However, Egaston-CS shows out-
standing performance in most cases and is especially effective compared with the
others when minimum support is lower such as 3.60 %. Egaston-CS also repre-
sents stable performance more than a part of our algorithm, Egaston-C or S.
Through the graphs, we can know that Egaston-CS is effective in DTP more than
in PTE. The reason is that DTP includes more cyclic graphs than that of PTE and
therefore the advantage is reflected in DTP better than PTE, though Egaston-CS
also guarantees outstanding performance in PTE.

Fig. 3 Runtime result in PTE data set
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an improved algorithm that can eliminate needless
duplications occurring in extraction process of cyclic graph patterns and that can
enhance efficiency of deciding graph isomorphism. Then, we objectively analyzed
performance of our proposed algorithm through the above performance evaluation.
Especially, our Egaston-CS applied important improvements in terms of graph
isomorphic decision and demonstrated effects using real data sets. In the future
research, in addition to improvement of cyclic graph operation, we will develop
novel approaches for join operations or edge expansions in free trees so as to
increase operating efficiency of free trees. Moreover, we can improve mining
performance by applying our techniques to the other approaches such as maximal
pattern mining and noisy pattern mining methods.
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Performance Evaluation of Approximate
Pattern Mining Based on Probabilistic
and Statistical Techniques

Unil Yun, Gwangbum Pyun and Sung-Jin Kim

Abstract Approximate frequent pattern mining is to find approximate patterns,
not exact frequent patterns with tolerable variations for more efficiency. As the
size of database increases, much faster mining techniques are needed to deal with
huge databases. Moreover, it is more difficult to discover exact results of mining
patterns due to inherent noise or data diversity. In these cases, by mining
approximate frequent patterns, more efficient mining can be performed in terms of
runtime, memory usage and scalability. In this paper, we benchmark efficient
algorithms of mining approximate frequent patterns based on statistical and
probabilistic methods. We study the characteristics of approximate mining algo-
rithms, and perform performance evaluations of the state of the art approximate
mining algorithms. Finally, we analyze the test results for more improvement.
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1 Introduction

One of data mining techniques, approximate frequent pattern mining [2, 4, 7, 8] is
a method for obtaining patterns near to really frequent ones from noisy databases.
As the amount of data which have to be serviced has been increased exponentially,
sizes of related databases are also rapidly increasing [6]. Approximate frequent
pattern mining has been utilized in the various fields such as networks [9], bio
analysis [10], and so on. FP-growth [1] is one of the previous frequent pattern
mining algorithms. Though the algorithm can mine frequent patterns efficiently
regarding general databases, it spends much more execution time and memory
mining databases with huge sizes and very complex patterns. Due to the problem,
most frequent pattern mining algorithms as well as FP-growth need enormous
computer resources, thereby facing difficult situations to service results analyzed
through mining process rapidly. The reason is that they use all of the data from
databases to derive exact mining results. When there are some noises in databases,
results after mining operations may be partially incorrect. However, there are no
problems if we utilize the results to decision-making and analysis which do not
require precise results. Therefore, we can use approximate frequent pattern mining
in this situation.

In case a size of data is enormously large and fast analysis is needed, we can
also apply approximate frequent pattern mining, thereby obtaining useful
approximate results more quickly. That is, approximate frequent pattern mining is
a technique suitable for situations that must analyze frequent patterns rapidly even
though the final result is not completely accurate. With the advantages, numerous
techniques related to this have been studied, and recent approximate pattern
mining algorithms are guaranteeing faster runtime and less memory usage
compared to previous ones as well as presenting very useful results which are
greatly close to really frequent patterns. In this paper, we compare and analyze
various approximate frequent pattern mining algorithms based on probabilistic and
statistical techniques, and evaluate mining performance with respect to the algo-
rithms. Thereafter, we finally conclude advantages and disadvantages for the
algorithms.

2 Mining Approximate Frequent Patterns Based
on Probabilistic and Statistical Techniques

2.1 Lossy Counting-Based Mining Technique

Approximate frequent pattern mining helps deduce and extract patterns which are
most similar to really frequent patterns from databases by using statistical tech-
niques. One of the mining methods, Lossy counting [3] decides an appropriate
threshold through statistical techniques with a part of any database, where the
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algorithm divides a database into buckets with each bucket size, x. Then, the size
of x can be denoted as the following equation.

x ¼ 1
e

� �

where e means a range of errors. Since the algorithm deduces correct answers
through statistical methods, its mining result and performance are changed
depending on the error range. Therefore, the higher e becomes, the farther from
correct answers the result is. On the other hand, the lower e is, the closer to them the
result becomes. Assuming that b is the number of buckets, we can know b by
calculating the total number of transactions in a database and bucket’s size. Let D be
a list storing certain patterns discovered from the bucket. Then, D’s structure is
denoted as D ¼ ðset; f ;DÞ, where set represents pattern information, f is a
frequency (or support) computed as statistical methods, and D means an error
estimated by f . Mining process of the algorithm is as follows. First, the algorithm
divides a database by bucket’s size, and then finds patterns in the first divided
bucket. Thereafter, the algorithm decides a threshold using x. Let bcurrent be a
threshold gained by the statistical method, and then bcurrrent ¼ N=xd e, where N
means the current bucket number. Thus, the threshold value is increased whenever
new buckets are mined. After setting the threshold, the algorithm computes pat-
tern’s support in the bucket. D is calculated as shown in the following formula.

D ¼ 1
e

logðe� NÞ

Before inserting the calculated f and D, pruning operations are performed in
advance. If f þ D\bcurrent, the corresponding pattern is eliminated since the
pattern is more likely to become an infrequent pattern according to statistical
methods. The above steps are iterated regarding the remaining buckets, and then
we can obtain a set of approximate frequent patterns. Figure 1 shows an overall
mining procedure for Lossy counting algorithm.

2.2 Chernoff-Based Mining Technique

The next algorithm is based on chernoff [5], where the Chernoff is a formula that
calculates errors between actual occurrences and results calculated by Poisson’s
distribution with respect to phenomena following Poisson’s distribution. Chernoff
computes probability based on Bernoulli trial. Assuming that trials generated by
any phenomenon, X are denoted as o1, o2, o3, …, on, then Bernoulli trial assigns
on = 1 if on is equal to X or on = 0 if X does not occur. Let X̂ be the sum of X’s
occurrence, and then the actual occurrence probability of X, x is defined as X̂=n,
and therefore chernoff’s formula is denoted as follows.
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prf x̂� xj j � xrg� 2e
�nxr2

2

As we solve the formula regarding the error, xr, the following modified formula
is generated.

xr ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2xln k
2

� �

n

s

Using the result of the formula, we can calculate probability that any specific
pattern occurs. Then, Chernoff computes the total probability for each pattern
through Poisson’s distribution as mining a part of the transactions, not all of them.

After that, Chernoff computes an error with respect to the calculated probability
and then a support near to real pattern’s support depending on the computed error.
Through the support, we can early know whether any pattern is frequent or not and
prune infrequent patterns. Using the above Chernoff formula, we can induce the
following formula for calculating patterns’ supports.

Tl ¼
2 Cpt

l þ 4ln k
2

� �� �

pk

By the formula, we remove approximate infrequent patterns among the results
computed from one batch (a part of total transactions). Iterating the same work for
all batches, we can obtain the final result containing all of the possible approximate
frequent patterns. Figure 2 is an algorithm for mining approximate patterns based
on Chernoff.

Algorithm : Lossy Mining 

Procedure Lossy 
Begin 
1.   0, ,
2.  for each every R transactions (a bucket) 
3.     
4.     for all l such that 
5.        find all itemsets of frequency count greater than or equal to  in the current 

bucket and store them in P
6.        
7.        update the support of each entry stored in 
8.  remove all unpromising entries just updated in 
9.        

Fig. 1 Algorithm for lossy count mining
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3 Performance Analysis for Approximate Frequent
Pattern Mining

In this section, we compare and analyze performances for each algorithm, where
the target algorithms are approximate frequent pattern mining approaches using
probabilistic and statistical techniques, chernoff [5] and Lossy counting [3], and a
general frequent pattern mining approach, FP-growth [1]. Regarding the algo-
rithms, we evaluate runtime.

Table 1 shows real datasets for evaluating runtime and memory usage for each
algorithm. Connect dataset includes connection information gathered from online
networks, and Retail dataset consists of product sales data in Belgian retail store.
Pumsb is a set of data for a census, and Kosarak dataset contains click stream data
collected from hungarian on-line news portal.

These four datasets can be downloaded at http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data. Chain_store
dataset consists of product sales information derived from a major chain in
California. This is available at http://cucis.ece.northwestern.edu/projects/DMS/
MineBench.html.

Algorithm : Chernoff Mining 

Procedure Chernoff 
Begin 
1.   0, ,
2.  for each every R transactions 
3.     
4.     for all l such that 
5.        find potential frequent itemset in terms of R in the current batch and store 
them in 
6.        
7.        update the support of each entry stored in 
8.  if the current batch is the first batch 
9.           calculate  in terms of n from  futher if
10.       

Fig. 2 Algorithm for chernoff mining

Table 1 Real dataset Dataset #Items Avg. Length #Transactions

Connect 129 43 67557
Retail 16469 10.3 88162
Pumsb 2113 74 49046
Kosarak 41270 8.1 990002
Chain_store 46086 7.2 1112949
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3.1 Runtime Test

In these tests, we use real datasets in Table 1, and the results for each algorithm are
times after all of the mining processes are completely terminated.

Figure 3 presents the runtime results for Connect dataset with a range of the
minimum support from 80 to 60 %, where this dataset is composed of transactions
having similar information. In this result, it is observed that Chernoff and Lossy
are faster than FP-growth. Especially, Chernoff shows the best runtime since the
algorithm conducts mining operations more quickly through pattern probability
techniques, while Lossy spends longer runtime since procedures related to bucket
need relatively long times though it is faster than FP-growth. Moreover, the lower
the minimum support is, the larger the gap between Chernoff and Lossy is.

Figure 4 is regarding Retail dataset with the minimum support range from
0.025 to 0.005 %, where Retail has numerous transactions and items compared
with the other datasets. In the figure, we can observe that the approximate frequent
pattern mining algorithms, Chernoff and Lossy have outstanding performances
compared to the general frequent pattern mining algorithm, FP-growth. Especially,
FP-growth’s runtime sharply increases as the minimum support becomes low,
while the others shows stable runtime results, and Chernoff guarantees the best
performance in common with Fig. 3.

In Fig. 5 with the minimum support between 0.05 and 0.01 %, Chernoff also
presents the fastest runtime due to its pattern probability techniques. Chain_store
used in this test has a large size and lots of items. FP-growth represents the worst
speed since it mines all of the patterns. Next, we experiment runtimes for Pumsb
dataset as decreasing the minimum support from 60 to 40 %, and the results are
shown in Fig. 6.

In here, all algorithms show similar increasing rate until the minimum support
is 45 %, but thereafter FP-growth represents a drastic change while the other
algorithms has constant changes, and Chernoff provides the fastest speed in every
case.

Figure 7 presenting the result of Kosark also shows the runtime result similar to
Fig. 6 though its graphs have higher slopes compared with those of Fig. 6. In
summary, FP-growth requires the longest runtime in all of the cases since the

Fig. 3 Runtime test
(Connect)
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Fig. 4 Runtime test (Retail)

Fig. 5 Runtime test
(Chain_store)

Fig. 6 Runtime test (Pumsb)

Fig. 7 Runtime test
(Kosarak)
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algorithm considers all of the frequent patterns. In contrast, Lossy and Chernoff
shows outstanding runtime performances, and especially Chernoff has the fastest
results in every case. In addition, as a dataset has more transactions and items, the
advantage of approximate frequent pattern mining is maximized and Chernoff with
probability techniques presents more strong performance.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed approximate frequent pattern mining approaches based
on probabilistic and statistical techniques and conducted performance evaluation
regarding the approximate frequent pattern mining algorithms as comparing the
general frequent pattern mining algorithm. For thorough analysis, we performed a
variety of experiments, runtime, memory usage, and scalability. In the experi-
ments, approximate pattern mining algorithms showed more outstanding runtime
and memory performances compared to the general mining algorithm. In the
scalability test, they presented stable runtime and memory increases as the number
of transactions and items increased.

That is, approximate pattern mining algorithms guaranteed excellent scalability
in terms of both runtime and memory usage. Since real-time systems require rapid
mining speed, approximate frequent pattern mining is more suitable than general
pattern mining. Furthermore, since sensor networks have to process large amounts
of data with small resources, this approximate pattern mining based on probabi-
listic and statistical techniques is also more appropriate. If the method is appro-
priately applied in a variety of areas, we expect that this plays an important role in
networks, high volume processing, and so on.
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Interactive Self-Diagnostic System Using
Anatomical 3D Human Body

Sung-Ho Kim and Kyung-Yong Chung

Abstract Recently, due to the rapid increase in the elderly population, the interest
in u-healthcare for personal and social needs is increasing. In addition, extensive
medical information through various media services is one of the causes for the
interest. However, the general public often doesn’t have the time to visit a medical
authority for u-healthcare in many cases. The absence of a system that can be
easily and quickly accessible anytime or anywhere to monitor health is a sad
reality, especially in light of the rapid development of IT convergence technology.
In this study, we proposed an interactive self-diagnostic system that monitors the
human body for u-healthcare. First of all, this study separates the human body of
an adult male and female into skin, muscles, and skeleton. And these three cate-
gories are then modeled using 3DS MAX. The 3D human body structures are able
to be viewed with a 3D viewer of the system. One of the key features of this
system is using the picking technique. If you select certain part of the human body
in the 3D viewer, the system provides a variety of detailed medical information
about the diseases associated with the selected part. The 3D viewer has the
advantage of being able to view the structure of the human body realistically and
intuitively. Medical information about diseases is comprised of simple and clearly
organized data about the causes, symptoms, treatment, prevention, recommended
food, and related medical institutions (such as hospitals) that can deal with the
disease. If you use our system anytime or anywhere for u-healthcare, it can prevent
diseases in advance and provide answers to many questions about disease-related
symptoms.
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Keywords Self-diagnostic system � Healthcare � 3D anatomy model � Medical
information

1 Introduction

Generally, u-healthcare is the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease,
illness, injury, and other physical and mental impairment in humans [1].
U-healthcare is delivered by practitioners in medicine, chiropractic, dentistry,
nursing, pharmacy, allied health, and other care providers. It refers to the work
done in providing primary care, secondary care, and tertiary care, as well as public
health. Humans are investing a lot of economic power and time in exercise or
eating for u-healthcare. In recent years, public interest in u-healthcare is growing
more and more with the release of IT convergence products related to u-healthcare.
However, although we have many healthcare-related IT convergence products, as
well as easy access to medical information, there still exist many problems such as
wrong or insufficient medical information. In addition, there are disadvantages to
u-healthcare, such as it being time-consuming to retrieve medical knowledge and
information. In particular, humans have an inseparable relationship with disease in
almost all parts of the human body. So a realistic and practical system that can
provide medical knowledge and information related to the diseases that correspond
to each part of the body will be very useful. Therefore, this paper proposes an
interactive self-diagnostic system that can be provided with medical information
related to disease by directly selecting a specific part after actually viewing a 3D
anatomic model of the human body [2].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related works
associated with the self-diagnostic system. Section 3 describes the interactive self-
diagnostic system using the anatomical 3D human body. The conclusions are
given in Sect. 4.

2 Related Works

In recent years, interests in health have been increased according to changes in
lifestyle and environment. Also, interest in u-healthcare, which monitors one’s
health and provides specialized healthcare services whenever and wherever it is
needed, has increased. The conventional u-healthcare systems show a lack of
extensibility and device dependency, and still have some trouble in supporting
customized information based on personal context information [3]. U-healthcare
services provide medical and healthcare services continuously and generally for
the healthy life of customers through active participation and cooperation in all
members employed in industries based on IT convergence, through merging it to
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other advanced technologies. In addition, personalization is a service that provides
static and dynamic information from customers who have similar personalities in
order to satisfy their requirements.

Therefore, u-healthcare service can be defined as a service that provides u-
healthcare adapted to users by learning the situation, behavior, tendencies, pref-
erences, and bio-information in a ubiquitous service environment. The previous
research of [3, 4] is described in more detail.

In general, a 3D anatomic model of the human body has been mainly used for
research and training in the medical field until now. Turbo Squid is a represen-
tative company for the production of a 3D anatomic model. They are trying
detailed modeling of the skin, muscle, and skeleton of the human body. The
previous research of [5, 6] is designed for educational 3D anatomical models. It is
shown to students studying medicine. As a result, they are able to get very positive
results. In particular, they provided 3D anatomical models to students in the form
of Interactive 3D, and the reaction of the students was very good. However, the
previous research of [5, 6, 7–9] and all studies associated with 3D anatomical
models are intended for educational purposes. There were no research results to
provide medical information to the general public via u-healthcare. Therefore, this
paper provides an interactive self-diagnostic system by showing a realistic and
practical 3D anatomical model to the general public who had a lot of an interest in
u-healthcare.

3 Interactive Self-Diagnostic System Using Anatomical
3D Human Body

3.1 System Overview

U-healthcare means a system that can monitor bio-information in real-time using
certain devices and mobile equipments in a home network and provide medical
examination and treatment whenever and wherever it is needed through linking it
to hospitals and doctors [3, 4]. The characteristics of the u-healthcare can be
summarized as fast medical services, disease prevention, central processing of bio-
data management, distribution of diagnosis, and management of aged, handi-
capped, and isolated persons. Fast medical services actively deal with bad con-
ditions in patients by monitoring the state of patients [10].

In this paper, we propose a system that can view a 3D anatomic model of the
human body using a 3D viewer. And when you select a specific part of the 3D
model, you can see simple and clear medical information related to diseases that
may involve the selected part. Therefore, database construction associated with the
3D anatomical model of the human body, medical knowledge and information is
essential. In this paper, 3D anatomical model data of the human body used to
construct the database was limited to adult men and women. And medical
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information was limited to a few items related to common diseases that may be
frequently experienced at home. Figure 1 shows a schematic for the interactive
self-diagnostic system. In the figure, the system can be called after the database is
constructed from the 3D anatomical model data and medical knowledge and
information. This system has been constructed from a 3D viewer that can view a
3D anatomical model. Also, this system has been constructed from medical
knowledge and information about the diseases that correspond to the selected part
of the 3D view by a user.

3.2 User Interface

In this paper, we propose a user interface for the interactive self-diagnostic system
to view the 3D anatomical model as shown in Fig. 2.

This user interface consists of the 3D anatomical model viewer, controller for a
3D anatomical model viewer, controller for kind of model, gender of the 3D
anatomical model, human anatomy part, kind of disease, description of disease,
and buttons for reset, about, and OK. The 3D anatomical model viewer is driven in
conjunction with the controller. The controller can perform translation, rotation,
zoom, and select. In order to select the specific part of the 3D anatomical model, a
picking technique is used. A controller for kind of model can select the skin,
muscle, viscera, or skeleton. The Human anatomy part lists the name of each part
of the body. The user may directly select the desired name from the human
anatomy part. If you select a specific part of the 3D anatomical model viewer, the
human anatomy part is automatically selected by name with the same location.
The kind of disease is a list of the various types of diseases that a user can select.

Fig. 1 Diagram for interactive self-diagnostic system
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The description of disease succinctly describes medical knowledge and informa-
tion associated with the item selected from the kind of diseases.

3.3 3D Human Anatomy Modeling

3D anatomical model data used in this system was based on the [2]. And it was
transformed into the OBJ file format created with 3DS MAX. And OBJ files

Fig. 2 User interface for interactive self-diagnostic system

Fig. 3 3D male and female anatomy modeling (male body, male muscle, male skeleton, female
body, female muscle, female skeleton)
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perform a separate call to the MTL file [2]. OBJ files with MTL files were
respectively modeled to have anatomy of three types such as skin, muscle and
skeleton, as shown in Fig. 3. To do this, first, each part of human body was
modeled to exist as a separate file. Then, it should look like a model by calling all
of the files. A picking technique must be used in order to allow the user to choose
specific part of human body. Also, a possible reason to look like model of the one
is because each object has unique 3D coordinates in 3D space. This process should
be performed according to the three types of skin, muscles, or skeleton.

3.4 Database Construction

The 3D anatomical model has been modeled separately from each other to be able to
provide medical information about the diseases associated with the selected part by
picking technique when you select certain part of the human body in the 3D viewer.
Therefore, database construction uses each object of the 3D anatomical model [10].
Figure 4 is configuration of a table to design a database by applying the ID and name
after the model is separated from each other for all parts of the human body.

Fig. 4 Design of database table
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3.5 Result of Implementation

In this paper, a 3D anatomical model has been modeled in detail, which can be
seen using a 3D anatomical model viewer. Also, when you select a specific part of
the 3D anatomical model in the 3D anatomical model viewer of the interactive
self-diagnostic system, you can see simple and clear medical information related to
diseases that may occur with respect to the selected part. Figure 5 shows a male
muscle model in the 3D anatomical model viewer. Also, it shows the description
for the selected disease (hand, foot, and mouth diseases) and kinds of diseases that
are applicable in the case of the tongue.

If you select a specific part of the 3D anatomical model, a list of the types of
disease that occur in the selected part is shown. And when you select one of the
diseases, this system provides simple and clearly-detailed medical information.
The kind of disease is different depending on whether it is in the skin, muscle, or
skeleton. Symptoms of disease are also different. Therefore, the proposed system
can select the desired type of user of the 3D anatomical model such as skin,
muscle, or skeleton, as well as gender. The 3D anatomical model viewer is also
very intuitive to take full advantage of 3D. However, the proposed system has a
disadvantage in that the 3D anatomical model is limited to adult men and woman.
Therefore, 3D renderings of elderly men, elderly women, adult men, adult women,

Fig. 5 Interactive self-diagnostic system
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boys, girls, infant boys, infant girls, baby boys, and baby girls must be included.
The proposed system has been implemented using MFC based on Microsoft Visual
Studio 2010(C++). In addition, the OpenGL API was used in order to implement
the 3D viewer.

4 Conclusions

This paper is intended to develop an interactive self-diagnostic system to provide
medical knowledge and information related to a disease corresponding to a specific
part selected by the user using the 3D anatomical model. The 3D anatomical model
has been modeled close to the actual human body by separating the skin, muscle,
and skeleton. The 3D anatomical model viewer is both realistic and practical. In
addition, the proposed system provides the necessary medical knowledge and
information related to diseases of specific part of the 3D anatomical model
selected by the user. For that reason, our proposed system is considered a very
good system realistically to the general public for u-healthcare.

In the future, the interactive self-diagnostic system will provide a fine-grained 3D
anatomical model depending on all ages and genders. So, the proposed system will
be able to be used more efficiently. In addition, we will develop a system that can be
used in a mobile environment as well as a PC environment. So we will perform an
upgrade of the system so that it can be provided with medical knowledge and
information anytime or anywhere for u-healthcare in a ubiquitous environment.
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Rule-Based Naive Bayesian Filtering
for Personalized Recommend Service

Jong-Hun Kim and Kyung-Yong Chung

Abstract The recommendation of u-Health personalized service in a semantic
environment should be done only after evaluating individual physical health
conditions and illnesses. The existing recommendation method of u-Health per-
sonalized service in a semantic environment had low user satisfaction because its
recommendation was dependent on ontology for analyzing significance. Thus, this
article suggests a personalized service recommendation method based on Naive
Bayesian Classifier for u-Health service in a semantic environment. In accordance
with the suggested method, the condition data are inferred by using ontology, and
the transaction is saved. By applying a Naive Bayesian Classifier that uses pref-
erence information, the service is provided based on user preference information
and transactions formed from ontology. The service based on the Naive Bayesian
Classifier shows a higher accuracy and recall ratio of the contents recommendation
than the existing method.

Keywords Naive bayesian filtering � Personalized service � Semantic service �
Healthcare
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1 Introduction

With the growing importance of the u-Health service, the kind of service that has
been provided in the current web environment is now being developed as a multi-
platform environment [1] with various devices applied, such as the smart phone
and the smart TV. To provide the u-Health service, a service to consider a user’s
situation via private data needs to be offered. Today, in order to infer the context
data, ontology is used, which has been proved to be highly efficient for the pro-
viding of the service [2]. The u-Health service in the semantic environment that
has been offered for a personalized service is something to be inferred from the
context data such as a person’s disease, location, and weather, and this service is
capable of being customized [3]. For the personalization recommendation of the u-
Health service, the intellectual personalization recommendation service is con-
ducted based on a user’s vital information and a log of recommended information
[4]. The current u-Health service in the semantic environment has used a rule-
based filtering method and ontology and has conducted a semantic analysis of
input data with a rule base applied to make inferences. This has made the current
u-Health service capable of providing the intellectual service, but there have been
limitations in its ability to satisfy user preferences. To date, not a single person-
alization service has succeeded [5]. Considering this, this thesis has proposed
using the rule-based Naive Bayesian [6] filtering method so that the personalized
recommendation service of the semantic environment would be realized. The
proposed method would use ontology to infer the context data. For the service
contents filtering, the Naive Bayesian method is adapted and, as the transaction is
created by the ontology [7] and the user’s preference information is filtered, a
service is provided.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related.
Section 3 describes the rule-based Naive Bayesian filtering. Section 4 describes
the experiment and result. The conclusions are given in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

For the filtering methods for the personalization recommendation method are rep-
resented by the collaborative filtering method and the rule-based filtering method.
Collaborative filtering [8] makes use of a secure database of users’ service prefer-
ences, and new preference information will be similar to a new user’s taste. For the
rule-based filtering [9], a collaborative expert defines a user’s preferences and makes
a recommendation in association with the user’s defined preferences and the features
of a service. Much research on the personalization recommendation with the filtering
methods mentioned above is being conducted. One study on the semantic web
technique, which is a rule-based filtering method, would reduce research time,
gradually improving the satisfaction level through feedback [10]. However, since it
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depends on rule-based filtering, an evaluation of the recommendation service is
required in advance. Hence, as long as the rule-based filtering does not concern the
preference information, a collaborative way to use preference information is
necessary to enhance the user’s satisfaction level. For this reason, the Naive
Bayesian-based filtering method is considered more convenient with less overhead
compared with the high complexity filtering, for the former would reduce active
analysis time [6].

3 Rule-Based Naive Bayesian Filtering

To provide the individualized service in the semantic environment, it is first
necessary to convert the sensing data measured from the individual data and a
sensor to Ontology Web Language (OWL) [11], which is possible to infer by the
ontology, so that the sensing data are constructed to be context data. Second, as the
ontology and the rule base are used based on the context data, the service contents
are inferred. The created inference service contents information would be stored in
the learning transaction. With the learning transaction, the current log data,
applied, the Naive Bayesian inference is made not only to filter the entered context
information and the service inference information but also to provide the cus-
tomized recommendation service. When the user is recommended for some cus-
tomized service contents and chooses one, the selected information is entered in
the learning transaction. Figure 1 shows a rule-base Naive Bayesian filtering-based
recommendation method for the personalization service recommendation.

To recommend the service contents by the Naive Bayesian filtering with the
ontology-oriented learning and using the user’s preference information, the learned
records are required and, with this, the conditional probability inference would be
possible. The learning transaction is private record information to be filtered using
the Naive Bayesian method. The structure of the learning transaction record and its

Fig. 1 Rule-based Naive
Bayesian filtering method
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relation are described in Fig. 2. C1 * Ci comprise the context information entry
section, I1 * Ij make up the contents information that has been inferred from the
context information, and S1 * Sk are the preference information that the user has
chosen. In other words, Ij and Sk indicate the same contents. In addition, each
datum of information is composed of 0 (false) and 1 (true). The information gained
from the context data is entered in the record as C1 * Ci and, when it is 0, it
means that the context data have not yet been entered while, when it is 1, it should
be confirmed that the context data have been entered. The information on the
service contents inferred from the ontology based on the context information is
entered in I1 * Ij and, when it is 0, the contents have not yet been inferred while,
when it is 1, it indicates that the result has come out with a service inferred.

4 Experiment and Result

In this thesis, the precision and the recall of the proposed filtering method is
evaluated. The comparative objects for the filtering performance evaluation are the
Context Rule-based Filtering Method (CRFM) and the Rule-based Naive Bayesian
Filtering Method (RNBM). The equation of the precision and the recall for the
experimentation is presented as Eq. 1.

Fig. 2 Structure of learning transaction record
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Precision ¼ Selected Contents \ Recommended Contentsj j
Recommended Contentsj j

Recall ¼ Selected Contents \ Recommended Contentsj j
Selected Contentsj j

ð1Þ

For this scenario, the precision and the recall of the recommendation infor-
mation are compared according to the number of records learned in the learning
transaction. For the first measurement method, the precision is measured with a
contents rate that is connected to the recommended contents. When the contents
that have been associated with the input data and the preference are recommended,
a high figure is presented. Here, the contents are provided as they are divided into
what the user has actually selected and what have been recommended. The
experimentation results are described in Fig. 3.

According to the precision analysis results, for the average precision of each
test group, RNBN is 0.634 and CRFM is 0.548. Considering this, it is determined
that RNBM has better precision. For RNBM, since the preference value and the
inference value are simultaneously measured, the precision has appeared high. For
CRFM, only the input data have been used. However, when the number of
experimentation records exceeds 800, the precision of RNBM is found to be
reduced. The reason for this is that the user has possibly selected other contents
that would not go with the context data as not having selected the inferred service
contents. For the second measurement method, since the recall is a figure that has
been divided by the number of all the contents related to the recommended con-
tents, the recall presents a high value as long as the contents that have been
selected by the user are recommend. Here, the contents are figured as they are
divided into what the user has collected and what has been actually recommended.
The experimentation results are described in Fig. 4.

The recall test results said that, for the average recall of each test group, RNBM
is 0.457 while CRFM is 0.311. In other words, RNBM is believed to have a higher

Fig. 3 Result of precision experiment
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recall. Since RNBM has reflected the user’s preference, it has to have a higher
recall than CFRM, which has not reflected the user’s preference.

5 Conclusion

In this thesis, a rule-based Naive Bayesian filtering-based personalization service
recommendation method in the semantic environment has been proposed. The
current semantic environment has not adapted to the user’s preference information
and it is still the rule-based filtering. This has made the user’s satisfaction drop.
For this reason, through the Naive Bayesian method, this thesis has realized that
the context information, the rule-based inference information, and the contents
selection information with the filtering concerns the rule-based filtering precision
and the user’s preference information. According to the experimentation results,
the filtering method proposed by this thesis is considered to have better precision
and better recall than the current rule-based filtering. The proposed filtering
method is expected to increase the contents recommendation satisfaction of the
users of the u-Health service.

Acknowledgments This work was supported by the R&D Program of MKE/KEIT. Sincere
thanks go to Mr. Jaekwon Kim who provided the idea for this thesis.

Fig. 4 Result of recall experiment
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Design of an Actigraphy Based
Architecture for Mental Health
Evaluation

Mi-hwa Song, Jae-Sung Noh, Seung-Min Yoo and Young-Ho Lee

Abstract This paper introduces a decision support system architecture for con-
tinuous activity recognition and actigraphy, which are important for mental health
evaluation; the architecture is based on triaxial accelerometer data. Recent
developments in acceleration sensor device technologies have made it possible to
precisely measure the acceleration of motor activity with a triaxial accelerometer
for a lengthy period of time. We propose an AMD (Actigraphy based Mental
health Decision support system) architecture for objectively measuring daily
activity, recognizing continuous activities, and analyzing the behavior pattern of
people with mental disorders, as well as the correlation between change in mood
symptoms and mental disorders.

Keywords Actigraphy � Tri-axial accelerometer � Activities of daily living �
Activity recognition
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1 Introduction

The activity disorder among the mental disorder had been receiving the concern
for a long time. According to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 4th Edition (DSM-IV), published by the American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, several items of DSM-IV include the change of the activity in the diag-
nostic criteria of the disease [1]. Moreover, the depression patient shows the delay
to the whole activity, body movement, language ignition and reaction time [2].
Even though the activity aspect was important, the study of the pattern of the
movement of mental disorders relatively had been being behind.

Actigraphy means the value which is consecutively recorded by the body added
type device for measuring the movement. And the measurement of the movement
is usually made of the acceleration. Generally the sensor-device adheres to the
waist. According to the device, it is characterized that information during several
day or several months can be stored [3]. Recently, it is possible that objectively the
long time the motoric activity is measured by the development of information
technology. Thus, in this research, we propose AMD architecture that objectively
measures daily activity, recognizes continuous activities and analyzes correlation
between change of the mood symptom and the mental disorder and the difference
of the behavior pattern for the people with mental disorder.

2 Related Work

Currently, it is not possible to check changes in the physical activity level of an
inpatient. It is also difficult to determine the correlation between any changes in the
activity level with the existing scale and the motoric component [4][5]. A previous
study indicated that a considerable amount of movement in patients reflected a
feeling of restlessness and agitation [6]. Another report has shown the possibility
of objectively evaluating an increase in meaningless movements, which is
observed at the beginning of anxiety, by actigraphy [7]. The number of studies on
the potential use of exercise training for treating patients with melancholic and
anxiety disorder is relatively small

Meanwhile, medical experts often have no way idea how their patients with
depressive mood spend the time at home. Burns et al. [8] are developing a
smartphone application that can not only monitor the frequency of phone calls,
SMS, and emails but also use the phone’s GPS and accelerometer to check if
people have been lying down at home all day long. After determining their daily
activity patterns, the application should be able to detect any changes in their
behavior.
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3 System Design

The goal of this study is to develop a model for objectively measuring the mental
state of a patient. The information provided by such a model can be used to
determine the course of treatment for mental disorders and to identify measures for
their prevention. Figure 1 shows a flowchart that indicates how information from
models can be used. We propose that the best way of solving the challenging
problems discussed in Sect. 2 is through the development of a general architecture
which is flexible enough that it enables us to prototype systems which are
reconfigurable, and thus can address the problems in different ways.

3.1 Preprocessing

TThe AMD involves the following subordinate tasks for the management of input
data collection and analysis. On the basis of functional and computational
requirements, these tasks can be classified as follows:

(1) The acceleration measurement range is -8 to 8 G and the sampling frequency
range is 32 to 1/30 Hz. By using the very large built-in memory, data for

Fig. 1 Overview of the research. Red lines denote our research scope
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periods up to 6 months can be stored. Data can be transmitted to a computer
through the USB cable connection.

(2) Basic processing of the input data is performed. For example, fast Fourier
transform of data can be performed.

(3) The work training activity data and maintaining the prior state. It means to do
the inference mechanism like RBFN and the average of collected data stream
the maintain from the transition model like HMM (Hidden markov model).

3.2 Inference Tasks

For our architecture implementation, the experimental hypothesis is based on the
view that the task of labeling a series of class tags on a data object that represents
the duration of an actigraphic event should be supported by a statistical model
capable of robustly capturing the probabilistic context influencing the generation
of a set of features at a given discrete time. In view of the sequential nature of
event generation, building an inference model that encodes the state transition
event structure was a very natural design step. That is, we needed a classifier, also
known as class likelihood, linearly combined with a prior that is the probabilistic
generalization of a state transition event in actigraphy. The idea of using a linear
combination of likelihood and prior for building a pattern recognition system is not
new. It has been well defined, especially in the field of statistical speech recog-
nition and statistical machine translation, in which there is a wide range of signal
processing techniques. Jelinek [9] presents an introduction to the parameters of
Gaussian mixture and hidden Markov models. Our approach, however, does not
build upon the Gaussian mixture learning scheme, but borrows from a variety of

Fig. 2 Actigraphy based Inference architecture, ap: a node reprepresenting a likelihood of
activity. AP denote activity or posture of daily living
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methods, including transition event modeling. Figure 2 shows an actigraphy based
inference architecture.

Since we hypothesized that embedding the memory of previous contexts into
the inference process would improve the recognition capability of the system, the
probabilistic generalization of the transition event in the human AP sequence was
linearly combined with the classifier learned using a radial basis function network
(RBFN) [10], where the memory structure was modeled on the basis of Markov
chain learning. The rationale behind the probabilistic graphical model as an
additional inference component is that human actigraphy reveals both a sequential
and a recursive nature so that a class of an Activity object—a feature vector of a
framed signal—at a given discrete time should become more recognizable by
observing the class of the previous AP object. Using the prior model of such a
stochastic tendency in both sequential and recursive event generation plays the
role of a constraint, during classification at run time, on the range of the probable
class subset that contributed to the generation of given actigraphic data.

4 Conclusions

AMD is an actigraphy-based architecture that can help in the diagnosis of mental
disorders and in determining the course of treatment. The domain of activity event
classification has recently attracted much interest from research groups. It seems to
pose various challenges that require combined research efforts from many inter-
disciplinary fields including signal processing, machine learning, machine vision,
and sensor networks. In addition, recently, devices that can measure physical
activity by using in-built acceleration sensors have been developed. The infor-
mation obtained from the accelerometer sensor should be pragmatically applied to
analyze the physical activity pattern of inpatients and outpatients with mental
disorders. The development of algorithms and decision support systems to process
the information is also important.
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Strategic Technology Development Program funded by the Ministry of Knowledge Economy.
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Efficient Detection of Content Polluters
in Social Networks

Jin Seop Han and Byung Joon Park

Abstract A large number of Internet users are currently using social networking
services (SNS) such as Twitter and Facebook. However, the SNS users are exposed
to threats of malicious messages and spams from unwanted sources. It would be
useful to have an effective method for detecting spammers or content polluters on
social networks. In this paper, we present an efficient method for detecting content
polluters on Twitter. Our approach needs only a few feature values for each Twitter
user and hence requires a lot less time in the overall mining process. We demon-
strate that our approach performs better than the previous approach in terms of the
classification accuracy and the mining time.

Keywords Social Network � Content polluters � Detection scheme

1 Introduction

Social networking services (SNS) allow people to communicate and share infor-
mation with their acquaintances as well as those they do not know in person. There
are currently many social networking services such as Twitter and Facebook.
Users can create their accounts easily with a social networking site through a
simple input of email addresses and once they get in the network, they can
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communicate with practically anyone on the network. However, because of this
openness and accessibility of social networking services, the SNS users are
exposed to threats of malicious messages and spams from unwanted sources. Thus,
it would be useful to have an effective method for detecting spammers or content
polluters on social networks. Recently, there has been some research work on
detecting spammers or content polluters [1–6]. Most of them use some charac-
teristics of spam messages and spammers to build classification models for the
detection purpose. In this paper, we present an efficient method for detecting
content polluters on Twitter. We also use, like other approaches, some behavioral
patterns and characteristics of Twitter users to identify content polluters, but in a
much more efficient way.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes some related
work on detecting spammers or content polluters in social network services.
Section 3 presents our approach that could efficiently detect content polluters on
Twitter. In Sect. 4, we demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
approach by showing our experimental results with the real Twitter data set.
Finally, we draw our conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work and Background

Lee et al. [6] discusses a content polluter detection method based on a wide variety
of characteristics of each Twitter user, whether a legitimate one or a polluter. Their
approach is directly related to ours since both methods aim to solve the same
problem, i.e. to build a classifier model for content polluters in Twitter based on a
set of characteristics of Twitter users. We will show that our approach will gen-
erate a classifier model that is at least as accurate as theirs, but in a much more
efficient way in terms of data preparation and model building time. Since our
approach and experiments use the same data set used by Lee et al. [6, 7], we
describe their work in more detail in the next subsection. Hereafter, we will call
their approach ‘Social-Honeypot’ for future reference in this paper.

To collect the characteristics data about content polluters in Twitter, the authors
deployed special entities, i.e. honeypots, that tempt unwelcome automated Twitter
accounts. Since these honeypots communicate only with other honeypot agents,
not regular Twitter users, the authors assumed any users trying to follow these
honeypot accounts to be content polluters. After various data such as their tweet
contents, user demographics, and friendship structures had been collected from
those content polluters, the authors began analyzing the data and finally identified
19 features to build a classification model for the content polluters and the legit-
imate users. Compared to other previous approaches, they used a much wider
spectrum of characteristics of each user including the behavioral patterns and the
change of the number of following over time. For each Twitter user, they obtained
the following feature values to prepare the data set for the classification model [6].
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• User Demographics (UD): the length of the screen name, the length of
description, and the longevity of the account

• User Friendship Networks (UFN): the number of following, the number of
followers, the ratio of the number of following and followers, the percentage of
bidirectional friends, the percentage of bidirectional followers, the standard
deviation of unique numerical IDs of following, and the standard deviation of
unique numerical IDs of followers

• User Content (UC): the number of posted tweets, the number of posted tweets
per day, the average number of links in a tweet, the average number of unique
links in a tweet, the average number of @username’s in a tweet, the average
number of unique @username’s in a tweet, the average content similarity over
all pairs of tweets posted by a user, and the ratio of uncompressed size of tweets
and their compressed size

• User History (UH): the change rate of number of following

3 The Proposed Approach for Detecting Content Polluters

Using 20 feature values (19 attributes described in subsection 2.2 and one clas-
sification attribute) for each Twitter user, the Social-Honeypot approach
successfully classified (with 98.42 % accuracy rate) content polluters from legit-
imate users. They reported that all those 20 features were required to achieve the
best accuracy rate and that using other subsets of features resulted in less accurate
classification models [6]. To achieve such a high accuracy rate, however, it has to
spend a lot of time in extracting and computing those 19 feature values from the
collected Twitter data. In addition, the time needed to build a classification model
also gets larger as the number of features for each training instance grows. Thus, it
will be beneficial to have an efficient detection method that needs less time in
preparing the training data set and in building a classification model for content
polluters. We propose an efficient approach which needs only several feature
values and hence requires a lot less time in the overall mining process.

Our approach considers, among others, the change rate of the number of
messages each user posted over a period of time. It is based on the intuition that
regular legitimate users wishing to socialize or share information with others
would post messages rather steadily over time than would the content polluters or
spammers do. That is, our intuition is that, compared to legitimate users, there will
be greater variations on the numbers of posted messages from the content polluters
or spammers. We use the following formula (similar to the one in [6]) to compute
the change rate of number of posted messages for each Twitter user:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
n� 1

Xn�1

i¼1

pi þ 1� pij j

v
u
u
t
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where n is the total number of days during the observation period and pi is the
number of messages posted by the user for the ith day.

To prepare a training data set for classification, we exploit the values for five
other features which were also adopted by the Social-Honeypot approach, in
addition to our proposed feature: the change rate of number of following, the
number of following, the standard deviation of unique numerical IDs of following,
the standard deviation of unique numerical IDs of followers, and the longevity of
the account. All of these five features have higher discriminative power than other
14 features discussed in [6].

In the next section, we will demonstrate that our approach based a small set of
observed features can build a classifier much more efficiently with even higher
accuracy than the Social-Honeypot approach.

4 Experimental Evaluation

For the experimental evaluation of our approach, we have used the same Twitter
data set as the one used by Social-Honeypot [6, 7]. The data set contains all the
demographic data and tweets of 41,499 Twitter users, of which 46.4 % (19,276
users) are legitimate ones and 53.6 % (22,223 users) content polluters. The
numbers of tweet messages by legitimate users and content polluters are 3,263,238
and 2,380,059, respectively. From this initial data set, we have conducted a series
of experiments to compare the performance of two approaches in terms of both the
classification accuracy and the time involved in data preparation and model
creation.

For the experiments, we used the Weka toolkit [8] version 3.7.6 to create a
classification model. To prepare a data file for the Weka system, we have extracted
and computed the required feature values for each Twitter user from the initial data
set and made an ARFF file from these computed values. Also, 10-fold cross-
validation was employed to obtain various statistics. We used a PC with an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 k CPU of 3.40 GHz, 8 GB RAM running Windows 7
and C Programming Language for the experiments.

Our first set of experiments was conducted to evaluate the effect of the proposed
single feature (i.e., the change rate of the number of posted messages) on the
performance in terms of the accuracy of the created classification model. The extra
time required to compute and add the proposed feature value to the existing ARFF
file was 6 s. To see if the size of input data set affects the accuracy of the classifier,
we have conducted several experiments with different data sizes: 1, 5, 10, 20, 50,
and 100 % of the original data set respectively and all of them having the same
proportion of legitimate users and content polluters as the original data set.
As shown in Table 1, the greater the input size is, the higher, although slightly, the
accuracy value we get. This indicates that we can get a better result from more
training data. In all the experiments except the 1 % case, the inclusion of the
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proposed feature values into the input ARFF file resulted in classifiers with
accuracy values consistently higher than those of Social-Honeypot. In case of the
1 % population, two accuracy values are the same. Thus, we can say that a slightly
higher accuracy value could be obtained at the expense of extra few seconds.

We have conducted another set of experiments to compare the efficiency of our
approach based on the proposed feature with Social-Honeypot. With the original
Social-Honeypot data, it took 2 h 35 min 20 s to prepare the input ARFF file using
the 19 features, 7 s using 6 features including the proposed feature, and 2 h 35 min
26 s using all of the 20 features including the proposed one. Because it took a lot
of time to compute the average content similarity over all pairs of tweets posted by
a user and the ratio between uncompressed size of tweets and their compressed
size, there are huge differences between ours and the Social-Honeypot-based
approach. The experimental results are shown in Table 2. We can see that our
approach based on a smaller set of features can build a better classifier with a
higher accuracy value (although not the highest) in a drastically shorter time.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described an efficient detection method for content polluters
operating on Twitter. We have proposed a single, yet important feature, the change
rate of the number of posted messages for each user, and defined a small set of
observed features that need to be computed from the raw Twitter data set. With a

Table 1 Accuracy values with various data sizes

Size (Legit/Spammer)
Model

1 % of
total
(193/
223)

5 % of
total
(964/
1,112)

10 % of
total
(1,928/
2,223)

20 % of
total
(3,856/
4,445)

50 % of
total
(9,638/
11,112)

Total data
of
Honeypot
(19,276/
22,223)

Social Honeypot (%) 96.63 97.45 97.76 97.94 98.35 98.4216
Social Honeypot + the

proposed feature (%)
96.63 97.69 97.86 98.24 98.44 98.6048

5 features+the proposed
feature (%)

96.88 97.06 98.05 97.96 98.42 98.4241

Table 2 Accuracy and processing time with various feature sets

Feature Set Accuracy
(%)

Data preparation
time

Model-building
time

Social Honeypot (19 features) 98.4216 02:35:20 00:00:07.51
Social Honeypot (19 features) ? the

proposed feature
98.6048 02:35:26 00:00:08.17

5 features ? the proposed feature 98.4241 00:00:07 00:00:04.58
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series of experiments, we demonstrated that our approach could build a classifier
with the higher accuracy values in much shorter time compared to the previous
approaches.
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A Prototype Selection Algorithm Using
Fuzzy k-Important Nearest Neighbor
Method

Zhen-Xing Zhang, Xue-Wei Tian, Sang-Hong Lee and Joon S. Lim

Abstract The k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm is widely used as a simple
and effective classification algorithm. While its main advantage is its simplicity, its
main shortcoming is its computational complexity for large training sets. A Pro-
totype Selection (PS) method is used to optimize the efficiency of the algorithm so
that the disadvantages can be overcome. This paper presents a new PS algorithm,
namely Fuzzy k-Important Nearest Neighbor (FKINN) algorithm. In this algo-
rithm, an important nearest neighbor selection rule is introduced. When classifying
a data set with the FKINN algorithm, the most repeated selection sample is defined
as an important nearest neighbor. To verify the performance of the algorithm, five
UCI benchmarking databases are considered. Experiments show that the algorithm
effectively deletes redundant or irrelevant prototypes while maintaining the same
level of classification accuracy as that of the KNN algorithm.

Keywords k-nearest neighbor (KNN) � Prototype selection (PS) � Fuzzy
k-important nearest neighbor (FKINN)
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1 Introduction

The k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classification based on the class of their nearest
neighbors is quite straightforward [1]. However, KNN belongs to instance-based
learning, which strongly depends on the training samples, and all computations can
start only when classification is completed. The possibility of the memory
requirement, time complexity, and accuracy of the classifier being affected is high
[2–4]. Therefore, the shortcoming of KNN lies in the huge amount of calculation.
In this regard, a solution is to select important samples prior to the training process
and to remove in advance those samples that play a minor role in the classification
process. Algorithms that implement this solution are collectively known as Pro-
totype Selection (PS) algorithms [5–8].

This paper presents a new PS algorithm, namely Fuzzy k-Important Nearest
Neighbor (FKINN) algorithm. In this algorithm, an important nearest neighbor
selection rule is introduced. When classifying a data set with the FKINN algo-
rithm, the most repeated selection sample is considered an important nearest
neighbor. According to the important nearest neighbor selection rule, the deletion
of redundant or irrelevant examples will reduce the computational time and the
amount of memory needed to run the classifier.

To verify the performance of the FKINN algorithm, five UCI benchmarking
databases are employed in this study. For classifying these databases with the
algorithm, the 5 times two fold cross-validation tests are applied to operate the
experiment. It is observed that the FKINN algorithm effectively deletes redundant
or irrelevant prototypes while maintaining the same level of classification accuracy
as that of the KNN.

2 Fuzzy k-Important Nearest Neighbor

This section describes the FKINN algorithm. The algorithm includes two pro-
cesses, a training process and a test process, as shown in Fig. 1. The training
process is divided into three steps. In step 1, a training data set is classified by a
fuzzy KNN algorithm [9]. During this classification process, the value of k cor-
responding to the maximum recognition rate is selected. In step 2, the important
nearest neighbors (INNs) are selected by using the INN selection rule, which is
described in Sect. 3.2. In step 3, at the end of the training process, all the INNs are
selected. The INNs are used as prototypes when executing fuzzy KNN, in the test
process. Every sample of test data set finds out k-nearest neighbors which are from
the INNs. Finally, classification is performed with the fuzzy KNN algorithm.
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3 Experimental Result Evaluation

In this study, five real-world databases (DBs) were used. Table 1 shows the names
and details of the DBs, such as the number of samples, features, and classes [10].

The FKINN algorithm is compared with the KNN algorithm by using a 5 times
two-fold cross-validation method. In Table 2, the three factors used to compare the
classification results of the FKINN and KNN algorithms are shown. These factors
are the Mean Accuracy (MA), which is the average value of ten classification
rates; the Mean Prototype (MP), obtained by averaging ten classification proto-
types; and the Mean Test Time (MTT), which is the average of ten test times.

In the classification of a breast cancer DB, the MA, MP, and MTT in the case of
the KNN algorithm are 96.28 %, 350, and 0.06 s, respectively; for the FKINN
algorithm, the values are 96.6 %, 73, and 0.002 s, respectively. The statistical
results of F-tests are shown in Table 2. For the classification of the breast cancer
DB, the FKINN algorithm results in a lower MP (p \ 0.05) and a shorter MTT
(p \ 0.05) compared to the KNN algorithm, while there is no significant difference

Fig. 1 FKINN algorithm schema

Table 1 Summary of benchmarking data set

Database Number of samples Number of features Number of classes

Breast cancer 699 9 2
Pima Indians 768 8 2
Balance scale 625 4 3
Landsat 6435 36 6
Pendigits 10992 16 10
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in their MAs (p [ 0.05). The same method is used for the other four DBs, that is,
the corresponding F-tests are conducted on them. The results for all the DBs are
the same as those for the breast cancer DB.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents a new PS algorithm known as FKINN algorithm. To verify its
performance, five UCI benchmarking databases used in Antiya’s [11] comparative
research are considered. Cross-validation is used to compare the classification of
these databases by the FKINN algorithm to the classification by the KNN algo-
rithm, and three indicators—MA, MP, and MTT—are considered. Results of the
comparison and the F-test show that the former algorithm performs better than the
latter.
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Table 2 5*2 Cross-Validation F-Test for MA, MP and MTT

Data sets Analysis index KNN FKINN F-Test (p value)

Breast cancer MA 96.28 % 96.6 % 0.515
MP 350 73 0.000
MTT 0.06 0.025 0.002

Pima Indians MA 72.32 % 73.95 % 0.258
MP 384 185 0.00
MTT 0.08(s) 0.035(s) 0.002

Balance scale MA 86.82 % 87.91 % 0.225
MP 313 117 0.00
MTT 0.07(s) 0.04(s) 0.002

Landsat MA 89.23 % 89.44 % 0.232
MP 3218 1705 0.00
MTT 6.29(s) 3.6(s) 0.00

Pendigits MA 99.04 % 96.88 % 0.294
MP 5496 2661 0.00
MTT 15.61(s) 5.4(s) 0.00
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Enhanced Reinforcement Learning
by Recursive Updating of Q-values
for Reward Propagation

Yunsick Sung, Eunyoung Ahn and Kyungeun Cho

Abstract In this paper, we propose a method to reduce the learning time of Q-learning
by combining the method of updating even to Q-values of unexecuted actions with the
method of adding a terminal reward to unvisited Q-values. To verify the method, its
performance was compared to that of conventional Q-learning. The proposed approach
showed the same performance as conventional Q-learning, with only 27 % of the
learning episodes required for conventional Q-learning. Accordingly, we verified that
the proposed method reduced learning time by updating more Q-values in the early
stage of learning and distributing a terminal reward to more Q-values.

Keywords Q-learning � Terminal reward � Propagation � Q-value

1 Introduction

Virtual agents execute actions autonomously to achieve their goals in a virtual
environment [1]. Q-learning enables learning by defining only a terminal reward
without defining an environment model [2]. However, Q-learning requires iterative
learning. Therefore the learning time increases.
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The following approaches have been used to address the learning time problem
in Q-learning. First, approximation functions have been applied [3]. This approach,
in which Q-values that are not learned are calculated by using approximation
functions, provides methods to select actions without learning all Q-values. Thus, it
can reduce the number of Q-values to learn. Another approach involves the par-
ticipation of a human teacher in learning. For example, the teacher evaluates and
evaluate the results of the actions executed [4]. Therefore, the learning time could
be reduced. In another approach, the Q-values of both executed actions and similar
actions are updated [5]. Given that similar actions have similar learning results, this
approach can enhance the effects of learning. In yet another method, the effects of
learning are increased by controlling the Q-learning process in reverse [6]. Here, an
episode begins with the receipt of a terminal reward and the Q-values are updated in
reverse. In this way, a terminal reward can be distributed to multiple Q-values by a
single learning episode. A final approach involves the updating of Q-values by
selecting those of interest [7]. In this case, the effects of learning are strengthened
by selecting and updating in advance the Q-values that have an impact on the
selection of actions.

As described above, various approaches have been implemented to reduce the
learning time for Q-learning. However, identifying an approach to further reduce
the learning time beyond existing approaches is necessary to enable autonomous
virtual agents to execute optimum actions in consideration of larger state spaces.

In this paper, we propose a method to reduce learning time by extending the
scope of terminal reward distribution when a virtual agent learns by Q-learning in
a virtual environment. To increase the learning effect, a method of updating even
on the Q-learning of unexecuted actions is applied. Accordingly, the learning time
was further reduced by distributing a terminal reward to a more extensive scope of
Q-values. The proposed method was verified to reduce the learning time relative to
conventional Q-learning in a grid-based environment. As the method of terminal
value distribution can be readily integrated with other approaches to improve
Q-learning, it can be applied in various fields.

2 Related Work

In conventional Q-learning, one Q-value is updated with the maximum Q-value of
the next state when an action is executed. Subsequently, the Q-value of the executed
action and the state are updated upon receipt of a single terminal reward. To reduce
Q-learning time, identification of an approach to update Q-values by distributing a
terminal reward more extensively than conventional methods is necessary.

In Q(k)-learning, multiple Q-values are updated by eligibility [8, 9]. The eligi-
bility of consecutive actions is evaluated when a terminal reward occurs. Then, a
terminal reward proportional to the eligibility is added to each Q-value. The learning
effect is enhanced by distributing a terminal reward to multiple Q-values depending
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on eligibility. Ant-Q(k) is an extension of Q(k)-learning to the Ant System [10].
In QV-learning, Q(k)-learning is integrated with a value function [11].

In a Multi-step action (MSA), multiple actions are bound into a single group
and executed in sequence [12]. The Q-values of a group are updated at once when
all actions included in the group are executed completely. Therefore, MSA reduces
learning time by reducing the number of action selections.

A macro-action is similar to an MSA in that actions are grouped and executed
but different in that it treats consecutive actions as a single action [13]. Thus, it
selects the to-be-executed action from among the macro-actions defined by
multiple actions and primitive actions defined as single actions. When a primitive
action is chosen, only one action is executed. When a macro-action is selected,
multiple actions included in the macro-action are executed sequentially. Q-values
are updated only once when all actions included in a primitive action or macro-
action are executed. Thus, the Q-values are updated as if a macro-action is one
action.

In conventional Q-learning, the maximum Q-value of the next state and a
reward are distributed. However, there is a method of distributing only the terminal
reward [14]. In this method multiple adjacent Q-values are distributed when a
terminal reward occurs. An adjacent Q-value is one that can receive a terminal
reward by executing one action. It reduces learning time by distributing a terminal
reward more than conventional Q-learning.

In previous studies, the learning time was reduced by updating more Q-values
or distributing a terminal value greater than that of conventional Q-learning.
However, as the learning time of Q-learning rapidly increases as a function of the
dimension of state space, the learning time still remains a problem to be solved. In
this paper, an approach is proposed to solve the learning time problem by
integrating previous studies.

3 Bayesian Probability for Action Modeling

Investigation of an approach to distribute Q-values to wider scope is necessary for
improving the existing method of distributing a terminal reward. In this section, a
method to distribute a terminal reward and an approach to integrate methods
distributing Q-values of similar actions are proposed.

The proposed Q-learning method is divided into two stages. The learning stage
is identical to that of conventional Q-learning, which identifies a terminal reward.
The purpose of the propagation stage is to distribute a terminal reward to more
than one Q-value, unlike conventional Q-learning.

The propagation stage distributes a terminal reward in a step-by-step manner to
adjacent Q-values without distributing it solely to the Q-value where an action is
executed. The adjacent Q-values are those that can receive a terminal reward by
executing the actions a limited number of times. During propagation, a terminal
reward is first distributed among the Q-values that can receive the terminal reward
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by the execution of one action. Next, it updates Q-values that receive a terminal
reward by executing actions twice. It updates the d th Q-value by repeating the
update of Q-values. The Propagation Scope d is defined before learning starts. The
greater the value of d, the more Q-values are updated although the more the
calculation amount increases. However, lower values of d reduce the amount of
calculation as well as the number of to-be-updated Q-values. d is determined
experimentally. The reward propagation method (RPM) is defined as such a
Q-value updating approach.

The learning results from the propagation stage should converge to states for a
terminal reward to be received. Accordingly, the more the number of executed
actions increases on the basis of the states to receive a terminal reward, the more
the to-be-distributed values are reduced. Then, as shown in Eq. (1), the to-be-
distributed terminal reward r is reduced by repeated multiplication of the discount
factor c, where a is a learning rate and rm is the reward of the Q-value receiving the
terminal reward by executing an action m times.

rm  a� cm�1 � r ð1Þ

If only a terminal reward is distributed without Q-values, the optimum action
cannot be executed because of the difference in Q-values of the action executed.
Then, as shown in Eq. (2), the difference between two Q-values distributed is also
distributed. Qm means the Q-value receiving the terminal reward by m times of
action. b is the discount factor of Q-value.

rm  a� ðcm�1 � r þ b� Qm�1 � QmÞ ð2Þ

Finally, a terminal reward cannot be distributed to all Q-values because of the
amount of calculation required. The terminal reward distribution is determined by
d, as shown in Eq. (3).

IF m � d THEN

rm  a� ðrm þ b� Qm�1 � QmÞ
ELSE

rm  0

END IF

ð3Þ

4 Experiment

To validate the proposed method, RPM, a hunter-prey capture game was used
where the size of the grid environment for experiments was a 12 9 12 cells
without walls. In the experiments, we set a to 0.1, b to 0.9, e to 0.001, and c to 0.1.

We conducted experiments by controlling d as described below. First, the success
rate of actions in which a prey moved to the goal to avoid a hunter was compared by
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changing the propagation scope d from 1 to 5. Figure 1 shows the experimental
results. The best result was obtained when the propagation scope d was four by with
1.5 million learning episodes. Next, conventional Q-learning was also examined with
the same parameters. As shown in Fig. 1, the success rate was lower in conventional
Q-learning than RPM.

Figure 2 compares the best result (d = 4) by the proposed method and the
results of conventional Q-learning. RPM showed superior results up to 172 % of
conventional Q-learning at the beginning of learning. Furthermore, the difference
between two learning methods decreased as learning continued.

The experiment verified that better learning results can be obtained with the
proposed approach than with conventional Q-learning by updating more Q-values.
In particular, the difference in learning results at the beginning stage was
significant.

Fig. 1 Success rate of
conventional Q-learning and
RPM

Fig. 2 Comparison between
Q-learning and RPM
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, an approach to update multiple Q-values while reducing the learning
time of conventional Q-learning is proposed. The proposed RPM increases the
learning performance at the beginning by repeating the distribution of terminal
rewards to adjacent Q-values. Furthermore, iterative learning is suitable for difficult
conditions. The learning time is reduced by reducing the number of learning episodes.

In an experiment, we compared the learning times of a virtual agent trained
with conventional Q-learning and with the proposed approach. The proposed
approach achieved the same success rate as conventional Q-learning after only
27 % of the learning episodes required with conventional Q-learning. Accord-
ingly, the reduction in learning time was experimentally verified.
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Improved Method for Action Modeling
Using Bayesian Probability Theory

Yunsick Sung, Kyhyun Um and Kyungeun Cho

Abstract The technical development of service robots has enhanced the variety of
services provided by them to human beings. Service robots need to interact with
human beings; hence, they require considerable learning time. The learning time can
be reduced by adopting a learning approach in a virtual environment. To this end, it
is necessary to describe a human being’s movements in the virtual environment. In
this paper, we propose a method to generate an action model of a virtual character by
calculating the probability of human movements using Bayesian probability. The
virtual character selects actions based on the action model, and it executes these
actions. Using the proposed method, the path of a virtual character was decreased by
around 74 %, as compared to related methods based on Bayesian probability.

Keywords Programming by demonstration � Bayesian probability � Service robot
� Virtual environment

1 Introduction

The technical development of service robots can enable them to provide a wide
variety of services. For example, in a kitchen, a robot can provide tools required
for cooking via prior observation of the cooking process by a human being [1].
Further, a robot can guide visitors at an exhibition.
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A service robot is designed to directly interact with human beings; hence, it
requires human interaction for interaction learning. Therefore, interaction learning
is a time-consuming process. In order to reduce the learning time, it is necessary to
find a substitute for human beings in the learning process of a service robot.

In this paper, we propose an approach whereby a virtual character learns human
movements, and thus, facilitates the interaction learning process of a service robot
in a virtual environment. The virtual character calculates Bayesian probability via
programming by demonstration (PbD) [2]. Next, the action model is generated on
the basis of the calculated probability. An experiment is conducted to verify the
process that enables a predecessor to control the virtual character in a virtual
environment. Thus, the virtual character learns and executes actions by modeling
the daily activities of a human being.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide an
overview of previous studies on action modeling using Bayesian probability. In
Sect. 3, we propose a method for modeling human movement using Bayesian
probability. In Sect. 4, we describe an experiment for verifying the modeling
process in a virtual environment. Finally, in Sect. 5, we present the conclusions.

2 Related Work

In PbD studies, virtual characters execute actions by observing those executed by a
predecessor. One example is a method for selecting actions on the basis of
Bayesian probability [3]. However, such a method does not allow a virtual char-
acter to execute consecutive actions like a human being because the virtual
character considers only current state. Thus, the executed consecutive actions do
not appear natural like those of human beings. In order to overcome this problem,
the Bayesian probability is calculated on the basis of the previous action [4] and
previous states [5]. However, such a method has a limited scope because it con-
siders only the actions executed immediately before the selected actions. There-
fore, it is necessary to develop a method for selecting actions on the basis of more
states and actions, specifically, consecutive states and actions.

In this paper, we propose a method for generating the action model by con-
sidering more states and actions than those considered in other methods based on
Bayesian probability. In our method, a virtual character learns by classifying states
and actions in greater detail, as compared to other methods, and then it executes
the actions with the highest probability calculated on the basis of the learning.

3 Bayesian Probability for Action Modeling

In this section, we describe the action modeling of a virtual character in a virtual
environment, which serves as substitute for a human being. A virtual character that
interacts with a service robot in a virtual environment is referred to as a virtual
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human. The virtual human learns the daily activities of a human being from a
predecessor. Then, under the control of the predecessor, the virtual human gen-
erates the probability model required to execute the actions based on the observed
consecutive actions and states.

P at ¼ a j st ¼ s; . . .; st�m ¼ s; gt ¼ g; at�1 ¼ a; . . .; at�n ¼ að Þ;
0�m� t; 0� n� t� 1:

ð1Þ

where action at is to be executed at time t. The virtual human selects and executes
the action with the highest probability from among the actions executed from time
t-n to t-1, by considering a goal time t and states from time t-n to t. Under the
control of the predecessor, the virtual human observes the executed actions more
precisely by considering consecutive actions and states, and it selects the actions
on the basis of the observations. The probability is calculated by considering only
consecutive states, only consecutive actions or both consecutive states and con-
secutive actions in the virtual learning environment. As compared to other related
methods, the proposed method can select actions more flexibly by calculating the
Bayesian probability in a variety of ways.

4 Experiment

A virtual house was configured for the experiment. The virtual human was con-
trolled by a human being, after which the Bayesian probability was calculated. The
approach proposed in this paper is compared with Thurau’s approach [4]. Thurau
considered the previous action at-1 as well as the state st and goal gt for executing
consecutive actions of a human being. The approach proposed in this paper can
calculate the probability in various ways. In order to make a clear distinction
between our approach and Thurau’s approach, the Bayesian probability for the
proposed approach is calculated as shown in the equation (2). Thus, when selecting
at, the previous state st-1 is considered without taking the previously executed
actions into account.

P at ¼ a j st ¼ s; st�1 ¼ s; gt ¼ gð Þ: ð2Þ

A virtual human executes actions after learning the daily activities of a human
being, as it moves around the entire space of a virtual environment. Figure 1 shows
a part of the virtual house and the movement of a virtual human in each approach.
First, the virtual human starts from the location P, as shown in Fig. 1a. A human
being teaches the virtual human by moving it as follows: left (?), left (?), left
(?), and down (;). The virtual human fails to move in certain directions because
of the presence of a wall. Second, the virtual human learns according to Thurau’s
approach and the approach proposed in this paper, as shown in Fig. 1b and c,
respectively.
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The learning results show that the same actions were executed by a human
being, whereas the learning results differed according to the learning approach.
Under Thurau’s approach, the virtual human moves same as a human being.
Although its movements are not as efficient as those of a human being, it tries to
move toward the wall. Thus, the virtual human executes four actions in Thurau’s
approach. In contrast, the approach proposed in this paper enables the virtual
human to move by executing only two actions. Accordingly, the number of actions
of the virtual human were optimized, and hence, reduced.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for improving related methods that generate an
action model of a virtual human on the basis of Bayesian probability. The action
selection probability could be calculated according to the configuration of the virtual
environment. The actions executed by a predecessor were observed in detail, and
previously executed consecutive actions and consecutive states were considered.

We conducted an experiment to teach the daily activities of human beings to a
virtual human as a substitute for a human being for interaction learning. The
distance covered by the virtual human was around 74 % less, as compared to
related Bayesian probability methods. We believe that the interaction learning
method of a virtual robot requires further investigation.
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Decision Tree Driven Rule Induction
for Heart Disease Prediction Model:
Korean National Health and Nutrition
Examinations Survey V-1

Jae-Kwon Kim, Eun-Ji Son, Young-Ho Lee and Dong-Kyun Park

Abstract Heart disease has the highest rates of death in non-communicable dis-
ease and there have been much research on heart disease. Even though there is
recognition for importance of heart disease prediction, related studies are insuffi-
cient. Therefore, to develop heart disease prediction model for Korean, we suggest
data mining driven rule induction for heart disease prediction in this paper. Pro-
posed method suggest heart disease prediction model by applying decision tree
driven rule induction based on data set from Korean National Health and Nutrition
Examinations Survey V-1 (KNHANES V-1). The prediction model is expected
contribute to Korea’s heart disease prediction.

Keywords Data mining � Heart disease prediction � Decision tree � Rule
induction � KNHANES V-1
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1 Introduction

Heart disease is continually a major cause for death in spite of costly and steady
management. Prediction of heart disease can reduce health care costs and required
for future national health promotion [1]. The most typical guideline predicting
heart risk factor is Framingham Risk Score [2]. However, this guideline is not
suitable for Korean. There are aware of the importance for the prediction of heart
disease in Korea but the studies are lacking. Therefore, development of heart
disease prediction model for Korean is necessary [3].

Data mining explores hidden rule or pattern and is analytical method for dis-
covering new knowledge. Also heart disease prediction model using artificial
neural network, fuzzy method and so on is showing high accuracy [4].

In this paper, we suggest data mining driven rule induction model for heart
disease prediction of Korean. Proposed method suggest Korean’s heart disease
prediction model using decision tree driven rule induction. Decision tree is an
analytical method of classification and prediction which is frequently used for
clinical disease prediction [5]. In this paper, to develop heart disease prediction
model for Korean, we used 5th Korean National Health and Nutrition Examina-
tions Survey (KNHANES V-1) [6], and suggest prediction model using decision
tree method, C 5.0.

2 Related Works

Data mining is widely used for clinical medical data analysis and there are many
studies in progress to predict heart disease. Vahid Khatibi [4] generated guideline
of FRS and PROCAM, suggesting rulebase using Dempster-Shafer evidence
theory, and suggests heart disease prediction model using fuzzy method. Sanz [4]
predicted heart diseases using genetic algorithm and fuzzy method which referred
to guideline of FRS. Erstwhile prediction model is not suitable for Korean because
the model refers to FRS guideline. Therefore, for Korean’s heart disease predic-
tion, mining model based on Korean clinical data is required.

3 Rule Induction

3.1 Data Set

In this paper, we used 5th Korean National Health and Nutrition Examinations
Survey (KNHANES V-1, 2010) from Korea Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. KNHANES V-1 researched people’s health and nutrition levels by
National Organization statistics and provided a basis for policy formulation and
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evaluation such as National Health Promotion Plan [6]. Among 8019 total
respondents, 6,336 uncertain respondents, 23 of subjects under 20 years of age,
1,228 respondents who did not respond heart disease related survey were excluded.

Finally, 432 cases were selected, input variables were total 12, and output
variables were total 5. Output variable was the prevalence of hypertension,
hyperlipidemia, stroke, myocardial infarction and angina. If there were more than
one disease prevalence, we defined as heart disease (Table 1).

3.2 Decision Tree Based Rule Induction

Decision tree is one of classification method consist of root node, internal node,
leaf of terminal node and expressed by type of If A, then B, Else C. C 5.0 is an
inductive learning method based on C 4.5 categorized by Entropy. C 5.0 is useful
to conduct pruning if decision tree have too many levels and leaf node which
improves generalization ability of learning decision tree. Analysis procedures of
decision tree follow four steps.
Step (1) Decision tree creation: Shape a decision tree after considering

appropriate separation standards and stopping rule, in accordance with
the purpose of analysis and the structure of data.

Step (2) Pruning: Remove branches having improper inference rules or risk of
classification error.

Table 1 General characteristics

Attributes Descriptions Types Values

Sex Sex Flag 1 = male; 2 = female
Age Age Range [20,82]
marri_1 Married Flag 1 = married; 2 = Single
DE1_lt Diabetes status Flag 1 = Diabetes; 2 = absent
BS3_1 Smoking status Set 0 = not Smoke; 1 = Smoking;

2 = Sometime; 3 = Past
HE_sbp_tr Systolic blood

pressure
Range [89,178]

HE_dbp_tr Diastolic blood
pressure

Range [56,117]

HE_ht Height Range [142,186]
HE_wt Weight Range [42,130]
HE_chol Total

Cholesterol
Range [109,356]

HE_HDL HDL cholesterol Range [28,102]
HE_LDL_drct LDL cholesterol Range [39,243]
D11_pr; D12_pr; D13_pr;

D15_pr; D16_pr
CHD diagnosis

(Output)
Flag 0 = absent; 1 = present
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Step (3) Feasibility Evaluation: Evaluate decision tree through risk chart, profit
chart, or cross-feasibility evaluation.

Step (4) Model Analysis and Prediction: Interpret the decision tree model result
and set up the prediction model.

In this paper, prediction model for Korean’s heart disease were created using
rule induction of C 5.0. C 5.0 is easily interpreted and analyzed by propositional
knowledge creating If–Then Rule. Therefore, the rule was created by applying rule
induction algorithm to KNHNES-V1).

4 Experiment and Result

The scenario of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Data of 432 people for
experiment consist of training data 216(50 %), testing data 216(50 %). Also, C 5.0
induction rule algorithm was applied using Clementine 11.1(SPSS, INC., Chicago,
USA). C 5.0 induction rule algorithm option was set-up as Pruning Sever-
ity = 75 %, Minimum records per child branch = 2. To reduce error rate of rule,
boosting was designed for ten circuits. Figure 2 shows generated rule through
training data.

The rule predicting heart disease was total 15, each of the rules indicates status
if disease prevalence. The rule evaluated accuracy; data set of proposed model and
FRS guideline were compared [2]. The evaluation results are shown in Table 2.

FRS had low accuracy because it is not based on Korean’s heart disease pre-
diction. On the other hand, proposed model had high accuracy because it used
Korean data set. Therefore, proposed model can be a significant model on Kor-
ean’s heart disease prediction.

Fig. 1 Experiment scenario
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5 Conclusion

Heart disease prediction is very important, and requires prediction guideline for
Korean. In this paper, we suggested data mining driven heart disease prediction.
Proposed model used data set of Korean National Health and Nutrition Examinations
Survey and decision tree driven C 5.0 rule induction algorithm. As the experimental
results, proposed model had higher accuracy than abroad guideline. Proposed pre-
diction model is expected to contribute to Korea heart disease prediction.
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Data Mining-Driven Chronic Heart
Disease for Clinical Decision Support
System Architecture in Korea

Eun-Ji Son, Jae-Kwon Kim, Young-Ho Lee and Eun-Young Jung

Abstract We present Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS) architecture to
implement extensible and interoperable clinical decision support service in per-
spective of heart study using data mining. In our architecture, intelligence agent
engine is critical component for implementing intelligent service using data
mining. In this paper, we suggested Fuzzy logic driven Heart risk factor Prediction
Model (FHPM) architecture in CDSS. In this CDSS architecture, components for
intelligent service with missing value processing logic, Fuzzy linguistic and rule
induction method are consisted. FHPM can create chronic heart disease guideline
using Korean Data set. FHPM can provide clinical decision support services for
the heart disease prediction for Korean.
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1 Introduction

Globally, chronic heart disease has the highest rates among all death rates in non-
communicable disease and it is accelerating [1]. Effort are continued to prevent
heart disease. Recently, there are many researches that cover management and
prediction of heart disease by combining ICT technology [2].

CDSS, a system to provide necessary knowledge and support correct decision
making when diagnosing or planning treatment, also able to predict heart disease
risk by taking advantage of the existing hospital information system and ICT
(Information Communication Technology) technology [3].

Even though there are needs for Korea cardiovascular prediction guideline,
foreign guidelines are used because there is no domestic guideline. Therefore,
cardiovascular disease prediction guideline for Korean is requested. In this paper,
we suggested FHPM (Fuzzy logic driven Heart risk factor Prediction Model)
architecture in CDSS. In our architecture, intelligence engine is critical component
for implementing intelligent service using data mining. In this engine, components
for intelligence service with missing value processing logic, Fuzzy linguistic and
rule induction method are consisted. FHPM create heart disease guideline using
Korean data set.

2 Relative Work

Heart disease is critical illness that directly affects patients’ life. Typical method
that predicts heart risk factor are Framingham Risk Score (FRS) and Prospective
Cardiovascular Munster (PROCAM) guideline. However, these are unsuitable for
heart risk prediction in Korea because these studies did not consider Korean
patients. A guideline to predict Koreans’ heart disease is needed because currently
it is insufficient [4]. Therefore, the study using ICT technology such as a statistic
technique, data mining, artificial intelligence is needed for predicting Korea’s
heart disease. Anooj [1] suggested Fuzzy Rule through rule induction using
Decision Tree in order to offer CDSS and risk level prediction. Khatib [5] used
FRS and PROCAM guidelines by Dempster-sharfer evidence theory, designing
fuzzy-evidential hybrid inference engine, and suggested CHD risk prediction
model. Therefore, in this paper, we designed model to predict Korea’s heart risk
and CDSS to provide service between physician and patient such case-by-case
basis.
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3 FHPM Architecture

3.1 Data Model

Typical guidelines detecting heart disease are FRS, PROCAM and ATP III that
allow searching 10 years heart risk factor. Therefore, factors from the guidelines
are explained in the following Table 1.

Because the guidelines didn’t consider Asian’s prescription, Fifth Korean
National Health And Nutrition Examination Survey (KNHANES V-1) [6] in order
to suggest Korean prediction model. Also, this paper suggests the rule using
induction for Korean guideline.

The input variables are divided into two groups, separated into categorical data
set and continuous data set. Prediction model was learned through learning set of
output variables as data set related cardiovascular of KNHANES V-1. Result set is
output of finished prediction model from the process.

3.2 CDSS Architecture

CDSS architecture which can measure patients’ heart risk using FHPM data set,
consist of three steps as follows (Fig. 1).
Step 1 Measure own physiological signal such as personal age, HDL, LDL,

blood pressure, and smoking status every day
Step 2 Inference engine evaluate the prediction result through inferring

physiological signal
Step 3 Prediction evaluation results transmitted to physician’s mobile device
Step 4 Physician evaluates the prediction result in 5 steps (healthy, exercise

needed, caution, danger, very dangerous)
Step 5 Evaluated data are stored in a database, and learned to an intelligent

inference engine
Step 6 Patients confirm the prediction results

Table 1 Data set

Group Data

Input Categorical
Data set (5)

Sex, Smoking, Diabetes, Education, Married

Continuous
Data set (8)

Age, Weight, Height, Total Chol., LDL Chol.,
HDL Chol.,Systolic BP, Diastolic BP

Output Training set (5) Hypertension, Hyperlipidemia, Stroke,
Myocardial Infarction, Angina pectoris

Result set (1) Heart Risk Level
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Inferred risk factors from inference engine inform 10 years heart risk factor
through the current health status. Therefore, it evaluates patient’s health status and
how it’s going to affect after 10 years.

3.3 Inference Engine Architecture

Intelligent inference engine is suggested referred to data model. FHPM architec-
ture is shown in Fig. 2.

Fifth KNHNES data set is classified into training set and testing set. Rule
induction is defined by training set in the form of IF–THEN. Defined rule was
stored in fuzzy rule. Missing value processing module is step detecting effec-
tiveness of input data, detecting a faulty data or incorrectly entered data. Con-
tinuous data is transmitted in fuzzy inference engine and produces results using
fuzzy rule and fuzzy linguistic function. Fuzzy linguistic function consists of
function based on evidence. After Inference of continuous data completed, de-
fuzzification method is used with categorical data. Defuzzification use mamdani
fuzzy inference. After inference is completed, Heart Risk Level is shown.

Fig. 1 CDSS Architecture

Fig. 2 Fuzzy logic driven heart risk factor prediction architecture
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we designed CDSS architecture for predicting heart disease. The
proposed CDSS architecture is data mining driven intelligent systems through
diagnosis and prediction. The architecture evaluates heart risk index not only
relying on computer, but 5 steps evaluation by clinician. Proposed CDSS archi-
tecture presents Fuzzy logic driven Heart risk factor Prediction (FHPM) archi-
tecture for intelligent service, which enables to evaluate heart risk level of patients.
FHPM uses Korean data and suggest fuzzy rule by rule induction and provide basis
to Korea guide line.

Also, when patient enter incorrect value, it is able to detect through processing
of missing value. Finally the architecture is able to measure patient’s heart risk
level by data inference using heart risk data of fuzziness through fuzzy inference
engine. The architecture, which is an intelligence system combining ICT tech-
nology, is able to provide clinical decision support service on Korean heart disease
patients.
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A Study on the Occurrence of Crimes Due
to Climate Changes Using Decision Tree

Jong-Min Kim, Hwang-Kwon Ahn and Dong-Hwi Lee

Abstract In this study, we figured out what relationship the elements (weather,
temperature, precipitation, wind speed, humidity) of meteorological changes have
with the incidence of the five violent crimes through data mining. For the data used
in this study, the number of meteorological occurrences from January 1, 2011 to
March 30, 2012 through portal sites and the elements of meteorological changes of
the day recorded in the Korea Meteorological Administration were used as
materials. In this study, an analysis was made using the C4.5 algorithm of decision
tree to verify what crimes occur according to the elements of the climate change.
As a result of such an analysis, most of the crimes were high in the incidence in the
following meteorological conditions: when the weather is cloudy; when the tem-
perature is more than 9 �C; when the precipitation is less than 10 mm; when the
wind speed is less than 4 m/s; and the humidity is more than 50 %. Given these
meteorological conditions, cloudy weather showed the highest rate of crime
incidence.
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1 Introduction

Korea enjoys a comfortable life with the development of the society but the
incidence of crime increases steadily each year according to the rapid develop-
ment. Furthermore, a method employed in violent crimes such as rape, murder, etc.
is also becoming intelligent and cruel. In order to prevent these crimes, researches
on crime have been continuously conducted but most of the researches have
focused on demographic and economic variables. It was not until recent years that
researches were performed to see what influence physical conditions have an
influence on crimes. These studies are becoming an issue in explaining the cause
of crime as a situational crime prevention theory that describes the relationship
between the crime and the physical environments such as weather, temperature,
precipitation, etc. as well as suggesting crime prevention measures [1].

In this study, using the C4.5 algorithm, the WEKA’s decision tree, we attempt to
review what influence these physical environments (weather, temperature, precip-
itation, etc.) have on crime depending on changes in meteorological elements.

In Chap. 2, we take a look at the relationship between weather and crime and
the C4.5 algorithm as decision tree and quantified the data in the materials and
variables presented in Chap. 3. In Chap. 4, we apply the C4.5 algorithm of the
decision tree to make conclusions in Chap. 5.

2 Related Study

2.1 The Relationship between Weather and Crime

Early criminologists reported that weather has an psychological influence on
crime. Thus, the people who live in tropical climates have a mild personality,
whereas those who live in temperate climates are aggressive. In other words, they
claimed that the high-temperature season affects individuals directly, which leads
them to aggressive behavior from time to time [2].

They thought that the reason why the southern region of the United States
shows higher homicide rates is because of this. With regards to this, their studies
reported that some rapid climatic determinism is high in blacks who came from the
high temperatures of the African region. The studies indicated they also show high
homicide rates, as African–Americans has taken over such ancestors’ temper that
is aggressive and impulse—controlled.
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2.2 Weather Effects and Crime

Weather effects may affect the incidence of crime while weather elements (tem-
perature, humidity, precipitation, etc.) having an impact on personal feelings. The
findings of analyzing the relationship between meteorological elements and crime
are obtained in various ways depending on researches and another results from the
study between meteorological elements and crime are derived showing that tem-
perature and crime has high correlation between them. Especially, it is reported
that if the discomfort index is higher, the incidence of the violent l five crimes
increase. Table 1 shows researches using weather effects and crime.

2.3 Decision Tree

The decision tree is a scheme used for data mining classification, which is to create
the pattern that exists between the records by analyzing the previously stored data,
which means to make the form of the classification model tree to represent specific
attributes by classification. The created classification model is used to classify new
records and to predict the value of the class. As the algorithm to make the decision
tree, we use the C4.5 algorithm [6].

2.4 C4.5 Algorithm

The C4.5 algorithm is a decision tree revised and developed by Ross Quinlan. The
initial version of this algorithm, ID3 (Interactive Dichotomizer 3) algorithm, had a
large impact on learning machinery. It is the case that one class belongs to all the
inferior-sets so that the training set input to form the decision tree in C4.5. The tree is
formed till composed. If ‘p’ is the probability of a message, the information delivered

Table 1 Researches

Date Author Subject

2006 McLean, Iain Climatic effects on incidence of sexual assault [3]
2002 McCleary, Richard & Chew

Kenneth S. Y
Winter is the infanticide seaon: seasonal risk for child
homicide [4]

2000 Rotton, James & Cohn, Ellen G Weather, Disorderly conduct, and Assaults: from scial
contact to social avoidance [5]
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to the message is measured using—log2 p. In S, a set of cases, when a case is
randomly selected, the probability which this case belongs to is as follows [7]:

freq Ci; Sð Þ
Sj j ð1Þ

In here, Sj j is the number of cases that belong to S, and freq Ci; Sð Þ means the
number of cases that belong to Ci in Set S. Thus, the information delivered by this
case is as follows:

� log2ð
freq Ci; Sð Þ

Sj j Þ ð2Þ

To get the expected Information in Set S, it is recommended to apply a
weighted average of information conveyed by each case.

info Sð Þ ¼
Xk

i

ðfreq Ci; Sð Þ
Sj j � log2ð

freq Ci; Sð Þ
Sj j ÞÞ ð3Þ

3 Proposed Method

In this chapter, we describe research targets and variables to apply the decision tree
as a data mining technique to data on the incidence of crime according to the
changes in the weather.

3.1 Research Targets and Variables

The data used in the decision tree of this study are the elements based on the
number of crime incidents from January 1, 2011 to March 1, 2012 and the ele-
ments of meteorological changes on the days recorded in the Korea Meteorological
Administration.

The use variables included type of crime, weather, temperature, precipitation, wind
speed, and humidity. Figure 1 shows these variables arranged in an EXCEL form.
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In order to analyze the above files from WEKA, users need to change them into
an ARFF format. Figure 2 shows the data converted into an ARFF format.

3.2 Distribution Form

If users call the file of ARFF from WEKA, the distribution of the variables used in
this paper is shown as Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 Variables Data
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Fig. 2 ARFF

Fig. 3 distribution of the variables
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4 Research Results

In this chapter, we made an analysis on what influence meteorological elements
have an influence on crime using the C4.5 algorithm as a decision tree.

4.1 Application of Decision Tree, C4.5 Algorithm

ARFF data were applied to a decision tree, C4.5 algorithm. Using ‘‘J48-C 0.25 -M
200 through WEKA’s Classify, you can get the results of the C4.5 algorithm as seen
in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the visual findings of the C4.5 algorithm .

4.2 Relarionship Between Meteorological Changes and Crime
by the Decision Tree

The tree used in this study consists of 61 nodes in total, and the ‘Leaves’ node as
the last node consists of 32 nodes.

It is interpreted: Sunny weather shows the highest number of assaults in crime
type,

Humidity affects crime incidence, compared to other meteorological elements:
when the humidity is higher than the basic level 69.9 %, the type of crime changes
depending on the properties of wind speed, temperature.

In cloudy weather, murders and assaults occur most frequently. The most
influential meteorological variable is precipitation. If the precipitation is higher
than the basic level 10 mm, the type of crime changes depending on the properties
of wind speed, temperature.

In rainy weather, assaults occur most frequently as seen in the cloudy weather,
and the most influential meteorological variable is temperature. If the temperature
is higher than the basic level 16.4 �C, the type of crime changes depending on the
properties of wind speed, temperature, and humidity.

On snowy days, violence occurs most frequently in terms of crime type.
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Fig. 4 J48 cross-validation
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5 Conclusion

In this study, through the J4.5 algorithm of decision tree, we were able to figure out
what type of crime (murder, robbery, rape, theft, and violence) occurs depending
on meteorological variables (weather, temperature, precipitation, wind speed, and
relative humidity). As a result of the analysis, the crime rate was higher in the
following weather conditions: less than 10 mm in precipitation, less than 4 m/s in
wind speed, and 50 % in humidity. It was observed that in these conditions, the
highest incidence of crime was a violence incident and that the highest incidence
weather of crime was when weather is cloudy.

In the United States and Europe, a wide variety of researches have bee con-
ducted in dealing with the relationship between weather and crime. But in Korea,
there has been few studies to analyze the relationship between weather and crime.
Therefore, this study is expected to serve an important preceding paper in this
field, based on the findings of this study.
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A Case Study for the Application
of Storage Tiering Based on ILM through
Data Value Analysis

Chun-Kyun Youn

Abstract In the recent, due to explosion of Digital Universe, the performance of
computer and storage system is reducing. Therefore, the upgrade and capacity
expansion needs is growing. Countermeasure for this problem is required funda-
mental and long-term solutions rather than piecemeal expansion. In this paper, we
establish a data management policy for an enterprise through the operational status
of storage system and the analysis of data value of it, and implement ILM-based
tiered storage system on the basis of these. The results of this study shows the
overall throughput was improved about 21 % compared to the existing system, it is
very effective to maintain continuous quality and reduce operating costs in the
long term aspect.

Keywords ILM � Data value analysis � Storage � Tiering � Data management
method

1 Introduction

According to the 2Q survey which was conducted for storage engineers in
domestic companies by IT World Korea, 40 % of them have gone through
difficulty in data increase and storage management, which is big problems for
storage now, and only 29 % of them has separate data storage systems by utility
and importance of data. ILM (Information Life-cycle Management) which is
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tiering storages by data value and Tiering technology with low implementation
costs are a solution for problems caused by explosive data increase but most of
companies except for 10.8 % of major companies don’t plan to implement storage
tiering or don’t know the technologies [1–3].

Therefore, this study would like to suggest the guide to solutions for storage
problems, caused by explosive data increase, which many companies are now
facing by showing how much and effective they can increase utility of existing
storage systems through application of ILM and Tiering for the existing storage
systems in companies and analysis of their effects as long-term and basic solutions
for storage problems.

2 Analysis of System Operation Environments

The company which I analyzed is a manufacturer which sells and exports its
products and provides statistical service for internal report.

2.1 Status of Key Works

Work importance and usage frequency were determined based on number of users
in the company and influence when the works were not performed was surveyed
through interviews with employees. The results are as described in Table 1.

2.2 Status of Data Management

2.2.1 Attribute and Importance of Data

Data attribute was reviewed based on the work systems in Table 1. Most of work
data were created, maintained, and managed through DB and email application.
They could be divided largely into structured and unstructured data as described in
Table 2.

In this study, data with relatively high I/O requests and high importance are
called as ‘‘active data’’ and data with relatively low I/O requests are called as
‘‘inactive data’’.

2.2.2 Backup and Deletion of Data

Review on policies of data storage and backup to evaluate backup methods for
data and deletion process, which was the last step in the life cycles of data, created
Tables 3 and 4.
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Table 1 Importance of key work systems

Frequency Importance No. of users Work system Influence

Over 1 time
weekly

Low Less than 5 % of
whole employee

Production history
management system

Low
productivity

Inventory control system
Business management

system
Production statistics system
Basic statistics system
Assets Management System

Over 1 time
daily

Medium Less than 25 % of
whole employee

Overseas market
information system

Extranet homepage system
Less than 50 % of

whole employee
Inventory control system
Geographic information

system
High More than 75 % of

whole employee
Knowledge portal system
Business email system
Personnel management

system
Over 1 time

daily
High More than 75 % of

whole employee
Electronic approval system Lawsuit
Work management system

Table 2 Data types of key works

Monthly average
number of
process

Data attribute System Host

Less than 100 Structured Production history Mgm’
system

Unix server

Inventory control system Unix server
Production statistics system Unix server
Basic statistics system Unix server
Assets management system Unix server

Structured/
unstructured

Extranet homepage system Window NT
server

Unstructured Geographic info’ system Unix server
Less than 1,000 Structured/

unstructured
Overseas market info’ system Unix server
Business management system Unix server
Knowledge portal system Window NT

server
Personnel management system Window NT

server
Less than 5,000 Structured/

unstructured
Electronic approval system Unix server
Work management system Unix server

Unstructured Business email system Unix server
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2.3 Analysis of DB Operation Environments

Features of application workload, overall DB I/O capacity, and area information of
table space were analyzed to assess operation environments of DB application
using StatsPack, AWR Report, and performance management package. Analysis
of workload type of operation DB applications showed that they were typical DBs
for decision-making and mass data storage with features of many-read and few-
writes as shown in Fig. 1.

The survey of I/O lists in table space showed that a specific table space(-
DATA_0, INDEX_0) had high Read Count, 5 and 3 million each, and average
response times of the table space were very low, 9 and 5 ms each, as shown in
Fig. 2.

2.4 Analysis of Storage Operation Environments

The survey of allocation lists of systems and storages in the company showed that
each operation host was connected to storages through dual SAN switches as
shown Fig. 3. Major internal components of the storages were consisted of dual
8 GB memory and 146 GB-disk groups. All disk groups are fiber channel type
HDD supporting 15,000 rpm.

Table 3 Storage and backup periods of key work systems

Importance of
work

Work system Backup method Backup interval

High Business email system Storage backup (1st)
LTO drive backup (2nd)
Disaster recovery

backup (3rd)

Incremental backup
(daily)

Whole backup
(weekly)

Knowledge portal system
Personnel management

system
Electronic approval system
Work management system

Medium Extranet homepage system
Geographic information

system
Overseas market information

system
Inventory control system

Low Production history LTO drive backup (1st) Whole backup
(weekly)Management system

Business management
system

Inventory control system
Production statistics system
Basic statistics system
Assets management system
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Fig. 1 Physical read and write of DB application

Table 4 Data storage interval of work systems/past due capacity

Importance
of work

Data
storage
interval

Work system Allotted
capacity
(GB)

Capacity to
delete (GB)

Percentage
(%)

High 5 Years Business email system 1,200 320 26.7
Personnel management system 120 10 8.3
Knowledge portal system 600 400 66.7
Electronic approval system 300 50 16.7
Work management system 600 100 16.7

Medium 3 Years Extranet homepage system 120 0 0.0
Overseas market information

system
240 20 8.3

Inventory control system 600 60 10.0
Geographic information system 2,400 800 33.3

Low 2 Years Production history
management system

1,200 450 37.5

Business management system 120 20 16.7
Production statistics system 1,200 400 33.3
Basic statistics system 960 300 31.3
Inventory control system 600 250 41.7
Assets management system 720 320 44.4

Total – – 10,980 3,500 31.9

Fig. 2 I/O and response time of table space
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The analysis of disks capacity showed that physical capacity of the whole disk
was 23,360 GB and actual capacity was 11,680 GB (12 GB LV * 973 EA) as
described in Table 5. And Table 6 shows the file system and spare volume was
estimated about 700 GB.

Figure 4 is a graph showing I/O occurring in all devices in the storages. The left
red area is for typical active data which are about 15 % of the whole storage area
and whose average occurrence time of I/O is over 100 times and the right green
area is for typical inactive data which are about 40 % and less than 10 times.

2.5 Issue of Storage Management and Operation

2.5.1 Systematic Data Management Policy

The issues in the data management policy are as follows:

1. The data management policy as described in Tables 3 and 4 was not applied to
actual operation and about 32 % of the whole storage area had data to delete.

Fig. 3 Volume allocation configuration of operation system

Table 5 Capacity estimation of operation environment of storages

RAID
type

Disk
group#

RPM
(K)

Capacity
(GB)

Quantity
(EA)

Physical
capacity(GB)

LV
(GB)

LV
(EA)

Actual
capacity(GB)

RAID-1
(Mirror)

# 1 15 146 40 5,840 12 243 2,920
# 2 15 146 60 8,760 12 365 4,380
# 3 15 146 60 8,760 12 365 4,380
Total 15 146 160 23,360 – 973 11,680
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This caused inefficiency of the storage capacity management, increasing
complexity of data management, and additional storage capacity

2. There is not backup policy for data after storage period. Therefore data to delete
are still included in incremental and whole backup so that backup costs and
capacity are continuously increasing

Table 6 Storage allocation of major work systems

Work
importance

OS version Work system LV
(GB)

LV
(EA)

Allocated
capacity(GB)

High IBM AIX 53 Business email system 12 100 1,200
Window NT
(Window

2008SE)

Personnel management
system

12 10 120

Knowledge portal system 12 50 600
HP – UX

11.31
Electronic approval system 12 25 300
Work management system 12 50 600

Medium Window NT Extranet homepage system 12 10 120
IBM AIX 53 Overseas market

information system
12 20 240

Inventory control system 12 50 600
Geographic information

system
12 200 2,400

Low IBM AIX 53 Production history Mgm.
system

12 100 1,200

Business management
system

12 10 120

Production statistics system 12 100 1,200
Basic statistics system 12 80 960

SUNOS 5.10 Inventory control system 12 50 600
Assets Management System 12 60 720

Total – – – 915 10,980

Fig. 4 The details of I/O per business hour
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2.5.2 Operation and Protection Mechanism for Data Groups

RAID-1 disk which the company is now using is most popular for DB application
volume in spite of high price since its write function is powerful and write penalty
is low. However, since both active and inactive data are in RAID-1 as shown in
Fig. 6 differential protections cannot be applied to them. In addition, inactive
archive data are stored in expensive RAID-1 disk so that they increase customer’s
TCO.

2.5.3 Storage Media for Data

In general, disk media have various capacities and their operation costs vary.
However, active and inactive data with very different features stored in FC (Fiber
Channel) disk media with same physical features so that data storage costs are
increased.

3 System Improvement

3.1 Establishment of Efficient Data Management Policy

I have improved following items to establish policies for efficient data operation
and management with systematic classification of data values through type anal-
ysis of data.

1. I classified data values and set data grades as described in Table 7
2. I established standards for disk types and data protection level, as described in

Table 8, to guarantee differential data usability and response time based on data
grades as described in Table 7

3. I established new management policy for inactive data based on life cycles. The
new policy is to delete the inactive data after conducting separate tape backup for
them and, when necessary, reuse them from separate backup server file system

3.2 Configuration of ILM-Based Tiering Storage

3.2.1 Measurement to Guarantee Faster Response Time and Data Usability

Since the existing FC disks is not suitable for storage media for the active data
area, I suggested new storage tiers with SSD (Solid Status Drive) which can
provide higher performance to improve the lowered response time of applications
caused by intensive I/O. In addition, efficiency is provided for the inactive data
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using SATA (Serial Advanced Technology Attachment) disks whose speed is low
but disk efficiency is high compared to price.

3.2.2 Establishment of Tiering Through Re-configuration of Storage

If inactive and active data are in the same physical disk groups, response time of
DB applications for active data may be negatively influenced by I/O interference
between applications when intensive I/O is occurred by mass batch jobs of inactive
data. I classified work areas per data grade as described in Table 9 based on
Table 7 for re-configuration of disk groups to physically divide the two data areas
to minimize such problems.

I reconfigured disk groups as described in Table 10 using tiering concept based
on data in platinum, silver, and bronze grades as described in Table 9 and new
storage media for scalability.

Table 7 Importance of major works’ data

Importance Work system Data grade

Platinum Silver Bronze

High Business email system DB data,
intensive
I/O

Application
installation
area email
and DB data
area

Application operation
log storage areaPersonnel management

system
Knowledge portal

system
Electronic approval

system
Work management

system
Medium Extranet homepage

system
N/A DB data area Application installation

area and operation
log storage areaOverseas market info’

system
Inventory control

system
Geographic information

system
Low Production history

mgm’ system
N/A N/A Application installation

area and statistics
data storage area for
long-term storage

Business management
system

Production statistics
system

Basic statistics system
Inventory control

system
Assets management

system
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4 Test Environments and Evaluation

Test environments were configured to verify utility of ILM-based tiering storage
through comparison of key performance indexes before and after data migration.
Baseline data collected before improvement and data collected after improvement

Table 8 Storage infrastructure environments per data grade

RAID type Importance
of data

Data
grade

Capacity
requirement
(IOPS)

Feature

RAID-1 High Platinum
(New)

Over 5,000 Low disk efficiency (50 %). Higher costs
than RAID-5. Lower write penalty
than RAID-5Medium Silver (Now)

120–167
RAID-5

(7D ? 1P)
Low Bronze

(New)
80 High disk efficiency (75 %). Lower costs

than RAID-1
High random and sequential R/W
High parity write penalty

Table 9 Data grade of major work systems

Importance Work system Existing allocated capacity
(GB)

Estimated capacity per
data Area (GB)

Platinum Silver Bronze

High Business email system 1,200 0 960 240
Personnel management

system
120 24 72 24

Knowledge portal system 600 120 420 60
Electronic approval system 300 60 180 60
Work management system 600 180 360 60

Medium Extranet homepage system 120 0 96 24
Overseas market info’

system
240 192 48

Inventory control system 600 480 120
Geographic information

system
2,400 480 1,920

Low Production history
mgm’system

1,200 0 0 1,200

Business management
system

120 120

Production statistics
system

1,200 1,200

Basic statistics system 960 960
Inventory control system 600 600
Assets management system 720 720

Total Business email system 10,980 384 3,240 7,356
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were compared and analyzed using VDBench [12] and Workload Analyzer [13]
for objective reliability and validity. Various types of I/O workloads were gen-
erated using VDBench for the test.

4.1 Comparison of I/O Occurrence

I compared number of I/O occurring from 10 devices each in both active and
inactive data areas per second before and after data migration. Number of I/O for
active data was significantly decreased to about 21 % of the former number but
inactive data didn’t show meaningful change as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Table 10 Re-configuration of storage

Data Grade Configuration of disk

Disk
group

Type RAID type Capacity
(GB)

Quantity
(EA)

Physical
capacity
(GB)

Available
capacity
(GB)

Platinum
(new)

# 4 SSD RAID-1 300 4 1,200 600

Silver
(existing)

# 1–3 FC RAID-1 146 160 23,360 N/A

Bronze
(new)

# 5 SATA RAID-5
(7D ? 1P)

1,000 1,000 16,000 14,000

Fig. 5 Total I/Os per second (before)
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I measured number of I/O occurring in business hour. Number of I/O for the
active data which significantly influence the system performance was decreased by
about 6 times after the storage tiering as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 showing 8 devices
for active data and 2 devices for inactive data with highest I/O occurrence. That
was because the active data areas were evenly distributed in the disks and general
performance of the storages and DB applications was significantly improved.
However, data I/O occurring of the inactive per second was less than five which is
too small to measure differences.

Fig. 6 Total I/Os per second (after migration)

Fig. 7 Device I/Os per second. in business hour (before)
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4.2 Comparison of Device Transaction Volume

I measured transaction volume per second for active data device areas which
applications mainly use. Response time of DB applications was negatively
influenced by concentrated transactions (2,000 KB in average) on specific
devices (0 9 020, 0 9 021, 0 9 022, 0 9 023) before the storage tiering as
shown in Fig. 11. But the transactions were distributed (480 KB in average) after
data migration and bottleneck was improved by about 2.8 times as shown in
Figs. 9 and 10.

Fig. 8 Device I/Os per second. in business hour (After migration)

Fig. 9 Transaction volume per second (KB) (before)
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4.3 Comparison of Read/Write per Disk Media

The average value of read sizes for SSD disk media is 120 KB which is double of
that of FC disk media as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. An average read times for
active data areas in existing FC media and SSD media, after migration, are 42 ms

Fig. 10 Transaction volume per second (KB) (after migration)

Fig. 11 Average read/write time (ms) per disk (before)
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and 24 ms each. It was improved by 2 times. For write time, the average values
before and after migration were 62 ms and 0.36 ms each. It was improved by 17
times and shall improve the response time of DB applications significantly.

Fig. 12 Average read/write time (ms) per disk (after migration)

Fig. 13 Total throughput to-from hosts (before)
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4.4 Comparison of Throughput for Storage System

I measured and compared overall throughput of the storage system for 1 week to
confirm how much the partial improvements contributed to whole storage system.
The throughput for the existing system and the tiering system were about
70,000 KB/s and 85,000 KB/s each as shown in Figs. 13 and 14. It was improved
by 21 %.

5 Conclusions

Improvements through this study are as follows;

1. Overall throughput of the storage system was improved by 21 % and new SSD
media improved read time by 2 times and write time by 17 times. Bottleneck
was improved by 2.8 times by the tiering. Number of I/O occurring in active
data which significantly influence the system performance was decreased by 6
times

2. This storage tiering test confirmed that data management policy based on ILM
through data value analysis was a very effective cost-saving solution consid-
ering consistent quality of systems under long-term view

3. Efficiency for storage management was improved and efficient data manage-
ment policy was built through application of information life-cycle concept to
existing data management policy

4. This study can be a good reference for most companies which don’t have
systematic storage systems to solve explosive data increase caused by various
service requests from customers

Fig. 14 Total throughput to-from hosts (after migration)
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5. The tiering based on ILM through data value analysis enables companies not
only to utilize existing disk media but to save system maintenance costs
through enhanced system performance and efficient investment for future
expansion under long-term view
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A Neural Network Mixture Model
for Green Warranty Diffusion

Sang-Hyun Lee, Sang-Joon Lee and Kyung-Il Moon

Abstract The purpose of this paper is to assist in measuring all costs associated
with product warranties including the environmental problems and in estimating
the potential warranty cost savings. The concept of the green warranty is
emphasized in this paper because of its effect on increasing the scope of warranty
cost savings. This paper suggests a new concept for the design of warranty system
that combines some of neural network approaches in green IT’s point of view. In
particular, Gompertz function is used as the transfer functions in the model. The
academic importance of this study is that Gompertz can be a type of mathematical
model for green warranty claims, where warranty growth is slowest at the start and
end of warranty lifetime period. To apply the model to warranty data, the prac-
titioners need not identify parametric distributions for the failure attributes. To
demonstrate the model, this paper develops a neural network mixture model for the
automotive warranty data.

Keywords Green warranty � Neural network � Warranty diffusion � Gompertz
function
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1 Introduction

The demand for green warranty diffusion is essential in this society. Until now the
warranty model have been extended or altered to fit in with the heuristic situation. The
fuzzy logic [1, 2], the neural network [3] and the knowledge management [4] are
introduced to this model. In regard to this warranty, a method was discussed to
estimate hazard rate from incomplete and unclear warranty data [5, 6]. Lawless [7] and
Majeske [8] studied warranty data with focus on automobile industry. Recently, Lee
and et al. presented many approach for warranty claims with artificial method [9–13].

In this paper, we propose the mixture model combined neural network with
Gompertz function, traditional diffusion model to predict and model the green
warranty. This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduce a green warranty
process. Section 3 propose a neural network mixture model. Section 4 demon-
strates the application of our model.

2 Green Warranty Process

When considering warranty issues, an important concept to keep in mind is the
warranty chain. Like the supply chain for purchasing and manufacturing, the
warranty chain extends the scope of warranty activities beyond the walls of a
single company to encompass suppliers, manufacturers, OEMs, distributors,
dealers, repair centers, policy carriers, and customers.

Figure 1 represents an environmental parts warranty system around the envi-
ronmental parts in the general warranty system. Once some warranty claims are
submitted to the dealer and repair center, some classification works and performance
evaluation are processed in overall system level. If there are some valid warranty
claims, invalid parts are tested in the sub-system levels, for instance, the exhaust
system of automotive parts. These steps are labor intensive, time consuming war-
ranty processes. Next step is composed of the repair work or replacement in the
component level, and reserved the warranty data such as age and usage in the
warranty database. Some replacement or repaired parts are again tested in the sub-
system levels. These warranty works are corresponding to the Parts Return or Return
Merchandise Authorizations (RMA). Since the results of RMA work give effect to
the overall system, many tests are needed as a whole. In the sub-system and com-
ponent levels, the warranty data analysis is corresponding to a knowledge base
system. The reason is that many uncertainties are existed and some qualitative
evaluations are required by the expertise. The remaining levels above the sub-system
are connected to some warranty degree determination. An approximate reasoning
method can be used for such warranty degree determination since the exact warranty
degree determination is difficult. The reason is that there are many qualitative factors
such as seasonality and assembly skills. Further, it is required the multidimensional
analysis considered both the age and usage variables [10, 11].
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3 Neural Network Mixture Model

The Gompertz function [4] can be used as a sigmoid function. The objective is to
approximate a smooth scalar function of q inputs h: Rq ? R using a feed-forward
Gompertz function network. The set of nonlinear weight equations that relates the
neural network’s adjustable parameters to the warranty data is obtained by imposing
the training requirements on the network’s output and gradient equations. First,
consider a multilayer feed-forward network with one layer of hidden neurons and
one output neuron. When an input vector, representing time and a time-dependent
quantity such as amount of use, is propagated through the network, for the current set
of weights there is an output warranty, denoting the actual warranty amount. The
objective of supervised training is to adjust the weights so that the difference
between the network output z and the actual output w is reduced. This requires an
algorithm that reduces the absolute error, which is the same as reducing the squared
error, where Network Error = z – w = E. The algorithm should adjust the weights
such that E2 is minimized (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Warranty process for
environmental parts

Fig. 2 Neural network
mixture model
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4 Application

We used the number of warranty claims related to O2 sensors in the automobile
warranty domain as a measure of the environmental parts warranty growth.
Oxygen sensors are a product that have been around for more than 20 years, yet
most motorists do not even know they have one or more of these devices on their
vehicle.

The only time most people even become aware of an oxygen sensor’s existence
is if they get a check engine light and there is a code that indicates an O2 sensor
problem their vehicle fails an emissions test because of a sluggish or dead O2

sensors. But in most cases, they will not have a clue as to know to diagnose or test
this mysterious little device that is often blamed for all kinds of drive ability and
emissions ills. We collected the pure number of environmental parts warranty from
January 2002–March 2008 from the warranty reports published by automobile
company in Korea.

Table 1 denotes a summary data by using the two-way contingency table. It
displays the warranty counts for each combination of two-attribute warranty
variables (age and mileage). Since there can be multiple models on the same car
type or multiple car types used for a single O2 sensor, the count represents entire
ones rather than the number of special cars.

The box plot shows that both age and usage have a significant effect on war-
ranty claims (see Fig. 3). Usage has the higher warranty response (about 310); age
has the lower warranty response with about 136. It shows statistically significant
differences in warranty accuracy (p = 0.0137 \ 0.05) between the age and usage
variables.

Table 2 denotes the usage weighted data to adjust for the differences between
the age variable and usage variable. Weighting by each proportion of the usage

Fig. 3 Box plots of age and
usage
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variable can be a compromise to minimize the actual differences between the age
and usage variables.

Figure 4 denotes a Gompertz fitting result to the cumulative data of Table 2.
The initial estimates of the parameters a, b and c are 0.0002, 41.247 and 0.001,
respectively. Using the Gauss–Newton method, the final estimates of Gompertz
parameters are 1.2081e-15, 41.999 and 9.489e-3, respectively. The root mean
squared error (RMSE) as a performance measure is 319.4940. RMSE is the pre-
ferred performance measure when different methods are compared for decision
making.

For the simulation of suggested method, we use a 1-3-1 architecture (one input
layer, three hidden units and one output unit), and Gompertz function as the
transfer function, and it was trained with a learning rate of 0.1, the momentum

Fig. 5 Network error

Fig. 4 Gompertz function
fitting
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term was set at 0.07, and 100 iterations. As the parameter estimates for the NN
model, 0.00965, 0.1039 and 0.31142 are the estimated final weights from input
neuron to hidden units 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Also, 0.99991, 1.0279, and 0.14512 are the estimate weights from hidden nodes
1, 2, and 3 respectively, to the output neuron. The NN model converges after 18
epochs with the objective function (sum of the absolute deviations among sample
points) value of approximately 0.00017 (see Fig. 5).

The NN model has smaller RMSE (182.1164) than that of the pure Gompertz
model (319.494) in the calibration data. Figure 6 represents that the neural net is
approximating the warranty diffusion smoothly. In summary, the results indicate
that the Gompertz NN model is superior to the traditional diffusion models in
forecasting the warranty growth. In particular, it is significant to note that the
environmental parts warranty was down for discussion from April 2004. The S-
shaped curve is well-established for modeling diffusion due to the environmental
parts warranty.

5 Conclusion

This paper makes a contribution to environmental parts warranty research by
suggesting a novel approach to model its diffusion. The warranty diffusion models
are variants of S-curves. External influences such as environmental parts warranty
are largely ignored when it comes to modeling. This is perhaps because external
effects can be domain-sensitive or occur at any stage of the warranty life cycle.
Random occurrence of external effects causes problems in modeling warranty
diffusion process with any pre-determined mathematical relation such as an S-
curve. The mathematical models that fit S-curves to diffusion data thus essentially
treat external perturbations as random error. These random errors reduce the

Fig. 6 Gompertz-neural
fitting
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accuracy of the forecasts of these models. The results seem to support the argu-
ment that the more flexible approach of a neural network model is better than the
conventional models for forecasting the warranty diffusion, especially when there
is cause to believe that external factors perturb the diffusion phenomenon. How-
ever, this represents the results from one actual dataset. The validation of the
current study is further strengthened by conducting a simulated experiment that
compares the models across various datasets that are created to systematically
examine the effects of different types of disturbances in the warranty data. Spe-
cifically, one must consider four characteristics of the external effects: magnitude,
direction, stage of the warranty life cycle of diffusion, and type of S-curves.
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Generation of User Interest Ontology
Using ID3 Algorithm in the Social Web

Jong-Soo Sohn, Qing Wang and In-Jeong Chung

Abstract It is feasible to collect individual user interests from social networking
services. However, there have been few studies of the interests of domain users. In
this paper, we propose an approach for ontology generating the interests of SNS
domain users by employing semantic web technology and ID3 algorithm.In our
approach, domain ontology is generated by a decision tree, which classifies the
domain web pages and the domain users. Experimental test shows ontology of the
interests of domains users regarding USA presidential candidates. We expect that
our results will be beneficial in the field of computer science, such as recom-
mendations, as well as other fields including education, politics, and commerce.
Proposed approach overcomes the problem of domain user classification and lack
of semantics by composing decision tree and semantic web technology.
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1 Introduction

The interests of user have an important role in various areas such as recommen-
dations, commerce, and political activities, although less information is provided
by users than is available on networks. Thus, the working efficiency is very low if
we have to identify the interests of users one by one. The interests of individual
users are valuable for personalized services, but they cannot satisfy the require-
ments of public services because public users lack the universality. By contrast, the
interests of public users lack personality, although they possess universality. The
interests of domain users are different from individual interests and public inter-
ests. They are the common interests of users in the same domain and they have
different personalities because users come from a different domain, although they
have the same universality because users are in the same domain. Therefore, the
value of the interests of domain users is greater than the interests of individual
user’ and public users in other fields in addition to computer science. However,
only a few studies have addressed the interests of domain users. The process of
extracting the interests of domain users has the following two problems [1].

• Definingthe user domain. It is simple for a human to define a user domain, but
this is a very difficult task for a computer, because machines do not understand
semantics.

• Classifying different domain users. Defining a user domain is very difficult for
computers. Computers are unable to classify different domain users based on a
traditional classification if this requires an understanding of semantics.

Therefore, we propose an approach for extracting the interests of domain users,
which exploits semantic web technology for collecting them from SNS. We create
a domain ontology that helps computers understand semantics. Semantic web
technology is a maturing technological field, which continues to be the focus of
much research

Our methodology addressed the difficulties of defining user domains and the
classification of different domains to identify the interests of domain users. With
our approach, domain ontology is generated by a decision tree that classifies the
domain webpages and domain users. Experimental test shows ontology of the
interests of domains users regarding USA presidential candidates. The result of our
research has great value for computer science and other fields including education,
commerce, and political activities.

2 Related Work

Folksonomy is a very important part of web 2.0, which is used to classify SNS
such as the Delicious website. This is a new method that allows users to clas-
sify information [2],which is also is associated with a semantic problem [3].
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Research into this area has included recommendations, user interests, and classi-
fication. Illig et al. proposed a tag recommendation method for folksonomy [4]. In
[5], Shan et al. described item recommendation based on folksonomy. Szomszor
et al. proposed the modeling of user interest based on folksonomy while Kawase
et al. proposed a classification for user interest patterns based on folksonomy [6,
7]. Neither classification nor the extraction of user interests of based on folkson-
omy can achieve classification on their own. They still require other tools or
cooperation with traditional classifiers, because folksonomy is associated with the
semantic problem.

Few studies have addressed classification methods based on semantics using
ontology. Some researchers have focused on the interests of domain users, while
others have addressed the interests of individual users. Lipczak proposed a tag
recommendation method based on the interests of individual users [8]. Yin et al.
proposed the semantic modeling of individual user interests and collaborative
tagging systems for individual users [9]. Sasaki et al. proposed a method for
extracting preference terms, which excluded unrelated pages from user interests
where the user also referred to individual users [10]. White et al. proposed a
method for predicting the interests of individual users based on contextual infor-
mation [11]. However, the interests of domain users have greater value than
individual interests and public interests for computer science and other fields.

3 Generation of User Interest Ontology Using ID3 Algorithm

3.1 Generating Decision Trees

Decision tree is a popular classifier, which is characterized by the property that
samples are subjected to a sequence of decision rules before they are assigned to a
unique class [12]. We acquired training data from the Delicious website to gen-
erate a domain decision tree. The domain decision tree is used to create domain
ontology. And every pathway in a decision tree can be written using a tag rule such
as the Web Ontology Language OWL-DL, so the sub-tree can be translated into
domain ontology without loss during classification based on semantics. Decision
trees are part of the classification when generating ontology. We use the ID3
algorithm to generate a decision tree for a domain [13]. OWL was developed as a
more formal and more powerful ontology language than RDFS. OWL-DL supports
users who require maximum expressiveness while retaining computational com-
pleteness and decidability [14].

In generate a decision tree for domain within specific limits, we collected a
random sample set from the Delicious website as training data, which consisted of
the top 5 tags and webpage links, which we stored as a table. The webpage ‘‘The
Choice: Comment: The New Yorker’’ is marked by some users on the Delicious
website. We extracted the webpage link ‘‘The Choice: Comment: The New Yorker’’
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and the top 5 tags for Obama, politics, election, New Yorker and an endorsement of
this paper, and we recorded them in a table as training data for the decision tree.

We prepared a table to describe a situation for ID3, which consisted of all the
keywords and classes. Next, we determined the relationships between each piece
of training data and keywords. In each piece of training data, if any tag matched
any keyword, we recorded the cell of the keyword as ‘‘YES’’ in the ID3 table.
Cells of keywords were recorded as ‘‘NO’’ when there no tag matched with it. We
recorded the cells for Obama, politics, and election as ‘‘YES’’ whereas the others
were ‘‘NO’’ in the ID3 table, as shown in Fig. 1. Next, we check the content of the
webpage and record its class. Finally, all of the training data is recorded in the
table.

Information gain is a measure of the information theory, which characterizes
the impurity of an arbitrary collection of examples. The method used for infor-
mation gain is covered in [15]. After the information gains are calculated for each
attribute, we can draw the domain decision tree. Every attribute will have a
position based on the results by information gain.

Generated decision tree contains several pathways in different sub-trees that
lead to different classes, so the same class may have several pathways. Each
pathway consists of several keywords that can be expressed as a tag rule using
OWL-DL.

For example, Fig. 2 shows a pathway in the domain decision tree. Based on the
calculation of the information gain, the keywords ‘obama’, election, and ‘romney’
are attributes in a pathway in the domain decision tree. We can use the OWL-DL
to write a tag rule as follows: .Because of the top 5
tags, every webpage on the Delicious website also has a tag rule, which is stored in
our webpage database. Based on all of the pathways in the decision tree, we can
write tag rules using OWL-DL for every class in the domain ontology.

Fig. 1 An item of training
data in the ID3 table

Fig. 2 Apathway in the
domain tree
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3.2 Ontology Learning

To infer and classify webpages into different domain classes, the domain ontology
has to be trained using the webpage data. The webpage data is used to train the
ontology, which is also classified. This is an important part of classification, which
we discuss further in this chapter, and it consists of data storage, learning, and
inference.

We store webpage data in the database, which consists of the URL of a web-
page and tags. We write a tag rule for each webpage to infer the class of the
webpage based on the top 5 web page tags using OWL-DL. The learning rules are
as followings.

• If the tag rule of the webpage exists in the class ‘‘DeliciousWebpage’’, we create
a new instance to store the URL and the instance belongs to the subclass
‘‘Condition_n’’, which contains the same tag rule. If the tag rule of the webpage
does not exist in the class ‘‘DeliciousWebpage ’’, we create a new subclass
‘‘Condition_n ? 1’’ and store the tag rule as a property in ‘‘Condition_n ? 1’’.
We then create a new instance to store the URL and this instance belongs to the
subclass ‘‘Condition_n ? 1’’.

• If we let the tag moves to the class ‘‘Webpagetag’’ in the ontology. As with the
class ‘‘DeliciousWebpage’’, if the tag exists in the class, we create a new
instance to store the tag and the instance belongs to the subclass ‘‘Tag_n’’,
which contains the same classes such thatUS, USA, and America belong to the
same subclass ‘‘USA’’.

• If the tag does not exist in the class ‘‘Webpagetag’’, we create a new subclass
‘‘Tag_n ? 1’’ and create a new instance to store the tag and the instance belongs
to the subclass ‘‘Tag_n ? 1’’.

4 Experiments and Evaluations

We conducted an experiment on a domain containing three US presidential can-
didates. In this experiment, we selected three USA presidential candidates in 2012
as the test domain. They were the Democrat Party’s Barack Obama, and Mitt
Romney and Michele Bachmann from the Republican Party. There were 497,849
webpages on Obama, 12,271 webpages on Romney, and 4,570 web pages on
Bachmann on theDelicious website. We selected 100 random webpages for each
candidate for classification.

We selected sixty web pages of Obama, Romney, and Bachmann from the
Delicious website as a training set to make the table for the decision tree.

And we calculated the information gain using the ID3 algorithm and deter-
mined all the attributes of the decision tree. Obama, Romney, and Bachmann were
the candidates and these three domains were contained in the same tree, as shown
in Fig. 3.
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In the decision tree, every pathway described by OWL-DL corresponded to a
rule. Based on all of the rules in the tree, we produced an ontology for classifying
the experimental data and separated the data into three classes, as shown in Fig. 4.

For the justification, we had calculated precision, recall and accuracy [16]. We
compared the three types of domain user interests in the experiment with several
other types of user interests in our previous studies. We checked 300 web pages
and recorded their classes. Table 1 shows the calculation results for the precision,
recall, and accuracy of the three domains for their classes. The first column lists
the number of quality inbound links for 100 domain web pages. The other three

Fig. 3 The decision tree for three domains

Fig. 4 Ontology of the domains
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columns show the results for precision, recall, and accuracy. The evaluation results
showed our approach was reliable for determining the interests of domain users,
because it had 91.5 % precision and 93.1 % accuracy for classification.

5 Conclusions

SNS is stimulating the development of the Internet. It accelerates the speed of
information sharing between the people, and a vast amount of useful information is
available on the interests of users. Users’ interests have an important role for
computer science and the social sciences. The interests of domain users have
greater value, but domain interests have rarely been studied. The process to
identify the interests of domain users presents two difficulties: defining user
domains and classifying them.

In this study, we addressed these problems of defining user domains and their
classification. We proposed an approach based on semantic web technology for
identifying the interests of domain users from SNS. Domain ontology was gen-
erated by a domain decision tree that classified domain webpages and domain
users using ID3 algorithm. Our experiment to determine the interests of domain
users on USA presidential candidates showed that our approach had high precision
and accuracy. We hope that our research will have value for computer science,
such as recommendations, and for other fields such as education, political activities
and commerce.
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Collective Intelligence Based Algorithm
for Ranking Book Reviews

Heungmo Ryang and Unil Yun

Abstract IIR (Internet Information Retrieval) system searches important docu-
ments on the internet by measuring the importance of these documents. For this
purpose, various ranking techniques are proposed and adopted. In this paper, we
propose ReviewRank, a ranking technique for finding book reviews. With an
increasing number of people buying books online, reviews of books written by
other people have become more important. General ranking techniques measure
the importance of documents based on references or quotations between docu-
ments through hyperlinks. However, they are not suitable for book reviews. In this
paper, we analyze characteristics of the importance of book reviews based on
voluntary participation or evaluation of people called as collective intelligence,
and proposes measures for considering the importance. We also suggest a ranking
algorithm which adopts ReviewRank for finding book reviews. Experimental
results show that ReviewRank outperforms previous ranking techniques for both
general IIR system and searching book reviews.
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1 Introduction

There are a huge number of documents on the internet, and the number has been
increasing. Therefore, the importance of searching meaningful documents on the
internet has increased. IIR (Internet Information Retrieval) system looks for these
important documents by measuring its importance through various ranking
techniques. For measuring the importance of the documents, various ranking
techniques [4, 10] have been proposed. Some of them measures the importance
based on references or quotations between documents through hyperlinks [2, 3].
One of these ranking techniques is PageRank [9] which is adopted by Google
search engine (http://www.google.com) which is the most famous and becomes the
fundamental algorithm of IIR. However, it is difficult to measure the importance of
book reviews using these ranking techniques since there are little references or
quotations unlike general documents on the internet.

Recently, with an emerging of SNS (Social Network Service) such as Twitter
and Facebook and explosive increasing numbers of data on it, researches for SNS
information retrieval have been studied [6, 11]. Ranking techniques proposed in
these researches measure the importance of an article written by user such as tweet
in Twitter or a document based on network relationship constructed by users.
However, network relationship between users of online bookstore is not almost
constructed unlike between SNS users. Thus, ranking techniques for SNS infor-
mation retrieval are not also suitable for measuring the importance of book review.

In this paper, we analyze characteristics of important book review based on
voluntary participation or evaluation of people called collective intelligence and
propose measures for considering the importance of book reviews. Moreover, we
propose Review Rank, a ranking technique based on correlation analysis between
the importance and the measures. By adopting ReviewRank proposed in this paper
to IIR system, not only book reviews explicitly evaluated by users are important
but also potentially important book reviews can be found. Potentially important
book review means that it is not explicitly evaluated as important by voluntary
participation or evaluation of people but it has similar characteristics to them. In
this paper, we propose a ranking algorithm which adopts ReviewRank for
searching important book reviews.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We begin with describing
influential related work in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we analyze characteristics of
important book reviews based on evaluation by collective intelligence and propose
ranking technique, ReviewRank, for measuring the importance of book review.
Additionally, we propose ReviewRank algorithm for searching important book
reviews. In Sect. 4, we show performance of our ranking technique through var-
ious evaluation experiments. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes our contributions.
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2 Related Work

TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) [1] which is one of tra-
ditional ranking techniques is a numerical statistic reflected how important a word
is to a document in a collection. TF-IDF is calculated by multiplying tf which
means frequency of a word in single document by idf which is a measure as
general importance of word. In this paper, we employ not only ReviewRank for
measuring the importance of book review but also TF-IDF for finding book
reviews that contain words of query.

With the advent of Web 2.0, collective intelligence [8, 12] which means shared
or group intelligence that emerging from the collaboration and competition of
many individuals has appeared. A ranking technique measure the importance of
document on the internet based on book marks by people has been proposed in [7].
In this paper, we propose ranking technique to measure the importance of book
reviews in the online bookstores based on evaluations of users. The first research
of ranking techniques for measuring the importance of book reviews in the online
bookstores has proposed in [10], the approach considers characteristics of book
reviews about the length of contents and the number of reply of book review for
measuring the importance of book review. In this paper, we propose ReviewRank
based on the number of reply, the average length of reply, and the rate of par-
ticipation of the user who wrote the book review for focusing on user voluntary.

3 Ranking Based on Collective Intelligence

In this Section, we analyze characteristics of important book reviews in the online
bookstores based on evaluations by collective intelligence and propose the mea-
sures for checking importance of book reviews based on analysis results. More-
over, we propose ReviewRank which is a ranking technique based on correlation
[5] analysis between the importance and the measures and suggest a ranking
algorithm which adopted ReviewRank for searching important book reviews.

3.1 Ranking Measures

To analyze characteristics of important book review, we use collected dataset
which is described details in Sect. 4. The result is that the average number of
evaluation tends to increase when the average length of reply or the number of
reply written by reviewer’s themselves, or the number of reply increases. It means
that the probability becomes higher when the value of each measure becomes
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higher. From the analysis, we propose the measures which are the average length
of reply, the number of reply written by reviewer’s self, and the number of reply
for checking the importance of book reviews based on the analysis.

3.2 Analyzing Dataset Based on Collective Intelligence

ReviewRank proposed in this paper is a ranking technique based on results from
evaluation of book reviews, and these reviews are targets in searching by col-
lective intelligence. Correlation between each measure proposed in Sect. 3.1 can
be different depending on evaluation to dataset by collective intelligence. There-
fore, it is required to perform analyzing correlation between each measure of book
reviews in dataset by retrieval system based on evaluation by collective intelli-
gence. To analyze correlation, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient [5]
between each measure with the number of evaluation by collective intelligence
through as following Eq. (1). The Pearson correlation is defined only if both of the
standard deviations are finite and both of them are nonzero, and it cannot exceed 1
in absolute value. If correlation between two variables x and y is strong, the
Pearson correlation coefficient is close to either -1 or 1.

r(x,y) =

P
i xi � �xð Þ yi � �yð Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i xi � �xð Þ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

yi � �yð Þ2
q ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), x is the set of the number of evaluations and y is the set of values of
the each measure. The values of the Pearson correlation coefficient calculated
through correlation analysis are used for determining the reflection rate of each
measure in calculating ReviewRank of book review. If the same dataset and the
different user groups who have the different tendency each other are given then the
results of searching book reviews are different with the same query by retrieval
system which adopts ReviewRank.

3.3 Calculating Review Rank

After analyzing correlation between each measure with the number of evaluations
by collective intelligence, ReviewRank referring the importance of book review is
calculated based on the analysis results. To calculate ReviewRank through Eq. (2),
correlation coefficient of each measure is used as the adoption rate.

ReviewRank ¼
X

rj x; yð Þ � yi ð2Þ

In Eq. (2), rj(x, y) is a correlation coefficient of each measure and yi is the
measure value of book review. That is, ReviewRank of book review can be
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obtained through the sum of each multiplication of rj(x, y) by yi. To search
important book reviews contained words of query, the importance of each word in
book review has to be calculated. Morphemic analysis is performed for calculating
the importance of words contained book review by eliminating stop words such as
prepositions. After that, the importance of each word appeared in book reviews of
dataset is calculated. In this paper, we use TF-IDF for calculating the importance
of each word through Eq. (3).

TF� IDF ¼ tf � logN
2 ��logdk

2 þ 1
� �

ð3Þ

In Eq. (3), tf is a frequency of word in book review, N is the total number of
book reviews in dataset, and dk is the number of book reviews which contain the
word. Finally, word importance is calculated by adopting ReviewRank to calcu-
lated TF–IDF value through Eq. (4).

Ranking ¼ TF� IDF þ TF� IDF � ReviewRankð Þ ð4Þ

Values of calculated importance of each word based on ReviewRank referring
the importance of book review contained those words are saved to inverted files.
Inverted file which includes information for searching such as ranking score, url of
book review, frequency of word is created by each word. Moreover, information in
inverted file is sorted in descending ranking score order. If a measure is not
correlated with the importance of book review then the measure cannot have an
effect on the results of searching book reviews. We can apply various measures to
ReviewRank even if some of them are only effective in a single target since its
ranking score becomes zero when ReviewRank is applied in the other targets.
Therefore, we can use only one ReviewRank algorithm for various targets by
considering all measures for each target. In addition, ranking score of a word of
Eq. (4) in a book review is always greater than ranking score of the book review of
Eq. (2).

3.4 Algorithm Based on ReviewRank

In this Section, we propose and illustrate a ranking algorithm adopting Review-
Rank for implementing IIR system of book review based on collective intelli-
gence. Fig. 1 shows the algorithm proposed in this paper. To analyze criteria for
determining book reviews as important collected dataset from a certain target,
Analyzing function uses the Pearson correlation coefficient and calculates the
adoption rate of each measure with tendency of collective intelligence. For this,
Analyzing function first extracts values from book reviews (line 3), where values
indicates each measure in the book review such as the number of replies. Then,
extracted values are added to MVL list which is the values list of the measures
(line 4).
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Especially, evaluation values in respect of the book review by collective
intelligence are required for determining and analyzing the importance of the book
review. Thus, the evaluation value is also extracted (line 3) and added to EVL list
(line 5), where EVL list refers to evaluation value list. After that, sum of each
extracted value is calculated and accumulated in AL which means each accu-
mulated measure value (line 6). Averages of each accumulated value in AL are
calculated (line 8) for computing the Pearson correlation coefficient (line 10).

After analyzing the dataset, CalcWeight function is called to calculate the
importance of each book review, and MVL and CL, which refers to the calculated
Pearson correlation coefficient values, are delivered for this. CL is used as the
adoption rate of each measure. CalcWeight function computes weights of each

Function Analyzing( dataset ) 
1.   Set all of values in AL to 0 
2.   For each book review in dataset
3.       Extract values from book review 
4.       Add extracted values of the measures to MVL list 
5.       Add extracted value of evaluation to EVL list 
6.       Calculate sum of extracted values and values in AL
7.   end
8.   Calculate averages of each measure in AL
9.   For each values of the measures of book review in VL
10.      Calculate the Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
11.      Add calculated value to CL
12.  end 

Function CalcWeight( dataset, MVL, CL ) 
1.   For each book review in dataset
2.       weight  0 
3.       For each value of the measure in MVL
4.           Multiply measure’s value by the Pearson Correlation Coefficient 
5.           weight weight + calculated_value
6.       end
7.       Add weight to WL
8.   end

Function CalcRank( dataset, WL ) 
1.   For each book review in dataset
2.       weight  weight value of current book review in WL
3.       Extract keywords from book review by analyzing morphemes 
4.       Add extracted morphemic keywords to KL
5.       For each morphemic keyword in KL
6.           Calculate TF-IDF value of morphemic keyword 
7.           RR TF-IDF + ( TF-IDF × weight ) 
8.       end
9.   end

Fig. 1 Algorithm based on collective intelligence for searching book reviews
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book review in dataset using Eq. (2) (lines 1 to 6), and then the weight is added to
WL (line 7), where WL refers to book review weight list. Finally, ranking score of
each word in book review is calculated by CalcRank function. In this stage, weight
of each book review is calculated by CalcWeight function is used to calculate final
ranking scores. A ranking score of a word is computed based on weight of a book
review which contains that word. For this, CalcWeight function first extracts
keywords from the book review by morpheme analysis (line 3), and then each
extracted keyword is added to KL which is keyword list (line 4). For each mor-
phemic keyword in the KL, first TF-IDF value is calculated using Eq. (3) and then
ranking score is computed by Eq. (4) (lines 6 to 7).

4 Experiments

In this Section, we present performance evaluation of ReviewRank with TF-IDF
and LengthRank which is proposed in [10] for evaluating importance of book
review. Moreover, we also perform experimental evaluation with TF-IDF and
Google search engine (http://www.google.com) by using search operator to limit
target dataset as book reviews in online bookstores.

We have collected book reviews (about 0.11 million reviews) from Amazon
(http://www.amazon.com) and GoodReads (http://www.goodreads.com) which are
online bookstore and collecting book reviews site respectively. That is, the dataset
used in every experiment reflects tendencies of both user groups in Amazon and
GoodReads. In this Section, we present performance evaluations of precision and
recall. All algorithms were written in Microsoft Visual C ++ 2010, and run with
the Windows 7 operating system on an Intel Pentium quad-core 3.2 GHz CPU
with 8GBytes main memory.

4.1 Evaluation of the Precision

We compare performance of ReviewRank with LengthRank, TF-IDF, and Google
search engine by evaluating precision. Precision is the rate of retrieved relevant
reviews by the searched K reviews. We used 5 random keywords and set K as 50
for evaluation of precision.

Figure 2a presents the results of precision evaluation of ReviewRank with TF-
IDF and LengthRank which use the same dataset. In this paper, we refer to
important review as that a review has greater than and or equal to the average
value of evaluation of collected dataset. We can observe that ReviewRank out-
performs TF-IDF and LengthRank in every case of Fig. 2a. Since ReviewRank is
based on collective intelligence and book review is determined as important by
user groups while the others do not apply that.
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Figure 2b is a graph of the results of precision evaluation of ReviewRank with
TF-IDF and Google search engine, and shows that ReviewRank outperforms
Google on searching book reviews. Since ranking technique adopted by Google
measures importance based on references or quotations while there are little ref-
erences or quotations between book reviews. Therefore, we can see that the Re-
viewRank shows the better performance in almost every case. In addition, Google
also outperforms TF-IDF in almost case except when a keyword ‘‘toll’’ is used.

4.2 Evaluation of the Recall

Second, we evaluate performance through recall which is the fraction of reviews
relevant to the retrieved reviews using 5 queries which are the same as queries
used in Sect. 4.1. Note that answer dataset is required for performing evaluation of
recall. Therefore, we perform recall experiment of only ReviewRank and
LengthRank so that they can use the same with answer dataset.

Figure 3 is a graph of the results of recall evaluation, and we can observe that
ReviewRank shows performance better than LengthRank and TF-IDF in every
case. In addition, LengthRank also outperforms TF-IDF in every case.

Fig. 2 Precision evaluation of reviewrank with TF-IDF, lengthrank, and google

Fig. 3 Recall evaluation of
reviewrank with TF-IDF and
lengthrank
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed ranking technique, ReviewRank, based on collective
intelligence for evaluating importance of book reviews and presented a ranking
algorithm adopting ReviewRank for searching book reviews. From the perfor-
mance test, the experimental results showed that ReviewRank outperformed pre-
vious ranking techniques for both the internet information and book review
retrieval on Precision and Recall. We expect that our research will take effects to
not only searching book reviews but also retrieval area based on collective
intelligence.
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pages. In performance evaluation, we test precision, recall, and NDCG of our
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1 Introduction

Recent internet information retrievals have deviated general keyword-based
retrieval manner, and various approaches have been actively studied such as
applying various effects, using user’s information [1], understanding contents of
webpages [2, 3], using associated queries [4, 5], and utilizing webpage’s links [2].
However, although there are previous algorithms that classify topics identifying
webpages or look for webpages closer to queries, they still have constraints in
terms of methods analyzing and matching queries [6]. Since most of the users
input a part of keywords or relevant keywords to find useful information, they may
try to find inaccurate webpages many times. Our algorithm proposed in this paper,
RCW (Ranking technique for finding Correlated Webpages) can seek valid web-
pages although users even input a part of keyword or inaccurate keywords. The
more correlated webpages are found, the higher probability of getting meaningful
webpages becomes. Therefore, this correlated retrieval is an expanded method
more than methods by directory selection or query. Procedure of our algorithm is
as follows. If users require queries in the algorithm for internet retrieval, the
algorithm searches correlated webpages comparing contents with queries. Here,
using ranking technique proposed in this paper, the algorithm seeks valuable
webpages according to their correlated ranking order. Organization of this paper is
as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe related work for the proposed algorithm.
Section 3 presents information of our algorithm, RCW, and Sect. 4 conducts
performance evaluation of our proposal compared with a famous ranking tech-
nique. Finally, we describe conclusions in the Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

In information retrieval field, algorithms with various retrieval effects have been
studied. PageRank [2] used in Google (www.google.com) computes relevance of
webpages identifying links in webpages and retrieves valid webpages according to
queries. In [7], authors proposed an algorithm for retrieving information by using
not only queries but also other data such as GPS coordinate data, where the
algorithm searches for a variety of local information in Singapore referring to user-
location data. PIC [8] is a method based on topics, which conducts information
retrieval utilizing popularity of webpages. The algorithm extracts popular key-
words from webpages of any website, analyzes the topic of the website through the
extracted results, and then servers information based on the topic to users. WAS
[9] provides techniques for analyzing and indexing webpage structures. This
performs clustering webpages depending on their structure types to retrieve
webpages easily. MLNs [10] uses Markov Logic Network so as to obtain webpage
information. The algorithm converts word-connection data composing webpages
to graph forms and constructs Markov model using the graph data, thereby
extracting important topics and keywords effectively.
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3 Technique for Finding Correlated Webpages

3.1 Calculating Correlation List of Webpages

Our algorithm uses words of webpages to consider correlation among webpages.
Webpages having a correlated topic commonly use the same or correlated words.
For example, if a webpage selected by user is related to medical science, the
webpage frequently uses words related to medical science. Then, any webpage
correlated to the webpage will also use the same words. Therefore, we have to
compare words of the selected webpage to that of the other webpages. Given two
webpages A and B, a method for calculating the number of words between them is
as follows. (1) Bring a list that organizes all the words in the webpages. (2) Match
words of the webpages A and B with indexing numbers in the list. (3) Sort A and B
in ascending order of index numbers. (4) Calculate indexing number of which A
and B are matched. (5) In the result, the number of (4) becomes correlated score.
That is, given correlated score, S and certain webpages A and B, keywords con-
sisting of A are a1, a2, a3,…, an, i.e. A = {a1, a2, …, an} and keywords consisting
of Bare b1, b2, …, bm, i.e. B = {b1, b2, …, bm}, O is a set of the words that A and
B are matched. This is denoted as follows.

O ¼ o1; o2; o3. . .orjr� n ; n�mf g ð1Þ

S ¼
Xr

i¼1
oi ð2Þ

Correlated score between two webpages can be calculated by (2). If correlated
score is high between webpages, it can be determined that the two webpages are
highly correlated webpages since they use many same words. Figure 1 shows a
method for calculating the number of the same words between two webpages, A
and B. Consider the webpage A has n words and B has m words. If a1 = b1,
a3 = b4, and a4 = b6, then the number of words in the set, O is 3. Therefore, the
correlated score between the webpages A and B becomes 3.

Lemma 1 Given certain webpages A, B, and C, a correlated score between A and
B denotes Sab, and one between A and C denotes Sac. If Sab \ Sac, A is correlated
with B more than C.

Proof A correlated score of two webpages is decided as words which consist of
webpages. Given webpages P, Q, and R, if P = Q, Spq = the word number of
P = that of Q. On the other hand, if P = R, Spr B Spq since each page has a
different set of words. Therefore, certain two pages with different contents have a
value, S lower than those with the same contents. According to this property,
correlation of A with C becomes more relevant webpages than that of A with B if
Sab \ Sac. h

However, it is not possible to calculate correlated scores of all webpages
whenever users search. Thus, we calculate correlated scores in advance.
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Naïve solution is that if there is N webpages, then N-1 correlated scores are saved
to each webpage. However, it is an inefficient solution since this method has to
store N2 correlated scores in total. Therefore, we propose an efficient method to
save the correlation rate. The method assigns a unique number which indicates
characteristics of webpage to each webpage. Webpages with the high correlation
have unique numbers close to each other, and vice versa. If a user selects a certain
webpage then it shows webpages which have adjacent unique numbers. This
method is very efficient since it requires only N spaces, and it is based on binary
search to assign the unique numbers as shown in Fig. 2.

The method searches left data if a target is smaller or right data if it is larger
compared with a central data of sorted data. However, general binary search
cannot find a unique number according to webpage’s contents. The reason is that
the algorithm cannot know whether a topic of a collected webpage is higher than
that of a compared webpage. For this reason, we use a variant of original binary
search which can compare left or right representative data based on the central
data. Using this manner, we know whether a collected webpage has a disposition
of left data or right data. Comparing the dispositions, correlated score, S com-
paring two webpages is used. Here, the method computes S between a webpage of
left representative data and a collected webpage, and does S between the right and
that. In the two representative data, a side with a higher score is more likely to be a
position of data correlated with a disposition of a collected webpage. After
comparing data by modified binary search, a central data becomes an edge data

Fig. 1 Calculation of
correlated score

Fig. 2 Inserting new page in
the correlation list
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while the webpage with a higher score becomes a central data. Then, in common
with original binary search, this compares correlated score using a new left or right
representative data, and reduce a scope gradually. Iterating this process continu-
ously, adjacent two data are remained eventually. The algorithm inserts the col-
lected webpage into the right position of larger data compared with the adjacent
two data, and the collected webpage has a unique number. When a certain web-
page is selected after assigning unique numbers in all collected webpages by this
variant manner, webpages adjacent to the unique number have a word structure
correlated with the selected webpage. That is, they become webpages getting
correlated contents.

Lemma 2 If webpages, A and B are adjacent in correlation list, these two pages
are closely correlated in terms of contents.

Proof Our algorithm inserts a webpage into a corresponding position of correla-
tion list based on binary search method to consider left or right correlated score.
The algorithm recursively conducts a search moving toward S with a higher value.
Supposing that I is a inserted page, M is a moved page depending on above
property, and R is a page with a reverse orientation of M, Sim C Sir is always
satisfied. Webpages near to the inserted page therefore become correlated web-
pages with the highest values of correlation list. Consequently, the lemma 2 is
clear due to the above properties. h

3.2 Ranking Technique

The algorithm computes ranking of webpages to search webpages correlated to
what users want. Ranking manner is based on tf-idf [11]. When users request
queries in the retrieval algorithm to look for internet information, the algorithm
identifies contents from the words of a query and retrieves correlated webpages
using tf-idf manner. Then, if users select a based webpage, this shows webpages
correlated with the selected page. Given a based page selected from a user,
selected page and correlated page adjacent to the selected page, target page, we
can calculate distance of correlation and then obtain new ranking scores according
to the computed distance. Given term frequency, tf and inverse document fre-
quency, idf, ranking score depending on correlated distance proposed is as follows.

Correlation range ¼ 1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
selected page� target pagej j2

q ð3Þ

Ranking score ¼ tf � idf � 1 þ Correaltion rangeð Þ ð4Þ

Selected page means a unique number in a selected webpage and target page
reflects a unique number in a webpage of which ranking score is calculated.
Correlation range is to compute distance of unique numbers between selected page
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and target page. The more adjacent correlation range is, the closer a value is to 0.
In contrast, the more distant it is, the closer one is to 1. To compute new ranking
scores, our algorithm uses unique numbers of correlation list stored in inverted
index. In order to show correlated webpages close to the based page to users, the
algorithm includes word frequency of queries in operating ranking score. Since
users input queries to obtain meaningful information, the algorithm has to retrieve
corresponding webpages near to the based page or topic.

3.3 RCW Algorithm

In this section, we present RCW algorithm which implements correlated webpage
retrieval techniques. Figure 3 shows overall RCW algorithm and sub functions.
RCW algorithm divides words of webpages in the first line, and then finds key-
words. Then, the algorithm assigns indexing numbers to the words comprising
webpages. In the line 4, RCW searches a position of the currently inputted web-
page in correlation list collected through find_location function. RCW algorithm is
terminated after inputting the new webpage information into the searched position.
Iterating this algorithm, all of the webpages are sorted depending on their corre-
lation and saved in the inverted index. Then, these are utilized to calculate ranking
scores.

4 Performance Evaluation

In this Section, we run performance evaluation of proposed ranking technique. Our
ranking technique is run with Intel Pentium 3.2 Ghz CPU, 8 Gbyte memory,
Window7 OS, and C++ language. For the morpheme analysis for the RCW, we use
clucene [12]. As experimental data, the collection of internet news in http://
washingtonpost.com is used for the performance evaluation, where target data
range from 01/01/2011 to 12/31/2011. All of the collected webpages have each
category and the number of that webpages are 32,227, where the categories of the
collected webpages consist of politics, business, life, style, entertainment, sports,
region, and world. Since these categories are actually classified by The Wash-
ington Post Newspaper, that is reliable data. Our algorithm uses the above cate-
gories as an important element when evaluating correlated webpages. Different
webpages with the same category can be regarded as the correlated webpages. In
other words, since each category is classified by topic, the same category can have
the same topic, and thus we can decide that these webpages with the same category
are the correlated webpages.
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4.1 NDCG Test

To evaluate performance of our proposal, RCW and Google, we applied Nor-
malized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) method. NDCG has a high value
ifrelevant document is located in the high rank and a low value if that is located in
low lank. NDCG is calculated by the following formula.

NDCGk ¼
DCGk

IDCGk
DCG ¼ rel1 þ

Xk

i¼2

reli

log2 i

NDCG is defined as ratio between DCG and IDCG. If K is a top-Kth webpage,
rel is a relevant score of a top-ith webpage in the searched webpages. Relevant
score is assigned as follows: 3 scores when a certain webpage is the same category
as the selected webpage and their contents are closely correlated, 2 scores when
they have the same category and are relevant, 1 scores when they have the same
category and are not relevant or when they do not have the same category and are
relevant, or 0 scores when they do not have the same and are not relevant. IDCG is
to calculate DCG after sorting top-K webpages that is searched as the ideal ranking
order in relevant score descending order. For the evaluation, we first conduct

Algorithm RCW
input:  correlation list L

new Webpage
word list W

output: extended correlation list L’
begin
1. isolation words in a new Webpage
3. page word list ← find_word_ID(p, W)
4. insert location p ← find_location(p, L)
5. insert W in the p
6. return L’
end
function find_location(left location, right location, p, L)
output : insert location
begin
13. mid // mid
14. left data ←

←

←
// left data

15. right data // right data
16. Sleft ← calculate_correlation (left data)
17. Sright ← calculate_correlation (right data)
18. if  Sleft < Sright then finding left area
19. if  Sleft > Sright then finding right area
end
function calculate_correlation(page A, page B)
c : unique number list of A
r :  unique number list of B
begin
20. foreach c ← A
21.     for each r ← B
22.        if c = r then increase count
23. end foreach
24. return count
end

Fig. 3 Algorithm for RCW
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keyword retrieval and select a base webpage, and then measure the searched result
as NDCG using RCW ranking method. Figure 4 presents NDCG result of the two
keywords, ‘clock’ and ‘activity’, where K’s range of these is from 10 to 50. In the
result, our RCW received at least 0.7 or more in all cases while Google received
lower values than that of RCW in all cases.

4.2 Precision (Mean Average Precision) Test

Second, we test precision and Mean Average Precision (MAP) of RCW algorithm.
Data used in this experiment are also the collection of the news webpage in
common with the above case. We compare ours with the Google’s algorithm,
PageRank. For the fair evaluation, searching data of both two techniques is limited
to the news webpages of the Washington Post Newspaper in 2011. Here, criteria of
evaluation, precision means the ratio that user-desired webpages exist in the top-K
webpages. Keywords used in the experiment are randomly created. Assume that K
is 50 and it is used for precision evaluation. Webpages that users want target the
internet news pages with a category equal to the user-selected webpage. Figure 5
shows the result of precision evaluation based on ten random keywords. As a
result, RCW technique showed higher precision than Google. Google generally
showed 10–20 % precision ratio while our RCW showed at least 45 % or more. In
the next experiment, we evaluated MAP of the two algorithm increasing top-K. K
is increased from 20 to 100, and average precision is computed with ten keywords.
Figure 6 illustrates MAP of the keywords. In common with Fig. 6, RCW presented
more precision result than that of Google in all cases. Since the webpages with top
ranking become the most correlated webpages, the precision of RCW algorithm
becomes higher.

Fig. 4 NDCG test
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4.3 Recall Test

Third, we experiment recall comparing our RCW with Google, where recall means
a ratio of which the ranking technique finds corresponding answer pages in all of
the answer pages. This answer pages for the recall measurement are in advance
made using categories of newspapers. Answer pages becoming criteria of evalu-
ation are the webpages with the category and keyword equal to the selected page.
Recall is a ratio of which corresponding answer pages occurs in all searching
result. In common with above, RCW is compared to Google. Then, ten random
keywords in this evaluation are used and random webpages related to these key-
words are used in the experiment. Figure 7 shows the result of recall evaluation in
ten keywords. From Fig. 6, RCW shows better results than that of Google in all

Fig. 5 Precision test of random keywords

Fig. 6 MAP test of random
keywords
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cases. Google shows about 10 % recall result on average while RCW shows higher
recall result.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a ranking algorithm that finds correlated webpages
efficiently. Our algorithm finding correlated webpages is a more expanded and
improved method than previous keyword or directory search method. In the
experimental result, our algorithm, RCW showed higher precision and recall than
those of previous retrieval technique. We expect that this proposed algorithm has a
various effect in internet information retrieval.

Acknowledgments This research was supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea
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and 2012-0000478).
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Square-Wave Like Performance Change
Detection Using SPC Charts and ANFIS

Dong-Hun Lee and Jong-Jin Park

Abstract While developing software products, performance regressions are
always big issues in enterprise software projects. To detect possible performance
regressions earlier, many performance tests are executed during development
phase for thousands or ten thousands of performance metrics. In the previous
researches, we introduced an automated performance anomaly detection and
management framework, and showed Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts can
be successfully applied to anomaly detection. In this paper, we address the special
performance trends in which the existing performance anomaly detection system
hardly detects the performance change especially when a performance regression
is introduced and recovered again. Generally the issue comes from that the fluc-
tuation gets aggravated and the lower and upper control limits get relaxed with the
fixed sampling window size while applying SPC charts. To resolve the issue, we
propose to apply automatically tuned sampling size, and to build the optimized
Fuzzy detection system. ANFIS is adopted as a Fuzzy inference system to
determine the appropriate sampling window size. Using the randomly generated
data sets, we tune fuzzy rules and fuzzy input/output membership functions of
ANFIS by learning. Finally we show simulation results of the proposed anomaly
detection system.

Keywords Performance anomaly � Statistical process control (SPC) chart � Fuzzy
theory � Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
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1 Introduction

During recent decades, performance issues have become more critical to release a
software product supporting diverse functionalities in enterprise software projects.
To prevent performance regression during software development and reduce the
overall cost to fix the issues, it is widely used to run performance tests not just
before releasing the product but during development. More than thousands of
performance metrics are monitored and more than hundred thousands of perfor-
mance measurements are estimated even one day to find possible performance
regressions. Such performance results having big data characteristics cannot be
monitored manually, but require a kind of automated performance monitoring,
analysis and reporting system for swift feedback and lower cost to keep the
desirable performance.

For automated performance monitoring and estimation, we need a periodic
build and test system for the source code under development, and need an efficient
result management repository. In the previous researches [1, 2], we proposed an
effective software development process to enable the fast feedback of performance
regressions, and introduced a performance anomaly detection and analysis
framework to reduce the overall cost for performance issue management. We
introduced statistical process control (SPC) charts as a tool to detect the perfor-
mance anomalies and addressed how to build an automated anomaly detection
system considering the characteristics of software performance trends.

In this paper, we address the special performance trend in which the existing
anomaly detection system can hardly detect the noticeable performance change,
and propose the revised detection algorithm which dynamically tunes the sampling
window size considering the characteristics of each performance trend, and
applying Fuzzy theory to find an appropriate size of the moving window. This
problematic situation happens when a performance regression is introduced and
recovered again a while later, and the fluctuation gets aggravated and the lower
and upper control limit get relaxed so that the existing system hardly detect the
noticeable performance change. In another paper to be published soon, we already
showed the feasibility of our approach using the real performance data. Here we
introduce the optimized Fuzzy detection system built by hybrid learning mecha-
nism of Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) using randomly gen-
erated sample data.

In Sect. 2, we present our general approach to detect performance anomalies
among massive performance results. In Sect. 3, we explain the fuzzy system by
ANFIS to automatically tune sampling window size while applying SPC charts.
The simulation results are presented in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Software Performance Anomaly Detection

2.1 Big Data Analysis Using SPC Charts for Performance
Anomaly Detection

We showed in [1] that SPC charts are very effective to detect performance
anomalies during software development. SPC charts are mainly used in manu-
facturing process to keep the stable production process, and many charts have been
already researched [3]. Recently they began to be applied to software engineering
area as seen in [4, 5]. In [1], we also showed that too many past samples can make
the detectability worse while applying SPC charts to performance anomaly
detection, because the performance trend of a software product keeps changing
slightly as the source code is being modified, and too much old data can increase
the standard deviation and fluctuation. In [1], we proposed that about 40–50
samples are appropriate for SPC charts in software performance monitoring.

As seen in Fig. 1, we maintain a fixed size (W) of sampling window including
the last performance measurement, and calculate the required statistics to apply
SPC charts. The exceeded data from upper/lower limits in the charts are detected
as anomalies.

Fig. 1 Performance trend having different recovery time after a performance regression
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We don’t report all anomalies found in the charts, but only the ones within the
recent N samples to reduce the duplicated anomaly reports and prevent missing
ones by developers. The N value can be configured for each test according to the
test duration or their characteristics. One more benefit from this report window is
that we can notify a performance recovery indirectly, when a performance has
been recovered and there is at least one anomaly within the recent N samples. In
the case that a performance is recovered after a performance drop, it is not easy to
detect it by SPC charts because the recovered performance falls in the normal
range and the existing anomalies also fall in the normal range due to the increased
standard deviation by big fluctuation and relaxed control limits in SPC charts.

Figure 1a shows that a performance regression occurred in the latest test results,
which would be easily detected by SPC charts. The chart (b), and (c) in Fig. 1
depict that the performance has been recovered after a while later, but the dropped
performance increases the standard deviation within the sampling period and
relaxes the upper/lower limits in SPC charts, which causes that almost all data get
to fall in the normal range. In this paper, we address how to report this kind
performance change.

2.2 SPC Chart with Moving Window Using Automatically Tuned
Sampling Period

In the previous section, we showed that the existing fixed sampling window has
some limitation to detect the performance change once a performance anomaly has
occurred. To handle this kind of performance change, we propose the flexible
sampling window size according to the performance trend as seen in Fig. 2. In case
that the performance is recovered in a short time period like in Fig. 1b, the recent
performance drop can be detected by SPC charts by increasing the sampling
window (W1 to W2) as seen in Fig. 2a, because the old stable values help to keep
the standard deviation small and prevent the control limit relaxed too much.
Rather, in case that it takes a bit long time to make the performance recovered like
in Fig. 1c, the decreased window size would help detect the performance change.
Within the shorten sampling period W2 in Fig. 2b, the dropped performance
become a new base line and the recovered performance can be detected as a big
performance change by SPC charts.

Fig. 2 Flexible sampling window on applying SPC charts
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The main issue to apply this idea is how to determine the appropriate sampling
size according to the diverse performance trend. In Sect. 3, we explain how Fuzzy
theory can be applied to handle this issue.

3 Design of a Fuzzy System to Determine an Appropriate
Sampling Window Size

3.1 Fuzzy Input and Output Variables

It is widely known that fuzzy inference system can express effectively a complex
and uncertain system, which can be hardly defined by the existing mathematic
models, using a set of fuzzy IF–THEN rules. First, we should define the input/
output variables to determine the appropriate sampling window size using Fuzzy
inference system. While monitoring the various performance trends having per-
formance regressions and recoveries, we noticed that several statistical values
show big differences between the first and second half of a sampling window, and
there are some relationships among them. Based on this observation, we propose
the following three statistical values as the input variables of our Fuzzy model. The
first one is the overall fluctuation over the whole sampling period as expressed in
Eq. (1), which indicates if there is a big performance change or not within the
sampling window. The second one is the difference of the mean values of the first
and second half of the sampling window as expressed in Eq. (2). The last one is the
fluctuation of the first half of the sampling window as defined in Eq. (3). The
sampling window size becomes the output variable.

Fluctuation All ¼ 100�Stdev=Mean All ð1Þ

DM ¼ j Mean H1�Mean H2j=Mean All ð2Þ

Fluctuation H1 ¼ 100�Stdev H1=Mean All ð3Þ

3.2 Construction of a Fuzzy Inference System Using ANFIS

To build a fuzzy inference system, we adopt ANFIS, which is a kind of neuro-
fuzzy system proposed by Jang [7] and considered to be universal approximator.
Its inference system corresponds to a set of fuzzy IF–THEN rules that have
learning capability to approximate nonlinear functions. In this paper, ANFIS
identifies Takagi–Sugeno type fuzzy inference system. ANFIS identifies the
parameters of antecedent variables on-line as well as the ones of consequent ones
utilizing the error back-propagation method and the least-square method.
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Especially ANFIS is very effective when there are many parameters to be iden-
tified as the number of fuzzy rules increase or many data to be used in modeling. In
this paper, we build and simulate ANFIS using Fuzzy logic toolbox of Matlab.

To have fuzzy system learn by ANFIS and be effective for diverse performance
trends and enhance the detectability of the system, we generate various random-
ized data set having different distribution as seen in Fig. 3. Each data set follows
the normal distribution having 100 as the mean value. We generate seven kinds of
data set so that its standard deviation would be 3,4,5,6,7,8, and 9 respectively. In
Fig. 3, you can see 4 data sets having 3,5,7, and 9 standard deviation respectively.

Based on these seven kinds of data sets, we generate ten variants for each data
set, assuming that a big performance regression occurred and the performance
would be recovered a while later. The ten variants have different recovery time,
that is, 5 to 45 samples as a recovery period. For example, Fig. 1a shows that a
performance regression is found at the last sample for the data set having three
standard deviation. Figure 1b shows that the performance regression has been
resolved after five sample period for the same data set. Figure 1c means that the
performance is recovered after 20 sample period.

Additionally we assume three different kinds of anomalies for each data set, that
is, the magnitude of the anomaly is 4,5, and 6 standard errors (=4,5,6 * standard
deviation). In total, we generate 210 kinds of data sets according to the distribu-
tion, recovery period and anomaly size. To train ANFIS, we generated 630 data
sets and calculated expected window sizes for each data set.

We defined three fuzzy membership functions for each input variable and Fig. 4
shows the results of learning by ANFIS. In total 27 fuzzy rules have been gen-
erated through ANFIS.

The final leaning error is 4.95. The fuzzy rules are the type of Takagi–Sugeno
as follows;

Rule i:
If F_all is Aj and DM is Bk and F_H1 is Cl, Then yi = pi*F_all ?

qi*DM ? ri*F_H1 ? si

Where, i = 1,…,27, j, k and l = 1,…,3, j, k, l are numbers of membership
functions, Aj, Bk, Cl fuzzy membership functions and pi, qi, ri, si consequent
parameters.

Fig. 3 Sample base data for learning of ANFIS
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4 Simulation and Results

Table 1 shows the simulation results by the proposed system using fuzzy logic
Toolbox of Matlab. Randomly generated three data sets having 4, 6, and 8 standard
deviation are used as verification data. As seen in the table, ANFIS could propose
the appropriate window size successfully in 28 cases among 30 showing more than
93 % detectability.

Fig. 4 Fuzzy membership functions of input variables obtained by ANFIS

Table 1 Simulation results by ANFIS

Recovery
period

Expected window size Proposed window size by ANFIS

Stdev: 4
Anomaly: 5 sigma

Stdev: 6
Anomaly: 5 sigma

Stdev: 8
Anomaly: 5 sigma

0 50 \= W 54 54 55
5 50 \= W 48 55 55

10 50 \= W 58 53 59
15 70 \= W 84 77 79
20 90 \= W 92 90 77
25 28 [= W 19 21 18
30 33 [= W 21 27 27
35 38 [= W 32 34 34
40 45 [= W 40 40 42
45 50 [= W 44 44 46
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5 Conclusions

Recently performance management approaches and analysis methods are dis-
cussed as software performance engineering (SPE). This paper is closely related to
one of the future goals of SPE mentioned in [8]—‘‘better methods and tools for
interpreting the performance results and diagnosing performance problems’’.

In this paper, we addressed the special performance trend in which the existing
performance anomaly detection system hardly detects the performance change. To
handle the issue, we proposed the automatically tuned sampling window size while
applying SPC charts. We implemented the optimized Fuzzy detection system built
by fuzzy learning mechanism of ANFIS to determine the appropriate sampling
window size. We adopt ANFIS as a fuzzy inference system and train input/output
membership functions using the randomly generated data sets having diverse
fluctuations, anomalies and recovery periods. ANFIS can simulate the system
which is represented by the data with small error. Finally we showed that the
proposed system can detect the performance changes with more than 90 % of
detectability.
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Hybrid Standard Platform for E-Journal
Usage Statistics Management

Youngim Jung and Jayhoon Kim

Abstract The increasing availability of usage data for e-journals and the global
standard project for usage statistics report has lead increasing interest on collecting
and utilizing usage statistic information. However, collecting and integrating
large-scale usage reports generated and transferred in a various way by publishers
hinders librarians to utilize the usage statistics. Thus we have implemented an
automatic collection and visualization system of e-journal usage statistics in this
work. By using the suggested system, librarians can focus on more specific and
concrete usage data of their institution. In addition, visualized statistics informa-
tion can be utilized in the composition of various reports on budget or operation of
the libraries.

Keywords Usage statistics � Hybrid collection � COUNTER � SUSHI � Scraping
� Web � OpenAPI

1 Introduction

Currently, usage statistics of e-journal is necessary for various parties: usage
statistics are increasingly performing a role in driving collection development and
service decisions for librarians. College administrators need accountability for
expenditure and objective basis for flat budget or budget cut. Scholars want to
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know how many times the publications have been read and top most read journals
among their research interest. Publishers apply usage data to meet the needs of
librarians and researchers needs quickly and well, and to improve their publication
and marketing process [1]. These growing needs for quantitative analysis in use of
electronic journals have led the availability of usage statistics online. Usually,
usage statistics of e-journals are generated and provided by each publisher. The
usage statistics reports are provided in a various way. Librarians can (1) visit each
web site1 as to view or download the usage statistics report of their own institution,
(2) receive the reports regularly via e-mail from publishers, (3) view the reports
collected by library automation system or (4) achieve the usage report by file
transferring from publisher on request. Web sites where librarians view or
download the usage report differ from publisher to publisher, it takes much time
and cost for librarians to explore each publisher’s website and gather the reports
[2].

The aims of this study are (1) to implement a hybrid platform for collecting and
managing usage statistics of e-journals, and (2) to provide integrated usage sta-
tistics service to over 350 institute including academic, research, public, corporate
and medical libraries at nationwide level.

The rest of this paper is as follows: in Sect. 2, current status and problems in
collecting and providing usage statistics are described and related work will be
discussed. Section 3 illustrates the implementation of the usage statistics of e-
journals management system based on web scraping and SUSHI protocol. We
summarize analyzed statistical information on usage provided by our visualization
and analysis module as well. Section 4 concludes this paper and suggest next step
of the study.

2 Related Work

2.1 SOAP and WSDL

Web services have emerged as the core architecture of choice for current dis-
tributed web environment. Two important Web services specifications are Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) and Simple Object A Protocol (SOAP).
WSDL provides a standard language to precisely specify all the information
necessary for communication with a Web service, including the interface of the
service, its location, and the list of communication protocols it supports. SOAP is
the most commonly used Web services communication protocol for information
exchange. SOAP specifies how a message-and the data within it- may be

1 Publisher’s web site refers to the web site where the usage reports are provided for librarians.
Some publishers may serve the reports in their official web sites; others provide them in separated
web sites for providing usage statistics data only.
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represented and wrapped in XML. SOAP is a popular choice as the common
underlying protocol for interoperability between servers and clients in heteroge-
neous environment [3].

2.2 Fetching Data by Scraping

Web scraping (also called screen scraping) is a technique of extracting information
from websites. Web scraping is closely related to web indexing, which indexes
information on the web using a bot and is a universal technique adopted by most
search engines. In contrast, web scraping focuses more on the transformation of
unstructured data on the web. More specifically, it transforms unstructed web data
in HTML format, into structured data that can be stored and analyzed in a central
local database or spreadsheet. Uses of web scraping include online price com-
parison, weather data monitoring, website change detection, research, web mashup
and web data integration. Web scraping is generally considered an ad hoc, inel-
egant technique, often used only as a ‘‘last resort’’ when no other mechanism is
available. Aside from the higher programming and processing overhead, output
displays intended for human consumption often change structure frequently.
Humans can cope with this easily, but computer programs will often crash or
produce incorrect results.2 Indeed, [4] reported that scraping engines often failed in
the trial to collect usage statistics from publisher websites when there is any
change in account information for log-in or any modification in URL, directory or
structure of the websites. Thus more robust and standardized method for fetching
usage data from publishers is required.

2.3 Transferring Usage Statistics Reports via SUSHI

The Standardized Usage Statistics Harvesting Initiative (SUSHI) Protocol standard
(ANSI/NISO Z39.93-2007) defines an automated request and response model for
the harvesting of electronic resource usage data utilizing the web services
framework. It is intended to replace the time-consuming user-mediated collection
of usage data reports. The protocol was designed to be both generalized and
extensible, meaning it could be used to retrieve a variety of usage reports. An
extension designed specifically to work with COUNTER reports [5] is provided
with the standard, as these are expected to be the most frequently retrieved usage
reports. The standard is built on SOAP for transferring request and response
messages. The GetReport method is used for transferring ReportRequest as the
input message and returning ReportResponseas the output message as shown in

2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_scraping
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Fig. 1. The standard includes a versioned WSDL to describe the Web service
namespace and operations, and a generalized XML schema with the syntax of the
SUSHI protocol [6].

The diagram of ‘GetReport’ and ‘ReportResponse’ are shown in Fig. 1.
In order to reduce the burden of librarians to visit publisher websites and gather

the usage reports, function for collecting usage reports automatically has been
implemented in several commercialized library automatic systems. Serials Solu-
tion’s 360 COUNTER and ExLibris bX’s UStats use SUSHI protocol. However,
only thirty-eight publishers throughout the world adopt SUSHI currently, and
major publishers such as Elsevier, Wiley & Blackwell or Springer do not partic-
ipate in SUSHI project yet.3 In addition, many minor publishers having no suffi-
cient budget for implementing SUSHI server provide usage statistics data through
their websites or e-mail only. In this paper, therefore, hybrid method of scraping
and standard transferring protocol is studied for usage statistics from publishers
including major and minor ones.

3 Hybrid Platform for Managing Usage Statistics

The overall architecture of the suggested system is illustrated in Fig. 2. This
system includes a data collection part, a data integration part and a data service
part. In Sects. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 the three parts will be described in detail,
respectively.

Fig. 1 Request-reply report diagram of SUSHI

3 http://sites.google.com/site/sushiserverregistry/
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3.1 Hybrid Module for Fetching Usage Statistics Report

Collection of usage statistics reports proceeds in a machine to machine way in the
suggested system. As shown in the overall system architecture, two types of
engines for fetching usage statistics reports are used, which are scraping engines
and SUSHI client modules.

Usage reports are generated on a monthly basis by publishers; however the
reports are generated variously and irregularly. A scheduler activates the scraping
engines and SUSHI engines to collect usage reports on a scheduled date. If the
collection of reports fails on the scheduled date, then the scheduler activates each
engine on the alternative date.

Scraping engines log in to publisher’s web sites using each institution’s account
information. Then the engines scrape the usage reports in the specific URL and
store the reports in usage statistics DB. Twenty-four scraping engines and eight
SUSHI client modules are implemented in this system as shown in Table 1. Both
scraping engine and SUSHI-client module have been developed for ACS usage
statistics collection [7].

Fig. 2 Overall system architecture

Table 1 Scraping engine and SUSHI-client module for fetching statistics

Collection
method

Number of
publisher

Publisher name

Scraping 24 ACS, AIP, APS, ASCE, ASME, Berkely, BMJ, Brill, Elsevier,
IEEE, IOP, JSTOR, Karger, NPG, OSA, OUP, Pion, NAS,
Sage, Science, SPIE, Spinger, Thieme, Wiley

SUSHI 8 ACS, AR, BioOne, CUP, MAL, ProjectMuse, RSC, WG
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3.2 Integration of Statistics with Journal Subscription Data
and Metadata

COUNTER JR1 compliant reports collected from publishers only provide ‘number
of successful full-text article requests by month and journal’ year by year. These
simple data cannot give sufficient insights or implications for analyzing cost versus
use, e-journal use trend or various summary data for users. For the multi-layered
and comprehensive analysis of use, consortium subscription databases are linked
in this system. Table 2 presents various data provided in the suggested system.

In addition, integrated journal usage reports with e-journal metadata enables for
researchers to make further analysis on journal use distribution by subject, com-
parative analysis of usage versus citation of e-journal, and others.

3.3 Hybrid Platform for Web Service and OpenAPI Service

The suggested system provides a two-way service for human beings and machines:
which are web service and openAPI service, respectively.

Users log in the web system, and then can view the multi-layered statistical data
as shown in Table 2 as well as the original journal usage reports collected from
publishers. In addition, all kinds of report can be downloaded in excel files and
various graphs, charts and tables are downloaded in jpg or pdf format from the web
service as shown in Fig. 3. By utilizing the downloaded reports, graphs, charts and
tables, users can compose various reports on the use, cost and purchase of e-
journals conveniently.

Table 2 Multi-layered Statistical Data

Category Information title

Journal level Original JR1 report
Bibliographic data of journal (metadata, subject, Impact Factor)
Breakdown of publisher usage (title and year)
Breakdown of institutional usage (title and year)
Which titles have highest use (institution, year and package)

Package level Breakdown of package usage (title and year)
Summary report Summary of publisher usage

Summary of consortial package usage
Summary of institutional usage
Summary of overall usage for the last 10 years
Summary of overall number of reports collected for the last 10 years
Use by institution types

Cost report Journal package cost
Cost per articles accessed (CPA)
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OpenAPI service is designed for the machine-to-machine transferring of bulk
statistical data in way. An individual institution who has purchased journal
(package)s may want to provide its journal usage reports in its own electronic
resource management (ERM) system or integrated library system. The suggested
system can function as a SUSHI server of an integrated usage statistics registry in
South Korea for providing integrated journal usage reports according to SUSHI
standard protocol. Recently, journal usage data are regarded as complementary
measures to the traditional citation-based evaluation of journal impact [8]. Thus a
research funding agency needs to consider not only citation count but also various
metrics of journal impact including usage. An international organization related
journal usage data such as ProjectCOUNTER may require a regional usage sta-
tistics of journals, as well. For sharing the impact of a specific journal throughout
South Korea, OpenAPI service is provided for those bodies to search the entire
usage of a journal with its title, publisher name and ISSNs.

3.4 Implementation Result

Table 3 presents the usage statistics reports collected by the suggested system.
Statistics data since 2000 are constructed for 359 libraries. Figure 4 illustrates the
performance of scraping (blue bar) and SUSHI (red bar). Scraping engines run
much slower than SUSHI due to the large scale data of major publishers and their
technical limitation.

Fig. 3 Statistical data visualized in graph, chart and pie in web service
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4 Conclusion and Further Work

In order to collect and construct large-scale usage statistics data from 31 publishers
and to manage visualized and analyzed statistical information, a hybrid standard
platform has been implemented in this work. Whereas SUSHI-client module
operate fast for a limited number of publishers data, scraping engines cover most
and large scale usage statistics data in a slower tempo. At the moment both
methods have their strength and weakness. Multi-layered and comprehensive
statistical information presented in graphs, charts and tables provided in this
platform will be utilized for librarians to write reports and make an important
decision on purchasing and canceling e-resources. For generating in-depth analysis
statistical data, automatic method of integrating usage data and metadata of e-
journals will be studied as our next step. Recognition and identification of insti-
tution, publisher and journal needs to be studied since names were/are/will be
changing over time. For the consistent usage statistics service over time, we need
to keep tracking down the list of names and the changes and investigate systematic
recognition and identification method. In addition, we plan to design and imple-
ment a subscription decision support system by utilizing data mining technique for
selecting best journals (packages) to purchase in considering the use, cost and
impact of e-journals.
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Study for Predict of the Future Software
Failure Time Using Nonlinear Regression

Yoon-Soo Ra and Hee-Cheul Kim

Abstract Software failure time have been proposed in the literature exhibit either
constant, monotonic increasing or monotonic decreasing. For data analysis of
software reliability model trend analysis was developed. The methods of trend
analysis are arithmetic mean test and Laplace trend test. Trend analysis only offers
information of outline content. In this paper, we discuss failure time case of failure
time censoring, and predict the future failure time using nonlinear regression
models (growth, Logistic and weighted type) which error terms for each other are
different. The proposed prediction method used the failure time for the prediction
using nonlinear regression model. Model selection, using the coefficient of
determination and the mean square error, were presented for effective comparison.

Keywords Software reliability � Time censoring � Nonlinear regression

1 Introduction

Computer system failure due to software failures can cause tremendous loss to our
society. Therefore, software reliability is an important issue in the software
development process. This problem should satisfy the user’s requirements and
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testing costs. Efficiently in order to reduce the costs of variability and reliability of
the software must know in advance the cost of testing in software testing
(debugging). Therefore, the reliability, the software development process with
considerations of cost and emission time, is essential. There is a need to develop a
model to estimate the defect content of software products for the end. Until now,
many software reliability models have been proposed.

Some of these models for describing the software failure phenomenon are based
on the non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP). In fact, these models are fairly
effective in describing the error-detection process with a time-dependent error-
detection rate. However, the assumption is that each time an error occurs the fault
that caused it can be immediately removed, leading to no new problems, which is
usually called perfect debugging [1]. More recently, Huang [2] incorporated both a
generalized logistic testing-effort function and the change-point parameter into
software reliability modeling. In attempting to predict software reliability, com-
puter algorithm has been an effective technique in assisting the prediction.

Chiu, Huang and Lee [3] can explain the learning process that software man-
agers to become familiar with the software and test tools for S-type model. In this
paper, we measured time to failure, then when the time cutting time prediction of
future failure was studied. For predict the future failure time [4], the weighted
model, growth model and logistic-type curve regression analysis was used.

2 Related Research

If the arithmetic mean increase pattern, results of the arithmetic mean test repre-
sents reliability growth. The Laplace trend test results from the Laplace factor
value has varying between -2 and 2 indicate stable reliability [5]. In addition, time
series model of the software using the AR (1) model to predict future failure time
was studied [6]. In the relatively recent, time-series analysis using a simple moving
average, weighted moving average and exponential smoothing to predict the future
failure time have been proposed [7]. Also, the S-curve regression model, growth
model were compared, predict result of the future failure, logistic model shows
better model [8].

2.1 Nonlinear Regression Model

If possible, a linear relationship between the explanatory variable x and dependent
variable y, the linear model represents the relationship as follows:

yi ¼ b0 þ b1xi þ ei; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ ð1Þ

where, b0 and b1 are regression coefficients and e i � Nð0; r2 Þ.
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However, the non-linear case (curve linear model) by taking the log or the
weight converted the linear model.

2.1.1 Curve Linear Regression Model

The growth and Logistic model regression analysis used, in this paper, to predict
the future failure time. The growth model and logistic model are known, respec-
tively, as follows [4]:

ln̂ðyiÞ ¼ b0 þ b1 þ xið Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ ð2Þ

ln̂ð1=yi � 1=lÞ ¼ lnðb0Þ þ ðlnðb1Þ � xiÞ; ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nÞ ð3Þ

where b0 and b1 are estimates of b0 and b1, l is upper boundary value.

2.1.2 Weighted Regression Model

Case of unequal dispersion or variance for the error term, the weighted regression
can be used. Namely, in Eq. (1)

Varðei Þ ¼ r2
i ¼ wi r2 ð4Þ

where, wi is weight.
In this case, the regression line using the weighted least squares method to

predict which are called weighted regression analysis of these series. Of these
cases, the regression coefficients are known as follows [9]:

b1 ¼
Pn

i¼1 wiðxi � �xÞðyi � �yÞ
Pn

i¼1 wiðxi � �xÞ2
; b0 ¼ �y� b1�x ð5Þ

where, b0 and b1 are estimates of b0 and b1,

�x ¼
Pn

i¼1 wixiPn
i¼1 wi

; �y ¼
Pn

i¼1 wiyiPn
i¼1 wi

ð6Þ

In this paper, we want to use weights 1
xi

Varðei Þ ¼ r2
i ¼ r2

xi

� �

2.2 Criteria to Determine the Optimal Model

How the predicted value and the actual value of the material to determine whether
the error measure is the criterion for better prediction techniques [3, 8]. In general,
the coefficient of determination, modify the coefficient of determination, the sum
mean squared criterion is possible.
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2.2.1 Coefficient of Determination ðR2Þ

The coefficient of determination is defined as the sum of the square by the
regression line (SSR), the sum of squared errors (SSE), and called the sum total
squared (SST). R2 can measure how successful the fit is in explaining the variation
of the data. It is defined as follows:

R2 ¼ SSR

SST
¼ 1� SSE

SST
ð7Þ

where SST ¼
Pn

i¼1 ðyi � �yÞ2; SSR ¼
Pn

i¼1 ðŷi � �yÞ2;¼
Pn

i¼1 ðyi � ŷÞ2, and
ŷ is estimates of y.

2.2.2 Mean Square Error

As the basis for determining the efficient model, the Mean Square Error (MSE) is
defined as follows:

MSE ¼
Pn

i¼1 ðyi � ŷiÞ2

n
ð8Þ

Because difference the predicted and the actual value, the minimum of MSE
model is efficient model.

3 The Proposed Prediction Method

The failures time data [10] summarized in Table 1 for the prediction. For his data,
the first, trend data should be preceded [11]. Laplace trend test analysis typically
performed. Showing in Fig. 1, the Laplace factor between -2 and 2 appears
confidence growing by reliability growth properties. Therefore, using this data, it
is possible to estimate the time to failure time. In Table 2, coefficient determi-
nation and mean square error is summarized. This table, because weighted
regression model than any models value of coefficient of determination is high and
mean square error is small, weighted regression efficient model. Summarized in
Fig. 2 from the point 1(failure number) to the point 30 (failure number), prediction
using weighted model, the growth model and the logistic model are drawing. All
models is similar to the true value in this figure, the weighting model shows
relatively better prediction and growth model shows lower (underestimate), the
logistic model appears higher (overestimate).

In Fig. 3 and Table 3 were summarized, failure time of future were predicted
from the point 31(failure number) to the point 40 (failure number) and statistic
information using weighted model, the growth model and the logistic model.
In this table, because estimate of the growth model appears from 9.742 to 12.478,
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Table 1 Failure interval time and failure time

Failure
number

Failure interval
(second)

Failure time
(second)

Failure
number

Failure interval
(second)

Failure time
(second)

1 0.479 0.479 16 1.908 10.771
2 0.266 0.745 17 0.135 10.906
3 0.277 1.022 18 0.277 11.183
4 0.554 1.576 19 0.596 11.779
5 1.034 2.610 20 0.757 12.536
6 0.949 3.559 21 0.437 12.973
7 0.693 4.252 22 2.230 15.203
8 0.597 4.849 23 0.437 15.640
9 0.117 4.966 24 0.340 15.980
10 0.170 5.136 25 0.405 16.385
11 0.117 5.253 26 0.575 16.96
12 1.274 6.527 27 0.277 17.237
13 0.469 6.996 28 0.363 17.600
14 1.174 8.170 29 0.522 18.122
15 0.693 8.863 30 0.613 18.735

Fig. 1 Laplace trend test

Table 2 Model summary and parameter estimation of each model

Model Model summary Parameter estimation

R2 MSE b0 b1

Weight 1
xi

� �
0.879 1.598 0.554 0.653

Growth 0.840 31.205 0.318 0.304
Logistic 0.842 30.464 0.729 0.901

Explanatory notes
Explanatory variable: failure number, Dependent variable: failure time, R2: Coefficient of
determination, MSE: Mean square error
b0 and b1: estimates of b0 and b1
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Fig. 2 Predictive failure
time for each model from one
point time to 30 point time

Fig. 3 Predictive failure
time for each model from 31
point time to 40 point time

Table 3 Statistic information about predictive failure time data for each model

Statistics Weight ( 1
xi

� �
) Growth Logistic

Mean 23.7355 11.12 32.7145
Standard error 0.625199901 0.291057841 0.862641824
Median 23.7355 11.11 32.7145
Standard deviation 1.977055681 0.920405708 2.727912969
Variance 3.908749167 0.847146667 7.441509167
Range 5.877 2.736 8.109
Minimum value 20.797 9.742 28.66
Maximum value 26.674 12.478 36.769
Observation number 10 10 10
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the growth model than any models shows better range. In addition, for the average,
weighted model is the highest, logistic model is lowest. Because logistic model is
the highest for the dispersion (standard deviation and variance) and growth model
is relatively small. If want to use logistic model, the security about dispersion
measures is necessary.

4 Conclusions

As software systems play an increasingly important role in computer systems,
intensive studies have been carried out to ensure the software reliability.

Evaluation can be modeled as software reliability growth test time or run-time
failure the time, more realistic and relatively efficient model in this area is
unknown, but the choice of weights can be a major issue.

Therefore, fluctuations in the quality of the products that are produced in the
manufacturing process which, despite more than continue to run without any
action or improvement process, so the quality of the product will fall dramatically.
This paper, censoring software systems design and related industries, the workers
anticipate and consider the weights of the information to pre-censoring data can be
analyzed, using weighted prediction method utilizing the software quality could be
helpful to the improvement of software reliability.

Acknowledgments Funding for this paper was provided by Namseoul University.
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Analysis of Threat-Factors for Biometric-
Information Processing Systems
According to Goal-Oriented
Threat- Modeling

Su-Jin Baek, Jong-Won Ko and Jung-Soo Han

Abstract As there is an increasing reliance on information systems in most
organizations, there is also an increased risk of security accidents of information
systems. Therefore, in order to verify the potential security risks and their results,
it is necessary to have a security threat assessment process called threat modeling.
However, research in security threat modeling has yet to mature as there is paucity
of established techniques and tools to aid the threat modeling and formal analysis
process. This study provides a method to design and analyze threats that occur in
the bio-information processing system using the visual Goal-oriented threat
modeling. In addition, it determines each threat based on the Goal-Threat model
and defends itself through measuring repetitive assessment, vulnerability the
degree of risk. Then, by designing each organization to perform security checks on
its own, it supports to make it possible to easily find vulnerabilities in terms of
administration and presents a recommendation to be performed in order to ensure
stability.

Keywords Threat modeling � Biometric information processing system � Security
threat
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1 Introduction

The fast changing information society has a dysfunction of diverse and serious
security. In recent days, security threats are gradually becoming specialized,
advanced and complicated. Thus, security accidents are also becoming accidents
related to specific information (personal information, confidential business
information, etc.) from accidents related to the IT infrastructure. In response to
changes in the threat of the information society, the measures to respond the
threats are also changing. With the advent of information risk society and
increased demand for institutional/legal measures in recent years, there has been
an increasing need for more systematic and comprehensive measures to address
the risks. In order to manage these risks, the measures to protect personal
information using the bio-information that have unique features have to be
considered instead of infrastructure and technology based approaches [1].

Bio-information has the characteristics of universality, uniqueness and
permanence. When viewed from the perspective of authentication, it can act on the
positive features. However, it can cause the problems of individual secret
information and groups’ confidential information to be leaked, which are stored
using bio information when bio-information gets leaked by an attacker [2, 3].
Therefore, it is important to identify potential security risks and security risks
using bio-information. And it is necessary to have security threat assessment
process called threat modeling to determine the level of measures.

Security threat modeling (or simply threat modeling) is a formal process of
identifying, documenting and mitigating security threats to a software system. It
enables development teams to understand a system’s threat profile by examining
the application through the eyes of a potential adversary, and helps to determine
the highest-level security risks posed to the system [4].The threat modeling
process usually involves identifying information resources to be protected,
identifying the entry or access points to these assets, analyzing the threats,
evaluating associated risks, and developing mitigating strategies. Ideally, a threat
model should be developed during the earliest stages of system development, and
then as the application evolves and requirements are better defined, the threat
model can be updated as needed [5]. However, research in security threat modeling
has yet to mature as there is paucity of established techniques and tools to aid the
threat modeling and formal analysis process. While the importance of starting
threat modeling during the requirements analysis phase has been well discussed in
the literatures, existing modeling notations such as data-flow diagram and attack
trees [6], are largely focused on the design and development phases. Moreover,
existing work do not integrate threat modeling notations with a formal threat
analysis procedure to aid decision making during security requirements analysis.

This paper designs and analyzes risks that occur in the bio-information
processing system with the Goal-oriented modeling. In addition, it determines each
threat based on the Goal-Threat model and defends itself through measuring
repetitive assessment, vulnerability the degree of risk. Then, by designing each
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organization to perform security checks on its own, it supports to make it possible
to easily find vulnerabilities in terms of administration and presents a
recommendation to be performed in order to ensure stability.

2 Goal-Oriented Threat Modeling for Bio-Information
Processing System

The Threat-factors of the bio-information processing system are broadly divided
into security threats in each system of the bio system and security threats in the
process. In order to understand and analyze these security threats, it measures
repetitive assessments, vulnerability assessment and the level of the risk using the
Goal-oriented threat modeling as in Fig. 1 to defend adequately.

Also, proposed modeling and analysis process for security threats is depicted in
Fig. 1. The process includes five-level steps which encompass setting goal about
security requirement, defining what security means for the system, eliciting threats,
analyzing threats and their associated risks, and evaluating how countermeasures
lead to the achievements of security objectives. The entire process is documented in
a threat analysis that forms the threat model to be used throughout the development
life cycle.

3 Effect Relationship of Goal-Oriented Threat Model
and Bio-Information Processing System

As far as the software is concerned, the requirement plays the roles of the necessary
inputs for the software to achieve the intended goals. Therefore, the input
requirements are to be extracted by the assets and then analyzed based on the

Fig. 1 Goal-threat modeling and analysis about requirement
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scenarios so that the goals to be changed can be identified. The requirement goals
can be achieved by putting together at least several of the processes. That is, the
scenarios to fulfill the required goals should be defined, followed by the extraction
of the abstract goal requirements. Here, the information regarding the threat
requirements from the security is displayed as the contextual information, which is
assumed to be input in the forms of requirements in natural language. Then, the
groups that are composed of the assets required for the goals by the security
requirement are defined, with which sub-goals are determined by taking various
steps as shown in Fig. 2 below.

The goal-threat models for the security requirement are then modeled into goal
graphs, and the requirements are analyzed based on the goal and the scenarios about
bio-Information Processing system. In this method, the detailed flows for the
achievement of the higher-level goals are disclosed by the scenarios and then the
low-level goals are identified based on the threat-factor and the flow of the scenarios.
In order for the fulfillment of the system’s goals, a multiple number of the threat-
factor are carried out. Also, each of the threat-factors can be related to more than one

Fig. 2 The influential relationships between the biometric information system and the security
requirement to extract the goal-threat model
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of the goals. If any of the threat-factors are considered not important for the
fulfillment of the goals, it will be set as non-relevant to the goal. With this, it
becomes possible not only to identify the threat-factors that are running currently,
but also to anticipate one or more actions that could possibly be executed next time.

A Bio-Information processing system is composed of the followings as seen in
Fig. 2. It has bio-capture system data to recognize the bio information, signal
processing system to process bio information, data storage system to store bio
reference and recognition reference and the comparison system to calculate the
values when the score, which is based on the measurement of the bio information
stored by the data storage system and the bio information processed by the signal
processing system, is more or less than the specified value. It also has a decision
system to determine the personal identification through determining the processed
result [7]. The threats that occur in these systems are extracted through the threat,
assets and vulnerabilities of the security objectives. The threats did not occur yet;
refer to information about the behavior and intentions with the potential losses.
The assets refer to the value that the information system possesses. And the
vulnerability refers to the information about the flaw or weakness that can damage
the information system. So, it is to generate the security Goal-threat model through
by the information about these threats and STRIDE. Therefore, the security goal is
defined in six different abstraction Categories, which are respectively Spoofing
identity(S), Tampering with Data(T), Repudiation(R), Information Disclosure(I)
Denial of Service(D), and Elevation of Privilege(E).Threat classification schemes
such as STRIDE can be used to elicit security threats for a biometrics Information
Processing system. The system context and environment can be cross-examined
against these classes of threats to determine if they are relevant to the system being
developed.

4 Analysis of the Threat-Factors By Goal-Oriented Threat
Modeling

The easiest way to apply the Goal-oriented threat modeling to the bio-information
processing system is to consider what impacts it will give to each component and
the relationship and connection with other system components. Therefore, it is
imperative to observe each part of the bio-information processing system and to
verify whether there are any of the relevant threats in accordance with security
objectives within the threat range of STRIDE. And it is imperative to perform the
following process repetitively for the sake of appropriate defense in accordance
with Goal threatening model.

1. Confirm the impacts on each system as displaying detailed Goal threats found
through Goal-Threat model.

2. Grade each Goal-Threat model Goal threat based on criticality, impact and
likelihood. Assign a number on a scale of 1 to 10 as 10 to be the most serious
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level of importance. As for likelihood, set 1 for the item most likely to occur and
10 for the item least likely to occur. Dividing criticality by likelihood will give
overall risk. In other words, the overall risk is calculated with Risk = Criti-
cality/Likelihood.

3. Mitigate each threat by selecting the appropriate techniques or technologies for
defense against security threats associated with the construction and processing
of bio-information processing system.

4. Since it is hard for a system to determine all threats at an initial phase, it may
cause a vulnerability of application even as processing through one item. Thus,
it is important to start from the first step once an analysis of the Goal-Threat
model is under way. And it should be done from the upper level to the lower
level.

According to the process described above, each threat Goal-Threat model is
analyzed and evaluated. And depending on the severity of the threat, it will be
made to defend against security threats.

5 Conclusions

Therefore, it is important to identify potential security risks and security risks
using bio information. And it is necessary to have security threat assessment
process called threat modeling to determine the level of measures.Threat modeling
plays a significant role in the design of the overall security model for a system
because it can help to ensure that security is built into applications, rather than
addressed as an afterthought. This paper provides a method to design and analyze
threats that occur in the biometric information processing system using the visual
Goal-oriented threat modeling.

Further, this study identified each threat based on the Goal-threat model of the
Goal and performed the repetitive assessments through STRIDE threat to find out
what impacts the threats would give to each component and the relationship and
connection with other system components. Upon analyzing and evaluating each
threat of the Goal-Threat model in accordance with the proposed process, it will be
made to defend against threats based on criticality. Then, by designing each
organization of the bio information processing system to perform security checks
on its own, it will be made to support it to easily find vulnerabilities in terms of
management and to present a method to ensure such protection in order to ensure
stability. According to the process described above, each Goal-Threat model is
analyzed and evaluated. And depending on the severity of the threat, it will be
made to defend against security threats.
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Distinct Element Method Analysis
of Retaining Wall Using Steel Frame
and Fill Material

Sam Dong Jung, Jung Won Park, Jong Hwa Won, Jeong Soo Kim
and Moon Kyum Kim

Abstract Retaining wall using steel frame and fill material is a kind of the cellular
structure. The cellular structure using a fill material has a number of advantages
such as excellent constructability in the short term, permeability, and decrease in
effects of groundwater fluctuations after the end of construction. Because this
structure is discontinuity, it is quite difficult to apply analysis in finite element
methods. In addition, there are no evaluation techniques to establish its shear
resistance clearly. In order to solve the issue, this paper presents that shear
resistance analysis is performed by introducing displacement incremental analysis
into the distinct element method. It enables not only to model continuous and
discontinuous structure, but also to perform static and dynamic analysis. The
results of analysis are compared with experimental results of the retaining wall
with a steel frame and fill materials.

Keywords Cellular structure � Shear resistance � Fill material � Distinct element
method
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1 Introduction

The cellular structure is composed of the cell body and fill materials. The cellular
structure using a fill material has a number of advantages such as excellent con-
structability in the short-term, permeability, and decrease in effects of groundwater
fluctuations after the end of construction. This structure is also economical because
its fill material can be obtained around the construction site. For these reason,
cellular structures are used widely, as the breakwater in particular.

As the load increases, the shear resistance occurs between fill materials in the
cellular structure. Then, the shear resistance of fill materials increases the stiffness
of the cellular structure. It is important to estimate discontinuous interaction of
exterior steel frame between interior fill materials in a cellular structure. However,
it is quite difficult to apply finite element methods to a cellular structure due to the
fact that it is a typically discontinuous structure, and there are no clearly estab-
lished evaluation techniques regarding its shear resistance. In recent years, as
developing Distinct Element Method (DEM), discontinuous structures can be
modeled and performed its dynamic analysis. This paper presents shear resistance
analysis of cellular structure is performed by introducing displacement incremental
analysis into the DEM. The results of analysis are compared with experimental
results of the retaining wall with a steel frame and fill materials.

2 Mechanical Behavior of Cellular Structure

The theory of cellular structure’s behavior was first proposed by Terzaghi. If the
horizontal external force acts on the the cellular structure, the shear failure occurs
along the vertical plane of the fill material of cellular structure. As the result, the
cellular structure gradually changes from a rectangular shape to a parallelogram
shape.

3 Structure Modeling By the Distinct Element Method

DEM is the numerical technique using the orientation and gap of the disconti-
nuities of the rock mass separated by elements. Especially, DEM and Finite
Element Method (FEM) differ in considering the interaction of adjacent blocks.
Applying the method of steel check dam by suggested Katsuki, this study proposes
the analysis method of shear resistance of Steel Frame Retaining Wall (SFRW).
SFRW is a kind of the cellular structure. PFC2D, which is the universal program
for DEM, is used to analyze the characteristics of cellular structure.

After modeling the cellular structure, the material properties and boundary
conditions of the individual elements are assigned. Then, the external boundary
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conditions such as loading forces, moments are set. Finally, we calculate the force,
moment, speed, location by repeating the calculation in each time step. The above
procedure is presented in the Fig. 1.

3.1 Contact Bond Model and Parallel Bond Model

The SFRW is composed of the cell body(steel frame) and fill material. Each part
show the behavior of continuum and dis-continuum, respectively. Regardless of
whether it is a continuum or not, two parts are modeled by using then Ball model
in the Fig. 2. However, it is possible to model the continuous or discontinuous
characteristics by the use of contact bond model for discontinuous bodies and
Parallel bond model for continuous bodies. Using the ball element, the model of
cellular structure is generated in the PFC2D, as the shown Fig. 3.

Fig. 1 The analysis
procedure of PFC2D for
cellular structure
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3.2 Shear Deformation

The shear deformation of fill material is influenced by its sedimentary process. To
model the shear behavior of fill material considering its the sedimentary process,
distinct elements for interior fill materials is randomly generated and rearranged by
the gravitational force. The numerical analysis of this study is containing the above
process. The Fig. 4 shows the example using PFC2D.

Fig. 2 Ball element model a Contact bond model b Contact bond model

Fig. 3 Modeling of cellular structure using PFC2D

Fig. 4 Shear deformation
considered natural filled state
a Natural filled state-PFC2D
b Natural filled state-PFC2D
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4 Shear Deformation Experiments of Steel Frame
Retaining Wall

As the Fig. 5, shear deformation experiments are carried out to compare the
computational results. The experiments are performed for three cases in the
Table 1. The results are indicated as the Figs. 6 and 7. From the results, internal
friction angle of fill material is most sensitive. Internal friction angle also grows as
the shear resistance increases proportionally. As vertical loading was increased,
the shear resistance was increased.

Fig. 5 Shear deformation
experiments of SFRW a Steel
frame b Horizontal Loading

Table 1 Properties of the fill materials

Debris type Grain size distribution (mm) Average diameter (mm) C (̊) c (kN/m3)

Case 1 Gravel 25* 27 46 16.7
Case 2 Gravel 40* 44 47 16.4
Case 3 Gravel 55* 58 52 15.8

Fig. 6 The shear force–displacement relationship according to the overburdening a No
overburdening b Overburdening: 10 kN
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents an analysis approach on the shear resistance force of fill
materials in a cellular structure. In order to estimate our approach, shear resistance
analysis is performed by introducing displacement incremental analysis into the
DEM and its numerical results are compared with the experimental results. The
results show a good agreement with each other. It also led to conclusion that
friction angle of fill material and vertical load are main factors influencing shear
resistance, and both factors have a proportional relation to shear resistance.
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Full-Scaled Experiment for Behavior
Investigation of Reinforced Concrete
Columns with High-Strength Wire Ropes
as Lateral Spiral Reinforcement

Kyu Won Kim, Jong Hwa Won, Sam Dong Jung, Jung Won Park
and Moon Kyum Kim

Abstract This study performs the test with full-scaled models for each diameter
to evaluate the behavior of the reinforced concrete columns using the spiral wire
rope as a lateral reinforcement of the circular columns. This study performs the
quasi-static test which induced binding shear destruction to review circular con-
crete columns bound with high strength wire rope. Three specimens of concrete
columns with 700 and 800 mm diameter each were manufactured to evaluate the
movement of reinforced circular columns with the wire rope. A hoop reinforced
column and 2 spiral reinforced columns were manufactured to compare the
bending history and the ductility reinforced with the wire rope to existing rein-
forced concrete columns. The peak strain of the longitudinal reinforcements is
occurred at approximately 0.75 D from the bottom of the column. The spirally
confined concrete columns with high-strength wire ropes showed that improve
2.5 % of the shear strength.
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1 Introduction

The ductility of reinforced concrete columns is improved by the confinement force
from lateral reinforcements including hoop or spiral reinforcements. The ductility
of columns increases with an increase in the amount and strength of lateral rein-
forcements, but decreases with an increase in concrete compressive strength and
axial load level. High transverse reinforcement ratio is not economic, causes dense
rebar to make concrete construction difficult and becomes a reason of early
spalling of the concrete cover due to planes of weakness between the core and
concrete cover portions. Using high-strength stiffener subsequently decreases the
volume ratio of the lateral reinforcements. In some cases, the transverse rein-
forcement plays a role in degrading the performance of the reinforced concrete
columns. Meanwhile, the wire rope which is proposed as an alternative to the
transverse reinforcement in the study has high-strength and high-flexibility.
Generally, the wire rope with higher than 1500 MPa of the tensile strength has
high ductility and makes it possible to form spiral structure of the stiffener,
showing the effect of existing hoop and spiral lateral reinforcements without
additional tension in case of bending the concrete columns. Therefore, the wire
rope facilitates the array of structural steels in the column as a lateral reinforce-
ment shortens the construction period and improves bending performance of the
column. The lateral reinforcements with the spiral shape using the wire rope are
expected to be effective in enforcing ductility of the column and preventing the
longitudinal reinforcement from buckling than existing binding method.

The study performs the test with real models for each diameter to evaluate the
movement of the reinforced concrete columns using the spiral wire rope as a
lateral reinforcement of the circular columns, compares and analyzes the results to
those of circular concrete columns with hoop-type lateral reinforcement.

2 Experimental Program

2.1 Specimen Specification

This study performs the quasi-static test which induced binding shear destruction
to review circular concrete columns bound with high strength wire rope. Three
pieces of concrete columns with 700 and 800 mm diameter each were manufac-
tured to evaluate the movement of reinforced circular columns with the wire rope.
One hoop reinforced column and 2 spiral reinforced columns were manufactured
to compare the bending history and the ductility reinforced with the wire rope to
existing reinforced concrete columns and the accuracy of the test and the test was
performed under constant axial load and repetitive lateral load. The axial force
ratio is fixed to 0.1 and Table 1 summarizes the features of the tested specimens.
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A stub with the top of 700 9 700 9 550 mm and the bottom of 1000 9

2400 9 900 mm was installed on the column with 700 mm diameter and
3000 mm height. The main rebar ratio is 2.11 % and 16 heterogeneous steel bars
with 25 mm diameter are installed. A stub with the top of 800 9 800 9 550 mm
and the bottom of 1100 9 2400 9 900 mm was installed on the column with
800 mm diameter and 3500 mm height, the main rebar ratio is 2.02 % and 20
heterogeneous steel bars with 25 mm diameter are installed. The hoop has 13 mm
diameter and the wire rope has 9.53 mm nominal diameter. All the lateral rein-
forcements have the same interval and the stiffener ratios depending on the core
volume ratio of the columns are 0.0045 for the hoop and 0.0025 for the wire rope.
Specific tension is not introduced when applying lateral reinforcement with the
wire rope. Figure 1 shows the cross-section of the test material and the rebar
location of the stiffeners.

Table 1 Specification of test specimens

Specimen D d Longitudinal steel Transverse steel P

fckA0Ratio (%) Confinement Material Ratio (%) Space (mm)

SP700-W1 700 600 2.0 Spiral Wire 0.16 150/250 0.1
SP700-W2
HP700-S1 Hoop Steel 0.33
SP800-W1 800 640 Spiral Wire 0.14
SP800-W2
HP800-S1 Hoop Steel 0.29

Fig. 1 Specimen details (mm)
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2.2 Material Properties

The design strength of the concrete is 27 MPa and the maximum size of the coarse
aggregates is 25 mm. Ready-mixed concrete is used to construct the concrete. The
wire rope is GAC 7 9 19 (9.53 mm) with the tensile strength of 1200 MPa and the
longitudinal reinforcements is a deformed bar with 25 mm diameter and 300 MPa
of yield strength.

2.3 Test Procedure and Instrumentation

The columns are tested under constant axial load and repetitive lateral loads. The
lower stub in the column is completely fixed by the steel angle blocks installed on
both sides of the stub and 8 bolts which penetrated into the bottom sub to prevent
the test material from moving under the influence of the lateral load. The com-
pressive force is added by 2 oil jacks with the capacity of 1000 kN from the steel
loading beam installed on the top stub and 2 frames installed on the side of the test
material. The center of the steel loading beam is the same with the central axis of
the test material. The lateral load is added by the oil jack operated by the air pump.
The center of the actuator is the same with the center of the top stub and com-
pletely fixed by 4 bolts. The lateral load is actuated after applying the planned
axial load and the test is completed when the buckling appears on the longitudinal
reinforcement or the wire rope is fractured. Figure 2 shows the test specimen of
the real model.

The lateral load is controlled by the displacement history shown in Fig. 3. The
load pattern is under the displacement control method and the increment is
determined by the draft ratio of the column and 2 cycles are repeated in the

Fig. 2 Test specimen of the
full-scaled Model
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displacement increase. As shown in Fig. 4, the ratio increases by 0.2–1 % to
specially observe the movement of the initial column and difference in the column
movement for the same amplitude is compared and analyzed through repetitive
loading as the fatigue movement as 2 cycles increasing 0.5 % of the ratio after
1 %.

The axial load is measured by the load controller and the lateral load and the
displacement are recorded by the load cell installed between the oil jack and the
hinge. The 200 mm displacement gauge is installed at 1/3H and 2/3H to measure
the column displacement and the 5 mm displacement gauge is installed to check
the movement of the bottom stub under the application of the lateral load. The
distortion ratio of the longitudinal reinforcement is measured by the strain gauge at
0.1H, 0.75D, 0.3H, 0.5H and 0.8H.

3 Experiment Results

The Fig. 4 presents the strains on longitudinal reinforcement. The yielding occurs
on the transverse reinforcement in 1 % of lateral displacement in the ratio of
height/diameter with concrete cover spalling. Generally, the reinforcement began
to buckle approximately at 0.75D from the bottom of the column. The buckling
shape of the spirally reinforced column is larger than it of the column reinforced
by existing method. Figure 5 shows the buckling shape of longitudinal rein-
forcement for each SP700-W1, SP700-W2 and HP700-S1.
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4 Conclusion

In this study, the full scaled test is conducted for each diameter to evaluate the
movement of the reinforced concrete columns using the spiral wire rope as a
lateral reinforcement of the circular columns. A hoop reinforced column and 2
spiral reinforced columns were manufactured to compare the bending history and
the ductility. The buckling on the longitudinal reinforcements arose at approxi-
mately 0.75D from the bottom of the column. The spirally confined concrete
columns with high-strength wire ropes showed that improve 2.5 % of the shear
strength.

Fig. 4 Strains on longitudinal reinforcement. a SP700-W1 b HP700-S1 c SP800-W1
d HP800-S1

Fig. 5 Buckling shape of
longitudinal reinforcement.
a SP700-W1 b SP700-W2
c HP700-S1
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Local Deformed Diameter Analysis
of a Pipe in Rigid Encasement for Water-
crossings Application

Jong Hwa Won, Gun Kim, Sam Dong Jung, Jung Won Park,
Do Hak Kim and Moon Kyum Kim

Abstract This article presents a new type of stress assessment method for double-
layered pressure vessel. Due to its robust strength, a steel–concrete composite pipe
is generally installed in poor burial conditions. However, it is difficult to directly
define the stress state on pipe sections. For the convenient stress estimation of
pipes encased in non-circular concrete, this article suggests a Stress Index (SI), a
function of the interface pressure and changed diameter, based on the interface
pressure. The ovalization characteristics of plain pipes and of pipes encased by
circular and rectangular concrete are examined. The resultant stresses are replaced
by the non-dimensional ratio of diameter change; thus, the stress index has the
advantage of application for stress assessment irrespective of pipe characteristics.
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Keywords Pressured pipeline � Encasement � Stress index � Stress assessment �
Interface pressure

1 Introduction

A pipeline is the most popular means of energy transportation, having economical,
convenient and reliable merits for long-distance energy transportation such gas or
oil. Almost all pipelines, however, have fundamental maintenance problems
because they are buried underground or located in offshore and rivers, making
access difficult. Thus, in order to reduce maintenance costs and improve the long-
term performance of pipeline structures, the construction of load-supporting or
anti-corrosion structures is usually demanded.

In this study, a new stress assessment method is proposed for buried pipelines
encased in rectangular concrete. And encasement-dependent load distribution
characteristics of the pipe section are proposed according to the theory of elas-
ticity. Finally, the procedure for estimating the stress of non-circular pipes is
simplified by using the stress index obtained from the relationship of the diameter
change ratio and the interface pressure.

2 Analytical Approaches to Stresses on a Multi-layered
Pipeline

The pressure acting on a pipe’s surface can be generally divided into internal and
external loads for calculating the thickness in the design process. In this chapter,
the stresses on simple and multi-layered pipes are derived by using the equation of
Lamé’s thick-walled cylinder.

2.1 Interface Pressure Analysis for a Multi-layered Pipeline

In order to estimate the stress distribution between the inner and outer pipes in a
multi-layered pipeline, the interface pressure between members should be defined in
advance. It is assumed that the external radius of the inner pipe is the same as the
internal radius of the outer pipe. Therefore, the interface pressure acts equally on
both the inner and outer pipes with opposite signs. Thus, the interface pressure at the
contact surface between inner and outer pipes is defined as following Eq. 1 [1].

Pc ¼ Ed b2 � a2
� �

c2 � b2
� �� �

= 3b2 c2 � a2
� �� �

ð1Þ

where, E = elastic modulus, d = radial displacement, a and b = internal and
external diameter of inner pipe and, b and c = internal and external diameter of
outer pipe.
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3 Numerical Analysis of Concrete-Steel Composite Pipelines

Korea Gas Corporation (KOGAS) has established pipeline design specifications
for safe and efficient operation of pipeline networks. There are many types of
classifications for materials, standard size, and operational pressure on guideline.
Generally, API 5L X 65 is used for gas transportation pipelines with a 762 mm
diameter and a 17.5 mm wall thickness.

In order to reasonably identify the characteristics of a double-walled pipe with a
rectangular concrete encasement, a pipe encased in circular concrete and a plain
pipe are also examined for comparison. The external diameter of the circular
encasement is calculated as 1,212 mm in order that the sectional modulus of a
circular double-walled pipe is same as that of a pipe with rectangular concrete
encasement, through a modification of the moment of inertia. To describe the
burial condition, the material properties of surface soil in Han River (Seoul, Korea)
are used in this research. Figure 1 shows the representative pipeline sections for
this research based on KOGAS design criteria. The material properties of the pipe,
concrete and soil are summarized in Table 1.

In this study, the internal pressure and cover depth of the pipes were taken to be
0–7.84 MPa and 0–8 m, respectively, in consideration of the KOGAS operational
guidelines. The DIANA solver based MIDAS/GTS ver. 2.0.2 was employed to
characterize the soil-structure system.

The accuracy of the analytical solution as a function of the interface pressure
was verified prior to detailed analysis for a specific loading condition. This process
ensures the validity of further research in this paper. From the results of analytical
and numerical studies, an error of 0.18–0.32 % was found, and most of the stress
data from the numerical analysis show good agreement with the analytically
obtained exact solution.

Fig. 1 Representative pipe section a plain pipe b pipe encased in rectangular concrete [2] c pipe
encased in circular concrete
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Table 1 Material properties of the pipe, concrete and soil

E(MPa) c(MPa) t C (MPa) Remarks (cm)

Steel Pipe
(API 5L X65)

2.1 9 105 7.7 9 10-6 0.3 – t = 1.75

Concrete 2.01 9 104 2.5 9 10-6 0.2 – –
Soil 5.9 1.7 9 10-6 0.35 0

Fig. 2 Local deformation of encased pipe [1]

Fig. 3 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the top
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3.1 Behavior Characteristics of Bare Pipe and Encased Pipe

Typical flexible pipe in the soil has an elliptical shape due to compressive force
acting at the top and bottom of the pipe. The behavior of a rectangular concrete
covered pipe is presented in Fig. 2. Without external pressure, every part of the
pipe has a Point C as a center of the pipe with radius R. However, as local
deformation develops by external pressure, the radius for each part of the pipe has
various values and it results in different local deformed diameter.

Fig. 4 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the shoulder

Fig. 5 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the springline
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4 Analysis of the Ratio of Local Deformed Diameter Change
and the Stress Index

To consider all terms as non-dimensional variables, the shape of the encasement
and the deformed diameter with respect to soil depth were replaced by the ratio of
diameter change to the original diameter (Do = 762 mm). Thus, with these sim-
plification procedures, it is possible to reduce the units of the variables. In addition,
by setting the ratio of diameter change as a variable, the degree of stress can be
expressed as a function of the pressure acting on the contact surface and the
non-dimensional ratio of diameter change, irrespective of the shape and type of the

Fig. 6 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the top

Fig. 7 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the shoulder
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pipeline. The ratio of Local Deformed Diameter Change is presented in Figs. 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. Figures 3, 4 and 5 is for a bare pipeline, Figs. 6, 7 and 8 is
for a double layered pipeline and Figs. 9, 10 and 11 is for a pipeline encased in the
rectangular concrete box (in the last page).

For a simple stress estimation of underground pipelines, this research proposes
a Stress Index (SI) based on the findings of the present study. The SI is defined by
Eq. 2, with units of force per area. Moreover, this is could be effective to obtain the
circumferential stress as following Eq. 3.

SI ¼ 0:5Pc 100þ Rð Þ=100½ � ð2Þ

Fig. 8 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the springline

Fig. 9 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the top
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rc ¼ DoSI=t ð3Þ

where, SI = stress index, R = the ratio of diameter change and Do = original
diameter. When these factors are all known, the stress index can be determined
based on Fig. 12.

Fig. 10 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the shoulder

Fig. 11 Ratio of diameter change versus soil pressure at the springline
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5 Conclusion

This study proposes a stress index for the stress estimation of a double-layered
pipeline covered with a circular or a rectangular encasement. The stress index has
the advantage of wide utility for stress assessment, irrespective of pipe charac-
teristics. It is expected to realize the reasonable design of non-circular multi-
layered pipeline.
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A Study on Management System Design
of Swimming Exercise Prescription
by Using Fussy ANP

Kyoung-Hun Kim, Won-Hyun Kim, Tae-Won Kyung,
Gyeng-Taek Yu and Chung-Sick Shin

Abstract It has become general common sense through numerous researches that
exercise provides positive impacts on physical and mental health. And it has been
reported that regular exercise adjusts obesity by reducing body fat and lipid levels
found in the blood and ultimately, it improves human quality of life. In this study,
indices for managing swimming exercise therapy were induced through prior
researches and weighted value was measured by modelling correlations between
indices by using fuzzy Analytic Network Process (ANP) technique. And patient
management system was intended to be realized so that tailor-made management
per patient can be established on real-time through mobile equipments such as
portable phone, smart phone, notebook and etc.
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1 Introduction

It has become general common sense through numerous researches that exercise
provides positive impacts on physical and mental health. And it has been reported
that regular exercise adjusts obesity by reducing body fat and lipid levels found in
the blood and ultimately, it improves human quality of life. Fields of exercise
prescription can be largely divided into two fields, first, it is the field which general
public can prevent diseases and rehabilitate through continuous health manage-
ment. Second, it can be classified into the field of patient management and therapy
by hospitals and physician’s offices.

In this study, indices for managing swimming exercise therapy were induced
through prior researches and weighted value was measured by modelling
correlations between indices by using fuzzy Analytic Network Process (ANP)
technique. And patient management system was intended to be realized so that
tailor-made management per patient can be established on real-time through
mobile equipments such as portable phone, smart phone, notebook and etc.
Therefore, more systematic and fast patient tailor-made services become possible
while data sharing is possible on real-time for both exercise therapists and patients.

Table 1 Whether or not of diseases per answerer of questions

Classification People with experiences of
musculoskeletal
disease

People with
experiences of
cardiovascular
disease

Othersa Total

C sport center located in
Seoul city

19 7 11 37

T sport center located in
Suwon city

16 6 8 30

J sport center located in
Incheon city

17 8 4 29

Total 52 21 23 96
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2 Object and Method of Research

2.1 Research Object

Objects of this study were people with experiences of musculoskeletal disease and
cardiovascular disease among adult male and female who are participating in
swimming programs of sport centers located in the Seoul Metropolitan region and
it was investigated using questionnaire and detail characteristics of the object
people of the questionnaire are like Tables 1 and 2.

2.2 Research Method

As an investigation tool for this study, questionnaire was used and as for the
questionnaire to measure impacts of swimming on mental health, we have
re-standardized for conformity with this study and have used (BSI) of simple
mental diagnosis investigation paper (SCL-90-R) which had re-standardized
Symptom Check List (SCL-90) which was made by Derogatis et al. (1973) by
developing Hopkins Symptom Check List (HSCL) in compliance with our situa-
tion by Gwang-Il Kim and Ho-Taek Won (1984) et al. And as tools for measuring
psychological, physical, environmental and social satisfaction through swimming,
the questionnaire developed by Ragheb and Beard (1980) and used by translation
in researches of Mi Kim (1997) and Sung-Cheol Lee (1992) et al. was referred and
we used the questionnaire which was developed through modification and
supplementation in conformity with this study.

In this study, prior research data with regard to impacts of swimming on
patients were analyzed and based on these data, indices were re-arranged like the
following (Table 3) for designing exercise therapy management system for the
object of patients utilizing swimming as therapy methods.

Table 2 Effective answerers per age

Classification People with experiences of
musculoskeletal disease

People with experiences of
cardiovascular disease

Total

Ages of 20 years old 2 0 2
Ages of 30 years old 4 2 6
Ages of 40 years old 19 6 25
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3 Weighted Value Analysis by Using Fuzzy ANP Technique

In this study, indices for designing therapy management system of swimming
exercise were established for patient management and for measuring weighted
values and priority of these indices, Fuzzy ANP technique was used.

In this study, fuzzy theory was applied to ANP technique and attempts were
made to minimize absurdity in selecting object people of questionnaire.

Table 3 Index for swimming exercise therapy management

Items Index Explanation

Environmental element Cleanliness of facility and
place (A1)

Exercise facility and place are
clean and fresh

Interior of facility and place
(A2)

Exercise facility and place are well
decorated

Modernization of facility
and equipment (A3)

Exercise facility and equipment
must be the most recent ones

Mental health element Anxiety symptoms (B1) Physical symptoms related to
anxiety such as tension,
impatience, oversensitiveness
and etc.

Melancholia symptoms
(B2)

Lower emotion such as lacking of
motivation, lost of vitality,
sense of frustration and etc.

Somatizing symptoms (B3) Symptoms appealing periodically
about abnormalities of physical
function

Physical element Improvement of physical
strength (C1)

Physical strength can be improved

Recovery of physical
vitality (C2)

Vitality will be restored physically

Stress elimination (C3) It becomes helpful for eliminating
stress

Test about physical
capability(C4)

I can test my physical capability
through the swimming program
I am practicing

Psychological element Emotional stability (D1) Swimming program makes to have
emotional stability

Interest (D2) Swimming program is very
interesting

Psychological confidence
(D3)

Swimming program provides me
with confidence

Social element Consideration for other
people (E1)

Swimming program enables to
understand other people

Relationship with peers
(E2)

Other relationship with peers
participating in swimming
program

Relationship with therapists
(E3)

Relationship with therapists
instructing swimming program
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In fuzzy ANP analysis processes, unique vector method of Saaty (1996) cannot
be used as results of paired comparisons shall be handled as number of fuzzy.
Therefore, in this study, extent analysis method on fuzzy AHP method of Chang
(1996) was applied for handling number of fuzzy in ANP analysis processes.

4 Conclusions

In this study, weighted value and priority of elements providing impacts on
exercise therapy of swimming participants were analyzed. ANP technique, which
applied fuzzy theory, was used for analysis of weighted value and priority.

Table 4 are weighted values and priorities of 16 indices induced through ANP
technique. Cleanliness of facility and place, Interior of facility and place, Mod-
ernization of facility and equipment, Anxiety symptoms, Melancholia symptoms,
Somatizing symptoms, Improvement of physical strength, Recovery of physical
vitality, Stress elimination, Test about physical capability, Emotional stability,
Interest, Psychological confidence, Consideration for other people, Relationship
with peers, Relationship with therapists

In this study, elements providing impacts on exercise therapy were established
to design management system of effective swimming exercise therapy for patient
management and through Fuzzy ANP technique, priority was induced through
analysis of relationship between each index.

Figure 1 is the result of analyzing the entire priority with regard to 16 indices.
An index which has obtained the highest weighted value was ‘Recovery of
physical vitality’which was included in item of ‘‘physical element’’ and obtained

Table 4 Indices for management of swimming exercise therapy

Items Index Weighted value Priority

Environmental element Cleanliness of facility and place 0.011285 12
Interior of facility and place 0.001736 16
Modernization of facility and equipment 0.007812 14

Mental health element Anxiety symptoms 0.010749 13
Melancholia symptoms 0.031134 8
Somatizing symptoms 0.040392 6

Physical element Improvement of physical strength 0.114614 5
Recovery of physical vitality 0.238322 1
Stress elimination 0.135614 3
Test about physical capability 0.005414 15

Psychological element Emotional stability 0.030115 9
Interest 0.172728 2
Psychological confidence 0.129707 4

Social element Consideration for other people 0.019749 10
Relationship with peers 0.019077 11
Relationship with therapists 0.031551 7
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the value of 0.2383. The second was ‘Interest’ index included in item of
‘‘psychological element’’ and has obtained the value of 0.1727. An index which
has obtained the third highest weighted value was ‘Stress elimination’ included in
‘‘physical element’’

It is judged that this study can find meanings in the following aspects.
First, the importance of exercise therapy was induced from the position of

patients.
For establishing exercise therapy system, exercise was applied for the purpose

of therapy with object of patients now going through or experienced musclo-
skeletal disease or cardiovascular disease and in particular, elements people feel
through swimming physically and mentally were re-arranged.

Second, level of importance (Relative importance) for each element was
quantified.

Exercise therapy until now was carried out from the perspective of therapists.
However, in this study, main interest indices were classified from the perspective
of patients and level of importance of each index was quantified and its validity
was verified. In particular, when calculating weighted values of indices, mutual
relationship between each index was reflected using ANP technique.
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Intelligent Recommendation System
for Automotive Parts Assembly

Jong-Won Ko, Su-Jin Baek and Gui-Jung Kim

Abstract This study proposed a method of developing an intelligent recom-
mendation system for automotive parts assembly. The proposed system will dis-
play the detailed information and the list components which make up the relevant
part that an user wants through the database using the ontology when selecting an
automotive part that an user intends to learn or to be guided of. The intelligent
recommendation system for parts is offered to users through determining the
automatic recommendation order between parts using the weights. This study has
experimented the principles of the recommendation system and the method of
setting the weights by setting two scenarios.

Keywords Intelligent recommendation system � Automotive parts � Weight

1 Introduction

The intelligent recommendation system for automotive parts assembly is a system
that enables us to know the importance and uses for the assembly of automotive
parts easily without the need for special technical knowledge through expressing
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the components that have a close relationship with the part when selecting an
arbitrary part based on the data generated from the automotive part that an user has
hard time of approaching. Currently, the actual work site of the domestic com-
panies is being operated as work and learning are separated. And since there is not
sufficient support for atypical learning, the effect of training and learning is very
low so that it is hardly linked to the achievement of business conduct. The tech-
nology related to the domestic real-time business support is mainly based on
studies that focus on reviewing technologies at an early stage. Thus, in general,
when having a technical problem in the workplace, the work will be supported by
the manual document. In addition, there is not any method of work processes that
can support the vast amount of the existing data and information and search,
discovery, recommendation such as the complexity of knowledge that has been
increasing in recent days. Thus, instead of ending in a one-dimensional visuali-
zation of knowledge to simply display the knowledge, it is imperative to display
the knowledge hat fits the context of the production, work and learning activities of
an operator in progress and integrate search, recommendation and technology that
is able to grasp the relation with the relevant components [1]. Thus, this study
designed an intelligent recommendation system using hierarchical taxonomy that
has been accomplished through the ontology. Each part is assigned a weight set by
the expert knowledge of the vehicle; and the priority is set using the arithmetic
product of the weights and times chosen as a user uses it directly. When using a
system that uses the principle of an intelligent recommendation, it is possible to
provide the appropriate information through the analysis using the user’s behavior
and professional view.

2 Background

The recommendation system technology refers to a method of predicting a user’s
interest automatically on the basis of the information obtained from many users
[2]. This system is not limited to a particular user’s information, the system is
characterized in that it recommends while collecting information for multiple users
together. For example, collaborative filtering or recommendation system for
shopping predict the user’s shopping preference using the list of items the user
likes. This recommendation system has the advantage that users can easily find the
information they need to support search in the context of mutual collaboration. In
other words, this recommendation system shows that gathering knowledge prop-
erly cannot be simply done by artificial intelligence technology in the flood of
information that increases exponentially [3].

It is necessary to have personalization, recommendation agents and data mining
techniques for intelligent recommendation system [4]. Personalization can be
defined as providing the information related to product or service to individual
customers. Recommended agent is a recommendation system that analyzes cus-
tomer preference to provide custom information. Data mining is a method for
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extracting new and meaningful information from a large amount of data. This
intelligent recommendation system is a technique to efficiently provide timely
information to individual customers by accumulating and gathering information
about each customer.

3 Design of Intelligent Recommendation System

3.1 Principle of Intelligent Recommendation

The principle of the intelligent recommendation system is that it displays the
detailed information and the list components, which make up the relevant part that
an user wants through the database using the ontology when selecting an auto-
motive part that an user intends to learn or to be guided of [5]. But users do not
know which part is the core part and more important unless they have expertise for
automotive parts. The intelligent recommendation system automatically selects the
recommendation order within the system and outputs this to users. The principle of
determining this order is weight. Each part is assigned a weight set by the expert
knowledge of the vehicle; and the priority is set using the arithmetic product of the
weights and times chosen as a user uses it directly. Then, it is to make it possible to
view easily which factor of which component is important through recording the
arithmetic product value in the system through making users output by the order of
priority. As for engine, the elements that form an engine are too many. However,
users must not have deep knowledge about engine since they are not experts. Thus,
they may get in trouble since they do not know how to inspect and learn engine
when they do want to inspect and learn engine. However, the principle of this
intelligent recommendation system will provide adequate information through the
analysis using user behavior and experts view.

The recommended procedure that appears when selecting the engine is a result
of that the weight of the user and the expert is reflected. The default weight with
the intention of experts prevents confusion when an user uses the system for the
first time and also has a significant impact even when storing and outputting data.
Each time an user selects the specific feature of the engine, the weight of that
feature is increased by the equation and stored in data to make an impact on the
users who intend to use the system. Basically, the equation is represented by (the
default weight value) 9 (number of user selection) by experts. The most important
feature of the principle of the intelligent recommendation system for automotive is
that it is reliable. The reason is that the car absolutely needs expert opinion. Thus,
placing a weight that reflects the opinions of professionals in the system increases
the efficiency and reliability of the system.
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3.2 Intelligent Recommendation Scenario

3.2.1 Scenario 1

If an user tries to use the intelligent recommendation system for assembly, when
selecting a component, the system outputs the detailed process of assembly and
disassembly of parts to the user. The system outputs appropriate and efficient
information to users through retrieving information as to the parts based on the
database established using the ontology upon outputting the relevant information.
For example, it displays the list of the relevant recommended components through
the database among various components that comprise the timing belt. As for the
timing belt, water pump, anti-freezing liquid, tension bearing are shown as the list
of recommendation. Each of the recommended components has a default weight
respectively. A default weight is a value stored by experts; thereby, being reliable.
Users can get help in learning the detailed information of the components through
the list of recommendation to be displayed upon learning the basic assembly/
disassembly course.

� An user selects the timing belt.
` Show the process of assembling/dissembling of the timing belt.
´ Get the information of composites of the timing belt stored in database.
ˆ Show the recommendation list by outputting the component parts based on the

default weight.

3.2.2 Scenario 2

The intelligent recommendation system not only has information to be outputted at
the database established by the classification of upper/lower based on the ontology.
The configuration of the relevant components has basically the weight value that
has reflected experts opinion. And the order of recommendation will be decided in
accordance with the weight value. The value is determined through the arithmetic
operation in the system. As a result, it is stored as data; thereby, having an impact
on all users who use the system. The car absolutely needs expert opinion. Thus, the
reliability of the information provided to users is very high and suitable and
efficient for all users.

� Output in the order of default weight value which has been given by the expert.
` If using the system, data will be stored as being multiplied by the number of

times it has been selected.
´ Data values stored is always delivered to the user.
ˆ Users are being able to obtain a more efficient and reliable data.
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4 Conclusion

This study designed the intelligent recommendation system using a hierarchical
taxonomy that has been accomplished through the ontology. The intelligent rec-
ommendation system for automobile parts assembly is a system that enables us to
know the importance and uses for the assembly of automotive parts easily without
the need for special technical knowledge through expressing the components that
have a close relationship with the part when selecting an arbitrary part based on the
data generated from the automotive part that an user has hard time of approaching.
For example, if an user wants to inspect and replace the spark plug by the rec-
ommendation system for components since there is a problem with the spark plug
among the components that make up the engine of the vehicle, it will recommend
to check spark cable, oxygen sensor, crank sensor, etc. that are in the ignition
device that is related to the spark plug. Each part is assigned a weight set by the
expert knowledge of the vehicle; and the priority is set using the arithmetic product
of the weights and times chosen as a user uses it directly. Then, it is to make it
possible to view easily which factor of which component is important through
recording the arithmetic product value in the system through making users output
by the order of priority. It is possible to find the problems of the vehicle that are
not yet discovered by the recommendation system and to ensure stability when an
user operate the vehicle. In addition, it is possible for users, who do not have the
special knowledge on the structure of the engine of the vehicle, to inspect, learn
and manage the vehicle more easily and efficiently using the recommendation
system.
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Model Transformation Verification Using
Mapping Pattern and Model
Transformation Similarity

Jong-Won Ko, Su-Jin Baek and Jung-Soo Han

Abstract Regarding the software development, MDA (Model Driven Architec-
ture) of OMG can be regarded as the concept of making an independently-designed
model according to the development environment and language and reusing it
according to the desired development environment and language by expanding the
reusable unit into the software model when developing software. The problem with
these traditional research methods, but the first model, design model for checking
the information with the model by defining a formal representation in the form of an
abstract syntax tree, as you have shown how to perform validation of UML design
model. Additional steps need to define more complex due to a software problem
that is not the way to the model suitable for model transformation verification. In
this paper, as defined in the verification based meta model for input and target
model. And we also suggest how to perform model transformation verification
using property matching based transformation similarity and mapping patterns.
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1 Introduction

The initial research related to the model transformation technology for MDA has
been executed by mainly focusing on such factors as the function of generating the
source code supporting various converting formats or development languages and
the expandability and applicability of the model-converting mechanism. Recently,
some researches for the model transformation method for the optimization of the
model by applying the specific metrics or design rules based on the given model
and the analysis of the uniformity related to the generated model by executing the
model transformation process in various points of view for the same model have
been executed. Also, the research for the expandability of the model which can be
used to generate an expanded model through the model transformation process
automatically when the factors required for the expansion of the model from the
base model are applied is being currently executed [1]. In regard to the researches
which have been recently executed, some test issues have been applied to support
the accurateness of the verification method or transformation rule. In such a case,
the accurateness of the converting model can be largely considered in terms of the
accurateness for structures and the one for meanings. The accurateness for
structures represents the one for the generation of a good target model by fol-
lowing the transformation rule with the input of a good source model, while the
accurateness for meanings represents the one for the transformation of the infor-
mation desired by the developer into the target model by interpreting the subject
meaning with various points of view in regard to the generated target model [2].
The previous research about the model transformation verification was executed
by mainly focusing on the accurateness for structures. However, at the University
of Alabama in Birmingham, USA, researches about the transformation of models
by using the C-SAW model transformation engine based on the Aspect-Oriented
Software Development for the development of the embedded system and the
related testing framework have been executed [4]. The testing framework suggests
the model-comparing algorithm which can be used to compare the differences
between two graphs by expressing the structures of the input model and the target
model with the nodes and edges of the graph. However, according to such a
comparison, the software design model is simply expressed in the form of the
version tree in the management of the software images. Also, there seems to be not
much information for the transformation between different software models with
various complicated points of view, while the verification between the two models
is no more than the simple comparison of the graph structure. Also, when exe-
cuting the transformation of the model for one input model with various points of
view, it could be difficult to execute the test for uniformity between the software
models. As another research for the model transformation verification, there is the
research method which applies the graph patterns to the verification on the graph
transformation process by independently developing the VIATRA model trans-
formation engine [3]. According to such a research, it is possible to define the
compare the input model and the target model and define the same graph pattern
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with the sub-graph by expressing the input model with the graph and executing the
model transformation process based on the graph patterns. Also, it is possible to
execute the model verification by investigating whether the graph model has such
a pattern or not [4]. Since such a method is also based on the execution of the
model verification through the simple graph comparison, it is impossible to verify
various kinds of information contained by the test for uniformity in regard to the
previously-mentioned model or the design model.

In this study, in order to improve the problems shown by the model verification
mechanism through the comparison of different models in regard to the property
matching based transformation similarity which is mainly used for the research of
the model transformation verification and the verification process based on the
existence of specific property by considering the converting verification based
meta information and graph comparison algorithm. The information for the
property of the related model is added to the previous graph model to define the
converting information required for the model transformation verification on
the graph model. It is possible to verify the converting information containing the
information for the property of the model by using the verification metamodel
containing the property of aspects, actions and times for the comparison of various
property contained by the software design model in regard to the simple structural
graph in the form of the version tree shown by the previous graph model consisting
of nodes and edges.

In addition to, we chose two different transformation type, such as UML to
RDBMS model and UML to RT-UML model. So, we compared property matching
based transformation similarity about two model transformation type with existing
C-SAW verification method.

2 Model Transformation Verification Using Transformation
Similarity and Mapping Patterns

2.1 Model Transformation Verification Process

We proposed model transformation verification process for UML Design model, as
shown in Fig. 1, first step is definition for a meta-model for source model which
expressed in Feature based verification model and target model which expressed in
UML Class model. And then we also need to define the transformation rule for
feature based verification model as source model, we need to definition meta-
model elements those are defined through source and target model elements. Third
Step is graph-based model transformation to perform the conversion between
source model and target model. Last step is model transformation verification by
the results of model transformation which performed automatically, and then we
also proposed the graph comparison algorithm with model property to perform
model transformation verification between source model and target model.
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And then we find same property, similar property, and different property in the
mapping set and different set by graph comparison algorithm. And we also
calculated transformation similarity using those information.

2.2 Meta Model Definition for Model Verification

In order to supplement existing model transformation verification researches in the
model properties of the software static structural model and model General fea-
tures a number of properties added information Feature based verification is
defined meta-model elements. Model transformation verification research by C-
SAW model transformation engine, used to a model transformation node and Edge
was defined as a graph model. We proposed advanced graph model more node
properties and edge properties such as the General Properties, Selection Properties,
the Aspect Properties, Time Properties, that classified as you can define the parent
node properties. Also the Edge between node and node, as well as the general
properties (Edge_general) In addition to the edge node relationship properties to
define the relationship between (Edge_relation) and metadata elements required to
define classification properties (Edge_type) is described by adding the property

Fig. 1 Overview of model transformation verification process
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information. More information about those node properties and edge properties,
describe by Tables 1 and 2.

General Property has some sub properties such as node name, node attribute,
node constraints, and classification, and Selection Property has mandatory feature
node and optional feature node. Also Time Property has capsule, port, port
constaint, port behavior, worst case execution time, priority, and response time. So
we defined more model property information that to describe useful method about
structural software model with some kind of information.

Table 1 Metamodel definition (node) for model verification

Verification based meta
model

Sub property Description

General property Node name Node name of structure model
Nodel attribute Node attribute of structure model
Node

constraints
Node constraint of structure model

Classification Relationship with parent node
Selection property Mandatory Mandatory feature node

Optional Optional feature node
Time property Capsule Capsule node of RT-UML model

Port Relation object between capsule of RT-UML
model

Port constraints Port Constraints of RT-UML model
Port behaviour Port Behaviour of RT-UML model
WCET Worst case execution time of node
Priority Execution priority of node
Response time Response time of node

Aspect property Aspect name Aspect name
Joint point Aspect joint point, method call
Advice Aspect advice, injection logic
Point cut Aspect point cut

Table 2 Metamodel definition (edge) for model verification

Edge property Sub property Description

Edge_general Name Name of edge
Type Type of edge
Source Node of source edge
Desitination Node of destination of edge

Edge type Directional Directional edge type
Non-directional Non-directional edge type

Edge_relation Has_part Generalization reletionship between node and node
Edge constraint Constraints of Edge
Part_of Association relationship between node and node
Dependency Dependency relationship between node and node
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2.3 Model Verification Using Property Matching Based
Transformation Similarity

The Same property is match property syntax and semantics such as convert a UML
class model’s class name to the name of the table in the RDBMS model, and the
syntax of the attributes that characterize precisely the attributes and syntax and
semantics in the same sense, because the accuracy of the mapping is done the same
with each other.

In contrast, the Similar property is mismatch property syntax between the
verification meta-model and class model and RDBMS model, or RT-UML model
elements. But property semantics is match each other. The Different property is
mismatch syntax and semantics between verification-based meta-model and class
model and RDBMS model, or RT-UML model elements when transformed each
other.

These properties are represented as the following:
Same Property

¼ C \ Fð Þ; C syntax ¼ F syntax; C semantics ¼ F semantics

Similar Property

¼ C \ Fð Þ; C syntax 6¼ F syntax; C semantics ¼ F semantics

Different Property

¼ C \ Fð Þ; C syntax 6¼ F syntax; C semantics 6¼ F semantics

We also define transformation similarity that compare same property, similar
property and different property between input model and target model with meta
information.

Transformation Similarity M(TS)

¼
Xn

i¼1

M Pið Þ¼Num of M SPi ...SPnð Þ + Num of M SimPi ...SimPnð Þ � 0:8
Num of M Pi ...Pnð Þ

Transformation similarity calculated number of same properties and number of
similar properties with weighted value in the both model. Table 3 shows property
matching result about UML to RDBMS model and UML to RT-UML model.

Table 4 shows property matching transformation similarity between UML
model and RDBMS model, and also between UML model to RT-UML model. As
a result, transformation similarity value of RT-UML model that added time
property in UML model greater than transformation similarity for RDBMS model
transformation. Because RDBMS model transformation have more limitable
properties and partial property matching.

Also, we compare transformation similarity result between model verification
of existing research, C-SAW system and proposal method in Fig. 2.
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Table 3 Property matching table for UML to RDBMS, RT-UML metamodel

UML
model

RDBMS
model(exist
method)

RDBMS model
(proposal method)

RT-
UML
model
(exist
method)

RT-UML model
(proposal method)

General
property

Class Table Node type: table Capsule Capsule
Attribute Column Node attribute: column Port Port
Operation x x x Port behaviour
Responsibility x x x x
Constraints x Node constraints x Port constraints
Stereotype x Node classification x x

Relationship
property

Association Foreign
key

Edge constraint: Fkey Part of Association

Dependency Foreign
key

Edge constraint: Fkey Has part Dependency

Aggregation Foreign
key

Edge constraint: Fkey Part of Aggregation

Composition Column Node attribute: column Part of Composition
Generalization Foreign

key
Edge constraint: Fkey Has part Generalization

Table 4 Property matching based transformation similarity

Property matching
based
transformation
similarity

Transformation similarity between
UML model to RDBMS model

Transformation Similarity between
UML model to RT UML model

Same
property

Different
property

Similar
property

Ts
value

Same
property

Different
property

Similar
property

Ts
value

C-SAW verification 0.18182 0.36364 0.54545 0.54545 0.27273 0.36364 0.27273 0.63636
Proposal method 0.36364 0.036364 0.18182 0.72727 0.63636 0.14545 0.18182 0.78182

Fig. 2 Transformation similarity between C-SAW and proposal method
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3 Conclusions

This paper proposes model transformation verification using verification meta
information and transformation similarity by property matching. In addition, in
order to support verification of the target model generated from the source model,
we define verification meta model for UML model, RDBMS model and RT-UML
model .

Moreover, if applying test issues at design stage as like that, there is an
advantage to reduce modification cost of error comparing to test at the phase when
source codes are almost completed. However, as perfect mapping of matching
APIs for software application model transformation is actually difficult, it requires
additional code complement works and it has a restriction that model transfor-
mation can be applied to only those domains suitable for a specific domain.

This paper has identified important challenges to make model transformations
trustable. The first issue is to have well defined meta data that can use the source
model and target model based on graph model, and the second issue is to make
improve model transformation verification mechanism by other patterns those
support mapping rule. In addition, it requires studies on scalability to apply trans-
formation rules diversely and on improvement of comparison analysis between
models, implementation of supporting tools to support it is also in progress. And we
consider to apply model transformation verification that develop mobile application.
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Hierarchical Analysis of Steel House
Material for 3D

Jung-Soo Han and Myeong-Ho Lee

Abstract This paper proposed a hierarchical architecture of steel house materials.
The proposed architecture will include the detailed information of the components.
For this, we made description about steel house design method and material
change task ontology. Especially AFM is composited with total four steps. Using
the method, the solution process of possible problems occurred in a steel house can
be converted to an otology. Also we made category about composite patterns of
steel house materials.

Keywords Steel house � 3D � Material � AFM � Ontology

1 Introduction

This paper proposes composite pattern ontology for a steel house design allowing
efficient architecture design in pattern unit with assembly of patterns of compo-
nents composited with steel house architectural materials by adapting the steel
house construction. The steel house construction is a representative dry method for
easy assembly of wall panels made with panels and trusses. The steel house
assembly construction technology is the prefabricated construction method
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receiving attentions more than any other methods [1–3]. If architectural design
contents are developed by combining this design method with IT, a house or a
building can be designed easily not only by an architecture, but a user as well.
Therefore, this study aims the automatic information creation of required patterns
for material change and the changed architecture during a design by composing
steel construction materials into patterns. Also, this study allows users design
easily in owners’ positions, and supports architectural design by providing not only
cost estimation utilizing changed material information according to design changes
but repository establishments based on pattern information composed with
components.

2 Related Works

2.1 Steel House Design Method

The steel house construction technique using architecture design software extracts
material components, builds a Meta data for each component and connects to Meta
data of the composed patterns. At this time, the each component has a meaningful
relation for pattern composition, and this is connected to the pattern’s relation. The
architecture design using patters allows new architecture design process with
automatic re-composition of other related components according to the patterns.
Also, to change an architecture built with assembly method, the patterns are
supported according the selected the area to change as well as the needful infor-
mation for re-building to designers through required material related material and
pattern information analysis. In general, since an architecture is composited with
several hundreds of parts, it is impossible for a designer to work to assembly on
screen by selecting each part name separately. Therefore, for an efficient perfor-
mance of the process, pattern type assembly building architecture method is
proposed [4].

2.2 Material Change Task Ontology

The technology is for users’convenience in building steel houses by using AFM
(Activity-First Method) methodology. AFM is task ontology. The task ontology is
a definition of concept structure with the world targeted problem solving process,
and its center concept is process and process target. Here, the subject of process is
the subject of problem solving. The task ontology is a concept structure to describe
various problems solving process in actual existence with using concepts of high
generality undetected in the target area. It decompose a problem solving steps to
principal action concepts, and simultaneously extracts and organizes limits to be
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satisfied with the steps and required concepts to express the steps. As shown in
Table 1, the task ontology is in composition of total four items including role,
action, status and other limit. AFM is composited with total four steps. Using the
method, the solution process of possible problems occurred in a steel house can be
converted to an otology. For example, a process required to extend the roof or to
increase the number of rooms in a design can be converted to an otology through
the AFM method [5].

3 Customized Composite Pattern

This is the technology enables users design more easily to connect components to
patterns. Since existing patterns depend on only simple inputs, the customized
pattern composition is needed to connect patterns with other links after selecting
the patterns. After the establishment, an architectural design becomes easier
because the architectural design system indicates what patterns is connected as the
next eliminating the need of the designer’s own selection for the pattern. In
building walls and a room, the room is made using the walls so that the room uses
two sides of the walls, only two sides are required. If up to this point is the existing
pattern, the technology allows automatic inputs by storing converting doors,
windows and areas required for the room, a component created by using the
customized composite pattern technology. The pattern for each composition is
shown in Table 2 [6].

Table 1 AFM ontology steps

Step Description

Step 1 • Divides the assigned work into blocks of which each block has exactly one step of
the series of work in solving one problem

• Extracts task units from each block
• Establishes a flowchart connecting the extracted task units

Step 2 • Composes a task activity using concept representing the intrinsic action/operation
• Organize a hierarchy with is-a relation

Step 3 • Acquires a typical task flow by generalizing the task flow
• Describes the object task flow focusing on input and output flow of task activities

and interconnection relations
Step 4 • Extracts concepts by abstraction and separates the role concept depended on the

concept
• Organize the extracted concept to the is-a hierarchy
• Interprets the ontology acquired with the ontology editor
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Table 2 Steel house pattern

Pattern

Foundation • Outputs the materials for the foundation type (ex: when inputting a
foundation without a basement

– Stud, anchor bolt, insulation material, reinforcement, building paper, floor
slab, track, sand bed, foundation wall, foundation plates are composited.)

• Inputs the dimensions desired by the user (creates the foundation firs to the
dimension)

Beams
And
Columns

• Beams and columns composition material and information output
– Material information: web stiffener, beam joist, stud, track, shape steel,

angle
• Installation method selection—drop beam type, flush beam type

Wall
Framework

• Common/basic material output and measurements input
– Materials : stud, track, header, wall bracing, sheathing material
– Measurements: stud flange width, hole width, length, gap

• Selecting wall types according to weight
– Bearing wall selection: supports vertical weight
– Non-bearing wall selection: no weight support
– Shear wall selection: supports parallel weight caused by wind loads

• Wall’s location selection
– Interior/exterior wall selection: determined by stud’s width

• opening and header information output
– Header’s composition: track ? king stud ? screw ? jack stud ? structure

shear panel ? cripple stud
Floor

Framework
• Floor framework composition material and information output
– Material information: joist, rim track, joist bracing, structure substrate,

ondol ground class, ondol
• For floor type selection
– Dry floor: dry ondol ? base panel ? structure plywood ? joist ? ceiling
– wet floor1: wet ondol ? aerated light weight concrete ? deck plate/

structure plywood ? joist ? ceiling
– Wet floor2: wet ondol ? aerated light weight concrete ? deck plate/

structure plywood ? joist ? ceiling
– Fire resistant floor: wet ondol ? aerated light weight concrete ? deck

plate ? joist ? ceiling
• floor opening and stair information output
– Floor opening: joist ? header joist ? trimmer joist ? clip angle
– Stair: joist hanger ? stair framework ? column ? hanger ? stair

panel ? stair side assembly girder
Roof
Frame
work

• Roof framework composition material and information output
– Material information: rafter, howe truss, gable end, loft framework, surface

material, jack truss
• Roof characteristics and information output
– Roof slope: 4/10 degree in general
– Roof eaves: eaves type according to eaves ceil’s availability
– Roof shape: flat roof, pent house roof, Netherlands style roof, gemrel roof,

hip gable roof, mansard roof
• Roof framework selection
– Rafter type: framework composition with single material
– Truss type: truss composition with stud material

• On roof selection, information output on the roof selection desired by the
user
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4 Material to Weight

Steel house material’s text is separated to blocks in composition of several
sentences. To be more specific, the separation is made one block includes exactly
one level of a series of works in one construction material. From each block, task
units are extracted. Task unit refers material ? subject structure composited by
exactly one material and its subject. After task unit extraction, establish a flow-
chart. And, this process is called ‘refinement task flow procedure’. And, later,
perform the organization of task activities. The process eliminates the variety of
terms by conceptualizing materials presented in task units, coverts the task units
using the concept representing original material information and composes the task
activities. Then, organize the task activities in the ‘is-a’ class structure. Extract and
conceptualize the role of the task activities’ input and output. And, call this
procedure, ‘task activity role’. Now, analysis of task structure is required. By
generalizing the refinement task flow, acquire the general task flow for construc-
tion material. Describe objective flow with focusing on the task activity’s input
and output flow and the interconnection relation of the general task flow. Task
context role means the assigned role in the entire focused task.joist, rim track and
joist bracing would be the examples for foot framework. Extract the domain
material terms which actually are responsible for the task context role. In final,
organization of construction material domain concept is required. Extract the
concept by abstracting the domain terms for the construction material and separate
the concept of role which depending on the domain concept clearly. Also, organize
the extracted domain concept with is-a classes.

5 Conclusions

This paper aims to effective management of information regarding buildings, to
efficient use of data and to develop an assembly architecture design system in the
steel house assembly architecture design using composite patterns. First, to figure
out relations of patterns regarding buildings, necessary materials are categorized
through the Taxonomy based on objective properties. Then, Meta data are defined
by extracting components regarding buildings and using upper Ontology. Through
the pattern type assembly architecture design system, users become capable to
assemble their desired constructions more easily.

The final goal is the development of an assembly architecture design system for
steel house architecture design based on the composite patterns. Therefore, the
complex relationships will be easily identified, searched and designed. Also,
reusable parts and newly required materials of each component will be easily
differentiated while automatic conversion for similar architecture will be possible.
And, as the result, a 3D based assembly architecture design system will be
developed.
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Multi-Faces Recognition Process

Jung-Soo Han and Jeong-Heon Lee

Abstract In this paper, we explained multi-faces recognition process. To construct
a security framework of a CCTV-based face detection and recognition system, we
suggested modeling method applied as 4 steps. For CCTV image recognition, we
explained image recognition system composition, image recognition core module
and face recognition system process. Especially, Face Recognition System is a
system that extracts face from input images, and recognizes who is whom through
similarity assessment process and characteristic data registered by extracting
characteristic data for recognition in extracted face.

Keywords CCTV � Face recognition � Security � Image recognition

1 Introduction

To construct a security framework for safe CCTV-based face detection and
recognition system that can be widely used the following three tasks are pre-
requisite to resolve. First, through development a framework for personal infor-
mation protection in the image surveillance system using CCTV, system operation
and technology plans are required to be established for personal privacy protec-
tion. Second, context-aware and privacy protection software is required to be
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developed for CCTV through suggesting context-aware and privacy protection
plans for high performance face recognition technology by using CCTV. Third,
through standardization development for personal information protection in an
image surveillance system using CCTV, required is a standardized security
framework of face detection and recognition system based on CCTV that are
widely used through preparing standardized plans on personal information
protection for CCTVs in ISO/IEC SC27 WG5 and extracting ISO/IEC JTC1 SC27
[1–3].

Resolving the problems will not only lead to countermeasures of privacy
infringement resulting from positive application of the next generation biometric
system through expanded support of the next generation biometric system, and
international and national standardization, but also promote reinforced competi-
tiveness related to international standardized technology such as ISO standardi-
zation by raising biometric providers’ technology level, standardized technology
development and revitalized domestic industry through national standardized
security framework of CCTV-based face detection and recognition system, and
prior occupation of the market of CCTV-based face detection and recognition
system by securing source technology [4].

2 Modeling and Standard

To construct a security framework of a CCTV-based face detection and recogni-
tion system, the following modeling method can be applied as 4 steps. For first
step, conducted is a security framework modeling of face detection and recognition
system that can be widely applicable to a CCTV environment where privacy can
be protected at maximum and criminals can be quickly arrested not to cause any
more victims. To achieve this, through analysis on face detection methods
including a knowledge-based method, characteristic-based method, template
matching method, and exterior-based method, a framework for face detection
system security is made to be suitable for a CCTV environment. Further, through
analysis on face recognition methods including a sex distinction method using
facial color, a telebio recognition method, a 2D/3D face recognition method, an
IR-based face recognition method, a framework for face recognition system
security is made to be suitable for a CCTV environment [5].

For second step, on important service (e.g. client ID management, criminal
arrest, terror prevention, access management, etc.) using bio information based on
the 1 step modeling, software is developed, which can be demonstrated. For third
step, by extracting requirements for personal information protection in a image
surveillance system such as CCTV, established is operation and acquisition plans
for image information, considering personal information protection. Finally, for
forth step, based on a standardized plan for personal information protection of
image surveillance system, conducted is operation on a new standardized plan and
standardization on personal information protection based on CCTV environment.
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Therefore, to construct a framework of CCTV-based face detection and rec-
ognition system security, a well-prepared applicable modeling and a standard plan
will not only correspond to personal information infringement, resulting from
positive application of biometric reference system in a CCTV system environment,
but also contribute to reinforced competitiveness at home and abroad through prior
domination of pioneering technology for international standardization such as ISO
standardization on personal privacy protection plans in a CCTV system.

3 CCTV Image Recognition System

3.1 Image Recognition System Composition

Unmanned security surveillance robots can recognize authorizer/unauthorizer by
real-time processing images input by HD-level camera, save a relevant image to
transmit via control server, store transmitted image according to a policy, which
enables a controller to provide a preview function after searching saved images
through a search function. Unmanned security surveillance robot’s image recog-
nition system has the following composition elements.

It serves as a function to detect a face in a HD-level image, extract and record
face characteristic data to compare with authorizer. With regular hour (daytime)
fixed mode, it serves as an alert surveillance (HD-level CCTV function), and
automatically changes into move mode in set time (e.g. night time, after school,
holidays, etc.), alert surveillance is performed by moving in a set place and a
surveillance poor site. It can be recharged in a fixed mode, and saved images can
be transmitted to the control center in a move mode when an alert surveillance. In
a move mode, when an unanthorizer is found, a warning message is transmitted to
the unauthorizer by speaker warning and lamp alarm. Saved images during an alert
surveillance are saved in the inside of the robot, and when it is recharged, they are
transmitted to the control center to save. To compare information between
authorizer/unauthorizer, a captured frame (or image) in a video clip should be
solely extracted and transmitted to the center to be compare with DB. In case of
lights-out in night time alert, detect a moving object by sensing with a built-in
moving detecting sensor, and when detecting something, a lamp of the robot is
lighted on to save a relevant image [6].

3.2 Image Recognition Core Module

It is a module composed of processors to obtain a pause image from images input
in HD-level IP camera, and image recognition. A Robot_Agent function controls
robot and camera by receiving setting parameters resulting from an integrated
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control server policy. Further, robot motion is checked and managed real-time.
This performs by receiving a setting parameter value from the integrated control
server, which enables Robot_Agent to consistently perform during the robot
performing a motion to communicate with an integrated control server, perform
FTP_Uploader by order from the intengrated control, and check a robot motion
status by checking RTSP_Recorder. If RTSP_Recorder performance is complete,
it should be performed again. Its implementation is interlocked with the integrated
control server system to receive necessary data for robot operation.

IMG_Analyser performs a recognition process by analyzing a pause image
captured by RTSP_Recorder. It is composed of a face detection module and a
characteristic extraction module. Face recognition is much influenced by various
environmental factors such as minute change in facial angle, brightness, and
expression or images’ complicated background, which contributes to in-depth
research to overcome limitation factors such as whose face is his face, and what
facial expression belongs to whom in an extracted condition of face, compared to
recognition of other parts. Recently, face recognition technology has developed by
transforming 2-dimensional face recognition into 3-dimensional face recognition,
or front face recognition into non-front face (e.g. slanting face or sided face)
recognition, and various face recognition techniques and systematic assessment
methods are suggested.

Face recognition can be broadly classified into the following two aspects: first,
how to express a face and second, how to classify the expressed face. Out of these,
facial expression plays a key role in face recognition. The following methods are
broadly used for research on face recognition: geometric registration that recog-
nizes face by using a distance between locations, sizes of eyes, nose, mouth, etc.,
template matching that recognizes face by analyzing correlation by comparing
face data with template images saved in database systems, a method using Arti-
ficial Neural Network (ANN), a method of Support Vector Machine (SVM), and a
method of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [4].

3.3 Face Recognition System Process

Face Recognition System is a system that extracts face from input images, and
recognizes who is whom through similarity assessment process and characteristic
data registered by extracting characteristic data for recognition in extracted face.
To achieve this, it is composed of face detection module, characteristic extraction
module and similarity assessment engine, a recognition module. An assessment
module for face similarity is used as a PCA-specific extractor input based on
Gabor-kernel for facial range image extracted through Adaboost learning algo-
rithm. A face recognition system calculates an Euclidean distance between
authorizer and unauthorizer registered and factors of characteristic data extracted,
which maps face in the closest distance. It is a module that calculates similarity
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between registered faces, recognizing who is out of authorizers through face
recognition, and it serves as a function of grouping as unauthorizers, otherwise.

4 Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper was conducted for a method to protect personal privacy at
maximum at a CCTV environment following the trend of international and
domestic standardization, and a framework modeling method that analyzes face
detection and recognition system security widely applicable, which finds an
implementation method to develop a standard model that can be demonstrated on
important service (client ID management, criminal arrest, terror prevention and
access management, etc.) based on information protection and biometric reference
standard development, and delineates standardized plans for personal information
protection on requirements for related bio information and reference management
server, mechanism, secured system of database, and management system, image
surveillance system and CCTV-based image surveillance system.

To achieve this, by manufacturing an unmanned security surveillance robot,
images input through HD-level camera are processed real-time to identify
authorizer/unauthrozer, save a relevant image to transmit to the control server, and
keep transmitted recorded images according to a policy, which offers a person in
charge to preview them after saved image search through search function. It is a
module to upload images real-time to the integrated control system by saving
transmitted module and image real-time that enables monitoring at the integrated
control system application. The face recognition system is a system that detects
face from input images, and recognizes who is whom through similarity assess-
ment process between characteristic data registered by extracting characteristic
data to recognize extracted face.
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Software Performance Test Automation
by Using the Virtualization

Gwang-Hun Kim, Yeon-Gyun Kim and Seok-Kyu Shin

Abstract In this paper, we propose a method on software performance test
automation by using the virtualization. In general, most test engineers use the
public performance testwares such as Load Runner and Silk Performer to validate
the performance efficiency of their own systems. In case that they cannot use the
performance testwares due to some technical limitations in the testwares, the
testers should perform the testing in manually. As waste of computer and human
resources is resulted from the situation, we need to propose the test automation
scheme by using the virtualization technology to prevent the dissipation in the test
environment which has limited resources. The system architecture considered
efficient usage of computer resources and test automation to reduce human acts are
addressed mainly in this paper. Finally, a number of experiments show that the
proposed schemes allow offering the possibility for automated software perfor-
mance testing by using the virtualization.
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1 Introduction

As IT industry grows up dramatically, people not only consider that software
should be operated normally, but also software should have sufficient performance.
Therefore, people focus on software performance test because it is possible to
accomplish company’s reliability through high performance service and help us
prevent from unexpected performance degradation and system failures. A recent
survey about performance [1] found that half of software companies had
encountered performance problems with at least 20 % of the application they
deployed. Especially, the performance of web application software that processes a
number of user’s requests has high priority and performance test for web appli-
cation should be carried out sufficiently.

The importance of performance test results in existence of a lot of performance
testwares on the market such as Load Runner [2] and Silk Performer [3]. The
performance testwares emulate a number of clients, which are virtual users, to
generate load to server components. With the performance of those testwares, we
can save computer and human resources because the testwares generate sufficient
virtual users and it is automated.

However, the testwares cannot cover some scenarios. For example, we cannot
use the testware in case that server actively sends information to a number of
clients. Also, we cannot use the testware in case that it is not able to analyze
communication protocol between servers and clients. Therefore, in these situa-
tions, we need a number of human and computer resources to perform software
performance test. A number of computers should execute client applications and a
number of people should operate client applications on the computer to measure
system performance.

To solve the problems, we propose a method on software performance test
automation by using virtualization technology to prevent the waste of computer
and human resources. Proposed method can reduce computer resources because
virtualization technology can make a number of virtual computers with small
number of physical computers. Also, the proposed method can reduce human
resources due to the management computer to control a number of virtual com-
puters automatically. A number of experiments have been conducted in order to
verify the efficiency of the proposed methods. Our results show that the proposed
schemes allow offering the possibility for automated software performance testing
by using the virtualization.

2 Related Works

SPE represents the entire collection of activities and related analysis to meet
software’s performance requirements [4]. Any SPE process includes some or all of
the following activities.
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First one is to identify and define requirement. We identify qualitative per-
formance factors of target software affecting performance goal [5]. And then we
define detail performance factors like workload intensities, delay and throughput
requirement, and scenario describing software behavior [6]. Second one is to
predict performance. We estimate measured value of performance factors with
three kinds of method like simulation-based prediction, profile-based prediction,
and modeling-based prediction [7, 8]. Third one is performance testing. We make
load on part or all of system and measure resources of target system and perfor-
mance factors. There are two categories in performance testing like load gener-
ating, for supplying the workload to a system under test, and monitor, for gathering
data as the system executes. Last one is total system analysis. After making report
about software performance, we analysis the report and compare predicted per-
formance to actual performance.

Among these SPE process, we focus on load generating of performance testing.
There are many load generating testwares such as Load Runner [2] and Silk
Performer [3]. However, the testwares cannot cover every testing scenario. For
example, 1) In server/client environment, client sends information to server gen-
erally. However, server may send information to client. Existing testwares cannot
support that scenario. 2) If testware does not understand communication protocol,
it cannot generate load. 3) If software uses new technique that testware does not
support, it cannot generate load. In those situations, we cannot use existing load
generating testware and we use many real computers and people operate software
on that computer. Therefore, we want to reduce computer resource and human
resource using virtualization technology.

Virtualization is the creation of a virtual version of something such as a
hardware platform, operating system, a storage device or network resources [9].

Virtual version is logically created from physical device. A single physical
device can present many individual logical devices and many physical devices can
appear to function as a single logical unit. Virtualization is divided into several
categories as purpose such as server virtualization, network virtualization, desktop
virtualization, storage virtualization, application virtualization and so on.

Virtualization has many advantages and the biggest advantage of virtualization
is that it can increase the efficiency. For example, most servers with no virtual-
ization are in use only 5–15 % of the time they are powered on [10]. However,
Server Virtualization which has multiple virtual servers on one physical server can
increase hardware utilization. Therefore, it can reduce server hardware cost and
power consumption.

There are a lot of virtualization products such as VMWARE [11], Virtual PC
[12], Parallels [13], Virtual Box [14] and so on. We select VMWARE product to
construct virtualized performance test environment because it is the most fre-
quently used product, it uses computing resource efficiently, and it has high
compatibility with various computer hardwares and operating systems.
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3 Proposed Approach

3.1 System Architecture

The system architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. Firstly, we will describe specifi-
cations for the used components of our system and approaches to the performance
measurement. And then we will describe how to make the virtual machines on
physical machines.

As shown in Fig. 1, Performance Test Target Server (PTTS) with server
applications installed on is the main server for performance testing and makes a
response to the request of their clients. As a role of giving a load to PTTS, the
virtual machine operates client applications. We also need a number of virtual
machines for appropriate loads on the server application. The manager is a con-
troller of the virtual machines. The test automation performed between the man-
ager and agent will be explained by showing how the manager works with the
virtual machines in the Sect. 3.2. If the manager makes a command to start their
actions for each virtual machine simultaneously, the virtual machines send their

Fig. 1 System architecture
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request to PTTS. And then a tester measures the resource usage on PTTS with
some performance measurement tools such as Team Quest [15] and Perfmon [16].
The CPU, memory, disk I/O, network I/O are main units as measured resources for
performance testing in this paper.

This research does focus on using the virtualization technology to reduce
computer resource consumption for performance testing. The virtualization tool
likes the VMware can help us to reduce the number of physical computers for
performance testing because it can generate a number of virtual machines on a
physical machine. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we suggest two ways to generate virtual
machines. Generating virtual machines on desktop computer will be dealt with and
then on the server computer. Various physical machines can be selected to operate
virtual machines with respect to performance test environments. According to the
test environment which includes only desktops or servers, each physical machine
makes virtual machines properly for them. We can generate virtual machines on
desktops and servers and run the performance testing with no regards to what the
physical machines are in test environments because all of the physical machines
are available for the testing. As virtual machines are appropriately used for vari-
able test situations, we can use the computer resources effectively for the per-
formance testing. In general, servers can operate more virtual machines than
desktops due to the relative superiority of computer resources. The issues on
what is the resource difference between desktops and servers will be dealt with in
Sect. 4.

3.2 Test Automation

The system architecture using the virtualization can help us to reduce computer
resource consumption as mentioned in previous section. However, we still have a
problem considering the waste of human resources in order to control each virtual
machine for load generation to servers, even though computer resources can be
reduced by the virtualization. Therefore, we propose the test automation to reduce
human resources.

Figure 2 shows the use case diagram between a tester and a test scenario
recorder. The test scenario recorder which is sub-function of manager application
has a function to record keyboard and mouse events such as ‘move mouse to (point
x, point y)’, ‘click mouse left button’, and ‘push enter key’ in order to control
client application. The tester clicks ‘start button’ on the Test Scenario Recorder
and operates client applications to record the test scenario. After the tester finishes
operating client applications, the tester clicks ‘stop button’ and then test script file
which contains test scenario with XML format is generated as a result of the Test
Scenario Recorder. Test script files will be dispatched to each agent when the
tester executes performance testing.

Figure 3 shows the relation between the manager and agent. The agent is
installed on the virtual machine to control the virtual machine automatically. The
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manager is operated by performance test engineers to centrally manage and control
virtual machine. The tester installs the agent to each virtual machine and registers
all virtual machines’ IP addresses with IP address transmission function of agent.
If PTTS is ready to measure performance, the tester dispatches the test scenario
script which is already recorded to the registered agent and commands the agent
execute the test scenario script. Then each agent executes the test scenario script
and it imposes a load on PTTS.

Fig. 2 Use case of tester and
test scenario recorder

Fig. 3 Relation between manager and agent
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If the agent on the virtual machine is installed, the virtual machine can be
controlled by the manager. By establishing test automation, we can reduce human
resources to operate computer which installs client application. In the next section,
we show a number of experiments to verify the efficiency of the proposed methods.

4 Experiment

In this section, the comparison of the performance test results between the physical
and the virtual machine when running the same testing on each machine. The
performance test scenario, metrics, and test environment are as follows.

The performance test scenario—the FTP client tried to download the 100 MB
file from the FTP server (the number of the concurrent download clients: 1 person,
2 people, 4 people, 8 people, 16 people).

The metrics shown in Table 1 were measured with the performance test sce-
nario for the virtual machines on the desktop and server. The performance test
environment for the physical and virtual machines are as follows.

As shown in Fig. 4, the physical machines connected to the network download
some files from the FTP server with the FTP protocol. The virtual machines on the
desktop computer and server computer are illustrated in the middle and right of
Fig. 4. The desktop computer and server computer operating the virtualization
manages several virtual machines, which download the files from the FTP server.

Figures 5 and 6 shows that the bitrate and response time are changed by
increase in the number of clients. The bitrate results were measured independently
on the physical machine, desktop virtual machine, and server virtual machine. In
the case of the desktop virtual machine, 6 desktop computers should be prepared to

Table 1 The performance test metric

Metric Unit Description

Average response
time

s The average response time to complete the
download in the client

Average bitrate MB/s The average bitrate for download

Fig. 4 Three test environment of physical machine, desktop machine, server machine
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operate 16 virtual machines because the number of the virtual machines which can
be installed on one desktop is 3. Figure 5 illustrates that the bitrate was decreased
linearly as increased in the number of clients, and the results were similar to the
physical machine and the virtual machines in the desktop or server. Figure 6
shows that the response time was increased dramatically for more clients and the
results were approximately same to the physical machine and the virtual machines
in the desktop or server.

5 Conclusion

We proposed the method on software performance test automation by using the
virtualization in order to overcome the technical limitations in the commercial load
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generation testwares. We used the virtualization technology and developed the test
automation scheme to reduce the waste of computer physical and human resour-
ces. The virtual machines were laid out in order that the desktop and server
virtualization technology can be used compatibly for the test environment.

According to the experimental results, the amount of the virtual machines
which can be made by the physical machine was highly depended on the memory
use rather than the other factors. The desktop which had 2 GB memory was
enabling to generate about three virtual machines, and the server which had 32 GB
memory was possible to install about 120 virtual machines. The comparisons of
the changes about the resource usage commensurate with increase in clients from
the test scenario show that the experimental results were significantly similar with
each machine such as physical machine, desktop virtual machine, and server
virtual machine.
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Requirement Analysis for Aspect-
Oriented System Development

Seung-Hyung Lee and Hyun Yoo

Abstract Recently the software system is becoming little by little complexity
termination. Aspect-oriented Programming is support a crosscutting concern.
Crosscutting concerns are responsible for producing scattered and tangled repre-
sentations those are difficult to maintain and evolve. Aspect-Oriented Software
Development aims at providing means to identify, modularize, specify and com-
pose crosscutting concerns. Requirements engineering techniques that explicitly
recognize the importance of clearly identifying and treating crosscutting concerns
are called Aspect-oriented Requirements Engineering Approaches. Aspect-
oriented requirements engineering approaches improve existing requirements
engineering approaches through an explicit representation and modularization of
concerns that were otherwise spread throughout other requirements. Aspect-
oriented requirements engineering approaches adopt the principle of separation of
concerns at the analysis phase. This approach provides a representation of cross-
cutting concerns in requirements artifacts.
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1 Introduction

The recent software system is becoming more complex, and the complex software
is interrupting the software development paradigm. Object-oriented programming
has difficulties with modularization of the crosscutting concerns such as persis-
tency, distribution, exception handling, and security, since it does not provide
crosscutting concern fully enough. Also, tangle and dispersion occur in object-
oriented development engineering because of the repeated code. [8, 4].

Aspect-oriented development engineering supports crosscutting concern during
the lifecycle of software development. Aspect is a development engineering which
can be used for the developers in system to apply modularization, analysis, and
trace for the crosscutting concern. The advantages of aspect-oriented development
engineering are the improved understanding of complex system, lessening of
intricacy, reuse, customizing, easiness of testing, and improved maintenance of
final system.

At the moment, aspect-oriented system development is based on the idea of
object-oriented programming; however, aspect-oriented system development is
insufficient. Aspect-oriented system development is for the whole development
stages such as requirement specification and architecture design. [5, 6] This thesis
suggests a systematic method which is used for aspect crosscutting concern in the
programming stage, and deals with how crosscutting concern can be understood
from requirement step. This development method can help the clear understanding
of system requirement and can be applied to system development by the quick
replacement of the aspect’s component modules that are used in other existing
system. [7].

2 Requirement Engineering of Aspect-Orizented
Programming

Separation and encapsulation of crosscutting concern is not enough for object-
oriented development programming. Since the application of crosscutting concern
through system development lifecycle is difficult, the method for the separation of
the crosscutting behavior from the design and code, and the encapsulation is
provided. To attain this object, it is necessary to perform aspect-oriented system
design including the independence of performing language, assembly of design
level, and the assembly utilizing the existing design. There are some difference
between requirement and design, design and code. Aspect-oriented programming
is expanded based on modeling during the aspect weaving to ultimate imple-
mentation model in the designing process.

The expansion from all of the stage of system development cycle can be done
by using specified aspect. Design and implementation aspect is declared in the
designing stage since it can be traced from the requirement through the source
code as design language to provide aspect-oriented design environment. [7, 9].
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High standard design model is required for complex structure and software
system. This model should clearly specify the principle and guideline for the
system structure. Practically, the developer tends to depend on the documented
design model and guideline of the system which is implemented to be separated
from the model. This method can discourage the understanding of the whole
system and because of this; using aspect programming is the object to enhance the
quality and maintenance while minimizing cost. This principle cannot be limited
to a single module. The method of crosscutting architecture should be found in the
system. [2, 3].

3 Importance of Requirements in Aspect-Oriented
System Development

The identifying of what maps and influences the requirement level aspect enables
the tracing of requirement and constraint that are formed through development,
maintenance, and expansion of system. The relation might give flexibility to
changes that don’t fulfill the suitability of field, such as banking, remote com-
munication, and e-commerce. Improved module and traceability can be obtained
from quick identification of crosscutting concern. Improved module and trace-
ability can be obtained from quick identification of crosscutting concern. A general
model is an aspect-oriented requirement engineering model, and can be concret-
ized through XML specification. The focus of this model lies on modulation, and
the construct of requirement is the concern which crosscuts other requirement.
Various crosscutting creates intricately entangled code from understanding and
maintenance. The examples of crosscutting concern relation are unencapsulatable
suitability, usability, and security requirement. Figure 1 is the process to which
aspect is applied in general lifecycle. Following are the contents that should be
checked essentially in aspect-oriented system development.

Fig. 1 System development lifecycle for aspect-oriented requirement engineering
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3.1 Component Requirement

Define aspect from the requirement document can increase the reusability of codes
as well help supporting automation tools. And it is also a process which requires
the guideline that system requirement stage. Requirement document can help
reduce time and efforts of development for application of aspect in automation tool
support.

3.2 Identify Candidate Component

When aspect of requirement stage is identified, specification which affects other
requirement in the system should be composed. It should be specified that what
relation requirement holds.

3.3 Define Composition Rule

Requirement engineering selects specific architecture in the solution domain to get
better idea of problematic field. The developer can recognize that he/she is using
aspect-oriented system development technique through lifecycle. Also, he/she can
analyze the transaction between aspect modules before the architecture is created.

3.4 Integrate Through Composition Rule

Developers assume that aspect is inaccurate at requirement stage and at design and
embodiment stage. They use tracing and mapping in order to solve this problem.

4 Aspect-Oriented System Development Architecture Design

As in software architecture which emphasizes the relations between the compo-
nents that are forming the software, there is a need to clarify the aspect relations in
aspect-oriented architecture design. This is not ease because it must be assumed to
be related aspect. Overlapping between different aspects causes new problem that
it is not perceptible in a clear language to which module each language segments
belongs. This is the major reason for the complexity while composing and
maintaining aspect.
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To solve this problem the process shown in Fig. 2 is used. It is a process
applying crosscutting concern at the earlier stage of system development lifecycle.
Since crosscutting concern and the requirement of developer can be used and
applied at requirement stage, there is an advantage of clear identification of can-
didate aspect.

A conceptual model called aspect structure is to provide aspect-oriented per-
spective in software structures. Major aspect-oriented development approach
possessing clearly defined aspect relation is the aspect-oriented component
engineering which supports aspect concern through the lifecycle of specification,
design, substantial, and development that are in software component domain.

Following example is showing an online book purchasing order. For the first
step, identify the requirement of the developer in order to apply crosscutting
concern. Specify as XML as in Fig. 3 to identify candidate aspect regarding the
requirement of the developer.

Specification of crosscutting concern and distribution of the developer’s
requirement depend on the role of the interaction between the requirement analyst
and the developer. In this case, it is possible to use requirement relation for the
relation by using matrix. In Fig. 4, it is visible that which crosscutting concern
crosscuts to the modules encapsulating the requirement of developer and which is
suitable for candidate aspect.

Fig. 2 Requirement reflected AORE process

Fig. 3 Specification of the requirement for developer
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Following are the subjects that should be confirmed in aspect-oriented
architecture.

4.1 Structural Aspect Identification

Structural aspect identification is an aspect component and is not an ease process
because it is not an aspect expression of simple requirement level. New aspect is
an aspect defined before the redefinition or redistribution is possible, and can be
identified during the designing of architecture. Additionally, new aspect can occur
during the architecture definition.

4.2 Expression of Aspect-Oriented Architecture

The expression of aspect-oriented architecture includes not only the general
specification and crosscutting interface but also the relation between architecture
components and the clear expression of connector. Crosscutting interface is dif-
ferent from a normal interface. Later, it provides service to a different component.
Crosscutting interface specifies when and how it will affect the architecture aspect.

The selecting of candidate aspect selects the aspect that first satisfies the
requirement of developer and displays the relation of identified aspect as in Fig. 5
based on the requirement of developer and crosscutting concern. Each candidate
aspect displays the function its component possesses (provide) as ‘+’, and the
function that should be offered by other component (require) as ‘-’. In this way,
system can be established through the identification of aspect based on the
requirement of the developer.

Fig. 4 The requirement of developer and crosscutting relation
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Once the deficient relation between crosscutting concern and the developer is
formed and the substitute aspect is identified, the next stage defines detailed
composition rule. This rule is a way to encapsulate both requirement and module.
After composing the requirement of the candidate aspect and the developer using
composition rule, check the recognition and the solution for discordance among
candidate aspect.

5 Detailed Design of Requirement and Architecture

In addition to specification of aspect structure, the method of demonstrating the
tracing of aspect component and possessing discernible method to substantiate a
detailed design is necessary.

5.1 Expressing Design Aspect

Expressing aspect in design requires internal method, specification of internal
factor of design aspect of same property, and a modeling language which clearly
supports crosscutting interface factors such as advice, point cut, and internal type
declaration.

Fig. 5 Aspect structure creation and development
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5.2 Aspect Design Evaluation

It is necessary for the mechanism which helps the software developer in aspect
design valuation. It expresses the framework to access the reuse and the mainte-
nance of aspect-oriented design. The center of framework should be placed in
relation principle and in other software properties, the methods of empirical
software engineering such as cohesion, coupling and size is used. Quality model
requires a method which estimates the probability of reuse and maintenance based
on certain regulations.

The final stage of the process is identification of aspect features. Aspect can be
mapped on system features and functions (method, object or component), decision
(decision made for architecture), design, and substantial aspect. And this is the
reason why we decided to call aspect from candidate aspect at the requirement
stage despite the crosscutting features at the final stage.

6 Conclusion

Aspect-oriented programming focuses on the abstraction of modularization,
encapsulation, and crosscutting concern. It is not easy to apply aspect to the
normal object-oriented development engineering, which is why the process that
can cover the shortcomings of object-oriented programming has been proposed.

In this thesis, requirement approach is used to apply aspect-oriented software
development to normal system lifecycle. We proposed the method applying
crosscutting concern at an earlier stage of software development lifecycle. Aspect
can be clearly identified since crosscutting concern and the developer’s require-
ment in requirement identifying stage. Using XML, Developer’s requirement
specific supports extension of functional/nonfunctional crosscutting concept. By
using requirement approach at requirement identifying stage, we are able to apply
the strong points of aspect including understanding of complex system, decrease of
complexity, reuse, customizing, easiness of testing, and enhancement of the ulti-
mate system maintenance.
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System Analysis and Modeling Using
SysML
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Abstract In software engineering, Unified Modeling Language (UML) is
considered as the de-facto standard for modeling Object Oriented Systems. On
the other hand when it comes to system engineering, then UML is believed to be
not as good. More precisely, UML is not effective when modeling system’s (Non-
functional) requirements, linking these non-functional requirements with other
artifacts of the system and defining constraints on the system, in an effective
manner to define the system architecture. OMG (Object Management Group)
released SysML (a UML-profile) to overcome such limitations of UML, when
applied to system engineering. This paper is an effort to show how system’s
structure, its constraints and (non-functional) requirements can be effectively
modeled and linked with each other in SysML with help of a case study.
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1 Introduction

UML is considered the best choice while modeling software systems but is
considered inadequate for modeling system engineering [1–3, 4]. Considering the
inefficient constructs of UML for system engineering, OMG (Object Management
Group) has released a new Domain Specific Language (DSL) called SysML [5, 6].
SysML (System Modeling Language) is designed to model complex systems
specifically modeling system requirements and parametrics.

SysML is based on UML 2. Some diagrams of UML 2 (e.g. Object Diagram,
Communication Diagram, Components Diagram, Deployment Diagram, Interaction
Overview Diagram, Profile Diagram) are not included in SysML [7]. SysML has
introduced some diagrams which were not present in UML 2 (e.g. Requirement
Diagram and Parametric Diagram). Some diagrams of UML 2 are reused without
any modifications and some are reused after some modifications.

Figure 1 shows the broad relationship between UML 2 and SysML.
Figure 2 below depicts the various diagrams of SysML. It also shows the

diagrams reused from UML 2 with or without modifications. The diagrams new to
SysML are also shown in the following figure.

The primary structural unit in SysML is «block» . SysML uses this structural
unit to represent different artifacts of the system including hardware, software,
personnel or any other facility. Block Definition Diagram (BDD) and Inter Block
Diagram (IBD) are used for defining the basic system structure [5, 8].

SysML introduces a diagram known as Requirement Diagram. SysML
Requirement Diagram can be used to model functional as well as non-functional
requirements and their links with each other and other artifacts of the system to
show that how they are satisfied.

In this paper, we present the case study of traffic controller to discuss the
structure of the system using SysML. We first draw the system’s requirement
diagram to show the functional and non-functional requirements of the system and
show the connection of different requirements with different parts of the system.
We present the requirements of the system by using SysML requirement diagram.

Fig. 1 Relationship between
UML and SysML
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After representing the external entities and their relationship with the system, the
system’s structure will be constructed by using SysML Block Definition Diagram
and Parametric Diagram.

Here is the paper’s structure. Section 2 discusses the selected case study.
Section 3 discusses system’s requirements and SysML Requirement Diagram.
Section 4 introduces SysML Block Definition Diagram (BDD) and its application
to our case study. Section 5 describes SysML Parametric Diagram and its related
application to our selected case study. Finally we provide conclusion in Sect. 6.

2 Case Study

The selected case study for this work is based on [9]. This case study is about a
traffic controller. The traffic controller is responsible to control traffic signals at a
traffic junction as shown in Fig. 3. Traffic lights 1 and 3 are required to always
show the same signal as shown by lights 2 and 4 at a particular time.

One traffic cycle is Green–Orange–Red and another cycle is Green–Orange–
Red. The safety requirement is that one pair of traffic lights must be red for 30 s
and another pair of traffic lights must be green at any given time. The controller is
responsible for ‘change direction’. The currently red signals must be set to green,
and the currently green signals to red in response to ‘change direction’.

We will be using OMG SysML to model some of the major components of
traffic controller discussed in this case study. The focus of this paper is using
Requirement Diagram and Parametric Diagram of SysML to represent system
requirements and its constraints respectively. Additionally we will show the
structure of traffic controller by using Block Definition Diagram (BDD).

Fig. 2 SysML diagrams (courtesy [5])
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3 SysML Requirement Diagram

UML is considered inefficient to model non-functional requirements [4]. To
remove this inefficiency of UML, SysML introduces Requirement Diagram which
can model and represent non-functional requirements as model element of the
system structure.

Requirement Diagram of SysML has requirement name, requirement text and
optional unique ID as shown in the Fig. 4.

Requirements and their relationships can be represented in a number of ways
while using Requirements Diagram [6]. The relationships among different require-
ments of the system and their hierarchy can be easily shown. The relationships:
hierarchy, satisfy, refine, verify, trace etc. can be used while requirements are being
modeled. In SysML, requirements can also be represented in a tabular form [5] but is
beyond the scope of the paper.

In the case study we have selected, different requirements (both functional and
non-functional) exist. Some of the requirements are as below.

Fig. 3 Layout of traffic
lights (reproduced from [8])

Fig. 4 Requirement diagram
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3.1 Software Requirements

The intended system to be developed in our selected case study is a traffic
controller at a road junction (Fig. 3). Pairs of traffic lights (1, 3) and (2, 4) are
required to show the same signal indication for a specified interval. There are two
light cycles Green–Orange–Red and Red–Orange–Green.

There are two more (non-functional) requirements: safety and reliability. In
order to ensure safety, it is required that one pair must be red at certain given time.

The reliability requirements ensure that:

• Lights of all directions must not be red at the same time
• Lights of all directions must not be green at the same time
• Continuous power supply is provided.

The above stated requirements can be modeled using SysML Requirement
Diagram as shown in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 5 we can see that how flexible and powerful is the SysML Requirement
Diagram. It enables us to show the requirements as a standardized model. The
figure shows that how the traffic controller reliability (NFR) is contained by other

Fig. 5 Requirement diagram of the case study
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requirements. It means that the system will be called reliable when all the
following (contained) requirements are satisfied.

Figure 5 also illustrates some of the relationships like satisfy and refine. For
example, ‘Reliable green light Timing’ requirement is refined by two requirements.
On the other hand, ‘TrafficController’ block satisfies some of the requirements.

4 SysML Block Diagram

4.1 Block

In object orientation, classes are the central elements while in SysML classes are
replaced by the blocks [10]. Blocks have the capability for modeling different type
of systems and its features including both structural and behavioral [5]. Through
the concept of block, SysML describes the static structure of systems. A block
might be physical or logical unit of a system [10].

4.2 Block Definition Diagram (BDD)

The SysML Block Definition Diagram (BDD) in SysML is the simplest way to
describe the system’s structure. It also provides a number of features like
associations, dependencies and generalizations among blocks. Jut like UML class,
SysML BDD also uses properties and operations in order to define a static feature of
the system [5].

The general structure of SysML Block Definition Diagram (BDD) is given in
Fig. 6. BDD is equivalent to Class diagram in UML but offers more powerful
features than class diagram of UML. The Block Definition Diagram (BDD) of our
case study is given in Fig. 7. This BDD depicts the composition of a block by
relating blocks with one another using the composition relationship. The figure
shows that the Traffic Controller is composed of a number of subsystems; Power,
Processing and TrafficLight. Each subsystem is modeled by a separate block while
each block is subsequently decomposed in sub-blocks.

5 SysML Parametric Diagram

SysML has introduced another diagram which was not present in UML called
‘Parametric Diagram’. Parametric diagram works with association with a diagram
called ‘Constraint Block’ [11].
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5.1 Constraint Block

Constraint blocks can be used to present a way for integrating different system
engineering analysis e.g. performance and reliability models with other SysML
models [5]. By using Constraint block we can define a number of constraints and
rules (based on these constraints) that must be conformed by the system.

Formulated constraints are regular UML constraints [9] and are usually written
by using OCL which is recognized and evaluated (automatically) by almost all the
tools that support SysML.

A constraint block, as shown in Fig. 8, defines the parameters used by the
constraints like attributes. The notation used by constraint block is very similar to

Fig. 6 SysML block
definition diagram (BDD)
(courtesy [5])

Fig. 7 Block definition
diagram of traffic controller
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that for blocks with the difference that stereotype «constraint» is used instead
of «block» . A constraint block also contains another compartment used to write
constraints using the parameters defined in the ‘parameters’ compartment.
Figure 8 shows the constraint block of our case study.

Figure 8 shows that how constraint’s parameters and constraint’s formulae can
be defined by using SysML constraint block. The list of constraints can be large
but the figure shows some of the primary constraints related to our case study.

5.2 Parametric Diagram

Once constraints are defined then they can be applied to the system by using
parametric diagram. A parametric diagram is a special kind of SysML Internal
Block Diagram (IBD) that shows the usage of constraint blocks along with the
properties they constrain within a given context [5, 9]. Parametric diagrams are
based on one or more constraint blocks. Figure 9 shows the parametric diagram of
our case study based on the constraint block shown in Fig. 8.

A parametric diagram could be very complex and as simple as demonstrated in
Fig. 9. The use of a constraint block on a parametric diagram can be shown as
round-cornered rectangles as shown in Fig. 9 above. Small rectangles at the inside
edge of the parametric diagram represent constraint parameters. They also provide
connection points while linking them to other constraints or parts.

It is important to note that although we can define constraints (in form of OCL)
using constraint block but some SysML supported tools still encourage to write the
OCL constraint in form of scripts or comments. This allow us to write more
complex constraints which would be difficult to write or show using constraint
block.

Once constraints are defined then most SysML supported tools allow us to draw
parametric diagram automatically based on the available scenario (constraint block).

Fig. 8 Constraint block of
traffic controller
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The generated parametric diagram can be further customized to meet the
requirements.

It is important to note that after construction of parametric diagram some code
is required to write to accomplish the task. This code can be written in an
appropriate language like VHDL, Verilog etc. depending upon the system
requirements and the available facilities of the language.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown how SysML Requirement Diagram, BDD (Block
Definition Diagram) and Parametric Diagram can be exercised to model the
system’s structure. SysML Requirement Diagram is one of the powerful SysML
diagram valued by both software and system engineers. As we have seen that
Requirement Diagram has made the life of engineers very simple while modeling
non-functional requirements as system construct and linking them with other parts
of the system. It also helps us to analyze whether a particular requirement is
satisfied or not. At the other hand, BDD is used to model the system’s structure just
like class diagram is used in UML. The paper also illustrated that how Parametric
Diagram can be used in association with constraint block to define constraints of
the system. Since there are only a few case studies available on SysML, this effort
will provide a basis of understanding of SysML for modeling complex systems.
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Handover Latency Reduction Scheme
for Railroad Communications in 4G
Mobile Networks

Ronny Yongho Kim and Baik Kim

Abstract In the design of 4G cellular mobile networks, also known as,
IMT-Advanced systems, new air interface enhancements such as multi-carrier
support and interference mitigation further require handover protocol to be scal-
able and flexible to support various 4G deployments. This paper presents the state-
of-the-art handover schemes designed for IEEE 802.16 m based 4G mobile
networks (next generation WiMAX), approved by ITU as an IMT-Advanced
technology and provides discussion on technical challenges of railroad commu-
nications for high speed trains. Based on the discussion, handover latency
reduction scheme for railroad communications is proposed. Various advanced
handover procedures accepted in IEEE 802.16 m specification are explained in
details in order to derive technical challenges and handover reduction scheme of
railroad communications.

Keywords Handover latency � Railroad communications � IEEE 802.16 m

1 Introduction

In order to meet the requirements of growing high speed mobile computing users
and large capacity, International Telecommunication Union Radio Section (ITU-R)
has commenced the process of developing ITU-R Recommendations for the ter-
restrial components of the International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced
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(IMT-Advanced) radio interface [1]. IMT-Advanced systems are also known as the
4th-Generation (4G) mobile systems. Emerging broadband wireless air interface
specification such as IEEE 802.16 m [2, 3], which provides enhanced link layer
amendment to the legacy IEEE 802.16 system [4, 5], is designed to meet and in
many cases exceed IMT-Advanced requirements [1]. One of requirements for 4G
mobile systems is mobility support moving at very high speed of 300 km/h.
However, since such a requirement for high speed vehicle is a minimum require-
ment, system performance is only functional status. Since handover has the most
stringent latency requirement on service interruption time compared to other
mobility related operations, handover schemes for high speed vehicles need to be
enhanced in order to provide good performance for vehicles.

In this paper, state-of-the-art handover schemes designed for IEEE 802.16 m
based next-generation WiMAX [6] are presented and then their technical chal-
lenges for high speed vehicles, especially high speed train, are discussed. Based on
the discussion, a handover latency reduction scheme is proposed.

2 Handover Procedures

2.1 Basic Handover Procedures

The handover procedure of IEEE 802.16 m consists of four steps that are very
similar to IEEE 802.16e hard handover: network topology acquisition, handover
preparation, handover execution, handover completion. Major Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer enhancements have been done to improve IEEE 802.16 m
handover to be a more seamless operation than IEEE 802.16e handover. In the
remaining of this section, we will use the call flow shown in Fig. 1 to describe the
details of improved IEEE 802.16 m handover procedure. During the Network
Topology Acquisition phase, a serving BS broadcasts system information of
neighbor Base Stations (BSs) for Mobile Stations (MSs) in its coverage. By using
the information in the neighbor advertisement, the MSs can perform scanning
efficiently since typically MS will only performs radio quality measurement and
skip reading neighbor BS’s system information. After scanning neighbor BSs, MS
reports the scanning result to the BS. During the Handover Preparation/Initiation
phase, both mobile-initiated handover and BS initiated handover are possible. IEEE
802.16 m handover is hard handover and network controlled, for which the network
decides one or more candidate target BSs for the MS to handover to, while some
flexibility is allowed for the MS to perform target selection if multiple targets are
provided. Serving BS negotiates with one or more candidate target BSs for hand-
over preparation by sending a handover request message to each candidate BS. The
negotiation between serving BS and target BS during the Handover Preparation
stage via R8 interface is of particular importance to enable the enhancement of
‘‘seamless handover’’ option over legacy system. The serving BS will request MAC
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context pre-establishment, including the MAC station identifier (ST-ID) and all the
ongoing service flows, as well as dedicated random access code for MS to access
the target BS. The benefits of such negotiation become clear in Handover Execution
phase as we discuss in the sequel. During the Handover Execution phase, the
serving BS transmits handover command to the MS, in which a Disconnect Time
from the serving BS, an Action Time for starting network re-entry, which is the
handover procedure for MSs to be re-connected to the network, at target BS, and all
the MAC pre-establishment configuration based on serving/target BS negotiation
will be included. Upon reception of the handover command, the MS disconnects
with the serving BS and performs network re-entry to the target BS specified in the
handover command. The network re-entry procedures in IEEE 802.16 m include
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Fig. 1 An overall handover procedure of IEEE 802.16 m system
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downlink/uplink synchronization, request for uplink grants via random access
channel, and security key update and mutual authentication. The MS may use the
dedicated random access code or opportunity reserved by the target BS during
handover preparation to avoid collision in random access. Dedicated ranging
resource also allows BS to quickly identify incoming MS upon receiving the ran-
dom access code. With ST-ID pre-assignment during handover preparation phase,
the MS has already obtained a valid ST-ID for accessing the target BS, without need
for additional signaling during network re-entry. Subsequently control messages for
network re-entry will be exchanged between the MS and the target BS to mutually
verify procession of valid security context and complete the protocol. During the
Handover Completion phase, upon the completion of the MS network re-entry at
the target BS, the target BS initiates a data path registration request to the data path
anchor (ASN-GW) to request for data path switching. The data path switching tears
down the data forwarding path to the previous serving BS and starts new data path
to forward packets for the MS via the new serving BS.

2.2 Multi-Carrier Handover Procedures

Multi-carrier support is a key physical enhancement to boost peak throughput in
4G systems. The multi-carrier handover (MCHO) in IEEE 802.16 m is defined as
the handover procedure which involves multiple radio carriers, by leveraging MS
multi-carrier radio capability to further reduce handover interruptions. Two kinds
of MCHO procedures are supported by the IEEE 802.16 m system, multi-carrier
Entry Before Break (EBB) handover and secondary carrier pre-assignment, and
they can be performed together or individually depending on the MS capability. In
case the MS supports multi-carrier capabilities, the EBB handover can be done by
performing network re-entry to the target BS on one carrier while maintaining data
transmission with the serving BS on another carrier, and hence the handover re-
entry interleaving interval is not required by EBB handover with multi-carrier
support. In the operation of multi-carrier, a primary carrier of an MS is the carrier
through which control packets between the MS and the BS are exchanged. Sec-
ondary carriers are assigned to exchange data packets between the MS and the BS
and each secondary carrier has separate physical layer processing including the
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) function. Figure 2 illustrates an example
of the multi-carrier EBB handover procedure, in which the MS maintains its data
communication with the serving BS on its original primary carrier, while per-
forming network re-entry to the target BS on a different carrier frequency. The
target carrier frequency may be either previously served as a secondary carrier at
the serving BS, or a new carrier not being assigned to the MS at the serving BS.
Similar to the single-carrier EBB handover, the radio link between the MS and the
serving BS is disconnected upon the expiration of the Disconnect Time defined by
the serving BS, or upon reception of the handover completion notification from the
target BS.
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3 Handover Latency Reduction Scheme for Railroad
Communications

There are several important technical challenges in order to utilize current hand-
over schemes for high speed vehicles such as high speed train. The most important
handover related issue is service interruption due to handover. There exist two
kinds of handover latency: layer 2 (L2) handover latency and layer 3 (L3) hand-
over latency.

• L2 Handover Latency

– Fast Handover Trigger: Fast moving on board mobile terminal is required to
trigger handover quickly.
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Fig. 2 A basic overall multi-carrier handover procedure of IEEE 802.16 m system
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– Fast Channel Measurement: Since channel measurement could not be useful
for fast moving on board mobile terminal, channel measurement and report
are required to be fast.

– New Station ID (L2 Address) establishment: Since change of base stations is
very quick due to fast movement, a new station ID (L2 mobile address) is
required to be established very quickly.

• L3 Handover Latency

– L3 Address Change Detection: Since L2 and L3 are not tightly coupled and
L3 has its own way of mobility management, L3 is required to detect L3
handover and necessity of L3 handover.

– New IP Address (L3 Address) Establishment: In order to continue commu-
nication after L2 handover, L3 address should be re-established as quickly as
possible after or at the same time of L2 handover.

Railroad communication network has its unique network configuration since
train moves along with fixed railroad. Therefore, in case of railroad communica-
tions, a simple and efficient handover solution can be derived by taking advantage
of its unique network configuration. In order to overcome technical challenges,
zone based handover scheme can be considered where several BSs along railroad
are grouped as a same handover group and within a same handover zone, same L2
ID can be used for expedited handover. Within a same handover zone, an MS only
transmits simple notification to a new serving BS in order to change data path to
the MS via the new serving BS. Handover zone can be easily configured by
exploiting unique characteristics of railroad communications. L2 handover zone
can be tightly coupled with L3 handover zone to further reduce L3 handover
latency. Therefore, in case of railroad communication, by utilizing zone based
handover concept, handover latency can be substantially reduced.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the state-of-the-art handover schemes designed for IEEE 802.16 m
based 4G mobile networks approved by ITU as an IMT-Advanced technology
have been presented and technical challenges for railroad communications in 4G
mobile networks have been discussed. Based on the discussion on the technical
challenges, handover zone based handover latency reduction scheme is proposed.
In the proposed scheme, a novel handover zone concept simplifying handover
procedure is employed.
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Neo Energy Storage Technology:
REDOX Flow Battery

Sunhoe Kim

Abstract A REDOX flow battery as a large energy storage technology was
reviewed in the paper. REDOX flow battery is a promising technology for the large
scale of energy storage and can be expected as a new technology for energy storage
device which can replace former secondary batteries. The recent research data and
results concerning the REDOX flow battery technologies were summarized in the
paper. Among many kinds of REDOX flow batteries the vanadium REDOX flow
battery was mainly reviewed in this paper. The REDOX flow battery can be
combined with the renewable energy systems, such as solar cell and wind power.

Keywords REDOX flow battery � Energy storage � Secondary battery

1 Introduction

Energy storage has been one of the most serious issues for human life. Various
kinds of energy storage devices have been shown in forms of batteries. Among
those batteries REDOX flow batteries were introduced in the aspects of both large
scale and automotive applications. A redox flow battery is an electrochemical
energy storage device. The electro-active species are stored externally and these
reactants are circulated through cell or stack as required flow rates. There are
several types of redox flow batteries by the electro-active species couple for both
anode and cathode. Among them the most promising type is vanadium RFB
(VRFB) which uses the vanadium as an electro-active species for both negative
and positive sides.
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A VRFB operates on an electrochemical couple based on two different reac-
tions of vanadium ions in acidic aqueous solution. This is made possible because
vanadium ions are stable in an unusually high number of valence states: vanadium
can be found in +2, +3, +4 and +5 valence states. All four of these valence states
are used in a VRFB. A VRFB consists of an assembly of electrochemical cells,
each consisting of two half-cells. Separate reactions occur in each half-cell. During
discharge, electrons are produced in the reaction in the negative half-cell and are
consumed in the reaction in the positive half-cell, forming the basis for an electric
current.

In the negative side during discharge, vanadium (2+) ions in solution are
converted to vanadium (3+) ions, with the loss of an electron which is available for
conduction:

V2þ $ V3þ þ e� E0 ¼ �0:255 V

In the positive side during discharge, vanadium (+5) ions are converted to
vanadium (+4) ions, gaining an electron in the process.

VOþ2 þ e� þ 2Hþ $ VO2þ þ H2O E0 ¼ 1:0 V

The overall equation is: [1]

VOþ2 þ 2Hþ þ V2þ $ VO2þ þ H2Oþ V3þ E0 ¼ 1:255 V

2 Parts of a VRFB

2.1 Ion Exchange Membrane Electrolyte

The cell of negative and positive side is separated by using a proton exchange
membrane (PEM). The membrane physically separates the two vanadium-based
electrolyte solutions, preventing self discharge. Several membranes can be used
for VRFBs (Fig. 1). Commonly used products are Nafion

�
of DuPont or Asahi

Glass Company’s CMV, AMV and DMV [2–6].

2.2 Electrodes

The electrodes used in VRFB are composed of high-surface area carbon materials.
These materials operate across a wide range of voltage potentials with minimal
hydrogen and oxygen evolution, are chemically stable with respect to the acidic
electrolytes at both the anode and cathode of a cell, and are available at reasonable
costs. Commercial vanadium battery electrodes are usually made with carbon felt.
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2.3 Separator Plates

The cells in a VRFB stack are separated by bipolar plates, which physically
separate each cell from the next, while connecting the two electrically. The plate
must be highly conductive and chemically stable in the highly acidic environment
of the cell, with the ability to connect with the electrode material with low contact
resistance. The tanks must be composed of materials which are resistant to
corrosion in the very low pH environment.

2.4 Other Balance of Plants

Other Balance of Plants (BOPs), such as pumps, valves, pipes and other connecting
components must be corrosion resistant and stable in acid environments. For this
reason, pumps using plastic impellers are used in most installations. Similarly,
valves must be rated for low pH environments. Developers usually use PVC
material for piping for that reason, which is also strong cost competitive.

Fig. 1 Single stack flow circuit to describe the principles of operation, main components of a
V-RFB system and parts to establish the power and energy rating of the system (Courtesy
Sumitomo Electric Industries)
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3 Performance and Degradation of a VRFB

3.1 Over-Charge and Over-Discharge

Like most of battery electrochemical chemistry, overcharge of the VRFB can have
fatal effects on most of the cell components. Most VRFB designs incorporate
controls that ensure that the battery as a whole is not overcharged, by watching the
open circuit voltage in a reference cell outside the power generating stack. On the
other hand, the VRFB is highly tolerant of over-discharge. Because the two
electrolytes are identical in the discharged state, it is possible in principle to over-
discharge the battery to a point at which the cell polarities are completely reversed,
turning the negative electrolyte into the positive electrolyte, and vice versa. In
practice, the ability to perform this reversal is dependent on the construction of the
cell and cell components, which may not be optimized for such operation.

3.2 Electrolyte Crossover

The unique chemistry of the VRFB also makes it very tolerant of the movement of
reactive species from one half-cell to the other. In almost every types of flow
battery design, ion exchange between the half-cells is accomplished through the
transfer of protons across an ion exchange membrane [7, 8]. For an ideal mem-
brane that conducted only protons, the use of different chemical species in the two
electrolytes would present no difficulty. However, real ion exchange membranes
are not, and cannot be, perfectly selective. Other chemical species also travel from
one electrolyte to the other, albeit at a slow rate. This phenomenon is often called
crossover.

For most of battery systems crossover can be a serious contamination issue,
leading to irreversible degradation in capacity and performance. In VRFBs,
however, crossover does not result in contamination, since both electrolytes are
based on the same chemical constituents. Crossover does result in temporary self-
discharge, which is easily corrected through charging. This characteristic is
another way in which VRFBs show their relative robustness over similar
technologies.

3.3 Maintenance

Several VRFB systems have been in operation for the last several years, and some
maintenance requirements have been established. For new installations, monthly
visual inspections of piping and tanks are required, with detailed inspection at
6 month intervals. Pumps and HVAC systems require inspection every 6 months.
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Pump bearings and seals may require replacement at 5 year intervals. Electronic
parts such as boards, sensors, relays, and fuses, may require replacement as
necessary.

The VRFB cell stacks have a life estimated at over 10 years. They require
minimal maintenance over their lifetime, amounting to a visual inspection every
6 months and an exterior cleaning and bolt torque check every year. As the
technology matures, intervals between regular maintenance may become longer.

The vanadium electrolyte does not degrade and does not require changing.
Early research suggested that electrolyte rebalancing between the positive and
negative sides is necessary to cancel the effect of water migration across the ion
exchange membrane, but recent investigations have indicated that such rebal-
ancing is probably not necessary. The addition of water may be required to replace
water lost due to electrolysis during charging.

3.4 Lifetime

The crucial system component in determining the life of a VRFB system is the cell
stack, which can degrade in performance over running time. The key component in
the battery stacks is the membrane. Although degradation can happen in the
electrodes, especially by overcharge, operation algorithm can easily minimize it.
With the assumption of about 1,000 charge/discharge cycles per year, the stack’s
life time is expected 10–15 years. With replacement or refurbishment of stacks
and pump components, a VRFB system can be expected to operate for more than
20 years.

4 Conclusions

Although environmental and cost considerations make traditional solutions more
difficult to implement, however, storage is becoming a more attractive option.

As noted earlier, VRFB technology is considered to be one of the large-scale
energy storage technologies closest to being commercially available for wide-
spread use. The technical performance of this technology has benefited from
continuing research and development, along with real-life experience from a
number of demonstration projects conducted in Australia, Japan, and the U.S. over
the last few years. These projects have also demonstrated that VRFB do have the
capability to address utility problems.
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An Effective Interfacing Adapter
for PRAM Based Main Memory
via Flexible Management DRAM Buffer

Mei-Ying Bian, Su-Kyung Yoon and Shin-Dug Kim

Abstract An interfacing adapter is required between cache layer and PRAM
based main memory to cover the shortcomings of PRAM. Thus this research is to
design a flexible DRAM buffer (FDB) structure, which can improves performance
by prefetch candidate data into FDB to reduce the miss penalty, and extends
PRAM lifetime by filtering a large portion of write back data upon eviction from
last level cache. Our results show that FDB can effectively minimize the access
latency to achieve similar performance to the case of DRAM main memory and
reduce a certain degree of write count to PRAM, thus limited endurance can get
some respite thereby, typically extend their life expectancy.

Keywords Memory hierarchy � PRAM � Buffer management

1 Introduction

PRAM has emerged as a promising candidate for main memory, due to its excep-
tionally lower leakage power and higher density relative to the case of DRAM.
Nevertheless, there are also several challenges required to be overcome before
PRAM can be replaces DRAM as main memory. For example PRAM is wearable
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such that only about 106 � 108 writes can be performed. Moreover, PRAM read
latency is 2X–4X slower than DRAM, write latency is about an order of magnitude
slower than read latency and consumes more energy on writes than DRAM [4, 5].

To mitigate these shortcomings, we organize PRAM main memory with a small
flexible DRAM buffer (FDB) which is designed as an interfacing buffer module
between the last level cache (LLC) and PRAM main memory. The buffer could be
a DRAM buffer, in order to provide performance similar to that of DRAM based
main memory. The FDB improves performance by caching highly accessed data,
and extends PRAM lifetime by filtering a large portion of victim data upon
eviction from LLC.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work and Approach
will be explained in Sects. 2 and 3, respectively. And its evaluation is provided in
Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this research.

2 Related Work

In order to overcome PRAM shortcomings, such as longer access latency and
limited lifetime, there has been much subsequent work on chip technology. A lazy-
write organization when a page fault is serviced, where the page fetched from the
hard disk is written only to the DRAM storage, if it is evicted from the DRAM
storage, only dirty pages will be written back to PRAM main memory [5].
However, once the system is suspended, previous execution stats will be lost
without using any advantage of non-volatile main memory. A PRAM based hybrid
memory using superblock-based adapting buffer located between LLC and main
memory, when a miss occurs, a set of page units from main memory will
aggressively prefetch to the spatial locality superblock buffer, where PRAM main
memory maintains all the execution stats [3]. However, this technique requires a
large amount of DRAM buffer space it is not conductive to save power.

Thus, to support low power consumption, and low cost, the goal of this research
is use a small amount of DRAM buffer space, still providing same target access
performance relative to DRAM based conventional memory.

3 Approach

3.1 Fundamental Idea

In order to compensate for slow reads and writes in PRAM, when PRAM replaces
DRAM as main memory, we take into account the structure of the hierarchical
DRAM and PRAM hybrid structure, a small DRAM buffer which is designed as an
interfacing buffer module between the LLC and PRAM main memory. In our
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approach, DRAM plays both as write buffer for main memory and also as a
prefetch storage space for LLC, PRAM works as the large main memory
exploiting to the benefits of larger capacity and low standby power.

To improve the temporal locality, thereby to reduce the number of write oper-
ations, we design the DRAM buffer management in a more flexible way. Especially
dirty blocks being evicted from the LLC will first be written back to the FDB,
where write latency of the slower PRAM main memory can be hidden while
increasing the probability of buffer hits to be accessed by LLC. Furthermore, in
order to take advantage of spatial locality, when a miss occurs in the LLC, the
requested block is fetched into any candidate slot of the LLC and simultaneously its
next one block ahead is directly prefetched into FDB upon eviction from the LLC.

The basic concept of DRAM is used as a buffer of PRAM that has three pur-
poses. The first purpose is to reduce the write count to PRAM, thus limited
endurance can get some respite thereby, typically extend their life expectancy.
Second purpose is to emphasize spatial locality, when a miss occurs in the LLC, the
requested block is fetched into the LLC and simultaneously its next one block ahead
is prefetched into FDB. This is to pre-collect and maintain those blocks that might
be accessed at later time, thereby to reduce the miss penalty. Finally, for write
requests to the PRAM, where write latency of the slower PRAM main memory can
be hidden while increasing the probability of buffer hits accessed by LLC.

3.2 Operational Flow of FDB

Basic operational flow of the proposed FDB is provided as shown in Fig. 1. When
a data request from LLC and also a victim process is performed, our proposed
architecture is performed as follows:
Step 1 A block request is generated from the LLC simultaneously a block is

evicted from the LLC
Step 2 First check the dirty bit, and look over if the dirty bit is set. If the dirty bit

is not set, it is simply discarded from the LLC, otherwise continue to the
next step

Step 3 Check the FDB, find out if there is a mapping block in the FDB. If the
evicted block exists in the FDB, go to Step 6, otherwise continue to the
next step

Step 4 Check the FDB, if the FDB has been filled with blocks a FIFO page will
be evicted then, continue to the next step

Step 5 Write back the dirty blocks to the main memory, otherwise simply
discarded upon eviction from the FDB, go to Step 6

Step 6 Transmitting the requested block to the LLC, transmit the next one block
ahead to the FDB
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4 Performance Analysis

We used a trace driven simulation as our evaluation methodology. We used five
scientific applications, e.g., bzip2, mcf, soplex, sjeng, wrf from SPEC 2006
benchmark [2]. We used GEM5 full system mode to generate address traces of
CPU requests. As a basic system configuration chosen in the experiment, L1
instruction and L1 data caches consist of 32-KBytes, 4-way set associative, with a
64 Byte block size. L2 cache memory is configured as a unified 1-MBytes, 8-way
set associative cache, with a 128 Byte block size. The proposed FDA is configured
1-MByte, with a 128 Byte block size and managed as in FIFO. Also, for the
baseline system the main memory is configured as 1-GByte, 4096 Byte page and
256 Byte block size for comparison. We implemented our memory simulator and
added CPU of the GEM5.

4.1 Impact on Access Latency

For comparison, we take conventional DRAM main memory structure as a
baseline. Because PRAM access latency is longer than DRAM thus, an effective
buffering method to minimize the access latency is required to achieve similar
performance to the case of DRAM main memory. However, as demonstrate by [1],
read and write latencies for PCM are approximately 2X and 7X longer than those
for DRAM.

In this experiment, DRAM access latency is normalized as one. Figure 2 shows
the relative DRAM access latency, when we simply replace DRAM with PCM can
increase the average access latency by 2.06X. However, a case of unified L2 cache
with FDB can perfectly hide PCM longer access latency as in Fig. 2. Average
PCM access latency relative to that of DRAM can be reduced up to 1.20X.

Fig. 1 Operational flow of
buffer management
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4.2 Impact on PRAM Lifetime

Because of the limited endurance of PRAM, we exploit the FDB as a flexible write
buffer to collect dirty blocks that might be accessed again at later time, in this way
to extend PRAM life expectancy.

Fig. 2 Benchmark access
latency when using PCM as a
DRAM replacement

Fig. 3 Comparison of
average write-back count
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Figure 3 shows the number of writes to the PRAM main memory, where the
y-axis gives the average write count per 1 million access requests. As shown in
Fig. 3, a combination of the L2 cache and FDB decreases the write count by
17.20 %.

5 Conclusions

To avoid large performance losses due to long memory access delays, we proposed
a flexible DRAM buffer to bridge the gap between processor and memory speeds.
When any cache miss occurs, the requested block is fetched into the last level
cache and simultaneously its next one block ahead is directly prefetched into FDB
upon eviction from the last level cache. In order to hide PRAM long write latency
for write requests to the last level cache blocks are moved to the FDB first, where
write latency of the slower PRAM memory can be hidden. Specifically, this
technique may also reduce write back count to PRAM while increasing the
probability of buffer hits accessed by L2 cache.

Our results show that FDB can reducing the misses by 90.96 %, comparing
with the case of conventional L2 cache (with no buffer). And FDB not only can
effectively minimize the access latency to achieve similar performance to the case
of DRAM main memory and also reduce a certain degree of write count to PRAM,
thus limited endurance can get some respite thereby, typically extend their life
expectancy.
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